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Foreword 
ITC 2006 – An Appeal For Your Help 
If you are taking a moment to read this passage, all of us on the volunteer committee that organizes the conference each year are grateful! 
Many of you are likely not aware that the proceeds from the fees charged to attendees and exhibitors at the conference each year are 
given to a nonprofit foundation, The International Foundation for Telemetering.   
The goals of the Foundation are to promote and stimulate technical growth in the telemetering industry and its allied arts and sciences.   
My favorite purpose of the Foundation is the educational support program.  The Foundation has established and continues to support 
engineering programs at New Mexico State University, Brigham Young University, University of Arizona, University of Missouri – Rolla, 
and University of California Santa Barbara.  Since 1971, the Foundation has sponsored numerous scholarships and fellowships in 
telemetry-related subjects at a number of colleges and universities.  A key goal of the conference each year is student participation.  The 
conference solicits technical papers from students, and a monetary award is given to the authors of the best paper at each conference.   
Each year the Foundation provides the initial funding needed to launch the conference that you just attended.  This sponsorship makes it 
possible to present technical forums, educational activities, and technical publications that have been a part of the conference since its 
inception 42 years ago.  The Foundation’s sponsorship makes it possible to provide the telemetry industry with a world class conference—
a conference that brings us together once a year to share ideas and examine the latest in systems and equipment designed to improve 
our capabilities and efficiency. 
The conference stay so affordable due largely to the Foundation’s involvement.  The inexpensive registration and exhibitor fees are 
accomplished in part through the Foundation’s support and guidance of a committee of volunteers that each year organizes and runs the 
conference.  These volunteers are each sponsored by their organizations and attend several meetings each year to work on tasks for the 
upcoming conference. 
Here is where we get to the part of asking for your help.  Simply put, we need more committee members to share the work of putting on 
the conference each year.  Many of our volunteers have served in their roles on the committee for a decade or more.  Some of our past 
staff members have even continued to serve on the committee after retirement from the employer or agency that had sponsored them.  In 
other cases, increasing professional responsibilities have resulted in staff members needing to discontinue their participation.  The 
committee is always open to new members wishing to join our ranks, and the need for additional members is on the verge of becoming a 
concern.  The committee’s current needs include Marketing, Communications, and IT, as well as support for general efforts such as 
registration and set-up.   
ITC stands as a world-class conference that serves the telemetry community exceptionally well and in a manner that benefits us all.  You 
can help to perpetuate the conference each year and to keep it affordable by adding your support to the team of staff members that 
organize the conference each year.  If you are reading this while at the conference and would like to learn more about how you can help, 
just ask any staff member and we’ll get you introduced to the committee.  Or, you can request additional information by sending an email 
to the 2007 Conference General Chairman at GC2007@telemetry.org. 

Sincerely,  
 
Steve Proudlock 



 
Disclaimer: 
 
We have strived to accurately reproduce papers on CD-ROM and now DVD in a format that can be easily 
read and widely accessible. We know this process is less than perfect, and errors may have been introduced 
or material inadvertently omitted. There were instances in which the electronically submitted manuscript 
differed from the hardcopy reference – some papers were resubmitted multiple times. Wherever possible we 
tried to use the most recently submitted electronic copy as the correct version. For hardcopy conversion of 
old proceedings, additional opportunity for error is introduced. The trials and tribulations of this aspect of our 
work have been noted annually in this set of notes accompanying each CD over past years. In any case, the 
International Foundation for Telemetering assumes no responsibility for the correctness or accuracy of 
material appearing in these proceedings. In all cases where the data is to be put to use, the author or authors 
of the material should be consulted to verify the correctness and accuracy of the material. 
 
Copyright: 
 
All material on this DVD is Copyright© International Foundation for Telemetering, all rights reserved unless 
the paper was submitted as “U. S. Government - All Rights Reserved,” or other restrictions were accepted as 
noted on individual papers and/or on the copyright forms. 
 
Corrections: 
 
This DVD contains the 1965 through 2006 proceedings. Corrections to this material will be considered for 
inclusion in future DVD’s. In order to be considered, corrected material must be accompanied by a correction 
request signed by all authors of the paper. The correction request must note exactly what material has been 
or needs to be corrected. To be considered, corrections must be submitted by June 1 of the current year to 
that year’s Technical Program Chair. The 2002 conference proceedings on this release implemented a 
correction of this type: paper 02-04-1 was withdrawn by the author. 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE

IFT BOARD PRESIDENT

The International Foundation for
Telemetering (IFT) is committed
to serving the telemetry commu-
nity, including the government,
private industry, and academia,
by conducting the annual
In te rnat iona l  Te lemeter ing
Conference (ITC). Each year we
select an ITC General Chairman
and Technical Program Chairman

from these sectors to bring the telemetering com-
munity together for a four-day exchange of cur-
rent technology trends, policy issues, innovations,
and technical information. We rotate this leader-
ship responsibility through the general areas relat-
ed to the test ranges associated with the needs of
the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, NASA space and
aeronautical testing, and academia as it relates to
research and curricula related to telemetering.
On behalf of our industry, the IFT would like to
express our sincere appreciation for the leader-
ship efforts of Charles Garcia,
General Chair, and Armando
Juarez, Technical Program
Liaison, and the entire 
volunteer ITC staff and
their respective sponsors.

— Norm Lantz

DoD Notice
The Department of Defense finds this event meets the minimum regula-
tory standards for attendance by DoD employees. This finding does not
constitute a blanket approval or endorsement for attendance. Individual
DoD component commands or organizations are responsible for
approving attendance of their DoD employees based on mission require-
ments and DoD regulations.

Norm Lantz
Board President

International Foundation
for Telemetering
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WELCOME

JOIN US FOR A SHOWCASE PRESENTATION
OF THE FUTURE COMBAT SYSTEM

DoD Notice
The Department of Defense finds this
event meets the minimum regulatory
standards for attendance by DoD
employees. This finding does not consti-
tute a blanket approval or endorsement
for attendance. Individual DoD compo-
nent commands or organizations are
responsible for approving attendance of
their DoD employees based on mission
requirements and DoD regulations.

Charles R. Garcia
ITC/USA 2006 General Chairman
Computer Sciences Corporation

El Paso, TX

Armando Juarez
ITC/USA 2006 Tech. Program Liaison

White Sands Missile Range
White Sands, NM

Lena Peña
ITC/USA 2006 Executive Coordinator

Miratek Corporation
El Paso, TX

Gold Sponsors

Wideband Systems, Inc.

Wyle Laboratories, Telemetry
and Data Systems

Teletronics Technology
Corporation

L-3 Communications

ACRA CONTROL

Silver Sponsors

Symvionics, Inc.

Herley Industries

M/A-COM, Inc.

ITC/USA 2006 CONFERENCE SPONSORS

Tha
nk

You
to All ITC Volunteers!

ITC continues to be run by an all-volunteer organizing committee without whom the conference
would never come to pass. The Board of the International Foundation for Telemetering wishes to
thank all ITC volunteers, and the companies who sponsor them, for their generous contributions
to making this forum the premier event it has been for the past 41 years.

JOIN US FOR A SHOWCASE PRESENTATION
OF THE FUTURE COMBAT SYSTEM

On behalf of the entire ITC organizing committee, we cordially invite you to attend
the 42nd International Telemetering Conference in San Diego, California!  This year’s
program is focused on the advancement of telemetry processes and their integra-
tion with modern modeling/simulation, networking, and data management services.

Invited guest Dr. C. David Brown will open the conference program as our show-
case speaker. His kick-off presentation will provide stimulating dialogue on the U.S.
Army Future Combat System. Dr. Brown will be followed by a distinguished Blue
Ribbon Panel, whose members’ backgrounds include expertise in the following
areas: Networks, Modeling/Simulation, Data Management, and Range Support. The
panel will address this year’s theme – Telemetry: Enabler of Innovations in Enterprise
Architecture.

As expected of our conference, this year’s technical program is an exciting one. Our
technical program will provide 24 diverse sessions, including five special sessions.
Additionally, there will be 10 one-day short courses to include two new courses. As
an added bonus, we are honored to have Marc Haimes from DreamWorks as our
luncheon speaker. Be sure not to miss out on our other scheduled features, such
as the technical exhibitions and icebreaker!

This conference would not be possible without the commitment and generosity of
our event sponsors. Thank you for helping us make ITC/USA 2006 another
successful event.

— Charlie & Mando
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AT A GLANCE CONFERENCE AT A GLANCE

Special sessions consist of late-breaking technical presentations and will not have material in the Proceedings.
Times and locations subject to change. Consult on-site program for latest information.
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Short
Courses:

Pacific
Salon 6

Royal Palm
Salon 1

Pacific
Salon 7

Royal Palm
Salon 4

Royal Palm
Salon 3

Pacific
Salon 4

Royal Palm
Salon 2

Pacific
Salon 5

Sunrise
Room

Sunset
Room Halls

9:00 AM

5:00 PM

Basic Systems
Engineering

Intermediate 
Concepts

Introduction
to GPS

Image
Compression

with JPEG 2000

Basic
Modulation
Techniques

Advanced
Modulation
Techniques

Principles of
TM Ground
Stations 

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

& RF

IRIG 106-05
Chapter 10,
Recording
Standard

Multiple-Inputs
Multiple-Outputs

(MIMO)
SETUP

6:30 PM
8:30 PM

ITC/USA 2006 Icebreaker: Luau!
>Location:Terrace Pavilion (by the pool)

CLOSED

TU
ES

DA
Y,

OC
T.

24

8:00 AM 

Opening Ceremony and Blue Ribbon Panel  >Location: Regency Ballroom
Telemetry: Enabler of Innovations in Enterprise Architecture

Plus Future Combat System Showcase!
Invited Guest Speaker: Dr. C. David Brown, Future Combat System

Panel: Dr. Brian Tillotson, Mark E. Smith, Michael Bastiaans, and George Rumford 
Moderator: Charles R. Garcia, Computer Sciences Corporation

CLOSED

11:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM

OPEN
11:00
AM
to

7:00 
PM

Technical Session Rooms > Royal 
Palm 1

Royal 
Palm 2

Royal
Palm 3

Royal
Palm 4

Royal
Palm 5

Royal
Palm 6

1:30 PM
to 

4:30 PM
Technical 
Sessions:

1.
Architectures

2.
T&E / S&T

Spectrum Efficient
Technology

3.
Receivers & Antennas

4.
Timing &

Synchronization

5.
Links &

Applications

6.
Net-Centric Applications

5:00 PM Exhibit Hall Reception  >Location: Exhibit Halls  (5:00 PM – 7:00 PM)
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8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 11:45 AM OPEN
8:00
AM
to

11:45 
AM

8:30 AM
to

11:30 AM
Technical Sessions:

7.
JMETC

8.
iNET Topics

9.
Encoders, Detection & Mixed

Networks

10.
Meta Data –

XML
Applications

11.
Imaging &

Video

12.
Sensors

12:00 PM
Conference Luncheon  >Location: Regency Ballroom

An “Eye” Towards Production
Invited Guest Speaker: Marc Haimes, Senior Vice President, Theatrical Creative, DreamWorks (with Carl Ellsworth, screenwriter)

CLOSED

2:00 PM Exhibits Are Open from 2:00 to 6:00 PM
OPEN
2:00 
PM
to

6:00 
PM

2:30 PM
to 

5:30 PM
Technical Sessions:

13.
iNET Project
Moved to

Sunset Room

14.
Range

Applications I

15.
Data Acquisition   

16.
ICTS-WRC
2007 

17.
Network &
Ad-Hoc
Systems

18.
Telemetry & GPS Systems

Exhibits Are Open until 6:00 PM
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8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM / Exhibitor Feedback Meeting 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM >New Exhibit Hall
OPEN
8:00 
AM
to

12:00
PM

8:30 AM 
to 

11:30 AM
Technical Sessions:

19.
Managing
Telemetry
Information

20.
Range

Applications II

21.
TSCC – Timing in

Measurement Systems

22.
Multiple-Inputs

Multiple-
Outputs (MIMO)

23.
Spectrum
Allocation

& Efficiency

24.
RF Design

Exhibits Are Open Until 12:00 PM
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Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session
Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!

Time Location >>



SHORT COURSES

Short Course Who Should Attend? Description Instructor Location

Basic Systems 
Engineering

Beginning 
telemetry 

professionals

Describes airborne and ground telemetry systems with their RF and
noise characteristics and concentrates on preparation of data for
efficient link transfers. Line coding (NRZ-L, BIF-L, etc.) with spectral
(mathematical) characteristics, bandwidth and filtering requirements
are analyzed. Source coding (randomization, FEC, Block coding,
Convolutional coding,Turbo coding) and modulation techniques
(PCM FM (CFSK), BPSK and QPSK) with their Eb/N0 improvement
are discussed.

Mr. Halil Altan,
Honeywell,
Clearwater

Space Division

Pacific
Salon 6

Intermediate 
Concepts

Experienced
telemetry 

users

Discusses technology covering the entire system – from signal 
onditioners to recorders, workstations, and software. Specific topics
include systemic implementations of Nyquist and its hidden impacts,
recorder architectures (both hardware and software), RAID
implementations (DAS, NAS, SAN) and performance issues,
Windows and Unix system architectures, 429/1553 data packets,
Range Communi-cations, and the use of the new Chapter 10 Data
formats with a cursory review of how the new iNET architecture
will impact the ranges through 2025.

Mr.Tim Gatton,
Wyle Labs

Royal
Palm

Salon 1

Introduction
to GPS

Beginning 
technical 
personnel

Provides a fundamental understanding of GPS/Navigation Message
and insight into where GPS technology is headed. Includes a basic
overview of inertial-sided GPS systems and differential GPS in real-
time systems.

Mr. Karl Horton,
DRS Training &

Control Systems

Pacific
Salon 7

Image Compression
with JPEG 2000

Technical 
personnel

Provides a half-day overview of image compression fundamentals,
followed by a half-day overview of JPEG 2000. Numerous examples
and demos will be included.

Dr. Michael W.
Marcellin,

University of
Arizona

Royal
Palm

Salon 4

Basic Modulation
Techniques

Beginning 
technical 
personnel 

Teaches basic concepts necessary to understanding the data commu-
nications process within the telemetry system. Emphasis is on
graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Steve Horan,
New Mexico

State University

Royal
Palm

Salon 3

Advanced Modulation
Techniques

Technical 
personnel with
some telemetry 

background

Explores modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for
telemetry. Material covers the legacy PCM/FM waveform, SOQPSK,
and Multi-h CPM. Demodulation techniques for these waveforms
are also addressed, with particular emphasis on synchronization
techniques and performance.

Mr.Terry Hill,
Quasonix, LLC

Pacific
Salon 4

Principles of Telemetry
Ground Station

Antennas, Positioners,
and Controllers 

Beginning 
telemetry 

professionals

Provides insight into various RF feeds and optics, positioners, the
controller, and other elements of a telemetry tracking ground
station, as required.

Mr. George R.
Blake,Tecom

Royal
Palm

Salon 2

Fundamentals of
Microwaves and RF

Technical 
personnel

Takes the student through basic principles, such as the microwave
spectrum, wave propagation, transmission lines, standing waves, Smith
charts, antennas, components, and subsystems. Also, discusses the
design of a microwave system and trade parameters impacting per-
formance.

Mr. Mark
McWhorter,
Honeywell 

Pacific
Salon 5

IRIG 106-05 Chapter
10, Onboard Solid
State Recording

Standard

Technical 
personnel

Offers an in-depth tutorial presentation of the new IRIG 106-05
Chapter 10 standard for airborne flight test recorders, with record-
ing and playback systems available for students to use and operate.
The workshop leaders wrote the standard and played key roles in its
development.

Mr.Al Berard,
Eglin AFB

Sunrise
Room

Intro to Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output

(MIMO) Communication
Systems

Technical 
personnel

Provides an introduction to basic MIMO concepts, techniques and
performance analysis. Traditional diversity techniques are reviewed
and compared to MIMO systems. Common MIMO channel models
are reviewed and the performance of systems which use these
models are described.

Dr. Kurt Kosbar,
University of

Missouri-Rolla;
Dr.Adam Panagos,

Dynetics, Inc.

Sunset
Room

*Short course certificates provided upon request. For complete short course descriptions, go to www.telemetry.org.

SHORT COURSESSHORT COURSES
>>MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2006 | 9:00AM–5:00PM
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Dr. Brian Tillotson  
The Boeing Company

Dr. Tillotson is the chief systems
engineer for Boeing’s work with
CTEIP on integrated network-
enhanced telemetry (iNET). In
recent years, he has led architecture
development for a variety of inde-
pendent R&D projects, including a

mobile network using beam-hopping phased-
array antennas. He led the C4ISR IPT for
Boeing’s proposal on Future Combat Systems,
then led architecture definition for FCS vehi-
cle electronics during early phases of the
ensuing contract.

Mark E. Smith
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)

Mr. Smith is a 1974 graduate of the
United States Air Force Academy.
He completed pilot training and
spent the bulk of his career as a
fighter pilot. Mr. Smith served as the
Air Force Deputy for the Joint
Advanced Distributed Simulation

(JADS) Joint Feasibility Study, then as the
Director of the JADS Joint Test and Evaluation
program. Two years after his retirement in
2000 as a Colonel, he joined SAIC, serving as
Division Manager and Program Manager for
SAIC’s support to the Air Force Operational
Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC).

Michael Bastiaans 
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company

Mr. Bastiaans is a 27-year employ-
ee of Lockheed Martin Space
Systems Company and has had
assignments in California, Texas,
and Alabama. He has been
involved with the test and evalua-
tion programs for major aero-

space and defense systems ranging from
strategic weapons to remotely piloted air
vehicles to defensive missile systems. He is
currently serving as Senior Manager and Chief
Test Engineer for Lockheed Martin’s Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) System.

George Rumford
OSD (AT&L)/Test Resource Management Center

Mr. Rumford is the Program
Manager for the Test &
Evaluation/Science and Technol-
ogy Program under the Test
Resource Management Center
(TRMC). Currently, Mr. Rumford

is serving as the Lead Systems Engineer for
the Joint Mission Environment Test Capability
(JMETC), a new activity in the department to
provide the core integration solutions
between test facilities and laboratories to
enable early testing of warfighting systems
operating in a joint context.

FEATURED SPEAKERS

BLUE RIBBON PANEL
Telemetry: Enabler of Innovations in Enterprise Architecture
>>Tuesday, October 24, 2006  8:00am – 11:00am | Regency Ballroom

Enterprise architecture has opened the door for the most sweeping paradigm shifts in all
industries, fueled by the IT revolution. The Blue Ribbon Panel will present a telemetry-centric view,
addressing architecture, data management, modeling/simulation, and range support implications.

Panelists:

CONFERENCE LUNCHEON
>>Wednesday, October 25, 2006
12:00pm – 2:00pm | Regency Ballroom

An “Eye”Towards Production
Marc Haimes
(with Carl Ellsworth*)
Senior Vice President,Theatrical
Creative, DreamWorks
Marc Haimes has served as a
studio executive at DreamWorks
Pictures, the motion picture arm
of DreamWorks SKG, for the past eleven
years. He has developed such diverse
projects as Minority Report, Win a Date, and
Collateral. Most recently, Mr. Haimes
brought She’s The Man to the screen. Mr.
Haimes also shepherded Red-Eye and Meet
the Fockers for the studio. He is currently in
production on Transformers and looks
forward to production beginning this fall on
The Seven Day Itch starring Ben Stiller.

>Tuesday, October 24
Session 1.Architectures
Filiberto Macias,White Sands Missile
Range

Session 2.T&E / S&T
Spectrum Efficient Technology
Saul Ortigoza, Edwards AFB

Session 3. Receivers &
Antennas
Robert Selbrede, Edwards AFB

Session 4.Timing &
Synchronization
Thomas Grace, NAVAIR

Session 5. Links & Applications
Kevin Crawford, NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center

Session 6. Net-Centric
Applications
James W.Yates, L-3 Telemetry-West

>Thursday, October 26
Session 19. Managing
Telemetry Information
Lance Self, Kirtland AFB

Session 20. Range 
Applications II
Alfonso Moncibaiz,White Sands
Missile Range

Session 21.TSCC – Timing 
in Measurement Systems
Lee Eccles, Boeing

Session 22. Multiple-Inputs
Multiple-Outputs (MIMO)
Terry Hill, Quasonix

Session 23. Spectrum
Allocation & Efficiency
Larry Burke, M/A-COM Inc.

Session 24. RF Design
Tim Gatton,Wyle Labs

Session 7. JMETC
George Rumford, OSD (AT&L)/Test
Resource Management Center

Session 8. iNET Topics
Ray Faulstich, CSC Range and
Engineering Services

Session 9.Encoders,
Detection & Mixed Networks
Mark Lauss, U.S. Army Yuma
Proving Ground

Session 10. Meta Data – 
XML Applications
Charles H. Jones, Edwards AFB  

Session 11. Imaging &
Video
Rodger Charroux,The Aerospace
Corporation

Session 12. Sensors
Michael D. Frevert, Lockheed
Martin Aero

Session 13. iNET Project  
Daniel S. Skelley, NAVAIR

Session 14. Range
Applications I
Jaime Reyes,White Sands Missile
Range

Session 15.Data Acquisition
Brian Keating, NAVAIR

Session 16. Preparing for
WRC 2007-ICTS
Steve W. Lyons, ICTS, QinetiQ UK

Session 17. Network & Ad-
Hoc Systems
Bill D’Amico, Johns Hopkins
University – Applied Physics Lab

Session 18.Telemetry &
GPS Systems
George Gregory, Eglin AFB

>Wednesday, October 25

ITC/USA 2006 TECHNICAL SESSIONS AND SESSION CHAIRSITC/USA 2006 TECHNICAL SESSIONS AND SESSION CHAIRS

Tuesday’s Opening Session:
A Glimpse into the Future —
The U.S. Army’s Future
Combat Systems

Dr. C. David Brown
Dr. Brown is a member of the
Senior Executive Service and is
the Director of the Combined
Test Organization for the Army Future
Combat System. In this position, he is
responsible for planning and overseeing the
testing for this revolutionary development
program that will transform the Army’s
acquisition as well as warfighting capability.

ITC/USA’06 GUEST SPEAKERSITC/USA’06 GUEST SPEAKERS

*Carl Ellsworth is a writer, who has written for the TV series Buffy the
Vampire Slayer and the movies 

Red Eye and Disturbia.



International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) 

The International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) is a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to serving the professional and technical interests of the "Telemetering Community." The 
IFT was confirmed as a nonprofit corporation in accordance with the applicable laws of 
the State of California on May 11, 1964. Our "Articles of Incorporation" are on file with 
the State of California. 
The basic purpose of the IFT is the promotion and stimulation of technical growth in 
telemetering and its allied arts and sciences. This is accomplished through sponsorship 
of technical forums, educational activities, and technical publications. The Foundation 
endeavors to promote unity in the "Telemetering Community" it serves, as well as ethical 
conduct and more effective effort among practicing professionals in the field. 
All activities of the IFT are governed by a Board of Directors selected from industry, 
science, and government. Board members are elected on the basis of their interest and 
recognition in the technical or management aspects of the use or supply of telemetering 
equipment and services. All are volunteers who serve with the support of their parent 
companies or agencies and receive no financial reward of any nature from the IFT. 
The IFT Board meets twice annually--once in conjunction with the annual ITC and, 
again, approximately six months from the ITC. The Board functions as a senior 
executive body that hears committee and special assignment reports and reviews, 
adjusts, and derives new policy as conditions dictate. A major Board function is that of 
fiscal management, including the allocation of funds within the scope of the Foundation's 
legal purposes. 
Participation in the IFT and the ITC does not require membership in the traditional 
sense; dues or membership fees are not required. 
The IFT sponsors the annual International Telemetering Conference (ITC). Each annual 
ITC is initially provided working funds by the IFT. The ITC management, however, plans 
and budgets to make each annual conference a self-sustaining financial success. This 
includes returning the initial IFT subsidy as well as modest earnings, the source of funds 
for IFT activities such as its education support program. The IFT also sponsors the 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee and the International Consortium for 
Telemetry Spectrum. 
In addition, a notable educational support program is carried out by the IFT. The IFT has 
sponsored numerous scholarships and fellowships in telemetry-related subjects at a 
number of colleges and universities since 1971. Student participation in the ITC is 
promoted by the solicitation of technical papers from students with a monetary award 
given for best paper at each conference. The IFT has established and continues to 
support programs at New Mexico State University, Brigham Young University, University 
of Arizona, University of Missouri – Rolla, and University of California Santa Barbara. 
The Foundation maintains master mail and email lists of personnel active in the field of 
telemetry for its own purposes. These lists include personnel from throughout the United 
States as well as from many other countries since international participation in IFT 
activities is invited and encouraged. New names and addresses or corrections can be 
added to these lists by visiting the IFT/ITC web site, www.telemetry.org. The web site 
also provides information about the ITC and other telemetry and IFT related activities. 



International Telemetering Conference (ITC) 

The International Telemetering Conference (ITC) is the primary forum through which the 
purposes of the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) are accomplished. It is 
the only nationwide annual conference dedicated to the subject of telemetry. The 
conference generally follows an established format which includes presentation of 
tutorial courses and technical papers, and exhibition of equipment, techniques, services 
and advanced concepts provided, for the most part, by the manufacturer or the 
supplying company. To complete a user-supplier relationship, each ITC often includes 
displays from major test and training ranges and other government and industrial 
elements whose mission needs serve to guide manufacturers to tomorrow's products. 
Each ITC is normally two and one half days in duration preceded by a day of tutorials 
and standards meetings. A Keynote Technical Session, to which all conferees are 
invited, is generally the initial event. A Moderator and Panel Members prominent in their 
respective fields form the Keynote Technical Session which addresses a particular 
theme and is also available for questions from the audience. The purpose of this event 
is to highlight and further communicate future concepts and equipment needs to 
developers and suppliers. From that point, papers are presented in four half-day periods 
of concurrent Technical Sessions that are organized to allow the attendee to choose the 
topic of primary interest. The Technical Sessions are conducted by voluntary Technical 
Session Chairmen and include a wide variety of papers both domestic and international. 
Additionally, the program offers a Keynote Luncheon featuring a distinguished speaker 
who will discuss a topic of direct interest to the telemetry community. 
Each annual ITC is organized and conducted by a General Chair and a Technical 
Program Chair selected and appointed by the IFT Board of Directors. Both chairmen are 
prominent in the organizations they represent (government, industry, or academia) and 
are generally well-known and command technical and managerial respect. Both have 
most likely served the previous year's conference as Vice Chairs. In this way, continuity 
between conferences is achieved and the responsible individuals can proceed with 
increased confidence. The chairs are supported by a standing Conference Committee of 
over twenty volunteers who are essential to the conference organizational effort. Both 
chairs and all who serve in the organization and management of each annual ITC do so 
without any form of salary or financial reward. The organizational affiliate of each 
individual who serves not only agrees to the commitment of their time to the ITC but also 
assumes the obligation of that individual's ITC-related expenses. This, of course, is in 
recognition of the technical service rendered by the conferences.  
Those companies and agencies that exhibit at the ITC pay a floor space rental fee which 
provides the major financial support for each conference. Although the annual chairs 
and the standing committee are credited for successful ITCs, the exhibitors also deserve 
high praise for their faithful and generous support. 
A major feature of each annual ITC is the proceedings in DVD-ROM format. The DVD 
contains proceedings and technical papers from multiple prior conferences as well as 
the current conference and is included with a paid regular conference registration. The 
DVD is also is available for purchase after the conference through the IFT/ITC web site, 
www.telemetry.org. 



Telemetry Learning Center at the University of Missouri – Rolla 
 
The Telemetry Learning Center (TLC) at the University of Missouri – Rolla 

(UMR) seeks to develop new 
courses directly related to telemetry 
applications, and to introduce 
telemetry problems and projects into 
the existing curriculum. Since the 
IFT funding began, new courses 
have been created in the areas of 
telemetry systems, communications 
electronics and real-time digital 
signal processing.  Modifications 
have been made to other courses, 

including advanced communications, electromagnetic compatibility and 
capstone design.  Over 90 students have benefited from IFT support of their 
research and design projects.  These projects cover a wide range of telemetry 
applications, including structural health monitoring of civil engineering 
structures, health monitoring and performance analysis of composite 
materials, telemetry for autonomous vehicles, solar powered automobiles, 
and SAE formula racecars. 
   
 
Faculty from a broad range of disciplines 
participate in the TLC, specializing in 
communications, image processing, 
electromagnetic compatibility and power 
distribution.  To support distance education, 
these faculty have developed web resources 
for telemetry applications, EMC, and real-time 
digital signal processing.  A distance 
education curriculum has been developed at 
UMR in cooperation with the University of 
Southern California and the Boeing Company to offer a Master of Science 
degree in Systems Engineering to non-traditional graduate students.  Using 
the world wide web, and other means of electronic delivery, students from 
across the U.S., and throughout the world, can participate in selected courses 
taught on the UMR and USC campuses. 
 



The IFT funds are being combined with 
funding from industry, the National Science 
Foundation and the State of Missouri to 
improve laboratories to allow more students 
to design and test hardware prototypes.  The 

equipment being purchased includes high frequency sources, scopes and 
spectrum analyzers, printed circuit board fabrication equipment, SMT 
assembly and rework stations, and assorted test equipment. 
 
To help attract, retain, and motivate the next generation of engineers, the 
TLC has been extended to include an innovative instructional experience at 
the college freshmen level.  In the TLC, freshmen are exposed to real world, 
open ended, design, analysis, and testing problems.  The students are taught 
some of the fundamental concepts of system design, image processing and 
signal processing.  They are then given design problems, involving tasks 
such as image recognition or digital communications.  The students 
implement their designs using a graphical programming language, and run 
their algorithms on a personal computer, or on a custom DSP board.  They 
often discover that algorithms which work well on synthetic data, typically 
fail with real-world data.  The students must design tests to determine why 
their algorithms fail, and develop alternative solutions which overcome these 
problems.  While the problems are quite challenging, students have 
commented that the TLC course nicely complements their other classes – 
which tend to be long on mathematical analysis, and a bit short on 
application and testing.  

 



University of California, Santa Barbara 
Telemetry Laboratory Report – Fall 2005-Fall 2006 
 
Faculty Advisors: Ronald A. Iltis and Hua Lee 
{iltis,hualee}@ece.ucsb.edu 
 
Website: http://stnlabs.ece.ucsb.edu/ 
 
Overview 
 

The Telemetry Laboratory at UCSB was established in 1999 with funding from the 
International Foundation for Telemetering. IFT support was initially used to construct a 
wireless testbed for various telemetry and wireless communications-related projects. New 
funding in the Telemetry Laboratory has supported projects in navigation, underwater 
acoustic communications, cooperative sensor MIMO networks and space-time precoding 
for MIMO Ad hoc networks:  Current funding includes 
 

1. NSF grant “Adaptive Radiolocation for Mobile Sensor Networks.” 9/04 – 9/07. 
 

2. NSF grant “Noncooperative Beamforming for Ad hoc Networks.” 9/04 –9/07. 
 

3. AFOSR/STTR grant Phase II with Toyon Research Corp. “Seamless Sensor 
Network Communications.” 9/05—9/07. 

 
4. AFOSR/STTR Phase I (Phase II pending) with Toyon Research, “Seamless Non-

Line-Of-Sight Communications for  Urban Warfare.” 7/05 – 4/06. 
 

5. U.S. Navy “Integration of advanced sensors and sensing technology.” 9/03—9/06. 
 
6. UC MICRO, “Signal processing algorithms for high precision geolocation,” 8/04-

12/06. 
 
7. DOE, “Fast VISAR receiver system,” 4/06—9/06. 

 
8. Keck Foundation Grant “Development and Demonstration of the AquaNode 

Acoustic Modem for Eco-Sensing” 5/05 – 8/06. 
 
Selected projects are now described in more detail. 
 
Radiolocation (Sponsors: NSF  and IFT) 
 

The radiolocation project began as a DARPA funded effort and is ongoing with NSF 
funding.  The goal is to jointly estimate times-of-arrival of direct-sequence spread-
spectrum waveforms in an Ad hoc network in order to determine relative ranges and 
position.  Key algorithms developed for this project include Generalized Successive 

http://stnlabs.ece.ucsb.edu/


Interference Cancellation (GSIC) combined with matching pursuits (GSIC/MP).  GSIC 
was successfully demonstrated in the IFT-funded DSP hardware (Pentek 4291.)  
Publications describing this work include 

 
[1] S. Kim, A. Brown, R. A. Iltis, T. Pals and H. Lee, “Geolocation in Ad hoc Networks 
using DS-CDMA…” IEEE JSAC special issue on Military Communications, Vol. 23, pp. 
984-998, May 2005. 
 
[2] Y. Meng, A. Brown, R. Iltis, T. Sherwood, H. Lee and R. Kastner, “MP core: 
algorithm and design techniques for efficient channel estimation in wireless 
applications,”  Proceedings of the 42nd Design Automation Conference, San Diego, CA, 
pp. 297-302,  2005. 
 
[3] A. Brown, R. Iltis and R. Kastner, “Efficient Distributed Algorithms for Data Fusion 
and Node Localization in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks,” IEEE Conference on Mobile Adhoc 
Sensors and Systems (MASS),  Boston, MA 2005. 

 
Underwater Acoustic Telemetry (Sponsors: Keck Foundation and IFT) 
 

We have developed a novel acoustic modem using a Walsh/m-sequence signal format 
with matching pursuits channel estimation.  The MP algorithm, originally developed in 
our radiolocation research, is especially well-suited to the underwater acoustic channel, 
where multipath channel response durations are on the order of milliseconds.  The 
acoustic modem has been fabricated in the Telemetry laboratory using the TI C6713 
programmable DSP device and our own transducer amplifier/preamp matching network 
and interface.  The modem will be used in “AquaNodes” to implement a complete 
underwater ecological research telemetry network.  Publications describing this work 
include 

 
[1] Aquanode website:  aquanode.ece.ucsb.edu 
 
[2] R. Iltis, H. Lee, R. Kastner, D. Doonon, T. Fu, R. Moore and M. Chin, “An 
underwater acoustic telemetry modem for Eco-sensing,”  Proceedings of MTS/IEEE 
OCEANS 2005,  Washington DC Sept. 2005. 
 
Noncooperative Beamforming for Ad hoc Networks (Sponsor: NSF) 
 

We have applied ideas from Game Theory to beamforming and space-time MIMO 
precoding in Ad hoc wireless networks.  The goal is to use practical iterative minimum 
mean-square error (IMMSE) algorithms to maximize decoupled SNR and capacity 
measures.  We are also developing new medium access control protocols for networks 
employing space-time waveforms/coding.  This work is funded by  NSF, and publications 
include 
 

http://aquanode.ece.ucsb.edu/


[1] R. A. Iltis, S. J. Kim and D. Hoang, “Noncooperative iterative MMSE beamforming 
algorithms for Ad hoc networks,” IEEE Transactions on Communications, Vol. 54, pp. 
748-759, April 2006. 
 
[2] D. Hoang and R. Iltis, “Generalized eigencoding for MIMO Ad hoc networks,” 
Proceedings of the Conference on Information Sciences and Systems (CISS), Princeton, 
NJ, Jan. 2006. 
 
[3] D. Hoang and R. Iltis, “A unified framework for performance evaluation of multihop 
Ad hoc Networks,”  Proceedings of IEEE MILCOM, Atlantic City, NJ, Oct. 2005. 
 
Cooperative Sensor MIMO Networks (Sponsor AFOSR STTR, Toyon Research Corp.) 

 
 We have received significant new funding beginning in 2005 for research on 
cooperative sensor MIMO networks.  The central idea is to jointly transmit information 
from single-antenna based sensors in a local cluster by forming a virtual antenna array.  
This method can lead to enhanced range, lower power requirements, or a combination 
thereof.  Publications on this topic are as follows. 
 
[1] R. Iltis and R. Cagley, “Channel Estimation and Carrier Offset Control for 
Cooperative MIMO Sensor Networks,” Proceedings of the Asilomar Conference on 
Signals, Systems and Computers, Pacific Grove, CA, pp. 210-214,  Oct. 2005. 
 
[2] S. J. Kim, R. Cagley and R. Iltis, “Spectrally efficient communication for wireless 
sensor networks using a cooperative MIMO technique,” Wireless Networks, May 2006.  



University of Arizona 
Telemetering Program  

 
    The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) at the University of 
Arizona (U of A) continues to make notable progress in sustaining and advancing 
telemetry related activities within ECE as the Department strives to make the transition 
beyond the Schooley/Reagan era.  The support provided by IFT to ECE over the years 
has greatly assisted ECE in these efforts and is most appreciated.  Activities of note this 
past year are briefly noted as follows: 
 
Mr. Eric Chun Selected as IFT Fellow for 2005/2006 Year    
 Mr. Chun did independent study under the direction of Prof. Reagan in fall 2005 so that 
he would be prepared to assist with the offering of the Radiowaves and Telemetry class 
(ECE 485/585) in spring 2006. 
 
Radiowaves and Telemetery Class (ECE 485/585) Taught in Spring 2006   
Following not offering this course in spring 2005 due to unavailability of faculty, ECE 
made the commitment to  permit Prof. Mark Neifeld the opportunity to teach ECE 
485/585.  IFT Fellow Eric Chun assisted as TA to the course, and Prof. Reagan offered 
guidance on design problem/exam creations as well as stepping in as guest lecturer when 
Prof. Neifeld had to be away on travel.   
 
Dr. Shuguang (Robert) Cui Hired as ECE Assistant Professor   
ECE was successful in hiring a new faculty member, Dr. Shuguang "Robert" Cui (PhD 
from Stanford, 2005), with expertise in wireless communications, networks and sensors, 
who will contribute to strengthen ECE's severely depleted  faculty base in the general 
area of communications.  He, along with existing faculty Profs. Neifeld, Marcellin, Ryan, 
and Vasic now form a communications core which can work effectively to help grow 
telemetry related activities. 
 
New Wireless Communications Graduate Course (ECE 638) Offered Spring 2006  
One of Dr. Cui's first teaching efforts was to create/offer a new Wireless 
Communications graduate course (ECE 638) which filled a key need previously 
identified by the ECE Signals & Systems Group.  
 
Student Senior Capstone (ECE 498A&B) Projects   
Efforts continue to promote and assist with ECE Senior Capstone Projects that are 
telemetry related.  This year Raytheon mentored a project addressing improving signal 
and image quality of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) measurements and ARGO Tracker 
also sponsored a GPS application project to improve maintaining sensors used in tracking 
long-term shipments.  The ECE IFT Laboratory in ECE Rm 304 remains in use for 
supporting capstone course and independent study/student activity projects that are 
telemetry related. 
 
 
 



Participation in ITC for 2005  
ECE efforts continue to promote participation in the annual ITC's.  For ITC this year 
(2005),  Prof. Michael Marcellin again offered his quite successful short course, new IFT 
Fellow Eric Chun attended to gain exposure as to what telemetry is all about, and two 
graduate/former graduate students also attended, Wu Zenyu (student of Prof. Marcellin 
who had just graduated) and Shashi Chilappagari (student working with Prof. Vasic).        
 
Status of IFT Endowment for U of A IFT Distinguished Professorship  
ECE is most pleased to report that the fair market value of the IFT Endowment for the 
IFT Distinguished Professorship has now exceeded the $800,000 target goal.    This has 
been achieved through a combination of capitalized inputs from IFT since 1992, U of A 
(combined College of Engineering and ECE) hard dollar partial matching and recent 
improved management/earnings growth by the U of A Foundation which manages the 
endowment.  Thus, while it was hoped that the endowment goal would be met by 2004, 
the good news is that we have now made it! 
 
Filling/Hiring to Fill the IFT Distinguished Professorship  
With the IFT Distinguished Professorship target now achieved, ECE plans to move 
forward with efforts to hire a new faculty person, planning to advertise for the position in 
2006/2007, hoping to fill it by 2007/2008. Most of the faculty line money will have to be 
provided by U of A, but the IFT Endowment earnings will serve to enhance the position, 
providing funds to add a small salary increment and assist with start-up funds. While the 
endowment earnings for the future will be going to support the new professorship, ECE 
would still like to continue with the IFT Fellow program and is committed to covering 
part of that cost, as it has been doing, in hopes that IFT may continue to provide the basic 
fellow stipend support. 



Telemetering and Telecommunications Program Activities: 
New Mexico State University 
Stephen Horan, Telemetering and Telecommunications Program Chair 
Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
 
I. Faculty Status 
Dr. Stephen Horan has officially resigned as the holder of the Frank Carden 
Telemetering and Telecommunications Chair at New Mexico State University due to his 
appointment as Department Head of the Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering at New Mexico State University.  A national search is currently underway 
for his replacement.  Dr. Phillip DeLeon continues as the Associate Director of the 
program. Drs. Deva Borah, Charles Creusere, and Raphael Lyman continue as faculty 
with the program. Dr. Sheila Horan has begun her service as the Vice Chair of the 
Telemetry Standards Coordinating Committee. 
 
II. Scholarship Program 
The IFT-sponsored scholarship program continues to support students at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels at NMSU. The scholarship program awards three 
scholarships each year to students in the electrical and computer engineering program 
and one scholarship to a student in the computer science program. The four winners of 
the 2006-2007 academic year scholarships will be presented at the ITC in October. 
 
III. ITC Participation 
NMSU will again participate in the 2006 ITC.  Dr. Horan will again be presenting the 
basic modulation techniques short course on Monday.  The program will again have a 
booth at the Conference. 
 
IV. Educational Programs 
The NMSU Telemetry Center has continued its program of nanosatellite development 
that began in 1999 under the Air Force Office of Scientific Research sponsorship.  The 
satellites are constrained to occupy a volume no larger than 0.5 meter on a side and 
have a total mass under 30 kg.  NMSU is currently constructing its second prototype 
model satellite.  These satellites are developed as part of the senior design projects in 
the Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering programs.  In the past year, 
approximately 20 students have participated in some activity in the design.  The 
students also participated in a program Preliminary Design Review and Critical Design 
Review with Air Force, NASA, and private industry engineers.  The current satellite is 
scheduled for completion by March 2007.  A conceptual drawing of the satellite is given 
in Figure 1.  The satellite is covered with solar cells to supply power.  There are two 
movable arms across the top to conduct moment of inertia experiments, and an array of 
photo detectors for atmospheric measurements.  The arms have cameras at the end to 
allow photographic of the solar cells to check for damage and aging effects. 
The flight computer and several of the sensors are being packaged to participate in the 
first rocket launch from the New Mexico spaceport in 2006.  This will give a vibration 
test to these components and test their readiness for the full satellite design. 



 
Figure 1 – Conceptual design for the second NMSU satellite. 
 
 
The electrical engineering students are also participating with another senior design 
project to develop a telemetry unit to track parrots in the wild.  This unit is constrained to 
have a mass no greater than 15 g and have a desired operational service life of one 
year.  It should be part of a system that can track up to 15 subjects at a time.  This 
project is being developed in conjunction with the NMSU biology department.  During 
the spring semester, the students presented a PDR to their biology faculty customer. 
 



 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Dr. Stephen Horan continues as a member of the Universities Space Research 
Association (USRA) Science and Engineering Education Council. This council assists 
the USRA management in directing association educational activities for the association 
membership.   
 
 
V. Outreach Program Support 
The Telemetering and Telecommunications program continues to provide technician 
support for the New Mexico Boosting Engineering Science and Technology (NM-BEST) 
program run by Dr. Sheila Horan. This program is part of a national effort to stimulate 
interest in science, mathematics, and engineering in pre-college students. The BEST 
program has the students in the schools form teams to build a robot to meet a specified 
challenge problem. The school robots then compete against each other to determine 
the winner who then proceeds to the regional and national competitions. 
 
 
VI. Research Programs 
There are two major telemetry-related NASA research grants with the group that started 
in May 2003: satellite communications research under sponsorship of Goddard Space 
Flight Center and planetary radio frequency modeling and planning under sponsorship 
of Glenn Research Center. The satellite communications research is looking at the 
design of an autonomous reconfigurable receiver for the Space Network and protocols 
for automatic cluster network configuration. The planetary modeling research is looking 
into applying link-planning techniques for radio system design for rovers on Mars.  Both 
of these programs run through May 2006. 



BYU Telemetry Laboratory 
424 Clyde Building 
Brigham Young University 
Provo, Utah 84602  
 

BYU Telemetry Laboratory is sponsored by generous donations from the International 
Foundation for Telemetering and matching, private donations to Brigham Young University.  
The Lab’s mission is to support telemetry by providing a solid education in the fundamental 
theories of signal processing, communication theory, and electromagnetics. This mission is 
accomplished by three major activities: participation in the International Telemetering 
Conference, graduate and undergraduate research in the related arts and sciences, and senior 
projects. 

BYU at ITC. Last year, at ITC 2005, BYU students and faculty presented seven papers and 
taught one short course. The course, taught by Prof. Steven Schultz, 
was a one day course on the fundamentals of fiber optic 
communication. Mason Wardle (left) won second place in the 
graduate category of the student paper contest for the paper “EFTS 
Receiver With Improved Performance.” BYU faculty Michael Rice 
and graduate students Tom Nelson and Erik Perrins won the Best 
Paper Award for the paper “Common Detectors for Tier 1 
Modulations.” 

Telemetry Research at BYU. The major emphasis of the BYU 
Telemetry Laboratory is the completion of a $1 million CTEIP 
contract to develop a prototype space-time demodulator for use with 
space-time coded Tier 1 modulations. The project is based on 
theoretical work supervised by Profs. Michael Jensen and Michael 
Rice and published in the Proceedings of the 2004 International 

Telemetering Conference. In addition Erik Perrins completed his PhD in the summer of 2005. 
His work on detection algorithms for the Tier-2 modulation has found application in the 
demodulator developed by Quasonix. Erik is currently on the faculty at the University of Kansas 
and has received a grant from S&T, T&E program to investigation performance of turbo coding 
for the ARTM Tier-1 modulation.  

Telemetry Senior Projects at BYU. 

Several of the senior project options available to BYU 
seniors have a telemetry theme. One of those is the 
Software Radio senior project. This year, student teams 
were required to design and build an 8-PSK demodulator. 
The designs featured a simple RF front-end, an interface 
to a dual-channel A/D converter, and real-time software 
development to perform matched filtering, detection, 
symbol timing synchronization, and carrier phase 
synchronization. The bit decisions were input to a bit error 



rate tester for real-time bit error rate monitoring. Industry judges 
interviewed each team and judged the quality of each design. The 
winning teams were awarded cash prizes, donated by the 
sponsoring industries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another project, the unmanned air vehicle (or UAV) project was sponsored in part by the 
International Foundation for Telemetering (other sponsors included L-3 Communications and 
Raytheon Missile Systems). Each student team was provided with the basic building blocks for 
constructing a UAV: a simple airframe, an autopilot, a communication link, a camera, ground 
station software, and a laptop computer. The competition required the UAV to autonomously 
five 1×1 meter colored markers. Take-off , landing, path planning, and computer vision were 
also accomplished autonomously.  

The winning team went 
on to compete at the 4th 
Annual Student UAV 
competition. sponsored 
by Association for 
Unmanned Vehicle 
Systems International 
(AUVSI) at Webster 
Field Naval Base, 
Maryland, in June 2
The BYU team won 
second place. This is a 
remarkable 
accomplishment for the 
team, since it was their 
first time ever 
competing in the event. 

006. 

 



 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) 

The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as a 
focal point within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents 
affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by any of the various standards bodies 
throughout the world. It is chartered to receive, coordinate, and disseminate information 
and to review and coordinate standards, methods, and procedures to users, 
manufacturers, and supporting agencies. 
The tasks of the TSCC include the determination of which standards are in existence 
and published, the review of the technical adequacy of planned and existing standards, 
the consideration of the need for new standards and revisions, and the coordination of 
the derivation of new standards. In all of these tasks, the TSCC's role is to assist the 
agencies whose function it is to create, issue, and maintain the standards, and to assure 
that a representative viewpoint of the telemetering community is involved in the 
standards process. 
The membership of the TSCC is limited to 16 full members, each of which has an 
alternate. Membership of technical subcommittees of the TSCC is open to any person in 
the industry who is knowledgeable and willing to contribute to the committee's work. The 
16 full members are drawn from government activities, user organizations, and 
equipment vendors in approximately equal numbers. To further ensure a representative 
viewpoint, all official recommendations of the TSCC must be approved by 10 of the 16 
members. 
Since its beginning, a prime activity of the TSCC has been the review of standards 
promulgated by the DoD Range Commanders' Council (RCC)--formerly those of the 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) and later, those of the Telemetry Group (TG). 
These standards, used within the Department of Defense, have been the major forces 
influencing the development of telemetry hardware and technology during the past 30 
years. In this association, the TSCC has made a significant contribution to RCC 
documents in the fields of Radio Frequency (RF) telemetry, Time Division (TD) 
telemetry, Frequency Modulation (FM) telemetry, tape recording and standard test 
procedures. 
As the use of telemetering has become more widespread, the TSCC has assisted 
international standards organizations, predominately the Consultative Committee for 
Space Data Systems (CCSDS). In this relationship, the TSCC has reviewed standards 
for telemetry channel coding, packet telemetry, and telecommand. 
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 45th Annual report of the Telemetering Standards 

Coordination Committee 
 
To: Directors of the International Foundation for Telemetering 
 
Subject: 2006 Annual report 
 
The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered 
to serve as a focal point within the telemetering community for the review 
of standards documents affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by any of 
the various standards bodies throughout the world.  With a diverse 
membership, representing government, aerospace industry, academia and 
manufacturers, the TSCC offers a forum for discussion of issues for the 
telemetry community. 
 
The TSCC held two meetings during this reporting period. The first was 
held in conjunction with the 2005 International Telemetering Conference in 
Las Vegas, Nevada and the second in the spring in Albuquerque, NM in 
conjuction with the 113th RCC-TG/TTG conferrence.   
 
The TSCC members & committees reviewed (and commented where 
necessary) the following standards: IRIG-118-Chapters 6 & 7, IRIG-106-
chapters 9 & 10, IEEE 1451.0 & 1451.3, IEEE-1588, CCSDS ARQ & 
CCSDS SLE management.  Multiple discussions on network telemetry 
standards were held during the year as we await further development in this 
new area.  The TSCC is facilitating a special technical session on timing for 
telemetry (especially the effects of network based telemetrry architectures) 
at the 2006 ITC in San Diego, California.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
James William Yates 
Chairman, TSCC 
 



 
 
INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR TELEMETRY SPECTRUM 

 
The frequency spectrum allocated for telemetry purposes is increasingly at risk of 
reallocation to other purposes. For the aeronautical and astronautical 
communities, the main present threats are from the mobile satellite services 
(MSS), the personal communication services (PCS) and the digital audio 
broadcast satellite services (DBS). Other safety critical telemetry applications, 
such as missile termination, launch vehicle command/destruct, bio-medical and 
industry use are also under threat from terrestrial broadcasting applications. 
 
For the users, the application of radio telemetry is safety-critical or mission critical 
to the development and sustainment of the economic and security imperatives of 
many nations. But the importance of telemetry is little known or understood 
outside the user, engineering and test community. Strong political backing is not 
existent and a cohesive advocate group at regional and world radio-
communications conferences is lacking. 
 
Currently, the impacts of potential spectrum losses to the telemetering 
community are not adequately considered, consolidated or represented. This 
needs to change. Therefore an international group has been established to help 
consolidate impact statements and to advocate the protection of spectrum that is 
critical to continuing telemetry application. 
 
The initial steps taken to establish the International Consortium on Telemetry 
Spectrum (ICTS) were presented at a special workshop of the European Test 
and Telemetry Conference (ETTC) in Paris on 10 June 1999 and this was 
followed by a special workshop of the European Telemetry Conference held 30th 
May 2000 at Garmisch- Partenkirchen in Germany. The Charter and Bylaws 
were formally accepted and approved by the International Foundation for 
Telemetering Oct 25, 2001. The IFT at that time became the ICTS sponsoring 
organization. 
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Submitted by the ICTS Officers: 
 

Mr. Steve Lyons (UK), Chairman 
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Regional Coordinators: 
 

Mr. Jean Claude Ghnassia (France), Region 1 Coordinator 
Mr. Mikel Ryan (USA), Region 2 Coordinator 

Dr. Viv Crouch (Australia), Region 3 Coordinator 
 
 



 
ICTS Overview 
 
 
Background.   Whilst telemetry data rates continue to rise, as systems under test become 
more complex, radio frequency spectrum resources allocated for telemetering continue to be 
under pressure from growing commercial applications. As a consequence electromagnetic 
spectrum encroachment has become an international issue. It is important that we, the 
telemetry user and provider community, better protect and defend our spectrum assets to 
ensure their future availability for telemetering. In response to this need, the International 
Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum (ICTS) was chartered under the sponsorship of the 
International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT). The IFT exercises oversight responsibility 
and authority of the Consortium and provides administrative, policy, and programmatic 
approval. 
 
The ICTS was formed in response to the need for an international coalition of telemetry 
practitioners who share a common goal of ensuring the availability of electromagnetic 
spectrum for telemetering.  Under its charter the ICTS is not permitted to publish, present, or 
in any other way represent a particular position on spectrum issues. However, the 
information shared through the ICTS will enable telemetry practitioners to effectively respond 
to spectrum issues within their respective organisations.  Examples of information exchanged 
through the ICTS include a database that contains a list of frequency allocations assigned to 
individual nations and regions for telemetering, information on telemetry sciences and 
technology development, technical reports and studies, and information appertaining to 
national or Industry led debate upon related issues. The ICTS will also publicise to members 
any planned or proposed changes to international spectrum management strategy and 
frequency allocations affecting telemetering.   
 
The ICTS is structured as an international organisation comprising of telemetry practitioners 
from government, industry, and academia. Regional Coordinators represent the three 
regions defined by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) — Region 1: 
Europe/Africa, Region 2: Americas, Region 3: Asia/Australia/Oceana.  The Consortium shall 
be open to individuals or organisations that support the goals of the ICTS and have a 
business or professional stake in the use of the telemetry spectrum. The ICTS produces and 
exchanges information that would be useful in developing a united front to support a common 
cause.   
 
 
Charter and By-Laws. The IFT approved charter and by-laws are available at 
http://www.telemetry.org/frameset_ift.htm. An overview of the history of the consortium and 
an expression of the importance and benefit for information exchange, meeting 
announcements, minutes, as well as other information will be posted on this website. 
 
Jean-Marie Berges.  The news of the death of Jean Marie Berges, the long-standing ICTS 
Region 1 co-ordinator, just prior to the 2005 ITC came as a surprise to the ICTS membership 
with whom Jean Marie was held in high esteem. Tribute was paid to Jean-Marie and it was 
acknowledged that without his personal involvement and leadership the ICTS would not have 
been formed in 1999. On behalf on the ICTS membership Steve Lyons (Chair ICTS) 
presented Jean Claude Ghnassia with a commemorative plaque to present to the SEE in 
Paris. M. Ghnassia is currently undertaking the role of region 1 co-ordinator pending ICTS 
officer elections in accordance with the IFT’s charter. 
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Meetings. The ICTS hosts its meetings bi-annually in association with the International 
Telemetry Conference in the United States (in October), and the European Telemetry 
Conference or European Test and Telemetry Conference in May/June in Europe.   
 
In the period covered by this report, the ICTS held its 14th meeting in October 2005 (ITC – 
Las Vegas), the 15th meeting in November 2005 (SETE – Brisbane), and the 16th meeting in 
May 2006 (ETC – Garmisch-Partenkirchen).   
 
Communicating the issues 
 
Apart from the bi-annual meetings now established as special sessions at the principal 
telemetry conferences the ICTS: 
 

• Compiles, publishes and circulates an e-Newsletter courtesy of the Region 1 co-
ordinator and the French Société de l'Electricité, de l'Electronique (SEE). In particular 
the ICTS is indebted to Kathy Beuzard-Edwards who has been the main point of 
contact for ICTS administration in Europe. Kathy will be leaving the SEE this year to 
take up a new appointment with INSERM in Paris.   

  
• Has commissioned a short video to explain the background, issues and the need for 

the international T&E Industry and government agencies to be proactive in 
addressing these problems. The video “Using Spectrum to Safeguard Flight” is 
available (DVD) upon request.  

 
• Maintains the ICTS pages of the IFT www.telemetry.org web site. 

 
• Has expanded its programme of International Outreach to inform the wider T&E 

community and regulatory agencies; also increasing effort in Region 3 which is 
presently under represented in the ICTS.  

 
• Region 3 Coordinator publishes and circulates ICTS news as a component of the 

regular newsletters that are produced by the Southern Cross Chapter of the 
International Test and Evaluation Association [ITEA]. Courtesy of the Systems 
Engineering and Evaluation Centre at the University of South Australia – these 
newsletters are web-published at:  
http://www.unisa.edu.au/seec/news/newsletters.asp 

 
• Has published a number of articles in the technical press, including the paper 

“Telemetry band augmentation and harmonisation: Planning for the future of 
International Aeronautical T&E” authored by Tim Chalfant, which was published in the 
January 2006 edition of the ITEA Journal.  

 
 
Meeting Reports 
 
 
The 14th and 16th ICTS general meetings were the subject of special sessions held during 
ITC 2005 in Las Vegas, U.S.A. and the ETC 2006 in Garmisch Partenkirchen, Germany. As 
expected both of these sessions were once again dominated by World Radio Conference 
(WRC) 2007 Agenda item 1.5 (refer appendix A) and the subject of Telemetry Band 
Augmentation.  
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ICTS Session presentations included: 
 

• An introduction to the ICTS and its raison d’etre by Steve Lyons (QinetiQ). 
  
• An activities report by regional coordinators gave a list of actions undertaken, mainly 

concerning WRC 2007 preparation. Michael Harris (UniSA) presented the region 3 
report at the 16th meeting on behalf of Viv Crouch (region 3 co-ordinator). 

 
• Darrell Ernst (Mitre Corp, USA) presented Carolyn Kahn’s paper on the cost of 

insufficient telemetry spectrum at the general ETC session. 
 
• An update upon the continued need for International Awareness Generation 

(Outreach) and progress reported. (Darrell Ernst/ Gerhard Mayer) 
 

• Increasingly the ICTS sessions have been attended by international guests from the 
field of National/ International spectrum management. Invited guests have included 
Ken Keane, Didier Petit, Alain Delrieu, Thomas Ewers, and Martin Weber who 
collectively presented an excellent insight into the WRC and associated international 
issues.  

  
 
At the ETC at Garmisch ICTS members again participated in the UAV round-table discussion 
forum. This forum, lead by Mike Ryan - ICTS region 2 co-ordinator, debated UAV spectrum 
requirements and their impact on WRC agenda items 1.5 & 1.6.  
  
 
   
International Awareness Generation (a.k.a. Outreach) 
 
Whilst the ITC/ETC sessions remain the focus for ICTS business it was apparent that a more 
pro-active approach was necessary in order to engage with the wider T&E community and 
radio regulatory bodies.  
 
The outreach initiative has been the recent success story of ICTS; largely due to the 
dedication of Darrell Ernst and Gerhard Mayer (Vice chair ICTS) in identifying “target 
audiences” and developing a strategy for taking the message to that audience.  
 
Over the last twelve months, on an opportunity basis, ICTS members have provided 
presentations at professional forums being held around the world to help draw attention to 
the global dimension of the telemetry spectrum issues and the need for urgent attention to be 
paid to WRC-07 preparations. These fora have included: the ITU Study group 8B meetings in 
Geneva, the Systems Engineering, Test & Evaluation (SETE) conference (Australia) and the 
International Aerospace Testing events in both Europe and North America. In addition to 
these organised events Messrs Mayer and Ernst have carried out a number of bespoke visits 
to a number of countries including Malaysia, Singapore, and India to communicate the role of 
the ICTS and the WRC.   
 
 
Summary 
 
The work of the ICTS continues apace.  We have excellent membership numbers from 
Regions 1 and 2 and emphasis is being placed on events in Region 3. The IFT, the 
International Test and Evaluation Association, and the Society of Flight Test Engineers and 
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the Société de l'Electricité, de l'Electronique have been supportive of the ICTS aims and 
assisted in distributing information, facilitating communications, and widening debate.  
 
With the 2007 WRC looming, members need to make a concerted effort to inform their 
national regulatory bodies and ITU representatives of the telemetry encroachment issue.  
 
With an impending update of the IFT web site, the ICTS members will be better informed 
about developments and fully engaged in preparation for WRC 2007. 
  
The consortium is ever ready to facilitate information exchange as each nation studies this 
critical topic.  The ICTS will continue to distribute studies and technical reports to members in 
support of this agenda item.   
 
The coming year will be decisive in assuring the adequacy of future telemetry spectrum 
resources.  
 
Planned future ICTS meetings will be at: 
 

• Melbourne, Australia – September 2006 (SETE Conference) 
• San Diego, USA – October 2006 (ITC Conference) 
• Toulouse, France – June 2007 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S.W. Lyons 
Chairman ICTS 
June 2006 
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Appendix A 
 

World Radio-communications Council Resolution 230 
 

RESOLUTION  [COM7/5]  (WRC-03) 
 

Consideration of mobile allocations for use by wideband aeronautical 
telemetry and associated telecommand 

The World Radiocommunication Conference (Geneva, 2003) 
 
Considering 

a) that there is a need to provide global spectrum to the mobile service for wideband 
aeronautical telemetry systems; 

b) that there is an identified need for additional spectrum required to meet future 
wideband aeronautical telemetry demands; 

c) that there is also a need to accommodate telecommand operations associated 
with aeronautical telemetry; 

d) that there is a need to protect existing services, 
 

Noting 
a) that a number of bands between 3 GHz and 30 GHz are already allocated to the 

mobile service, without excluding the aeronautical mobile service, on a secondary 
basis; 

b) that any spectrum allocated to the mobile service above 3 GHz (to include 
aeronautical telemetry) is not a substitution for existing allocations used for 
aeronautical telemetry purposes below 3 GHz, the requirement for which will 
continue, 

 
Recognising 

a) that there are emerging telemetry systems with large data transfer requirements 
to support testing of commercial aircraft and other airframes; 

b) that the future technologies and performance expectations for airborne platforms 
contemplate a need for real-time monitoring of large data systems with multiple 
video streams (including high-definition video), high-definition sensors, and 
integrated high-speed avionics;  

c) that the 2000 Radiocommunication Assembly approved Question ITU-R 231/8, 
titled: "Operation of wideband aeronautical telemetry in bands above 3 GHz", with 
the target date of 2005; 

d) that those studies will provide a basis for considering regulatory changes, 
including additional allocations and recommendations, designed to accommodate 
justified spectrum requirements of aeronautical mobile telemetry consistent with 
the protection of incumbent services, 

 
Resolves that [WRC-07/a future competent conference] be invited to: 
 

1 consider the spectrum required to satisfy justified wideband aeronautical mobile 
telemetry requirements and associated telecommand above 3 GHz; 

2 review, with a view to upgrading to primary, secondary allocations to the mobile 
service in the frequency range 3-16 GHz for the implementation of wideband 
aeronautical telemetry and associated telecommand; 

3 consider possible additional allocations to the mobile service, including 
aeronautical mobile, on a primary basis in the frequency range 3-16 GHz for the 
implementation of wideband aeronautical telemetry and associated telecommand, 
taking into account considering d) above; 
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4 designate existing mobile allocations between 16 and 30 GHz for wideband 
aeronautical telemetry and associated telecommand, invites ITU-R to conduct, as 
a matter of urgency, studies to facilitate sharing between aeronautical mobile 
telemetry and the associated telecommand, on the one hand, and existing 
services, on the other hand, taking into account the resolves above. 

 
ADD COM7/353/7 (B13/361/7) 
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Disclaimer – IRIG-106 
 
The IRIG-106 information provided with these proceeding of the 2006 
International Telemetry Conference is believed to be the latest information, which 
is generally available to the public. 
 
This information is provided as a link to a website currently known to be 
maintained by the Range Commanders Council, the governing body for the IRIG 
Standards.  No warranty is made as to currency or accuracy there in. 
 
The International Foundation for Telemetering disclaims any responsibility for 
inaccuracies or errors in this information. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ITC 2006 Technical Program 

Tuesday, October 24th, 1:30pm – 4:30pm 
 
Session 1 – Architectures  
Chair:  Fil Macias, White Sands Missile Range 
 
06-01-01   “DoD Ranges Interoperability and Resource Reuse Achievable Through 

the Test and Training Enabling Architecture, TENA,”                         
Gene Hudgins, TENA Software Development Activity                                      

                 

  This paper profiles the Test and Training Enabling Architecture  (TENA) 
developed by the Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program  (CTEIP).                             

 
06-01-02   “The Army's Way Ahead Challenge: Enterprise Architecture as an 

Essential Tool to Support the Army's Transformation Effort,”     
Fernando Mezquita, Electronic Proving Ground               

 
This paper explores the development and use of enterprise architecture as an 
important tool to support the Army in its effort to strive toward new goals and 
improve performance. 
 
 

06-01-03 “An Affordable Architecture for Satellite Communications On-The-Move 
(COTM) Antenna Systems,”                                                                      
John Gargasz, DRS Codem Systems, INC.                                    

                  
This paper profiles an affordable Satellite Communications On-The-Move 
(COTM) Antenna with the core elements of low-cost antenna reflector 
technology, integrated navigation sensors, and integrated antenna control 
electronics with intelligent sensor fusion. 

 
 
06-01-04   “Cross Domain Solutions,”                                                                       

Michael T. Lockard, James A. Garling, Jr., EMC Corporation                 
 

This presentation will provide feedback on the general experiences of the 
Certification and Accreditation (C&A) process for Cross Domain Solutions 
(aka multi-level security and  multi-security level architectures) and on typical 
“do’s” and “don’ts” encountered during affiliated C&A processes . 

 
 
 
 
 



ITC 2006 Technical Program 

06-01-05   “Automation System for The Flight Test Laboratory (SALEV),”        
Lucas Sousa, Nelson Leite, Fernando Walter, Wagner Cunha – CTA – Grupo 
Especial de Ensaios em Voo, Sao Jose dos Campos, SP, BRAZIL              

 
This paper presents a novel Automation System for the Flight Test Laboratory 
(SALEV), which was developed in full compliance with EA-4/02 Standard to 
compute the uncertainty of the measurement at the calibration laboratory of 
the Flight Tests Group (GEEV). 

 
 
 
 
 
 



ITC 2006 Technical Program 

 
Session 2 – T&E/S&T Spectrum Efficient Technology (Special Session)   
Chair: Saul Ortigoza, AFFTC / Edwards AFB          
 
Special sessions consist of the latest information on the given topics and as such were not able to be included on the DVD. 
 
 
The Spectrum Efficient Technology focus area is advancing telemetry capability to meet 
the increased data needs of the test and evaluation community.  Spectrum Efficient 
Technology projects are developing capabilities to improve efficiency in the current 
telemetry spectrum, investigating technologies to use non-traditional portions of the 
spectrum, such as Super High Frequencies (i.e. 3-30 GHz), and optical communications 
for telemetry. The last hour is dedicated for a roundtable with telemetry vendors / 
academia regarding new frequencies. 
 
 
SS02-01   “Tier III- 5 times improvement over PCM/FM,”                                        

Scott Darden, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, JPL              
 
   16 QAM, Cyclic Delay Diversity combing with OFDM (based on commercial 

802.11 wireless) Flight test results will be presented. 
 
 
SS02-02 “BYU Telemetry Lab Space Time Coding,”                                                

Dr Michael Rice, Brigham Young University                        
 
 A summary of development using airborne transmitters with multiple antenna 

transmission correction. 
 
 
SS02-03 “Software Defined Antenna,”                                                                        

Dr Franco DeFlaviis, University of California at Irvine                           
 
 Utilization of RFMEMs in a PCB substrate facilitates the development of a 

software-defined antenna.  Concept demonstration results will be shown with 
switches for band reconfiguring between 4.7 and 7.5 GHz. 

 
 
SS02-04    “Wrap-around Beamformer Antenna,”                                                       

Mr Dan Mullinix, NASA Wallops Flight Facility                          
   

                  Novel true time mechanical delay lines are used to form a computer tracking 
beam from an array of patch antennas on a dynamic launch vehicle.  Purpose 
is to obtain transmit antenna gain for relay of signals from ELV through 
TDRSS. 
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SS02-05    “Telemetry Vendor Implementation of New Frequency Bands - 

Roundtable,”                                                                                                   
Mr Saul Ortigoza – 412 TW/ENTI, Edwards AFB, CA                                 

 
 There is thus a real need to get together with prospective vendors, whether 

they are traditional telemetry vendors or others, to see whether it is possible 
to implement common technologies over all the bands between 4.4 GHz and 
6.7 GHz which are now under consideration. In order to determine whether 
common technologies are available, the T&E S&T SET focus area will host 
this discussion. Prospective equipment vendors and knowledgeable academics 
are invited to participate in this discussion. 

 
 
 
 
 



ITC 2006 Technical Program 

 
Session 3 – Receivers & Antennas 
Chair: Robert Selbrede, Edwards AFB                                   
 
 
06-03-01  “Dual-Band Switched Beam System with High Frequency Ratio (1:1.8) 

for Telemetry Applications,”                                                                      
Jung Kyu Lee and Franco De Flaviis, University of California, Irvine                                             

 
This paper discusses a dual-band switched beam antenna system operating at 
4.05 and 7.4 GHz that is comprised of a dual frequency butler matrix feeding 
a microstrip antenna array. 

                  
 
06-03-02   “Translation of L and S Band Tracking Assets to X Band,”                                        

Mike Winstead, White Sands Missile Range                                                   
 

This paper describes tests and presents results illustrating a methodology that 
is available and which can be used for conversion of S-band assets to the X 
band spectral region. 

 
 
06-03-03  “A Design of a Digitally Controllable Wideband Microwave Receiver,” 

Heng Huang, Justin Legarsky, University of Missouri-Columbia,           
                  Qiang Lei, Brigham Young University                        
 

This paper presents the design of a digitally controllable wideband microwave 
receiver for a potential radar sounding system whose radio frequency ranges 
from 50 to 500 MHz, while the intermediate frequency bandwidth is 20 MHz. 

 



ITC 2006 Technical Program 

 
Session 4 – Timing & Synchronization                                
Chair:  Thomas Grace, Naval Air Systems Command 
 
 
06-04-01 “IEEE1588 – A Solution for Synchronization of Networked Data 

Acquisition Systems?,” Diarmuid Corry, ACRA Control Inc                          
 

This paper discusses the IEEE-1588 standard, how it might be implemented, 
and examines the issues involved in adopting this standard for flight test data 
acquisition. 

 
 
06-04-02   “1588-Enhanced Vehicle Network Concept Demonstration,”            

Thomas Grace, Naval Air Systems Command and John Roach, Teletronics 
Technology Corporation                           

 
                  This paper describes one objective of the vNET concept demonstration to 

provide a test vehicle instrumentation network architecture that can support 
additional capabilities for data access to the test vehicle. 

 
 
06-04-03   “!a_waste_of_time,”                                                                                   

Larry Creel, Miguel Torres, White Sands Missile Range, NM              
 
                  This paper discusses the use of a common programming language and a 

network-to-PCM interface to generate time codes using a non-traditional 
approach.  

 
 

06-04-04   “Leveraging Internet Protocal (IP) Networks to Transport Multi-Rate 
Serial Data Streams,”                                                                                 
Doug Heath, Marty Polluconi, Flora Samad, RT Logic Incorporated                

 
This paper discusses how the utilization of multiplexing algorithms in Field-
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), coupled with universally available 
Internet Protocol (IP) switching technology, provides a low-latency, time-data 
correlated multi-stream distribution solution. 
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Session 5 – Links & Applications                               
Chair:  Kevin Crawford, NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center 
 
06-05-01 “Design and Experimentation with a Software - Defined Acoustic 

Telemetry Modem,”                                                                                 
Daniel Doonan, Tricia Fu, Chris Utley, Ronald Iltis, Ryan Kastner, and Hua 
Lee, University of California, Santa Barbara                      

 
                  This paper describes the design and successful development of an acoustic 

modem for potential use in underwater ecological sensor networks.   
                  
 
06-05-02 “Communications Over Aircraft Power Lines: A Practical 

Implementation,”                                                                                           
Hai Tian, Tom Trojak, Teletronics Technology Corporation, Charles H. Jones 
PhD, Edwards Air Force Base           

 
                This paper presents a practical implementation of a hardware design for 

transmission of data over aircraft power lines with the intent of significantly 
reducing the wiring in the aircraft instrumentation system. 

 
 
06-05-03 “An Adaptive Baseband Equalizer for High Data Rate Bandlimited 

Channels,”                                                                                                   
Mark Wickert, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, Shaheen Samad, 
and Bryan Butler, Real-Time Logic Inc.                                                  

 
                  This paper describes the design and implementation of an adaptive baseband 

equalizer (ABBE) utilizing the latest FPGA technology. 
 
 
06-05-04 “Launch Vehicle Exhaust Plasma / Plume Effects On Ground Telemetry 

Reception, STARS FT-04-1,”                                                                    
Mark McWhorter, Honeywell Aerospace Electronic Systems                                    

 
                  This paper discusses the effect of vehicle exhaust plasma/plume on the ability 

to receive telemetered data via an S-band RF link. 
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Session 6 – Net-Centric Applications                                   
Chair:  James W. Yates, L3 Communications-Telemetry West 
 
 
06-06-01   “A System Approach to a Network Centric Airborne Data Acquisition 

System,”                                                                                                     
Albert Berdugo, John Hildin, Teletronics Technology Corporation                                                  

 
 This paper describes a network centric data acquisition system that is 

Ethernet based. 
 
 
06-06-02   “Network Data Acquisition and Playback of Multimedia Data,”      

Michael Portnoy and Hsueh-Szu Yang, Teletronics Technology Corporation   
    
This paper presents a software framework for the playback of multiplexed 
data acquired from a network acquisition system. 

 
 
06-06-03  “Airborne Network Switch with IEEE-1588 Support,”                          

John Hildin, Sergio Arias, Teletronics Technology Corporation                            
 

This paper describes the required features of a ruggedized network switch and 
the implementation challenges facing its design. 

 
 
06-06-04   “An IP-Based Recording System,”                                                             

John Roach, John Hildin, Teletronics Technology Corporation    
 

This paper presents the advantages of using an IP-based recorder in a 
network-based data acquisition system. 

 
06-06-05   “Managing Multi-Vendor Instrumentation Systems with Abstraction 

Models,”                                                                                                         
Michael T. Lockard, James A. Garling, Jr., EMC Corporation    

   
This paper describes a methodology to define and program multi-vendor 
instrumentation using abstraction models in a database that allows new 
instrumentation to be defined rapidly. 
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06-06-06   “Chapter 10 Recording Standard Update,”                                                             
Michael T. Lockard, James A. Garling, Jr., EMC Corporation    

 
This paper covers the background, technology, status, users, supporting 
vendors and future considerations such as ground-based recording and 
archiving. 

 



ITC 2006 Technical Program 

 
Wednesday, October 25th, 8:30am – 11:30am 
 
Session 7 – JMETC (Special Session)                      
Chair:  George Rumford, OSD(AT&L)/Test Resource Management Center 
 
Special sessions consist of the latest information on the given topics and as such were not able to be included on the DVD. 
 
 
SS07-01  The Joint Mission Environment Test Capability (JMETC) is a new program 

under OSD (AT&L)/Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) establishing 
a corporate approach for linking distributed facilities to test warfighting 
capabilities in a joint context.  JMETC provides a core reconfigurable 
foundation that enables the rapid integration of live weapon systems (using 
telemetry instrumentation) with hardware-in-the-loop laboratories and 
simulations. Key JMETC products include readily available connectivity 
using DOD networks, standard data transport solutions, tools and utilities for 
planning and conducting distributed integrations, and a reuse repository.  This 
session will provide several presentations addressing current JMETC activities 
and program plans to enhance the Department's capability to conduct joint 
testing. 
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Session 8 – iNet Topics                                
Chair:  Ray Faulstich, CSC Range and Engineering Services 
 
 
06-08-01  “Simulation of The Aeronautical Radio Channel For Telemetry 

Applications,”                                                                                              
Patricia A. W. Mwangi, Amr Haj-Omar & Kishan Montaque, Morgan State 
University              

  
This paper discusses the use of a channel sounder to ensure proper estimation 
of the parameters associated with the impulse response of the aeronautical 
channel.  

 
 
06-08-02  “An Airborne Network Telemetry Link,”                                                  

Kip Temple, Daniel Laird, Edward AFB           
 

This paper discusses the airborne test platform baseline system configuration, 
describes its operation, and details RF link testing results.  

 
 
06-08-03  “Instrumenting an Airborne Network Telemetry Link,”                        

Daniel Laird, Kip Temple, Edwards AFB          
 
 This paper discusses instrumenting the RF network and bridging the Wireless 

Local Area Network and Wide Area Network into one seamless network.   
 
 
06-08-04  “An Approach to Integrated Spectrum Efficient Network Enhanced 

Telemetry (iSENET),”                                                                            
Clayton Okino, JayGao, Loren Clare, Scott Darden, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, William Walsh, Kok-kiong Loh, LinQuest Corporation 

           
 This paper presents a network centric telemetry preliminary architecture 

approach based on variants of 802.11 that leverages the open standards as 
well as the previous Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) work on the physical 
layer waveform. 
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Session 9 – Encoders, Detection & Mixed Networks                          
Chair:  Mark Lauss, US Army Yuma Proving Ground 
 
 
06-09-01  “Reduced Complexity Trellis Detection of SOQPSK-TG,”                    

Tom Nelson, Brigham Young University                    
  

This paper presents the use of Simon’s cross-correlated trellis-coded 
quadrature modulation (XTCQM) representation of SOQPSK-TG to develop a 
reduced complexity detector that has near optimal bit error rate performance. 

 
 
06-09-02   “Everything you Wanted to Know About Double Differential Encoders 

but Were Afraid to Ask,”                                                                            
Erik Perrins, University of Kansas     

 
This paper discusses double differential encoding, an alternative scheme to 
the existing offset quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK) differential encoder 
in IRIG-106.  

 
 
06-09-03  “Interference Rejection Performance as a Means of Frequency 

Optimisation in a Mixed Cellular/Manet Network,”                         
Kayonne Webley, Morgan State University            
 
This paper discusses the promising performance of interference rejection and 
excision techniques within the MCMN environment as a part of the integrated 
Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project. 
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Session 10 – Meta Data – XML Applications                   
Chair:  Dr. Charles H. Jones, Edwards AFB 
 
 
06-10-01  “XidML - Two Years On,”                                                            

Diarmuid Corry, Acra Control Inc.             
 
This paper outlines where XidML is now as a published standard for 
instrumentation definition via XML, some of the lessons learned and discusses 
some ideas for where next.  

 
06-10-02    “An Overview of an Instrumentation Hardware Abstraction Language,”              

John Hamilton, Ronald Fernandes, Paul Koola, Knowledge Based  
                  Systems, Inc., Charles H. Jones, Edwards AFB   
 

This paper discusses the motivation for a neutral instrumentation hardware 
abstraction language that is focused on the description and control of 
instrumentation systems and networks. 

 
06-10-03  “Enhancements to the Data Display Markup Language,”                

Michael Graul, Ronald Fernandes, John L. Hamilton, Knowledge Based 
Systems, Inc. Charles H. Jones, Jon Morgan, Edwards AFB    

 
This paper presents the description of the updated Data Display Markup 
Language (DDML), a neutral format for data display configurations. 

 
06-10-04   “Metadata for Range Telemetry,”                                                        

Thomas Grace, Naval Air Systems Command, Clay Fink, John Hopkins 
University, Applied Physics Laboratory             

  
This paper discusses an approach for providing a unified means of describing 
telemetry systems, fostering advances in networking and telemetry technology 
to meet emerging needs of major test programs. 

 
06-10-05   “An Implementation of Dynamic Data Acquisition Measurements,”                                          

Eric Pesciotta, Michael Portnoy, Teletronics Technology Corporation  
  

This paper discusses an implementation of dynamic data acquisition 
measurements for use in network data acquisition systems. 
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06-10-06   “DataProbeCLASSIC - A New Version of the Classic Data Analysis 
Tool,”                                                                                                            
John McCormick, Paul Ferrill, Avionics Test and Analysis Corporation             

  
This paper discusses a brief history of the legacy DataProbeCLASSIC product 
and discusses the features and strengths of new PC-based version 
implementation. 
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Session 11 – Imaging & Video                        
Chair:  Rodger Charroux, The Aerospace Corporation 
 
06-11-01  “IDAPS Multi-Camera Store Separation Analysis Using CAD-Based 

Modeling,”  
                  Michael J. Paulick, TYBRIN Corporation    
  

This paper discusses the next phase of the Image Data Automated Processing 
System (IDAPS) development that focused on extending the capability to 
include multi-camera processing. 
 
 

06-11-02   “Integrated Cameras as a Replacement for Vehicular Mirrors,”        
Nicholas Clark, Fiona Dunne, University of California, Santa Barbara   

 
This paper presents one method to reduce or eliminate all mirrors on a car, 
through a wide-angle network of cameras mounted on the vehicle’s rear.  

 
 
06-11-03  “High-Performance Full-View Vision System with Guidance Support of 

Acoustic and Microwave Arrays,”                                                       
Nicholas Clark, Fiona Dunne, Michael Lee, and Hua Lee, University of 
California, Santa Barbara          

 
 This paper describes the concept of wide-angle coverage optical vision system 

integrated with guidance support of microwave or acoustical imaging arrays. 
 
 

06-11-04   “The Video System of Launch Vehicle,”                                                     
Gao Xiangwu, Lin Juan, He Zhengguang, China Academy of Launch Vehicle 
Technology      

 
This paper discusses the combination of compressed digital video with 
telemetry data within the telemetry data radio channel in launch vehicles. 
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Session 12 – Sensors                        
Chair:  Michael D. Frevert, Lockheed Martin Aero 
 
06-12-01  “The Use of Telemetry Data in an Air Data System,”                         

Thomas M. Morrison, JT3, Edwards AFB      
 

This paper discusses the display and use of sensor air data parameters by the 
flight crew in an Air Data System.  

 
 
06-12-02   “Wireless Infra-red Sensor,”                                                                     

Mark Chaildin, Inter-Coastal Electronics    
 
This paper highlights the technical aspects of a wireless IR sensor developed 
to replace wired sensors used in a Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement 
System. 
 

 

06-12-03   “A Fiber Sensor Integrated Monitor for Embedded Instrumentation 
Systems,”                                                                                                      
Jason Newman, Brigham Young University  

 
This paper presents a new fiber sensor integrated monitor (FSIM) to be used 
in an embedded instrumentation system (EIS). 

 
 
06-12-04   “Wireless Sensor System for Airborne Applications,”                            

Albert Berdugo, Hy Grossman, and Nicole Schofield, Teletronics Technology 
Corporation     
 
This paper discusses recent efforts associated with the Advanced 
Subminiature Telemetry System (ASMT) Initial Test Capability Project, 
discussing the challenges in developing a wireless sensor network system for 
use in an airborne environment. 
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Wednesday, October 25th, 2:30pm – 5:30pm 
 
Session 13 – iNET Project (Special Session)     
Chair: Daniel S Skelley, iNET Chief Architect – NAVAIR 
 
Special sessions consist of the latest information on the given topics and as such were not able to be included on the DVD. 
 
SS13-01    Recognizing the inability of current telemetry technology to meet emerging 

requirements within the Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB), the 
Director of the Central Teat and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) 
launched the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) effort. iNET is 
taking a systems engineering approach to reengineer telemetry by creating a 
telemetry network system to enhance the capability of traditional point-to-
point telemetry. The iNET effort has matured to the point where the physical 
characteristics of the proposed architecture are being developed. This session 
will host several briefings describing the details of the iNET physical 
architecture. 
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Session 14 – Range Applications I     
Chair: Jaime Reyes, White Sands Missile Range 
 
 
06-14-01   “Digital Distribution Systems - Get Connected,”  

Richard Engler, Dwight Tiqui, White Sands Missile Range   
  
This paper presents the digital data distribution system that currently resides 
at the Telemetry Data Center at White Sands Missile Range as a model to 
describe three separate, yet overlapping digital distribution systems; the 
manual patch system, the digital switch system, and a digital network system. 

 
 
06-14-02   “Automatic Range Equipment Setup and Control,”  

Rob Andzik, Charles (Chuck) N. Brans, RT Logic Inc.    
  
This paper presents the interaction between numerous range operators and 
equipment vendors to create an open software architecture that provides 
rapid device configuration, equipment status at a glance, and automatic fault 
detection and isolation. 

 
 
06-14-03   “Personnel/Equipment Tracking System (P/ETS),” 
                  Thomas E. Leftwich, 412 TW/ENR, Edwards AFB     
 

This paper discusses the Personnel/Equipment Tracking System, whose 
purpose is to provide ground safety and real-time surveillance awareness of 
all personnel and equipment authorized entry to the Edwards AFB Precision 
Impact Bombing and Laser Test Ranges. 

 

 

06-14-04   “Transition from Analog to Digital Recorders at the Western  
       Range,”                                                                                                    

Michael J. Hedricks, ITT/SLRSC, Jeff Sussex, SMC/LRRVS, Ronald G. 
Streich, ABRO Resources/SLRSC, Vandenberg AFB    
         

 This paper provides test results of recording higher signal rates and 
bandwidths of new programs and describes the techniques and 
implementation through procedures of the Western Range transition from 
analog to digital recorders. 
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06-14-05    “Best Source Selection on Encrypted Data,”                                             
Juan Guadiana, White Sands Missile Range                                           

 
This paper reviews post decryption correlation and then focuses on 
correlating on encrypted data. 
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Session 15 – Data Acquisition  
Chair: Brian Keating, NAVAIR 
 
 
06-15-01   “Median Filters,”                                                                                    

William Hicks, IMET Corporation    
 
          This paper discusses the characteristics of median filters and methods of 

implementing them.  
 
 
06-15-02   “A Time Correlated Approach to Adaptable Digital Filtering,”               

Hy Grossman, Steve Pellarin Teletronics Technology Corporation         
 
This paper describes the challenges in developing a flexible approach to 
adaptable data channel filtering using DSP techniques. 

 
 
06-15-03  “Designing an Automatic Format Generator for a Network Data 

Acquisition System,”                                                                           
Benjamin Kupferschmidt and Albert Berdugo, Teletronics Technology 
Corporation    

 
This paper examines the issues involved in designing an automatic format 
generator for a network data acquisition system. 

                    
 
06-15-04   “Data Filtering Unit (DFU): Dealing with Cryptovariable Keys in Data 

Recorded Using the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Format,”                            
Dennis Manning, 46th TW, Eglin AFB, Rick Williams, Scientific Data 
Systems, LLC, Paul Ferrill, Avionics Test and Analysis Corp.                

 
 This paper describes the design of a hardware device that will filter specified 

data from IRIG 106 Chapter 10 recorder memory modules (RMMs) to prevent 
the storage device or computer from becoming classified at the level of the 
specified data. 
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Session 16 – Preparing for WRC 2007 - ICTS (Special Session)  
Chair: Steve W Lyons, Chair – ICTS, QinetiQ UK 
 
Special sessions consist of the latest information on the given topics and as such were not able to be included on the DVD. 
 
SS16-01  The use of radio telemetry is critical to the future development and 

sustainment of the worldwide aerospace industry. However, the importance of 
telemetry is little known or understood outside the engineering and test 
community.   

 
The objective of the ICTS (an IFT sponsored group – see www.telemetry.org) 
is to establish a coalition of telemetry users to help secure adequate telemetry 
spectrum resources for the future.  Increasingly, the ICTS is devoting 
resources to assist its members prepare for the 2007 World Radio Conference 
(WRC), which will consider the allocation of additional radio spectrum for 
telemetry applications. 

 
The ICTS special session at the ITC will address both regulatory and technical 
issues pertinent to operating aerospace telemetry systems at frequencies above 
3GHz. The session is deliberately planned as an “open forum” to encourage 
debate and facilitate information interchange. 
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Session 17 – Network & Ad-Hoc Systems    
Chair:  Bill D'Amico, John Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab 
 
 
06-17-01   “Cellular Broadband Telemetry Options for the 21st Century,”           

Brian J. Smith, Omniwav Mobile, Inc.      
 

This paper reviews the technology roadmap of cellular providers, keeping 
broadband telemetry issues in perspective as they apply to TCP/IP data for 
images, audio, video, and other broadband telemetry data using CDMA 
1xRTT, EV-DO, and EV-DO Rev A systems as well as GSM GPRS/EDGE, 
UMTS/W-CDMA, HSDPA, and HSUPA networks. 

 
 
06-17-02   “Fault Tolerant Autonomous Mobile Robotic Systems,”                        

Dale Lord and Kurt Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla    
 

This paper focuses primarily on the challenges faced by mobile robotics, 
noting that these challenges can be extended to a wide range of systems, 
which must autonomously identify and adapt to failures/situations. 

 
 
06-17-03   “IP Protocols in Telemetry Systems,”                                                    

Robert Weaver, Jr. and Ed Snyder, Apogee Labs, Inc.       
                   
                 This paper is intended to provide background into networking and IP 
                  protocols for non-IT personnel, addressing considerations that should be    
                 required  prior to locking a network design into a specific architecture. 
 
 
06-17-04   “Cognitive Ad-hoc Wireless Networks,”                                                 

Adam Panagos and Kurt Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla    
 

This paper surveys a new area of research in the communications field known 
as cognitive radio, which will allow dynamic sharing of spectral bands. 

 
 
06-17-05   “An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Project for Undergraduates,”               

Justin Bradley, Breton Prall, Brigham Young University   
 

This paper outlines the approach and successes in a project for 
undergraduates in which a miniature unmanned aerial vehicle system is 
constructed.  
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06-17-06   “Ad Hoc Wireless Networks: A Commercialization 
Case Study,”                                                                                                    
Dr Derek Rogers, University of South Australia     
 
This paper presents a case study of the commercialization of an ad-hoc 
wireless network technology from a subsidiary of a multinational company 
focusing on generic issues associated with technology transfer; exploration of 
market opportunities, market validation, the identification of a novel business 
model and economic validation. 
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Session 18 – Telemetry & GPS Systems  
Chair:  George Gregory, Eglin AFB 
 
 
06-18-01   “Developmental Flight Instrumentation System for the Crew Launch 

Vehicle,”                                                                                                      
Kevin Crawford, Marshall Space Flight Center, John Thomas, Glenn Research 
Center    

 
This paper discusses a conceptual developmental flight instrumentation (DFI) 
design for each element of the Crew Launch Vehicle (Space Shuttle 
replacement) and of an integrated CLV DFI system.  

 
 
06-18-02   “Advantages of GPS over Radar in Wind Weighting of Unguided 

Sounding Rockets,”                                                                                    
Linda R. May, Honeywell, Technology Solutions, Inc.   
 
This paper discusses the advantages of using GPS radiosondes to determine 
wind profiles over the historical method of tracking balloon positions with 
radar for the purposes of Wind Weighting.   

 
 
06-18-03   “Static and Dynamic Evaluation of a GPS Attitude Determination System 

Based on Non-dedicated GPS Receivers,”                              Nelson Paiva 
Oliveira Leite, MScEE. CTA - Grupo Especial de Ensaios em Vôo , Fernando 
Walter, PhD., ITA - Divisão de Telecomunicações,  Pça  Marechal Eduardo 
Gomes nº50 (CTA GEEV), São José dos Campos, SP, BRAZIL  
   
 

This paper discusses the final evaluation of a GPS attitude determination 
algorithm, determining its true performance in terms of accuracy, reliability, 
and dynamic response. 

 

06-18-04   “A Versatile, Software Programmable Telemetry System for Satellite 
Launch Vehicles,”                                                                                     
Sreelal Sreedharan Pillai, Sreekumar Sankarattil, Padma Padmanabhan, Vinod 
Padmanabha Rao, Sivasubramonia, Pillai, Madaswamy Pillai, Damodaran 
Kollamparambil, Thomas Kurian, Chidambaram Thirunavukkarasu, Indian 
Space Research Organization    

 
  This paper describes the design and development of a baseband telemetry 

system for multistage launch vehicles. 
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Thursday, October 26th, 8:30am – 11:30am  
 
Session 19 – Managing Telemetry Information   
Chair:  Lance Self, Kirtland AFB 
 
06-19-01   “Real Time Data Warehousing and On Line Analytical Processing at 

Aberdeen Test Center,”                                                                         
Michael J. Reil, SFA Inc., T. George Bartlett, Aberdeen Test Center, Kevin 
Henry, Sverdrup Technology Inc.                     
 
This paper will describe new techniques and provide further detail into the 
inner workings of the VISION  (Versatile Information System – Integrated, 
Online) Engineering Performance Data Mart.  

 
 
06-19-02   “The Application of Object-Oriented Data Management Techniques to 

T&E Data Challenges,”                                                                               
Dan Dawson, Wyle Laboratories     

                     
This paper describes an adaptive data management architecture capable of 
supporting order-of-magnitude data volume increases without a priori 
knowledge of data structures and how an object-oriented data management 
system can manage both data and the knowledge imparted to the data by 
users. 

 
 
06-19-03  “Reference Design for a Squadron Level Data Archival System,”          

Paul Ferrill, Avionics Test and Analysis Corporation         
  
                 This paper presents a novel approach along with a reference design for using 

commercially available hardware and software and a minimal amount of 
custom programming to help address the need for a large data archival 
storage system and the need to keep classified and unclassified data separate.  

 
 
06-19-04   “Securing Print Services for Telemetry Post-Processing Applications,” 

Larry Hines, Jeff Kalibian, Hewlett Packard Corporation         
  

This paper discusses how to implement secure printing services for telemetry 
post processing applications.  
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06-19-05   “Enterprise Test Data Management Solution,”                                       
Michael T. Lockard, James A. Garling, Jr., EMC Corporation    
 
This paper present ongoing efforts towards developing a storage 
infrastructure independent enterprise data management solution for assisting 
test engineers in maintaining information integrity, maintaining vital up-to-
date information, and for managing the archival of such data.  

 
06-19-06   “Mining IRIG-106 Chapter 10 and HDF-Data,”                                     

Michael T. Lockard, James A. Garling, Jr., EMC Corporation    
 
This paper discusses a data mining methodology solution approach to provide 
a solution to catalog test files, search metadata attributes to derive test data 
files of interest, and query test data measurements using a web-based engine 
to produce results in seconds.  
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Session 20 – Range Applications II     
Chair:  Alfonso Moncibaiz, White Sands Missile Range 
 
06-20-01   “Encrypted Correlating Source Selector,”                                                 

Eric Reid, RT Logic Inc.    
 
This paper describes innovative techniques for time correlation of encrypted 
streams, comparison of them with each other, and the creation of an output 
stream of better quality than any of the individual streams. 

 
 
06-20-02   “Current Status of Integrating GPS and Flight Termination Capabilities 

into a Missile Telemetry Section,”                                                               
Scott R. Kujiraoka, NAVAIR-Pt. Mugu, Russell G. Fielder, NAVAIR-China 
Lake    

 
This paper annotates the latest status of the Joint Advanced Missile 
Instrumentation (JAMI) effort and the follow-on effort to qualify the 
missile TM Section for an actual missile firing.   

 
 
06-20-03   “Design and Construction of an Optical Telemetry System,”                

Brian Kirkpatrick, Chris Prounh, Clarence Rowland, Raymond Ryckman, 
Elizabeth Winton, Harvey Mudd College  

 
                  This paper reports on the results of the 2005-2006 Clinic project (prototype of 

an optical-communication system using formal design methodology) for Ed-
wards Air Force Base.  

 
 
06-20-04   “The SoftDecom Engine,”                                                                           

Juan Guadiana, Jesus Benitez, White Sands Missile Range            
 

This paper addresses how a Software Decom Engine (SDE) can deliver 
Enterprise Wide Portability, not only to the SDE, but more importantly to a 
test program’s Verification & Validation effort. 
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Session 21 TSCC – Timing in Measurement Systems (Special Session) 
Chair:  Lee Eccles, Boeing 
 
Special sessions consist of the latest information on the given topics and as such were not able to be included on the DVD. 
 
This session addresses the importance of timing in measurement systems. It addresses the 
topic from a historical viewpoint as well as discussing the new standards and 
technologies that are currently being put into place including both IEEE STD 1588 for 
networked system and IRIG Standard 106 Chapter 10 for recorders.    
    
 
SS21-01   “Importance of “Accurate” Time to Test and Measurement of Complex 

Dynamic Systems,”                                                                                   
Patrick A Blakely, The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 

 
   This paper discusses the importance of time measurement and the necessity of 

time measurement accuracy to data acquisition and analysis. 
 
 
SS21-02 “Achieving High-Accuracy Time Distribution in Network-Centric Data 

Acquisition and Telemetry Systems with IEEE 1588,”                                                
Evan T. Grim, Southwest Research Institute                                                   

 
 This paper discusses the challenges, realities, lessons, and triumphs 

experienced using IEEE 1588 in the development and implementation of such 
a large-scale network-centric data acquisition and telemetry system. 
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Session 22 – Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) 
Chair: Terry Hill, Quasonix 
 
06-22-01   “Analytic Solutions for Optimal Training on Fading Channels,”         

Adam Panagos, Kurt Kosbar University of Missouri – Rolla    
 

This paper describes an analytic expression for calculating the optimal 
training parameters for continuously fading channels. 

 
 
06-22-02   “Unscented Filter for OFDM Joint Frequency Offset and Channel 

Estimation,”                                                                                              
Ronald A. Iltis, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 

  
This paper presents the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) in order to solve the 
offset/channel tracking problem of the OFDM physical layer. 

 
 
06-22-03   “Joint Interference Suppression and QRD-M Detection for Spatial 

Multiplexing MIMO Systems in a Rayleigh Fading Channel,”          
Chiou-Wei Tsai, Ronald A. Iltis, University of California, Santa Barbara, 
Richard E. Cagley, Toyon Research Corporation                       

 
This paper verifies, by simulations, the performance of the joint Kalman filter 
channel estimator, spatial whitener, and QRD-M detector. 

 
 
06-22-04   “Single Bounce Air to Ground Communication Channel Capacity for 

MIMO Applications,”                                                                                 
Chris Potter, Kurt Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla    

 
This paper addresses the air-to-ground communication problem, where 
multiple transmit antennas are used on the aircraft to combat multi-path 
interference.  
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Session 23 – Spectrum Allocation & Efficiency  
Chair: Larry Burke, M/A-COM Inc. 
 
06-23-01   “What If T&E Had Infinite Spectrum?,”                                                   

Charles H. Jones, PhD, Edwards Air Force Base      
 

This paper looks at onboard recording and telemetry trends to see what 
percentage of data has been and will be telemetered.  

 
 
06-23-02   “Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) for Bandwidth Efficient, Reliable 

Telemetry Distribution Over IP Networks,”                                          
David D. Rolenc, Yong “Skip” Chang, RT Logic Inc.      

                  
This paper offers an alternate approach to TCP/IP for the delivery of 
telemetry data over IP networks, reliably using the Pragmatic General 
Multicast (PGM) protocol to deliver telemetry data to multiple end users in a 
network efficient manner. 

 
 
06-23-03   “Is There a Shaped Offset 8-PSK?,”  
                  Michael Rice and Tom Nelson, Brigham Young University   

  
This paper examines whether improved spectral efficiency can be achieved 
using a Shaped Offset8PSK, motivated by the success of the ARTM Tier-1 
modulation known as Shaped Offset QPSK 
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Session 24 – RF Design  
Chair: Tim Gatton, Wyle Labs 
 
06-24-01   “From RF to Bits with Synthetic Beamforming,”                                 

Anand Kelkar, Norm Lamarra, Creative Digital Systems, Daniel Gonzalez, 
Malibu Research Associates, Johnny Bowden, King Aerospace      

 
This paper discusses a recent antenna upgrade program that has provided an 
opportunity to introduce state-of-the-art advances to the field of airborne 
telemetry (and perhaps telemetry in general). 

 
 
06-24-02   “CPFSK, FQPSK-JR and ARTM CPM on a Rocket Launch,”             

Glen Wolf, Ronald G. Streich, TYBRIN Corp, Saul Ortigoza, 412 TW/DRP, 
Edwards AFB             

 
This paper makes a direct comparison of the total bit errors and the bit error 
rate of the CPFSK, FQPSK-JR and ARTM CPM telemetry links 

 
 
06-24-03   “Interference Mitigation and Channel Equalization for ARTM Tier-1 

Waveforms Using Kalman Filter,”                                                           
Otilia Popescu, Mohammad Saquib, University of Texas at Dallas,  Dimitrie 
C. Popescu , University of Texas at San Antonio, Michael Rice,  Brigham 
Young University        

 
 This paper describes a new method that is applicable to mitigating both 

multipath interference and adjacent channel interference (ACI) in 
aeronautical telemetry applications using ARTM Tier-1 waveforms. 

 
 
06-24-04  “How to Estimate the Unmodulated Carrier Power Level of a Modulated 

Telemetry Signal,”                                                                                  
Eugene Law, NAVAIR 

         
This paper presents methods to both measure the unmodulated carrier power 
of a modulated signal and to estimate the unmodulated carrier power level 
from the measured power spectrum. 
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Abstract 

To ensure range interoperability and range resource reuse are available and promoted 
across  the DoD Test and Training  range community,  the Central Test and Evaluation 
Investment  Program  (CTEIP)  has  developed  and  continues  to  refine  the  Test  and 
Training Enabling Architecture (TENA). TENA provides the architecture and software 
implementation to enable range interoperability, to foster range asset reuse, to provide 
composability, and  to enable simulation‐based system engineering/acquisition.   TENA 
has proven  to be a critical enabler of major distributed  live military exercises but has 
expanded to embrace other usage.  Inclusive of new technologies, TENA developers are 
actively  involved with  the  integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry  (iNET),  a CTEIP 
program which will provide wireless connectivity over which a variety of users will run 
applications and exchange data.   

Keywords 

Interoperability, TENA, Architecture, Resource Reuse, Middleware 

Introduction 

Performed mostly on the geographically dispersed Department of Defense (DoD) land, 
sea,  and  air  test  and  training  ranges  that  are  scattered  across  the United  States  from 
border  to border  and ocean  to  ocean,  today’s military  test  and  training  events  range 
from  individual  systems  under  test,  to  small‐unit maneuvering,  to  large‐scale  Joint 
Services exercises,  such as  the United States  Joint Forces Command  (USJFCOM)  Joint 
National Training Capability  (JNTC)  events  conducted  in  2005 where  simulated  and 
constructive and live‐fire events were blended to enact representative scenarios spread 
across  several  states.   Data  collected during  these events  can quickly and definitively 
illuminate  any  necessary  improvements  to  ensure  effective  and  safe weapon  system 
operation and  training.   This data also  invariably affects almost every aspect of range 
operation and management, including budget definition and approval. 
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While  the  early  evolution of  range data  collection and analysis  systems  resulted  in a 
vertical  “stovepipe”  growth  of  the  instrumentation  and  instrumentation  suites,  there 
has  been  recent  movement  toward  the  advantages  of  the  concepts  of  range 
interoperability and range resource reuse, concepts that allow for taking easy advantage 
of the growth in modeling and simulation and its revolutionary application to training, 
concepts that were being forwarded in the late 1990s by the Foundation Initiative 2010 
(FI 2010) project, which was sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) 
Central  Test  and  Evaluation  Investment  Program  (CTEIP).    The  FI  2010  program 
completed the initial interoperability and reuse efforts in early Fiscal Year 2005, and the 
continuing  interoperability  and  reuse  refinement  of  TENA  is  now managed  by  the 
TENA Software Development Activity (TENA SDA). 

TENA Architecture Achieves Interoperability and Resource Reuse 

Interoperability  is  the  characteristic of  an  independently developed  software  element 
that  enables  it  to  work  together  with  other  elements  toward  a  common  goal.  
Interoperability  focuses  on what  is  common  among  software  elements.   Reuse  is  the 
ability to use a software element in a context for which it was not originally designed, 
so reuse focuses on the multiple uses of a single element and requires well‐documented 
interfaces.    To  achieve  interoperability,  a  common  architecture,  an  ability  to 
meaningfully  communicate  (including  a  common  language  and  a  common 
communication mechanism),  and  a  common  context  (including  the  environment  and 
time) must be present. 

The  TENA  architecture  is  a  technical  blueprint  for  achieving  an  interoperable, 
composable  set  (composibility  is defined as  the ability  to  rapidly assemble,  initialize, 
test, and execute a system from members of a pool of reusable, interoperable elements) 
of geographically distributed range resources—some live, some simulated—that can be 
rapidly  combined  to meet  new  testing  and  training missions  in  a  realistic manner.  
TENA is made up of several components, including a domain‐specific object model that 
supports  information  transfer  throughout  the  event  lifecycle,  common  real‐time  and 
non‐real‐time  software  infrastructures  for manipulating  objects,  as well  as  standards, 
protocols, rules, supporting software, and other key components.  Please refer to Figure 
1 on the following page. 

The  TENA Middleware  combines  distributed  shared memory,  anonymous  publish‐
subscribe, and model‐driven distributed object‐oriented programming paradigms into a 
single  distributed  middleware  system.    This  unique  combination  of  high‐level 
programming  abstractions  yields  a  powerful  middleware  system  that  enables  the 
middleware users to rapidly develop complex yet reliable distributed applications.   
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The TENA Middleware,  free and available  for download at  the TENA SDA web site, 
http://www.tena‐sda.com,  is  currently  at  Release  5.1.1  and  supports  many  popular 
platforms.    Release  5.1.1  also  has  some  significant  performance  enhancements, 
including   Eager Discovery  (aka Non‐Lazy Discovery) which  eliminates  the need  for 
“heart  beating”  objects  that  do  not  change  their  state  frequently;  Best  Effort  State 
Update Transmissions Reduced which  cuts  the number of  IP multicast  transmissions 
when a derived object is updated and applications subscribe only to the derived class, 
not  the  base  class;  and  Managed  Pointer  Optimizations  which  make  ProxyPtr, 
ServantPtr operations faster.   
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Figure 1.  TENA Architecture Overview 

The TENA object model  consists of  those object/data definitions, derived  from  range 
instrumentation  or  other  sources,  that  are  used  in  a  given  execution  to  meet  the 
immediate needs and  requirements of a  specific user  for a  specific  range  event.   The 
object model  is  shared  by  all  TENA  resource  applications  in  an  execution.    It may 
contain elements of the standard TENA object model although  it  is not required to do 
so.    Each  execution  is  semantically  bound  together  by  its  object model.    Therefore, 
defining  an  object model  for  a particular  execution  is  the most  important  task  to  be 
performed to integrate the separate range resource applications into a single event.  In 
order to support the formal definition of TENA object models, a standard metamodel has 
been developed to specify the modeling constructs that are supported by TENA.   This 
model  is  formally  specified  by  the XML Metadata  Interchange  standard  and  can  be 
represented by Universal Markup Language.   
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Standards  for  representing  metamodels  are  being  developed  under  the  Object 
Management Group Model Driven Architecture  activities.    The  TENA Object Model 
Compiler  is  based  on  the  formal  representation  of  this metamodel,  and TENA user‐
submitted object models are verified against the metamodel.  However, it is important 
to recognize the difference between the TENA metamodel and a particular TENA object 
model.  The object captures the formal definition of the particular object/data elements 
that are shared between TENA applications participating in a particular execution while 
the object model is constrained by the features supported by the metamodel.  

A significant benefit for TENA users is auto‐code generation.  The TENA Middleware is 
designed  to  enable  the  rapid  development  of  distributed  applications  that  exchange 
data  using  the  publish‐subscribe  paradigm.   While many  publish‐subscribe  systems 
exist,  few  possess  the  high‐level  programming  abstractions  presented  by  the  TENA 
Middleware.   The TENA Middleware provides  these high‐level abstractions by using 
auto‐code generation to create a complex Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(CORBA)  application.    As  such,  the  TENA  Middleware  offers  programming 
abstractions not present  in CORBA and provides a  strongly‐type‐checked  framework 
interface  that  is much  less  error‐prone  than  the  existing CORBA API.   These higher‐
level  programming  abstractions  combined  with  a  framework  designed  to  reduce 
programming errors enable users quickly and correctly to express the concepts of their 
applications.    Re‐usable  standardized  object  interfaces  and  implementations  further 
simplify the application development process. 

Through  the  use  of  auto  code  generation,  other  utilities,  and  a  growing  number  of 
common  tools, TENA also provides an enhanced capability  to accomplish  the  routine 
tasks which are performed on the test and training ranges in support of exercises.  The 
steps  in many  of  the  tasks  are  automated,  and  the  information  flow  is  streamlined 
between  tools  and  the  common  infrastructure  components  through  the  enhanced 
software  interoperability provided by TENA.   TENA utilities  facilitate  the creation of 
TENA‐compliant software and the installing, integrating, and testing of the software at 
each designated range.  This complex task falls to the Logical Range Developer, which, 
in  this phase, performs  the detailed activities described  in  the requirement definitions 
and  event planning, and  the  event  construction,  setup, and  rehearsal activities of  the 
Logical Range Concept of Operations.  While some manual exercise and event setup is 
required at ranges, TENA tools, as they are developed and become accepted across the 
range community, will make exercise pre‐event management easier.  

TENA Used Extensively in Military Events 

In March of  2004, Major General Gordon C. Nash, United States Marine Corps,  then 
Commander of the Joint Warfighting Center and Director for Joint Training, USJFCOM, 
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spoke  before  the  House  Armed  Services  Subcommittees  on  Readiness,  Terrorism, 
Unconventional  Threats,  and  Capabilities  on  the  JNTC.    Addressing  range 
instrumentation as a part of the progress in the implementation of the JNTC, Maj. Gen. 
Nash  said  that  JNTC was  playing  a  key  role  in  upgrading  instrumentation  systems 
employed  on  the  many  test  and  training  ranges.    “These  upgrades,  employing  a 
consistent set of standards and protocols, are ensuring a level of service interoperability 
never seen before.  Additionally, through the investment incentive offered by the JNTC 
Joint Management Office, modernization of  service‐centric  range  instrumentation and 
telemetry systems is moving forward at an accelerated pace.   Modern instrumentation 
systems will  comply with  the  Test  and  Training  Enabling  Architecture  (TENA),  an 
architecture  and  interoperability  standard  that  shares  information  among 
instrumentation systems, simulations, and real‐world command‐and‐control systems.”   

In January 2004, the JNTC conducted a large‐scale military exercise, the Western Range 
Complex (WRC) Horizontal Training Event.  Designed to test and evaluate warfighters 
and warfighting concepts, the exercise spread its personnel and equipment and its data 
gathering  and  distribution  networks  from  coast  to  coast,  from  the  Fort  Irwin  and 
Twentynine Palms  ranges  in California  to  the USJFCOM  location  in Suffolk, Virginia, 
with several exercise and data points scattered between the two coasts, and the exercise 
data  flowed  from  several  disparate  instrumentation  systems: Advanced  Range Data 
Systems  (ARDS)  for  fixed and rotary wing aircraft, ARDS‐Lite  (a scaled‐down ARDS) 
for  ground  vehicles,  Integrated  GPS  Radio  System  (IGRS)  for  ground  troops  and 
vehicles, and Air Warrior  for  fixed wing aircraft.   TENA was designated by  JNTC  to 
“connect” these  individually distinct systems and the geographically separated ranges 
and allow a smooth data flow to TENA‐enabled displays and data analysis points.  The 
connection of range instrumentation systems and ranges met a major milestone of range 
interoperability and range resource reuse in the JNTC 2004 exercises.  

The WRC  exercise  was  the  first  pre‐initial  operating  capability,  Live,  Virtual,  and 
Constructive  (LVC)  event  conducted  by  the  JNTC.    The  event’s  live  activities were 
conducted  on  the  United  States Western  Ranges  in  conjunction with  a  U.  S.  Army 
National Training Center (NTC) rotation, a U.S. Air Force Air Warrior segment, and a 
U.  S.  Marine  Corps  Combined  Arms  eXercise  (CAX)  at  Marine  Corps  Station 
Twentynine Palms, California.   Live air and ground  tracks  from  the NTC, Nellis AFB 
(Air Warrior), and Twentynine Palms  ranges were  integrated and  then distributed  to 
USJFCOM  to  create  a  LVC  Joint  training  environment.    Resource  reuse  was 
demonstrated with the utilization of RangeView and the Personal Computer Debriefing 
System  (PCDS)  as  data  displays  in  the  exercise.    TENA  implementations  of  these 
systems were  developed  for  previous  events.    The  data  from  January’s WRC  event 
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indicates that TENA performance met the JNTC expectations, and TENA was used for 
the remainder of the JNTC 2004 exercises.  

In  2005,  the  successes  of  the  2004  JNTC  exercises were  applied  and  reflected  in  the 
multi‐range,  joint‐service  exercise  Joint Red Flag  2005  (JRF05), which made  extensive 
use  of  TENA.    The  exercise  was  a  standard  Air  Force  Red  Flag  exercise  run  in 
conjunction  with  an  Army  Roving  Sands  Exercise  combined  into  a  Joint  National 
Training Capability (JNTC) event, involving live, virtual, and constructive components.  
TENA  was  used  on  over  80  computers  running  over  24  different  data  gathering, 
display, and analysis applications  linking Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada; White Sands 
Missile Range, New Mexico; Fort Bliss, Texas; the Joint Exercise Control Group (JECG), 
Hurlburt Field, Florida; and the Joint Training Analysis and Simulation Center (JTASC), 
Suffolk, Virginia.  See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.  Joint Red Flag 2005 Applications and Distributions 

In  Joint  Red  Flag  2005,  TENA  provided  reliable  live  instrumentation  systems  data 
injection  into  the  constructive  and virtual  event  infrastructures  and  real‐time display 
and analysis of the instrumentation and LINK‐16 data.  The Joint Red Flag exercise used 
a variety of TENA applications,  including   Automated Deep Operation Coordination 
System (ADOCS), Air Defense Systems Integrator  (ADSIESM), ARDS2TENA Gateway 
(aka  ARDS/ARDS‐lite),  Common  Data  Link  (CDL  aka  RTCA:    Real‐Time  Casualty 
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Assessment),  Graphical  Area  Limitation  Environment  (GALELITE),  Gateway  of 
TENA/HLA (GOTH), Gateway of TENA/HLA ( GOTH‐M ‐ Using Mak RTI), Joint CDL 
Interface  (JCI aka TENA ARDS/ARDS‐Lite  interface),  JRF05 LROM Tool  (JLT  ‐ TENA 
Interface  Acceptance  Test  Tool),  Joint  Windows‐based  Warfare  Assessment  Model 
(JWinWAM  aka  TENA2WAM),  Link16  to  TENA  Converter  (LTC  ‐  JFIIT), Modular 
Analysis  and  Test  Support  Software  (MAnTSS  ‐ White  Cell  JCMD),  CGS  Receiver   
Common  Ground  Station  (aka  MTI/FTI:  Moving  Target  Indicator/Fixed  Target 
Indicator), Nellis Air Combat Training System Gateway (NACTS), Personal Computer 
Debriefing  System  (PCDS  aka  Catch.TENA),  RAGE_INTERPRETER  (WSMR), 
RangeView  Data  Display,  SCRIBE  (TENA  Logger),  Static  Target  Generator  (STG), 
TACtical  Office  (TACO),  TENA  ICADS  (TII  ‐  Individual  Combat  Aircrew  Display 
System),  TOSTADA  (aka  DIS‐TENA  Gateway),  TOT  (aka OT‐TES: Operational  Test 
Tactical Engagement System), and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 

Beginning  in  2003,  TENA  has  been  a  facilitator  to  the  data  gathering,  analysis,  and 
display  for  the  Autonomous  Undersea  Vehicle  (AUV)  Fest  held  at  the  National 
Unmanned Undersea Vehicle Test & Evaluation Center (NUTEC) at NAVSEA Warfare 
Center  Keyport,  Washington,  a  division  of  the  Naval  Undersea  Warfare  Center 
(NUWC).   The  theme of AUV Fest  2003 was  “Advancing AUV Technology Through 
Ground  Truth  Measurement  of  Performance,”  and  the  fest  provided  a  venue  for 
demonstrating  and  exchanging  information  about  maturing  AUV  technologies.    A 
TENA object model was  implemented  to send data  for display on  the Navy Research 
Laboratory’s  SIMDIS,  a  government‐off‐the‐shelf  instrumentation  system  that  is  a 
highly specialized set of visualization software  tools  that provides a unique capability 
for two and three‐dimensional interactive data display and analysis.   

 Platform  Stateful  Distributed  Objects  (SDOs)  were  created  and  distributed  via  the 
TENA  Middleware  using  live  Time,  Space  Position  Information  (TSPI)  data  from 
numerous  instrumented undersea vehicles on  the Keyport range.   Various distributed 
SIMDIS applications on the range at Keyport and on the East Coast in Newport, Rhode 
Island, successfully subscribed and displayed the live exercises via TENA Middleware. 

The  recent  event, AUV Fest  2005, was  a major  in‐water demonstration of unmanned 
and  autonomous  underwater  vehicles  and  related  technologies.    The  event was  co‐
sponsored by  the Office of Naval Research,  the Naval Undersea Warfare Center, and 
the Naval Meteorology  and Oceanography  Command  at NUWC Division,  Keyport, 
Washington.  More than 40 vehicle systems from 17 organizations participated, making 
AUV Fest 2005 one of the largest in‐water AUV events ever conducted, both in number 
of AUV demonstrations as well as the number of vehicles operating simultaneously at a 
Navy underwater range facility.  The TENA Middleware was reliable and proved to be 
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quite  sufficient  in  support  of  AUV  Fest  2005.    TENA  has  been  adopted  by  the 
Collaborative Test, Training, Experimentation & Evaluation Center (CTEC) and will be 
used as their Interoperability Standard at NUWC Division ‐ Keyport.     

Other TENA Usage 

The TENA advantages are being realized across an ever widening spectrum of usage, 
including the protection of marine mammals.  TENA was chosen for use for the initial 
implementation of  the Global  Integrated Marine Mammal Monitoring  and Protection 
System  (IMAPS)  Integration  Architecture  by  Scientific  Solutions,  Incorporated  of 
Nashua,  New  Hampshire.    The  first  prototype  of  the  Global  IMAPS  Integration 
Architecture was completed  in September 2005, and  the results were presented  to  the 
IEEE/Oceans  2005  Conference  in  Washington  D.C.  IMAPS  is  being  developed  to 
provide a way of mitigating harm to marine mammal species from the adverse effects of 
at‐sea operations, such as ship strikes and auditory damage from high powered sound 
sources.    The  Global  IMAPS  Integration  Architecture  specifies  the  data  and  control 
interfaces to enable interoperability between each of the independent sensor modalities, 
and  to  correlate  and  fuse  sensor  information  into  an  integrated  information display. 
TENA  provided  an  efficient  and  cost  savings  solution  for  the  design  and 
implementation of the first Global IMAPS Integration Architecture prototype.  IMAPS is 
a Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) project sponsored by the Marine Mammal 
Science & Technology Program, Office of Naval Research. 

And while TENA cannot change the weather, it can now help distribute weather data to 
assist  those persons who must  react quickly  to  changing weather.   A  team  from  the 
Meteorology  Division  at  Dugway  Proving  Ground,  the  National  Center  for 
Atmospheric Research, and Keane Corporation has developed a sophisticated weather 
server using TENA.   This server will provide meteorological data  to participants  in a 
distributed  test event or any  joint exercise. Many of  those participants  in a simulated 
exercise  need weather  information  in  order  to  perform  realistically  in  the  synthetic 
environment.  Artillery units need pressure and temperature at the firing point, mobile 
ground  units  need  soil  moisture  over  the  area  of  travel,  and  aerial  units  need  3‐
dimensional  winds  and  moisture  to  avoid  turbulence  and  determine  visibility.  
Dispersion models need 3‐D information over time (4‐D) to calculate where a plume of 
hazardous material will drift. 

The National Center  for Atmospheric Research  (NCAR)  generates weather  data  and 
forecasts  for  Dugway  Proving  Ground  using  Real‐Time,  Four‐Dimensional  Data 
Acquisition (RTFDDA).  This system accepts weather observations continually and uses 
them as inputs to a mesoscale weather model (MM5) to generate accurate forecasts for 
the test events.  The 4‐D weather information generated by RTFDDA is ingested by the 
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TENA Weather  Server  and made  available  to TENA‐enabled  test  event  clients.   The 
weather  server  provides  for  retrieval  of  1‐D,  2‐D,  and  3‐D  data,  according  to  the 
simulated  clock  time  in  the  test  event.    A  large  number  of  atmospheric  fields  are 
supplied (winds, temperature, pressure, precipitation, clouds, soil, humidity, etc.).  The 
server responds to a client request by retrieving the data from the requested area, and 
packaging it into a TENA object, using a highly compact data representation technique 
custom‐tailored by the weather server developers for representing the complex weather 
data.   This TENA object is then transparently delivered across the network to a TENA 
client  application,  enabling  the  client  application  developer  to  unpack  and  use  the 
weather data stored in the TENA object. 

Also,  the Marine  Synthetic Range  (MSR) program  is using TENA with  its  new  tool, 
Gateway Builder, which  streamlines  the  integration of LVC  elements, and  the Pacific 
Missile Range Facility (PMRF) on the western shores of Kauai, Hawaii, is using TENA 
with its Unmanned Systems Test Bed (USTB) to facilitate the integration of live sensor 
data with synthetic data. 

Always  seeking  to  expand  TENA’s  range  usability,  TENA  developers  are  actively 
involved  with  the  CTEIP  integrated  Network  Enhanced  Telemetry  (iNET)  program 
which  will  provide  wireless  connectivity  over  which  a  variety  of  users  will  run 
applications  and  exchange  data.    iNET  is  generally  concerned with  the  “physics”  of 
wireless  connectivity  and  providing  basic  network  services  including  frequency 
spectrum,  physical  connections within  test  articles,  encoding  techniques, multi‐path 
mitigation, antennae on test articles, and network routing.  iNET is currently in Phase 1 
development, which  is  expected  to  be  completed  by  the  end  of  the  year.    TENA  is 
projected to be a major user of this connectivity.    

Additional  information on  IMAPS,  4‐d Weather  Server, Gateway Builder, USTB,  and 
iNet can be found in the information documentation page on the TENA SDA web site, 
http:// www.tena‐sda.org. 

TENA Support for TENA Users 

TENA SDA has developed a highly utilitarian website  that provides a wide  range of 
support  for  the TENA user,  including  an  easy process  to download  the middleware 
which is free.  The website also offers a help desk and user forums that will address any 
problems with  the middleware  download  and  implementation.    TENA  SDA  is  very 
aware of the need to inform range managers and train TENA users, and the TENA SDA 
presents regular training classes that are designed to meet the attendees’ needs from an 
overview of TENA  to a  technical  introduction of TENA  to a hands‐on,  computer  lab 
class for the TENA Middleware. 
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TENA’s continuing evolution in its support of the test and training ranges community 
is managed  by  an  organization  of  users  and  developers.    This  collection  of  TENA 
stakeholders, called the Architecture Management Team, meets every six or eight weeks 
to be updated on TENA usage, problems, and advancements.   Of no  less  importance, 
TENA developers and management has had a long and mutually beneficial relationship 
with the Range Commanders Council. 

Conclusion 

Today’s military  is devoted  to  the old but enduring concept of “training  the way you 
fight.”    The  result  of  that  field‐proven  approach  can  be  read  in  the  Third  Infantry 
Division (Mechanized) After Action Report, Operation Iraqi Freedom (3 July 2003): ʺThe 
roots of  the divisionʹs successful attack  to Baghdad are  found on  the  training  fields of 
Fort Steward, Fort Irwin, and Kuwait.  The division crossed the line of departure with a 
mature  and  trained  group  of  staff  officers,  commanders,  and  soldiers.”  
(http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/report/2003/3id‐aar‐jul03.pdf)    But  it  is 
not  enough  to  gather military  forces  and weapons  in  a difficult  training  and  testing 
environment and subject them to  individual and group challenges, the measure of the 
training  and  testing of  the men and women of  the military  and  the weapon  systems 
they use must be  taken  accurately  and  timely.   TENA’s  evolutionary  journey  from  a 
concept of  interoperability and  reuse  to a  realized common architecture and  requisite 
software  which  can  integrate  testing,  training,  simulation,  and  high‐performance 
computing  technologies, distributed  across many  facilities,  has  facilitated  taking  that 
measure.    TENA’s  path  to  interoperability  and  resource  reuse  is  also  progressive, 
seeking out new usage from facilitating the protection of marine mammals to providing 
quick and responsive weather data to embracing the wireless connectivity of iNet. 
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Abstract 
 

This article explores the development and use of enterprise architecture as 
an important tool to support the Army in its effort to strive toward new goals and 
improve performance. The term enterprise architecture is used to refer to a 
comprehensive description of all of the key elements and relationships that make up 
the enterprise operational capabilities, and gain important short- and long-term 
benefits. 
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“There are two ways of spreading light: to be the candle or the mirror that reflects it.” 

Edith Wharton, 1862-1937 
 
 

The Army’s Way Ahead Challenge: Enterprise Architecture as an Essential Tool to 
Support the Army’s Transformation Effort 

 
 

In July 2004, the Department of the Army published a short guide called the 
Army’s Way Ahead. General Peter J. Schoomaker, USA Chief of Staff, stated in the 
foreword that “The purpose of that document is to provide the reader with a short guide 
to the Army’s Way Ahead. Our Army is at war and at the same time is looking for ways 
to transform its combat and institutional elements to best meet the needs and 
requirements of our nation’s National Security and Military strategies. The challenge 
sounds simple – move the Army from the current force to a future force. Yet it may be 
seemingly difficult to achieve in an efficient and timely manner. The end-result of this 
exercise will be a more relevant and Ready Army with a joint and expeditionary mindset. 
The Transformed Army organizational structures will become the glue that will enable 
and hold our new missions, processes and the people that execute them, together.  

This article discusses the role and importance of enterprise architecture in the 
ability to successfully manage and support the current Army transformation efforts. It 
will begin with an enterprise architecture overview, continue with an examination of  the 
Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) and then consider how the 
Army can go about creating an enterprise architecture using DoDAF. Subsequently, it 
will consider how enterprise architecture should be used to support the Army 
transformation effort. Finally, it will consider how enterprise architecture can be used to 
align organizational goals and how business processes can be aligned with Information 
Technology (IT). The term “IT" means any equipment or interconnected system or 
subsystem of equipment, that is used in the automatic acquisition, storage, manipulation, 
management, movement, control, display, switching, interchange, transmission, or 
reception of data or information by an executive agency. 

Enterprise Architecture: An Overview  

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is about understanding all of the different elements 
that go to make up the enterprise and how those elements interrelate. The term EA is used 
to refer to a comprehensive description of all of the key elements and relationships that 
make up an organization: Definition of the enterprise direction and business purpose, 
nature of business, including its structure, functions, organizations and so forth.   

EA is not a collection of documents and plans. It is a model of how all of the EA 
Areas of Interest (EAAI) of an organization fit together. The EAAI are: 

• list of things or data important to the enterprise (what);  



• list of functions or processes the enterprise performs (how);  
• list of locations in which the enterprise operates (where);  
• list of people or organizations important to the enterprise (who);  
• list of events significant to the enterprise (when);  
• and list of enterprise goals and strategies (why).  

An Enterprise or organization must rely on IT to improve in all of these EAAI. 
The EA will be an important tool to define how the enterprise-IT alignment should be 
achieved.  

Enterprise Architecture Framework 

A Framework for EA is a comprehensive, logical structure for descriptive 
representations (i.e. models, or design artifacts) of any complex organization. For this 
reason, an EA framework, as applied to Enterprises, is helpful for sorting out very 
complex, technology and methodology choices and issues that are significant both to 
general management and to technology management. 

 In summary, an EA framework is: 

• Simple - it is easy to understand. 
• Comprehensive - it addresses the enterprise in its entirety. Any issues can be 

mapped against it to understand where they fit within the context of the 
enterprise as a whole. 

• A language - it helps you think about complex concepts and communicate 
them precisely with few, non-technical words. 

• A planning tool - it helps you make better choices as you are never making 
choices in a vacuum. You can position issues in the context of the enterprise 
and see a total range of alternatives. 

• A problem-solving tool - it enables you to work with abstractions, to simplify, 
to isolate simple variables without losing sense of the complexity of the 
Enterprise as a whole. That is, what they are doing, and what they are NOT 
doing. 

Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) 
 
There are many different approaches to describing the elements of EA.  DoD 

organizations (Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Combatant Commands, the Office of the 
Inspector General of the Department of Defense, Defense Agencies, Field Activities, and 
all other organizational entities) are required to be in compliance with DoDAF for all the 
architectures developed subsequent to December 1, 2003. DoD has established policy and 
procedures that direct the use of integrated architectures to support Capital Planning and 
Investments, Joint Capabilities Integration and Capabilities System, and National 
Security Systems. In addition, the Information Technology Management Reform Act 
(ITMRA) / Clinger Cohen Act (CCA) of 1996 mandates that the Chief Information 



Officer (CIO) of each executive agency is responsible for developing, maintaining, and 
facilitating the implantation of a sound and integrated information technology for the 
executive agency. More information on DoDAF can be found at 
http://www.defenselink.mil/nii or http://www.pentagon.gov/nii/doc/ .  

 
DoDAF defines a common approach for Department of Defense (DoD) 

architecture description development, presentation, and integration. The Framework 
enables architecture descriptions to be compared and related across organizational 
boundaries, including Joint and multinational boundaries. DoDAF is at the heart of the 
Command, Control, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) 
which is used by DoD to support the planning, decision making, and end execution of 
integrated systems both at the enterprise level and/or project level.  The domain of 
systems engineering and the essential DoDAF elements are tightly coupled and 
synonymous for building systems that are cost effective and will meet users real needs. 

 
DoDAF contains 27 architecture products (views) that capture information about 

the architecture. DoDAF products are robust in terms of capturing the EAAI information 
and provide a comprehensive analysis of key architectural components by:  

- providing forward and reverse engineering to capture legacy and evolving 
modernized components in the enterprise 

- using  the capture information to conduct architecture and system studies 
- providing a greater understanding of key integration challenges being experienced 

in the enterprise.  
 

In the Framework, there are three major perspectives (i.e., views) that logically 
combine to describe an architecture description. These are the Operational View (OV), 
Systems View (SV), and Technical Standards View (TV). Each of the three views depicts 
certain architecture attributes. Some attributes bridge two views and provide integrity, 
coherence, and consistency to architecture descriptions. Each view is composed of sets of 
architecture data elements that are depicted via graphic, tabular, or textual products. DoD 
also defined the necessary entities and relationships for architecture data in the Core 
Architecture Data Model (CADM).  

 
In the course of developing the products, one or more references, such as the Joint 

Technical Architecture and others, may be required to ensure that specific architectures 
are complete and in conformance with current policy and formal direction. These 
references are described in the DoDAF Deskbook under Universal Reference Resources.  

 
A DoDAF compliant architecture is defined to be an “integrated architecture” 

when products and their constituent architecture data elements are developed such that 
architecture data elements defined in one view are the same (i.e., same names, 
definitions, and values) as architecture data elements referenced in another view. The 
term “integrated architecture” refers to an architecture description that has integrated 
Operational, Systems, and Technical Standards Views. There are common points of 
reference linking the OV and the SV and also linking the SV and the TV.  

http://www.defenselink.mil/nii
http://www.pentagon.gov/nii/doc/


The OV is a description of the tasks and activities, operational elements, and 
information exchanges required to accomplish DoD missions. DoD missions include both 
warfighting missions and business processes. The OV contains graphical and textual 
products that comprise an identification of the operational nodes and elements, assigned 
tasks and activities, and information flows required between nodes. It defines the types of 
information exchanged, the frequency of exchange, which tasks and activities are 
supported by the information exchanges, and the nature of information exchanges.  

 
The SV is a set of graphical and textual products that describes systems and 

interconnections providing for, or supporting, DoD functions. DoD functions include 
both warfighting and business functions. The SV associates systems resources to the OV. 
These systems resources support the operational activities and facilitate the exchange of 
information among operational nodes. 

 
The TV is the minimal set of rules governing the arrangement, interaction, and 

interdependence of system parts or elements. Its purpose is to ensure that a system 
satisfies a specified set of operational requirements. The TV provides the technical 
systems implementation guidelines upon which engineering specifications are based, 
common building blocks are established, and product lines are developed. The TV 
includes a collection of the technical standards, implementation conventions, standards 
options, rules, and criteria organized into profile(s) that govern systems and system 
elements for a given architecture. 

 
There are some overarching aspects of architecture that relate to all three of the 

views. These overarching aspects are captured in the All-Views (AV) products. The AV 
products provide information pertinent to the entire architecture but do not represent a 
distinct view of the architecture. AV products set the scope and context of the 
architecture. The scope includes the subject area and timeframe for the architecture. The 
setting in which the architecture exists comprises the interrelated conditions that compose 
the context for the architecture. These conditions include doctrine; tactics, techniques, 
and procedures; relevant goals and vision statements; concepts of operations; scenarios; 
and environmental conditions.  

 
DoDAF will define a common approach for EA description, development, 

presentation, and integration for both warfighting operations and Army business 
processes. DoDAF will ensure that EA description can be compared and related across 
Joint and Army organizational and mission area boundaries. DoDAF will also provide a 
common virtual space for Joint and Army architectures based upon the ARCADM and 
instantiated in the DoD Architecture Repository System (DARS).  
 
Supporting the Army Transformation Effort 

 
An Army EA is a far-reaching concept that comprises the vision, principles, 

business rules, business processes and strategic direction. The Army EA will be an 
important tool needed to bridge the gap between the Army’s current force and the future 
force. EA concepts have been around since the early 1980s, EA projects are often 



reduced to nothing more that elaborate exercises Information technology (IT) with little 
or no effort put into documenting and analyzing the enterprise strategic direction and 
business processes.  Their critical mission of defining and linking business, systems and 
technology is rarely achieved. It is important to note that EA is not only an IT project. To 
support this enterprise perspective, the DoDAF will provide project structure for 
developing a comprehensive EA. 

The EA supports the six major institutional processes. These processes are:  
- Business Process Reengineering (BPR) 
- Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) process 
- Organization development 
- Capability needs determination 
- Research, development, and acquisition (RDA) 
- Operations support.  

 
The EA will provide Army decision makers with information, common terms and 

concepts, procedures, models, and presentation products that can support operational, 
planning, and modernization requirements. 

 
The EA will also provide the Army with a thorough and rigorous methodology to 

determine strategy-to-task traceability for all of the following within the Doctrine, 
Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities (DOTMLPF) 
construct:  

- Doctrine - Architectures provide a basis for determining whether standard 
operating procedures are a fit for the required activities or if they require 
modification in moving from the “As-Is” to the “To-Be” enterprise architecture. 

- Organization: Through aggregation of the operational nodes identified in the 
enterprise architecture, along with geographical, political, and real world 
constraints, the correct organizational fit can be determined. 

- Training: The correct type of training required by the personnel to complete the 
activities identified in the EA can be identified through analysis.  

- Materiel: The appropriate equipment required to complete the activities in the 
Operational View is identified in the Systems View; it is, therefore, traceable 
directly to strategy and business rules identified in the Operational View. 

- Leadership: Command relationships, roles, and responsibilities with respect to the 
activities in the Operational View are identified. 

- Personnel: The Operational View provides a basis for analysis of the correct type 
and number of personnel required to accomplish the identified activities.  

- Facilities: The Operational View in the context of geographical, political, and 
real-world constraints determines the requirements for facilities. 
 
The information store in a DARS architecture repository will be available to 

perform modeling the existing processes accurately, simulations, investigations to 
enforce efficient processes, change not-so-efficient processes, examine different options 
and outcomes, how things are running, time bottlenecks, and organizational management 
issues. Remember that in order to fully understand the enterprise, we need to answer the 
time-honored questions of who, what, when, why, and how things are happening. 



 
The analysis facilitated by an EA methodology will provide full strategy-to-task 

requirements traceability. This methodology can be a key transformation enabler for 
realizing the vision of Decision Superiority outlined in Joint Vision 2020: 
“… to take advantage of superior information converted to superior knowledge to 
achieve “decision superiority” – better decisions arrived at and implemented faster 
than an opponent can react, or in a non-combat situation, at a tempo that allows the 
force to shape the situation or react to changes and accomplish its mission.” 

 
The proposed Army EA should be a complete model of The Army enterprise. A 

master plan which acts as an integrating force between aspects of The Army enterprise 
planning such as goals, visions, strategies and governance principles. The Army EA will 
be a tool to help the Army leadership think about the Army as a whole, see relationships, 
ask questions, identify problems. Or run simulations to help make decisions about 
changes they are considering. The Army EA will capture a wide variety of information, 
establish relationships among various documents and diagrams and store all the 
information together in a single data repository. 
 

EA is a tool for thinking with a potential to provide great benefits when dealing with 
the complexities and dynamics of the information-age Army that heavily depends on IT: 

- Align Information Technology (IT) with current and future business goals 
- Transform business processes driving strategic and tactical results 
- Reuse solutions across the Army 
- Discover areas for application consolidation 
- Justify budget based on ongoing assessment of initiative value 
- Deliver products designed for implementing the EA through the Systems 
- Development life cycle 
- Analyze, visualize and make supportable, trackable decisions based on how 

architectural changes affect the Army 
- prioritization of IT initiatives, relative costs and business benefits along with a 

clear display of decision factors. 

Developing and executing an EA that complies with DoDAF and complies with 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) criteria will be a challenge. But it’s worth the 
effort. It will ensure that IT provides measurable business value — better decision-
making, new operating efficiencies, lower costs and more — as the Army transitions to 
the Future Force. 
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An Affordable Architecture for Satellite Communications On-The-Move (COTM) Antenna 
Systems 

John Gargasz 
DRS Codem Systems, Inc. 

ABSTRACT 
There is a growing demand for an affordable Satellite Communications On-The-Move (COTM) 
Antenna system to serve Military and high commercial requirements. Current COTM 
architectures do not meet the Government’s price point objectives and thus are not effective 
production solutions. DRS Codem Systems has developed an affordable COTM the move 
antenna system architecture that meets the market price point while maintaining superior 
technical performance.  The core elements of the architecture include: low-cost antenna reflector 
technology, integrated navigation sensors, integrated antenna control electronics with intelligent 
sensor fusion, maximum use of COTS components and an overall design intended to meet MIL-
Spec environments. We have also selected X-band as the initial band for operation enabling a 
low-cost design and reliable network performance.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

Mobile broadband communications has become a significant need in both Government and 
commercial sectors. In the military domain, the ability to communicate while on the move 
presents a tremendous advantage on the battlefield and is a key component of the network centric 
architecture, Figure 1. A COTM system enables real time battlefield situational awareness 
including blue force tracking, command and control, & intelligence backhaul. For first 
responders, such as the National Guard forces responding to Hurricane Katrina, Communications 
On-The-Move enables communication while moving into the affected area and communications 
interoperability during the crisis.   

Another challenge on the homeland security front is littoral, port and river security. COTM 
systems are ideal solutions for small, high dynamic ship platforms that must transmit and receive 
communications beyond line of sight and in remote areas with limited terrestrial wireless 
networks.  In the commercial arena, broadband connectivity via satellite is a growing market for 
cruise lines, trains and air travel. 
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Figure 1: Network Centric Architecture  

 
SOURCE: U.S  ARMY FT. DIX 

WHAT IS COMMUNICATIONS ON THE MOVE? 
For the purposes of this paper, COTM is broadly defined as communications or data links, 
operating at a range of many miles, where at least one side of the link is in motion.  A 
communication link may be ground, sea or aircraft to satellite operating at a range of 300 to 
22,000 miles; whereas a data link is more typically operating at a range of 1 to 20 miles.  The 
links are bi-directional but typically asymmetrical. Data rates range from ~512 Kbps to 10 Mbps 
up to Gbps at short range of a few miles. 

The primary focus of this paper is the design of affordable antenna system architecture on the 
mobile side of the link. The equipment in the mobile platform nominally includes an antenna 
subsystem, satellite modem, router, system Monitor and Control (M&C) software and base-band 
equipment for voice, video and data, Figure 2. An encryption device may also be included in the 
suite of equipment.   
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Figure 2: COTM System  

 
A generic architecture for the antenna subsystem is shown in the block diagram is segmented 
into five major components – mechanics, RF, modem, navigation and M&C.  The modem can be 
considered either part of the antenna system or the network as presented.  The challenge in a 
COTM system is to design each of these elements into a system while meeting the desired 
performance criteria and price point.  

 

Figure 3: COTM Antenna Subsystem    
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COTM CHALLENGES 
There are a number of design challenges specific to a mobile satellite antenna system arising 
from conflicting physical requirements and the mobile nature of the platform.  For example, 
users want the highest possible throughput, which translates high frequencies of operation and 
high gain, directional antenna systems. But the mobile platform dictates a small physical volume 
and minimal power consumption.   

And the antenna system must stay pointed at a very small target, the satellite, while the vehicle is 
undergoing extreme dynamics. Aircraft in steady, level flight experience fairly low dynamics ~ 
10 deg/sec velocity changes, ~15 deg/sec/sec acceleration changes.  Ship dynamics are driven by 
sea state environment and the hull parameters tend to be moderate, but with high yaw 
components.  Vehicles traveling over rough terrain can experience extreme dynamics as shown 
in Figure 4. These platform specific motion characteristics establish the dynamics which must be 
counteracted by the mechanical/beam steering system to maintain communications. Navigation 
sensor performance becomes a critical factor and modeling the platform dynamics in the system 
design is essential. 

 

Figure 5: Vehicle Dynamics 

 
The environment in which these COTM systems operate is extremely harsh.  Standard 
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) designs are not sufficient to withstand a battlefield 
environment. The most demanding environmental requirements include: 

• Extreme temperature ranges – cold stresses mechanics, hot stresses electronics and RF 
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• Shock & Vibration – both short term shock and long term vibration affect system 
performance and longevity.   

• Sand/Dust – all elements of the design must take into consideration sand and dust 
• EMI/EMC/EMP – the electromagnetic environment on many platforms is strictly 

regulated. The high power motor and RF amplifiers present an emissions challenge. 
Conversely, shipboard radars and other countermeasures can create susceptibility 
problems.  

 

THE DRS SOLUTION 
Taking into consideration the aforementioned challenges associated with designing an affordable 
COTM system, DRS took a multi-prong approach to achieve a sub $75k production antenna 
system: 

• Select best-of-breed Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) components 
• Leverage X-band satellite solutions to minimize technical demands and provide lowest 

operational cost 
• Remain modem agnostic 
• Employ lowest cost, best performance antenna solution 
• Design the integrated system to meet Mil-Spec requirements 
• Deliver superior total system performance through algorithms, modeling, & sensor fusion 

implemented in software 
 

FREQUENCY BAND 
Another critical decision point was single or multi-band operation and which band(s) to 
implement. Economics quickly eliminated a simultaneous, multi-band solution simply from a 
hardware cost-per-system perspective. Our interpretation of user requirements indicated that 
operators rarely switched bands once in operation. Thus, a single band of operation with modular 
band switching at depot or factory level band switching product strategy was adopted.   

So, which band to use? Traditionally, a large segment of military satellite communication 
bandwidth has been X-band with relatively low-power satellites. Conversely, most commercial 
bandwidth is L, C and Ku band with Ku band dominating in recent years. In both the military 
and commercial markets, the emerging satellites are high power, spot beam X, Ka & Q birds. 

At lower frequencies, you have the following advantages: a) better rain fade performance, b less 
stringent pointing requirements to maintain link, c) wider satellite spacing (X-band), less chance 
of adjacent satellite interference.  Higher frequencies have the primary advantage of higher 
throughput. 

DRS selected to initially design for an X-band solution. X-band takes advantage of the new high- 
power commercial satellites, provides a seamless migration path to future military-owned 
satellites to reduce operating expense to the government and enables a lower cost design because 
of the technical advantages of lower frequency operation. That said, the modular design allows 
for Ku and Ka bands of operation which DRS is currently implementing. 
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MODEM SELECTION 
Another major decision factor was whether to integrate a satellite modem into the product 
offering. Satellite modem selection is integral to the overall network architecture. The protocol 
and network management can make or break a COTM communication network. Specifically, the 
network must be able to handle blockage events, time varying bandwidth demands per terminal, 
terminals with different levels of performance due to location within the satellite footprint, 
weather variations, etc.  Modem technologies are evolving rapidly with spread spectrum modems 
becoming dominant in COTM due to the power dissipation required for ITU compliance.  DRS 
elected to remain modem agnostic. We provide a generic L-band interface to the modem which 
is the current industry standard. 

 

ANTENNA  
Before selecting a specific antenna front-end, it is necessary to model the RF link. Given the 
satellite parameters, desired data rate and hub parameters; criteria can be established for transmit 
power, aperture size, frequency, range, antenna gain, amplifier gain, receiver sensitivity, etc. For 
a COTM system, the restricting factors are generally in order of priority – size, weight and 
power. Small size equates to smaller aperture. Given that power is the least restrictive 
requirement, there is room to select higher power amplifiers to increase uplink performance. The 
following is a brief summary of the link margin analysis for an X-band COTM systems: 

 

Assumptions 

• Hub and Spoke network 
• 3M Dish Hub 
• 18” Effective aperture Spoke (OTM segment) 
• XTAR Satellite 
• 30W Spoke, 3W Hub 

 

Results 

•  Data Rate Spoke tot Hub: 512 Kbps 
•  Data Rate Hub to Spoke : 1 Mbps 
•  SNR  Margin at Modem : 13 dB 

Note the 13 dB margin is about 6 dB higher than the target margin for a COTM system. 
Significant margin is required to mitigate foliage blockage events.   

 

After modeling the link budget and selecting the core RF components, the remaining decision is 
the antenna element. There are a wide range of options including: classical dish reflectors, 
shaped reflectors, slotted arrays, phased arrays and hybrids thereof. A general rule of thumb is 
that reflectors are less expensive but physically large while arrays are small and historically very 
expensive. Phased arrays also tend to consume more power for the same RF performance.   

The DRS design incorporates a classical dish reflector primarily due to the economics. At this 
time, it is the only solution that meets the production cost target. A reflector is also a very 
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reliable and producible design. We continue to monitor the progress of low-profile design 
technology for incorporation in future designs. 

 

NAVIGATION  
In order for a COTM system to work, the antenna must know its location on the Earth, the 
heading relative to North and pitch and roll orientation. Location is derived from a GPS receiver. 
Heading may be derived from a range of sensors including a fluxgate compass, GPS (while in 
motion), or gyro. Roll and pitch are typically derived from tilt meters, accelerometers or single 
axis gyros/inertial sensor.   

There are enormous cost and performance tradeoffs across the range of available navigation 
sensors. The costs range from a few hundred dollars to hundreds of thousands of dollars. DRS 
selected a GPS/MEMS gyro/compass sensor suite sacrificing some performance especially in 
heading but meeting budget constraints. The less than optimal heading performance was handled 
at the system level by incorporating closed-loop feedback for active tracking of the satellite.   

 

MECHANICS DESIGN  
Given the beam width of the antenna and platform dynamics, it is possible to establish 
requirements for pointing accuracy, tracking accuracy, gimbal range of motion and mechanical 
rates & accelerations. It is necessary to model the system dynamics, typically in MATLAB, to 
determine mechanics characteristics and performance under motion, Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Servo Model 

 
Multiple iterations of the servo model result in a stable control system design and establish 
mechanical component specifications required to meet the overall pointing and tracking. Modern 
control techniques can significantly improve system performance. Stability and robustness of the 
compensator design is an important factor especially for production systems. 
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The Gimbal geometry is determined by a number of factors including reflector dimensions, 
required range of motion, inertial load and tracking requirements. The DRS solution is a two-axis 
elevation over azimuth Gimbal with continuous rotation in Azimuth, Figure 6.  
Figure 6: Gimbal Geometry 1 

 
The mechanical design includes absolute position feedback sensors providing highly accurate 
open loop pointing rapidly at startup. Direct drive motors were selected for low mechanical 
backlash which is especially critical during tracking under high dynamics motion. Specific 
attention was given to environmental requirements by employing sealed bearings, air circulation 
for high temperatures, shock and vibration isolators and overall structural stiffness into the 
design. 

The control electronics are DRS custom antenna control electronics in a PC-104 form factor. The 
electronics are housed in an EMI shielded, shock mounted card cage enclosure with Ethernet or 
serial monitor & control and diagnostic ports. The antenna control software operates in a 
deterministic, real-time environment which is essential to meeting servo performance 
requirements. The software functions include digital, software programmable servo control, 
satellite ephemeris calculation, navigation sensor fusion, open and closed loop tracking logic and 
built-in test. 

 

ACQUISTION & TRACKING  
The final element of the system design is the acquisition and tracking scheme. Some systems 
operate open loop, A.K.A. pointing mode, only. They blindly point at the satellite with no active 
feedback from the bird. These systems require prohibitively expensive navigation sensors. 
Closed loop systems use feedback from the satellite, typically the satellite beacon signal, to 
perform closed loop tracking on the satellite. The DRS solution combines both open loop 
pointing and closed loop tracking for optimal performance. The basic sequence of operation is 
point, search, closed loop track.   
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MONITOR & CONTROL 
The Monitor & Control software provides a simple means for setting up and operating the 
antenna system, Figure 7. All user controls and indicators are provided on the main display and 
setup parameters are provided on the setup display. 

 
Figure 7: Monitor & Control Software  

 
This user interface is divided into four functional areas. The Acquisition area is considered the 
main functional area for satellite acquisition.  The basic steps of operation are: 

• Select a satellite 
• Initiate auto acquire 
• Turn on amplifier after satellite acquisition 
 

Additional modes and diagnostics provide for manual control, system configuration and 
maintenance.  

 

CONCLUSION 
The COTM system design described herein achieves an affordable price point to meet 
production requirements in the military and high-end commercial markets. The resulting system 
features the following elements: 

• 18” X-Band dish 
• Designed nominally for 512 Kbps up and 3 Mbps down 
• Integrated inertial navigation system 
• Open loop pointing and closed loop tracking 
• Direct drive EL over AZ Gimbal with high resolution position feedback 
• X-Band RF transceiver system (with L-Band interface) 
• Ethernet remote control and diagnostics 
• Designed to Churchville B dynamics 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A novel Automation System for the Flight Test Laboratory (SALEV) is developed in full 
compliance with EA-4/02 Standard (i.e. Expression of the Uncertainty of Measurement in 
Calibration) to compute the uncertainty of the measurement at the calibration laboratory of the 
Flight Tests Group (GEEV). 
 
The GEEV performs flight test campaigns to certificate and/or develop aircrafts and its systems. 
Then, flight tests instrumentation (FTI) systems are developed and installed in the test bed. The 
FTI data acquisition complies with IRIG Standard. 
 
The FTI is composed by a data acquisition system, which performs signal conditioning, sampling 
and quantization of all measurements provided by a set of transducers. All parameters are coded 
in a PCM format and represented in a non-dimensional numerical form (i.e. counts). 
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To allow the establishment of a relation between the non-dimensional form and the physical 
quantity, a calibration process is carried out to provide the coefficients of a calibration curve. 
This process is also used to determine the systematic and random errors (i.e. the uncertainty). The 
accuracy and reliability of calibration process should comply with the requirements, which are 
customized for each flight test campaign. 
 
The satisfactory performance of the SALEV calibration process is achieved by automation in all 
steps. The SALEV development is presented, which includes the following steps: 
 

• Database definition; 
• Study of all steps and parts that forms the calibration process (i.e. from transducer to 

final uncertainty determination) to determine its associated uncertainties; 
• Automation of the entire calibration process (including the process itself up to the 

effective control of standard and instruments); 
• Development of algorithms to compute the uncertainty compliant with EA 4/02; and 
• System validation in compliance with ISO/IEC 17025. 

 
As result of the SALEV operation, it could be verified that measurement quality was improved, 
and the required time for calibration was substantially reduced. Also the standardization of this 
process allows failures forecast due to aging of systems parameters (i.e. bias). 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 
Calibration, f light tests, communication interfaces, automation, laboratory. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The statement of the result of a measurement is complete only if it contains both the value 
attributed to the measurand and the uncertainty of measurement associated with that value [1]. 
The uncertainty of measurement is a parameter, associated with the result of a measurement that 
characterizes the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand [2]. 
 
To fully comply with above statements it was developed the Automation System for the Flight 
Test Laboratory (SALEV). The SALEV compute the uncertainty of a measurement according 
with EA 4/02 Standard.  
 
The SALEV is being developed in Flight Test Laboratory (LEV) of Flight Tests Group (GEEV), 
where the entire calibration process is carried out. The LEV also develops new operation 
techniques and proceedings, which assures the quality of all measurements and tests. 
 
The calibrations carried out are performed taking into account all components that form the 
measurement chain, considering all errors sources. Herein the calibrations are classified as: 
 

o Direct Calibration (Figure 1), which involves a single transducer or an instrument. 
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o Complete Calibration (Figure 2), which involves a multi-component measurement  
chain (i.e. an airborne FTI). 

 

  
Figure 1 – Direct Calibration Figure 2 – Complete Calibration 

 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
The Brazilian Instituto Nacional de Metrologia, Normalização e Qualidade Industrial 
(INMETRO) in order to achieve international recognition of standardized calibration and tests 
methods, signed an agreement with the European Co-operation for Accreditation (EA) that 
included Brazil in the EA Multilateral Agreement. EA adopt the EA-4/02 [1] that establishes the 
measurement uncertainty computation methodology that was adopted as reference in uncertainty 
evaluation in all laboratories accredited by EA. 
 
The EA-4/02 define that the measurement uncertainty associated with input estimates is made in 
accordance with Type A and B evaluation methods. 
 
The A type evaluation of standard uncertainty is performed by statistical analysis of one series of 
independent observations of the input quantity, under the same condition of measurement. For 
each calibration point, will be determined the experimental standar d deviation that is computed 
by: 
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where: 
n  is the number of samples 

jq   is the jth value of quantity q; and 

q   is the mean value of jq . 
Once the experimental standard deviation is determined for all points, the uncertainty is 
computed by: 
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The B type evaluation of standard uncertainty is associated with the estimated value (xi) of input 
quantity (Xi) through a procedure different than the A type evaluation. The standard uncertainty 
u(xi), is evaluated by scientific judgment based on all available information on the possible 
variability of Xi. Values belonging to this category may be derived from: 

• Previous measurement data; 
• Experience with or general knowledge of the behavior and properties of relevant 

materials and instruments; 
• Manufacture’s specifications; 
• Data provided in calibration and other certificates; and 
• Uncertainties assigned to reference data taken from handbooks. 

 
The uncertainty analysis for a measurement, known as the uncertainty budget of the 
measurement, should include: 

• The list of all sources of uncertainty; 
• The values of standard uncertainty; 
• The method used to evaluate uncertainty; 
• The number of samples; 
• The quantity symbol; 
• The sensitivity coefficient; 
• The contribution for the standard uncertainty; and 
• The uncertainty unity.  

 
The quantity ui(y), is the contribution to the standard uncertainty associated with the output 
estimate y resulting from the standard uncertainty that is associated with the input estimate xi: 
 

)(.)( ii xuciyU =  (3) 
 

Where ci is the sensitivity coefficient associated with the input estimate xi, computed by: 
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The sensitivity coefficient describes the extent to which the output estimate y is influenced by 
changes of the input estimate xi. 

 
Whereas u(xi) of each components, identified in the process, is always positive, the contribution 
ui(y) is either positive or negative, depending on the sign of the sensitivity coefficient ci. 
 
The combined standard uncertainty of measurement uc(y) is determined by: 
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The expanded uncertainty of measurement U is given by: 
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)(. yukU c=  (6) 
 
Where k is the coverage factor. 

 
When a normal (Gaussian) distribution can be attributed to the measurand and the standard 
uncertainty associated with the output estimate has sufficient reliability, the standard coverage 
factor k=2 shall be used. The assigned expanded uncertainty corresponds to a coverage 
probability of approximately 95%. 
 
The reliability of standard uncertainty assigned to the output estimate is determined by its 
effective degrees of freedom. However, the reliability criterion is always met if none of the 
uncertainty contributions is obtained from a Type A evaluation on less than ten repeated 
observations. 
 
Taking in consideration Type A evaluation, the k value can be the following: 
 

1. When n>10 and the probability distribution function (PDF) is normal, k = 2; 
2. When one of previous conditions is not satisfied, the use of k = 2 could result in a 

coverage probability smaller than 95%. In this case the k value should be determined 
as follows: 
2.1.  Initially, using the Welch-Satterhwaite [3], [4] formula (eq.7), it is computed 

the effective degrees of freedom (Veff). If the Veff value is not an integer, it 
should be rounded to the next lower integer value; 

2.2.  Then, the coverage factor k is obtained from a table based in t-distribution, 
considering a coverage factor of 95.5%. 
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SALEV ARCHITECTURE 
 
The SALEV architecture (Figure 3) was developed according with ISO/IEC 17025 standard [5] 
that defines the requirements of testing and calibration laboratories, in particular items related to: 
 

• System Quality Implementation 
• Technical Competence; and 
• Results generation and validation. 

 
The system is composed by the following components: 

1. Control System, which is basically composed by a computer and its applications that 
manages the entire calibration process. This system has the following ma in functions: 
1.1.  Reference Control; 
1.2.  Data acquisition; 
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1.3.  Calibration process control; and 
1.4.  Automatic emission of report and calibration certificates. 

2. References, which simulate physical quantities that is applied to the measurement 
chain. The references are divided in two groups: 
2.1.  Remote controlled References, which are controlled by computer via 

communication interface (e.g. RS232 or GPIB); and 
2.2.  Manually controlled References. 

3. Data Acquisition, which gathers all measurements required for the calibration process. 
Data acquisition is performed in two different ways: 
3.1.  Direct measurement from transducers, where data acquisition is performed by 

multimeters; and 
3.2.  Measurement from PC/PCM communication module (logical or physical), where 

data is acquired in two ways: 
3.2.1.  Directly from the PCM decomutation system of the telemetry station, using 

a TCP/IP based custom protocol; or  
3.2.2.  From the PC/PCM interface that receive PCM data, from the airborne Data 

Acquisition System (DAS), and convert and transmit selected data to PC 
via RS232 interface.  

 

 
Figure 3 – SALEV Architecture 
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The calibration control system use standardized procedures for each type of transducer and 
reference. All references are calibrated and traced to references accredited by NIST through 
INMETRO. 
 
SALEV performs various functions, which can be grouped in specific areas such as: 
 

• Laboratory Capabilities; 
• Instrumentation Definition and Control; 
• Material Definition; 
• Calibration Control and Execution; 
• Metrology Parameters Definition; and  
• Administration and Maintenance. 

 
 

SALEV DEVELOPMENT 
 
The SALEV development used several tools, as follows: 
 

1. Database: Which employed a relational database to store all data related to the 
calibration process. Most information managed by SALEV is contained in the 
database that manages and controls all activities related to flight tests, therefore 
SALEV design considered the integration of both database; 

2. Graphical Interface: The development of this module used Microsoft Visual Basic® 
(MS-VB) development tool; 

3. Reports: The development of this module was achieved with the integration between 
MS-VB and Microsoft-Word® (MS-W), where MS-VB take control of MS-W to 
generate the certificates and memorials; 

4. Calculus: The development of this module was achieved with the integration between 
MS-VB and Matlab®, where VB® performs calls to Matlab®, which performs all 
calculus in background mode and returns the result to MS-VB. 

 
 

SALEV OPERATION 
 
The calibration process begins with the identification of the transducer or parameter to be 
calibrated. Once identified, the system is able to choose the reference. In this phase SALEV 
checks if the calibration of the selected reference is valid. Also the operator defines the following 
items: 
 

• The calibration procedure; 
• The calibration process, where is defined the following information: 

o Points Generation Method (i.e. manual or automatic); 
o Number of points per calibration step; 
o Cycle type (i.e. ascendant, descendent, or ascendant and descendent); and 
o Number of complete cycles. 

• Measurement range calibration; 
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Then the calibration execution is started. In this step it is performed the following sequence: 

• The control system takes control of the reference, which simulate physical quantity as 
defined to each calibration point; 

• The Control system checks if the reference has stabilized its output; 
• The Control system commands data acquisition; and 
• Calibration program analyze acquired data and validates the calibration point with 

statistical analysis and graphical representation of the results. 
 
When all calibration points are acquired and validated, a Matlab® data file is created and the 
curve fitting process is started. Then, the resulting information is stored in a database and the 
uncertainty computation is performed whose result comprises the following information: 
 

• Input Uncertainties: Where is presented all uncertainties names and values (e.g. mean 
standard deviation); 

• Probability Distribution: Where is presented the probability density function related to 
each uncertainty; 

• Sensitivity Coefficient: Where is inserted the numeric value of ci;  
• Degree of Freedom: Where is inserted the degree of freedom related to each 

uncertainty. When this value is not infinity, the correct value will be computed from 
the number of samples; 

• Output Uncertainty: Which presents the contribution of each uncertainty to the final 
uncertainty; 

• Uncertainties: Which presents the following parameters: 
o Expanded and Combined Uncertainty; 
o Coverage Factor (k) and Probability; 
o Effective Degree of Freedom; 
o Number of Samples; 
o Output Full Scale of calibrated transducer or equipment; and 
o The Degree of Curve Fitting defined in the calibration process. 

• Selected Range: Which presents the selected range for calibration; 
• Coverage Probability Selection: Which allows the user to select the coverage 

probability level to be used for uncertainty computation; 
• Quantities: Which allows the selection of others relevant quantities related to a 

specific uncertainty model (e.g. probability distribution); and 
• Details: Which allow the visualization of miscellaneous details (e.g. cycle number). 

 
Once the expanded uncertainty is computed, it is necessary to generate the calibration certificate 
in accordance with ISO/IEC 17025 [5]. The numbering of this certificate is auto generated and 
contains the year and a sequential number (e.g. 0027/2006 for the 27th calibration of year 2006). 
 
All calibration, as well as reference calibrations are stored in a database and it can be accessed for 
quality auditing purposes. Also it is possible to create a calibration history for each component, 
allowing the evaluation of the bias tendency that could be used to predict the equipment health 
and avoid malfunctions during the test flights. 
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SALEV EVALUATION 
 
All developed algorithms were tested in a stand-alone configuration and integrated under 
controlled conditions. Using SALEV the calibration of the CH-55 helicopter FTI x-axis load 
factor (Nx) parameter, that uses a SFIM servo accelerometer JT-2126, whose calibration process 
employed 3 cycles and 22 static points/cycle took 1:45 hours with the traditional process and 0:30 
hours with SALEV, thus a reduction of 72% of the required time. Considering that FTI 
parameters count is around 2,000 measures (e.g. EMBRAER 170), this reduction is considerable. 
 
Observing the calibration of the same parameter on March 18th 2005, where the operator 
performed an erroneous command (Figure 4) of reference in a single calibration point (e.g. 0.3G 
instead of 0.4G), the resulting uncertainty of the traditional process, where the operation error 
were not noticed, was ±0.022G. Using the SALEV this operation error is not possible and the 
correct uncertainty for the same measurement is ±0.0014G (Figure 5), which is about 20 times 
smaller. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 – Existing Method Calibration Results. Figure 5 – SALEV Calibration Results. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
SALEV as a new automation and standardization tool was developed and integrated into the LEV 
to control and execute all calibration processes and to compute the uncertainty of all FTI 
parameters. 
 
As result of SALEV operation, it could be verified that measurement quality was improved, since 
automation had significantly reduced the operation error probability.  
 
Although SALEV development is customized to LEV, and GEEV existing Telemetry Front End 
(TFE) its modular architecture permits its use with other applications as well the addition of new 
functions and tools such as the implementation of dynamic calibration procedures and the 
evaluation of the FTI reliability through the observation of the bias trend.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, we propose a dual-band switched beam system operating at 4.05 and 7.4 GHz. 
This system comprise of a dual frequency Butler matrix feeding a microstrip antenna array. 
Very good agreement is shown between measured and simulated data. The system can provide a 
tilted beam of ± and  ±  at the lowest frequency band and 013 048 09± and  at the higher 
frequency band. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 
The recent advancement in the area of cellular telephone and wireless communication systems 
has increased the demand for multi-band systems where the frequency of operation can be 
changed on the fly. In addition, to improve the budget link multiple antenna systems are used in 
some cases. There are two way to take advantage of a multiple antenna system: in the first case 
each antenna is driven with a specific phase and amplitude signal such that a beam is formed in 
a desired direction (phased array) [1]. The beam location can be arbitrary selected by providing 
the correct phase to each element of the array, and side lobes can be reduced by properly weight 
the power on each antenna element. The disadvantage of such system is that each antenna needs 
an analog phase shifter capable of producing large phase shifter thus introducing losses and 
complexity for the biasing of the active elements used in the phase shifter. Also each element 
needs a programmable attenuator if control on the side lobes level is also desired. The second 
class of systems uses a combining network to provide certain phase at the output port where the 
antennas are connected. This combining network (Butler matrix) has the same number of input 
and output ports (nxn) and depending on which port the signal is injected will produce a 
different phase at each of the output ports, thus effectively acting as a n-phase shifter network. 
The limitation of such system is that only a specific set of phase value can be provided at the 
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output based on the way the system is designed. Thus such system is only able to provide 
discrete tilts of the antenna beam. On the other hands in most wireless systems this solution can 
already provide dramatic improvement in the performances without the necessity of using full 
phased array. The advantage of the latest approach is that does not require active elements to 
produce the phase shift, but only require a single pole four throw switch to select the input port, 
beside the matrix itself that is completely passive. Therefore the loss and complexity of the 
system are dramatically reduced. In this paper, we proposed dual-band switched beam system. 
The Beam forming network consists of branch-line couplers and phase shifters without any 
crossover, or 0dB coupler as shown in Fig. 8. The antenna array is designed using four 
microstrip patch antennas. Since discontinuity in the Butler matrix such as corners or T-
junctions can cause spurious radiation affecting the array radiation pattern [2], we decide to 
implement the matrix on the back side of the antenna array.  
 
 

BUTLER MATRIX DESIGN 
 
The Butler matrix is an nxn microwave network including branch-line couplers and phase 
shifters. Fig. 8 shows the proposed Butler matrix circuit configurations. The proposed dual 
frequency Butler matrix has four inputs and four outputs ports, each of the outputs is connected 
to a dual frequency microstrip patch antenna, while the four input are connected to a single pole 
four throw switch. Below we describe the design guidelines for each of the elements of the 
matrix. 
 
A. Dual-band Branch-line Coupler 
 
The branch-line couplers are the most critical elements in the matrix. In this work, we design the 
three branch-line coupler such that the electrical length of the vertical lines is half compared to 
the horizontal lines (see Fig.1). The coupler covers both frequency bands. All vertical lines have 
the same length.   
 
 

 P1

P4 P3

P2
aZ

bZ cZ bZ

 
 

 
 
 
     
 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic of dual-band coupler 

 
We can compute the impedance value of the individual lines such that satisfies the following 
equation: 
  

                                                                                      21 31S S=                                                                        (1) 

                                                                                     41 0S =                                                                            (2)                               
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The optimal impedances that satisfy the equation (1) and (2) are az =41.5, =112, and 
=57.8 at the center frequency of the two bands.  As shown in Fig. 2, the return losses are 

greater than -20 dB and the insertion losses are -3.1 dB at 4.05 GHz and 7.4 GHz. Fig. 3 shows 
output phase difference is about -90

bz
cz

o at both frequency bands. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Return loss, couplings, and isolation of branch-line coupler 
 

 
Fig. 3 Phase of branch-line coupler at output ports 

 
B. Phase shifter 
 
Transmission line type phase shifters are chosen in this work since they are simple to design and 
implement. Eighth wavelength delay line is obtained using proper length microstrip line. Two 
phase shifters are designed to provide 45o of phase shift using 50 ohms transmission line having 
a length of 28 mm.  
 
C. Dual-band Butler matrix 
 
By combining the branch-line couplers and phase shifters, we realize the dual frequency 4 4×  
Butler matrix used to feed the antenna array. The phase difference at the output ports can be 
computed as (2 1) /p nδ = −

±

, where p is the port number. The matrix is implemented on Rogers 
RT/duroid 6006 substrate with a relative permittivity of 6.15 and a thickness of 0.64 mm. The 
simulation results of the Butler matrix are presented in the figures below. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the return losses are below -20 dB at the two frequency of operation. The transmission 
coefficient is 6.4 0.25 dB at 4.05 GHz and 7.4 GHz, corresponding to an insertion loss around 
0.5 dB. Table 1 and Table 2 show a summary of the phase shifts between the inputs and the 
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outputs ports of the matrix. The simulated phase errors are within 0.5o at 4.05 GHz and within 
3o at 7.4 GHz. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Return losses of the Butler matrix 
 
 

Table 1. Phase shifts at 4.05GHz 
 

Port 5 6 7 8 

1 -5.4 39.27 84.25 128.9 

2 39.68 174.2 -50.6 84.03 

3 84.44 -50.99 174.09 38.95 

4 129.8 84.56 39.73 -5.5 
 
 

Table 2. Phase shifts at 7.4GHz 
 

Port 5 6 7 8 

1 -84.14 -42.77 3.73 45.83 

2 -43.42 91.99 -133.3 1.77 

3 3.05 -133.3 92.31 -44.17 

4 45.97 2.91 -43.27 -87.69 
 
 
 

 ANTENNA ARRAY DESIGN 
 
A. Dual-band patch antenna 
 
In this work, we use a single layer dual-band rectangular patch antenna with one feed line. The 
two rectangular patches are connected to each other with four bridges which are located at the 
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center of each radiating element. The feeding point is located at 50ohm point for two frequency 
bands. This type antenna has an advantage of obtaining the shift of frequency range by changing 
the bridge width [5]. The proposed dual-band patch antenna is shown in Fig. 5. Inner patch is 
designed for a frequency band of 7.4 GHz and outer patch is for a frequency band of 4.05 GHz. 
Fig. 6 shows the simulated return loss of a dual-band rectangular patch antenna using 3D full-
wave simulator. The return loss is below -14 dB at 4.05 and 7.4 GHz.  
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Fig. 5 The geometry of the proposed dual-band patch antenna 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6 Return Loss of a dual-band patch radiating element 
 
B. Antenna array design  
 
A four elements linear array is fabricated using the patches described before (Fig 8a) and the 
feed of each antenna is connected to the dual frequency Butler matrix. The distance between the 
antenna elements is about 0.5 0λ  at the center frequency of 0f =5.7 GHz. As shown in Fig. 7, the 
simulation results of return losses of all radiating elements are below -14 dB at both frequency 
bands of 4.05 and 7.4 GHz. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Return losses of dual-band antenna array 
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DUAL-BAND SWITCHED BEAM SYSTEM 
 
In this work, we proposed a dual frequency switched beam array using the microstrip patches 
and the Butler matrix described above. The Butler matrix is connected to the antenna array by 
using two back-to-back substrates with feed through pins to reduce the side lobe level [3]. Fig. 
8(a) and 8(b) show a photograph of the antenna array and proposed Butler matrix. The total area 
is 16.5 x 9 cm2. 

 
 
 

 
 
    

                                                           
 
 
 
 
(a) Top view                                            (b) Bottom view  

 
Fig. 8 Photograph of the proposed (a) antenna array and (b) Butler matrix 

 
As shown in Fig. 9, the measured result shows that the return losses at each input port are better 
than -8 dB at both frequency bands. The normalized radiation patterns where measured in a far 
field system and are shown in Fig. 10. The plot illustrates the normalized radiation patterns 
when port1, port2, port3 and port4 are excited respectively at (a) 4.05 and 7.4 GHz. From the 
radiation patterns, we observe as the main beam direction tilts 13.1o from the azimuth direction 
to 48o, -49o, and -13.2o at 4.05 GHz and 8.5o from the azimuth direction to 26.7o, -27o, and -9.5o 
at 7.4 GHz as different inputs are selected. Table 3 summarizes the beam titled angles 
corresponding to the phase shifts between the output ports at two frequency bands. In the first 
band corresponding to 4.05 GHz, when excitation is applied to port 1 and port 4, the side lobe 
level is below 11.6 dB while for excitation on port 2 and port 3 it is around 6.3 dB. In the 
second band corresponding to 7.5 GHz when excitation is applied to port 1 and port 4, the side 
lobe level is below 11.3 dB while for excitation on port 2 and port 3 it is around 6.2 dB. 
 

Table 3 Summary of beam titled angles between the output ports 
 

Beam Tilted Angles 
 

Phase 

Shifts 3.95 GHz 7.25 GHz 

Port 1 45 013.1  08.5  

Port 2 135 048  026.7  

Port 3 -135 049−  027−  

Port 4 -45 013.2−  09.5−  
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Fig. 9 Measured return loss at each input port 
 
 
 
                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
                                               
 

(a) (b) 
 

Fig. 10 Measured normalized radiation pattern at (a) 4.05 GHz and (b) 7.4 GHz when each port 
is fed respectively. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

A dual frequency switched beam antenna array system is proposed in this paper. The frequency 
ratio between the two frequency bands is around 1:1.8. The return loss is about -8dB and the 
beam direction is switched from  and at 4.05 GHz and 013± 048.5± 09±  and  at 7.4 GHz. 027±
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Recent Constraints on the use of L and S band spectrum led to the search for 
additional Frequency Domain Bandwidth augmentation for test range telemetry needs. 
The ITU (International Telecommunications Union) approved X band region is listed as 
7000 MHz to 8500 MHz for telemetry space applications. Bandwidth is available within 
this domain subject to the WARC (World Administrative Radio Consortium) approvals. 
This paper describes tests and presents results illustrating methodology that is available, 
and which can be used for conversion of S-band assets to the X band spectral region. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The modifications to the S-band tracking system for this test have been described 
in a number of previously published papers, (see references).  Some of the “history” is 
necessarily reiterated here to facilitate in the description and results of this particular high 
dynamics test. The test described herein is representative of the extreme testing that a 
tracking system must undergo successfully to be considered as a useful test range asset 
for the tracking of any high dynamic targets such as rockets and missiles. This test 
description and results should verify and solidify earlier hypotheses, that the system 
would be usable at the frequency(s) of interest. 
 

Most tracking systems function within very specific frequency bands in order to 
allow for necessary design parameters that provide the desired functionality of the 
tracking system. 
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Attempts to operate “so designed” systems outside these specified parameters are 
generally futile without serious system modifications. The system of concern in this 
exercise was originally designed to track in the L and S band, 1440 - 1540 MHz, 1710 - 
1850 MHz, 2200 - 2400 MHz, military and space systems frequency region allocation.  
Various parameters such as F/D ratio, parabola design and material choice, crossed dipole 
antenna length, antenna axial ratio, allowable crosstalk, and RF feed frequency band-pass 
are all examples of parameters that the designer must consider, and hold within certain 
tolerances if the system is to maintain track on a highly dynamic signal. This experiment 
was designed in part to move the tracking and RF receiving capabilities of the tracking 
system from L and S band to the X band (7.975 Ghz). The RF feed on the modified 
system was designed by and procured from VIASAT, which was also the procurement 
source for the original Mobile Telemetry System (MTS) L and S band tracking system. 
 

In the exercise of routine performance of “Missile Range” telemetry data 
gathering, exercising a tracking systems’ high dynamic tracking ability forms an essential 
quality check of that tracking systems ability to gather telemetry data. A series of low 
dynamics preliminary tests were conducted with the modified system to incrementally 
“step” the system and test process up to the tracking dynamics regime that the system 
would eventually be required to perform within. These tests included stationary targets 
and fixed wing aircraft. The fixed wing aircraft tests were conducted at various elevations 
and azimuths to assist in precipitating any possible anomalous geometric arenas with 
respect to the tracker. It was observed in these tests that low elevation angles and high 
signal levels at any relative geometry contributed to loss of  tracking lock and saturation 
of front end LNA’s (Low Noise Amplifiers) and Telemetry receivers1. In general, 
however, the tests were very successful, as judged by the analyzed data and as witnessed 
by tracking systems experts (government, and industry) who were participants in, and 
observers of the tests.   
 

The X-band tracking method of choice was arrived at by considering a number of 
possible avenues beginning with a mild redesign, and working up to a complete new 
antenna tracking system. Fiscal constraints limited the approach to a simpler and less 
expensive redesign of the feed and servo control to receive and process X-band RF. The 
design and early testing of antenna feed and servo parameters progressed from initial 
factory acceptance (antenna range tests) to “live” (moving target) range tests at WSMR 
(White Sands Missile Range) in May of 2005. Proof of concept was realized with range 
testing on static targets (bore site tower testing), and with low dynamic tracking of 
aircraft equipped with an X band CW (Constant Wavelength) emitter. After this series of 
flight tests were completed it was collectively decided that the test asset and test process 
maturity was at a point where a step “up” to a high dynamic vehicle track could be 
attempted.  For this high dynamics test WSMR tracking assets and an Enhanced ORION, 
a highly dynamic exo-atmospheric research rocket would be utilized. The vehicle 
dynamics (acceleration, terminal velocity, spin rate, launch on command) were all 
parameters that were pre-considered and utilized in the testing of the X-band tracking 
system. 
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The tracking system (in a general block diagram form, FIG. 1) was arranged as 
shown below. 

It can be seen from the diagram that the changes to the system were minimized to 
the greatest extent possible which allowed for the rapid change over to X band, and of 
course, the change back to L & S band. The diagram also illustrates the method that 
remained unchanged and available for the recording of AGC’s as S and L band detected 
levels directly out of the receivers. 
 

 

Antenna 
Control

AGC Strip 

 
Receivers 

AM      AGC X to L& S 
conversion 

 
 
 

RF 
FEED 

SYSTE
M Scan signals 

and pedestal 
interface 

Fig.1: Tracking System Block Diagram 
 
 
 

TEST STRUCTURE 
 

NASA Research Rockets uses a structured numbering system to refer to 
individual tests performed by NSROC/WSMR. This particular test was identified as 
30.071/Winstead M./WSMR 2005 in the NSROC documentation3. This reference is 
useful if particular flight information on the vehicle or the actual flight parameters require 
reference. It is possible to access this flight information at the NSROC web site 
(www.nsroc.com) with proper credentials. The test structure was (originally) to involve 
exactly the same tracking system as had been used on the previous lower dynamics 
testing. This was changed at the last minute, as the MTS was relegated to higher priority 
work a significant distance from the scheduled flight area. A number of difficulties would 
have been introduced into the test had the decision been made to retain the use of the 
same tracker as used previously on lower dynamics tests. The change in tracking system 
was demonstrative of additional capability and something of a testament to the diverse 
adaptability of WSMR, in conjunction with VIASAT, to use the feed system on any of 
the same type tracking systems on very short notice.  
 

The tracking system that the feed was attached to is referred to as J-13 at WSMR. 
J-13 is a fixed tracking asset with an 8 foot aperture originally procured from VIASAT. It 
is also the same type of system as used on the earlier testing, and is located at the Range 
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Control Center at WSMR. At T-1 day J-13 was quickly reconfigured to the X-band 
tracking feed, and the reconfigured antenna control unit was put in place by WSMR and 
VIASAT personnel. The test infrastructure for the X band portion of the test only allowed 
for that one tracking asset, and hence it became extremely important that this tracking 
asset was functional and in place for the test. 
 
  The difficulty in performing this change the evening before the test can be 
imagined. There were no preprogrammed flight characteristics available for the flight and 
there was no external pointing data available from RADAR or any other sources so the 
tracker would have to perform in a “hands off” auto track mode to meet the data 
collection requirements of the test. Therefore the test required a valid signal level from 
the launch vehicle throughout the flight. In turn the tracker would demonstrate the 
capability to autotrack the signal as received from the vehicle on the ground (at least in 
azimuth), and then demonstrate the ability to auto track the vehicle from T-0 until loss of 
signal. Furthermore it would be necessary to demonstrate that the tracked signal was able 
to provide recoverable data in the realtime as well as in the post flight data reconstruction 
frame of reference. 
  

The Fig. 2 plot indicates the data lock condition prior to, at T-0, and during 
flight2. 
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Fig. 2: Average BER vs Time plot 
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The figure indicates that near perfect X band signal lock was achieved prior to 
launch, and along with the SOQPSK, CPM, and the S-band PCM /FM, the X band signal 
as received was able to achieve a BER better than 1 error in 109 bits (avg.). At T-0 as the 
vehicle left the pad and began to rotate the BER decreased to the value of one error in 104 

bits. As distance from the tracker increases the signal decreases, and the BER continues 
to degrade, until it fades out at 400 + seconds. The BERS on all links were predicted to 
be 1E-1 (worst case) due to a conductive strip antenna modification, but the actual 
average performance of the system is seen to exceed this (worst case) predicted value. 
The difference between the X- band and the S band signals can be attributed to the lower 
transmitted power on the X-band transmitter compared to the S band transmitters, and the 
difference in the tracking systems receiving antenna sizes, 8 ft. for the X band, and 32 ft. 
for the S band. Actual down converted X band signal levels (as AGC values from S band 
receivers) were recorded, but were not available at the time of publication of this paper 
and may be forthcoming at a later date. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
  Although additional testing is needed to quantify all regimes, X band conversion 
of S band tracking assets is not conjecture or a technically debatable issue at this point in 
time. If there is a migration of spectrum to the X band region, existing assets can be 
economically converted to track in this domain. 
 
 

RECOMMMENDATIONS 
 

Additional tests of this nature are recommended to test all features of both the 
frequency migration to X band, along with newer modulation formats and older tracking 
assets, which have not been tested at all in this way. In the authors experience there is no 
substitute for a test series which requires a system to be ready to meet a T- 0 timeline, 
and also exercises all tracking functions of a system in the extreme. Obviously there will 
be shortcomings or additional expenses on tracking systems that are not equipped with 
solid reflectors, or which may not be able to be re-designed for higher frequencies. These 
shortcomings need to be identified, if for no other reason, to catalog and understand the 
cost of future change over modifications to X band. 
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ABSTRACT 

Radar echo sounders provide a safe, inexpensive and effective means of obtaining ice 
sheet thickness. As the roughness of ice surface/subsurface depends on the radio 
wavelength, wideband radar sensors can provide flexibility for ice thickness 
measurement under areas with various surface conditions.  

This paper presents the design of a digitally controllable wideband microwave 
receiver for a potential radar sounding system. Its radio frequency (RF) frequency ranges 
from 50 to 500 MHz, while the intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth is 20 MHz. The 
receiver provides eight channels for different RF band choices, as well as a number of 
convenient gain settings. Testing measurements have also been conducted to verify the 
design requirements.  

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent scientific researches have reported the global sea level rise over the last 
century. Mass balance of polar ice sheets is actively studied to assess their contributions 
to global sea level rise. Radar echo sounders provide a safe, inexpensive, effective means 
of obtaining ice thickness [1]. Over the past several decades, extensive ice thickness data 
sets have been collected by NASA, USGS and other institutions [2] [3]. However, current 
radar systems often fail to measure ice thickness on rough surface areas that typically are 
areas of change and interest [4]. Heavy crevassing at the ice sheet surface can increase 
scattering loss and absorbing attenuation of the radio signals transmitted.  

Basically, the roughness of ice surface/subsurface depends on the wavelength of radar 
sensors. Wideband microwave sensors provide flexibility for ice thickness measurement 
under areas with different surface/subsurface conditions. Therefore, polar research 
scientists may take advantage of wideband microwave receivers with convenient control 
of different RF band in ice sheet study.   

The objective of this work is to design and prototype a wideband receiver for a 
potential radar sounding system. Testing measurements have also been conducted to 
verify the design requirements. This paper describes these efforts including receiver 
specification, design simulation, prototyping, and testing measurements in detail.  



DESIGN REEQUIREMENTS 

The receiver is a critical component of a wireless system, having the overall purpose 
of recovering the desired signal from a wide spectrum of interference and noise. Figure 1 
presents the basic operations of a typical radar sounding system. The radar repeatedly 
transmits pulses and receives their delayed copies modified by the ice surface/subsurface. 
After sampling and quantization, data are stored for further signal processing.  

 

 
Figure 1. Operations of a typical radar sounding system 

Our study focuses on the receiver design which includes major requirements such as 
high gain, wide RF range, down-conversion, digital gain control and band switch, low 
distortion and noise level. 

• High Gain 
In order to increase the low power of the antenna-received signal to some level 

suitable for the analog-digital converter, this receiver design requires a high gain up to 80 
dB in some modes. Since the antenna received signal strength may change according to 
the transmitted signal power and different backscattering conditions [5], a certain range 
of gain settings is also needed to handle signal strength variation. Thus, a system gain 
range is desired to be digitally controllable by 40 dB (i.e., 40 ~ 80 dB). 

• Wide RF Frequency Range 
Since wideband sensors can provide measurement flexibility under different surface 

conditions, a wide RF frequency range from 50 to 500 MHz is specified in this design. 
These frequencies represent a subset of airborne ice sounding radar frequencies [5].  

• Down-Conversion 
The antenna received RF signal is down-converted to baseband for sampling and 

quantization. This design specifies a baseband IF frequency of 20 MHz, which enables a 
theoretical range resolution of 7.5 meters (Equation 1) in air using a pulse system [5]. 
This resolution is adequate since the ice sheet thickness may be up to several Kilometers.   
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where c  is the velocity of light in the air, B  is the IF bandwidth. 

• Digital Gain Control and Band Switch 
Different gain settings and band frequencies need to be digitally controllable. The 

gain resolution is required as fine as 1 dB. Eight different channels are available for 
digital RF band switch, because of potential multi-antenna applications. 



• Low Distortion 
A low signal distortion is desired. The maximum spurious signal is required to be 35 

dB down from the expected signal.  

• Low Noise Level 
Output noise level is required to be far below the maximum receiver output signal. A 

noise figure of 7 dB is required at the highest gain setting. 

• Compact Dimension 
The size requirement is 101010 ××  inches for the receiver prototype. The weight of 

the receiver shall be less than 10 pounds. 
 
 

RECEIVER DESIGN AND PROTETYPE 

A block diagram of this receiver design is given in Figure 2. ‘RFIN’ is the RF input 
port that the RX antenna signals connect. Digital on/off control is determined by “Blank” 
signal. Various gain setting can be achieved by the combination of  “Bypass1”, “By 
pass2” and “A1” through “A16” signals. Band switch is controlled by “SWA1” to 
“SWA3” and “SWB1” to “SWB3” signals. “LO” frequency from outside oscillator 
provides the down conversion function via the mixer. Low noise amplifiers are used in 
the front end RF band to lower the overall noise figure. Seven operational amplifiers are 
cascaded in IF band to ensure both high gain and small distortion.  

 
 

 

Figure 2. Functional block diagram of receiver design 

 



 
Appropriate chip selection and printed circuit board (PCB) layout design have been 

carefully conducted. Micro-strip transmission line with Ω50  characteristic impedance is 
used in PCB design [6]. Two printed circuit boards are prototyped. One board mainly 
works in RF band, while the other works in IF band. Two boards are mounted into 
aluminum chests and attached with I/O connectors. Figure 3 and 4 shows the final 
prototype with dimension of 456 ××  inches and 5 pounds weight for each board.  

 

 
Figure 3. RF board in the chest with connectors 

 
Figure 4. IF board in the chest with connectors 



The receiver performance is also simulated theoretically according to device 
specifications. Specifically, the simulations include the receiver specifications such as 
gain settings, minimum detectable signal, noise figure, third order intercept point, 
spurious dynamic range and receiver dynamic range. 
 

 

TESTING MEASUREMENTS AND CONCLUSION 

A variety of testing measurements have been carried out to verify the design 
requirements. These measurements can be classified to three main categories: (1) receiver 
characteristics, (2) distortions, and (3) noise. Receiver characteristics include gain, mixer 
characteristics, filter response, switch characteristics and power consumption.  Distortion 
measurements contain single-tone response and two-tone response. Noise test measures 
the system noise figure.  

Figure 5 and 6 displays the gain testing results in maximum gain (i.e., 80 dB) and 
minimum gain (i.e., 40 dB) modes. Due to the devices’ gain ripples and the transmission 
line loss, the system gain decreases about 3 dB between 50 MHz and 500 MHz. A 
compensation filter can be applied to the RF board to achieve a flat gain. The 
compensation filter is designed to have the opposite gain slope as the RF board. 
Therefore, the combination of them gives a flat gain over the function bandwidth. 
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Figure 5. Receiver gain maximum gain (80 dB) mode 
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Figure 6. Receiver gain in minimum gain (40 dB) mode 

 
Figure 7 presents the output spectrum of a two-tone response measurement for 

distortion test.  Two input tones (265 MHz and 267 MHz) are detached to the RFIN port, 
LOf  = 260 MHz. Two peaks appear at the desired frequency, and the third order 

components are lower than the measurable noise level, which is about 35 dB down.  
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Figure 7. Two-tone response at 0dB mode: two tones = 265, 267 MHz; LO = 260 MHz 

 
A summary of the receiver specifications is list in Table 1. These testing results 

conclude that this receiver prototype achieves the design requirements. Measurement 
statistics match well with the calculated expectations. The future design of the whole 
radar sounder system could assist the ice sheet measurement tasks. 

 



Table 1. Receiver specification overview 

Characters Values Units 
RF Frequency Band 50 ~ 500 MHz 
IF Frequency Band 20  MHz 
Maximum Gain 80   dB 
Minimum Gain 40  dB 
Minimum Detectable Signal -95  dBm 
Spurious Dynamic Range 40 dB 
Third Order Interception Point 37 dBm 
Noise Figure (Maximum Gain) 6 dB 
Noise Figure (Minimum Gain) 35  dB 
DC Power Supply +5, +15 V 
Power Consumption 3.5  W 
Control Switch Delay 170  ns 
Dimension 456 ××  inches 
Weight 5  pounds 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the problems for manufacturers and users of flight test data acquisition equipment, is 
to guarantee synchronization between multiple units acquiring data on the vehicle. Past 
solutions have involved proprietary interconnects and multiple wire installations increasing 
weight and complexity and reducing inter-operation of units. This problem has become 
particularly important given the trend towards commercial busses, especially Ethernet, as a 
system interconnect.  

The IEEE1588 standard offers a way to transmitting time accurately over Ethernet. This 
paper discusses the standard, how it might be implemented, and examines the issues involved 
in adopting this standard for flight test data acquisition. A particular implementation that 
results in a synchronized four-wire Ethernet based distributed data acquisition system is 
discussed in section 3. 

KEYWORDS 
Time Synchronization, Data Acquisition, PTP, Ethernet, Synchronous sampling 

1 INTRODUCTION 
In a synchronized data acquisition system all data sampling occurs at a known time relative to 
absolute time, or to some external or internal known event. (Modern data acquisition systems 
go a step further and provide isochronous sampling, meaning that all data sampling occurs at 
the same time and concurrent with absolute time or some external or internal known event). 
Synchronously sampled data is easier to analyze. The need to link data to absolute time 
becomes important when we are comparing data sets from multiple independent systems, or 
even multiple test articles.  

To achieve synchronous sampling the data acquisition system(s) need two things: 

1. A common concept of what the time is 

2. A way of synchronizing operations either to each other or to this common time 

In the past, various approaches have been taken to solving this problem. Most data 
acquisition units (DAU) in flight test have some way of capturing and holding IRIG time. 
This is the most common way of creating a common concept of time (although sometimes it 
involves physically connecting an IRIG time source to each system individually). In addition, 
there is some way of synchronizing the operation of the multiple systems through a 
proprietary method. Although effective, these solutions add wiring with some systems 
requiring 10-wires between individual DAUs.  

Two trends in flight test instrumentation have started to put pressure on these proprietary 
solutions: 
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1. The need to reduce wiring for weight and complexity purposes – especially with the 
large systems that are becoming more common today. 

2. The move towards commercial solutions for data transfer, e.g. Ethernet, Firewire and 
Fibre-Channel 

A solution would provide accurate time (better than 1μs) distributed over commercial data 
networks without the need for additional wiring or proprietary protocols.  

In late 2002 the IEEE standards committee approved IEEE1588 as a protocol for distributing 
time over a local area network with high accuracy1. Although targeted at Ethernet, IEEE1588 
is a high level protocol that is physical layer independent. It offers a potential solution for the 
issue of managing time distribution over synchronized DAUs. The rest of this paper 
introduces this standard and discusses how it is applied in the flight test instrumentation 
environment.  

2 AN OVERVIEW OF IEEE1588 

2.1 What it is 
IEEE1588 is formally titled: “Precision clock synchronization protocol for networked 
measurement and control systems” [1]. It describes a high level protocol (also referred to as 
Precision Time Protocol or PTP – see Figure 1) that permits one node on a network to 
become a time master (called a Grand master clock), and describes how that node can then 
distribute time accurately to all other nodes. The protocol addresses transmission delay issues 
and transmission of time through network switches.  

PTP
UDP

IP
MAC
Phy

 

Figure 1: Protocol stack for IEEE1588 

2.2 How it works 

2.2.1 Overview 
The basic concept is that each node on the network has a local clock, and the time of these 
clocks is synchronized to the network grand-master. There are three phases to this operation: 

1. All nodes identify and designate the grand-master clock 

2. Grand master distributes its current time to all nodes 

3. Nodes calculate the transmission delay between themselves and the grand-master and 
adjust accordingly 

                                                 
1 A revised standard was issued in 2004. The next revision is due no sooner than 2007.  
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These operations are repeated frequently – in a time known as the Sync Interval. The Sync 
Interval is administratively chosen to provide sufficient frequency to maintain accurate 
enough time, but not so frequently as to represent a significant overhead on the bus traffic. 
The Sync interval is taken from the set 1, 2, 8, 16 and 64 seconds  

2.2.2 Management 
The management parts of the protocol control configuration of the clock parameters (sync 
interval etc.) and designation of the master clock. There is nothing inherently “special” about 
the master clock – but an algorithm is executed to ensure that the “best” clock in the domain 
is assigned the master.  

Clocks use fields in the sync messages to determine who is most accurate. The management 
protocol executes frequently so changes in the network topology and/or clock status (e.g. the 
time source loses visibility of GPS satellites and starts free-wheeling, with possibly less 
accuracy then when locked to GPS) can be detected and adapted for.  

2.2.3 Timing 
The main point of the protocol is to distribute time. The grand master broadcasts two 
messages to all nodes: 

1. “This is the time I think I’m sending this message” – the SYNC message. 

2. “This is the time I actually sent the message” – the FOLLOW_UP message. 

The FOLLOW_UP message is used to account for any delay that might occur in the protocol 
stack during transmission and is sent only if the master clock implementation warrants it. The 
SYNC message is sent at regular intervals – the sync interval.  

SYNC

Follow Up (Tm1)

Master Slave

Tm = 128s Ts = 111s

Tm1 = 128.5s Ts = 111.5s

Line Delay = 0.25s

Ts1 = 111.75s

Offset = Ts1 - Tm1 - Delay
           = 111.75 - 128.5 -  0 =  16.75

We don't know this yet!

Slave adjusts:Ts = Ts - (-16.75)

Ts2 = 130.5s

Tm = 131s
Slave adjusts:Ts = Ts - 0

SYNC
Follow Up (Tm2)

Tm2 = 130.5 Ts = 130.25

Offset = Ts2 - Tm2 - Delay
           = 130.5 - 130.5 -  0 =  0

Ts3 = 130.75  
Figure 2: SYNC message operation 

Figure 2 shows the operation of the SYNC and FOLLOW_UP messages. Clearly, the slave 
can easily synchronize to the master time with a constant error due to the transmission delay 
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of the communication path. Also, any drift during the sync interval is corrected with the next 
occurrence of the SYNC message. 

An additional element of the protocol permits each node to adjust its local time for 
transmission delays. The transmission delay is determined by exchanging messages with the 
master as follows: 

1. Slave: “I am requesting the delay at this time” – the DELAY_REQUEST message. 

2. Master: “I got your delay request at this time” – the DELAY_RESPONSE message.  

Delay Request

Delay Response (Tm3)

SYNC
Follow Up (Tm3)

Master SlaveLine Delay = 0.25s

Tm = 131s

Delay =  (Tm3 - Ts3)/2
           = (131.25 - 130.75)/2
           = 0.25

Tm = 133.5 Ts = 133.5

Ts3 = 130.75

Tm3 = 131.25s

Ts = 132.25Tm3 = 132.5

Ts3 = 132.5s
Offset = Ts3 - Tm3 - Delay
           = 132.5 - 132.5 -  0.25 =  -0.25

Slave adjusts:Ts = Ts - (-0.25)

 

Figure 3: Delay calculation 

Figure 3 shows how the delay request message is used to correct for the transmission delay. 
Delay request messages are sent at random intervals, but at least once every 64 seconds, to 
continuously adjust the delay. 

2.3 Assumptions 
The IEEE1588 standard makes several assumptions about the network being used (that it 
supports multi-cast for example) but the key assumptions that affect accuracy are: 

1. Transmission delays are constant over time (or at least change slowly) 

2. Transmission delays are symmetrical (i.e. time to travel from master to slave is the 
same as from slave to master). 

Neither assumption is necessarily true in a general network. However, it must be remembered 
that the scope of IEEE1588 is for local networks, and indeed the standard was originally 
targeted at command and control networks used for data acquisition. Within these networks it 
is usually possible to control these parameters to acceptable levels.  

The IEEE1588 protocol will adjust for consistent delays in the transmission network, any 
remaining error is due to jitter. Jitter comes from fluctuations in transmission time due to 
protocol stack fluctuations, switch buffering and so on. Jitter tends to increase (in both time 
and variation) as network load increases.  
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The next section looks at some ways these errors can be reduced in an “IEEE1588 enabled” 
network.  

2.4 An IEEE enabled network 

2.4.1 Minimizing Network Delays 
An IEEE1588 enabled network is a network where key elements of the network infrastructure 
are IEEE1588 aware – primarily the switches. Standard switches contain buffers and 
sometimes some intelligence to implement prioritization and so on. Even with minimal 
network traffic, if a PTP message arrives at a switch just after it has begun to transmit a 
packet, it must wait until that packet is transmitted (theoretically, this could be as long as 
122μs – the time taken to transmit a MAC packet). In cases of heavy load the delay can run 
into 10s of milliseconds due to buffering.  

An IEEE1588 switch isolates its internal delays by operating as a boundary clock. A 
boundary clock acts as a slave clock at the port that connects to the grand master, and as a 
master to all other ports. It thus isolates the “down stream” clocks from any delays and jitter 
in the switch itself.  

Grand-Master

IEEE-1588 Switch
Slave - node

switch-clock
Slave-port

Master-port

Master-port

Master-port

Slave - node

Slave - node

Errors on slaves due only to
jitter on segment from switch
to slave node

Error in switch clock due only to
jitter on segment from switch to master

Slave to grand-master
Master to other nodes

 
Figure 4: Boundary clocks in an IEEE1588 Network 

An alternative, and simpler, implementation is an IEEE1588 “transparent” switch [2]. In this 
implementation, the switch modifies the time stamps in the time packets to adjust for delays 
introduced by the switch itself. This is a simpler and cheaper solution as the switch does not 
have to participate fully in PTP to implement it.  

Apart from switch jitter, variations in transmission time can arise due to fluctuations in the 
protocol stack traversal. These can be minimized by placing the time-stamp mechanism as 
close to the physical layer (the PHY) as possible. Another factor is the number of nodes 
between the clock and its grand master – the less nodes the better.  

While it is possible to implement PTP on any network, greater accuracy can be achieved with 
an IEEE1588 enabled infrastructure. 

2.5 Achievable accuracy 
Ultimately, the accuracy within which any two clocks can be maintained depends on many 
elements: 
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- inherent stability of the local clock 

- sync interval 

- whether network infrastructure is IEEE1588 aware 

- complexity of network infrastructure 

- network load 

- symmetry of network load 

- temperature variance 

- Hardware implementation (packets time-stamped by hardware very close to the PHY) 
or software implementation (packets time-stamped in software interrupt routines) 

Interpreting published results is difficult due to this large number of influencing factors.  

Examples of results reported in the field are: 

Topology Time-stamping Traffic Error Std. 
Deviation 

Source 

Point-to-point  hardware 
implementation 

high  -4.248ns  23.95ns [3] 

single switch hardware 
implementation 

low  -174ns  500ns [4] 

single switch hardware 
implementation 

low  -49ns.  99ns [5] 

single hub software 
implementation 

low  -630ns.  2μs [4] 

 
Other results show that using boundary clocks or transparent switches can improve the 
performance to a standard deviation of less than 50ns. [6]   

These results show that there is no straight answer to the question of how well accuracy can 
be maintained – but that we can safely say that accuracies better than 1μs can be achieved 
with a hardware implementation of the time-stamping.  

2.6 Enhancements 
Certain steps can be taken to try to improve performance in particular circumstances.  

To try to compensate for jitter in the transmission path, the measured delays could be 
averaged over time. This improves accuracy at the cost of responsiveness – should the 
network dynamics or topology change it would take some time for the clocks to adjust to this.  
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Asymmetric loads introduce an important error into the system. This is a common scenario in 
flight test instrumentation networks where the data flow tends to be mostly one-way (from a 
DAU to a recorder). This introduces asymmetric delays into the PTP message transfers and 
results in a constant error offset [4]. This can be removed by characterizing it before 
application and adjusting the time accordingly.  

3 AN IEEE ENABLED DATA ACQUISITION UNIT 

3.1 Controller unit 

Data Acquisition
Interfaces

Controller

Digital Backplane

MAC/PHY

PROTOCOL
STACK

PACKETIZER

1588 PTP
MANAGER

Clock

Data Inputs

Ethernet I/O

 

Figure 5: Block Diagram of IEEE1588 enabled digital data acquisition system 

Figure 5 shows how the KAM-500 Data Acquisition System from ACRA CONTROL acts as 
an IEEE1588 enabled data acquisition system. In this implementation, the core building block 
is a modular chassis with a digital back-plane. Data acquisition modules for various data 
sources (sensors, busses etc.) can be added to the chassis for a particular applications needs. 
Traditionally, the chassis contained at least one internal clock maintaining time to 1μs 
resolution. All sampling within the chassis is isochronous and managed by the chassis 
controller over the backplane. Time-stamping of recorded and/or transmitted data, as well as 
of any asynchronous bus traffic that is acquired, is carried out with reference to the internal 
clock and is aligned to the second with micro-second resolution. Therefore, if the controller 
time in two chassis is synchronized, then the sampling of those two chassis is also 
synchronized.  

Adapting this data acquisition unit to operate in an IEEE1588 world involved adding a block 
to manage the IEEE1588 protocol to the controller. The controller already had an Ethernet 
interface for programming and transmission of data. The PTP management block is 
implemented in hardware using FPGAs and message time-stamping is applied at the PHY 
layer. These result in minimal protocol stack jitter and improved accuracy.  

With no other elements in the network, just KAM-500 chassis and a switch, this controller 
can be used to build a synchronized distributed data acquisition system using just four-wires 
to interconnect units. In this implementation (without an external time reference) the 
IEEE1588 interface acts just as a way of synchronizing time across the chassis. 
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3.2 GPS bridge module 
In practical applications we need a way of aligning the internal clock of the chassis with 
absolute time. Traditionally this was done using an IRIG time input. With this 
implementation we also have the option of using a grand master somewhere on the network 
that is synchronized to IRIG or GPS.  

A cost-effective and powerful way to do this is to install a GPS time-card directly into the 
chassis (Figure 6). The GPS time card synchronizes to GPS time (or IRIG), and locks the 
controller clock to this. Now the chassis can act as a grand master on the data acquisition 
network with time locked to GPS time. In the event of GPS lock being lost the time module 
will free run with a drift of less than 3ppm. In addition, the time module can generate IRIG-B 
time for legacy systems that need it.  

Data Acquisition
Interfaces

Controller

Digital Backplane

MAC/PHY

PROTOCOL
STACK

PACKETIZER

1588 PTP
MANAGER

Clock

Data Inputs

Ethernet I/O

Time ModuleG
P

S
 Input

Clock

PROTOCOL
Convertor

IR
IG

 Tim
e out

GPS Antenna

Synchronization

 

Figure 6: IEEE1588 DAU with GPS 

An interesting an important side effect of using the GPS time module is that data acquisition 
is synchronized not only to itself and across all DAUs on the network, but it is also 
synchronized to absolute time. This permits data across multiple test articles to be 
synchronized as long as each one has a GPS receiver on board. [7] 

3.3 Topologies 

3.3.1 Flight Data Acquisition Networks 
Flight test data acquisition networks have some peculiarities that both support and detract 
from the use of IEEE1588 as a synchronization mechanism. This section discusses 
generalities and of course any given application may differ widely. However, in general, 
flight data acquisition networks have the following characteristics: 

- Stable topology. The topology is known and unlikely to change. In some case a dual 
redundant architecture based on ARINC-664 is used. This benefits PTP since it means 
that message transfer times do not change over time and are consistent. 
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- Known network load: In general the maximum load on the network is known in 
advance. In normal data acquisition mode the network dynamics are well known and 
well understood, and typically is cyclic. This also benefits PTP since it reduces the 
chances of fluctuations in the delay response message times.  

- Asymmetric data transfer: In general, DAUs transmit a lot of data and receive little or 
none. Data flows within the network are asymmetric. This is a problem for PTP as it 
assumes symmetry. However, tying in with the point above, the network load is 
generally known and it is possible to characterize and compensate for the errors 
introduced by asymmetric data flows.  

- Small size: By network standards even a large aircraft has a pretty small network. 
This makes it feasible to ensure that each node has only one or at most two switches 
between it and the grand master reducing the effect of switch jitter. 

- Environment: The environment for a flight data acquisition network is harsh. This 
presents two types of problems for PTP. Firstly, IEEE1588 enabled switches are not 
very common at this time and ruggedized versions are very limited. Secondly, 
different elements of the network are exposed to very different temperatures. This 
means that good quality clocks are required to ensure that drift between time updates 
is acceptable.  

3.3.2 Simple System 
In its simplest form, we can use IEEE1588 as a way of synchronizing DAUs in a distributed 
data acquisition system. With no switches, we assign one unit to be the grand master 
(optionally with IRIG or GPS time input) and use it to set the other controller clocks. This 
gives us a four-wire distributed unit with up to 64Mbps data throughput.  

KAM-500 KAM-500KAM-500

10
0B

as
eT

10
0B

as
eT

KAM-500 master
and grandmaster
clock

KAM-500 slave
and slave clock

KAM-500 slave
and slave clock

 

Figure 7: Simple distributed system 

3.3.3 Star network 
As the size and number of channels increases, and we need to interconnect various types of 
device, the network becomes more complex. However, we can still maintain synchronization. 
With more complex networks it may be necessary to optimize the network topology to reduce 
the number of nodes between any slave and the grand master and/or to use IEEE1588 enabled 
or transparent switches (Figure 8).  
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KAM-500

KAM-500

KAM-500KAM-500

Switch

3rd Party Equipment

GPS Time Source

1G Backbone

Workstations

Recorder

Switch

Grand Master

 

Figure 8: Complex network with extra elements 

4 CONCLUSION 
IEEE1588 is a strong candidate for a solution for the problem of synchronizing data 
acquisition systems in flight test – both within a test article and across multiple test articles. 
Further work is needed to characterize the inaccuracies that will exist across networks used in 
flight test. Particular attention must be paid to errors introduced by the peculiarities of flight 
test networks. 

Introducing PTP into existing modular data acquisition designs is straightforward and details 
of an implementation given show that legacy data acquisition system can easily be upgraded 
to adopt the new technology, enabling networked data acquisition without obsoleting existing 
inventory.  
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ABSTRACT  
CTEIP has launched the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project to foster 
advances in networking and telemetry technology to meet emerging needs of major test programs 
as well as within the Major Range and Test Facility Base’s.  This paper describes one objective of 
the vNET concept demonstration to provide a test vehicle instrumentation network architecture 
that can support additional capabilities for data access to the test vehicle.  Specifically, this paper 
addresses the expansion of the current concept demonstration with the incorporation of the IEEE-
1588 standard as the basis for a network time distribution mechanism.  Near-term network-based 
data acquisition systems will likely consist of a mix of standard IRIG 106 timekeeping and IEEE-
1588 timekeeping; in this paper we will examine the ramifications of using the two approaches 
with the same test vehicle instrumentation system. 

KEY WORDS 
IEEE-1588, Ethernet, iNET, vNET, Networking, IP 

PROGRAM BACKGROUND 
The Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) has launched the integrated 
Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project to foster advances in networking and telemetry 
technology to meet emerging needs of major test programs as well as within the Major Range and 
Test Facility Base’s.  However, before a decision was made to start the iNET execution program, 
an iNET study was performed to determine the feasibly and maturity of implementing network-
based technologies in a test environment.  This study defined a Telemetry Network System 
(TmNS) that would utilize traditional telemetry links in conjunction with a network-based 
telemetry link.  This basic approach allows for the integration of network-based systems without 
significantly affecting traditional telemetry systems.  The Telemetry Network System (Figure 1) is 
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divided into three focus areas; the Radio Frequency Network (rfNET), the test Vehicle Network 
(vNET), and the Ground Network Interface (gNET).  In order to advance existing efforts and 
respond to the need to gain insight into existing technologies relative to the Telemetry Network 
System, a concept demonstration utilizing Commercial Off The Self (COTS) equipment is being 
implemented.  The iNET project plans to demonstrate a baseline of existing technologies to show 
potential users the validity and benefits of adding a two-way data connection to the test vehicle.  A 
legacy serial streaming link will be implemented along with a burst-type multi-access network link 
for system control and data transmission.  The project objectives are to show the test community 
that a hybrid, networked/streaming telemetry system can provide a level of increased performance 
and decreased spectral utilization. 

Vehicle Data 
Acquisition 

Network 

Vehicle Data 
Acquisition 

Network Dedicated Legacy 
TM Link

Dedicated Legacy 
TM Link 

Dedicated Legacy TM Link 
Vehicle Data 
Acquisition 

Network 

Figure 1:  Telemetry Network
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of the elements of the JSF high-speed instrumentation components: the AIM-2004.  This 
multiplexer/recorder [2] was enhanced to provide an external 100Base-T Ethernet interface and its 
software was augmented to provide real-time external control of the recording media and real-time 
data extraction independent of its normal recording process.  Additionally, the AIM-2004 was 
extended to support an exploratory communications protocol to facilitate real-time communication 
with airborne flight test instrumentation from mission support stations. 

In the first phase of the concept demonstration, IRIG time was utilized as an external time source.  
In the second phase, IEEE-1588 Network Time Grandmaster will also be utilized to distribute 
time.  So in this phase, time distribution will be accomplished via the network utilizing IEEE-1588 
and traditional IRIG B.  The network time grandmaster being utilized provides timing that 
synchronizes IRIG B with the IEEE-1588.  This demonstration will attempt to demonstrate time 
synchronization between the IEEE-1588 and traditional PCM based telemetry system.  This paper 
will discuss the need for time distribution, time synchronization, and time correlation in a 
traditional data acquisition environment.  Additionally, a short overview of the principles of IEEE 
1588 and how its works will be presented.  Finally, an overview of the enhanced overall concept 
demonstration with the addition of 1588-based time distribution is reviewed. 

TIMING 
The following definitions attempt to express idealized examples of some of the timing concepts.  
This is done in an attempt to avoid obscuring the important points.  In any “real” situation there 
would be physical tolerances associated with concepts like “simultaneous”. 

Asynchronous:  the time of acquisition of a sample occurs unpredictably in relationship to a timing 
reference clock. 

Isochronous:  the interval of acquisition of a sample occurs at a periodic rate 

Simultaneous Sampling:  the time of acquisition for multiple samples in multiple nodes occur 
synchronous with a single timing reference point. 

Synchronous:  the time of acquisition of a sample occurs precisely in phase with a timing reference 
clock. 

Time Alignment:  the process of evaluating, adjusting or calculating the phase relationship of two 
or more measurement groups relative to a timing reference clock. 

Time Correlation:  the relationship between the occurrence of events and a timing reference clock. 

Time Determinism:  the ability to predict the future occurrence of an event based on a timing 
reference clock. 

Time Distribution:  making available a single timing reference clock at multiple physical locations. 

Time Synchronization:  creating multiple local copies of a single timing reference clock that 
maintain the same phase relationship. 

BACKGROUND 
Most major flight test programs around the world use PCM-based data acquisition systems.  These 
systems are based on a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) scheme and are highly deterministic in 
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nature.  PCM systems are relatively small and use a simple design to execute and generate a PCM 
data stream.  The system may include a single unit or a group of units that form a distributed data 
acquisition system.  In most cases, a distributed system is synchronous by way of hardwired 
synchronization signals or through the use of a bus such as CAIS (Common Airborne 
Instrumentation Bus).  The format that controls the parameter acquisition sequence is generally 
located in the PCM/acquisition controller, and sometimes (based on the system manufacturer) a 
copy of that format or subset of that format may also reside in the remote acquisition units.  The 
format is executed in a time correlated way by simple state machines. 

The format consists of fixed instruction commands operating at a highly precise PCM word rate.  
Each command instruction within the format is transmitted in the system to the appropriate channel 
for data sampling.  Data is sampled synchronously to the overall PCM word rate and format 
sequence.  Data arrival at the PCM output is pipelined with a fixed delay for all channels in order 
to provide a PCM output channel sequence identical to the user input format sequence. 

Format Instruction
Sequence A B C K L M N

A B C K L M N

Channel Sample

PCM Output

Fix delay Instruction
Fech to Channel

sample

Fix delay Channel
sample to PCM output

Figure 2:  Synchronous PCM Format 

Time distribution is done separately from the data path in a PCM data acquisition system.  In 
general, units operating in a distributed data acquisition system require external time wiring.  The 
time is used to time tag asynchronous avionic bus data and other acquired asynchronous events.  
Time is also used for time tagging each PCM minor frame.  Time distribution units may be 
required when a very large data acquisition system is used.  In most cases, this requires additional 
wiring to distribute IRIG time (A/B/G modulated or DC time) for each unit requiring time.  IRIG 
time is further refined by the acquisition units to provide a typical time tagging uncertainty within 
10 microseconds and a resolution of 1 microsecond. 

PCM data acquisition systems provide a high level of accuracy for global timing synchronization.  
This is due to the time division multiplex nature of the system, and the distribution of the PCM 
controller’s clocks to all units in the system.  Although such a system is highly synchronized, 
designers and users make several synchronization assumptions that should be understood.  These 
assumptions include: 

• Zero time delay in system wiring between data acquisition units operating in a distributed 
architecture 
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• All synchronization signals are part of the communication busses between data acquisition 
units 

• Data samples are controlled and sequenced by a single PCM controller or multiple 
synchronized controllers 

 

The zero-time-delay-in-wiring assumption should always be reevaluated when simultaneous 
sampling is used within a distributed system.  This is because it is common to find 1 to 200 feet of 
wiring between remote data acquisition units.  If one looks at the standard CAIS Bus cable (Mil-C-
17/176-00002) it has an electrical signaling delay of 1.5 nanosecond/foot, the propagation delay 
between multiple units can be as much as 6 nanoseconds (4 feet) to 225 nanoseconds (150 feet).  
Therefore, two units receiving simultaneous sample signals may see the signal at a slightly 
different time.  This time can be over 200 nanoseconds for 125 feet separation.  Another example 
is Category 5 cable, which has propagation delay of 1.7 nanosecond/foot.  At the maximum 
100BaseTx cable length, which is 328 feet, the time difference can be over 500 nanoseconds. 

Inherently, while packet networks offer many advantages over a traditional PCM architecture, they 
suffer from at least one significant shortcoming: timing accuracy.  Accurate time distribution 
within a packet network has been difficult to accomplish to date.  Some of the possible approaches 
to achieving time synchronization in a packet network include those listed in  table 1 below.  
However, of the approaches described table 1, IEEE 1588 seems to hold the most promise in the 
near term. 

 SNTP GPS IRIG 1588 

Application Area Global Global 10’s of feet 100’s of feet 

Communication Internet Satellite Cabling LAN 

Accuracy Few mS < uS Few uS < uS 

Administration Configured N/A Configured Self 

Special Hardware No Receiver FPGA FPGA 

Table 1:  Network Timing Distribution 

A LITTLE ABOUT 1588 

[3]Measurement and control systems are widely used in traditional test and measurement 
applications and many other areas of modern technology.  The timing requirements placed on 
measurement control systems are becoming increasingly stringent.  Traditionally these 
measurement control systems have been implemented in a centralized architecture (star topology) 
in which the timing constraints are controlled through careful attention to communication 
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technologies with deterministic latency.  In a distributed communication network architecture it 
typically has a less stringent timing specifications than the more specialized technologies utilized 
today.  In particular, Ethernet communications are becoming more common in measurement 
applications.  This has led to alternate means for enforcing the timing requirements in such 
systems.  One such technique is the use of system components that contain real-time clocks, all of 
which are synchronized to each other within the system, which is very common in the computing 
industry.  When these computers interact via Local Area Networks or the Internet the most widely 
used technique for synchronizing the clocks is the Network Time Protocol, NTP, or the related 
SNTP.  Measurement control systems have a number of requirements that must be met by a clock 
synchronization technology.  Some these include; timing uncertainties within the microsecond 
range, synchronization of samples, minimum timing errors due to spatial separation, minimize 
setup of timing control, low cost implementation, and minimal utilization of resources. 

IEEE 1588 addresses the clock synchronization requirements of measurement and control systems.  
The objective of IEEE 1588 standard [4] is to define a protocol enabling precise synchronization of 
clocks in measurement and control systems implemented with technologies such as network 
communication, local computing and distributed objects.  The protocol will be applicable to 
systems communicating by local area networks supporting multicast messaging including but not 
limited to Ethernet.  The protocol will enable heterogeneous systems that include clocks of various 
inherent precision, resolution and stability to synchronize.  The protocol will support system-wide 
synchronization accuracy in the sub-microsecond range with minimal network and local clock 
computing resources.  The default behavior of the protocol will allow simple systems to be 
installed and operated without requiring the administrative attention of users. 

The standard was approved in 2002 and it has been demonstrated to be able to achieve accuracies 
in the range of 100-300 nanoseconds across real-world local area networks.  The standard works 
on the simple principle of clock adjustment.  A master node on the network whose clock has been 
determined to be the most accurate (see the 1588 standard for a discussion of how this is done) 
sends its time to a slave node.  If the transfer of time were simultaneous, then the two clocks on the 
network would be synchronized.  This is false as there are many sources of delay in sending an IP 
message from one network node to another.  If we knew the delay caused by the transmission of 
the message, we could add that to the received clock time and easily synchronize the clock in the 
slave to that in the master.  There are two sources to the delay in transfer; that caused by the 
software IP stack and operating system and that caused by the network itself.  See Figure 3 below: 

Messages sent and received by the software are affected by a constant process (number of lines of 
code needing to be executed, distance between nodes on the network) and by a varying process 
(task switching, memory management, caching, interrupt latency, bus arbitration, packet queuing, 
switching, etc…) which result in a constant latency (delay) and a varying latency (delay variation 
or jitter).  IEEE 1588 achieves its high accuracy by inserting hardware time stamping units in the 
network physical transport layer to order to eliminate the impact of these processes (delay and 
jitter) on the time synchronization of clocks between two nodes in the network.  The time stamping 
units are inserted between the Ethernet PHY and MAC devices on the MII bus and monitor all 
packets being sent and received between the node and any other device on the network.  Packets 
being sent by the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) (a component of the IEEE 1588 standard) are 
recognized and time stamped as they are sent and received and those times are made available to 
both the master and slave nodes for use in computing the delay and jitter found in the system. 
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Figure 3 IEEE 1588 Delay and Jitter 

The PTP protocol makes use of 4 messages to compute the offset (the difference between the 
master clock and the slave clock’s absolute value) and the delay (the transit time of messages thru 
the system between the master and slave nodes).  These messages are called Sync, Follow_Up, 
Delay_Req, and Delay_Resp.  By making use of the hardware time stamping units to record the 
precise send and receive times for the Sync and Delay_Req messages, the slave node can precisely 
align its local clock to track the value maintained in the master node.  A graphical overview of this 
process is illustrated below.  For more detail of the mathematics behind this algorithm, see the 
IEEE 1588 specification. 

Figure 4:  Synchronization Process 
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Once multiple data acquisition nodes have synchronized their local clocks to the global master 
clock, simultaneous sampling of distributed parameters becomes possible.  However, the principal 
on which this process operates is very different from an IRIG synchronized system.  A PCM-based 
data acquisition system triggers simultaneous sampling via reception of a global signal transmitted 
either in-band or out-of-band of the timing reference source.  The accuracy of this operation 
depends upon the timing skew introduced by the transmission of the signal over the wiring 
between the individual units.  In a 1588-based data acquisition system, the sampling is triggered by 
all units reaching a previously agreed upon timing marker.  The accuracy of this operation depends 
upon the overall system time determinism.  The timing skew is dependent upon the overall 
accuracy of the unit’s local clock, whereas the skew is independent of any signal path propagation 
delays within the network during operation. 

VEHICLE NETWORK CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION 

Phase One 

The test Vehicle Network (vNET) is the network internal to the test article that interconnects the 
Data Acquisition, Archive, Sensors, and Onboard Processing systems.  In the aircraft segment of 
the phase one concept demonstration, the key element of the vNET portion is the AIM-2004 [2] 
with its associated solid-state drive.  This airborne multiplexer is designed to accept inputs various 
high speed data sources, including PCM and Ethernet data.  In addition to providing data 
multiplexing and recording services, this unit can operate as a CAIS remote data acquisition node 
that provides selected data from the I/O cards and unit status information for transmission.  For 
purposes of the phase one concept demonstration, the software on the AIM-2004 had been 
modified to allow the Ethernet card to function as a two-way communication channel to the system 
rather than a data acquisition interface.  In order to service IP packets sent to and from this 
interface, a HTTP web server has been added to the AIM-2004 system software firmware.  This 
server provides a back-end interface to the standard data acquisition and switch software that 
manages the multiplexer.  On the ground, the gNET portion of the network consists of a general-
purpose computer that contains a user application that communicates over TCP/IP with the HTTP 
server on the aircraft.  The application provides the link between the Omega Data Processing 
station [5] that manages the incoming telemetry data and the aircraft portion of vNET.  The 
application translates requests for missing PCM frames from the Processing Station into the 
communications protocol [6] for transmission over the rfNET to the aircraft. 

Phase Two 
In the phase two concept demonstration, several additions have been made to the existing 
functionality implemented in phase one.  First, the overall system has been made network-centric 
thru the addition of an Ethernet switch and network-based data acquisition units.  The AIM-2004 
itself has been extended with the addition of an ETN-304E card that interfaces with the network 
switch.  In addition to its function of allowing a remote user to perform data mining, the AIM-2004 
has been enhanced to allow for recording of IP packets received from this card.  Therefore, any 
PCM data received directly on the AIM-2004 using its PCI-304 card or IP packets containing PCM 
data received over the network can be recorded and mined.  The switch used for this demonstration 
is a specially developed airborne 10/100/1000 Ethernet switch with built-in support for IEEE 1588.  
Its primary function is to switch IP packets between nodes within the network and distribute 1588 
or IRIG time from its built-in GPS receiver. 
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Additionally, two other data acquisition nodes have been added to the system: a video acquisition 
unit and a PCM gateway unit.  The video acquisition unit provides single analog video and audio 
inputs that are compressed using the MPEG-2 standard and transmitted as IP packets using the 
IRIG Chapter 10 specification.  All video and audio parameters are HTTP programmable via the 
network fabric for data rate, resolution, data source (Composite, RGB, etc.), time insertion 
ON/OFF, location of time in the picture frame, video format, etc.  The PCM-to-Network Gateway 
unit facilitates the connection of legacy PCM-based systems to a networked system.  The gateway 
accepts PCM clock and data and provides a major/minor frame correlator; timestamps minor 
frames using the network IEEE-1588 time, and packetizes data in Chapter 10 format for 
transmission on the network.  The source of data for the PCM gateway is the MCDAU, the same 
PCM source being used for input to the AIM-2004.  Using the same PCM stream for both the 
AIM-2004 and the PCM gateway allows us to compare the relationship and accuracy of using a 
mixed IRIG and 1588 based data acquisition system by comparing and analyzing the timestamps 
recorded in each synchronous data stream.  The complete phase two concept demonstration is 
shown in Figure 5.  The elements of the phase one demonstration system are shown enclosed in 
dotted lines. 

Figure 5:  vNET Concept Démonstration Phase 2 
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CONCLUSION 
A PCM-based data acquisition timing methodology is fundamentally different than any 
Network-based data acquisition timing methodology.  The reasons for these differences have 
been discussed throughout this paper.  The power and flexibility of network-centric data 
acquisition architectures make them attractive as a migration path for future avionics acquisition 
systems.  However, in order for a network-centric architecture to succeed, communication of 
timing must be an intrinsic function of behavior as is communication of data.  The development 
of the IEEE 1588 standard and its accuracy makes it an attractive solution for communication of 
timing in an IP network.  Any proposed network data acquisition-based system implementation 
will need to follow an evolutionary approach rather than a revolutionary one, as the need to 
maintain some form of compatibility with existing test infrastructure is required.  The phase two 
concept demonstration is a step in this direction by allowing us to extend the existing IRIG based 
implementation by adding a 1588-based timing implementation and recording data collected by 
both systems simultaneously.  The implementation of the phase two concept demonstration is 
expected to be complete the summer of 2006 with results being presented at ITC 2006. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Time has always been the elusive fourth dimension – until now.  Using a common programming 
language and a network-to-PCM interface, the power to generate time codes is facilitated using a 
non-traditional approach.  This novel approach to time simulation addresses the common 
conundrums concerning time code simulation and testing.  Practical applications will be 
discussed along with an intriguing technical demonstration. 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

Motivation 
 
The Telemetry Data Center (TDC) at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) happened on time 
simulation merely out of curiosity.  Software decommutation had already been implemented to 
support a project with a complex telemeter.  This “soft decom” had proven that data processing 
could be done entirely in software without any special hardware.  This off-the-shelf computer 
was fast enough to process real-time data. 
 
This lead to logging binary files in real-time for development purposes.  The next step was to be 
able to playback the data from the computer.  With a few modifications, the soft decom could 
process a logged binary file.  This allowed development testing quite a bit of latitude.  
Development tests could be run from the computer without tying up a complete telemetry 
system.  However, this method could not check out the mission configuration of the existing 
hardware systems.   
 
In order to carry out such a test, there would need to be a data bridge that could easily convert 
network data to PCM such that it would be clocked out at the necessary bit rate.  The NetAcquire 
F20-SIO unit has that capability.  This unit can be given a network data stream and can clock out 
data at a specified bit rate.  This is now a reliable data-to-PCM bridge.  The logged data in the 
computer can be fed through the existing hardware systems for testing purposes.  There is one 
small snag:  time. 
 
This setup does not have the capacity to use playback timing.  In fact it cannot even pass 
coordinated universal time (UTC).  This poses a serious problem:  how do you test a telemetry 
processing system without the useful reference point of playback timing?  Moreover, how do you 
process telemetry data real-time without time? 
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This is the motivation to use the tools of soft decom to generate IRIG B time.  First, a description 
of the equipment used is necessary. 
 
 
NetAcquire F20-SIO 
 
The NetAcquire F20-SIO server consists of four serial input/output (SIO) channels, two network 
interface cards (NIC), an IRIG B time card, and a Pentium 4 3.2 GHz processor running 
NetAcquire’s version of the RTX operating system. See Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1 – A NetAcquire F20-SIO 
 

 
 
The F20 is a server and therefore can be accessed from a remote computer using a web browser.  
NetAcquire recommends using Netscape.   The web pages that control the F20 reside on the 
server.  The SIO (Figure 1.2a) and TCP/IP Gateway (Figure 1.2b) pages were used to configure 
the F20 for time simulation. 
 

_______________________________ 
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Figure 1.2a – The SIO Configuration page on the F20 
 

 
 
Figure 1.2b – The TCP/IP Configuration page on the F20 
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Apple Dual G5 and GNU Software package 
 
The computer used for time simulation is an Apple computer with Dual 2.5 GHz PowerPC G5 
processors, 4 GB SDRAM, no internal hard drives, and two NICs.  The Apple computer is run 
by an external 60 GB LaCie hard drive with Mac OS X version 10.3.9.  See Figure 1.3.  
All of the time simulation files are coded in C.  The GNU software package, including Emacs, is 
used to code, compile, and debug the program.  Emacs provides a command line-friendly 
environment and the ease of an accessible compiler, gcc, and debugger, gdb. 
 
Figure 1.3 – An Apple G5 with external hard drive 
 

 
 
 
IRIG B Timing 
 
In order for time simulation to occur, one question had to be answered:  what does IRIG B 
Timing look like?  The simplest way to understand this analog signal is to represent it in a digital 
PCM-like form.  See Figure 1.4.  

_______________________________ 
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Figure 1.4 – IRIG B Timing in DC Code 
 

 
This is referred to as DC Code.  The time frame is represented as one bit for each millisecond, a 
rate of 1 KHz.  Each element is ten bits, or ten ms, and each section has ten elements, or 100 ms, 
and each frame has ten sections, or 1 second.  An element can have one of three values:  post, 
mark, or space.  A post is defined as eight “ones” and two “zeros”.  A mark is defined as five 
“ones” and five “zeros”.  A space is defined as two “ones” and eight “zeros”.  These definitions 
allow for a simple binary representation of a one-second IRIG B Timing frame. 
 
A time frame consists of seconds, minutes, hours, days, and years in a binary coded decimal 
(BCD) format and time of day in straight binary seconds.  The first section begins and ends with 
a post.  All other sections end with a post.  There are three sections that are reserved for control 
functions that may be populated in the future.  Following is a table showing where the time 
components are located in the frame.  See Table 1.1. 
 
Table 1.1 – Time component locations 
 

Section # Time Component
1 BCD Seconds
2 BCD Minutes
3 BCD Hours
4 BCD Days
5 BCD Days
6 Time Sync Status
7 BCD Years
8 Control Functions
9 Time of Day (Straight Binary Seconds)
10 Time of Day (Straight Binary Seconds)  

_______________________________ 
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Trak Systems Modular Time Code Processor 
 
The unit used to test the simulated time is the Trak Systems Modular Time Code Processor 
model 9000B.  This unit has four basic operating modes:  Standalone, Synchronized Generator, 
Reader/Generator, and Time Code Reader.  In order to use the simulated time the timing unit 
must be set in Reader/Generator mode.  This mode allows the unit to read and output IRIG B 
timing.  The unit was also set to read DC Code for IRIG B.   
 
 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Layout 
 
Now that all of the equipment has been identified, the next step is to clarify the physical 
connections.  The time simulator code resides in the G5.  The G5 is connected to a NetAcquire 
F20-SIO server via an Ethernet network.  The F20-SIO server connects to the Trak Systems 
Modular Time Code Processor via coaxial cable.  The Time Code Processor is connected to 
existing Telemetry Data Handling Systems (TDHS) that require timing through coaxial cable.  
See Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 – Layout Diagram 
 
 

G5     F20-SIO    Time Code Processor       TDHS 
 
 
The Code 
 
The time simulator code consists of two main parts:  Initialization and Steady State.  As a 
minimum Initialization establishes a TCP/IP connection to the NetAcquire F20-SIO at a well-
known port and asks for a start time in “hours:minutes:seconds” format.  If this connection fails, 
so will the program.  During this one-time-only part of execution, other housekeeping tasks are 
performed as needed.  The time simulator now enters the Steady State. 
 
The Steady State is really a continuous loop that calls three functions: 
build_and_update_2d_lookup_table(), build_frame_for_time_stream(&f20sio_time_frame[0]), 
and send_data_to_f20sio(&f20sio_time_frame[0]). 
 
In build_and_update_2d_lookup_table() a 4- x 100-element two-dimensional array is initialized.  
Each element is in a 32-bit container.  This array represents four IRIG B time frames, or 4 
seconds of time.  It is initialized during the first call to the function and updated in every call.  
The initialization places the posts in their respective locations as mentioned above and spaces 
elsewhere.  This function gets called every four seconds. 
 
In the IRIG B DC Code representation, one time frame is 1000 bits long.  Interestingly enough 
this representation is byte-divisible.  However, the elements are only 10 bits long and so each 
element must be extracted from the two-dimensional array and “streamed” into a one-

_______________________________ 
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dimensional array.  The build_frame_for_time_stream(&f20sio_time_frame[0]) function does 
exactly that.  The f20sio_time_frame[0] array is one-dimensional with 32-bit containers.  Even 
though one time frame is byte-divisible, it is not int-divisible, or 4-byte-divisible.  This is the 
purpose for using four time frames as a buffer.  This streamed array, four time frames neatly 
packed in 32-bit containers, is what is sent to the F20-SIO server. 
 
The send_data_to_f20sio($f20sio_time_frame[0]) function takes the streamed array and sends it 
to the F20-SIO server via the TCP/IP connection.  Since this array represents four seconds of 
time, it is going to take the F20-SIO server four seconds to clock out the data at the IRIG B rate 
of 1 KHz.  The reason for using the F20-SIO server is that the server will throttle the data from 
the G5.  In other words, the G5 has to wait until the F20-SIO server has taken all of the data 
before it can send the next batch of time frames.  The F20-SIO server preserves the bit rate of the 
timing data and is fed into the Time Code Processor.  The timing unit does not notice a 
difference and so it locks up on the DC Code representation in a matter of seconds. 
 
This is how time is simulated at the TDC at WSMR. 
 
 

APPLICATIONS 
 

Future Digital Data Recording/Playback on a Computer 
 
One useful application of this technology is digital data recording and playback using a 
commercial-off-the-shelf computer, i.e. an Apple G5 computer.  Using the F20-SIO it is feasible 
to record data and timing onto a hard drive.  With this system data could be reconstructed into 
PCM effortlessly, however playback timing was lost.  Only the data could be reconstructed.  This 
method of time generation allows playback timing to be reconstructed as well as the data.  This 
introduces a new obstacle: data-driven timing vs. time-driven data. 
 
The flexibility of this system can allow for both.  Only one solution is practical:  time-driven 
data.  Data-driven timing means that the data will not have any dropouts.  The actual dropouts 
are reflected in shifts in time.  This is not practical due to the nature of timing units and the IRIG 
B time frame.  It takes a matter of seconds for a timing unit to lock on to the timing signal.  It 
would be hard to identify a time reference for any drop in data since the timing unit would be 
trying to resolve the jump in time.  
 
Time-driven data, on the other hand, would incorporate skips in the data by simply zeroing the 
frame synchronization pattern of the frame.  The data can now be accurately represented with all 
of its data gaps.  Time would not fluctuate. 
 
 
Diagnostic Tools with Simulated Timing 
 
Another useful application of time generation is Latency Measurements.  By specifying the start 
time, the generated timing signal could be piped through all timing channels and then measured 
at the origination point for total latency.  This would provide ranges with accurate measurements 
of latencies between stations. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
With the capability of producing a telemetry PCM stream from a binary file residing on disk, 
other applications abound:  simulation building, data correction, time correction, data merging, 
and frame building.  For all of these to be viable, time generation is essential. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
As the rates and numbers of serial telemetry data streams increase, the cost of timely, efficient 
and robust distribution of those streams increases faster. Without alternatives to traditional point-
to-point serial distribution, the complexity of the infrastructure will soon overwhelm potential 
benefits of the increased stream counts and rates. Utilization of multiplexing algorithms in Field-
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), coupled with universally available Internet Protocol (IP) 
switching technology, provides a low-latency, time-data correlated multi-stream distribution 
solution. This implementation has yielded zero error IP transport and regeneration of multiple 
serial streams, maintaining stream to stream skew of less than 10 nsec, with end-to-end latency 
contribution of less than 15 msec. Adoption of this technique as a drop-in solution can greatly 
reduce the costs and complexities of maintaining pace with the changing serial telemetry 
community. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 
Multiplexing, Telemetry, Field-Programmable Gate Array, Internet Protocol, low-latency, time-
data correlation. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Remote collection of telemetry on test ranges presents a variety of system design issues. One of 
the main concerns is how the collected data arrives at the central data processing facility. When 
post-event transfer of recorded data is not an acceptable option, a communication method that 
provides immediate transfer is required. There are a variety of options available that include 
direct connection, re-modulation for RF transmission on line-of-sight links, and WAN/LAN 
networks. The profusion of network infrastructure devices has greatly reduced the cost of 
implementing an IP solution for real-time data distribution. However, IP-based solutions have 
latency and time-data correlation issues that must be solved. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
The primary goal of any distribution system for remotely collected data is to function effectively 
as a long wire. Signals originating at the distant source should appear at the central processing 
facility without errors and with their original timing relationships. One way of minimizing the 
number of connections between the remote and local sites, and at the same time preserving the 
relationship between independent signal sources, is to multiplex the data into a single aggregate 
stream at the remote location. The aggregate data is then transferred to the central facility and 
demultiplexed back into the original streams (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Remote Collection System Using Networks 

 
The data to be transmitted could include timing signals (IRIG), demodulated and bit 
synchronized telemetry data (PCM streams), digitized analog signals (e.g., received signal 
power), or discrete status indicators (e.g., bit sync lock). The aggregated data is then sent to the 
destination facility using TCP/IP messaging over the existing wide area or local area network 
infrastructure. The demultiplexer system on the other end simultaneously regenerates the original 
streams so that the processing devices think they are tied directly to the source. Processing of the 
data can also be performed at the local site in parallel if multiple remote sites sources are 
available, addressing single point of failure scenarios and allowing multi-stream combination 
(best source selection) to guarantee data quality. 
 
In some applications, it is necessary to send the same source, or a subset, to multiple 
destinations. Figure 2 shows a system concept where Sites B and C are receiving all the data 
from Site A but Site D is only getting PCM data. This allows range users, for example, to receive 
only the data they are interested in at their own facilities and not be burdened by data related to 
the infrastructure (e.g., range safety). 
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Figure 2. Data Distribution Using Networks 

 
RT Logic has produced a solution called the T500MX Gateway to meet these operational 
requirements. The Gateway is a variable-rate, multiplexer-demultiplexer system that provides a 
low-latency, time-data correlated, IP network connection between a source and one or more 
destinations. Inputs to the system are serial clock and data pairs at any rate from 0 to 30 Mbps, 
plus an analog IRIG-B or IRIG-G timing signal. The system automatically detects the input bit 
rate so that it never requires operator input for the expected rate. Whatever shows up on a 
multiplexer input port will be recreated on the corresponding demultiplexer output port. This 
feature not only simplifies configuration of the system but also seamlessly delivers links with 
variable data rates. 
 
Timing differences between the source and destination master clocks are automatically 
compensated so that the output clock rates are identical to the input rates. The multiplexer and 
demultiplexer systems do not have a common master clock signal since they are not typically in 
close proximity to each other. Even though they could be driven from highly stable and accurate 
10 MHz reference signals that might have frequency differences of less than 1 ppm, adjustment 
at the demultiplexer is always necessary to avoid data overrun or underrun. The demultiplexer 
has logic that detects if data is starting to back up, or is drying up, and adjusts its clock 
generators accordingly. In addition to regenerating signals that match the input rates, this feature 
has the added benefit of removing input jitter. 
 
In some applications, it is critical to deliver the remotely collected data to a central facility as 
quickly as possible. Other applications might require a settable, constant latency, for example as 
an aid to multiple-source, data correlation algorithms. The T500MX provides a fixed, settable 
latency as low as 15 msec, excluding the latency of the network itself. The minimum latency is 
driven by the maximum variation in latency from packet to packet on the network. If the latency 
on a packet ever exceeds the set point, data underrun occurs since the demultiplexer will not 
have any data to regenerate. When data finally arrives at the demultiplexer, it is immediately 
output; however, the recipients of the data will have experienced a gap in the stream. Every 
aggregate packet created by the multiplexer includes a time tag with extended resolution down to 
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100 nsecs. When IRIG is available at both the multiplexer and demultiplexer, the system reports 
the current, minimum, and maximum one-way latency which can then be used by the operator to 
set the latency to the lowest value that will not produce underrun. 
 
Processing devices on the demultiplexer side could require a timing signal along with the PCM 
stream. They might also assume a certain relationship between two PCM streams in order to 
extract or combine data from the two streams. In both these cases, it is critical to track and 
replicate the original timing relationship between all the signals input to the multiplexer. The 
T500MX holds stream-to-stream skew to less than 10 nsec, including IRIG. This value is far 
below the 1% variation allowed by the IRIG 200-04 specification, and contributes only a small 
amount to the frame-to-frame variation reported by devices that use IRIG to time-tag PCM data, 
like frame syncs and decommutators. Most of the reported differences will come from jitter in 
the IRIG carrier. 
 
The IP scheme used by the multiplexer to send aggregate data to the demultiplexer consists of 
variable-length messages with a fixed amount of overhead per stream. This approach minimizes 
the amount of network bandwidth required for transmission. In certain applications where the IP 
message must be converted to a fixed-rate, serial stream for transfer via satellite link or over 
standard telephony lines, the T500MX can be configured to output a fixed-sized packet instead 
of its normal variable-length message. It can also output a serial aggregate stream directly in 
place of an IP message. When using a fixed-sized packet scheme, however, data loss can occur 
whenever the sum of the data rates (plus overhead) exceeds the fixed rate. 
 
 

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Figure 3 shows the T500MX system architecture. The multiplexer and demultiplexer use 
identical hardware, which consists of a standard high-reliability server and an RT Logic RTL-
DFP-PCI. The RTL-DFP-PCI is a general-purpose card with a Virtex-II Pro FPGA, a significant 
amount of SDRAM, and many I/O lines. The FPGA’s firmware, is downloaded from a file when 
the server is powered on. Different files are downloaded to configure the T500MX as either a 
multiplexer or a demultiplexer. 
 
The T500MX application software is minimal. On the multiplexer side, the software is primarily 
used to read the SDRAM content on the RTL-DFP-PCI and put it on the network. On the 
demultiplexer, the software reads packets off the network and writes them to the SDRAM on its 
RTL-DFP-PCI. The actual multiplexing and demultiplexing functions are handled by the 
firmware without any other software intervention. 
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Figure 3. Hardware Elements 

 
The central element in the multiplexer-demultiplexer implementation is the RTL-DFP-PCI (see 
Figure 4). It is a half-length, short format PCI card that supports 64-bit transfers at a max bus 
speed of 66 MHz. The PCI bus interfaces to a Xilinx Virtex2 Pro FPGA, which is connected to 
32 pair of differential I/O lines. The board can be populated with RS-422, or LVDS drivers and 
receivers to provide a total of 16 input and 16 output clock and data sets. All the digital I/O is 
divided between two high-density SCSI connectors on the rear of the card. Four banks of 
SDRAM provide a total of 512 Mb of 100 MHz memory. Each bank can be independently 
addressed and is configured as 8 Mwords of memory (16-bit words). An analog-to-digital 
converter is fed from a BNC connector on the rear connector panel, which is used in this 
application to digitize an IRIG-B or IRIG-G signal. There is also an analog comparator tied to 
the analog input, which is used to convert the IRIG carrier directly to a zero-crossing clock 
which provides highly accurate timing information used by the time-data correlation logic. A 
digital-to-analog converter is used to regenerate the IRIG-B or IRIG-G signal from the 
demultiplexer. Its output is also routed to a BNC connector on the rear. A third BNC connector 
on the rear is for a 10 MHz reference signal which feeds an onboard PLL multiplier chip. A 
second PLL multiplier chip is fed by an onboard 20 MHz crystal and is used when an external 
reference is not available or not desired. All multiplexer-demultiplexer functions, except the 
interface with the network, reside in the FPGA. 
 

     

Figure 4. RTL-DFP-PCI Card 
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The firmware for both the multiplexer and demultiplexer is based on the concept of a Time Slice, 
which is simply a collection of bits for a fixed time period (see Figure 5). The duration of a Time 
Slice is programmable but must be the same on both sides, and determines the minimum latency. 
The nominal value is 2 msec since most bit rates in today’s telemetry systems are at least 1 kbps. 
When bit rates are so slow that no clock transitions are detected within the Time Slice, additional 
data is required by the demultiplexer for proper data regeneration. Using a Time Slice duration 
that guarantees at least one bit per stream actually helps minimize network bandwidth. However, 
this may be of little concern depending on the available bandwidth of the underlying network. 
The latency will always be at least two Time Slices in duration, one for collection by the 
multiplexer and the second for regeneration by the demultiplexer. In practice, the uncertainty for 
software to service the firmware, the normal operation of the various IP layers and sharing the 
available network bandwidth with other devices adds to the minimum latency needed to avoid 
data underrun. 
 

 
Figure 5. Time Slice Diagram  

 
The demultiplexer regenerates the data by calculating a frequency for a clock generator based on 
the total bits collected during the Time Slice and the duration of a Time Slice. Clocks 
accompanying live or playback input data streams have jitter, which is removed during collection 
and regeneration by calculating an average bit rate across the entire Time Slice. The clock 
generators in the demultiplexer use Numerically Controlled Oscillators (NCO), which have 
intrinsic jitter based on the ratio of the generated clock to the NCO’s reference clock. This type 
of jitter is typically more acceptable to bit syncs and clock recovery devices since it is very 
periodic, opposed to the stochastic nature of jitter from live or recorded data. Devices that rely on 
the demultiplexer clock output, such as frame syncs, decryptors and decommutators, are immune 
to jitter. 
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Knowing the total number of bits in a Time Slice is not sufficient for ensuring tight time-data 
correlation. If the demultiplexer simply started the data regeneration process for all streams at the 
beginning of a Time Slice, the original stream-to-stream relationship observed by the multiplexer 
would be lost. Additional information is recorded by the multiplexer to pinpoint the position of 
the first and last rising-edge of the clock on each input stream (see Figure 5). The initial and final 
offsets act to anchor the regenerated data stream for a Time Slice while all other clock edges will 
be determined by the NCO value computed for the Time Slice. Since all streams are anchored in 
the same way relative to the Time Slice boundary, their relative timing is preserved. The error in 
recreating the actual initial and final clock edges is plus or minus one period of the 120 MHz 
reference clock (8.5 nsec). In addition to the sampling error, measurements of channel-to-
channel skew will also be affected by inherent jitter in each stream which could vary from bit to 
bit, in the worst case. Feeding the same stream into all channels and measuring both their 
channel-to-channel skew and each channels delay from the same point on the IRIG signal shows 
the errors introduced solely by the multiplexer-demultiplexer process. 
 
The demultiplexer is responsible for ensuring that the regenerated output bit rates exactly match 
the input rates at the multiplexer so that underrun or overrun will not occur. The control 
parameter that increases or decreases all bit rates simultaneously is the number of reference 
clocks in a Time Slice. The Time Slice duration is set during multiplexer initialization by 
converting it to a count of the number of reference clocks. The demultiplexer is initialized to the 
same value but it changes the count based on the current latency. A proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) loop is employed to smoothly adjust the demultiplexer Time Slice duration. The 
error term fed into the loop is the difference between the target and current latencies expressed as 
the number of backlogged Time Slice buffers. For example, if the target latency is 10 msec and 
the Time Slice duration is 2 msec, the demultiplexer should have four Time Slices as backlog. 
 
 

FIRMWARE OPERATION 
 
The firmware downloaded to the FPGA at boot time determines if the T500MX’s internal RTL-
DFP-PCI acts like a multiplexer or a demultiplexer. No physical changes are required on the 
card, only configuration of the direction of the I/O lines will be affected. The firmware design for 
both the multiplexer and the demultiplexer is channelized to prevent slower streams from 
impacting higher rate streams. 
 
Data entering the multiplexer passes through the Input Selector block which allows substitution 
of any stream with a simulated signal (see Figure 6).  
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Figure 6. Multiplexer Firmware Block Diagram 

 
From there, the data and clock are synchronized by the Data Clk Sync logic to the reference 
clock domain. The Stream Data Capture function stores the state of the data line every time it 
detects a rising edge on the associated clock line. Bits are stored in the ping-pong memory when 
32 of them have been collected. This type of memory structure allows data capture in one of the 
memories while the other is being written to the main FIFO for transfer to the software. The 
Time Slice Packet Generator creates stream-level header words for the stream, which includes a 
data word count, stream ID, bit count, initial offset, and a final offset. The Mux Controller uses 
timing signals from the Time Slice Boundary Generator to close off collection and storage of the 
current Time Slice. It then starts the transfer of the Time Slice into the Time Slice FIFO by first 
writing header information from the Time Slice Status block. This header includes a sync 
pattern, byte count (viz., the sum of all stream packet bytes), a sequence number for detecting 
missed Time Slices, and a time-tag from the Time Tag Grabber, which has a resolution of 100 
nsec. It then proceeds to write the contents of each stream’s ping or pong memory into the Time 
Slice FIFO starting with the IRIG stream and continuing on with PCM channels in order from 
lowest to highest. The order is only important to the demultiplexer since it needs to distribute the 
data to its data regenerators in the same order or to a software application using the IP packets 
without reserialization. The software uses the Data Transfer interface to retrieve packets from the 
Time Slice FIFO whenever it is not empty. Retrieval uses the DMA engine built into the PCI 
interface chip on the RTL-DFP-PCI card to minimize software involvement and maximize 
transfer rates. 
 
Figure 7 shows how the Time Slice data is distributed and decoded by the demultiplexer. The 
Demux Controller uses timing signals from the Time Slice Boundary Generator to pre-fetch the 
header data for the next packet in the Time Slice FIFO. This data is used by the Time Slice 
Packet Reader to determine how many bytes need to be transferred for each channel, the number 
of bits that will be generated for this Time Slice and when the first clock edge occurs. It then 
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calculates a new NCO value for each stream based on the bit count, initial offset, and final offset. 
The current backlog buffer count is checked and used to update the PID loop in the Time Slice 
Boundary Generator. The demultiplexer also uses a ping-pong memory so that the data for the 
next Time Slice can be loading while the current Time Slice’s bits are playing out. The Stream 
Data Generator fetches 32 bits at a time and serializes the data at the NCO’s rate. Its clock stops 
during a data underrun. The Output Selector is used to substitute a simulated signal for any 
output channel and is useful for checking data integrity. The IRIG generator is different than the 
PCM generators since it creates an IRIG carrier signal with a digital direct synthesizer (DDS) 
and AM modulates it with the data transferred from the multiplexer. 
 

 
Figure 7. Demultiplexer Firmware Block Diagram 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The T500MX Gateway multiplexer-demultiplexer system provides low-latency transfer of IRIG and 
multiple PCM data streams over any IP network while preserving the time-data relationships. It is 
implemented on the RTL-DFP-PCI which is an FPGA-based, short PCI card that is compatible with 
differential RS-422 or LVDS signals. The cards can be installed in existing servers running Microsoft® 
Windows® 2000 or XP or, if guaranteed low-latency is paramount, a T500MX server-based solution is 
available from RT Logic which uses LINUX with real-time extensions. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes the design and successful development of an acoustic modem for potential 
use in underwater ecological sensor networks.  The presentation includes theoretical study, 
design and development of both software and hardware, laboratory experiments, full-scale field 
tests, and the documentation and analysis of field-test results. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The acoustic modem has previously been designed at the algorithmic level, and employs Gold 
code signaling with Matching Pursuits (MP) channel estimation.  Here, a software-defined 
implementation of the modem in the TI C6713 DSP device is presented.  An optimized version 
of the MP channel estimation algorithm is developed for real-time operations.  The modem will 
operate with a bandwidth of 6 kHz at the center frequency 24 kHz, with a data rate of 161 bps.  
The performance of channel order estimation based on MP residuals is verified.  A custom 
modem hardware solution is also developed based on the C6713 and laboratory prototype 
hardware for deployment in littoral environments. 
  
The presentation of this paper includes a full span of technical progress, ranging from theoretical 
study and design of the modem, laboratory experiments, full-scale field tests, to the 
documentation and analysis of field-test results. 
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DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
  
The modem is designed to have a minimum operating range of 100 meters, deployable at up to 
20 meters depth.  In terms of energy efficiency, it is designed to function with a minimum 90-
day deployed lifetime.  The design objectives reflect the core requirements of the ecological and 
oceanographic sensing research in littorals and bays [1].  The environments for which the 
modems are designed are noted for multi-path spreads of several milliseconds [2].  In addition, 
the communication channel often varies in time with high Doppler spread.   
 
Since the channel exhibits deep, narrow fades, the signal energy must be spread over a wide 
bandwidth.  For this, direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) techniques are applied [3].  Direct 
sequence is preferred over frequency hopping, because accurate channel estimates are not 
required to achieve optimal performance in a rapidly varying channel [4]. 
 
 

IMPLEMENTATION: HARDWARE 
 
A commercial DSP development system is used in the prototype modems.  The signal processing 
core is a TI C6713 DSP.  On-board digital support components include 8 MiB SDRAM, 512 kiB 
Flash, and an embedded JTAG debug controller.  On-board A/D and D/A converters provide 16 
bit resolution at sampling rates up to 96 kHz. 
 
A custom-built transducer forms the opposite end of the electronic signal chain, providing 
horizontal omnidirectional coverage in the 20 – 30 kHz range.  For transmission, a commercial 
single-chip class D power amplifier drives a transducer-specific matching network and automatic 
transmit/receive switch.  When the power amp is not operating, the transducer is connected to a 
low noise variable gain amplifier for reception. 
 
System power is supplied in the field by alkaline primary cells; secondary batteries were judged 
to have an excessively long payback time for their higher initial cost, and alkaline manganese 
dioxide is the most common and cost-effective primary chemistry.  Power conversion by highly 
efficient switching power supplies helps maximize battery life.  Exact figures are difficult to 
calculate in advance since they will depend on data rate and network topology [5]. 
 
 

IMPLEMENTATION: SOFTWARE 
 
The Matching Pursuits (MP) algorithm [6] provides an estimator for sparse channels [7, 8] – the 
basis for both symbol decision (MPDetect) and symbol synchronization (MPSync) algorithms 
[9].  MP takes the output of a conventional matched filter and iteratively cancels the strongest 
detected signal components.  A naïve approach would require that the signal be re-filtered after 
each cancellation step.  However, since the filter is linear, a second cancellation at the filter 
output may be performed instead.  This greatly reduces the computational cost.  To make a 
symbol decision, MP is run for each possible received symbol.  The decision is in favor of the 
symbol with the least energy in the uncanceled residue, i.e., the symbol which was easiest to 
match to the received signal.  
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Figure 1.  Auto-Cross correlation of Truncated Gold Codes, Symbols 8 and 1. 
 
The synchronization algorithm, MPSync, has a very similar structure to MPDetect.  It differs in 
that it operates over a double-length received signal and requires a known training symbol.  
Initially, the symbol matched filter output must exceed a threshold, indicating that a signal is 
present.  If this threshold is met, then MPSync continues with the same cancellations as in 
MPDetect.  Since the received signal spans two transmitted symbols, they must be the same 
(known) symbol.  Once a set number of paths have been detected, a channel estimate vector is 
produced.  This estimate is used to determine the most likely starting time of the received symbol, 
and the receiver symbol clock is adjusted to match. 
 
The signaling employs an 8-ary code orthogonal modulation using 56-chip Gold sequences [10] 
at a rate of 6000 chips per second.  Figure 1 shows the correlation of the Gold codes.  These chip 
sequences are applied to a root-raised-cosine filter with 30% excess bandwidth [10].  The 
resulting signal is digitally upconverted to 24 kHz center frequency and subsequently sent to the 
D/A converter.  A guard interval of quiet time is inserted between symbols to prevent inter-
symbol interference.  The length of the guard interval is set according to the maximum multi-
path spread to be tolerated.  The resultant symbol rate is approximately 54 Hz, representing 
about 161 bps.  
 
 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 
 
The development of the prototype is based on Texas Instruments' TMS320C6713 floating-point 
digital signal processor with the software implemented in the C programming language.  TI's 
Code Composer Studio development environment is utilized for integration.  The actual 
computations are almost exclusively fixed-point, so a compatible fixed-point DSP will be 
substituted in the future for reduced power consumption at a negligible speed penalty. 
 
For data transmission, because the preprocessed symbols are stored in channel-ready format, 
real-time signal processing is not required for the transmitter.  Therefore, data transmission is 
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designed to maintain a good level of simplicity.  Given a bit string for transmission, the 
transmitter only needs to determine the appropriate symbol indices and write samples to the D/A 
converter.  Since ample processor time is available for this operation, the processor busy-waits 
between samples.  For testing purposes, a fixed message is employed. 
 
The receiver is comprised of three main sections: (a) I/O, (b) receiver state machine, and (c) MP 
demodulation.  Incoming digital data from the onboard ADC is first buffered, digitally down-
converted to baseband, filtered, and subsequently passed on to the MP-based functions. 
 
Samples from the ADC are received by the DSP's serial port (McBSP), and then transferred by 
direct memory access (EDMA) to a circulating buffer pair.  Whenever one of these buffers fills, 
a hardware interrupt (HWI) is triggered.  The interrupt handler down-shifts the samples to the 
baseband, applies a root-raised-cosine low-pass filter [10], and outputs one sample into the 
baseband sample FIFO buffer. 
 
The receiver state machine is triggered every 10 ms.  However, if no samples are available from 
the FIFO buffer or one of the MP- functions is running, the state machine immediately returns.  
If a packet is not currently being received, samples are forwarded to MPSync until the result 
indicates that a signal is present.  At that point, the state machine corrects the symbol 
synchronization and begins forwarding samples to MPDetect.  When the expected number of 
symbols for a packet has been demodulated, the state machine returns to the initial state. 
 
Demodulation by MPSync and MPDetect proceeds substantially as previously discussed, 
although some practical issues remain.  The number of significant multipaths and threshold 
energy for detection must be estimated; efforts to automate this process have yielded mixed 
results. 
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Extensive simulations have been conducted for the testing of the prototype.  Verification of the 
modem implementation involves three sets of experiments, distinguished by the medium used for 
the channel: wire test, air test, and water test.  These divisions aid us in isolating and identifying 
problems in software and hardware. 
 
I. Wire Test: 
 
Two C6713 boards are set up as transmitter and receiver, with transmission taking place over an 
audio cable.  Table 1 shows the run times (in ms) and CPU Load (percentage) for the timing 
acquisition function (MPSync) and the symbol decision function (MPDetect).  These results 
show how NF influences run times of the two functions, and that MPDetect's execution time is 
the bottleneck.  MPDetect must finish executing within the duration of the symbol plus guard 
band, so available run time limits the number of multipart the code can cancel.  With our current 
signaling scheme, the limit is around 50 paths since the symbol interval is 18.7 ms at 96=sF  
kHz. 
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NF CPU Load (%) MPSync (ms) MPDetect (ms) 
3 27.44 4.35 3.93 
6 31.77 4.35 4.82 
9 35.96 4.36 5.71 

12 40.05 4.35 6.59 
15 43.91 5.45 7.47 
18 47.20 5.67 8.36 
21 50.67 5.95 9.24 
24 52.45 6.23 10.02 

Table 1.  Run Times and CPU Load at = 96 kHz with varying number of hypothesized multi-paths (NF) sF
 

 
Wire tests were run at the maximum 96 kHz sampling rate, as this rate will be employed in the 
final system.  Each test ran 400 packets long, with 43 packets per symbol and 5 training symbols 
between packets.  On the receiver side, the number of hypothesized multipaths (NF) was varied, 
even though there was only one actual path.  Figure 2 shows two typical multipath intensity 
profile plots from this test series.  Error rate in this high-SNR, single-path environment was zero, 
as expected, with NF having negligible effect on the results. 
 
II. Air Test 
 
Since all the signaling frequencies are derived from the A/D / D/A converter sample rate, 
reducing this rate moves the operating band into the audible range, allowing common audio 
components and readily available environments to be substituted for transducers and water tanks.  
Air tests progressed from distances of a few meters in the lab to tens of meters in the adjacent 
hallway.  Tests at multiple distances and varying number of hypothesized paths were executed.  
The most recent in-lab air test setup involved a 3.6 m distance between transmitter speaker and  
 
 

. 

 

Figure 2.  Wire test multipath intensity profiles.  Left: NF = 1.  Right: NF = 6
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igure 3.  In lab air test multipath intensity profiles at 3.6 m distance.  Left: NF = 3.  Right: NF = 5.
ver microphone.  With test duration 40 packets and 43 packets per symbol, there were no 
ol errors.  Typical multipath intensity profiles are shown in Figure 3. 

est setup in the hallway is shown in Figure 4.  From the receiver at the midpoint of the hall, 
ansmitter speaker is 21 m and the end of the hall 38 m distant.  With a sample rate 8=sF  
and hypothesized multipath number NF = {7, 9, 11, 13}, in four test runs of 40 packets each 
 symbols each) there was only one symbol error.  It is noteworthy that a door was opened 
he path from transmitter to receiver as this error occurred, and that no further errors 
red even though the door remained open for several symbols.  Figure 5 illustrates a typical 
-path intensity profile from this test series. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

igure 4.  Hallway air test setup.  Left foreground: receiver station, background: transmitter speaker.
Right: transmitter power amp, battery, and speaker. 
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Figure 5.  Multipath intensity profile for hallway air test with NF = 7. 

 
 
III. Water Tests 
 
The underwater test uses the maximum sampling rate of 96 kHz for lowest distortion.  Two 
Sonatech transducers are employed as shown in Figure 6 (right), in which the transmit power 
amplifier is also visible.  The test was conducted at UCSB’s Marine Biotechnology Laboratory, 
seawater processing room.  The available tank was a relatively noisy environment due to nearby 
machinery.  Two sets of tests were performed, with the transducers separated by 0.6 and 12.7 
meters respectively.  Tank access through hatches precluded the use of intermediate distances. 
 
 

 
 

F  

 

igure 6.  Setup for the water tank tests.  Left: area surrounding north tank access hatch.
Right: Transducers at 0.6 m distance hanging below hatchway. 
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Figure 7.  Step Chirp Test, transducer distance 0.6 m.  Top: transmit off.  Bottom: transmit on. 

 
The first test performed checked the system response for gross defects (previously untested 
hardware was in use).  With the transducers 0.6 m apart, the transmitter was configured to 
generate a step chirp waveform ranging from 20 to 28 kHz in 0.5 kHz increments with a dwell of 
2 ms per frequency.  The receiver was configured to capture 34 ms of unprocessed data (3264 
A/D samples), which was later dumped to a hex file and visualized using Matlab to create Figure 
7.  For the most part this went smoothly, although the power amplifier would not operate above 
≈ 10% of its nominal rating. 
 
Note in Figure 7 that the envelope of the received signal during the chirp remains relatively flat, 
so combined system response in the 20 kHz to 28 kHz range seems acceptable.  From this we felt 
confident in proceeding with a test of our MP-based modem.  We noted that background noise 
was neither stationary nor white and exhibited a series of well-defined amplitude peaks versus 
frequency, some of which fell into our operating band. 
 
 

F . 

 

igure 8.  Water tank test results: multipath intensity profiles.  Left: 0.6 m.  Right: 12.7 m
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Distance NF SER 

60 cm 6 0 
 3 0.025 
 2 0 
 1 0 

12.7 m 8 0.2959 
 10 0.1192 

 
Table 2.  Symbol error rates for water tank test for varying distances and NF. 

 
Error rates (see Table 2) at the 0.6 m range were low, due to the high signal level available.  At 
the 12.7 m distance the error rates were far higher.  Incorrect synchronization is thought to have 
been a significant contributor to the high error rate – in the right half of Figure 8, gaps in the 
initial path intensity trace (near 1200, 1400, and 1550 total symbols) likely resulted from this.  
Sync errors generally cause very high error rates for affected packets, so they have a 
disproportionate effect.  In addition, errors in preamble detection can cause spurious symbol 
insertions also resulting in high error rates for affected packets.  We are investigating methods to 
reduce the incidence of these more serious errors. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

This paper reported the design and development of an acoustic modem as the critical component 
of underwater sensor networks for ecological research.  The successful execution of this project 
has been considered a major step of technical advancement.  This paper documented the full 
range of tasks, including design, implementation, and experiments, in detail.  The 
implementation of this prototype was based on the elements of typical ecological experiments at 
various test sites.  Yet, with minor modifications, the advances derived from this effort can be 
extended to other applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents a practical implementation of a hardware design for transmission of data 
over aircraft power lines. The intent of such hardware is to significantly reduce the wiring in the 
aircraft instrumentation system. The potential usages of this technology include pulse code 
modulation (PCM), Ethernet and other forms data communications. Details of the field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) and printed circuit board (PCB) designs of the digital and 
analog front end will be discussed. 
 
The power line is not designed for data transmission. It contains considerable noise, multipath 
effects, and time varying impedance. Spectral analysis data of an aircraft is presented to indicate 
the difficulty of the problem at hand. A robust modulation is required to overcome the harsh 
environment and to provide reliable transmission. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) has been used in power line communication industry with a great deal of success. 
OFDM has been deemed the most appropriate technology for high-speed data transmission on 
aircraft power lines. Additionally, forward error correction (FEC) techniques are discussed. 
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Power Line Communications, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Digital 
Up-Conversion (DUC), Digital Down-Conversion (DDC), Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The usefulness of transmitting data over aircraft power lines has been recognized and described 
elsewhere [1]. Suffice it to say that a significant time and cost savings can be realized, 
particularly in regard to test instrumentation retrofits, when existing power wiring can be used to 
communicate test data. Phase I and Phase II of a multi-phase effort to develop an aircraft power 
line communications system will be discussed. While Phase I was primarily orientated toward a 
proof-of-concept effort, Phase II work was geared toward producing a practical, ruggedized 
implementation that could be deployed in actual field tests inside aircraft. 
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PHASE I SYSTEM OVERVIEW  
 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the Phase I system. Whenever possible, commercial-off-the-shelf 
(COTS) development or evaluation boards and components were used to reduce cost and 
development time. Altera Stratix II EP2S60 Data Signal Processing (DSP) Development Boards 
were used for the baseband portions of the transmitter and receiver. The total bandwidth of the 
baseband signal is 500 kHz. An Analog Devices AD9857 Digital Up-Converter (DUC) 
evaluation board up-converted the baseband signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 4 MHz. 
This was then sent via a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to the transmitter’s analog front-end 
(AFE), consisting of a Class A broadband amplifier, filtration, and power line coupler. On the 
receiving side, a power line coupler and receiver AFE were used to feed an Analog Devices 
AD6636 Digital Down-Converter (DDC), which converted the incoming IF signal back down to 
the baseband signal. 
 
 

PHASE I BASEBAND SUBSYSTEM 
 
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the Phase I transmitter baseband portion, as implemented in 
the DSP board field programmable gate array (FPGA). To facilitate testing, serialized data for 
transmission could be sourced either from an internal pattern generator capable of generating 
square waves and psuedo random number (PRN) bit error rate test (BERT) sequences, or an 
external source. This data was then modulated using differential quadrature phase shift keying 
(DQPSK). In DQPSK the data to be transmitted is broken up into dibits (bit pairs). The dibit 
determines the differential angle through which the inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals will be 
modulated. Only differential angles of π/4, 3 π/4, −π/4 and −3 π/4 are allowed in DQPSK  

Figure 1  Phase I System Overview 
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modulation. Figure 3 shows the DQPSK constellation map, where the dotted lines indicate 
allowable transitions. Figure 4 shows the actual constellation as measured in the lab for the 
repetitive sequence of dibits (1, 0), (1, 0), (1, 0), etc. (square wave). The robustness of DQPSK 
modulation comes from the fact that even when there are wide variations in amplitude, the 
demapper still obtains the correct values. This is because it only responds to the differential 
angle, not absolute magnitude. Also, DQPSK is somewhat tolerant of modest constellation drift 
(rotation). 
 
After DQPSK modulation, the resulting serialized data stream is parallelized and fed to a 
128-point inverse Fast Fourier Transform (iFFT) to obtain orthogonal frequency-division 
multiplexing (OFDM) modulation. The OFDM essentially divides the total 500 kHz bandwidth 
into 128 adjacent subchannels. Each subchannel only has to carry 1/128th of the entire bit rate. 
OFDM has been found to be very robust in the harsh environment that power lines present, 
where deep notches in the characteristic transfer function due to the multipath effects result in 
frequency selective fading [1]. 
 
Finally, a cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted into the guard interval at the beginning of the OFDM 
symbol and the resulting data is windowed by a root raised cosine finite impulse response (FIR) 
filter before being passed on to the DUC. The matching receiver is similar in nature to the 
transmitter; it simply performs the inverse operations in the reverse order, i.e., CP removal, FFT 
and DQPSK demodulation. With such a system, a 500k bits-per-second (bps) data transmission 
rate was achieved in a laboratory simulation of an aircraft power line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2  Phase I Baseband Transmitter Block Diagram 
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Figure 3  Constellation Mapping Used in DQPSK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4  Typical Constellation in the Phase I Receiver 
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PHASE I—DIGITAL IF 
 
On the transmitting side, a digital up-converter chip generates the digital IF signal. This chip 
integrates a high-speed direct digital synthesizer (DDS), digital filters, a DAC and other DSP 
functions. The baseband I and Q data are interpolated and filtered at the first stage. The 
following quadrature modulator modulates the interpolated IQ data into a quadrature-modulated 
complex signal. The DDS core provides the sine and cosine local oscillator signal to the 
modulator.  The final stage is the DAC, which converts the complex digital signal into the analog 
signal. Add reference to figure 5. 
  
 

 
 

Figure 5  Transmitter Spectrum 
 
On the receiving side, a DDC chip converts the digital IF signal into the baseband IQ data. The 
following stages are integrated in the DDC chip: a frequency translator, several decimation and 
digital filtering stages, and clock multiplier circuitry. The DDC obtains the digital data from an 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The frequency translator shifts the complex input signal from 
IF to baseband. The following digital filtering stages decimate the signal and reject the aliasing. 
The processed IQ signal is then input into the FPGA (figure 6.) 
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Figure 6 Recovered Baseband Signal Spectrum 

 
 

PHASE II  SYSTEM OVERVIEW  
 
The primary goal of Phase II is to produce a miniaturized, ruggedized power line transceiver 
based on results from Phase I. Figure 7 shows an overview of the Phase II system. The DUC and 
DDC functions have been incorporated into the FPGA to reduce PCB space. A custom media 
access control (MAC) was added and interfaces to the OFDM PHY. First-in first-out (FIFO) 
queues serve as input and output smoothing buffers that allow the transceiver to interface with 
external PCM equipment. Clock recovery circuitry enables the synchronization of the external 
PCM clock domain to the local transceiver domain. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7  Phase II System Overview 
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PHASE II  BASEBAND SUBSYSTEM  
 
The Phase II transceiver baseband subsystem has been significantly enhanced compared to that 
of Phase I. Forward error correction (FEC) has been added to reduce bit error rate and ultimately 
lengthen the distance over which communications can reliably be accomplished. The chosen 
method  is convolutional encoding with puncturing at the transmitter and Viterbi decoding at the 
receiver side. Coding rates of 1/2, 2/3 and 3/4 are supported. This method works well when 
errors are randomly dispersed. Bit interleaving has been added to help guarantee this spreading. 
(Outer Reed-Solomon FEC could be added if bursty noise proves to be a problem.) Pilot 
subcarrier generation has been added to the transmitter to make detection in the receiver robust 
against frequency offsets and phase noise. Training sequence generation has been added to guide 
timing acquisition, coarse and fine frequency acquisition, and channel estimation (equalization 
and signal to noise ration [SNR] weights calculation).  
 
 

PHASE II  ANALOG FRONT END MODULE STRUCTURE 
 
Before the carrier frequency of the analog signal can be selected,  three major considerations 
must  be evaluated:  
 

1. The aircraft power line characteristics: According to [3], the lower frequencies have less 
attenuation in aircraft power lines. The frequency below 60MHz is chosen to obtain 
lower channel end-to-end attenuation. 

2. The military emission regulations: According to the conducted emission requirement 
(CE102) of [2], the emissions on all +28 V power leads (includes returns) shall not 
exceed 60 dBµV from 1  to 10 MHz. This power level is too low to transmit any signal 
over power lines. Hence, the transmission band has to be placed higher than 10 MHz. 

3. The harmonics of the carrier frequency: Harmonics are caused by the nonlinearity of the 
circuits: The carrier frequency needs to be carefully selected to avoid overlapping 
between the fundamental frequency and harmonics.  

 
A frequency division duplex (FDD) transceiver is proposed in [3].  An FDD transceiver needs a 
broad isolation band between transmitting band and receiving band. In the power line 
communication system, the higher frequency has greater channel loss. A high output power 
amplifier is required to compensate this loss. The requirement of filters that isolate transmit (Tx) 
and receive (Rx) will be more stringent due to the high output level of the amplifier. To simplify 
the design, a time-sharing half-duplex transceiver design is implemented in this phase. 
 
A half-duplex analog front end (AFE) board is shown in figure 8. The half-duplex data 
transceiver can transmit data in both directions on one signal carrier, but not at the same time. 
For example, one transceiver can send data on the line and then immediately thereafter receive 
data on the line from the other transceiver. 
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Figure 8 Phase II Analog Front End Circuit Board 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The feasibility of data communications over aircraft power lines was demonstrated in the Phase I 
study [1]. Based on the knowledge obtained during that phase, a Phase II system has been 
designed that is miniaturized, ruggedized, and highly enhanced. Training and pilot tone 
generation, PCM interfacing, convolutional encoding with Veterbi decoding, FEC, timing and 
frequency acquisition and channel estimation have all been added during Phase II. The result is a 
system that is deployable in aircraft test missions. 
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ABSTRACT

Many satellite payloads require wide-band channels for transmission of large amounts of data to
users on the ground. These channels typically have substantial distortions, including bandlimiting
distortions and high power amplifier (HPA) nonlinearities that cause substantial degradation of bit
error rate performance compared to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) scenarios. An adap-
tive equalization algorithm has been selected as the solution to improving bit error rate perfor-
mance in the presence of these channel distortions.

This paper describes the design and implementation of an adaptive baseband equalizer (ABBE)
utilizing the latest FPGA technology. Implementation of the design was arrived at by first con-
structing a high fidelity channel simulation model, which incorporates worst-case signal impair-
ments over the entire data link. All of the modem digital signal processing functions, including
multirate carrier and symbol synchronization, are modeled, in addition to the adaptive complex
baseband equalizer. Different feedback and feed-forward tap combinations are considered as part
of the design optimization.

KEY WORDS

OQPSK, signal impairments, nonlinear distortion, phase noise, clock jitter, adaptive equalizer,
decision feedback equalization.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents results on the analysis, design, and implementation of a baseband equalizer
for a wide-band satellite data link. The high data rate requirements for this design are such that the
bit error rate (BER) performance is very sensitive to various link impairments, for example, chan-
nel bandwidth, passband gain flatness and phase nonlinearity, and high power amplifier (HPA)
AM/AM and AM/PM nonlinearity characteristics, to name a few. Designing a satellite data link
taking into account transponder imperfections is not a new topic [1]. As with any design task,
there are unique constraints that must be dealt with, yet still be able to meet the over-all perfor-
mance objectives.
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For the present development task it was decided to make use of a commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) high data rate modem product as an integral part of the overall receiver design. The
modem is flexible, as it is implemented using field programmable gate array (FPGA) technology.
However, due to the severity of the channel distortions at the maximum bit rate of about 300
Mbps, it was clear from the outset that some form of adaptive equalization was required to meet
BER performance requirements. Furthermore, an adaptive baseband equalizer (ABBE), also in
FPGA, following the COTS modem, forms a realizable hardware implementation. The remainder
of this paper will provide details on the analysis, design, and implementation of the ABBE. The
first section of this paper describes the end-to-end system, including details on the construction of
a high fidelity MATLAB simulation. The next section provides details on the implementation of
the baseband equalizer itself, followed by a section presenting simulation results. Conclusions and
suggested topics for further research are presented in the final section.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the end-to-end system is given in Figure 1. The data link uses a relay satellite
with three hardware domains and two channel domains. The hardware domains consist of the
transmitter, relay satellite, and the ground receiver. Up-conversion and down-conversion opera-
tions, although not explicitly shown in Figure 1, are also present, as they are reflected in the vari-
ous distortion terms associated with the system modem. The two channel domains are the up-link

Figure 1: Data link analysis/simulation system block diagram.
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and down-link channels, each assumed to be a free-space propagation paths impaired only by
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Platform dynamics are present, but in the present discus-
sion we assume the demodulator tracking loop bandwidths make this impairment very small com-
pared with losses due to other impairments. Performance analysis has been further simplified by
assuming the end-to-end channel is downlink noise limited, thus the uplink noise source is turned
off in this study.

To understand the implication of the various signal impairments and distortions, a high fidelity
simulation model was constructed using MATLAB. The simulation operates at complex baseband
using multi-rate signal processing techniques for simulation efficiency, yet also maintain wave-
form fidelity. The model is configured using more than 60 distortion related parameters. Some of
the most critical parameters are modulation impairments such as IQ amplitude and phase imbal-
ance, signal bandpass filtering (complex baseband asymmetric lowpass filtering), and amplifier
nonlinearities (in particular the relationship between the maximum AM/PM slope in the operating
region and output back-off (OBO)). The bandpass filtering is present in all three hardware
domains, while amplifier distortions are only present in the transmitter and transponder. Interfer-
ing signals are also present, such as spurious phase modulation, incidental AM, spurious outputs,
oscillator phase noise, and symbol rate clock jitter. These other signals are present to varying
degrees in all three hardware domains. The Mod blocks, shown in Figure 1, indicate that the other
signal impairments enter the main signal flow via a variety of modulation means. In the receiver
the PSK demodulator has implementation loss that is a function of the bit rate, and is modeled
using a bit-true representation of the COTS modem. The modem model also includes multirate
asynchronous resampling coupled with the carrier and symbol tracking loops. The details of the
adaptive baseband equalizer (ABBE) will be presented in a later section of this paper.

Bandpass Filter Modeling

The bandpass filters present in the actual hardware significantly limit BER performance at high
data rates. The filters are implemented at complex baseband, meaning that zero frequency corre-
sponds to the nominal IF carrier frequency. These filters are best implemented in the simulation as
functional filters [2]. In a discrete-time domain waveform level simulation, the most direct way of
obtaining a functional filter is via frequency domain sampling. First the desired magnitude and
phase response versus frequency is described mathematically in a piecewise continuous fashion.

 uniformly spaced samples are then taken of this function over the interval
. For convenience in FFT based filtering,  is chosen as a power of two.

The filter complex impulse response is obtained via the inverse FFT (IFFT) and application of a
windowing function, in additional to the implicit rectangular window. Here we have chosen to use
a Hanning window. A high fidelity representation of the required frequency response can result in
a very high order FIR filter. Filter lengths in excess of 1024 are not uncommon, depending upon
other simulation requirements, e.g., enough waveform fidelity to model pulse rise and fall times
and pulse asymmetry. The actual filtering can then be implemented directly using the convolution
sum formula or using a more efficient transform domain filter which uses the FFT/IFFT with
overlap and add or overlap and save to avoid time domain aliasing. Including the filter length and
over-sampling rate with respect to the symbol rate, 15 parameters are required to build each filter.
The piecewise function for the filter magnitude response in dB is given by

NFIR
fsamp– 2⁄ fsamp 2⁄,[ ] NFIR
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(1)

where B is the passband, nominally  MHz about the IF carrier, thus  MHz, and f is in
MHz. The parameters  and  describe the gain flatness over the pass-
band in terms of the sinusoidal ripple coefficient (peak), ripple period in MHz, ripple phase in
radians, linear (tilt) coefficient, and the parabolic coefficient, respectively. The coefficient ,
in dB/MHz, describes the filter skirt response from the upper and lower 3dB cutoff frequencies
down to the stopband. Since the filter 3dB bandwidth lies outside the nominal passband, a linear
amplitude transition is provided between  and . The remaining coefficients in (1)
are determined from the boundary conditions between the piecewise intervals to insure continuity.
The piecewise function for the excess phase in degrees, that is phase shift in addition to linear
phase required to make the FIR filter causal, is given by

(2)

where the parameters  and  describe the phase deviation from linear
phase over the passband in terms of the sinusoidal ripple coefficient (peak), ripple period in MHz,
ripple phase in radians, parabolic coefficient, and cubic coefficient, respectively.

An example of a typical filter used for the transponder model is shown in Figure 2. Here the filter
length is 4096 and the waveform fidelity is 34 samples per symbol. Note in this example the filter
ripple bandwidth is 160 MHz with a channel bandwidth of 240 MHz and a steep rolloff of 3.7 dB/
MHz. The passband contains ripple, tilt, and parabolic gain terms. The passband phase deviation
from linear phase contains ripple, parabolic, and cubic terms. The dashed lines indicate the filter
design requirement envelope bounds. If the filter length is reduced to 2048 taps, the response is
much the same, except the envelope bounds of the amplitude and phase ripple are not quite
achieved. Reducing the sample resolution from 34 to 20 samples per symbol corrects this prob-
lem, but other waveform modeling requires this high oversampling rate.

HPA Modeling

Amplifier nonlinearity, present at the transmitter and relay satellite, is modeled as a memoryless
nonlinearity using Saleh’s method as described in [2][3]. This technique uses a two-parameter fit
to the measured device AM/AM and AM/PM operating characteristics. The HPA output ampli-
tude versus input amplitude, A, modeled as
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(3)

and the HPA phase shift as a function of input amplitude is

, (4)

where  and  are the AM/AM and AM/PM model parameters respectively. For
complex baseband input , the input amplitude is

, (5)

with  also representing the instantaneous input power. Both (3) and (4) are normalized so that
at 0 dB input and 0 dB output, the HPA is in saturation. Reducing the mean value of the input
power below 0 dB constitutes input backoff (IBO), and results in a corresponding amount of out-
put backoff (OBO) via (3). The operating point for an amplifier is typically set in terms of a given
OBO or IBO value. In this study the transmitter HPA operates with a 1 dB OBO and the transpon-
der operates with a 3.7 dB OBO.

A further characterization of the HPA is the maximum slope of the AM/PM characteristic of (4)
relative to peak values of A. This slope value is known as the HPA AM/PM operating point in

. For example, an HPA with OBO of 1 dB corresponds to an IBO of 5.8 dB, and a maximum
AM/PM slope value of about 12 .

Oscillator Phase Noise and Clock Jitter Modeling

The simulation framework developed for this project also includes models for oscillator phase
noise and transmitter clock jitter. Both of these sources of BER degradation can be minimized
through proper design of the receiver carrier phase and symbol synchronization tracking loops.
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Figure 2: Transponder functional complex baseband bandpass filter magnitude and
phase deviation from linear phase.
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In a complex baseband simulation oscillator phase noise can be incorporated via a phase modula-
tor driven by a random number sequence having power spectral density corresponding to the
oscillator’s single-sideband (SSB) phase noise spectrum. We need to generate a random process
having a power-law spectrum of the form [4]

, (6)

where the bounds  and  are dictated by system requirements and knowledge of the carrier
phase symbol tracking loop noise equivalent bandwidths. Note that not all of the terms in (6) need
to be modeled. Simulating close-in phase noise in a complex baseband simulation is challenging
for a wideband system, since the time constants involved with (6) are very large compared with
the system sampling period, . In this model phase noise is generated in decade wide
bandwidths using multirate digital signal processing techniques. The lowest decade, e.g., 1–10 Hz
is upsampled and summed with the 10-100 Hz band, and so on, until a composite phase noise pro-
cess  is formed at sampling rate . For each subband, noise having power spectrum pro-
portional to , , is obtained by passing white noise through an FIR filter as
described in [5].

Phase noise in the transmitter clock oscillator (clock jitter) is another source of BER degradation.
The challenge with modeling clock jitter is that it must be imparted to the complex baseband sim-
ulation waveform by actually altering the symbol rate of the transmitted symbols. In the present
simulation a continuously variable digital delay was implemented as a means to introduce clock
jitter. The phase noise, , on a clock source can be represented as

(7)

where sgn( ) is the signum function (i.e. a hard limiter),  is the symbol rate, and  is a vari-
able time delay. In the simulation . By expanding the second line of (7)
we see that the clock phase noise (jitter) and time delay are related via

. (8)

Thus, a random time delay process or equivalent process model, can be used to drive a continu-
ously variable time delay function, and thus impart clock jitter on a complex baseband waveform.
In this study we have chosen to represent the clock jitter as a sum of randomly phased sinusoids,
to form a jitter spectrum having a power-law rolloff of  up to maximum frequency . This
modeling approach for the clock jitter process fits well with the system requirements of this
project. The fractional delay requirements of the variable delay block are met by employing a
Lagrange interpolator [6]. The instantaneous frequency deviation associated with the time delay

, denoted , along with , characterize the clock jitter process.

BASEBAND ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER DESIGN

The modulation scheme of primary interest in this study is offset quadrature phase-shift keying
(OQPSK), employing rectangular pulse shaping of duration . The cascade of transmit-
ter, transponder, and receiver bandpass filters, introduces considerable intersymbol interference
(ISI) to the received signal when the symbol rate approaches 300 Mbps. These three filters create
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a linear distortion channel which can be equalized using a baseband complex coefficient FIR fil-
ter. Since OQPSK sends I and Q data streams offset in time by , a linear minimum mean-
square error (LMMSE) equalizing filter needs to have taps spaced at  or half-baud fractional
spacing [7]. Since the filter distortion has asymmetrical frequency response there is cross-talk
between the I and Q signals. Cross-talk also occurs due to modulator imperfections, e.g., ampli-
tude and phase imbalance.

Early in this study, the LMMSE approach of Craig [7] was implemented to get an idea of how
many taps, would be required to satisfy BER requirements for just linear filter distortion. When
other distortions, in particular the nonlinear amplifiers, are added, the equivalent channel becomes
nonlinear and a pure LMMSE equalizer is no longer the best approach. A decision-directed (DD)
equalizer for OPQSK, as described by Bello [8], forms the starting point for our baseband adap-
tive equalizer design. Note that in [8] decision feedback equalization (DFE) is also employed,
although its use is optional in the implementation presented here. The fact that asymmetric chan-
nel distortions are present, as well as cross-talk due to modulator imperfections, led to us to con-
sider the asymmetric baseband equalization approach of Sari [9]. The final form of the baseband
equalizer, shown in Figure 3, employs two independent  complex tap feed forward adaptive

filters and optionally two  tap decision feedback adaptive filters. With OQPSK the  sam-
ple rate means that on even indexed samples filter adaptation occurs for the upper signal path (I
channel) and on odd indexed samples filter adaptation occurs for the lower signal path (Q chan-
nel). The upper and lower path error signals are real valued, but the input signals are complex,
thus the filter coefficients are complex, as expected since the channel impulse response is also
complex, including I/Q cross-talk.

A further consideration in the design of the equalizer deals with the adaptation process itself. DD
equalization assumes that hard I/Q bit decisions made on the unequalized channel are mostly cor-

Ts 2⁄
Ts 2⁄

Figure 3: Asymmetric baseband adaptive equalizer.

M1

M2 2Rs
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rect, thus allowing the filter to converge properly. The present application requires blind equaliza-
tion, meaning that the equalizer must learn the filter tap weights without a priori knowledge of the
channel distortion. A true blind equalization approach must be able to converge without hard deci-
sion data. To provide for blind equalization a constant modulus adaptation mode [10], for just the
feedforward taps, is included in the design of Figure 3. When the mean square error (MSE) drops
below a predefined threshold, the DD mode is engaged. If the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is high, then the equalizer may be started in the DD mode. The least mean square (LMS) adapta-
tion algorithm is used to update all of the filter coefficients. The rate of convergence is controlled
by separate update parameters , and  for the CM, DD, and DF portions of the filter
respectively. One final consideration is that of overall stability of the LMS algorithm. To insure
stability over time in the hardware implementation, coefficient leakage of the form

(9)

is included in the LMS algorithm, where , a very small positive number, is the leakage coeffi-
cient [10], W[k] is the tap weight vector, e[k] the error signal, and X[k] the input signal vector. In
the ordinary LMS .

The baseband equalizer is implemented using a Xilinx Virtex-4™ SX FPGA. The Virtex-4 fea-
tures ExtremeDSP™ slices, which allow for high performance DSP operations. The architecture
of the adaptive equalizer being an adaptive FIR filter, fits very well with the DSP Slice building
blocks.

RESULTS

In this section we consider the performance of the modem with and without the adaptive equal-
izer. For simplicity, only one distortion scenario is considered. The key distortion parameters,
(there are about 60 in total), are listed in Table 1. First we consider equalizer performance in terms

of I/Q scatter plots. Since we are dealing with OQPSK, the soft demodulator values input to the
equalizer need to be de-staggered baud rate sampled for proper display. In Figure 4 we see that
before equalization the OQPSK clusters are very large, non-circular in shape, and rotated at dif-
ferent angles. An equalizer with  and , denoted 40/0, is able to significantly

Table 1: Key distortion parameters used to obtain the simulation results.

Distortion Location/Type Parameter Values

Transmitter Modulator Amplitude imbalance = 0.25 dB, Phase imbalance = 

Transmitter HPA OBO = 1 dB, AM/PM = 

Transponder BPF Amplitude
(parameters reference (1))

BW = 160 MHz, Rolloff = 3.7 dB/MHz, = 1dB, = 20 MHz, =-

2.6E-2 dB/MHz, = 4.69E-5 

Transponder BPF Phase
(parameters reference (2))

, MHz, =1.13E-3 , = 1.40E-5 

µCM µDD, µDF

W k 1+[ ] 1 µγ–( )W k[ ] µe k[ ]X k[ ]+=

γ

γ 0=

2°–

10°/dB

Ar Ar period, Al

Ap db/MHz
2

A0 6°= A0 period, 20= A1 °/MHz
2

A2 °/MHz
3

M1 40= M2 0=
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tighten the clusters and make them more circular.

The corresponding BER performance is shown in Figure 5. Each curve represents the average I/Q

channel probability of bit error. Without equalization the performance is very poor, with flaring as
the SNR level increases. When the 40/0 equalizer is engaged, the BER performance at 
improves by 8.1 dB, and the flaring disappears. The performance is still 4 dB away from theory,

Figure 4: Scatter plot before and after baseband equalization at high SNR with
 Mbps (  Msps), operating with 40 feedforward taps and DD

adaptation.
Rb 300= Rs 150=

Figure 5: BER performance at 300 Mbps with and without a 40/0 tap adaptive
equalizer.

10
6–
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however. Most of this degradation is due to the various distortions present in the system, which
the equalizer cannot correct. About 1 dB is due to implementation loss in the COTS modem when
operating at 300 Mbps.

CONCLUSION

A high fidelity model of a bandlimited, nonlinear, satellite communications link has been con-
structed for evaluating the performance of a high data rate FPGA based complex baseband adap-
tive equalizer. The model is configured with over 60 impairment and distortion related
parameters. The heart of the receiver is a COTS OQPSK modem cascaded with a Virtex-4™,
ExtremeDSP™ slice, implemented asymmetric equalizer. The equalizer employs the constant
modulus algorithm for initial adaptation and switches to a decision-directed algorithm when
coarse adaptation is complete. At 300 Mbps the equalizer offers about an 8.1 dB performance gain
at  BER.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper discusses the effect of vehicle exhaust plasma/plume on the ability to receive 
telemetered data via an S-band RF link. The data presented herein were captured during the 
launch of the STARS FT-04-1 on February 23, 2006 from Kodiak Launch Center, Kodiak, 
Alaska using Alaska Aerospace Development Corporation’s (AADC) Range Safety and 
Telemetry System (RSTS), designed and integrated by Honeywell.  
 

KEY WORDS 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The flight test FT-04-1 mission was a test of the ground based mid-course defense (GMD) 
system.  It consists of the launch of a Sandia STARS (Strategic Target System) vehicle from 
Kodiak with a simulated intercept of the target vehicle.  The AADC RSTS (Range Safety and 
Telemetry System) uprange and off-axis components participated in this mission by tracking the 
target vehicle from launch at Kodiak until loss of signal (LOS) approximately 1300 seconds 
later. The S-band telemetry data streams were received through the 5.4m tracking antenna sub-
systems, bit synchronized and decommutated to provide real time vehicle state information to the 
mission flight control officers (MFCOs). During a portion of the vehicle’s flight, from 
approximately T+45 seconds until motor burnout at T+183 seconds, it was expected there would 
be significant attenuation and degradation of the S-band signal at the uprange sensor site due to 
plume effects. This paper presents anticipated and actual data recorded from the uprange location 
during the plume event. 
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 
The AADC Range Safety and Telemetry System, as depicted in Figure 1, is a mobile system that 
contains all the equipment necessary to receive multiple S-Band telemetry streams, process, and 
record and display the data for the mission flight control officer to verify flight system safety.  
The system also supports the command destruct function by generating a command uplink 
through either switchable omni or directional antennas.  This system is fully redundant.  
Although the RSTS was configured for two specific S-Band telemetry streams (STARS A and 
STARS B),  any single S-Band data stream up to 4 Mbps that is compliant with IRIG-106 
telemetry parameters can be received and processed in the current configuration. Upgrade 
capability to 10 Mbps has been demonstrated. 
 
The RSTS is a complete command and tracking system appropriate for use at either the launch, 
off-axis or down range sites.  The system can operate independent of other tracking systems, 
with another RSTS, or it can receive, incorporate and display data from other systems.  It is 
transportable either by air, sea or ground and contains its own stand-alone power generating 
capability.   
 
The system provides two dual-band tracking antenna sub-systems and a mobile operations center 
(MOC) that contains all components necessary to receive and process RF inputs from the 
antennas, data servers, network components and workstations for computation and data display.  
It will receive telemetry data transmitted from the launch vehicle and data from other tracking 
sources, process that data and display an instantaneous impact point (IIP) for the launch vehicle.   
 
The RSTS includes a command/destruct subsystem consisting of a command sequencer / encoder 
and antennas (integrated with the tracking antennas) for sending secure or IRIG commands to the 
on-vehicle flight termination system. Two RSTS can be connected via dual redundant T1 lines to 
provide range safety coverage at both the launch site and any appropriate remote location. Voice, 
command data, vehicle state data and health data was passed between the two MOCs using this 
interface.  
 
For this mission a second RSTS was used at an off-axis location (Cordova, AK). The off-axis 
location was not influenced by plume attenuation and is not considered herein. 
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Figure 1 

AADC RSTS System  
(Uprange and Off-Axis Sites) 
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TARGET VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
 
The STARS target is a three stage vehicle that is comprised of two Polaris stages and a single 
Orbus motor.  The vehicle range at third stage burnout is 506 km downrange at an altitude of 284 
km.  The maximum velocity is 5679.8 m/s.  It reaches a maximum acceleration of 50 m/s^2 near 
the end of second stage burn.  The stages fire in the plus count with the durations as listed: 1st 
stage from 0 to 62.5 sec, 2nd stage from 62.5 to 143 sec, and 3rd stage from 143.0 to 183.0 
seconds. 
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Figure 2 

Sandia STARS Vehicle 
 

                                 FTS = Flight Termination System 
 
 
 

TRACKING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND LOCATION 
 
The RSTS system was configured to track the vehicle using the independent S-band streams 
below:  
 

 STARS A: 2201.5 MHz, 10W vehicle transmitter, antenna gain –15 to 0 dBi for 90% 
coverage, 1.21 Mbps data rate, PCM-FM modulation, NRZ-L format. 

 STARS B: 2209.5 MHz, 10W vehicle transmitter, antenna gain –15 to 0 dBi for 90% 
coverage, 1.21 Mbps data rate, PCM-FM modulation, NRZ-L format. 

 
The RSTS S-band tracking antennas are 5.4 meters in diameter, having a gain of approximately 
38 dBi and a 3 dB beamwidth of 1.6 degrees. The system incorporates a 2.2-2.4 GHz bandpass 
filter, followed by front end low noise amplifier (LNA) with a noise figure of approx. 0.40 dB 
and gain of approx. 38 dB.  The output of the feed is further processed with a Dynamic Range 
Extender (DRE) and then connected to a copper to fiber transmitter sub-system. This DRE 
includes S-band automatic gain control (AGC) to maintain a constant signal level at the fiber 

1st Stage:   Polaris A3R or A3P 
2nd Stage:  Polaris A3R or A3P 
3rd Third Stage: SNL Design ORBUS-1 Motor 
   Booster Thrust Vector Control   

Servo Systems 
   Booster Guidance 
   Booster Arm & Fire Functions 
   Booster Telemetry Functions 
   Flight Termination Receiver/Decoder 
   GPS 
   Inertial Navigation 
   Attitude Control System 
FTS: Distributed through First Stage, Second 

Stage, and Third Stage 
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input. The fiber is converted back to copper at the MOC, where it is distributed thru a 10-way 
multi-coupler. Each multicoupler output is fed into the S-band telemetry receiver front ends.  
 
The measured system G/T is approximately 17.0 dB/K. The RSTS antennas utilize a “dual-feed 
dual-band” design, capable of receiving the S-band downlink while simultaneously commanding 
the vehicle with a 1 KW UHF uplink. The UHF uplink antenna gain is 23 dBi, resulting in an 
effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of +53 dBW (200 KW).  
 
The vehicle position at the launch pad was Latitude 57.4350° N/Longitude  –152.3417° W. 
Launch occurred at 16:09 UTC (7:09 AM local time) on 2/23/06 on a 243° nominal 
azimuth. The uprange RSTS system was located at Latitude 57.4555° N,   Longitude -
152.3740° W, a distance of 2997 meters from the vehicle launch pad. Prior to launch, the 
antennas line of sight to the launch pad was an azimuth of 139.9 degrees and elevation of –
1.3 degrees.  
 

        
MISSION PLANNING & ANALYSIS 

 
Based upon analysis prior to the mission, it was expected that plume would begin to degrade the 
signal level received by the RSTS uprange system at approximately T+45 seconds through 3rd 
stage motor burnout (T +183 seconds). The launch azimuth of 143 degrees meant that the vehicle 
would fly out along much the same azimuth that the antennas were pointing toward at launch, i.e. 
directly away from the instrumentation site (worst case for plume attenuation effects). Since the 
onset of plume attenuation at the launch site was prior to acquisition of signal (AOS) at the off-
axis site, a local re-rad site was configured to provide an acceptable SNR until after AOS. The 
re-rad data is not considered herein. 
 
Figure 3 shows the theoretical vehicle aspect angle as a function of mission elapsed time 
(referenced to looking directly in to the aft end at 0 degrees). The plume models for the STARS 
vehicle show an influence upon signal level near 10 degrees, with the attenuation reaching 40 dB 
at approx. 6 degrees. As can be seen, the aspect angle at the primary uprange site drops to under 
6 degrees at T+ 40 seconds. The uprange re-rad site does not see significant plume attenuation 
until after T+ 60 seconds.   
 
Figure 4 shows the theoretical plume attenuation as a function of mission elapsed time, using the 
expected attenuation seen at the uprange primary, re-rad and off-axis sites.  Since it is required to   
maintain a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of greater than 16 dB during powered flight, it can be seen 
that without incorporating the Re-rad site there would be a violation of that requirement between 
approx 42 and 60 seconds. 
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Figure 3 
Theoretical Plume Attenuation at Sensor Locations  

 

 
 
 

Figure 4 
Theoretical Link Margin at Sensor Locations  
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POST- MISSION DATA ANALYSIS 

 
Figure 5 presents a plot of the relative received signal strength (RSS) and decom lock status 
versus time from T+0 to T+200 seconds. The decom lock status plot also includes the 
incorporation of the uprange re-rad site. Figure 6 shows a plot of antenna AM demod error for 
the same time period with the autotrack and slave designate antenna position data.  
 
Referring to Figure 5 it can be seen that, as anticipated, that there is a severe drop in signal 
strength at approximately T+45 seconds. There is a noticeable spike in signal level during the 
first/second staging event at T+62.5 seconds (this was seen at the off-axis location also and is not 
associated with plume). The plume attenuation is apparent until about T+100 seconds, when the 
signal level jumps back to the expected level. This is due to a change in the vehicle aspect angle 
with respect to the launch pad (as seen in Figure 3).  The signal is again attenuated heavily near 
T+ 170 seconds, as the vehicle aspect angle approaches zero degrees. 
 
Referring to Figure 6, it is interesting to note that there is a small demod error at about T+5 
seconds. This is attributed to multipath effects off the pad. The autotrack demod performance is 
good until approx. T+ 38 seconds, when the antenna momentarily looses autotrack briefly. After 
extensive analysis the conclusion for the loss of autotrack has been attributed to the antenna 
tracking on rocket exhaust particles and not the RF signal. The antenna operator quickly regained 
proper track after this event by switching to his slave designate source. The antenna was driven 
in slave mode for the remainder of the powered flight. At T+45 seconds, the elevation autotrack 
error began to increase from zero to approx 0.4 degrees. This is believed to have been caused by 
the effects of plume as the antenna was pointing directly at the target. In general, the demod error 
up to the first stage jettison was small. 
 
It can be seen that at T+62 seconds, the demod error briefly increases dramatically. This is due to 
the second stage ignition event. After second stage ignition, the AM error was such that 
autotrack would not have been possible through approximately T+100 seconds. The amplitude of 
the demod error remains relatively constant as does the aspect angle of the vehicle during this 
time period. But it should be noted that the demod is quite noisy and thus would result in a 
somewhat unstable autotrack.  
 
The firing of the third stage motor tends to clean up the demod error at T+ 143 seconds. As the 
aspect angle of the vehicle decreases at around T+170 seconds, the AM error is seen to increase 
only slightly.  It is believed that tracking through the third stage regardless of the vehicle’s aspect 
angle would have been possible. The antenna operator switched the system back to autotrack 
from slave designate after the third-stage burnout event and successfully tracked the vehicle till 
LOS.  
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Figure 5 
STARS FT-04-1  

TLM Signal Strength and Decom Lock Status 
T=0 thru T+180 seconds 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 
STARS FT-04-1  

Tracking AM Error and Antenna Position 
T+0 thru T+180 seconds 
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SUMMARY 

 
The plume attenuation effect of the STARS FT-04-1 launch vehicle was significant. While some 
analysis data indicated a possible plume effect of up to 50 dB, the worst case plume attenuation 
seen during the mission was more in line with 30-35 dB. While a signal power loss of that level 
would not be expected to cause loss of telemetry, it was seen that loss of decom lock occurred. It 
would not have been possible to provide complete telemetry coverage without the use of an 
uprange Re-rad site, which did not see the full plume effect until after the off-axis system 
acquired the vehicle telemetry signal. During the maximum plume events, the ability of the 
antenna system to autotrack was severely degraded. These factors prove degradation not only of 
signal power but of signal quality when passing through ionized exhaust plume. The entire RSTS 
system, using all the capabilities of the uprange and off-axis systems, was able to track and 
successfully acquire data throughout the entire mission.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Airborne data acquisition systems have changed very little over the years. Their growth has 
primarily been in the area of digital filtering and the acquisition of new avionic busses. 
Communication between data acquisition units operating as a system still employs Time 
Division Multiplexing scheme. These schemes utilize command and data busses like CAIS and 
PCM. Although this approach is highly efficient, it has many drawbacks. These drawbacks have 
resulted in rigid system architecture, system bandwidth limitations, highly specialized recorders 
to acquire unique avionic busses that would otherwise overwhelm the system bandwidth, and 
unidirectional flow of data and control. 
 
This paper describes a network centric data acquisition system that is Ethernet based. Although 
Ethernet is known as an asynchronous bus, the paper will describe a deterministic time 
distribution over the bus per IEEE-1588 that allows the use of a packet network for airborne data 
acquisition. The acquisition unit within the network system is defined by its MIB (Management 
Information Base) and operates as a data source unit. Other network components may operate as 
a data sink unit, such as recorders, or as a data source and sink. The role of different units in the 
network system will be evaluated. The paper will also describe network gateways that allow the 
use of traditional PCM systems with a network-based system.  
 

KEY WORDS 
 
Network, Ethernet, SNMP, MIB, IEEE-1588, IP Recorder, Data Acquisition  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
It is becoming apparent that the future of airborne dis tributed data acquisition system is moving 
fast toward a network centric architecture. iNET and specifically vNET is currently under 
architecture development study in order to standardize a vehicle network based acquisition 
system. It will take some time before a system architecture and more importantly a standard will 
be available to the flight test community. Aircraft manufacturers that have immediate needs to 
implements flight test systems to meet schedules are not waiting for any standards, and are 
pressing ahead with various approaches that may or may not include Ethernet base network as 
the flight test system backbone. Several applications of large commercial aircrafts have already 
been using network based acquisition system in the past few years [1] [2]. These applications 
made use of some COTS (Commercial Of The Shelf) equipment, newly developed equipment 
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that is rack mounted, and other small PCM equipment that was modified or adapted to interface 
to the flight test network. There are no known fighter aircraft that use Ethernet network for 
communicating and collecting flight test data at this time. However, this provides the opportunity 
to start defining and introducing the type of components that one needs to consider for an 
Ethernet based data acquis ition system. 
 
This paper will describe some basic terminology and definitions of some of the network 
components, and discuss the architecture of a network based data acquisition system. 
Additionally, we will identify and describe components of such a system including in bound time 
distribution per IEEE-1588 and elements that may be used to bridge legacy components to a 
network centric system. Software management of this system is beyond the scope of this paper. 
 

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
 
Some terminology used throughout this paper is presented here.  Many of these terms are widely 
used when describing a data network. 
 
Node - Any device connected to the network.  For example, networked data acquisition units, 
networked data recorders, a network management server, etc. 
 
Source Node – Any network-attached device that generates data and sends it to a sink node (e.g., 
a sensor or multiplexer). 
 
Sink Node – Any network-attached device that accepts data from a data source device (e.g., a 
flight recorder, a telemetry transmitter, etc.). 
 
Segment - A section of a network that is bounded by a switch, gateway, router or bridge. 
 
Bridge - A device that connects one network segment to another segment having the same 
network protocol. 
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Figure 1 Network Bridge 
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Gateway - a device that converts one network protocol to another. 
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Figure 2 Network Gateway 

Switch - a device that filters and forwards data between different network segments.  Often, the 
switch performs the functions of a router, which involve routing traffic to various segments 
connected to the switch. 
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Figure 3 Network Switch 

 
Hub - a device that allows connection of multiple nodes to a common shared network segment. 
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Figure 4 Network Hub 

 
NETWORK-BASED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

 
The concept of network-based data acquisition and recording systems is not new.  Its efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness has been proven by the telecommunications industry.  However, its 
application within the commercial aviation, military, and aerospace sectors is relatively recent. 
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TTC is progressively migrating its data acquisition and recording products to support an IP-
based networked airborne environment. Hardware and software is currently being developed to 
allow users to program, transport data, and query network nodes using the Internet Protocol (IP). 
This supports enhanced flexibility to allow two-way communication between various sensors, 
DAUs, recorders, switches, transmitters, etc.  The network-based system thus furnishes a 
“gateway” to legacy (non-network aware) systems, allowing users to operate existing equipment 
in its current environment. There is no need to “forklift” commissioned equipment for the sake of 
innovation. The key to the network communication is the network switch, which directs data to 
and from network nodes. The advantage of high-speed bi-directional communication permits 
flexibility in instrumenting the test vehicle.  An important function of the switch is the delivery 
of network time packets to all the nodes requiring time synchronization. A ruggedized Gigabit 
Airborne Network Switch [3] with support of the IEEE-1588 protocol for handling and 
distributing network time on all its ports is already available.  The support of Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP) to manage the network nodes to allow configuration, statistics 
gathering, and health monitoring is an added benefit to such a system. The network system and 
its components may look like the one shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Network-Based Data Acquisition System 

 
 
The system includes components that are well understood in flight instrumentation with new 
components that are either new due the network nature of the system, or adapted to the network 
system. These components may include: 
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• Network Switches (switch fabric) 
• Network acquisition units 
• Network gateways 
• Data (IP) Recorder(s) 
• Network Management Server 
• Network Processor / Data Selector 
• Network Telemetry Transceiver 
• Connection for on-board data analysis system and on-board flight test clients 
• Connection for ground support system 

 
Role of the Network Switch 
 
The switch is the core of the network.  In addition to its primary function of forwarding packets, 
the switch can be used to support the growth of the network.  If more nodes are required, 
switches (switch ports) can be added to accommodate their connection to the overall network.  
Since all the data in the network traverses at least one switch (or switch –like device), the switch 
must have low latency and provide non-blocking service.  In other words, the switch fabric must 
be able to support the movement of the maximum data rate without congestion.  Congestion in 
the switch can lead to high latency or dropped (lost) packets. 
 
Another key function of a switch in a network-based data acquisition system is the ability to 
distribute time information.  There are several well-known techniques used today to support time 
distribution within a data network (e.g., Network Time Protocol).  One technique that has been 
gaining in acceptance is IEEE-1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP).  PTP is a protocol standard 
that can offer time coherency to within several hundred nanoseconds on a distributed network.  
To enable this level of accuracy, the switch must provide support for the protocol.  Otherwise, 
latency introduced by the switch cannot be accounted for.  PTP defines a grand master time 
source.  The timing grand master is the timing reference within the network, not unlike a stratum 
clock in a terrestrial-based telecommunications network.  The timing grand master can exist as a 
separate device attached to the network or as an integral part of the switch.  For example, the 
switch could contain a GPS receiver from which it derives the grand master clock. 
 
Network-Based Acquisition Units 
 
Historically, IRIG-106 Chapter 4 was developed and published to provide a common standard of 
formatting PCM frames of parametric sensor data. In the early 90’s Chapter 8 was added to 
format 100% of MIL-STD-1553 data. In 2004/5 Chapter 8 was modified to add 100% of 
ARINC-429 data. In 2003/4 IRIG 106 added Chapter 10 for standardizing the recording of PCM, 
MIL-STD-1553, Video, ARINC-429, IEEE-1394, and other data. 
Integrating parametric data such as sensor data with avionics data within a single network fabric 
provides many challenges and advantages as compared with the current IRIG-106 standard. A 
basic comparison of PCM vs. Network was discussed in [4] called “Migrating from PCM to 
Network Data Acquisition System”. A network-based data acquisition system is considered a 
Data Source Interface (DSI) node. It collects data from sensors or avionic data buses, 
encapsulates the acquired data with time and source ID for transmission over the network fabric. 
The possible types of acquisition units are:  
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• Network Based Data Acquisition Units (nDAU) 

o For Sensor Data (Parametric data) 
o For Video (MPEG-2 and MPEG-4) 
o For Avionic buses (100% of data into the network fabric) 

§ ARINC-429 
§ ARINC-629 
§ ARINC-664 
§ MIL-STD-1553 
§ CAN-Bus 
§ Ethernet Bus 
§ IEEE-1394 
§ Other propriety Buses 

 
Network-Based Data Acquisition Unit for Sensor Data 

A network acquisition unit is an element that conditions and acquires multiple input sensor 
channels with similar or dissimilar data types, and combines them into data packets for 
transmission over the network fabric. The network port also provides the unit with the gateway 
for setup and configuration, SNMP status and control, and time synchronization using IEEE-
1588 time. The unit acquires data from accelerometers, strain gages, various temperature sensors, 
pressure sensors, synchro/resolver sensors, LVDT, discrete signals, video, and an entire host of 
avionic buses. Acquired IEEE-1588 time is distributed within the acquisition unit for time 
tagging sensor data, and selected avionic bus data. Time can also be used to trigger time 
dependent events within the acquisition unit such as simultaneous sample, and across multiple 
acquisition units in the network. This unit is similar to a PCM data acquisition unit, with all the 
added capabilities of a network hookup. Since this unit is processor based, it can be used to 
provide engineering unit calculation on selected parameters, and possibly format the data on the 
network in various ways. The unit can host a web browser, is XML programmable, and can 
change channel parameters (such as gain, offset, etc.) from the network as described in [5]. 

Network-Based Data Acquisition Unit for Video Data 

Although this function can be combined with the sensor acquisition unit, it provides greater 
flexibility when it is realized as a dedicated video node. Compressed video in a network fabric 
required very little processing to be monitored by on-board instrumentation engineers, or post 
processing from a flight recorder. Video time inversion, and packet time tagging are available 
from IEEE-1588 time. All video and audio parameters are XML programmable via the network 
fabric for data rate, resolution, data source (Composite, RGB, etc.), time insertion ON/OFF, 
location of time in the picture frame, and video format.  

Network-Based Data Acquisition Unit for Avionic Data Buses 

Network-based avionic bus acquisition units monitor and collect 100% of the avionic data, and 
format that data for transport over the network fabric. While some units may acquire data from a 
single bus, others collect data from multiple buses of the same type. Network time is based on 
IEEE-1588 and is used for time tagging data after the PHY layer in all cases. Each bus type 
includes rules for multicasting data packets. These rules are design to simplify the tasks for 
telemetry, on-board data analysis, and optional data processing. The acquisition unit for ARINC-
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429 is capable of acquiring up to 32 buses per node, and the MIL-STD-1553 unit will be capable 
of acquiring up to 8 or 16 buses per node. ARINC-629, and ARINC-664 (Dual redundant 
Ethernet like bus) acquisition units have been designed for a single bus each. 

Network Gateways 
 
Network-based data acquisition is a new paradigm relative to traditional PCM-based systems.  
The majority of systems deployed today are PCM based.  As such, bridging the gap between the 
network-based system and a legacy system is an important consideration.  It allows customers to 
protect their investment in existing systems while leveraging the advantages of a network-based 
system.  This desire drives the need for a network gateway.  Below are four examples of relevant 
network gateways.  Figure 5 shows how various gateways could be implemented in a data 
acquisition network. 
 
CAIS-to-Network Gateway 
Many airborne data acquisition systems used today employ the Common Airborne 
Instrumentation System Bus (CAIS Bus).  Using the CAIS Bus, an entire data acquisition system 
can be programmed and queried.  A CAIS-to-Network gateway provides the capability to acquire 
data, program, verify and initiate calibration commands to CAIS Bus devices, via the network.  
The gateway becomes a source node in the network.  From a CAIS Bus point of view, devices on 
the bus operate normally, without any specific knowledge of devices on the network. 
 
PCM-to-Network Gateway 
Data acquisition systems that use serial PCM data are common in many flight test programs.  
The PCM-to-Network Gateway facilitates the connection of legacy PCM-based systems to a 
networked system.  The gateway accepts PCM clock and data and provides a major/minor frame 
correlator, timestamps minor frames using the network IEEE-1588 time, and packetizes data for 
transmission on the network.  In addition, the gateway provides a serial RS-232/422 pass-
through mode that allows the downstream PCM system to be configured. 
 
IEEE-1451-to-Network Gateway 
Another sensor network that has emerged over the last 5 years is based on the IEEE-1451 
standard.  An IEEE-1451-to-Network Gateway would essentially act as an NCAP (Network 
Capable Applications Processor).  NCAP is the term used in the standard to describe a device 
that interfaces the digital network to one or more “smart transducers”.  The gateway would 
implement the necessary protocols and interfaces (i.e., 1451.1 and 1451.2) to enable data 
acquisition network traffic to interact with 1451 traffic.  As with all data collection devices, time 
coherency of data samples is an important consideration.  Time maintained in the gateway is 
based on the IEEE-1588 time distributed over the network.  Time distribution over 1451, 
however, is to be studied. 
 
Wireless Network Gateway 
There are a number of wireless standards being considered for use on airborne programs.  These 
include variants of IEEE-802.11, Bluetooth®, and ZigBee™ to name a few.  The wireless 
gateway provides the interface from the wired network (i.e., IEEE-802.3) to the radio.  With the 
gateway in place, one or more wireless sensors/data acquisition units can act as source nodes to 
the overall data acquisition network.  As different wireless communications standards implement 
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different protocols, the distribution of time over them can present unique challenges.  For 
example, IEEE-1588 may or may not be adequate for accurate time distribution over IEEE-
802.11g.  This is an area for further study.  It is conceivable that a wireless link might bridge 
together two disparate Ethernet networks on the same test article.  The treatment of time on both 
networks and the wireless link in between, in this scenario, warrants additional research. 
 
Network-Based IP Recorder 
 
As with most, if not all, data acquisition systems, the recorder is one of the primary data sinks.  
A network-based system is no different.  The IP Recorder appears to the network as another node 
[6].  Unlike most nodes, the recorder may have more than one network connection to support 
increased throughput.  For example, the recorder may have two or more gigabit connections.  In 
addition, the recorder can also play the role of a source node, retrieving and sending data to other 
network nodes (e.g., telemetry transceiver, network management server, instrumentation 
engineer’s terminal, etc.). 
 
Time synchronization may or may not be a concern at the recorder, depending on the customer’s 
requirements.  Acquired data bound for the recorder is already time stamped.  However, there 
may be a need to timestamp the data as it arrives at the recorder.  In the network presented here, 
IEEE-1588 PTP would be supported on the recorder to facilitate local timestamping. 
 
Network-Based Management Server 
 
The management server acts as the central resource for configuring, controlling, and monitoring 
the acquisition network. Typically, a management server would provide a GUI into the workings 
of the acquisition network, providing the user with a friendly and efficient way to verify the 
operation of the system. Statistics being gathered at different nodes within the network would be 
collected by the server and formatted for presentation to the user. Any error conditions or out-of-
bounds situations would be detected by the server and presented to the user. Changes made to the 
operation of any of the elements in the network would be managed by the server to ensure 
consistency of the network and the server would guarantee that the appropriate procedures were 
being followed and that the operator had the required privileges needed to make the changes. 
 
Network-Based Data Processor 
 
Data processor may be used for processing some of the acquired data for use by on-board flight 
test engineers, pilot, and/or for transmission. When used stand-alone, this function is considered 
both a data sink and a data source. The Data Processor function can be combined with a data 
selector, IP recorder, or can be parsed out to each data acquisition unit to perform some data 
processing.  
 
Network-Based Data Selector 
 
The Data Selector is considered a data sink node. It monitors data in the network fabric intended 
for a specific operation (e.g., telemetry). Its job can be simple if data sources are performing 
some of the data selection, and multicast that data using programmable addressing that the data 
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selector identifies as the targeted sink node for that data. The data selector can further sift 
through the data down to the parameter level for TM. In a very large network application, this 
function can be a stand-alone function or an integrated function of the RF telemetry transceiver. 
In very small applications, this function can be built into the acquisition unit. In some 
applications, it is possible to delegate this function to an IP recorder. In all cases this function is 
required in a network application when TM of selected data is used.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Traditional data acquisition systems have relied on physical connections between data 
sources and data receivers to handle the routing of acquired data streams.  However, these 
systems grow exponentially in complexity as the number of data sources and receivers 
increases.  New techniques are needed to address the ever increasing complexity of data 
acquisition.  Furthermore, more advanced mechanisms are needed that move past the 
limitations of traditional data models that connect each data source to exactly one data 
receiver. 
 
This paper presents a software framework for the playback of multiplexed data acquired 
from a network acquisition system.  This framework uses multicast technologies to 
connect data sources with multiple data receivers.  The network acquisition system is 
briefly introduced before the software framework is discussed.  Both the challenges and 
advantages involved with creating such a system are presented.  Finally, this framework 
is applied to an aviation telemetry example. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Modern Internet browsers conveniently allow users around the world to remotely access 
information via an easy to remember URL (uniform resource locator or address).  
Regardless of the complexity of the highly distributed nature of this information, the user 
is abstracted from the underlying data sources.  Data acquisition systems must also 
retrieve information from remote servers, which in the realm of flight test telemetry, 
range from simple transducers to even more complicated networks of data acquisition 
systems.  As the demands on flight test instrumentation increase in response to the 
growing complexity of new aircraft, it becomes ever more difficult to maintain this 
abstraction. 
 
Traditional data acquisition systems have used physical connectivity methods to link data 
sources with data receivers.  These methods require cabling directly between data sources 
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and data receivers.  Historically, this physical cabling of sources directly to receivers has 
been sufficient.  However, these methods are not scalable and begin to break down as the 
number of data sources and receivers increases.  Specifically, the number of physical 
connections that are required grows exponentially as sources and receivers are added to 
the acquisition system.  Manual routing of data is time consuming, error prone, and 
insufficient when multiple receivers need access to a single data source.  Optimizing 
these scenarios is necessary to minimize bandwidth utilization. 
 
One approach to addressing this problem is to shift the burden of data routing and 
retrieval away from hardware data acquisition systems to routers and software-driven 
workstations.  The great flexibility of software can then be leveraged to help simplify this 
process.  This paper examines a software framework for efficiently transporting 
multiplexed data to different software components such as video playback, strip chart 
plotters, and alarm displays. 
 
The framework that is presented uses a new, emerging model of data acquisition.  This 
model provides for the easy retrieval of data from different data sources without the need 
to reconfigure physical links.  Instead, the configuration burden is handled via the 
software framework.  However, the task of efficiently multiplexing and processing data 
streams from different sources is quite challenging since multiple destinations can share 
the same data packet.  This system expands upon the traditional end-to-end 
communication of data acquisition systems by allowing communication between a single 
data source and multiple destinations. 
 
 

EXAMPLE SCENARIO 
 
A user logs into an arbitrary workstation to monitor a lab environment where there is a 
collection of many sensors and cameras, each with varying degrees of data criticality.  
Each sensor and camera is a remote data source and multiple workstations will need to 
share data from the same source.  Workstations will be used to decode and play back 
video data from the cameras and to visualize sensor reading using charts, graphs, and 
indicators.  A data acquisition system for this scenario should meet this minimal set of 
requirements: 

 
1. Dynamically connect data sources and data receivers. 
2. Support data transfer between multiple data sources and receivers within the same 

session. 
3. Process extremely large quantities of data. 
4. Transfer data in real-time. 
5. Simultaneously display multiple data streams synchronously on a workstation. 
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 
This data acquisition system is logically divided into a back-end data acquisition network 
and a front-end software framework, which contains the data analysis and visualization 
components such as video playback, charts, and alarms.  The network physically links the 
network acquisition system (referred to as MnDAU or miniature networked data 
acquisition unit), routers, configuration servers, and workstations that run the MnDAU 
playback software, which is described in this paper.  Figure 1 illustrates the connectivity 
of the network. 
 

Figure 1.  The Data Acquisition Network 
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THE NETWORK 

 
The four major components of the network are: 
 

1. MnDAU(s) (miniature networked data acquisition unit) 
2. Router(s) 
3. Configuration Server 
4. Workstation running the MnDAU playback software. 

 
MnDAU: The MnDAU is a network data acquisition unit, which is a system that 
conditions and acquires multiple input sensor channels with similar or dissimilar data 
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types, and combines them into data packets for transmission over the network fabric. The 
network interface also provides the unit with a gateway for setup and configuration, 
SNMP status and control, and time synchronization using the IEEE-1588 time standard. 
The unit acquires data from accelerometers, strain gages, various temperature sensors, 
pressure sensors, synchro/resolver sensors, LVDT, discrete signals, video, and an entire 
host of avionics buses. Acquired IEEE-1588 time is distributed within the acquisition unit 
for time tagging sensor data and avionics bus data. Time can also be used to trigger time 
dependent events, such as simultaneous sampling, within the acquisition unit or across 
multiple acquisition units on the network.  This unit supports multicast technology, which 
allows data to be received by more than one workstation running the MnDAU playback 
software.   
 

Figure 2.  Network Data Acquisition Unit 
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Routers: Routers are the network devices that connect all of network nodes together.  
They optimize bandwidth usage in addition to performing the basic functions of relaying 
and delivering data.  The router forwards no data unless a receiver has been defined even 
if the MnDAU is putting out IP packets over the network fabric.  Routers also optimize 
the path between the source and the destination. 
 
Configuration Server: The configuration server stores information about the data 
sources and the data formats.  Information from the configuration server is provided on 
demand and is not transmitted with the data stream.  Virtual connections to the data 
sources are created using the descriptions provided by the configuration server. 
 
Workstation: The MnDAU playback software communicates with the configuration 
server, enumerates the data sources, and presents them to the user via a graphical user 
interface.  The data model is then dynamically created based on the user’s input.  Once a 
source is specified, the MnDAU playback software sends a message indicating that it 
wants to join the multicast session.  Each session contains one source and an unlimited 
number of receivers.  The router then builds a tree structure that links the data source, 
router, and data receivers.  Data packets are efficiently sent along the tree without 
duplication. 
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MNDAU PLAYBACK SOFTWARE DATA FLOW 
 

The MnDAU playback software consists of three fundamental modules as illustrated in 
Figure 3: 
 

1. Receiver Module 
2. Packet Pool Module 
3. Publisher Module 
 

Figure 3.  Dataflow in MnDAU Playback 
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The receiver module accepts packets from the network and moves them into memory. 
The packet pool module buffers data from the receiver module and shares the data with 
the data viewers.  The publisher module exposes an API through which the data viewers 
access data.  Data viewers are notified by the publisher module when a new packet 
arrives in the packet pool module.   
 
This design has three main benefits: high performance data routing, efficient memory 
management, and a flexible API.  The high efficiency of data movement from the 
network saves CPU time for other data processing.  Since the receiver module’s thread 
has the highest priority, it is guaranteed to have CPU time whenever data is available 
from the network.  Furthermore, the short data path from the receiver module to the 
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packet pool speeds up the buffering process of the highly volatile network data.  Finally, 
the optimized memory management in the packet pool reduces the time for memory 
allocation. 
 
Memory usage is extremely efficient since all memory is shared between the data 
viewers; no memory copying operations are invoked. The publisher signals the data 
viewers when a new packet arrives by passing a reference of the newly arrived packet to 
the data viewers. If a packet is no longer referenced by a data viewer, then the memory 
will be returned to the packet pool. 
 
Finally, the generalized API design is flexible and extensible. New data viewers can be 
easily created as new scenarios arise.  Since there is a clear abstraction layer between the 
core MnDAU data playback mechanism and the data viewers, all complexity about the 
architecture is hidden from the data viewers.  End users can extend this model by creating 
new data viewers since data can be retrieved as one would normally read a block of 
memory in a high level programming language. 

 
 

ADVANTAGES 
 

The MnDAU playback architecture has many advantages.  Due to its foundation on IP 
technology, the architecture is scalable, flexible, and reliable.  Many existing 
technologies and commercial off the shelf (COTS) products can be leveraged and used 
with this system.  Furthermore, continuing, industry wide research in IP technologies will 
only serve to expand upon its possibilities.  For example, several newer router algorithms 
related to multicast help to reduce bandwidth usage. Other technologies such as 
deterministic Ethernet are also useful for real-time data transportation.  
 
Physical reconfiguration of connectivity is completely eliminated when a workstation 
switches from one data source to another one, as long as they are within the same 
MnDAU network.  With the help of the MnDAU playback software, the workstation and 
the network will find a path that allows data to flow from the source to the workstation.  
Users only need to specify the name of the source, just as they would enter a URL into an 
Internet browser. 
 
An emerging concept within the data acquisition community is that the data acquisition 
network itself can act as a database for real-time data.  Conventional databases enable 
clients to query information from a data depository using traditional queries.  Applying 
this technique to the data acquisition network allows a user to similarly retrieve data via 
queries.  This is significant since many data analysis and data mining tools are built upon 
database queries.  These techniques can be further extended to allow real-time querying 
of the data acquisition network.  
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AVIATION TELEMETRY APPLICATIONS 
 
The network acquisition system and MnDAU playback software presented in this paper 
have many applications to aviation telemetry.  In the event of a missile separation, for 
example, a flight test engineer would be interested in the following measurements: time, 
MPEG-2 video from a camera, weapons messages on a 1553 bus, and wing strain data 
from a strain transducer.  Each of these types of measurements falls into a different 
category: time, audiovisual, digital, and analog, respectively.  For this event, it is 
essential that all of the data be time-correlated and multiplexed so that the entire state of 
the aircraft at the time of the separation can be examined.  The MnDAU network 
acquisition system can be used to acquire this data.  Multiple test engineers on the aircraft 
can connect to the network simultaneously to analyze and visualize the data in different 
ways using the MnDAU playback software. 
 
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the MnDAU playback software receiving and playing 
back time, video, and analog strain data in a situation similar to the one described above: 

 
Figure 4.  MnDAU Playback Software Screenshot 

 

 
 
In this scenario, the MnDAU playback software functions as a software Ethernet 
decommutator for the data.  Incoming, packetized data streams are received by the 
MnDAU playback software via multicast and are then demultiplexed and routed to the 
appropriate data viewer.  This operation is similar to a traditional hardware 
decommutator except that this solution is much more flexible and extensible.   
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CONCLUSION 
 
The telemetry industry’s continuing adoption of network acquisition systems opens up an 
endless realm of possibilities.  By leveraging off the shelf IP technologies such as 
multicast and automatic routing, intricate networks of data sources and data receivers can 
be quickly constructed without the need for complex physical connections.  The software 
framework that is presented in this paper allows users to quickly and easily acquire, 
analyze, and visualize telemetry data using these virtual networks.  
 
Much research is currently devoted to analyzing the process of acquiring real-time data.  
Streaming databases are one of the most active areas that are being researched.  By 
applying this technology it becomes possible to easily retrieve important information 
from large quantities of real-time data. The software framework presented in this paper is 
a first step toward realizing the full potential of streaming databases. 
 
Hopefully, the industry will continue to research and utilize newer network technologies 
so that data acquisition can continue to be simultaneously simplified and enriched. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Today’s data acquisition systems are typically comprised of data collectors connected to 
multiplexers via serial, point-to-point links.  Data flows upstream from the sensors or avionics 
buses to the data acquisition units, to the multiplexer and finally to the recorder or telemetry 
transmitter.  In a networked data acquisition system, data is transported through the network 
“cloud”.  At the core of the network “cloud” is the network switch.  The switch is responsible for 
distributing and directing data within the network.  Network switches are commonplace in the 
commercial realm.  Many businesses today could not function without them.  A network-based 
data acquisition system, however, places additional burdens on the network switch.  As in a 
commercial network, the switch in a data acquisition system must be able to distribute data 
packets within the network.  In addition, it must be able to perform in a harsh environment, 
occupy a minimal amount of space, operate with limited or no external cooling, be configurable, 
and deal with the distribution of time information. 
 
This paper describes the required features of a ruggedized network switch and the 
implementation challenges facing its design.  As a core component of a network-based data 
acquisition system, an ideal switch must be capable of operating in a large number of 
configurations, transporting and aggregating data between data sources and data sinks, with a 
mixture of devices operating at rates ranging from a few thousand bits per second to several 
gigabits per second, over twisted pair or fiber optic links.  To ensure time coherency, the switch 
must also facilitate a time distribution mechanism, e.g., IEEE-1588 Precision Time Protocol 
(PTP).  The gigabit switch described here uses the PTP to implement an end-to-end clock 
synchronization, for distributed acquisition nodes, to within 300 nanoseconds. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Whether used within a corporate network or an advanced airborne data acquisition system, the 
network switch is responsible for filtering and forwarding data packets throughout the network.  
Although an airborne switch shares many of the same features and functions as a commercial 
switch, there are several significant differences.  One obvious difference is the increased 
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ruggedization required for the switch to operate in an airborne environment.  This includes more 
stringent requirements related to shock, vibration, temperature, altitude, resistance to 
contaminants, etc. than those imposed upon a commercial product.  Another important difference 
is the requirement to support time coherency within the data acquisition network.  Historically, 
commercial data networks have not had this requirement. 
 
Although key switch features and implementation challenges are discussed, a treatment of 
fundamental network operation and protocols is beyond the scope of this paper.  The reader is 
encouraged to refer to any of the numerous texts available regarding network operation. 
 

SWITCH BASICS 
 
The primary task of a network switch is to filter and forward packets.  In the case of a switch 
designed for a data acquisition network, time distribution is also a key function.  Switches 
connect various network segments to form larger heterogeneous networks.  Acting as the traffic 
cop for network data, the switch carries and directs frames between segments connected to its 
ports.  The simplest example of this is broadcasting arriving frames to all other ports on the 
switch.  This is inefficient, however, as all the segments would carry this traffic, regardless of 
where the destination node were located.  The most basic switch has the ability to manage the 
traffic by forwarding the frames directly to the destination node or to another switch that can 
forward them to the node. 
 
To aid the switch in making forwarding decisions, the switch maintains addressing tables.  Each 
frame contains a source and destination Media Access Control (MAC) address.  The MAC 
address is the hardware address of a node on the network.  The switch reads the source MAC 
address of frames entering the switch and stores them in the table.  From this the switch can 
associate the physical port to MAC addresses.  The switch also reads the destination MAC 
address to determine where the frame needs to go.  The MAC address table is parsed to find the 
relationship between the MAC address and physical switch port.  Once found, the frame is sent 
to the appropriate port.  If no address match is found, the switch sends the frame out on all its 
ports, except the port it arrived on. 
 
Multicast addressing allows a node to send frames to multiple destination nodes.  A switch can 
maintain a list of node addresses that are members of a “multicast group”.  Once registered to the 
group, nodes can receive multicast traffic bound for that group.  Some switches allow the 
automatic detection of multicast groups by “snooping” the packets exchanged by nodes during 
the registration process.  This helps the switch determine what physical ports to send multicast 
packets. 
 
Switches can be placed into two categories, managed and unmanaged.  A basic Ethernet switch 
can operate autonomously with no external configuration or interaction required.  This type of 
switch is an example of an unmanaged switch.  A managed switch can be configured or 
reconfigured during operation.  In addition, a managed switch can offer additional benefits.  
Features including flow control, fault detection, QoS (Quality of Service), port trunking, 
performance statistics, and others are often available on managed switches. 
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CORE OF THE NETWORK-BASED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

 
The switch is the main building block of an Ethernet network.  All nodes on the network connect 
to a hub or switch port via a point-to-point link.  Without the switch (or hub), the network would 
not have more than two nodes.  The switch enables scalability of the network.  As data sources 
and sinks are added to the network, the number of switch ports needed also increases.  Switches 
are simply added to the network to support the growth of network nodes.  Figure 1 below shows 
a block diagram of a network-based data acquisition system. 
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Figure 1. Network-Based Data Acquisition System 

 
Time coherency is an important characteristic of a data acquisition system.  In traditional 
systems, time is distributed on a separate network (out-of-band) with its own physical wiring.  In 
a network-based system, time can be transported on the same network that carries the data traffic 
(in-band), and using the same physical wiring.  To facilitate time distribution, the switch must be 
designed to terminate the time protocol and propagate it on its ports.  This is one of the key 
elements of a network data acquisition switch that separates it from its commercial counterpart. 
 
Often, system devices can generate from kilobits per second of data to gigabits per second of 
data, depending on the device (e.g., sensor, multiplexer, etc.).  In order to maintain flexibility and 
protect the customer’s investment, the switch should be able to support the connection of devices 
with varied data rate requirements.  For Ethernet, standards exist for 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1 Gbps 
and 10 Gbps data rates.  The physical layers defined include both twisted pair copper wiring and 
fiber optic cabling. 
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In some cases, a device may require bandwidth greater than what a single switch connection can 
provide.  For example, one switch may need to send 150 Mbps of traffic to another switch in the 
network.  This would exceed the bandwidth of a single 100Base-T port on either switch.  In this 
case, two 100 Mbps ports could be aggregated together, forming a virtual single 200 Mbps link 
between the switches.  This illustrates the feature of port “trunking”.  Port trunking gives the user 
the ability to aggregate a number of ports on the switch to form a larger capacity link.  In a 
similar fashion, two or more gigabit ports could be trunked together to form a single high-
capacity link.  In these cases, the user needs to decide whether to combine lower speed ports 
together or use a single, higher speed port.  In some cases, using a higher speed port increases 
cost and underutilizes the available bandwidth. 
 
Below is a list of important features to consider when including an Ethernet switch in an airborne 
data acquisition network. 
 

• Port count/density 
• Port speeds (10/100/1000 Mbps) 
• Media support (twisted-pair copper or fiber) 
• Support for IEEE-1588 PTP 
• Support for 1588 Timing Grand Master 
• Support for port trunking 
• Managed or unmanaged switch 
• Aggregate bandwidth ((number of ports) x (maximum throughput per port)) 
• Switching capacity (number of packets per second that can be forwarded) 
• Number of multicast groups supported 

 
 

NETWORK PACKET-BASED TIME DISTRIBUTION 
 
Any accurate timing distribution system must consider the propagation delay of the information 
to the endpoint.  With the delay known, it can be adjusted for at the node and virtually 
eliminated.  The main issue with time distribution on network-based systems is the variation in 
the propagation delay of the packets.  The delay can vary from hundreds to thousands of 
microseconds. 
 
There are several factors affecting the delay of the information crossing the network at the 
application layer. The most important ones are software latency and network latency. Software 
latency is the time it takes the driver software to respond to an event. The variation of this delay 
is affected by the response time of the software running at each node and the loading at each 
node.  
 
Network latency is associated with the time it takes a frame to move from the MAC of the 
sending node to the MAC of the receiving node.  The network switches have the most effect on 
the variation of this delay.  The time it takes an Ethernet frame to move from the incoming port 
of a switch to its destination port is not bound and can typically be from hundreds of 
nanoseconds to hundreds of microseconds.  How well this time can be bound will determine the 
delay variation on the data being transmitted between two nodes.  The variation of the delay 
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through a switch results in jitter.  The jitter must be removed or minimized to maintain an 
acceptable level of timing accuracy between the distributed nodes in the network.  This suggests 
that the switch must support a mechanism to characterize its contribution to the overall timing 
uncertainty. 
 
There are various protocols that exist to allow network nodes to synchronize their time to a 
master clock source.  One popular protocol is the Network Time Protocol or NTP.  NTP is an 
application layer protocol whose performance is related to the particular software 
implementation.  NTP can provide clock synchronization to within hundreds of microseconds on 
a controlled, local network and to within tens of milliseconds on larger networks (e.g., the 
Internet).  Generally, NTP does not provide the degree of synchronization required in an airborne 
data acquisition system. 
 
The IEEE-1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) provides a standard way to synchronize devices 
over a packet-based network with sub-microsecond precision. As opposed to NTP, PTP operates 
at the Physical, Data Link and Network layers and is isolated from the larger time uncertainties 
of the upper software layers.  It should be noted that PTP could be implemented on a switch or 
other device as software only.  When this is done, the precision of the timing is reduced due to 
the variations in the software execution, driver software performance, etc.  These variations can 
result in time differences greater than several milliseconds.  To ensure maximum accuracy, the 
PTP must be terminated as close to the physical interface as possible.  Doing so requires 
specialized hardware.  Implementing specialized hardware allows time packets to be read 
between the physical layer device (PHY) and the Media Access Controller (MAC).  Figure 2 
below shows a high-level block diagram of the IEEE-1588 processing logic in relation to the 
Ethernet MAC and PHY devices.  Using the hardware approach, accuracy can be improved to 
the 200 nanoseconds range.  So the designer must make the trade-off between accuracy and 
product cost/complexity when deciding whether to implement the IEEE-1588 protocol in 
software versus hardware. 
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Figure 2. IEEE-1588 Circuit Block Diagram 
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APPLICATIONS 
 
The switch is primarily designed for an airborne data acquisition network. The airborne 
application may require installation within the test article or outside, but within the aerodynamic 
structure of the test article. The switch must meet harsh environmental conditions for use in the 
airborne environment. These conditions are found in other applications suitable for a ruggedized 
switch that requires time distribution capability. The applications may include: 

• Network with time distribution in a test range 
• Naval Shipboard network switch with time distribution 
• Network based telemetry ground test vehicle  
• Wind tunnel network based instrumentation 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
This paper has attempted to describe the switch as a key element in a network-based data 
acquisition system.  Aside from the role of traffic cop, the switch must faithfully distribute time 
through the network for use by the nodes.  In some cases, the switch may also act as the timing 
grand master in the network.  Offering flexibility relative to the port types and speeds allows a 
customer to change the topology of the data acquisition system without replacing the switch.  
This flexibility has a price in terms of the complexity of circuits needed to terminate the IEEE-
1588 protocol for any given port speed, especially higher rate ports like gigabit Ethernet.  
 
The IEEE-1588 protocol allows for accurate time coherency within a packet-based network.  
Using the protocol enables time information to flow in-band with the data traffic as opposed to 
out-of-band like traditional TDM-based (Time Division Multiplexed-based) systems.  The switch 
design must provide for a protocol that supports time distribution (IEEE-1588 or other) to ensure 
accurate time at the nodes. 
 
Lastly, building management capability into the switch gives the user the ability to characterize 
performance, diagnose data traffic issues and monitor the operation of the switch itself.  This 
feature becomes more important as the size and complexity of the data acquisition system 
increases. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Traditionally, acquired instrumentation data on a non-destructive test article is recorded to a non-
volatile memory recorder.  The data acquisition system usually samples and formats its inputs 
before transmitting the data to the recorder (also known in this paper as a data sink) via a PCM 
serial data stream (i.e., clock and data).  In a network-based data acquisition architecture, the 
inclusion of an IP-based recorder adds a new dimension to the data acquisition process.  Any IP 
network inherently allows for the bi-directional exchange of data.  In this environment, the IP-
based recorder can be treated as both a data sink for parameter recording and a data source for 
parameter extraction, data rate statistics, and recorder status reporting.  The network model 
recasts the data recorder’s function as a file server to which multiple clients could be 
simultaneously requesting services.  Those clients that represent the data acquisition nodes are 
requesting storage of their acquired parameters.  Clients, such as transmitters or test engineers, 
are requesting access to archived data or status information for further processing. 
 
This paper presents the advantages of using an IP-based recorder in a network-based data 
acquisition system.  The availability of an IP interface along with the intelligence built into the 
recorder expands its capabilities beyond that of a conventional PCM recorder.  These capabilities 
include real-time health monitoring, support for the Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP), data mining, reporting of real-time performance and network statistics. 
 
 

KEYWORDS 
 
Network, IP-based Recorder, SNMP, Data Acquisition, Data Mining 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Flight instrumentation recorders, whether magnetic tape, disk or silicon-based, have been 
typically accessed via a serial (typically PCM) simplex interface.  The recorder’s purpose has 
been to accept serialized data and transfer the data to the recording media and later, retrieve the 
data from the media for archiving and/or analysis purposes.  The level of computing intelligence 
needed in the recorder has been relatively low.  Not too many years ago, recording systems were 
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available that included the data multiplexing function, either in the same physical chassis or as a 
separate unit. 
 
Today, as the acceptance of network-based data acquisition systems becomes more popular, 
there is a benefit to extending the network directly to the recorder and making the recorder 
effectively another network node.  In a more traditional sense, the network-attached recorder 
inherently becomes a file server.  As a file server, the recorder is not only capable of recording 
data, but it can also concurrently retrieve data.  The ability to retrieve recorded data during a test 
mission is a significant benefit.  One reason is being able to access data related to safety-of- flight 
measurements that are not otherwise telemetered in real- time. 
 
Although an IP (Internet Protocol) Recorder can be an integral part of an IP-based data 
acquisition system, a complete treatment of such a system is beyond the scope of this paper.  The 
reader is encouraged to refer to other documents, including those cited in the references section, 
to gain an overall understanding of elements of an IP-based data acquisition system. 
 
 

IP RECORDER BASICS 
 
The fundamental components of an IP recorder are the network interface, an IP stack, a 
processing element, and the storage media. Each one of these elements determines the overall 
performance, features and usability of the IP recorder. The network interface is that portion of 
the recorder that is used to attach to the network transport. The type of interface used would 
normally be determined by the overall system network that carries the acquisition data from the 
source nodes. Some possible examples would be Ethernet, Fibre Channel, and IEEE 1394. The 
choice of network transport can determine the reliability of packet delivery, the jitter and latency 
experienced by the packets before they arrive at the recorder, and the size of the packets. 
 
A data recorder capable of communicating on an IP network is not much different from other 
network nodes in that it will run a software stack that will terminate the IP protocol.  The lower 
layer is not necessarily tied to the stack as the IP protocol can be implemented over Ethernet, 
Fiber Channel, and other physical layers. The services available within the IP stack determine 
what form the packets take when they arrive and the complexity of sorting thru the different 
streams to determine how to place them onto the media. It’s possible that data streams from 
different data sources might arrive as a mixture of TCP and UDP packets. Those packets sent via 
UDP could be sent as unicast or multicast streams. At a higher level, the data may arrive at the IP 
stack as iSCSI protocol. This is a data and command transport protocol based on SCSI, a long 
time industry standard for interfacing with storage media. iSCSI is commonly used in Storage 
Area Networks (SANs) in commercial applications for data storage, but requires a higher level of 
software complexity and computing resources in the data sources. A tradeoff could be made 
here, higher complexity in all network elements (in return for flexibility (iSCSI) and 
transparency of data on the wire) or lower overall system complexity (in return for slightly less 
flexibility (TCP/UDP) and data transparency). 
 
Directly related to the complexity of the data transport is the use of a processing element to 
receive, interpret, and route data received from the IP stack. The complexity of the software 
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needed to manage this process; at the speeds that data is expected to arrive at the recorder; 
determines the needed performance of the processing element. Given that hundreds of thousands, 
if not millions of packets per second may be arriving at the recorder, it may be necessary to 
support multiple processing elements to direct all that data. The choice of the physical network 
transport might influence the choice of processing element, for example, Ethernet is commonly 
found integrated within many system processors while Fibre Channel is not. 
 
Ultimately, all of the packets that arrive at the network interface find themselves placed on the 
media for permanent storage. The pathway from the network interface to the media needs to be 
able to sustain the data rates expected from the network. Typically, industry standard media 
interfaces include Fibre Channel, IDE, SCSI, and Serial ATA. Each technology has its own 
limitations regarding performance, in addition to the complexity of translating data arriving over 
the network into a form suitable for each media interface. Another performance limitation is the 
actual speed of the media. Writing performance to a single instance of standard media available 
today (either hard disk of solid state) normally tops out at 40 megabytes per second. In order to 
achieve higher recording throughput, it is necessary to use multiple instances of media and 
overlap the storage of data packets with multiple simultaneous writes. To do this efficiently 
requires the use of large packet buffers or memory caches, these buffers smooth out the jitter 
introduced by the network and smooth out the delays in writing out packets caused by 
mechanical movement of assemblies in hard drive media. 
 
 

ORGANIZATION OF MEDIA 
 
A critical decision within the IP recorder is the way the media is organized into storage. Given 
that it is often necessary to use multiple media instances to achieve the necessary recording 
performance, the way that data is laid out on the media array will determine the complexity of 
extracting the data after the test flight. The technology commonly used to manage this  
complexity is RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks). RAID technology commonly 
appears in Storage Area Networks (SANs) and supports numerous options regarding 
performance and redundancy. The type of RAID being used is typically identified by its leve l, 
with each level offering different combination of capabilities. The following table highlights 
some of the commonly found configurations: 
 

Level Striping Mirroring Parity Storage Penalty 
     

RAID 0 Yes No No None 
RAID 1 No Yes No 100% 
RAID 3 Yes No Yes 1 Drive 
RAID 5 No No Yes 1 Drive 
RAID 10 Yes Yes No 100% 
 
The choice of how to organize media on an IP recorder depends on the needs of the mission. In 
most cases, RAID 0 would be sufficient, as the primary concern is simply to handle the incoming 
data rate. In some cases, perhaps when using hard disks on a flight that has higher reliability 
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concerns, RAID 10 might be more appropriate in order to provide some measure of data 
reliability in the event of failure of one of the drives. 
 
 

IP RECORDER – DATA SINK AND SOURCE 
 
Traditionally, a data recorder has acted as a simplex device.  Data flows in one direction at a 
time.  While data is acquired on a test article, the data is collected, formatted and sent to the 
recorder.  The recorder acts as a data “sink”.  An IP Recorder, however, is also able to retrieve 
data from the recording media and provide that data to the requesting node, thus also acting as a 
data “source”.  This ability comes as a result of terminating the IP protocol, in this case, and 
making use of the processing power built into the recorder. Additionally, it depends upon the 
ability of the recorder to index the data being recorded in real time, which allows for external 
queries to locate a random packet on the media, based on time. In order for this function to be 
practical in a flight test environment, it is necessary to be able to read data from the media 
without interfering in the recording of the flight data. This is where the use of RAID technology 
in an IP recorder can dramatically increase the flexibility of the system. A recorder that uses 
multiple drives and stripes the recorded data across the drives provides ample opportunities for a 
read operation to occur on an idle drive while many parallel writes may be occurring. This way 
any idle bandwidth under the peak bandwidth of the array can be exploited for reads while 
writing. 
 
 

INTELLIGENT RECORDING 
 
Adding a microprocessor, and associated software, to a recording system adds a great deal of 
flexibility and allows for a rich feature set.  Part of this system’s flexibility comes from the 
ability to upgrade the installed software in the field.  For example, a simple software download 
could be all that is required to provide a new feature.  This also helps to future-proof the 
customer’s investment and prolong the usable life of the product.  The power of the 
microprocessor can be harnessed to provide useful features to the customer.  For example, the 
processor can monitor data traffic into and out of the recorder and report the statistics to a client 
elsewhere on the network.  Similarly, the processor can monitor the health of the recorder itself 
by reporting on the internal temperature, bit errors, internal voltage levels, etc. 
 
In addition to the features above, the processor is respons ible for terminating the IP protocol and 
providing other services.  Another useful service within an IP-based device is device 
management.  This management service allows other network clients (e.g., management agents) 
to retrieve parameters from the recorder and push programming to the recorder.  These 
operations take place while data is being recorded to and extracted from the media.  Protocols 
exist that implement the management function.  One popular protocol is the Simple Network 
Management Protocol or SNMP.  SNMP is used widely on many IP networks. 
 
Figure 1 below shows a basic block diagram of a PCM-based recorder.  PCM clock and data are 
driven to the recorder’s PCM interface.  The serial PCM data is captured and formatted for 
recording.  The formatted data is then sent via the media interface logic to the media.  It is not 
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uncommon for one or more of the functional blocks below to be implemented in a programmable 
logic device, e.g., an FPGA. 
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Figure 1 PCM Recorder High-Level Block Diagram 

 
 
Figure 2 below shows a basic block diagram of an intelligent IP recorder.  Here, data is delivered 
to or taken from the recorder’s network interface.  Received network data packets are then sent 
to the processor and stored in local volatile memory.  Data packets are processed (i.e., the IP 
Protocol is terminated, error checking is performed, etc.) and sent to the media control logic.  
The media controller performs additional conditioning of the data in preparation for transfer to 
the recording media.  This is where specific RAID, data formatting, CRC, and other functions 
may be performed, and recording algorithms implemented.  Lastly, data is delivered to the media 
via the media interface logic.  The media interface logic provides the physical interface to the 
recording media. 
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Figure 2 IP Recorder High-Level Block Diagram 
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CONCLUSION 
 
With the addition of network connectivity and some processing power, the role of the data 
recorder can be expanded.  An IP Recorder can be used as more than a non-volatile data storage 
platform.  The recorder can now be used as a real-time, bi-directional data resource to other 
clients on the network.  And that network can extend beyond the test article, giving access to 
clients on the ground or within other test articles.  Bringing the data acquisition network to the 
recorder provides added functionality and value to the customer and is a natural extension of an 
overall networked data acquisition system. 
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ABSTRACT

The quantity and types of measurements and measurement instrumentation required for a
test are growing.  This paper describes a methodology to define and program multi-vendor
instrumentation using abstraction models in a database that allows new instrumentation to
be defined rapidly.  This allows users to support multiple vendors’ systems while using a
common user interface to define instrumentation networks, bus catalogs, measurements,
pulse code modulated (PCM) formats, and data processing requirements.

Keywords: Airborne Instrumentation; Database Abstraction Models; ILIAD; TMATS;
Telemetry

INTRODUCTION

Today’s vendor instrumentation systems exhibit a surprisingly significant quantity of
commonality in their architectures.  This permitted the definitions of those architectures to
be abstracted in a similar fashion and the corresponding derived objects and rules to be
encapsulated into a single database.  One goal in this endeavor has been to provide a
common graphical interface to the user so that the operations to define all of the
instrumentation components, describe the network interconnections, and define channel
attributes would be identical, independent of the particular vendor’s instrumentation
system.  Another goal in the design of an instrumentation support system has been to allow
the reuse of the objects subsequently created.  For example, a PCM format definition
created for one instrumentation unit can be reused with another with similar capabilities.  A
third goal has been to provide an environment where it would be relatively easy to
implement new unit functionality without having to change the programming of the
graphical interface, or at least significantly reduce the amount of change required.  This
functionality has been implemented in the current Instrumentation Loading, Integration,
Analysis, and Decommutation system, also known as ILIAD.  ILIAD is a software suite
developed jointly via a Cooperative Research And Development Agreement (CRADA)
between the author’s team and the U.S Air Force at Edwards AFB, California.
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ILIAD’S INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT

One of ILIAD’s prime capabilities is supporting the definition of an instrumentation system
configuration network, consisting of units, unit interconnections, the signal conditioning
cards contained in each controller or remote unit, attribute setup definitions for each unit,
and the channel connections and attributes.  ILIAD also supports the definition of
measurements for bus, analog, and digital units.  This includes calibrations along with their
time history usage.  The user can also define PCM format layouts for the controller units
which allows for unit programming as well as setup of a decommutation system from the
same PCM format definition.  Once the configuration is complete, the user can generate
load modules for the instrumentation system and then perform the applicable load
operation.

ABSTRACTION OF INSTRUMENTATION CATEGORIES

ILIAD maintains a central database repository for maintaining track of the instrumentation
configuration.  In addition, ILIAD has several support tables that are used to define the
abstraction of multiple vendors’ instrumentation systems.  This information is referred to as
‘support data’, and contains all of the information that the programs rely on for the
definition and rules of the various instrumentation. The support table at the top of the
hierarchy is the one that defines the supported vendors.  Following this, a definition follows
for the instrumentation groups supported for each vendor.  These instrumentation unit
groups can be of various types. For example, a group could consist of Advanced Airborne
Test Instrumentation System (AATIS) instrumentation, and Compatible Data Acquisition
Unit (CDAU) controllers, Acroamatics® or Teletronics® decommutation systems, and a
Heim Data Systems® Datarec® recorder.  At this level of configuration management, a
Unit Group includes an entire class of related instrumentation units such as controllers,
remote units, and signal conditioning cards.  Figure 1 shows examples of Unit Groups
currently supported by ILIAD.

Figure 1.  Instrumentation Unit Groups
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DEFINITION OF UNIT TYPES

For each Unit Group, there exists a set of Unit Types that belong to the group.  This
represents all of the components that can be connected together or assembled together, such
as control units, remote units, and signal conditioning cards.  The Unit Type information
includes the name and description of the Unit Type and the form factor of the unit, such as
‘card’ or ‘box’.  For each of these units, an attribute indicates whether or not samples
(measurements) can be connected, and what the default sample size is (i.e., number of bits)
for the measurement.

In the case of a ‘box’ type unit, an attribute indicates how many slots are available for
signal conditioning cards.  For signal conditioning cards, an attribute indicates how many
channels are on the card.

Another attribute describes the type of loading to be used in programming the device, such
as Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) bus, synchronous data link control
(SDLC), Recommended Standard (RS) - 232, or No Load.  For units that have
programmable memory, the size of the memory is defined.  For units that have paged
memory, the size of the page is defined.  For units that can have PCM formats loaded into
memory, the number of PCM formats allowed is defined.

In another attribute, units that can have programmable attributes associated with them are
identified.  These are attributes that would be tied to a controller or to a signal conditioning
card.  The database also tracks the data sheet that applies to the unit so that a user can
quickly access details of the selected unit.  A reference to a small picture is also included in
the database information for each unit.

For units that have a program generator requirement, the program name of the generator is
defined in the database.

Figure 2 shows a list of units available that are members of the specified Instrumentation
Group.
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Figure 2.  Units Available for the CDAU Instrumentation Group

UNIT CONNECTIONS

Once a definition of a unit has been placed in an Instrumentation Group, the rules on how
the unit can be interconnected with other units must be identified.  These relationships are
characterized in the Connection Rules.  The Connection Rules definition contains the
parent to child mapping that define which units, such as signal conditioning cards, can be
attached to which control units or remote units.  When the user wants to add a new unit, a
list of units that are eligible for selection at the chosen point in the network is displayed.
Figure 3 is a sample of this database relationship table.
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Figure 3.  Connection Rules Examples

THE UNIT CONFIGURATION

Each controller unit, remote unit, or card unit can have programmable attributes associated
with it.  In ILIAD, these attributes are termed the Unit Configuration.  Figure 4 depicts an
example of a Unit Configuration and a Network with unit connections as shown by the
ILIAD graphical user interface.  The Unit Configuration consists of attributes that are
typically dependent at the unit level, rather than at the channel level.  In some cases, these
attributes apply globally to all channels of the card.

The database contains a mapping of which attributes belong to which unit.  Each attribute
belongs to a Category such that a set of related attributes can be presented together as a set.
Each attribute is assigned an attribute type, which subsequently directs the graphical user
interface on how to present the attribute to the user.  The attribute types include:

1) Select from itemized list, where each list item is enumerated in the database;
2) Select from a calculated list, where the entries are calculated from a starting value,

range, and increment;
3) Enter a decimal value within a given range;
4) Enter a hexadecimal value within a given range; and
5) Enter a string of characters.

Once the user has made an attribute value selection or has entered the value, the
programming code value used to generate the program load module is stored in the
database.
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Figure 4.  Instrumentation Network – Unit Connections and Configuration

Another consideration in dealing with the Unit Configuration attributes is a concept termed
the ‘dependent attribute’.  This denotes that the selections or values associated with an
attribute are dependent on another attribute.  Once the value of a particular attribute is
selected, the choices for the dependent attribute change.

CHANNEL ATTRIBUTE ABSTRACTION

The next type of abstracted object is the channel attribute, also termed a ‘sample’.  Samples
are also used for bus words, such as in a MIL-STD-1553 bus message.  The sample is
considered the raw data returned when a channel is accessed for information, or when a bus
word of a message is retrieved.  Each sample that is created is assigned a Sample Type,
which gives it a general category.  This can be Analog, Digital, or Bus; or it can be a
Special Sample such as Sync, Frame ID, or Fixed Word.  Another category is Reserved,
which is used to define samples directly attached to units instead of channels.

When it comes to the programming attributes for samples, each sample is assigned an
Extended Type, which is the way the sample is categorized for assignment of attributes.
Each Extended Type has its own specific set of attributes assigned to it, and each of these
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attributes has an Attribute Type, which includes some of the same types as the attributes of
Unit Configurations.  For samples, this includes:

1) Select from itemized list, where each list item is enumerated in the database;
2) Select from a calculated list, where the entries are calculated from a starting value,

range, and increment;
3) Enter a decimal value within a given range; and
4) Enter a hexadecimal value within a given range.

For example, a given box type unit such as a controller or remote unit can have several
Extended Types, meaning that samples defined for the unit have attributes that differ
depending on the sample type chosen.   Some signal conditioning cards also have more
than one sample type.

Figure 5 depicts an example of the sample attributes and value selection for a Teletronics®
SCD-108A card.  In this example, the sample attributes are: Data Output Format, Primary
Gain, Secondary Gain, User Specified Offset, and Trim Counts.

Figure 5.  Sample Attribute Value Definition for a Signal Conditioning Card

PCM UNIT PROGRAMMABLE ATTRIBUTES

A PCM Format defines a stream of measurements that a controller generates from its
internal program.  One of the attributes of the controller is the number of PCM Formats that
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its unit memory can contain.  However, there are other attributes of a PCM Format that
must be maintained for each unit.  Some of these are generic and apply universally.  For
example, typical universal attributes include the number of words in a frame, number of
frames in a major frame, and the common word size.  Other attributes are more closely
related to the unit, such as bit rate, which can have different allowable rates among
different controllers.  These Unit Type PCM Format attributes are tracked in the database
for each unit type.

Another capability of various controllers is the ability to generate more than one PCM
stream at a time, using what is called programmable tracks.  This allows a subset of the
PCM stream to be sent to another output on the controller.  Figure 6 shows a typical set of
PCM Format attributes, some of which are generic, and some of which are very specific to
the controller.

Figure 6.  PCM Format Attributes for a Controller

UNIT PROGRAM GENERATION

To produce the appropriate programming for various units, the user undergoes a process of
defining instances of the units of interest, connecting them in the proper configuration,
defining the Unit Configuration attributes, defining the samples on the units and signal
conditioning cards, setting the sample attributes, and defining the PCM Formats.  This is
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followed by defining the Program Set, which represents the load modules for all of the
programmable units.  At this point, the PCM Formats are specified for the controllers, and
the load modules are generated.  The program generators extract the codes from the
database that represent the values the user chose or entered, and produce either a binary or
hexadecimal load module depending on the class of instrumentation.  The load module is
then ready to be loaded into the target controller and remote units using the load type
specified in the database.

SUMMARY

The authors have demonstrated a methodology for supporting instrumentation from
multiple vendors by abstracting the programmable characteristics of the various devices
into a common schema definition of unit types, capacities, connection rules, sample types,
sample attributes, PCM configurable attributes, and loading characteristics.  This allows
additional units to be easily added, utilizing the same graphical user interface to define
instrumentation configurations, PCM Formats, and generate instrumentation load modules.
This eases the job of the end user, simplifies user training requirements, and minimizes
overall operations and maintenance costs for blended unit type environments.
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ABSTRACT

The IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Standard has evolved significantly since its inception. This
paper covers the background, technology, status, users, supporting vendors and future
considerations such as ground-based recording and archiving. Also covered are samples
of toolsets available for troubleshooting, validation, data processing and display of
Chapter 10 data.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 10 of the United States Range Commanders Council (RCC) Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) 106-05 Telemetry Standards defined a Digital On-Board
Recorder Standard that is quickly evolving in use throughout the flight and weapons test
industries. This standard includes a definition for multiple characteristics of a recorder,
most significantly the data format for aggregating a variety of signal types, including
PCM, discrete data, computer generated data, audio, video, and other analog or digital
signals. The standard defines how signals are to be multiplexed, thus assuring that other
standard compliant recorders, playback systems, and software packages for analysis and
replay are always able to correctly interpret and reconstruct the original signals while
preserving time coherency between the multiplexed channels.

Among issues that impelled the creation of the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard were the

• conflicts between multiple proprietary formats in tape recorders (e.g., DCRsi,
MARS-II, DATaRec-2, DATaRec-3, etc.);

• increasing rate failures of legacy data acquisition systems (e.g., data loss by
legacy tape based recorders during high-G aircraft maneuvers);

• proliferations of vendor unique recorders and ground stations;
• lack of interoperability amongst the proliferation; and,
• cost to convert legacy data archives for long-term retention.

In addressing the issues, the team that created the standard had as their vision the
assurance of interoperability for on-board data and video recorders from multiple vendors
across the varied U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) branches, supporting common tools



and processes, the implementation of a true hardware and software interoperability and
reuse capability, and, ultimately, lifecycle cost reduction.

Following its release as a standard in 2005, IRIG 106 Chapter 10 has been quickly
adopted for use by test operations at numerous international facilities, including those
supporting testing of –

• U.S. B-1 and B-52 bombers;
• U.S. fighter programs including platforms such as the A-10, F-15, F-16, and F-35;
• U.S. helicopter platforms (e.g., Apache Longbow);
• U.S. transport platforms (e.g., C-130);
• Japan Defense Agency F-15 Flight Test;
• Korea Aircraft Industries T-50 Trainer;
• Israeli Air Force; and,
• Several Boeing Company programs (including the Airborne Laser aka ABL).

With the user community being the primary forcing function for the implementation of
the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard, multiple vendors have incorporated the standard in
their product lines. Among those now advertising IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard
compliant recorders are Ampex Data Systems, Enertec SA, Heim Data Systems, Inc.,
Orbital Network Engineering, and Teletronics Technology Corporation, among others.
Interestingly, many of these vendors utilize solid state memory modules from common
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), such as M-Systems. Hence, some solid state
memory OEMs have also begun to advertise availability of IRIG 106 Chapter 10
compliant support.

CHAPTER 10 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

The title of Chapter 10 was changed in the IRIG 106-05 release to “DIGITAL ON-
BOARD RECORDER STANDARD”. This change occurred as the scope of the standard
was revised to add coverage for recorders that were not based on only Solid State media –
recorders are now being produced that utilized traditional disk and tape media.

The standard specifies several requirements for a digital on-board recorder. These include
the interface to control the recorder, providing setup information, and downloading the
recorded data streams. The standard also specifies the data format definitions for the
various data types, and the organization of this data as presented at the recorder download
interface. Media declassification is also covered in the standard.

A recorder is required to have a data download port consisting of either Fibre Channel or
IEEE-1394B. Additionally, if the recorder contains removable media, its download
interface is defined as IEEE-1394B.

A recorder must have discrete control lines for Record, BIT, Erase, and Declassify, and
status lines for Record, Fault, BIT, Erase, and Declassify. It must also have a serial



communications interface that supports both RS-232 and RS-422 full duplex. This
interface supports ASCII commands for recorder control as defined in Chapter 8 of IRIG
106-05.

The download interface presents a standard file system view, operating system
independent, of the recorded data adopted from STANAG 4575. This file system consists
of a directory containing one or more directory blocks with file entries, followed by the
data files themselves. The layout of this information across the media is based on Logical
Block Addresses, where each Logical Block has a size in bytes, such as 512, for example.
Logical Block 0 is reserved, and the directory starts at Logical Block 1. Each directory
block contains the Volume Name, the Number of File Entries, Forward and Reverse
Links to additional directory blocks if required, and the File Entries themselves. Each
File Entry contains the File Name, File Start Block Address, File Block Count, File Size
in bytes, and date and time information. The byte ordering of the STANAG file system
utilized by Chapter 10 is Big Endian for the Directory, and Little Endian for the file data.

Some considerations in using a STANAG file system are –

1) Each file is a series of contiguous Logical Blocks with no gaps, so appending is
only possible for the last file;

2) If a file is deleted, only a file of equal or smaller size can occupy the space given
up by the deleted file;

3) There is no directory hierarchy for the files, so no folder abstraction exists;
4) An operating system (e.g., Microsoft Windows or LINUX) do not provide

intrinsic STANAG file system support, so blocks must be processed as a raw
device; and,

5) File names are a maximum of 56 characters in length.

When downloading files to the host computing system, the volume name in the STANAG
directory block will be used for the directory or folder name. The file name will follow
the format “filexxxx_<file create date>_<file create time>_<file close time>.ch10”,
where xxxx is the sequential file number of the file entry in the directory block.  The date
is in the format DDMMYYYY, and the times are in the format HHMMSSss. The file
name extension can be .c10 if the file system only allows three characters.

A Chapter 10 data stream consists of packets of various types that follow one another in
sequence. The first packet must be an IRIG 106 Chapter 9 Telemetry Attributes Transfer
Standard (TMATS) setup packet, the next packet must be a time packet, and the third and
subsequent packets consist of various types, depending on the data types being recorded.
Each packet has three parts, a Packet Header, a Packet Body, and a Packet Trailer.
Optionally, a Packet Secondary Header can be used. The Packet Header is 24 bytes long,
consisting of a Packet Sync Pattern 0xEB25, a Channel ID, the Packet Length, the Data
Length, the Header Version, the Channel Sequence Number, Packet Flags, a Relative
Time Counter, and the Header Checksum. The Channel ID is a number unique to the
channel. If more than one multiplexer is used, a specified number of most significant bits
of the Channel ID are used for the multiplexer number. The number of bits reserved is



defined in the setup record. The Packet Length is the length of the entire packet in bytes.
The Data Length is the number of bytes of actual data and control information in the
Packet Body. The Header Version indicates the version of the standard used for this
packet. The Sequence Number is a one byte incrementing number for each channel that
starts again at 0 after 255 is reached. It is not required to start at zero. The Packet Flags
indicate information about the content and format of the packet, such as the presence of
the Packet Secondary Header, a Data Overflow Error, and Data Checksum existence. The
Data Type indicates which type of packet, such as PCM, 1553 Bus, Analog, etc. The
Relative Time Counter is a 48-bit free running 10 MHz counter common to all data
channels belonging to the same multiplexer. The Header Checksum is a 16-bit arithmetic
sum of all 16-bit words in the header except for the checksum itself. The Packet Body
content is dependent on the data type of the packet. Some have Channel Specific Data
Words, Intra-Packet Time Stamps, and Intra-Packet Data Headers. The Packet Trailer is
used to provide an optional Data Checksum and maintain a 32-bit alignment boundary for
packets. The Data Checksum, if present, can be 8, 16, or 32 bits.

PCM Data Packets for a channel can be in one of three modes: throughput mode, packed
mode or unpacked mode. The mode is indicated in the Channel Specific Data Word,
which is present in every packet for the channel. In throughput mode the recorder is not
frame synchronizing the data, so there is no guarantee of any alignment of the frames to
the packet. Throughput mode packets do not contain an Intra-Packet Header, which
contains Lock Status and the 48-bit Relative Time Counter (or Absolute Time if enabled).
Packed mode and unpacked mode packets contain frame synchronized data, and both
must contain the Intra-Packet Headers preceding each minor frame of PCM.

Time Data Packets occur at least once per second (if a time source other than “None”),
starting with the first packet following the TMATS setup packet. This packet contains an
absolute time along with an associated 10MHz Relative Time from the Packet Header.
This allows the absolute time of data in a packet following the Time Packet to be
computed by subtracting the relative time of the Time Packet from the relative time
contained in the data packet header or Intra-Packet Header, and adding this offset to the
absolute time of the Time Packet. Note that the computed time offset is not always
positive, since packets may be committed to the stream out of time sequence for different
data sources (channels). One important issue is how big the negative delta time is among
packets. In order to perform time correlation among streams, a program processing the
data needs to buffer enough in time so that proper data sequencing can be done.

If the Chapter 10 stream is being processed in real time, some latency may be attributable
to waiting for the out-of-sequence data. This timing issue has been discussed, and one can
expect this to be addressed in the next update to the standard. However, the standard does
currently address the maximum amount time used to produce data contained in a packet
to 100 milliseconds. This insures that packets, once started, will be completed in a timely
fashion. Also, all generated packets must contain some data, so no empty or idle packets
are allowed.



U.S. DoD Military (MIL) Standard (STD) 1553 (MIL-STD-1553) Bus Data Packets
contain an integral number of bus messages, each with an Intra-Packet Header containing
time and other information such as gap times and status. One Chapter 10 channel
supports one 1553 bus, with the Block Status Word indicating if the message was from
channel A or B.

The Analog Data Packet supports a maximum of 256 subchannels (analog inputs) in one
Chapter 10 channel. It allows capturing samples at a specified maximum sampling rate or
a factor of the sampling rate that is expressed as a power of 2. The actual rate achieved is
the maximum sampling rate divided by that power of 2. The primary maximum sampling
rate is specified in the TMATS setup record for the channel. The data in the packets may
be either packed mode or unpacked mode. Unpacked data has padding bits inserted to
occupy either the most significant bits or the least significant bits of a 16-bit word,
depending on the packing mode. Analog Data Packets do not have Intra-packet Headers.

The Discrete Data Packet holds events that consist of one to 32 discrete states. Each event
is preceded by an Intra-Packet Header containing the time stamp. Events can be triggered
either by a time interval or by a state change, as specified in the Channel Specific Data
Word. The states can be lsb or msb aligned in the event word.

The Computer Generated Data Packet can be four different formats. Format 0 is used for
user-defined data, but only for data types not currently covered by other data types in the
standard. Format 1 is used for the TMATS setup record. Format 2 is used for recording
events, and Format 3 is used for a recording index.

The Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated (ARINC)-429 (ARINC-429) Data Packet contains
one to 256 subchannels (ARINC-429 busses). Each 32-bit bus word is preceded by an
Intra-Packet Header consisting of a subchannel id, status bits, and a gap time. The gap
time represents the time from the start of the preceding bus word to the beginning of this
bus word.

The Message Data Packet supports multiple subchannels of message data in a Chapter 10
channel. A Message Data Packet can contain multiple short messages, or part of one long
segmented message. Each message is preceded by an Intra-Packet Header containing
time and the message subchannel, status, and length. The length of a message or message
segment is measured in bytes.

The Video Data Packet has two formats. Format 0 is Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG) 2 (MPEG-2), MP@ML, transport stream at a constant bit rate. Format 1 allows
the complete MPEG-2 bit streams for both program and transport, and constant or
variable bit rates. Also, additional profiles and level combinations are allowed.

Image Data Packets contain one or more fixed-length segments of one or more video
images. Intra-Packet Headers containing a time stamp are optional, and are specified in
the Channel Specific Data Word.



The Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) Data Packet supports
multiple subchannels of serial data such as RS-232, RS-422, and RS-485 in a single
Chapter 10 channel. The UART ID Word indicates the subchannel, the data length of the
message, and parity error status.

The IEEE-1394 (i.e., FireWire, also known as i.Link) Data Packet consists of completed
transactions between nodes. Three types of packet body types are available: Type 0 is
Bus Status, which will not contain an Intra-Packet Header or a transaction. Instead, the
packet will contain the Channel Specific Data Word followed by one 32-bit Event Data
Word indicating that a bus reset has occurred. Type 1 is Streaming Data, which will
contain no Intra-Packet Header, and will have one transaction in the packet. The
synchronization code will appear in the Channel Specific Data Word. Type 2 is the
General Purpose packet type that holds complete IEEE-1394 packets, including header
and data. Multiple transactions can be recorded in a Type 2 packet.

Parallel Data Packets are used for data from parallel interfaces, including the DCRsi
interface. The Type field in the Channel Specific Data Word indicates the number of bits
in the parallel data word interface (2-128), or 254 for DCRsi. No Intra-Packet Headers
are used.

COMING ATTRACTIONS

The RCC Chapter 10 Recorder Standard has evolved over the past few years, and this
year is no exception. Recent committee meetings have covered several new topics, and a
number of these are expected in Pink Sheet in the near future. Discussions have covered
adding Ground-based Recording to the standard, new data types, and live data streaming.
Other changes that are coming include –

• A Data Transfer File to provide a standard way to transfer one or more Chapter 10
files from one organization to another, using media such as tape;

• Support for an optional Ethernet Data Download Interface;
• Support for U.S. DoD 16PP194 Weapons Bus data;
• Support for additional Video Data Types, an additional IEEE-1394 Data Packet

Format 1, Ethernet Data Packets; and,
• Command and Control over Fibre-Channel, IEEE-1394, and Ethernet Download

Port Interfaces.

In support of the above changes, a section is also being added into the standard for
required TMATS setup information.

CHAPTER 10 TOOLS

The Chapter 10 Packet Viewer allows the user to view a Chapter 10 file packet by packet
in a format that is easy to understand. The Packet Header fields are displayed with



descriptive labels, the packet’s IRIG time is computed from the relative time counter and
displayed, and the packet’s data is formatted. Figure 1 shows a MIL-STD-1553 bus data
packet with the individual bus messages formatted and time stamped.

Figure 1: Chapter 10 Packet Viewer – 1553 Bus Data Packet

The Chapter 10 Validator checks a given Chapter 10 file against the data format
definitions in the standard. Problems discovered are written to a log file.

The Chapter 10 Recorder Control supports all of the commands defined in the standard. It
allows a computer connected to a Chapter 10 recorder over an RS-232 serial port to
transmit commands and receive responses. The information transmitted over the serial
link can be written to a log file.

The Chapter 10 Ingest Utility supports operation over both download interfaces of Fibre-
channel or IEEE-1394B. It displays the STANAG file systems it detects, and lets the user
choose one for download. The program then displays the files available in the directory,
and lets the user choose which to download.

The Chapter 10 Dubbing Utility provides the user the capability to generate another
Chapter 10 file that contains a subset of the original. The user may select channels of
interest and time slices of interest. For Video channels, the user may choose to have
separate MPEG-2 files produced. See Figure 2 for a typical Dubbing Utility session.



Figure 2: Chapter 10 Dubbing Utility Session

The ILIAD Chapter 10 Playback Utility allows time-aligned display of data from
different channels such as PCM, 1553, Video, ARINC-429, Serial, and Analog. Typical
displays include scrolling graphs, values, bar charts, strip charts, and custom widgets.

ILIAD Chapter 10 Quick Look is a post-test data processing tool that produces output of
measurement data to microsecond precision in the form of reports, CSV files, or binary
XDR files.

Odyssey Data Mining provides a capability to quickly search a large number of Chapter
10 files for measurement conditions of interest in a post-test environment. The results are
displayed in both a tabular and graphical form. The user can then zoom into areas of
interest. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of a query result, and Figure 4 is a zoom screen of
one time segment.



Figure 3: Odyssey Data Mining – Query Results

Figure 4: Odyssey Data Mining – Zoom of Time Segment

SUMMARY

The IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Standard has been gaining rapid momentum over the past few
years since inception. More vendors are participating in the definition of the standard and
are developing recorders for the market. The user community is adopting these recorders
into many additional test programs, and software developers are producing many
programs to operate with the Chapter 10 recorders and data format.
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ABSTRACT  
 
The aeronautical channel is an air to ground channel characterized by multipath, high doppler 
shifts, Rayleigh fading and noise. Use of a channel sounder ensures proper estimation of the 
parameters associated with the impulse response of the channel. These estimates help us to 
characterize the radio channels associated with aeronautical telemetry. In order to have a 
satisfactory channel characterization, the amplitudes, phase shifts and delays associated with 
each multipath component in the channel model must be determined.  
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BACKGROUND 

 
A communication channel represents a physical medium between the transmitter and the 
receiver [1]. The aeronautical telemetry channel is best characterized by the air to ground 
communication channel. It consists mainly of large doppler shift due to high aircraft speeds 
of up to mach 3; multipath caused by the reflection of the signal on surfaces and obstacles 
such as the ground and mountains; and the presence of noise in the channel which may be 
caused by natural disturbances such as lightning and man-made disturbances such as vehicle 
ignition noise [2]. All these characteristics whether separately or combined, degrade the 
quality of the signal passing through the channel.  
 
Channel modeling has thus become very necessary in order to improve the technology used 
to transmit data over these channels. A lot of valuable and significant work has been done in 
channel modeling. For example, the Generic Channel Simulator (GCS) by Bello simulates 
various communications channels including the VHF/UHF air-ground channel. This air-
ground channel model presents valuable insight for the design and simulation of the channel 
simulated in this project.   
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A channel model is a representation of the input-output relationship of the channel in 
mathematical or algorithmic form. This model may be derived from measurements, or based on 
the theory. The simplest simulation model for a communication channel is the transfer function 
model, which can be simulated in either the time or the frequency domain, and is used for time-
invariant communication channels such as optical fibers. In such models, the channel is assumed 
to be static in nature, which provides a particular frequency response due to the fixed delays 
within the channel. However, radio communication channels, although linear, may have random 
time-varying characteristics and as such require more complex models.  The appropriate model 
for such channels is the Tapped Delay Line (TDL) model, with time varying tap gains, which are 
modeled as stationary random processes over observation intervals. This model is useful because 
it is able to account for the multipath effect and the time variations in the channel characteristics 
also known as fading. A fast fading channel is one which changes during the smallest time 
interval of interest, while a slow fading channel is one which remains static for a large time 
interval of interest, but not large enough to become time-invariant [3]. 
 
Radio channel models are usually categorized as either narrowband or wideband. Narrowband 
channel models e.g. the Rayleigh fading channel, are appropriate for situations where the signal 
bandwidth is much less than the coherence bandwidth of the multipath fading process. Wideband 
channel models are used in those situations where the signal bandwidth is on the order of or 
larger than the coherence bandwidth of the multipath fading process and the individual multipath 
reflections are resolvable in the signal bandwidth [4].  
 
The main motivation for the telemetry channel simulation is that it will provide an objective test 
bed on which the proposed radio link for the iNET study can be tested. By running tests in a 
simulation not only are time and money saved, but the complexity associated with running real 
flight tests is also avoided. Simulation is also necessary in order to transition technology between 
laboratories thus allowing different technologies and ideas to be tested, and to allow for 
comparison of performance and techniques. Software simulation allows us to test the 
performance of equipment and technologies prior to field tests, and also allows us to test and 
validate performance in controlled and/or rare conditions, such as moments of extreme noise or 
rare weather conditions [5]. Through simulation, it also possible to replicate radio channel 
conditions in order to achieve better performance evaluation through repetition.  
 
 

APPROACH 
 
Rice [4] generated a multipath channel model for wideband aeronautical telemetry using channel 
sounding data, collected at Edwards AFB, California. Based on slow channel variations over a 
short time interval, the Air-Ground channel can be modeled as a linear time invariant system, 
whose baseband impulse response is given by: 

∑
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where, L is the total number of propagation paths, τk is the propagation delay of the kth 
propagation path, Гk is the complex gain of the kth propagation path, and ωc is the Doppler shift.  
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Rice’s model however does not incorporate the scatter paths that are common in telemetry 
channels. While specular paths are caused by reflection of the signal on smooth, flat terrain, 
scatter paths are caused by reflection of the signal on rough, hilly terrain.  These scatter paths 
become very important for signal transmission in scenarios where there is no direct line of sight 
due to large obstacles.  To incorporate the presence of scatter paths in our model we shall 
consider the work of Philip Bello, who built the GCS.  
 
 

CHANNEL SOUNDER CHARACTERIZATION 
 
A channel sounder is a device that allows estimation of the parameters associated with the 
impulse response of a radio channel, namely the number of multipath components and their 
associated amplitudes, phases and delays [6]. It is used to determine the time-variant impulse 
response of mobile radio channels.  Channel sounding provides information on how the 
properties of the transmitted signal such as amplitude and phase are changed in a time variant 
manner.  The most important parameters of the propagation channel are delay spread and 
Doppler spread. These parameters are very important in evaluating RF data transmission are RF 
channel simulations.  
 
When developing a channel sounder, it is important to consider the input signal that will be used. 
One common and practical consideration is the pseudo-noise (PN) sequence, also known as a 
pseudorandom signal. The cross-correlation property of the PN sequence makes it an optimal 
choice as a channel probe since it makes it possible to identify multipath reflections in the 
received signal. 
 
A PN sequence is generated using a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) consisting of XOR 
gates and a shift register.  The shift register consists of 1-bit storage devices. A PN sequence is a 
2N -1 long binary sequence of 0’s and 1’s, where N is the number of storage devices in the shift 
register.   A 15-bit shift register will generate a 32,768 bit long PN sequence that is commonly 
used in channel sounding, and is based on the GF(2) polynomial: 

P x x x x x x xI ( ) = + + + + + +15 13 9 8 7 5 1. 
 
The theory behind the channel sounder includes use of the Fourier transform in order to switch 
from the time to frequency domain and the inverse Fourier transform to move from the 
frequency to time domain. If the Fourier transform of x(t) is X[f] and the inverse Fourier 
transform of X[f] is x(t), the X[f] and x(t) are considered transform pairs. Let us recall the 
difference between working in the time domain and working in the frequency domain. 
Convolution in the time domain is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency domain, while 
multiplication in the time domain is equivalent to convolution in the frequency domain. For 
example, if , then )(*)()( thtxty = ][].[][ fHfXfY =  
Where Y[f] and y(t), H[f] and h(t), and X[f] and x(t) are three examples of transform pairs.  
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For the channel sounder, the input signal x(t) is sent into the channel with impulse response h(t). 
The output of the channel, y(t) is a convolution of the input signal with the channel impulse 
response.  The output of the channel can also be determined in the frequency domain by taking 
the Fourier transforms of the input signal and the channel impulse response and multiplying them 
together.  In order to obtain the channel impulse response, a matched filter at the receiver is used. 
In the matched filter we use the Fourier transforms of the input and output signals, in order to 
work in the frequency domain, and avoid convolution. In order to obtain the impulse response 
h(t) we must first obtain H[f]. We do this by multiplying the channel output Y[f] by the 
conjugate of the input X*[f], and the following is obtained: 
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RADIO CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION 
 

Radio channels may be regarded as special cases of random time-variant linear filters. In order to 
have a satisfactory channel characterization, the amplitudes, phase shifts and delays associated 
with each multipath component in the channel model must be determined [6]. Due to the 
unpredictable nature of time-variant channels, it is appropriate to use a statistical characterization 
of the channel. The scattering function of a channel provides us with a measure of the average 
power output of the channel as a function of the time delay and Doppler frequency. 
 
Decades of work have been done in radio channel characterization such as that of P. Bello. In his 
1963 paper on characterization of RTVL channels [7], he suggests that these channels or filters, 
may be characterized in time and frequency variables by arranging system functions in dual 
pairs. He further goes on to do a statistical characterization in terms of correlation functions for 
the various system functions. To characterize and model the behavior of radio channels, he uses 
a model called the Quassi wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering, also known as the 
QWSSUS. The WSSUS is the simplest type of RTVL channel to describe in terms of channel 
correlation functions, and it exhibits both time and frequency selective behavior. Its channel 
correlation functions must display characteristics of the WSS channel and the US channel. The 
WSSUS channel has a continuum of uncorrelated scatterers each providing Doppler shifts in the 
range v, v+dv, and delays in the range ξ, ξ+dξ, and has a scattering cross section,  S(ξ ,v) dξ dv 
such that . S(ξ ,v) is the Fourier transform of the 
correlation function R

ΩΩ−Ω= ∫∫ ddRvejvS τττξπξ ),()(2),(

f , t(τ,Ω) that will be discussed later. The WSSUS also has a continuum of 
uncorrelated Doppler-shifting elements with each filter having a transfer function with WSS 
statistics in the frequency variable.  
 
A useful way to perform measurements on radio channels is to determine the longtime statistics 
of short-time channel correlation functions. Generally, radio channels display a combination of 
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fast fading of a nearly Gaussian nature,’ and very slow fading of a generally non-Gaussian 
nature, such that the channel contains very slow fluctuations imposed upon more rapid 
fluctuations. These rapid fluctuations portray statistical stationarity properties known as ‘quasi-
stationary’ behavior, which are easily characterized as Gaussian statistics. Due to this property, it 
is therefore possible to achieve a complete statistical description of radio channels by measuring 
the channel correlation functions for time and frequency intervals small compared to the 
fluctuation intervals of the slow channel variations, and then measuring the statistical behavior of 
these quasi-stationary channel correlation functions as caused by the slow channel variations. 
 
To do this we consider the time variant transfer function of the channel, T(f,t). One assumption 
that is made is that T(f,t) and w(t), (the channel output complex envelope) are both purely 
random. The time and frequency selective behavior of the channel is shown by the way T(f,t) 
changes with changes in f and t. Fading is accounted for by the fact that T(f,t) varies with time, t. 
The sensitivity of T(f, t) to changes in f and t is shown by forming the correlation function 

)
2

,
2

()
2

,
2

(,(R *
tf,

τττ +
Ω

+−
Ω

−=)Ω tfTtfT . In the case of the WSSUS channel, Rf , t(τ,Ω) 

becomes independent of f and t so that )Ω=)Ω ,R(,(R tf, ττ .  
 
The simplicity of the WSSUS channel can be transferred to the QWSSUS channels. The 
QWSSUS holds the following properties to be true: max/1 γ<<W  and max/1 θ<<∆+T  where, 
γmax sec and θmax cps denote the maximum rate of fluctuation of Rf , t(τ,Ω) in the f and t directions 
respectively, W, T denote the bandwidth, and time duration of the input signal, ∆ denote the 
multipath spread of the channel. Once these parameters are satisfied, then the actual channel can 
be replaced by a hypothetical WSSUS channel to determine the correlation function of the 
channel. If the channel has Gaussian statistics, then it can be replaced by a hypothetical WSSUS 
channel to determine the output statistics, since then the output will be a Gaussian process and 
thus completely determined statistically from knowledge of its correlation function. Previous 
measurements show that for most radio channels, the two properties will be satisfied.  
 
Therefore, the QWSSUS channel with Gaussian statistics is considered an appropriate model for 
several radio channels. The correlation function Rf , t(τ,Ω) is then able to provide the necessary 
statistical information to evaluate the short-term performance of digital system, given the 
statistics of the interferences present. In order to determine long term performance, then the 
performance computed on a short term basis must be averaged over the long term statistics of Rf , 

t(τ,Ω).  
 
The scattering function is also a good tool for channel characterization. The scattering function 
[8] is a two dimensional representation of the channels average power output as a function of the 
time delay and Doppler frequency. It gives a measure of the average power output of the channel 
as a function of the time delay, τ  and Doppler frequency, λ. Using correlation and power spectral 
density functions, we can define the characteristics of a fading multipath channel. We describe 
φc(τ) as the multipath intensity profile or the delay power spectrum of the channel and φc(τ; ∆t) 
to be the average power output as a function of the time delay, τ and the difference in 
observation time ∆t. The multipath spread of the channel Τm is therefore the range of values of τ 
over φc(τ) which is non-zero. Thus we can consider φC(∆f; ∆t) to be the spaced –frequency, 
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spaced-time correlation function of the channel. Taking its fourier transform, with respect to ∆t 
we obtain Sc(∆f; λ), the Doppler power spectrum of the channel given by: 

. The Doppler power spectrum gives the signal intensity as a 

function of λ. The range of values over which Sc(λ)

tdetffSc tj
c ∆∆∆=∆ ∆−∞

∞−∫
πλφλ 2);();(

≡  Sc(0; λ) is essentially non-zero is called 
the Doppler spread, Bd of the channel. In order to completely relate φC(∆f; ∆t) and Sc(∆f; λ), a 
new function S(τ; λ) is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of φc(τ; ∆t) in the ∆t variable. 
This new function is the scattering function of the channel and relates to the average power 
output and to the Doppler power spectrum in the following ways respectively: 

tdetS tj
c ∆∆= ∆−∞

∞−∫
πλτφλτ 2);();(  , and  fdefScS fj ∆∆= ∆∞

∞−∫
πτλλτ 2);();(

 
 

SIMULATION DESIGN OF THE TELEMETRY CHANNEL 
 
The recommendation to use a wideband channel in the simulation is appropriate for the iNET 
radio environment for the following reasons. First, in a wideband channel, the bandwidth of the 
signal is greater than the coherent bandwidth of the multipath, thus the multipath elements of the 
signal can be resolved within the signal bandwidth. Second, wideband channels afford higher 
data rates and have a higher noise immunity than narrowband channels [4]. This becomes 
beneficial considering that the channel simulator is geared toward a typical telemetry channel, 
which consists of very stressful conditions including noise.  
 
The channel simulator which is geared toward a typical telemetry channel consists of the 
following elements; Doppler, Rayleigh fading, multipath, and noise. Doppler is simulated into 
the channel by multiplying the signal by e jθ , where θ  is iteratively being updated by a constant 
value. Summing two filtered Gaussian random numbers generates Raleigh fading, and this sum 
is then multiplied with the signal to produce a Rayleigh faded signal.  Noise is represented as a 
complex random number and added to the signal.   
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Figure 1: Overall implementation of the Channel Simulator 
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The multipath consists of a direct line-of-sight, specular paths, and scattered paths. To simulate 
multipath, multiple paths are created by having delays of the original PN sequence sent through 
the channel. The paths may consist of Doppler, Rayleigh fading and noise, scaled at different 
factors. To properly implement the multipath, we use a tapped delay line (TDL) with time-
varying coefficients to account for changes in the multipath characteristics.   A tapped delay line 
is a finite impulse response (FIR) filter where each tap and tap weight depends on the channel 
characteristics.  An example of a TDL is shown in Figure 2. The total delay line length is M taps, 
which are located at delays of 1, 2, 3,…, M samples, respectively. The output signal is a linear 
combination of the input signal x(n), the delay-line output, x(n-M) and the intermediate tap 
signals, x(n-1), x(n-2), x(n-3), ….., x(n-M-1). 
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Figure 2: The Tapped Delay Line (TDL) 

 
Each tap represents a signal from a reflected path(s), which has a time delay, phase change, and 
attenuated amplitude. The received signal will be the sum of all the signals from the different 
paths. 
 
Gaussian amplitude fading due to variations in time at each tap results in Doppler spread. To 
simulate Doppler spread a low pass filter with a random element represents the variation at each 
tap. The random element ensures that the taps are random. The bandwidth of the filter is the 
measure of the Doppler spread. Using a low pass filter ensures that we get a Gaussian 
distribution for the Doppler spread associated with each tap. The z transform of the filter is given 
by the equation: .  Doppler shift is incorporated with a simple phase 
shift per sample which replicates the random fluctuations of an aircraft varying speed and 
direction. 

)1/()1()( 1−−−= zzA αα

 

 

SIMULATION DESIGN OF THE CHANNEL SOUNDER 
 
The analytic computations behind the channel sounder discussed above are the basis of the 
channel sounder simulation.  In the design, the PN sequence which we are using as the probe 
signal is input to the channel which consists of Rayleigh faded multipath and noise. The signal is 
convolved with the channel impulse response and an output is obtained. A matched filter is then 
used to calculate the impulse response of the channel. Using the frequency response of the 
channel, we can be able to characterize the channel.  The following is a block diagram of the 
channel sounder.  
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Figure 3: The Channel Sounder 
 
 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 
In order to test the performance of the channel sounder, a known channel impulse response is 
used, and the results obtained after using the matched filter are compared to the known impulse 
response. The test is conducted using an impulse response given as:  
 

H(z) =  z-1  +  .5 z-5  +  .75 z-8  +  .1 z-10

 
The PN sequence is then passed through the channel and after obtaining the output, the matched 
filter is used to obtain the impulse response of the channel. The response obtained is expected to 
be a reciprocation of the response that was used as the channel response. The following figure 
shows the results of the test. The results show that we obtain the exact channel impulse response 
that was defined above. 
  

 
 Channel impulse response for known channel 
 

 

Figure 4: Channel impulse response for a known channel 

 
Once we are sure that the sounder works for both single path and multipath channels, we can 
now use if to obtain channel sounding data in an unknown channel. These tests are tailored to the 
characteristic aeronautical channel which includes multipath, Doppler, Rayleigh fading and 
noise.  Using the 3-ray model proposed by Rice, we obtain the following results and compare 
them to the theoretical expectation from his model and to the experimental results obtained from 
live tests at Edwards AFB.  
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Using a randomly selected 3-ray model shown below we can see that the envelope of the channel 
transfer functions for the simulation and theoretical case for the 3-ray model are similar to the 
Rice results shown above. In the simulation, the function displays periodic nulls as expected.   
 

a) The Channel Impulse Response 
 

b) The Channel Frequency Response 

 

Figure 5: The Impulse Response of the Channel 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, this radio channel simulator accurately implements the basic elements of the 
aeronautical telemetry channel common in most air force bases. These grounds are characterized 
by multipath, Rayleigh fading, Doppler and Noise elements that are common in most wireless 
communication channels. The simulators main components multipath, Doppler spread resulting 
from amplitude fading, Doppler shift and noise were all tested and verified independent of each 
other. Due to the successful simulation, it is expected that this simulator will be used in the 
design of a radio link protocol for aeronautical telemetry. Because the current radio link is 
inefficient and outdated, a RLP for a more robust and optimal link is underway and once 
complete will require testing. The simulation presented will offer an excellent test bed upon 
which the performance of the various RLP’s can be tested. Future work will analyze and develop 
the parameters to drive this channel model so as to accurately simulate real aeronautical 
channels. Work is also under way to develop a hardware platform for this simulation.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

In a quest to provide networked communication to test assets at all of the Major Range and Test Facility 
Bases (MRTFB), the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) Program was formed. A study 
was accomplished outlining five environments that encompass the work of these MRTFBs. The first of 
these environments to be advanced towards networked communication is the Aeronautical Environment. 
In order to develop these technologies, a test platform is proposed, realized, and tested.  This airborne 
test platform will be used for concept and product testing and validation of the three portions of the 
Telemetry Network System (TmNS); the vehicle network, vNET, the radio frequency network (RF), 
rfNET, and the interface to the ground network, gNET. This paper will present the baseline system 
configuration, describe its operation, and detail RF link testing results.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The iNET Team has assembled a Demonstration System to baseline existing technologies to support 
establishment of performance metrics for the RF network (rfNET) subsystem of the Telemetry Network 
System (TmNS) within the aeronautical test environment. In addition to creating opportunities for the 
test & evaluation (T&E) community to gain knowledge and experience with network technologies in a 
robust, aeronautical test environment, these activities will also provide the opportunity to demonstrate to 
potential iNET users the validity and benefits of adding a network connection to a test vehicle to view 
not only instrumented data but data recorded on an airborne data storage device. Coupled with the 
network link is the traditional serial streaming link providing transmission of time critical data.   



 
The iNET Program has identified four key components of this proposed system and has collectively 
labeled them the Telemetry Network System (TmNS). As Figure 1 illustrates, the four components are 
the vehicular network (vNET), the interface to the ground station (gNET), the RF link that ties the two 
networks together (rfNET), and the legacy serial streaming telemetry link. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Telemetry Network System 

 
In essence, rfNET is really connecting two distinct networks allowing them to function together. The 
serial streaming link is still utilized for it too has value for the transmission of time critical data.  

 
DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 
The Demonstration System was assembled to realize the structure depicted in Figure 1 to assess the 
validity of an airborne network link and to demonstrate potential uses. A block diagram of the actual 
system is shown in Figure 2.  



 
 

Figure 2 – Demonstration System Block Diagram 
 
The rfNET portion of the system consists of a specially built Linux-based personal computer (PC), a 
Harris SecNet11+ (SN11+) network card, and a Tampa Microwave transverter. This three-piece 
assembly exists on both the test article and the ground station. The Linux PC’s main job is to bridge 
wired to wireless network connections though it also does real-time logging of network traffic statistics 
and RF channel conditions. The transverter is a very specific piece of equipment that acts as a 
transmit/receive switch and translates the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band (2412MHz to 
2462MHz) to/from the SN11+ card into the upper L-Band telemetry band (1755MHz to 1850MHz). The 
transverter also has a power amplifier integral to the design providing power amplification to the 
+40dBm level. The SN11+ network cards operate very similar to “standard” IEEE 802.11b network 
cards but with the added capability for Type 1 National Security Agency (NSA) encryption to the Secret 
level. The card also has external access to its two antenna ports (antenna A and B). For this first series 
of lab and field testing, the encryption capability is not implemented though it is thought in future 
system revisions security would be implemented. One antenna port is connected directly to the 
transverter while the other is disabled in software and terminated. Though not directly compatible with 
IEEE 802.11b, the physical layer is identical with only slight media access (MAC) layer modifications 
needed for the encryption capability. Therefore, modulation schemes and data rates associated with 
IEEE 802.11b will be applicable [1]. The SN11+ cards have many settings, both standard IEEE 802.11b 
selections and SN11+ specific settings available to the user. The specific settings for these tests are:   
 



SN11+ Settings 
o Ad Hoc Mode  
o Fixed Data Rate at 11Mbps  
o High Power Setting 
o Long Range Enabled 
o Channel 5 
o Antenna A – Enabled (xmit/rcv), Antenna B – Disabled 
 

The selection of ad hoc mode was one of necessity. Through testing, it was found that when operating in 
infrastructure mode and the RF link was lost between nodes, the discovery algorithm searched all 11 
channels looking for all available nodes. While this may be acceptable within the ndustrial, scientific 
and medical (ISM) band, it certainly is not within an aeronautical telemetry band. Ad hoc mode assumes 
the node is still at the same channel and only retries communication on that channel. Also, since there 
are only two nodes operating, the network overhead associated with ad hoc mode is assumed to be 
minimal.  
 
The last component of rfNET, and for some applications the most important one, is the classic, one-way 
telemetry transmitter providing time critical, serial streaming telemetry to the ground station. Data for 
this link is generated within the airborne instrumentation multiplexer (AIM)/solid state recorder (SSR) 
assembly with the transmitter being one of the new generation multi-mode, variable bit rate offerings.    
 
The vehicular network (vNET) portion of the system consists of a router, a computer for the flight test 
engineer, the AIM/SSR assembly, a network time server (NTS), and a web camera. The router is used to 
provide the network connectivity for multiple network devices and allows the ability to expand the 
number of network nodes.  The AIM/SSR is a data acquisition unit/recorder pair that aggregates data 
from multiple possible data sources (PCM, Firewire, and Fibre Channel) and feeds that information to a 
data recorder with a Fibre Channel interface. This specific recorder has modifications for read-while-
write capability and the ability to externally interface to it through a web browser interface [2]. Also, the 
assembly has been modified to allow a means for indexing data to the SSR. The physical layer for vNET 
is twisted pair, Cat 5 cable with Ethernet and transmission transfer protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP). 
Though Ethernet and TCP/IP with Cat 5 cable providing the physical layer may not be the final choice 
for vNET, it certainly has wide proliferation easing system design and integration. The network time 
server derives time from global position system (GPS) satellites and provides time to the network for 
node synchronization.  
 
In order to test a complete system, a ground network (gNET) was created to complete the Demonstration 
System.  For the actual TmNS, existing ground station infrastructures will be leveraged and a 
connection to the TmNS will be provided. The gNET portion of the configuration consists of a router, a 
telemetry front-end system with custom software, a network time server, and streaming telemetry 
receiver and demodulator. As in vNET, the NTS provides network time to the nodes connected to 
gNET. The computer housing the telemetry front-end/custom software is the heart of the remote 
accessing of data residing in the SSR with custom applications for detecting serial telemetry dropouts 
and requesting data retransmission utilizing the network link [2].    
 
For a complete description of how vNET/rfNET/gNET are linked together, the actual networks 
themselves and other network related information, refer to [3]. 



SYSTEM TESTING 
 

Before the system could be flown, laboratory characterization was required. Some of the basic questions 
to be answered were: 

• Network throughput 
• RF link robustness 
• Network resynchronization time 

In order to perform these tests, both hardware and software tools were required that performed RF 
channel corruption/impairments, channel excitation, and performance monitoring. The RF channel was 
emulated with a TAS4500 channel emulator. See Figure 3 for a system block diagram. Choices for 
channel impairments were from prior aeronautical channel experiments and characterizations [4, 5]. 
Several open-source software tools were utilized with the notable ones listed below [3].    

 

 
 

Figure 3 – RF Channel Emulation 
 
Tools 
 iPERF – iPERF is a client/server application that was developed as a modern alternative for measuring 
TCP and UDP bandwidth performance. iPERF is a tool to measure maximum TCP bandwidth reporting 
bandwidth, delay jitter, and datagram losses. 
 
IPTraf - IPTraf is a console-based network statistics utility for Linux. It gathers a variety of figures such 
as TCP connection packet and byte counts, interface statistics and activity indicators, TCP/UDP traffic 
breakdowns, and LAN station packet and byte counts. 
 
Ethereal – A network protocol analyzer which can be used real-time and used to analyze captured data.  
 
Tests 
The tests performed can be broken down into three categories, throughput and throughput with channel 
impairments, network resynchronization, and simple PING utility measurements. These three tests were 
thought to give an indication of the utility of this particular waveform as a wireless airborne network 
link. If the link did not provide a useable throughput data rate, was not robust in a fading environment, 
or took a significant amount of time to resynchronize, it would not be useful in the aeronautical 
telemetry environment. iPERF was used for exciting the channel and monitoring throughput. IPTraf was 
also used for monitoring throughput and network traffic flow while Ethereal was used post test to verify 
correct traffic flow between nodes. The PING utility was used more to understand the relationship 



between response time and channel conditions as a precursor to using this utility during flight testing. 
The lab results will be presented for information purposes.  
  
The entire network was connected together through the channel emulator as depicted in Figure 3. It 
should be noted that the numbers presented are not just for the wireless link only but representative of 
the network from an end-to-end perspective.  If two computers were connected to the routers, one on 
vNET and one on gNET, this is the throughput they could expect to receive. Also, the link quality was 
monitored so as to operate the wireless link at a reasonable signal to noise ratio (S/N).  This ratio was 
determined though tests that basically calibrated the “signal quality” parameter taken from the wireless 
LAN tool within Linux. This number versus throughput and jitter analysis with iPERF were bounced 
against each other to determine an operating point that was maintained throughout the testing. With the 
emulator in-line, with cable losses, required attenuators, microwave components, etc., S/N was between 
30-40dB.  
 
The first test was network throughput and jitter analysis. User Datagram Protocol (UDP) was utilized 
within iPERF due to its jitter measurement capability and very low network overhead. It was thought 
that a true performance metric would be arrived at using UDP. The default length of 1470 bytes was 
used for the datagram length. In order to get baseline throughput numbers, the channel emulator was set 
to “pass-thru” and iPERF was used to excite the network and give network throughput numbers. iPERF 
defines “jitter” the same as Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) in RFC-1889 which basically computes 
the smoothed mean of the 64-bit timestamp difference in packet transmit times (server’s receive time 
minus client’s end time) between client and server. RF channel conditions were chosen to be 
representative of aeronautical conditions [4,5]. Frequency selective fading was accomplished with  
two-ray multipath scenarios with delays ranging between 10ns and 300ns attenuated between 0-3dB 
with static frequency offsets from the center frequency ranging between +5MHz.  
 
Flat fades, either due to short delay multipath, transmit antenna shadowing, or receiver antenna tracking 
error cause link outages in the serial streaming link. This too will be true of the network link so a test 
had to be constructed in order to assess network resynchronization time. The test was constructed with 
two independent methods. First, a diode detector was installed in the RF chain to sense RF power which 
was then sent to a high-speed analog-to-digital sampling card. A connected network could be assessed 
through continuous traffic over the RF link. Second, a custom PING program was written to give a 
good/bad indication of network status with an associated time stamp. In this application, a PING is sent 
continuously and as long as the PING is received within a given amount of time (nominally 1 second), 
the channel is presented as “good” with an associated time stamp. Once a link is dropped, i.e., the PING 
is not received, that time is logged and the difference is displayed once a successful PING is sent and 
received. One channel in the emulator was turned off which broke the network connection. The link was 
then turned on which was time stamped, and compared to the time in which RF traffic was noticed and a 
“good” indication through the PING program was identified. Both times were recorded. In the IEEE 
802.11b specification [1], if a connection is not established, a random back-off period is used before 
another try is attempted. In order to assess this, a “short” and “long” network outage, typical of 
resynchronization events in aeronautical telemetry, was simulated to determine affects of this random 
back-off period.   



TEST RESULTS 
 

The first test results presented are the network throughput numbers. During the test, the throughput 
number was arrived at comparing jitter and lost datagrams. The point at which datagrams began to be 
lost coupled with a typical jitter number for that channel condition was determined to be the throughput 
for that channel condition. It should be noted that even though the data rate was set at a fixed maximum 
value during the set up of the SN11+ cards, it was not known whether the modulation scheme (data rate) 
was adapting to the channel condition. Regardless, the throughput results are still valid and are shown in 
Figures 4 through 7.  
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Figure 4 – Throughput with 10ns Delay 
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Figure 5 – Throughput with 50ns Delay 
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Figure 6 – Throughput with 155ns Delay 
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Figure 7 – Throughput with 300ns Delay 

 
The “long range” test (see Figure 4) simulated two nodes separated by approximately 22 miles (125µs). 
This was accomplished using the channel emulator by setting the channel delay to its maximum value of 
125µs. As can be seen, the link still functioned. Though the SN11+ cards are set to “long range”, it is yet 
to be determined how long this range actually is. This will be determined during the initial flight trials of 
the system. 
 
Reviewing the data reveals immunity to some channel conditions while others had adverse affects. The 
two most detrimental were 10ns and 300ns. Per Rice et. al. [4][5], the complete channel model is 
represented by a three ray model with the first reflected path characterized by a relative amplitude of 
70% to 96% of the direct path with a delay between 10ns to 80ns. This condition is represented in 
Figure 4. Though a 300ns delay has not been observed in prior channel modeling experiments, it is 



included here in order to show waveform susceptibility to that channel condition. For example spectrum 
and the effects that these multipath scenarios have, refer to Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 – Multipath Effects on Spectrum 

 
Jitter can also be an indication of a non-ideal channel condition. As the channel degrades, throughput 
decreases thus affecting delivery times, thus the product of throughput and jitter is nearly constant. Or, 
as throughput decreases, jitter increases. Figure 9 presents jitter under the most limiting channel 
condition.  
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Figure 9 – Jitter with 10ns Delay 

 
A key to the network link utility is resynchronization speed. Should the network take many seconds 
to resynchronize after a link outage, the utility or the link would be very limited for the telemetry 
channel condition. Figure 10 shows this not to be the case. The data labeled “PING” is the 



resynchronization time per the custom PING application as described above. The data labeled “RF” 
is the resynchronization time collected by monitoring RF link activity. The numbers along the 
bottom of Figures 10 and 11 refer to the test number. These tests were conducted at the same time 
using the same channel condition. As can be seen in Figure 10, there is good correlation between the 
two capture methods.    
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Figure 10 – Network Resynchronization, Test Comparison 

 
During resynchronization testing, it was noted that the time varied with the duration of the link outage 
time. To better characterize this, a “short” and “long” outage time was used. The “short” time is defined 
to be <3 seconds, the “long” time is defined to be >10 seconds. (Note: Figure 10 has a mix of long and 
short outage times.) Referring to [2], this is indeed the case. The contention window (CW) parameter 
starts at a minimum value (CWmin) and increments with each unsuccessful retry to a maximum value 
(CWmax) at which it stays at that value until a successful transmission, at which time the CW is reset to 
CWmin. Figure 11 illustrates the results.  
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Figure 11 – Network Resynchronization, Link Outage Comparison 

 
The PING testing was done as a precursor to flight testing, but the results are presented here for 
reference (Figure 12). As was predicted, PING time can certainly not only be an indication of a 
functioning link but can also be an indication of link quality. As link quality decreases, PING time 
increases. It is also curious to note that during the long range test, the standard deviation was the largest 
of all the tests. After further investigation, during these PING tests every once in a while a “flyer” value 
occurred, sometimes 10 to 20 times larger than the average PING time. This of course throws off the 
standard deviation value which is what occurred during the long range test. Now, what causes that 
phenomenon? After considerable testing and analyzing network traffic with Ethereal, the problem was 
tracked down to the wireless cards having a failed IP address or name resolution calls. This is odd 
because there are only two nodes always operating without new nodes entering or leaving the network. 
At this time, the exact origin of the problem is not known.    
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Figure 12 – PING Testing 

 



CONCLUSIONS 
 

• The IEEE 802.11b physical layer was found to be a robust waveform when subjected to typical 
telemetry channel anomalies and is considered to be useable in the aeronautical environment. 

• Network resynchronization time was found to not be overly excessive, though the IEEE 802.11b 
MAC layer with its random back-off period and minimum and maximum contention window 
sizes are not ideal for an application in the telemetry community.  

• Due to testing constraints, the maximum distance between SN11+ cards was not established nor 
was the meaning of the long range parameter in the set up for the cards. These values will be 
determined during the initial flight testing of the system.  

• It is thought the custom PING utility will serve a dual purpose of channel connection condition 
and an initial RF channel condition during flight testing.  

• These tests are all “top level” tests without intimate knowledge of what the physical or MAC 
layers are encountering. In order to do a full assessment of a wireless network link for 
aeronautical telemetry, hooks into the physical and MAC layers are required to monitor such 
parameters as signal strength, signal quality, and current modulation scheme and control such 
parameters as contention window size, modulation scheme, etc.   
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ABSTRACT  
 

The Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) Integrated 
Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) program is currently testing a wireless local area 
networking (WLAN) in an L-band telemetry (TM) channel to evaluate the feasibility and 
capabilities of enhancing traditional TM methods in a seamless wide area network 
(WAN).  Several advantages of networking are real-time command and control of 
instrumentation formats, quick-look acquisition, data retransmission and recovery 
(gapless TM) and test point real-time verification. These networking functions, and all 
others, need to be tested and evaluated.  The iNET team is developing a WLAN based on 
802.x technologies to test the feasibility of the enhanced telemetry implementation for 
flight testing.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

To implement a WAN TM network the iNET team is developing a variant of 
standard IEEE 802.11b WLAN as an integral component of a WAN.  The TmNS is both 
a program and a networking model that conveniently partitions as a WAN of three basic 
LANs: the vehicle network (vNET), the ground network (gNET) and the RF network 
(rfNET) that links them.  The rfNET team is currently tasked to test the iNET RF link and 
the serial TM stream for ‘gapless’ connection.  In this paper we discuss instrumenting 
rfNET and bridging WLAN and WAN into one seamless network.  We begin with a brief 
description of the TmNS topology and the Open System Interconnection (OSI) protocol 
model of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).  We then describe the 
wired and wireless network configurations we used to implement the system wired-
wireless link.  Finally, we describe the instrumentation required for characterization of 
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the RF channel and testing of the command and control of instrumentation, primarily at 
the RF interfaces, i.e., utilities and applications in the Linux gateways.       

 
 

TmNS TOPOLOGY 
 

The iNET topology is that of a WAN with rfNET connecting the vNET to a 
gNET interface (cf. Figure1).  The network links via RF gateway nodes operating in the 
independent (or ad-hoc) mode, i.e., all nodes are free to communicate without a central 
Access Point, often called a mesh topology.  The gNET interface is controlled from the 
test conductor (TC) Windows® XP workstation (TCXP, Figure 1).  The vNET test 
control resides primarily in the FTE Windows® XP system (FTEXP, Figure 1). Each 
gateway has a WLAN card that controls ad-hoc linking and traffic flow between WLAN 
nodes of rfNET1.  The cards are housed in a Linux system that bridges WLAN and LAN 
via routing tables.  Each WLAN configures through Linux boot files, while each LAN 
configure locally on LAN nodes via the standard Windows® XP network utility.  The 
Airborne Instrumentation Multiplexer (AIM) is a COTS product that serves as an 
instrumentation IP interface to a solid state recorder (SSR) controlled via RIS Linux OS 
[5].  One of the nodes in the rfNET is a gateway into vNET and a router steers traffic to 
and from the FTEXP and other systems.  The other node on the rfNET is a gateway into 
gNET and a router steers traffic to and from TCXP and other systems. 

The RF nodes are implemented as Harris SecNet11+ (SN11+) 802.11b WLAN 
PCMCIA cards.  The cards are built on an Intersil™ chip-set that adheres to the open 
source wlan-ng project.  This project standardized open source tools which the iNET 
team exploited to instrument the entire TmNS at the network media layers of the RF 
nodes.  The TmNS topology is that of a wireless mesh i.e., the rfNET nodes are 
independent centers of wireless communication (Figure 1). 

 

                                                 
1 WLAN signals are translated from ISM to L-band via transverters (TVR); see [4].   
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Figure 1 TmNS Block Diagram 
 
 

OSI Model Overview  
Networking is not new, but it is new in the TM community; therefore we begin 

with a brief description of the OSI seven-layer communication protocol stack [1,2].  One 
partition categorizes the layers as Host and Media: the host layers process network data 
segments extracted from the underlying media layers.  The extraction is realized as a 
stack of protocol exchanges that refine physical data into application data (Figure 2, [6]).  
 
Host Layers 

• The Application Layer (AL) interfaces directly to application processes and user 
interface. The common application services provide semantic conversion between 
associated application processes.  Common applications include the familiar 
Telnet, simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) and file transfer protocol (FTP).   

• The Presentation Layer (PL) relieves the Application layer of concern regarding 
syntactical differences in data representation within the end-user systems. An 
example of a presentation service would be the conversion of an binary coded file 
to an ASCII file. 
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• The Session Layer (SL) manages dialogue between applications; it provides for 
checkpointing, adjournment, termination, and restart procedures.  We might view 
this layer as responsible for configuring and releasing TCP/IP sessions.  

• The Transport Layer (TL) handles transfer of data between upper layers. The 
transport layer controls link reliability and tracks packets to retransmit those that 
fail. This is the TCP or UDP layer.  

• The Network Layer (NL) provides the means of transferring variable length data 
sequences from source to destination while maintaining the quality of service 
(QoS) requests from the Transport layer. The Network layer performs network 
routing, flow control, segmentation/desegmentation, and error control functions. 
Routers operate at this level.  This is the IP layer.  IP is a network layer protocol 
in the internet protocol suite and is encapsulated in a data link layer protocol (e.g., 
Ethernet). As a lower layer protocol, IP provides the service of unique global 
addressing amongst computers. 

 
Media Layers      

• The Data Link Layer (DLL) provides functional means to transfer data between 
network entities while detecting and possibly correcting transmission errors from 
the Physical layer.  The addressing scheme is physical, i.e., addresses (MACs) are 
coded into the network interface cards (NICs) by the manufacturer. The DLL is a 
composite of the MAC and a logical link control (LLC) layer.  The LLC connects 
or mediates between  MAC and NL; controls frame synchronization, flow control 
and error checking.  This is the layer of bridges and switches. 

• The Physical Layer (PHY) is the electrical/mechanical device layer that carries 
the data in its raw signal form.  The primary services performed by the physical 
layer are: linkage to communication media, resource sharing among multiple 
users, e.g., contention resolution and flow control, modulation, signal conversion 
between equipment comprising the communication channel.  RS-485, Ethernet, 
ATM and 802.11 are common physical layer protocols; hubs and repeaters are 
examples of physical-layer devices [3].  The PHY is a composite of two 
sublayers: the physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP) and the physical 
layer media dependent (PMD) sublayer.  PLCP links MAC and PMD.  For RF 
testing we are concerned with the Media layers, for network QoS and throughput 
we are concerned with the NL and TL, i.e., our concern is with the media layers 
(1 and 2), NL (layer 3) and possibly NL (layer 4).    
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 Layer Example 
Protocols 

Application DNS, TLS/SSL, 
TFTP, FTP, HTTP, 
IMAP, IRC, 
NNTP, POP3, SIP, 
SMTP, SNMP, 
SSH, TELNET, 
BitTorrent, RTP, 
rlogin, ENRP, … 

Transport TCP, UDP, DCCP, 
SCTP, IL, RUDP, 
… 

Network IP (IPv4, IPv6), 
ICMP, IGMP, 
ARP, RARP, … 

Link Ethernet, Wi-Fi, 
Token ring, PPP, 
SLIP, FDDI, 
ATM, DTM, 
Frame Relay, 
SMDS, … 

 
 

Figure 2 UDP Stack and Layer Protocols 
     

 
TmNS NETWORK CONFIGURATION 

 
The TmNS at Edwards is comprised of three networks of four computers, two 

Cisco routers and two networked GPS time sources using the standard network time 
protocol (NTP).  The three main networks are designated as follows:  
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• vehicle network, vNET, IP subnet 10, 
• ground network, gNET, IP subnet 12, 
• RF network, rfNET, IP subnet 11. 

 
There is also a gateway (subnets 192.168.0.0 and 129.198.46.0) to the World Wide Web 
(WWW).  The subnet numbers identify a class C or often called a ‘/24’ network2; in our 
system all subnets are on /24 network 192.168.  Table 1 shows ranges and notation for 
different classes of networks [2, 6]. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Address Class Dotted-Decimal Notation Ranges

A(/8 prefixes)       1.xxx.xxx.xxx through 126.xxx.xxx.xxx
B(/16 prefixes)     128.0.xxx.xxx through 191.255.xxx.xxx
C(/24 prefixes)     192.0.0.xxx through 223.255.255.xxx

Address Class Dotted-Decimal Notation Ranges

A(/8 prefixes)       1.xxx.xxx.xxx through 126.xxx.xxx.xxx
B(/16 prefixes)     128.0.xxx.xxx through 191.255.xxx.xxx
C(/24 prefixes)     192.0.0.xxx through 223.255.255.xxx

Table 1 IP Addressing 
 
 
Each system has an internet protocol (IP) address, a name and perhaps an alias.  A list of 
all TmNS computers, IP addresses and names is shown in table 2. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IP Address  Name Alias                 Note 
 
192.168.10.50  iNET2 vNETXP FTE/TM Source 
192.168.10.100  iNET3v vNETLX v-gateway 
192.168.10.200  vGPS vTIME  NTP source 
192.168.10.201  vVLAN switch  vNET switch 
192.168.10.45  DLink Camera 
192.168.10.170  AIM/SSR  Flight recorder 
 
192.168.11.100  iNET3 rfNETv  v-wireless 
192.168.11.150  iNET4 rfNETg  g-wireless 
 
192.168.12.50  iNET1 gNETXP TCC 
192.168.12.150  iNET4g gNETLX g-gateway 
192.168.12.200  gGPS gTIME  NTP source 
192.168.12.201  gVLAN switch  gNET switch 
 
192.168.0.1  Server   WLAN gateway 
192.168.0.37  Swkstn1   shelter workstation 
192.168.0.38  Swkstn2   TM Sink 

 
Table 2 IP Addresses and Names 
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2 /24 is an address mask that allows for up to 255 host addresses. 



 
 
 
 
 
vNET Configuration 

Figure 3 is a picture of vNET, the airborne network of the TmNS. 
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Figure 3 vNET Topology 
 
The FTEXP system is implemented on a Windows® XP/Intel™ computer and named 
iNET2.  The AIM/SSR is a stand-alone unit in vNET and the Symmetricom® Network 
Time Server (NTS) is also on the RF racks and is named vGPS.  This system sources 
NTP messages to all systems.  The Linux gateway is built on Redhat 9.0/Intel™ and is 
named iNET3, with the wireless side assigned to subnet 11 and the wired Ethernet port 
assigned to subnet 10, the vehicle subnet.  A Cisco 2801 router links all the systems on 
board the vehicle.  This system also contains the TM serial link to carry the source data 
for gapless telemetry to a complementary system on the ground (Figure 5 below).   
 
gNET Configuration 

Although we are only testing an interface to an eventual gNET network, the 
ground station network topology has similar structure to vNET (Figure 4).  The gNET 
TCXP is also built as a Windows® XP/Intel™ computer system, named iNET1.  There is 
no AIM/SSR system in gNET, as the ground portion of AIM/SSR is a web browser 
interface that runs on the TCXP system. The gNET also includes a network gateway, 
named iNET4, also built on Linux Redhat 9.0/Intel™.  A 2801 router links all local 
systems on gNET.  The router also includes a gateway to a local server (subnet 0) that 
connects to the Edwards AFB WAN for access to the WWW.  A Symmetricom® NTS 
sources NTP messages to synchronize all systems on the network.   
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Figure 4 gNET Topology 
 

Gapless Link 
The telemetry link (Figure 5) is PCM link that carries the serial stream data from 

the AIM/SSR for gapless connectivity.  The AIM/SSR web page interface resides in 
Swksn1 (Figure 4.) and all command & control for the gapless data flow is via the 
Swkstn1 interface. 
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     WAN 
    Switch 

Figure 5 Telemetry Link 
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rfNET Configuration 

Both vNET and gNET have a wired-to-wireless gateway implemented in custom 
Linux systems built on COTS with Red Hat Linux OS.  Each Linux system is configured 
as the wired-to-wireless gateway into and out of rfNET, i.e., the gateways are 
192.168.10.100 – 192.168.11.0/243 and 102.168.11.0/24 – 192.168.12.150.  The Linux 
systems also serve as local network routers for all FTEXP, AIM/SSR and NTS.  The 
rfNET distributes over two nodes: two computers built on Red Hat Linux with 2.4.20-8 
kernel.  These systems are built on rackmount 1U chasses, with Pentium 4 2.8GHz CPUs, 
2G RAM and 80G HDD drives, and a DVD/CD reader/writer in each system.  The 
motherboard includes three LAN jacks, one for 10/100 Ethernet and two for Gigabit 
Ethernet (inactive).  The Linux systems serve as wired-to-wireless routers, i.e., as 
gateways for vNET-to-rfNET and gNET-to-rfNET.  The two Linux routers have host 
names of iNET3 (airborne) and iNET4 (ground).  A picture of the entire network 
connection and IP addresses, with the TM serial link is shown below in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 TmNS Linkage and IP Addresses 

 
Network routes were used rather then bridges as the Linux bridging utility could 

not establish a stable bridge over the PCI-PCMCIA hardware bridge that houses the 
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3 The /24 indicates the gateway on subnet 10, address 100 links with the entire wireless ‘/24’ network of up 
to 255 hosts. 



wireless LAN (wlan) card (see below).  The fixed routes are assigned automatically on 
Linux system boot: the system recognizes two networks via the WLAN SN11+ and LAN 
Ethernet configurations.  The routes connect the rfNET (subnet 11) with the gNET 
(subnet 12) and vNET (subnet10).  Additional routes can be added to connect point-to-
point hosts if future testing dictates.   

The wired side of the Linux routers connects to the vNET and gNET via the local 
router.  The routers are set for simple switching via loadable modules in the router ports.  
Each router contains two switching modules of 4 ports each.  These are extensible and 
routes can be placed here in future extension of the networks. 

The primary hardware of rfNET is the SecNet11 802.11 cards, with linux driver 
and COTS PCMCIA-PCI hardware bridge.  The SN11+ driver is compiled via the source 
code as a module that also integrates with the PCMCIA-PCI Bridge.  The Linux source 
tree had to be loaded and compiled first.  The whole purpose of the Linux system is to 
link the wireless channel to the wired network and for real-time access to data and 
monitoring.  The 2.4.x kernel was used because newer kernels do not support the SN11+ 
cardbus socket driver structure.     
 
Router Configuration 
 Each router has three addressable connections:  
 

1. Router Access (web page) 
2. Virtual LAN (switches) 
3. Gateway (WAN access) 

 
Once configured, access to the routers is via a web browser connected at FastEthernet 
connection 0/0.  Each router has a virtual LAN (gVLAN, vVLAN) that groups the switch 
ports into subnets 10 and 12, which can be bridged with a gateway for web access.  The 
gNET gateway links with the WWW server (subnet 0), via local FastEthernet 
connections (0/1) and the VLANs, to the rest of iNET; this is the WWW access channel 
for both vNET and gNET.  Web access requires persistent routes be established in the 
routers, iNET3 (subnet 10) and iNET4 (subnet 12) and the (subnet 0) web server.  

Each router is configured as a 6-port Ethernet switch with a VLAN IP and a 
gateway port (0/1) linked to external devices.  The g-gateway links with the web server; 
v-gateway can be addressed to link an ‘external’ network connected to vNET, e.g., 
another data network.  We developed SNMP/MIB (see below) interfaces for the routers, 
which have many functions available for network real-time monitoring and acquisition 
‘snap-shots’. 
 
GPS NTS Configuration 

All systems can jam time via the NTS which employs many standard protocols, 
we use NTP.  The Symmetricom® NTS is configured via a serial RS-232 or a network 
Telnet application interface into the NTS, like all systems on the network the NTS has an 
IP address and may be queried via SNMP.   
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INSTRUMENTATION 
 

 To instrument the RF portion and the lower levels of the OSI protocol stack we 
employ open source applications for Linux.  The Linux gateway-routers (iNET3 and 
iNET4) each have several identical utilities, applications and built in scripts to configure 
the system at boot and during testing such that minimal operator interfacing is required 
after login.  The primary applications for communication link testing are open source 
products, iperf and ethereal, custom UDP and TCP source-sink channel set built in 
LabVIEW™ graphical language and industry standard Manufacturer Information Base 
(MIB).  These source-sink modules establish either a TCP or UDP over IP link over 
rfNET between iNET1 and iNET2; each is discussed briefly below. 

 
SNMP/MIB and the 802.11 MIB 

Industry standards require WLAN cards to expose the MAC via a MIB.  A MIB has 
a hierarchical tree structure of branches that expose required parameters a leaves for 
specific control and monitoring functions, e.g., network topology (infrastructure or 
independent), Service Set ID (SSID), channel (10-15), WEP, authentication algorithms, 
etc.  The path to parameters is based on a world wide standard of object identification 
(OID).  The OID is a number delimited by periods that specifies the location in a MIB of 
measurands, which may be of any numeric or character data type.  All MIBs are required 
to compile in any commercially available MIB browser; with the browsers we gain 
access to the parameter via the OID call.  Browsers usually include display functions for 
graphical monitoring of dynamical numerical parameters via SNMP and MIB agents 
(Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 SNMP NMS-Agent block diagram  
 
SNMP is an industry standard protocol for accessing particular MIBs via embedded 
agents, or instrument controllers, which receive commands from NMS, which may reside 
with the TC and/or the flight test engineer (FTE).  Basically SNMP agent service NMS 
calls to the MIB.  The commands are categorized as get, set and variants get-next and set-
next, which are exchanged over an assigned port; there is also a trap assigned its own 
listening port.  The FTE and TC will each have an SNMP application that allows sets, 
gets and trap monitoring of the AP WLAN.  We will exploit the MIB of the router too.  
We’ve extended agent capabilities to each WLAN node.  This gives the NMS access to 
the entire network hardware via SNMP applications. 
 
Instrumentation Applications 

The link bandwidth testing application we use is iperf.  This application is best 
run from the command line, with one node acting as server and the other as client.  The 
command line is included in a supplementary document.  This is a user-friendly 
application used for NL testing; we can monitor the bandwidth and datagram delivery 
percentages. 

Another user-friendly application, with significant power to filter and file data 
sets is ethereal version 0.10.12.  This, like iperf, is open sourced from the internet.  The 
ethereal application is able to capture MAC headers if the SN11+ is configured for RF 
monitoring using the libcap 0.9.3 package to interface with the Intersil® Prism 2.5 
chipset on the SN11+ card.  The ethereal and libcap packages were integrated into Linux 
as recompiled source code, not as executable binaries.  With ethereal we can monitor and 
capture protocol packet payload, with timestamps, time between message receipts, drops 
and retransmission information.  The application allows for packet filter in real-time and 
during post test processing.  This is a great tool for Network Layer and Transport Layer 
testing.  

The LabVIEW™ modules are also simple to use, a client is activated 1st, then a 
server is activated to generate a message of time samples, the client receives the UDP or 
TCP packets, strips time and compares the time with local time generating a differential 
measure that can be saved to file.  These modules allow for TL timing between client and 
server. 
 
Instrumentation Linux Functions 

There are several important files in the system that pertain to wlan0 (802.11b 
wireless card name) and eth0 (wired Ethernet card name) configuration data.  Five 
essential IP configuration files are 

 
1. /etc/wlan/wlancfg-iNET  
2. /etc/wlan/wlan.conf  
3. /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-wlan0 
4. /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 
5. /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-conf 
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These are run when the PCMCIA and network services execute.  The wlan.conf has the 
parameters to set the network mode to infrastructure or ad-hoc (independent); the file is 
defaulted to ad-hoc on channel 5 (2.43GHz) of the ISM band.  This band is translated to 
L-band via transverters.  To change the card channel you would modify this file.  The last 
two files configure the network interfaces with IP, mask, gateway, network membership, 
and possibly the MAC address (this is not necessary); this file also contains a command 
for the OS to configure on boot.  The file ifcfg-conf handles the route assignments for the 
Linux gateways. 

The Linux routers are set to configure the wireless and wired network routes at 
boot.  The wireless node is a 802.11b ‘like’ card, which is set for 11Mb/s rate, reduced 
power and long range linking, with transmit and receive on antenna A (there are two 
antenna per card: A and B).  The function can also be manually run after boot to change 
the card configuration, the utility is sn11ctl and there is a manual (Linux man) page that 
shows the parameters and arguments.  We’ve also written a script that encapsulates 
sn11ctl and some parameters, leaving the user to enter a command ‘sn11conf’ followed 
by three parameters: 

 
1. max or reduced (power) 
2. long or standard (range) 
3. t r (transmit and receive antenna: a, b or diversity). 

 
For example, to establish reduced power at long range to receive and transmit on antenna 
a, the system executes this command line on boot: sn11conf reduced long a a.  The 
SN11+ card configures for reduced power, long range with transmit on antenna ‘t=a’ and 
receive on antenna ‘r=a’.  The initialization of the card is via is in another script file, 
/etc/rc.d/rc.local, that includes a similar command line.   

There are several scripts and functions built into the Linux OS; for example, to 
view the ‘communication quality’ the wireless node we use a function called 
‘commsquality’ developed from the wlanctl-ng open source utility.  This function returns 
the link, signal and noise ‘quality values’, e.g., link 73, level 100, noise 27.  Another 
important utility to access the SN11+ is wlancfg.  Like wlanctl-ng, this utility has 
function calls to ‘set and get’ parameters of the SN11+ card or display the complete 
configuration and command set.  The wlancfg has a useful command to get a quick look 
at the cards MIB and thus one may view the card configuration with the command: 
wlancfg show wlan0 all.  There are controllable parameters via the MIB [3], tho all are 
not implemented by Harris’ implementation of the Prism 2.5 chipset.     

A useful function we’ve built as a script is the wlansniff, which exploits the 
wlanctl-ng lnxreq_wlansniff utility.  This function places the wlan into promiscuous RF 
monitoring mode and this allows for ethereal to capture the MAC header.  The command 
line is wlansniff <channel#> <true/false>.  The function is in /usr/bin and can be executed 
from the terminal without specifying the path4.   

Another useful network monitoring tool is an open source utility called IPTraf.  
With this tool we can monitory the IP, TCP, UDP & other protocols throughput and real-
time data rates in bits/second and packets/second.  The collected information is logged 
                                                 
4 All system functions are in shell scripts that require no explicit path to execute, just open a terminal and 
execute the command via the command-line syntax. 
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for post-test processing.  Another useful connectivity testing function is ping.pl.  This is a 
Perl script that pings remote host, displays connectivity (good/bad) then outputs result to 
screen and data file.  This function will gather data on resynchronization time for dropped 
rfNET links.  A Perl script function, signallog.pl, reads the output from wlanctl-ng, 
ifconfig wlan0 and the OS /proc/wlan0 file, then writes to both screen and file 
signallog.txt.   

To measure message exchange times we use a script that activates a pair of 
functions server2way.pl and client2way.pl; this pair of functions bounces a packet 
between server and client and measures time of travel.  We either start server on iNET4 
start client on iNET3 or vice-versa.  This function will gather data on packet delivery 
time between vNET and gNET, which have to be synchronized to the same time source 
for precise time en route returns.  We also exploit the embedded Linux SNMP/MIB [3] 
functions to gather routing information at the wireless gateways. 
 
Media Layer Instrumentation: 802.11 MIB 

The iNET team is implementing the rfNET gateway and instrumentation as a real-
time Linux network with Harris SN11+ cards, see [4].  The Linux system allows access 
throughout the entire protocol stack to the node’s PHY PMD.  Linux configures the 
WLAN nodes, monitors all traffic (sniffs) and logs relevant captured data via delivered 
utilities (sn11ctl) and open source applications (ethereal).  To instrument the DLL 
requires media access and control, therefore we’ve developed and exploited software 
(SW) packages to configure the WLAN cards to collect data from the media access 
control (MAC) sublayer of the DLL and the PHY.  The sublayer that connects the DLL 
and Network layer is the logical link control layer (LLC).  This layer is the first hardware 
independent layer and we may access it via industry standards like ethereal and open 
source utilities like wlancfg.   

The 802.11 MIB is actually a composite of four basic branches that store most 
data structures in tables, see [3].  The four branches are station management (SMT), the 
MAC, resources (RES) and PHY.  The SMT contains six card management tables, some 
of these entries we monitor.  The RES is the resource branch, which is primarily used for 
manufacturer specific implementations.  We’ll not discuss these two branches in any 
detail here: our concern is with the MAC and PHY.  The 802.11 MIB is not accessed via 
generic SNMP calls, but rather via WLAN programs delivered with the hardware or open 
source code from the WLAN project, an open source project.  The full structure of the 
802.11 MIB is beyond the scope of this paper.  

In this phase of iNET we are implementing WLAN nodes with Harris SN11+ 
package.  The Harris card, like many others, is built on a Prism II chip-set that controls 
the MAC and PHY.  The MAC exchanges data with the PHY PMD sublayer; the PCLP 
mediates the transition of MAC packets and the PMD signals.  The MAC controls a 
network allocation vector (NAV) and the interframe time spacing (IFS) which form the 
timing basis of the collision avoidance algorithms.  The MAC-PHY layer exchanges are 
access via MIB table calls.  The SN11+ MAC-PMD controls a direct sequence spread 
spectrum (DSSS) modulation in carrier sense multiple access-collision avoidance 
(CSMA-CA) scheme.  The CSMA-CA scheme eliminates contention bottle-necks of 
collision detection schemes such as traditional wired Ethernet.  We interface the SN11+ 
MIB using Harris utilities, standard WLAN and ethereal.     
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Media Access via Linux 

The rfNET was implemented on Linux to allow adequate access to the WLAN 
node MIB.  The open source WLAN project was created to develop a complete standards 
based WLAN system using the GNU/Linux operating system based on the IEEE 802.11 
standard.  The WLAN contains a device driver and support utility for GNU/Linux 
supporting the Intersil™ reference design PRISM DSSS WLAN Adapters. This design 
uses the PCMCIA interface and form factor.  The PRISM card is an IEEE 802.11 
compliant 2.4 GHz DSSS WLAN network interface card that uses an Intersil PRISM2.5 
chipset for MAC and PHY control and function.  There are a several tools available in the 
standard package, the more useful being the wlanctl-ng for MIB access and the wlancfg 
for setting and querying the chipset.  A resource specific sn11ctl program may be used to 
configure a default setup and the Linux cardctl program returns details on the card 
configuration, status and manufacturer information.   
 
Summary 

Our primary interest is instrumenting a seamless wireless-to-wired network to 
acquire information on a working prototype of the TmNS.  We built an rfNET link on 
Linux and employed open source applications to instrument the traffic routes, primarily 
on the first four layers of the OSI protocol stack.  The vNET and gNET interface 
prototypes are built on industry standard commercial products, e.g., Windows®, Linux, 
Intel™, Intersil™, LabVIEW™, Cisco Systems Inc., etc.  We exploit the embedded 
industry standard network instrumentation, primarily open source Linux and Windows® 
applications, ethereal, iperf SNMP/MIB and the 802.11 MIB, to gather information on 
the entire network, primarily at the gateway interfaces. 
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Abstract

As the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) program moves forward in
resolving systems engineering design and architecture definition, critical technology
“gaps” and a migration path to realizing the integration of this technology are needed to
insure a smooth transition from the current legacy point to point telemetry links to a
network oriented telemetry system.  Specifically identified by the DoD aeronautical
telemetry community is the need for a migration to a network solution for command,
control, and transfer of test data by optimizing the physical, data link, and network layers.

In this paper, we present a network centric telemetry preliminary architecture approach
based on variants of 802.11 that leverages the open standards as well as the previous
Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) work on the physical layer waveform.  We present
a burst modem approach based on the recent AOFDM 802.11a work, a TDMA-like MAC
layer based on 802.11e, and then add additional MAC layer features to allow for the
multi-hop aeronautical environment using a variant of the current working standard of
802.11s.  The combined benefits of the variants obtained from 802.11a, 802.11e, and
802.11s address the needs for both spectrum efficiency in the aeronautical environment
and the iNET program.

Key Words: iNET, Burst Modem, TDMA, 802.11, MAC

I. Introduction

As the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) [1]-[3] program moves forward
in resolving systems engineering design and architecture definition over the next year,
critical technology “gaps” and a migration path to realizing the integration of this
technology from the legacy point to point telemetry links will be essential to its success
of iNET.  Identified by the DoD aeronautical telemetry community is the need for a
migration to a network solution for command, control, and transfer of test data by
optimizing the physical, data link, and network layers.  iNET will involve two time
horizons, a CTEIP phase 2 development in a 3-5 year range (Block 1) and a second long
term 20 year horizon architecture. This paper presents an approach to resolving the key
technology gaps in the identified areas of transceivers and communications protocols in
the stressed aeronautical environment and communications management that will bridge
the gap between the short term 3-5 range and the long term 20 year architecture.  The
current iNET architecture calls for extending the life of existing streaming telemetry
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needs while enhancing this with a bidirectional netcentric link focusing on a “hub and
spokes” topology where the Ground Station (GS) is the hub and the netcentric links to the
Test Articles (TAs) depict the spokes.

As captured in the preliminary iNET technology shortfalls report, critical technology
shortfalls include the burst modem, TDMA controller, TDMA link layer protocols, and
end-to-end applications, where longer lead time technology shortfalls include
investigations into communications management and mobile multi-hop ad hoc routing
protocols.

II. Preliminary iSENET architecture

The integrated Spectrum Efficiency for Network Enhanced Telemetry (iSENET)
approach is to offer a layer 2 subnetwork over which iNET networked telemetry can
operate. The iSENET approach provides a link layer with bi-directional capability and
subnetwork error characteristics needed to support networked protocols.  The iSENET
subnetwork addresses test range specific needs for the burst modem, the multiple access
architecture, and the multiple hops to meet Quality of Service (QoS) needs that arise from
networked telemetry applications with a focus on the aeronautical links.

To allow for spectrum efficiency in an environment with multiple active TAs,  iSENET
implements Quality of Service (QoS).  The QoS approach includes layer 2 QoS
mechanisms as well as communications management that allows spectrum and time slots
to be dynamically allocated.  The QoS schemes are targeted to networked telemetry
applications.  The iSENET transceiver is designed to spectrally co-exist with legacy links
for traditional telemetry applications, for spectral efficiency reasons, and the iSENET
link layer QoS mechanisms are designed to also accommodate a link layer service for
traditional telemetry.  The iSENET subnetwork is designed to be able to offer good
subnetwork performance characteristics – even in the presence of significant site specific
interference - so as to minimize complications arising from integrating with other
networks, such as SATCOM links.  Due to increased complexities associated with
effectively addressing mobility within the airborne network at layer 3, the iSENET layer
2 subnet is designed to handle future airborne mobility induced handovers and network
reconfiguration transparently to layer 3.  This also allows for spectrum efficiency and
interference minimization.  In addition to the layer 2 airborne network capabilities, this
approach offers to study additional layer 3 issues related to outlying concerns that a TA
of an airborne network could move to affiliate with a different GS or that long latency
satellite links might be employed as part of the all over telemetry network.

The current iNET architecture recommends maintaining the legacy simplex links while
adding a bi-directional link for network enhanced telemetry.  For these bi-directional
network enhanced links, we assume the use of the same spectrum on both the forward
and return links in a half-duplex configuration.  Our approach focuses on the 802.11
variants and leverages the open standards as well as the previous ARTM work on
physical layer approaches.  Specifically, we present a burst modem approach based on
the recent AOFDM 802.11a work, a TDMA-like MAC layer approach based on 802.11e,
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and then add MAC layer features to allow for the multi-hop aeronautical environment
using a variant of the current working standards of 802.11s.  The combined benefits
presented on the variants of 802.11a, 802.11e, and 802.11s address the needs of spectrum
efficiency for the aeronautical environment and iNET.

We define TDMA-like as time slot access with: a) deterministic latency and jitter and b)
no contention.

2.1 LAYER 1/2 CONCERNS AND APPROACHES – THE BURST MODEM AND TDMA

In this section, we identify an approach to address the two components that have not been
tested for operation in the aeronautical Research Development Test & Evaluation
(RDT&E) environment are the burst modem and the Time Division Mulitiple Access
(TDMA) controller with its associated Quality of Service (QoS) management software.

Error! Bookmark not defined.2.1.1 Objective and Approach for the Burst Modem with
TDMA-like Link Layer

The aeronautical telemetry environment has a number of impairments that make fast
resynchronization difficult.  These impairments include low SNR, frequency selective
and flat fades, extreme doppler, radar bursts, and antenna pattern and inter-channel
interference.  Current work using the 802.11a standard has shown that its packet
preamble structure will work in the aeronautical telemetry environment [6] if proper
algorithms are in place at the receiver.  Complete frequency and timing synchronization
can be obtained in 1600ns at signal to noise ratios as low as 0 dB.  However, this
preamble requires the use of a linear amplifier.

Current waveforms such as offset QPSK waveforms do not transmit as a burst modem
but rather as streamlining bits.  Our focus will be on 802.11 framing structures as used in
the previously flight tested Advanced OFDM (AOFDM) project and the current follow-
on to upgrade to a Cyclic Delay Diversity 16-QAM OFDM System with a rate 4/5 LDPC
code allowing for approximately 2.4 bits/sec/Hz, nearly twice the spectrum efficiency of
the current system [7].  If in fact this waveform performs as simulated with high
availability, there are tentative plans to adopt as the ARTM Tier 3 waveform.  The
AOFDM frame structure is identical to and adopted from the 802.11 MAC framing
allowing for ease of transition to allow for burst packets in a multiple access
environment.  This is in fact due to the rapid acquisition and synchronization
functionality on a per OFDM frame basis.  Refinement of the AOFDM frame versus the
IP packet size is an area for performance trades.

Exploring higher burst rates and the associated benefits bandwidth efficiency requires
that some form of TDMA structure be introduced.  In this manner it is possible to field
multiple airborne experiments simultaneously using the same channel.  One problem
introduced by TDMA structures is waveform timing.  The time reference would be at the
ground site, and there would be differing propagation delays to each of the airborne
nodes.  This problem can be addressed by introducing a range estimation capability into
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the waveform or by leveraging GPS.  Alternatively, a hybrid contention access approach
can provide similar timing information as well as TDMA-like scheduling and
coordination.

To achieve the full benefits of the new TDMA capability, an IP packet capable link layer
is explored.  Furthermore, one can leverage the added benefits of an asymmetric TDMA
structure where one can maximize packing efficiency across the various amount of traffic
from the various TAs.  This allows the airborne nodes to more dynamically adapt
transmission rates in addition to the constant rate synchronous frame structures.  The
TDMA structure may be chosen to transport IP packets either using segmentation and
reassembly (SAR) at the IP layer or at the link layer.

Preliminary IP Packet Length considerations:

One can consider if it is viable to utilize the Advanced OFDM1 frame for IP packet
delineation. In the initial implementation of the AOFDM System, the AOFDM frame for
the 16 QAM Rate 4/5 LDPC code contains approximately 963x4x4/5 = ~ 3081 bits. This
suggests that IP packet fragmentation is needed (even for typical Ethernet MTU of 1500
bytes) over AOFDM frames.  Based on 10Gig Ethernet commercial hardware, a target
size to consider should be at least 9600 octets with possible considerations for a
jumbogram where IPv4 and IPv6 may utilize the full length which corresponds to 64kB
packet sizes.

2.1.2. QoS and a TDMA-like approach using 802.11e

QoS requirements for TA to GS telemetry include a) priority according to the data
element of the sensor which is prioritized in the TA; b) priority according to data sets
which is prioritized in TA; c) priority according to test amongst tests in a test range which
is prioritized in GS.

Current 802.11a/b/g MAC implementations do not provide for varying priority among the
competing traffic analogous to limiting the flexibility to prioritize among competing TAs.
However, 802.11e presents the new capabilities of channel access and traffic
specification functional flexibility to allow for QoS. The new coordination function for
channel access is referred to as the hybrid coordination function (HCF) which has two
modes: enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) which provides for a contention-
based channel access function and HCF controlled channel access (HCCA).  HCCA
provides for a polling approach controlled by a hybrid coordinator (HC) [8] [9].

We focus on the HCCA function as a TDMA-like (asymmetric TDMA) mechanism that
also provides support for IntServ traffic.  In a multiple access scheme with multiple TAs
scheduled for access to a GS as depicted in the Figure 1 below, using HCCA, the TA of
choice while acting as one of many QoS aware Stations (QSTA) may be granted a

                                                  
1 The Advanced OFDM System is a currently implementing a 16-QAM OFDM Rate 4/5 LDPC code for support under the

Spectrum Efficiency T&E/S&T program.
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transmission opportunity (TXOP) by the HCCA HC co-located with the QoS aware
Access Point (QAP) which is located within the GS.

Figure 1 Multiple Test Articles with telemetry to a Ground Station

As an extension of the point coordination function (PCF) (802.11a/b/g MAC), the HCCA
mechanism provides polling access to the wireless medium, but as opposed to PCF,
802.11e HCCA QoS polling can occur during contention periods (CPs) and scheduling of
packets is based on admitted traffic specifications (TSPECs) as depicted in Figure 2.  Of
interest is the HCCA TXOP duration, the QoS CF-poll frame period, and the data
transfers for QoS data frames (i.e. telemetry).  Furthermore the complexity of the HCCA
controller to allow for sufficient flexibility to the aeronautical environment is also a topic
of interest.   Key to the timing is a controlled access phase (CAP) consisting of a number
of concatenated TXOPs.  This concatenated set of TXOPs could correspond to a set of
PCF interframe space (PIFS) times,  short interframe space (SIFS) times, QoS data
intervals, QoS null periods, and acknowledgements as depicted in Figure 2.

As part of 802.11e, recognize that there are up to 8 forward (downlink) and 8 reverse
(uplink) traffic streams mapping to support of 8 independent backoff instances, or Traffic
categories (TCs). Figure 3a illustrates a ground station HCCA scheduler example using 3
TCs, assigned to “C2” (Command & Control) traffic, high priority data and regular data.
In this example, the scheduler (located in the GS) is composed of strict priority (SP)
selectors and fair queue (FQ) selectors.   The scheduler maintains the queue states of
various traffic categories of all the TAs currently under test at the test range.  Based on
the queue states, the scheduler indicates to the HCCA scheduler how transmission
opportunities (TXOPs) are to be allocated. The SP selector examines the queue status and
selects the non-empty queue with the highest priority.  The FQ selectors examine the
queue status and select a non-empty queue in a fair queuing manner.  As indicated in the
following figure, “C2” traffic has the highest priority in a strict-priority sense within all
the 3 TCs.  High priority data is the second highest priority and the regular data has the
lowest priority. The “C2” traffic and high priority data amongst the set of TAs compete
for TXOP in a FQ manner. Regular data from various TAs competes for TXOP in a strict
priority manner. This example realizes QoS for C2, data with various priorities and
prioritization per TA within a test range at the GS.
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Figure 2 Control Access Phase (CAP) timing example for two TAs scheduled QoS Data with GS

Figure 3 a) GS QoS Scheduler for TA to GS TXOP coordination b) TA scheduler for multi-sensor,
and multiple onboard packet telemetry with varying priority traffic

Upon the reception of a TXOP, the TA is to properly dequeue traffic. The dequeue
controller onboard the TA is required to complete the QoS realization.  Recall as depicted
in Figure 3a above that the GS (operating as the HC/QAP) can perform a QoS poll to the
respective TAs (operating as QSTAs) to allocated time slots for the prioritized data.  If no
high priority data is available at the QSTA (e.g. the Test Article of interest) then the
QSTA notifies the QAP with a QoS Null allowing termination of the TXOP and if higher
priority traffic is available on a second TA, earlier access time is allowed to the second
TA with higher priority traffic.   For onboard processing of a single TA, we present the
example of a simple dequeue controller shown in Figure 3b consisting of a SP selector
and a FQ selector.  In this example, the “C2” traffic competes for the TXOP as the
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highest priority candidate. One of the sensors is assigned the high priority data,
competing as the second highest priority for the TXOP.  The other sensors compete at the
lowest priority after being selected amongst the others in a fair queue manner.

Preliminary MAC Analysis

We now provide some preliminary calculations based on the most fundamental frame
structure for the control access phases corresponding to a number of TXOPs where each
TXOP contains a Contention Free Poll (CF-poll) period from the GS (CFPP), a SIFS
period (SIFSP) and the TA QoS Data period (QDP).  Specifically, the Throughput
efficiency is as follows

QDPSIFSPCFPP

QDP
Throughput

++
= .

The SIFS period is a roundtrip cycle worst case delay of ~160 km /3x10^8 m/s = 0.5 ms.
The CF-poll period is on the order of 10^3 bit (poll message max size /20 x10^6b/s =
1/20x10^3 = 0.5 x 10^-4 = 0.05 ms.

Assuming that the QoS packet data access are on the order of 5 ms (~100 kb  on the order
of a single IP packet) data access blocks, then the throughput efficiency is  5ms/5.55 ms =
0.9  or 90% efficiency.

Assuming that the QoS packet data access was equivalent to bursting 10 IP packets (50
ms burst periods of data), then the throughput efficiency is 50/50.55 = 0.99 or 99%
efficiency

2.2 PRELIMINARY MULTI-HOP NETWORKING

The key objective is to achieve integration of networking functionality supporting
mobility and multi-hop routing for improved iNET coverage under a variety of test
configurations while maintaining high bandwidth efficiency and precise timing control.
To meet this object, we adopt an 802.11-based Mesh Network approach where routing
and mobility functionalities are jointly implemented by layer 2 and 3, thus achieving
overhead reduction while retaining the flexibility of legacy 802.11. The 802.11s Mesh
extension is under development to provide multi-hop capabilities over a wide range of
operating environments, with high efficiency and flexibility, enabling hybrid profiles and
rapid reconfiguration for a variety of test environments with a single solution base.

Due to a strong requirement on efficiency and mobility support, it is desirable to shield
the IP layer from tracking the dynamics in the link and physical layers and therefore
minimize processing and uncertainty in transmission latency. By handling the multi-hop
relay in the link layer, we take advantage of the fact that the link layer has more
information about the physical environment and tighter integration with the radio for
efficient utilization of the RF resources. Within the iNET architecture, the usage of IP
provides interoperability to external entities and networks. From a technical stand point,
any solution adopted for meeting iNET-specific requirements and environments should
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be completely transparent to IP so interoperability with external networks is not
compromised2. The use of IP provides a higher level of independence between the
different link/physical “profiles”. Gains in bandwidth efficiency and timing control are
achieved by integrating the Mesh extension with the 802.11e HCCA (HCF Control
Channel Access) which provides TDMA-like operations while co-existing with
802.11a,b,g’s flexibility.  The joint SEE-Mesh/Wi-Mesh proposal for 802.11s currently
contains the option for Mesh Deterministic Access (MDA) where HCCA is an option.
The 802.11 MESH approach, from a functional perspective, meets the need for flexible
and efficient, multi-hop and mobile networking for iNET applications.  Adoption of a
form of these mesh functions will provide for key needs in the Aeronautical environment.
However, several key topics require further incorporation into the architecture.

Bandwidth Efficient Relay Scheduling & Interference Avoidance:

To achieve TDMA level bandwidth efficiency for Mesh transmission, it is crucial that
mesh traffic should be serviced during the contention free period (CFP). By maximizing
the number of Mesh Transmission Opportunities (MTxOPs) requested per message, the
scheduling/negotiation overhead can be amortized over a long period of time. It is also
possible to bypass the entire negotiation process if the MTxOP occupancy map for each
mesh point (MP) can be pre-loaded and updated from a central controller. This will
provide the maximum degree of control over bandwidth assignment and efficiency when
the mission configuration is fairly static. Note that this still can fit into the regime of on-
demand priority for multiple TAs.  When no explicit resource assignments are provided,
the MP scheduling algorithm can automatically generate an efficient schedule for the
Mesh based on observed traffic on demand.

The aeronautical network environment is pre-dominantly a collection/distribution
network. Sensor data is collected from multiple TAs, and the commands generated by the
GS are disseminated to the TAs as envisioned by iNET. Specialized scheduling
approaches can be used to exploit the structure of this traffic pattern to minimize latency
and optimize efficiency by compensating for different propagation delays. An optimal
scheduling algorithm for such collection/distribution network has been developed by
[10], and then [11] extended and applied it to the space networking context where a
constellation of satellites perform a TDMA-based multi-hop relay network to collect
sensor readings from the Earth’s magnetosphere [11]. Such optimized scheduling can be
similarly computed and disseminated throughout the mesh network to optimize its
performance in the aeronautical network environment.

It is noted that consideration of the proper adjustment of 802.11x parameters is required
to compensate and allow application to environments extending the geographical range
and time-bandwidth product of the original standard.  In our previous work,  [12] applied
802.11 networking solutions to space-based precision formation flying missions,

                                                  
2 As part of this would be the use of security exchange of packets such as IPsec or in some cases layer 3 Type 1 encryption

techniques. Furthermore, issues concerning Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) are also being considered but are outside
the scope of this paper.
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determined that very modest degradation occurs to the 802.11 MAC protocol for
networks with large inter-node distances.

For iNET applications, a two-tier scheduler design can be used to determine the order by
which all packets will be serviced by the HCCA.  For example Figure 4 depicts the intra-
cluster scheduler for the 802.11e HCCA at a TA. The scheduler queues data arriving
from the Mesh, from intra-cluster traffic generated by associated TAs, and traffic
generated by its own local TA. The de-queue controller uses a weighted fair queue
(WFQ) algorithm to select data per TXOP for transmissions between two sub-dequeue
controllers according to pre-assigned weights. The top sub-dequeue controller handles
traffic arriving from other TAs, either from the Mesh tier or within the same cluster; the
bottom sub-dequeue controller handles local TA’s data. In this example, the assigned
weights are used to divide the RF resources proportionally between mesh traffic and
locally generated traffic. The Fair Queue (FQ) and Strict Priority (SP) algorithms for the
top sub-dequeue controller in the figure can also provide finer access control over the
out-bound channel between neighboring mesh point TAs and TAs within the same cluster
as depicted in the figure by the different colored lines from the TAs.

For iNET, the near term aeronautical scenarios will most likely have slow topology
changes where a proactive routing algorithm, one that periodically updates the network
routes, provides low overhead and quick response time. Since the current 802.11s
proposal approaches feature a combination of an on-demand and proactive routing
algorithm, at least two appear to be well-suited to handle future iNET scenarios involving
a large number of dismounted war-fighters, ground vehicles, etc.
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sensor  

sensor  
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FQ 

SP 

SP 

FQ 

FQ 

TA1 

TA2 

TAn 
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sub dequeue controller for 

sub dequeue controller for 

traffic from companion TAs  

Figure 4: BSS scheduler at a Mesh Point

There are special considerations that are known to arise for airborne networks due to their
RF link characteristics.  Considerations at layer 3 include sub-network membership.  The
sub-network may be organized so not all members can talk to each other.  For example, a
transmission from the hub may be received by all spoke nodes on the sub-network, but a
transmission by a spoke node may only be received by the hub.  This has implications to
IP neighbor discovery, unicast and multicast protocols.  If IP were used as part of the
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TDMA structure, this problem would have to be addressed and translate to unique
configurations for the IP layer protocols.  In extreme cases if the test platform were to fly
100 miles, it could handover to a different (possibly commercial) access point and the
experiment would not lose network layer routes.

III. Discussion

Work will continue to investigate the burst modem performance metrics against the layer
2 MAC for TDMA and packetized data needs.  In the multi-hop regime, interference
avoidance is an issue when the physical layer uses wide-beam or omni-antenna for signal
transmissions. The 802.11s beaconing and channel scanning process may be used to
generate an interference topology as an additional constraint on the Mesh scheduler. Due
to the unique nature of the aeronautical environment, an interference model, or “world”
model, that describes the propagation environment and presence of obstacles, should be
developed and integrated into each MP, possibly even augmented by GPS information.
To further assist in the mitigation of interference, the beacon message is used to exchange
MTxOP occupancy maps (schedules) beyond the 1-hop neighborhood so that problems
with hidden terminals can be discovered and resolved during the scheduling process.

Other issues of concern are security and layer 4 issues such as TCP/IP and/or other
reliable transfer protocols (e.g. SCTP, off-shoots of Disruptive/Delay Tolerant
Networking) and the above applications.   As the iSENET architecture is refined, these
issues will be resolved to provide for netcentric quality of service telemetry needs.
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ABSTRACT

The optimum detector for shaped offset QPSK (SOQPSK) is a trellis detector which has high
complexity (as measured by the number of detection filters and trellis states) due to the memory
inherent in this modulation. In this paper we exploit the cross-correlated, trellis-coded, quadrature
modulation (XTCQM) representation of SOQPSK-TG to formulate a reduced complexity detector.
We show that a factor of 128 reduction in the number of trellis states of the detector can be achieved
with a loss of only 0.2 dB in bit error rate performance as compared to optimum at Pb = 10−5.
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INTRODUCTION

In aeronautical telemetry links power and bandwidth constraints require modulations with good
spectral and detection efficiency. In addition the operation of power amplifiers in their non-linear
range imposes the requirement of constant envelope on the modulation. As a result Tier 1 wave-
forms such as FQPSK and SOQPSK are attractive options on telemetry links. Much work has been
reported on the detection of SOQPSK [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], including the version adopted into the IRIG
106 standard known as SOQPSK-TG. The optimum detector for this modulation has high com-
plexity due to the memory inherent in waveform. In this paper we use Simon’s cross-correlated
trellis-coded quadrature modulation (XTCQM) representation of SOQPSK-TG to develop a re-
duced complexity detector that has near optimal bit error rate performance.
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AN XTCQM REPRESENTATION OF SOQPSK-TG

SOQPSK was originally defined as a constrained ternary CPM with modulation index h = 1/2

[6]. Simon showed that the MIL-STD version of SOQPSK can be interpreted as an XTCQM [1].
In addition, in [4] it was shown that the partial response version of SOQPSK, SOQPSK-TG, also
has an XTCQM representation. The XTCQM representation of SOQPSK-TG is given by [4, 7]

s(t) =
∑

k

I(t− kTs; a2k−10, . . . , a2k) + jQ(t− kTs; a2k−10, . . . , a2k) (1)

where ai ∈ {−1, 1} are the modulating data bits. Eleven information bits are used to select the
inphase waveform I(t; ·) and the quadrature waveform Q(t; ·) transmitted during each interval of
Ts = 2Tb seconds where 1/Tb is the bit rate Rb. The mathematical expressions for I(t; ·) and
Q(t; ·) are given in [4]. The waveform in the next symbol interval is determined by clocking in
two new bits (and discarding the two oldest bits) to form a new group of 11 bits which select that
waveform. Because there are 11 bits that determine the waveform in each interval, there are 2048
different possible complex waveforms in this representation. These 2048 waveforms consist of
512 unique complex waveforms, their negatives, their conjugates, and their negative conjugates.

OPTIMUM XTCQM DETECTION

In order to establish a baseline with which the bit error rate performances of the reduced com-
plexity detectors can be compared, we first determine the optimum bit error rate performance
for SOQPSK-TG. An analysis of maximum likelihood detection of SOQPSK was performed by
Geoghegan [2, 3, 8] following the standard union bound technique based on pairwise error proba-
bilities [9]. Let

a = . . . ak−3, ak−2, ak−1, ak, ak+1, ak+2, ak+3, . . . (2)

represent a generic binary symbol sequence with ak ∈ {−1, +1}. The two smallest distance error
events span 6 trellis stages and each produces a single bit error. These events occur between the
waveforms corresponding to two binary symbol sequences whose difference satisfies

a1 − a2 = ± [. . . , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .] (3)

where the difference (or erroneous symbol) occurs at index k. Since these error events can start
and end in any of the 2048 states, there are a total of 2048×2048×2 = 223 such events. Sequence
pairs for which ak−1 = ak+1 are characterized by waveforms separated by a normalized squared
Euclidean distance of 1.60. There are 222 such sequences. Sequence pairs for which ak−1 = −ak+1

are characterized by waveforms separated by a normalized squared Euclidean distance of 2.58.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the maximum likelihood XTCQM detector for SOQPSK-TG. Each
filter is a real-valued filter of length 2Tb. The indexes in the filter impulse responses are the decimal
equivalents of the binary symbol patterns that define the waveforms.

There are 222 of these sequences. Since these error events produce one bit error, the probability of
error is well approximated by

Pb ≈ 1× 222

223
Q

(√
1.60

Eb

N0

)
+

1× 222

223
Q

(√
2.58

Eb

N0

)
. (4)

The ML XTCQM detector for SOQPSK-TG is shown in Figure 1. The memory inherent in
XTCQM requires a trellis in the ML detector. The detection filters are matched to the XTCQM
waveforms of the modulation and the number of waveforms determines the size of the trellis. There
are 1024 unique inphase and quadrature waveforms so a total of 2048 detection filters are needed.
In addition the trellis has 2048 states because each state represents one possible combination of the
11 bits that select the waveform.

REDUCED COMPLEXITY XTCQM DETECTOR

As explained above, the complexity of the XTCQM detector (both in terms of the number of
matched filters and the number of states in the trellis) is determined by the number of waveforms
in the XTCQM representation. A reduction in the number of waveforms used to formulate the
detector will lead to a reduced complexity detector. One method of reducing the number of wave-
forms in the XTCQM representation is to average together the waveforms that are most similar
and use that average in place of those waveforms. The waveforms that are most similar are those
whose indices differ only in the most and least significant bits. For example, we can reduce the
number of waveforms used in the representation of SOQPSK-TG from 2048 to 512, 128, 32, 8, and
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even 2 (the detector based on the 2-waveform representation is a symbol-by-symbol detector). In
the following we use the notation IN(t; ai, . . . , aj) and QN(t; ai, . . . , aj) to denote the inphase and
quadrature waveforms, respectively, from the N -waveform representation of SOQPSK-TG where
the waveforms are selected by the bits (ai, . . . , aj).

The number of inphase waveforms used to represent SOQPSK-TG is reduced from 2048 to 512
using

I512(t; a2k−9, . . . , a2k−1) =
1

4
I(t;−1, a2k−9, . . . , a2k−1,−1) +

1

4
I(t;−1, a2k−9, . . . , a2k−1, +1)

+
1

4
I(t; +1, a2k−9, . . . , a2k−1,−1) +

1

4
I(t; +1, a2k−9, . . . , a2k−1, +1).

(5)

The four waveforms from the full representation are selected by the same 9 middle bits but by dif-
ferent first and last bits. This procedure can be repeated to go from 512 to 128, from 128 to 32, from
32 to 8, and from 8 to 2 waveforms. The resulting waveforms are denoted I128(t; a2k−8, . . . , a2k−3),
I32(t; a2k−7, . . . , a2k−3), I8(t; a2k−6, a2k−5, a2k−4), and I2(t; a2k−5). The same procedure can be
used to reduce the number of quadrature waveforms as well, resulting in Q512(t; a2k−9, . . . , a2k−1),
Q128(t; a2k−8, . . . , a2k−3), Q32(t; a2k−7, . . . , a2k−3), Q8(t; a2k−6, a2k−5, a2k−4), and Q2(t; a2k−5).

PROBABILITY OF BIT ERROR OF REDUCED COMPLEXITY XTCQM DETECTORS

Because the reduced complexity XTCQM detectors are based on a different set of waveforms than
what the modulator uses, the mismatched receiver analysis described in [9, 10] can be used to an-
alyze the effect of the complexity reduction on the probability of bit error of the detector. Nelson,
et al. applied that mismatched receiver analysis to SOQPSK-TG for the case of the detector based
on the 32-waveform XTCQM representation [7]. Here we apply the analysis to detectors based on
all of the representations described above.

Let s(t; a1) and s(t; a2) represent the signals produced by the transmitter in response to input
sequences a1 and a2, respectively, and let s̃(t; a1) and s̃(t; a2) represent the corresponding signal
used by the detector based on its set of waveforms. The probability of a bit error is then

Pb = Q

(√
d̃2

Eb

N0

)
(6)

where d̃ is the modified distance

d̃ =

√
1

2Eb

d1 − d2√
d3

(7)
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and

d1 =

∫

R

|s(t; a1)− s̃(t; a2)|2 dt (8)

d2 =

∫

R

|s(t; a1)− s̃(t; a1)|2 dt (9)

d3 =

∫

R

|s̃(t; a1)− s̃(t; a2)|2 dt. (10)

When the detector based on the 512-waveform representation is used, there are 512 states in the
trellis and each state can be reached by any trellis state via two paths that differ over 5 stages.
These 512 × 512 × 2 = 219 trellis paths correspond to 2 × 219 × 2 = 221 sequences that the
modulator is capable of producing. 220 of those sequences have modified distances close to 1.60
while the other 220 sequences have modified distances close to 2.58, which correspond to the first
and second terms in (4), respectively. Thus the probability of bit error is well approximated by

Pb,512 ≈ 1

221

220−1∑

l=0

Q

(√
d̃2

l

Eb

N0

)
+

1

221

220−1∑
m=0

Q

(√
d̃2

m

Eb

N0

)
. (11)

A plot of the modified distances for the 512-waveform detector is shown in Figure 2(a) and a plot of
Pb,512 is shown in Figure 3. Note that the distances differ from 1.60 or 2.58 by a very small amount.

The same procedure can be followed to determine the probability of bit error for the other reduced
complexity detectors. The error event of interest for the 128-waveform detector spans 4 stages in
the trellis and there are a total of 128× 128× 2 = 215 pairs of sequences that differ by one bit. At
the modulator, there are 4× 215 × 4 = 219 sequences that correspond to those trellis paths. So for
the 128-waveform detector the expression for the probability of bit error is

Pb,128 ≈ 1

219

218−1∑

l=0

Q

(√
d̃2

l

Eb

N0

)
+

1

219

218−1∑
m=0

Q

(√
d̃2

m

Eb

N0

)
. (12)

Likewise, for the 32-waveform detector the error event spans 3 stages in the trellis, there are 211

trellis paths that can contain that error event, and the modulator can produce 8 × 211 × 8 = 217

sequences that correspond to those trellis paths in the detector. The probability of bit error is given
by

Pb,32 ≈ 1

217

216−1∑

l=0

Q

(√
d̃2

l

Eb

N0

)
+

1

217

216−1∑
m=0

Q

(√
d̃2

m

Eb

N0

)
. (13)

For the 8-waveform detector the error event spans 2 stages in the trellis, there are 27 trellis paths
that contain that error event, and the modulator can produce 16 × 27 × 16 = 215 sequences that
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Figure 2: Modified distance d̃2 for (a) the 512-waveform detector, (b) the 128-waveform detector,
and (c) the 32-waveform detector.

correspond to those trellis paths. The probability of bit error for this detector is given by

Pb,8 ≈ 1

215

214−1∑

l=0

Q

(√
d̃2

l

Eb

N0

)
+

1

215

214−1∑
m=0

Q

(√
d̃2

m

Eb

N0

)
. (14)

The modified distances d̃2 for these reduced complexity detectors are shown in Figure 2. The
expressions in (11)-(14) are plotted versus Eb/N0 in Figure 3 along with the results of computer
simulations for each detector. The detectors based on the 512- and 128-waveform approximations
of SOQPSK-TG suffer negligible loss in bit error rate performance compared to the optimal de-
tector, and the detector based on the 32-waveform representation suffers a loss of only 0.1 dB at
Pb = 10−5. These results show that the complexity of the XTCQM detector can be reduced by a
factor of 64 with little loss in detection efficiency.

Figure 3 also shows that the reduction of complexity beyond 32 waveforms to 8 and 2 waveforms
results in a jump in the bit error rate loss. The 8-waveform detector suffers a 1.2 dB loss relative
to optimum at Pb = 10−5, and the 2-waveform detector suffers a 1.5 dB loss at that same Pb. It is
understandable that the 2-waveform detector performs significantly worse than optimum because it
does not use a trellis to exploit the memory in the signal. However, since the 8-waveform detector
does use a trellis the loss for that detector was not expected.

IMPROVED 8-WAVEFORM XTCQM DETECTOR

Closer examination of the 8-waveform detector reveals the cause of the large increase in BER
performance loss over the 32-waveform detector. Successive waveforms in the 8-waveform repre-
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sentation are given by

...

I8(t; a2k−5, a2k−4, a2k−3) + Q8(t; a2k−5, a2k−4, a2k−3)

I8(t; a2k−3, a2k−2, a2k−1) + Q8(t; a2k−3, a2k−2, a2k−1)

I8(t; a2k−1, a2k, a2k+1) + Q8(t; a2k−1, a2k, a2k+1)

... (15)

where the index on the bits increases by two from waveform to waveform because two bits are
clocked into the modulator at a time. As can be seen, odd indexed bits each contribute to the selec-
tion of two consecutive waveforms and consequently these bits appear in two consecutive stages
in the detection trellis. On the other hand, the even indexed bits only affect a single waveform and
appear in only a single stage in the trellis. In essence, while the 8-waveform detector performs
trellis detection on the odd indexed bits, it only performs symbol-by-symbol detection of the even
indexed bits. The modified distances for both the odd and even indexed bits with the 8-waveform
detector are shown in Figure 5. As a result of this difference in the way even and odd bits are
proccessed, the bit error rate of the even indexed bits is 1.5 dB worse than optimum (and matches
the bit error rate of the symbol-by-symbol detector) while the bit error rate of the odd indexed bits
is only 0.2 dB worse than optimum. The overall bit error rate, which is the average of the bit error
rates of the even and odd bits, is 1.2 dB worse than optimum.

This problem with the 8-waveform detector can be resolved by observing that that the bit alignment
of the waveforms in the XTCQM representation is arbitrary. That is, while the waveforms given
in [4] are centered on the even indexed bits, they could have been centered on the odd indexed
bits instead. A detector based on 8 waveforms centered on the odd indexed bits would have the
opposite bit error performance than one based on the waveforms centered on the even bits. That
is, for that detector the even indexed bits would have a bit error rate of 0.2 dB worse than optimum
while the odd indexed bits would have a bit error rate of 1.2 dB worse. This observation leads to
an improved 8-waveform detector.

The improved 8-waveform detector uses two 8 state trellises, one based on the waveforms centered
on the even bits and one based on the waveforms centered on the odd bits. The odd detected
bits are output by the first trellis while the even detected bits are output by the second trellis. A
block diagram of the improved 8-waveform detector is shown in Figure 6. Simulation results for
the improved 8-waveform detector are shown in Figure 4. As expected, this detector matches the
performance of the odd indexed bits of the original 8-waveform detector. The improved detector
suffers a loss of only 0.2 dB relative to optimum at Pb = 10−5, a 1.0 dB improvement over the
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Figure 3: Bit error performance of an XTCQM detector for SOQPSK-TG as a function of the
number of waveforms used to formulate the XTCQM detector.

8-waveform detector described above. This improvement comes at a cost of a doubling of the
complexity of the detector, however the improved 8-waveform still provides the lowest complexity
option among the detectors whose performance is near optimal.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we showed that the XTCQM detector for SOQPSK-TG can be simplified to produce
reduced complexity detectors that have near optimal performance. A factor of 32 reduction in the
number of detection filters and trellis states results in a negligible loss in detection efficiency. A
factor of 64 reduction in detector complexity results in a detection efficiency loss of 0.1 dB while
a factor of 128 reduction in complexity results in a loss of 0.2 dB at Pb = 10−5.
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ABSTRACT

The existing offset quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK) differential encoder in IRIG-106 is a cu-
rious scheme with a rather mysterious origin. In this paper, an alternative scheme known as double dif-
ferential encoding is proposed. In many aspects, the proposed scheme has equivalent performance to the
existing scheme: it successfully resolves the 4-phase ambiguity introduced by most carrier phase track-
ing loops and it also produces two decoded bit errors for each detection error. However, the proposed
scheme has a number of conceptual advantages: it can be derived easily from first principles, it decou-
ples the operations of even-bit/odd-bit demultiplexing and differential encoding, and it greatly simplifies
the overly-complicated binary-to-ternary symbol mapping for OQPSK. It is also demonstrated to have
tangible benefits, such as improved performance in systems with error control coding.

INTRODUCTION

Offset quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK), like many other modulations, can suffer from a phase
ambiguity problem at the receiver. During transmission, the signal experiences a phase shift that must be
corrected by the receiver. The phase shift can be resolved to a certain degree by a carrier phase recovery
scheme. However, due to the rotational symmetry of the signal constellation, there are a discrete number of
outcomes that appear equally correct to the carrier phase recovery scheme. The only method for deciding
which of these phase shifts is absolutely correct is to transmit data that is known to the receiver; the
absolute phase shift can be identified in the known data and corrected in the remainder of the data that
carries information to the receiver.

In the absence of known data, a method of coping with an uncorrectable phase ambiguity is to transmit
the information with phase shifts, rather than absolute phases. Since phase shifts are preserved in the
received signal, they can be recovered and the transmitted information can be obtained. This type of
signaling is called differential encoding.

In this paper, a differential encoding scheme is proposed for use with the OQPSK-type modulations
known as the “ARTM Tier I” waveforms in IRIG-106. The organization and development of this paper
closely parallels that in [1], and an excellent graphical and written overview of the phase ambiguity prob-
lem can be found there. The existing differential encoding scheme in [1] is referred to as the “ARTM
differential encoder” in this paper. The ARTM differential encoder has a non-obvious form and one can
only guess at its motivation since the original documentation has proved to be elusive [1]. The scheme
proposed here, on the other hand, can be derived easily from first principles. It is also less rigid than
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the existing scheme since the order of operations between even-bit/odd-bit demultiplexing and differential
encoding are interchangeable. Another advantage of the proposed scheme is that it greatly simplifies the
binary-to-ternary symbol mapping for OQPSK. This mapping is part of the continuous phase modulation
(CPM) model for OQPSK and its shaped cousin, SOQPSK. For these reasons, the double differential
encoder is a “natural” companion to OQPSK.

The advantages pointed out so far are mainly conceptual. In terms of performance, the proposed
scheme is equal to the existing scheme in coping with the 4-phase phase ambiguity of OQPSK. Like the
existing scheme, it also produces two decoded bit errors for each detection error. Therefore, with existing
applications there is no performance improvement with the proposed scheme. However, simulation results
are provided which show double differential decoding has an advantage over ARTM differential encod-
ing in serially concatenated coded systems with iterative detection. Thus, in addition to the conceptual
advantages of the proposed scheme, there are tangible benefits as well.

The double differential encoder and decoder are first explained. The two are then characterized in
terms of the 4-phase ambiguity, initial values, error propagation, and post-multiplexed decoding. Finally,
the binary-to-ternary relationship is developed and simulation results are given for the coded system.

DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL ENCODER

Consider the information bearing sequence a, where an is the n-th bit from this sequence. A dif-
ferentially encoded sequence b can be derived from the original sequence a on a bit-by-bit basis via the
operation

bn = an ⊕ bn−1, where an, bn ∈ {0, 1}, n ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }, (1)

and ⊕ is the binary XOR operator. The differential encoding rule in (1) can be summarized as “change
phase on 1” since an input of an = 1 causes the output value to change relative to the previous value. The
opposite formulation of “change phase on 0” can be used with equivalent results. If b in turn undergoes
another differential encoding operation, the resulting bits are

cn = bn ⊕ cn−1 (2)

and c is referred to as a double differentially encoded [2] sequence. Substituting (1) for bn and (2) for cn−1

yields cn = an ⊕ bn−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
bn

⊕bn−1 ⊕ cn−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cn−1

= an ⊕ cn−2 (3)

which shows that b does not need to be brought into existance since c can be obtained directly from a.
Another way to obtain c is to demultiplex the original bit sequence a into even- and odd-indexed bits

ek = ak

ok+1 = ak+1

}
k ∈ {0, 2, 4, · · · }

and then apply a single differential encoder to each subsequence

Ik = ek ⊕ Ik−2

Qk+1 = ok+1 ⊕Qk−1.
(4)

The sequences formed by Ik and Qk+1 are ready to drive the I (inphase, “real,” or “cosine”) and Q (quadra-
ture, “imaginary,” or “sine”) subcarriers of the modulator, respectively. Notice that Ik and Qk+1 are simply
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Table 1: Axis rotations that result from the phase ambiguity β.

β +I′ +Q′

0 +I +Q
π/2 −Q +I
π −I −Q

3π/2 +Q −I

the even- and odd-indexed bits of c. Therefore, the order of the differential encoding and even/odd demul-
tiplexing operations are interchangeable in the case of the double differential encoder. This is not the case
for the ARTM differential encoder [1]

Ik = ek ⊕Qk−1

Qk+1 = ok+1 ⊕ Ik

(5)

where the bits must be demultiplexed into even and odd bits before being differentially encoded. The (·)
operator is the logical complement.

DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL DECODER

The transmitter sends the complex baseband OQPSK-type signal s(t). The demodulator receives the
signal

r(t) = s(t)ejφ(t) + w(t)

where w(t) is additive noise and φ(t) is a time-varying phase shift that arises from transmission delay,
channel conditions, motion between the transmitter and receiver, phase and frequency offsets between the
transmit and receive oscillators, etc. Assuming perfect operation of the phase tracking loop, a synchronized
version of the received signal is available, i.e.

r′(t) = s(t)ejβ + w(t), β ∈ {0, π/2, π, 3π/2},

where β is the (unknown) phase ambiguity. The inphase and quadrature subcarriers in the demodulator are
I’ and Q’. Unfortunately, when the phase ambiguity is present, the transmitted subcarriers are reassigned
on the receiving end by the carrier phase recovery system. Table 1 shows the assignments between I’ and
Q’ and I and Q as a function of β (the information in the table is taken from [1, Table M-1] and is depicted
graphically in [1, Figure M-3]).

The motivation for the using differential encoding is that the original information sequence a can be
recovered in spite of the axis reassignments in Table 1. The even- and odd-indexed bits at the demodulator
are

e′k = I ′k ⊕ I ′k−2

o′k+1 = Q′
k+1 ⊕Q′

k−1.
(6)

These can be multiplexed into a single sequence a′. As was the case at the encoder, the order of the
differential decoding and even/odd multiplexing operations is interchangeable. Again, this is proven not
to be the case with the ARTM differential decoder in [1]. The differential decoding rule using c′ directly
is

a′n = c′n ⊕ c′n−2. (7)

The correct operation of (6) and especially (7) is now formally demonstrated for the double differential
decoder with OQPSK.
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IMMUNITY TO 4-PHASE AMBIGUITY

The first case for the phase ambiguity is β = 0, which does not require explicit proof since I ′k = Ik

and Q′
k+1 = Qk+1. Therefore, (6) gives the correct result by definition.

Case II: β = π/2 ⇒

{
I ′k = Qk−1

Q′
k+1 = Ik.

In this case, the outputs of the two single differential decoders are

e′k = I ′k ⊕ I ′k−2 = Qk−1 ⊕Qk−3 = Qk−1 ⊕Qk−3 = ok−1

and
o′k+1 = Q′

k+1 ⊕Q′
k−1 = Ik ⊕ Ik−2 = ek.

The correct bits are recovered with a delay of one bit time relative to the β = 0 case.

Case III: β = π ⇒

{
I ′k = Ik

Q′
k+1 = Qk+1.

In this case, the outputs of the two single differential decoders are

e′k = I ′k ⊕ I ′k−2 = Ik ⊕ Ik−2 = Ik ⊕ Ik−2 = ek

and
o′k+1 = Q′

k+1 ⊕Q′
k−1 = Qk+1 ⊕Qk−1 = Qk+1 ⊕Qk−1 = ok+1.

The correct bits are recovered with no delay relative to the β = 0 case.

Case IV: β = 3π/2 ⇒

{
I ′k = Qk−1

Q′
k+1 = Ik.

In this case, the outputs of the two single differential decoders are

e′k = I ′k ⊕ I ′k−2 = Qk−1 ⊕Qk−3 = ok−1

and
o′k+1 = Q′

k+1 ⊕Q′
k−1 = Ik ⊕ Ik−2 = Ik ⊕ Ik−2 = ek.

The correct bits are recovered with a delay of one bit time relative to the β = 0 case.
In all cases the decoder recovers the correct bit sequence. The decoding is delayed by one bit time in

half of the cases. This minor delay is inconsequential relative to the typical transmission delay between
the transmitter and the receiver. The above cases have been formulated in terms of ek, ok+1, Ik, and Qk+1;
the problem can also be formulated in terms of an and cn, where the end result is the same.

INITIAL VALUES

Using the notation established in [1], 〈·〉 denotes an unknown initial value and || · || denotes computed
values influenced by unknown initial values. Applying the single differential encoders in (4) for k =
0, 2, 4, · · · results in

||I0|| = e0 ⊕ 〈I−2〉
||Q1|| = o1 ⊕ 〈Q−1〉
||I2|| = e2 ⊕ ||I0||

...
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which shows that the initial values influence the entire set of differential bits at the transmitter. However,
the decoders in (6) each use two such influenced values on the right-hand side of the equation. Therefore,
the influence of the initial values cancels out in the decoding operation. The exceptions to this rule are the
first two bits out of the differential decoder (i.e. k = 0)

||e′0|| = I ′0 ⊕ 〈I ′−2〉
||Q′

1|| = Q′
1 ⊕ 〈Q′

−1〉
where the influence of the decoder’s own initial value assumptions is present. These initial values are
flushed out of the decoder for k > 0.

ERROR PROPAGATION
Since the received code symbols influence more than one decoded bit, the double differential decoder

incurs the same bit error penalty experience by other differential decoders. Suppose the symbol I ′k is in
error; we label this value εk. A sequence of decoding operations produces

e′k = εk ⊕ I ′k−2 (decoded bit error)
o′k+1 = Q′

k+1 ⊕Q′
k−1 (correct decoded bit)

e′k+2 = I ′k+2 ⊕ εk (decoded bit error)
o′k+3 = Q′

k+3 ⊕Q′
k+1 (correct decoded bit)

...
which results in two decoded bit errors for a single detection error. The two bit errors are spread over three
bit times. The same is true when Q′

k+1 is in error.
When two consecutive detection errors occur, such as I ′k and Q′

k+1, a total of four decoded bit errors
occur. If two detection errors occur with a correct bit in between, such as errors in I ′k and I ′k+2 or Q′

k1
and

Q′
k+3, only two decoded bit errors will occur and will be spread over five bit times.

The net result for the double differential encoder is the same as for the ARTM differential encoder.
Both result in two bit errors for a single detection error. Both have a certain case where two closely-
spaced detection errors result in only two bit errors. The rest of the time, both produce four bit errors for
two detection errors, six bit errors for three detection errors, etc.

DECODING OF MULTIPLEXED CODE SYMBOLS

Since the original data came from one sequence a, the separate decoded output sequences e′ and o′ in
the demodulator are typically multiplexed into a single sequence a′. One can also attempt to multiplex I ′

and Q′ into a single coded sequence c′. For the ARTM differential decoder (5), it was shown in [1] that
multiplexing the coded bits before differential decoding does not work; this is because the post-multiplex
decoder is shown to be recursive and a total of three unknown initial values can be identified. Since the
decoder is recursive, the influence of the unknown initial values persists for the duration of the decoding
process and the entire decoded data set is affected.

For the double differential decoder, the post-multiplex decoder is given by (7). From startup, the
decoding process is

||a′0|| = c′0 ⊕ 〈c′−2〉
||a′1|| = c′1 ⊕ 〈c′−1〉

a′2 = c′2 ⊕ c′0
...
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the CPM Model for OQPSK.

where it is clear that the post-multiplex decoder is not recursive and the influence of the two unknown
initial values disappears after the first two output bits. This is a distinct difference between the double
differential encoder and the ARTM differential encoder and is advantageous from a system architecture
point-of-view.

BINARY-TO-TERNARY SYMBOL MAPPING

The CPM equivalent model is convenient for conceptualizing OQPSK and its SOQPSK relatives. This
model is shown in Figure 1. The required elements in this model are the information source, the binary-to-
ternary precoder, and the CPM modulator; the differential encoder is optional. The input to the precoder
is the generic antipodal bit ûn ∈ {±1} and the output is the ternary symbol αn{−1, 0, 1}; the two are
related by the curious function [3]

αn =
1

2
(−1)n+1ûn−1 (ûn − ûn−2) . (8)

The current symbol αn is a function of the three most recent input bits, ûn, ûn−1, and ûn−2, and also
depends on whether n is even or odd. Therefore, the precoder can be described by an 8-state trellis with
16 branches, or a 4-state time-varying trellis with 8 branches and different sections for n-even and n-odd.
More information on the trellis is given shortly.

It is easily verified that αn assumes values from a ternary alphabet over time; however, there are some
constraints on the binary-to-ternary relationship [3]:

1. While αn is viewed as being ternary, in any given symbol interval αn is actually drawn from one of
two binary alphabets, {0, +1} or {0,−1}.

2. When αn = 0, the binary alphabet for αn+1 switches from the one used for αn, when αn 6= 0 the
binary alphabet for αn+1 does not change.

3. A value of αn = +1 cannot be followed by αn+1 = −1, and vice versa (this is implied by the
previous constraint).

The last (redundant) constraint is often quoted, but it is not as strict as the second constraint and has led to
confusion in the past.1

1For some applications, the answer to a question such as the following is important: How many distinct length-3 sequences
can be generated by (8)? To answer this question, one can generate the 33 = 27 possible unconstrained ternary sequences and
then discard the 10 sequences that have a +1 followed by a −1 and vice versa. This method of counting was used, for example,
in [2]. However, among the 17 sequences that remain are [−1, 0,−1] and [+1, 0,+1], which violate the “switch alphabets after
αn = 0” constraint. Therefore, there are only 15 possible length-3 constrained ternary sequences. The counting error grows
sharply as the sequence length increases. At first glance, this may seem insignificant, but this counting discrepancy is the very
reason [4] for the 3 dB performance loss of the detection scheme in [2].
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Figure 2: Four-state time-varying trellis of the CPM model for OQPSK. Each branch is labeled with 4 values: an

[no differential encoder]/an [ARTM differential encoder]/ an [double differential encoder]/ αn [in bold].

The precoder in (8) can be combined with the double differential encoder in (3) to produce a “double
differential precoder.” The steps are given in the Appendix and the resulting expression is

αn = (−1)nanĉn−1ĉn−2, an ∈ {0, 1}, ĉn ∈ {±1}, (9)

which is a function of the most recent information bit, an, the two previous differential (antipodal) bits,
ĉn−1 and ĉn−2, and n-even/n-odd. Therefore, it has the same trellis structure as before but with different
state variables. With further manipulations, (9) can be reduced to

αn = (−1)Snan, an, Sn ∈ {0, 1}, (10)
where

Sn+1 =
(
Sn + αn + 1

)
mod 2. (11)

A detailed derivation of (10) is also given in the Appendix. All of the binary-to-ternary constraints are
clearly visible in (10) and (11); since the current bit an is drawn from a binary alphabet, αn is also drawn
from a binary alphabet whose “sign” is controlled by the sign state Sn; the switching rule for the binary
alphabets is “switch on αn = 0,” which is exactly how (11) works. Furthermore, an elegant side effect
of the double differential precoder is that the original information bits are easily identified in the ternary
symbol sequence: an = 0 always maps to αn = 0 and an = 1 always maps to αn = ±1. Therefore, the
“change phase on 1” rule is clearly visible in the differential precoder.

The 4-state time-varying trellis of the precoder is shown in Figure 2. The trellis simultaneously de-
scribes three different system configurations:

• No differential encoder. Here the input bit is an and the state variable is the ordered pair (an−2, an−1)
for n-even and (an−1, an−2) for n-odd.

• ARTM differential encoder. Here the input bit is an and the state variable is the ordered pair
(In−2, Qn−1) for n-even and (In−1, Qn−2) for n-odd.
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• Double differential encoder.2 Here the input bit is an and the state variable is the ordered pair
(In−2, Qn−1) for n-even and (In−1, Qn−2) for n-odd, which can also be expressed as (cn−2, cn−1)
and (cn−1, cn−2) for n-even and n-odd, respectively.

The established convention is that the inphase (I) bit is always the most-significant and the quadrature (Q)
bit is always least-significant [3]. Each branch in Figure 2 is labeled with 4 values: an [no differential
encoder]/an [ARTM differential encoder]/ an [double differential encoder]/ αn [in bold]. In all cases, the
original information sequence a serves as the input; however, in each case the mapping between an and
αn is different.

The wisdom of the ordering convention for the state variable is evidenced by the fact that each branch
has a fixed αn, regardless of the system configuration. If one looks at things from the point-of-view of the
unit circle this makes perfect sense. The OQPSK signal has 4 phase states, with certain rules for when each
element of the state can change. Regardless of how these states map to the actual information sequence a,
the relationship between state transitions (branches) and phase changes (αn) is fixed.

OTHER ADVANTAGES/APPLICATIONS OF THE DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL PRECODER

In addition to resolving the 4-phase ambiguity that results in most carrier phase tracking loops, a differ-
ential (recursive) relationship is needed in such applications as serially concatenated coding with iterative
detection. In this application, differentially encoded (S)OQPSK serves as the inner code in a concatenated
coding scheme. Figure 3 shows simulated bit error rate (BER) results for the optimal rate-1/2 (7,5) convo-
lutional code when it is concatenated with SOQPSK-TG and iteratively demodulated and decoded. Three
SOQPSK systems are used: no differential encoder, ARTM differential encoder, and double differential
encoder. The results with no differential encoder are included to highlight the well-known fact that large
interleaver gains are only achieved when the inner code is recursive [6]. The advantage that the double
differential encoder has over the ARTM differential encoder may be slight (0.07 dB), but it does represent
another benefit of this type of differential encoding. The BER curve for the double differential encoder
was publishhed previously in [5].

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed another type of differential encoding, known as double differential encoding, for
use with ARTM Tier I (and other OQPSK-type) modulations. We have shown that this differential encod-
ing scheme can resolve the 4-phase ambiguity that results from most carrier tracking loops. We have also
characterized the initial condition and error propagation properties of this encoder. Unlike the differential
encoder currently recommended by IRIG-106, we have shown that the order of operations between en-
coding/decoding and even-odd multiplexing/demultiplexing are interchangeable for the proposed scheme.
Furthermore, we have shown that the double differential encoder results in a simple and elegant rela-
tionship in the binary-to-ternary mapping that is used in the CPM model for OQPSK. Finally, we have
demonstrated that the double differential encoder outperforms the existing IRIG-106 differential encoder
in serially concatenated coded systems with iterative detection.

2Based on (10), the double differential precoder itself can be represented with a two state trellis. However, such a trellis
is not suitable for detection since it does not account for all of the memory elements in Figure 1; in particular, the memory in
the CPM modulator is missing. As it turns out, the 4-state trellis in Figure 2 simultaneously accounts for the memory in the
precoder and a full-response CPM modulator [5].
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Figure 3: Performance of serially concatenated SOQPSK-TG with various differential encoding configurations.

APPENDIX

To begin, we modify some of the above expressions for binary antipodal variables. A generic Boolean
variable un ∈ {0, 1} can be converted into an antipodal variable ûn ∈ {±1} by

ûn = 2un − 1 (12)

or −ûn = (−1)un . (13)

Also, the double differential encoder in (3) can be expressed in terms of antipodal bits with

ĉn = (−ân) · ĉn−2, ân, ĉn ∈ {±1} (14)

where, as before, the “change phase on 1” rule is in effect. We now derive (9) by substituting ĉn for ûn

in (8), which yields
αn =

1

2
(−1)n+1ĉn−1( ĉn︸︷︷︸

−ânĉn−2

−ĉn−2)

= (−1)n+1 −ân − 1

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
−an

ĉn−1ĉn−2

= (−1)nanĉn−1ĉn−2 (15)

where (12) and (14) are also applied. These steps give the desired result.
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Next, we show how (15) simplifies to (10). Substituting (14) with itself recursively gives

ĉn−1ĉn−2 =
n−1∏

i=−∞

(−âi)

=
n−1∏

i=−∞

(−1)ai

= (−1)
Pn−1

i=−∞ ai (16)

where (13) is also applied. Inserting (16) into (15) results in

αn =(−1)n+
Pn−1

i=−∞ aian

=(−1)Snan

where the sign state Sn is defined by either of the recursions

Sn+1 =
(
Sn + an + 1

)
mod 2

=
(
Sn + αn + 1

)
mod 2.

These recursions are equivalent because “switch alphabets on an = 0” is the same as “switch alphabets on
αn = 0” in the case of the double differential encoder.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Research at Morgan State University shows a means of enabling both a mobile ad-hoc network 
(MANET) and a cellular network to operate simultaneously in the same spectrum. This enhanced 
frequency efficiency would facilitate the creation of a hybrid or Mixed Cellular/MANET 
network (MCMN) in which each of the MCMN sub-networks would have access to the entire 
allotted spectrum. Interference rejection and excision have been identified as a means of 
distinguishing between and isolating the two different kinds of signals. This paper shows the 
promising performance of such techniques within the MCMN environment as a part of the 
integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Research is currently being carried out at Morgan State University in combining cellular and 
mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) technologies to create a Mixed Cellular MANET Network 
(MCMN) as part of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project. The MCMN 
would provide bi-directional communication between test articles (TAs) and ground stations 
(GSs) in test environments. The MCMN would be comprised of a single cell-site bordered by 
one or more MANETs, with the GS being directly connected to the cellular base station. All TAs 
that fall within the cellular network’s range would therefore be able to use the cell channels to 
communicate directly with the GS. The MANET(s) would be comprised of TAs beyond the 
range of the cellular network. Data being sent to and from such a TA would be routed through 
neighboring MANET nodes to a gateway node which would then send the data over the cellular 
network to the GS [1]. The aim of this paper is to develop a technique that would allow the 
cellular and MANET components of the MCMN to operate within the same frequency range. 
This would allow iNET to use their entire bandwidth for cellular communications, while 



simultaneously using their entire bandwidth for MANET communications as well. Spectral 
efficiency would therefore be increased with data rate, capacity and other bandwidth related 
parameters of the network components being maximized.  
 
The challenges faced involve being able to separate the MANET signals from the cellular signals 
as needed, as shown in Figure 1, as both types of networks would be communicating over the 
same range of frequencies. This ability would be especially important for TAs at or near an 
overlap between the cellular and MANET networks. This paper looks at the performance of 
perfect filtering and the infinite clipping method of interference rejection for signal separation, 
assuming one network uses narrowband TDMA signals, SN, and the other wideband DSSS 
signals, SW. 

 
Figure 1: Role of Gateway Node  

 

BACKGROUND 
 

orrelation, cross-correlation, autocorrelation and their respective measures were the primary 
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concepts used in analyzing the performance of the interference rejection techniques. For 
deterministic signals – such as the TDMA signals considered in this thesis – autocorrelation is 
defined as: 
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where the random variables 
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The more alike two signals are, is the more correla

ecall that the primary goal of this work is to enable a TA at the gateway to be able to 

d energy signal. For random signals (and other random variables) such 
as the pseudo-randomly spread wideband signal, the expected value operator is used, such that: 
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X(t1) and X(t2) are obtained by taking time samples at t1 and t2 from 
the random signal X(t). The cross-correlation function of two random signals x(t) and y(t) is 
defined in [2] as being: 
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ted they will appear to each other. The cross-
correlation coefficient then can be used for our purposes as a measure of how much two signals 
interfere with each other, or how difficult they are to separate. 
 
R
distinguish between signals that it receives from the MANET and signals it receives from the 
cellular network. Recall also that both these sets of signals will be operating within the same 
spectrum of frequency and so will interfere with each other. In order for the TA to be able to 
separate out the two, it will have to implement an interference rejection or an excision technique 
depending on the multiple access scheme that the desired signal is using. If the signal of choice is 
narrowband and the interfering signal spread spectrum, then a filter can be used to isolate and 
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preserve the narrowband signal while removing the interfering spread spectrum signal. If the 
signal of choice is spread spectrum and the interfering signal is narrowband then an interference 
rejection technique such as infinite clipping can be used to remove the interfering narrowband 
signal.  
 
Infinite clipping is a special case of excision which, while looking nothing like a filter, actually 
functions very much like one. It does this by normalizing the magnitude of the mixed signals to 
some constant value such as unity or ‘infinity’, while preserving the individual phase of each 
signal present. It does that by multiplying the magnitude of each of the signals by the reciprocal 
of its magnitude. The magnitudes of the interfering signal and the spread signal are equal, hence 
de-spreading the DSSS signal at the receiver results in negligible narrowband interference as        
 

 
Figure 2: Infinite Clipping 

 
en in Figure 2. With an infinite clipping system, near optimal results are obtained from quite 

APPROACH 
 

 was decided to use infinite clipping to remove narrowband interferers (NBI) when the 

ideband excision performance evaluation was carried out by first creating a system composed 

ratio of the wideband signal’s bandwidth to the narrowband signal’s bandwidth [3] 

se
straightforward computation.  
 
 

It
wideband signal was the desired signal (hereafter referred to as wideband excision), with 
filtering being used to remove wideband interferers (WBI) when the narrowband signal was the 
desired signal (hereafter referred to as narrowband excision). All performance evaluations – both 
‘experimental’ and theoretical - were based on simulations that were carried out using MATLAB 
6.0. All excision operations were done in the frequency domain. This was implemented by 
carrying out a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) operation on each of the signals/systems analyzed. 
In both the narrowband excision and wideband excision scenarios, it was assumed that 
interfering signals from the other network were the primary sources of interference with all other 
interference and noise contributions being negligible. Therefore, the signal to interference ratio 
(SIR) is equal to the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Performance was measured by considering the 
value of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver after separation of the received signals. 
 
W
of a wideband signal and a varying number of uniform width narrowband interferers. Recall that 
within the confines of the MCMN scenario, the NBI are actually non-spurious information 
bearing signals from the TDMA or FHSS network. The uniform width assumption is therefore a 
reasonable one. For the theoretical case, a signal/interferer system in which both the signal and 
the interferer(s) have been clipped to the same power spectral density was assumed. The 
processing gain of the wideband signal as compared to the narrowband signal was taken to be the 
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The value of 
narrowband signals, 

 of the processing gain was therefore also equal to the maximum number 
N, that could be supported by the frequency range over which the wideband 

signal was spread. Note that since the wideband signal was assumed to be spread over the entire 
spectrum allotted the MCMN network, the processing gain in this case was also equal to the 
maximum number of narrowband users that could be supported by the MCMN. If the wideband 
signal was to be supporting N different narrowband signals each over a different frequency range 
with each range being a subset of the overall wideband signal range, then that range could also 
be seen to be divided into N different frequency slots each of NBI bandwidth. If N is the 
maximum number of NBI possible, k is the actual number of NBI present, and PSD is the power 
spectral density of a signal, then in general the SNR for some value of k can be approximated by 
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where (N – k)BN gives the bandwidth of the
kBN gives the entire interference bandwidth. It was pessimistically assumed that wherever 

 wideband signal not experiencing interference, and 

interference occurred it completely overwhelmed the wideband signal. Since PSDW = PSDN in an 
infinitely clipped system, the SNR of the wideband signal after infinite clipping is given by: 

k
kNSNR −

=
           (6) 

This formula was used to calculate the SNR for increasing values of k from k = 0 until some 
maximum k w

ulated by creating a 2  length PN 
equence. The spread signal was then assumed to have undergone binary phase shift keying 

 

as achieved (i.e. the spectrum was completely filled with interferers). The plot of 
the relationship between SNR and k is shown in Figure 4. 
 
In the ‘experimental’ case the wideband signal was sim 15

s
(BPSK) modulation at the baseband. The Fourier transform of the spread impulse was taken thus 
representing the signal in the frequency domain. Narrowband signals of uniform width but 
random magnitudes were also created, with the number of NBI being increased for each 
successive iteration until the case in which there were k interferers was achieved.  For each value 
of k, the wideband signal and the NBI(s) were both clipped to unity PSD. This was done by 
simply dividing each sample of both the NBI signal(s) and the wideband signal by the absolute 
value of itself. This resulted in each signal’s magnitude being normalized, with the phase 
remaining unchanged. The output of a matched filter can be represented by the correlation of the 
received signal with the original signal sent, while the autocorrelation of a real valued energy 
signal with an un-shifted version of itself (T=0) gives the value of the average power of the 
signal. The matched filter receiver output was therefore represented by the correlation of the 
received signal with the original wideband signal. The signal power was calculated by taking the 
ratio of the zeroth value of the autocorrelation of the original wideband signal with the segment of 
the received wideband signal that had not been corrupted by interference (the zeroth value of the 
receiver’s signal output). The noise power at the receiver was calculated by taking the zeroth 
value of the autocorrelation of the original wideband signal with the NBI (the zeroth value of the 
receiver’s noise output).  The SNR was taken to be the ratio of the former over the latter. The 
relationship between k and the SNR received after infinite clipping was plotted (see Figure 4). 
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Performance evaluation of narrowband excision was carried out similarly with simulations being 
done to obtain both theoretical and ‘experimental’ results.  In this case it was assumed that there 

as only one significant wideband DSSS interfering signal. ‘Experimental’ SNR values were 

m 
NR from each of the two types of network that make up the MCMN. Recall that signal power 

w
calculated by first creating a wideband signal and a narrowband signal. The signal power at the 
receiver was taken to be the zeroth value of the autocorrelation of the narrowband signal with 
itself, while the noise power was taken to be the zeroth value of the correlation of the narrowband 
signal with the wideband signal. The SNR was taken as the ratio of the former over the latter.  
 
The next step taken was to analyze gateway excision performance as a function of distance. 
Recall that in order for a TA to operate as a gateway, it has to be receiving at least a minimu
S
decreases as the receiver distance from the transmitter (T-R separation) increases. The 
relationship between received signal power and T-R separation can be determined using a path 
loss model. In this work, the log distance path loss model [4] was assumed, where  
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where d is the T-R separation distance, P  is the transmitted power, P  is the receivt r ed power, n is 
the path loss exponent, a
performance, and do is the close-in reference distance [4]. For our case do is also considered to be 

 is a constant that has to do with the signal wavelength and antenna 

a constant and so can be grouped with a to form a new constant K. Given the two signals 
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1 , representing the narrowband and wideband 

sume nce of the respective transmitting antenna from 

cellular sub-network. It also assumes an equivalent energy pe

signals respectively, the following assumptions were made: 
- KN = KW   (this as s that the performa
the MANET sub-network is essentially equivalent to that of the transmitting antenna from the 

r bit.) 

CMN environment is not as 

 that 

- Path loss exponent: n = 3 (The path loss exponent, n, is equal to 2 in the free space 
environment and is 4 in the ground based/urban environment. All the nodes in the MCMN 
setting being analyzed are aeronautical in nature, thus while the M
forgiving as the free space environment it is not as harsh as the urban environment. Assuming a 
path loss exponent of n = 3 therefore represents a compromise between the two. )  
 
In the wideband excision case, the relationship between received SNR and distance can be 
determined as follows. Given the signal/interferer system shown in Figure 3a, note

 
  (a)    (b)    (c) 
Figure 3: (a) Signal/Interferer System (b) Infinitely Clipped System (c) Perfectly Filtered System 
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where  gives the power of the interfering signal after infinite clipping. The relationship 
 SNRW

NT BPD
W

between  and distance of a node from transmitters in both networks (dN and dW) was 
plotted. This was done for the values of k that would result in first 33% then 66% then 100% of 
the frequency range occupied by the wideband signal (i.e. the entire spectrum allotted the 
MCMN) being also occupied by NBI. ‘Experimental’ performance values were calculated by 
using the average – after 1000 iterations – of the experimental wideband excision SNR values for 
the 33%, 66%, and 100% interference occupancy scenarios. For each case, the respective 
average SNR value calculated for that percentage of interference was used to replace ( )

k
kN −  in 

the above equation. The relationship, therefore, changed to become: 
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This formula was used to plot values of (S/N)W for each of the three values of k mentioned above.  

 the narrowband excision case, the relationship between received SNR and distance can be 
 
In
determined as follows. Given the original signal/interferer system used in the wideband excision 
scenario, we see that for perfect filtering SNR is given by: 
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It is reasonable to assume that the original narrowband transmit power is equal to the original 
wideband transmit power, so PSDTNBN = PSDTWBW. Equation 11 can therefore be simplified to: 
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The relationship between SNRN and distance of a node from transmitters in both networks 
(expressed as a ratio of the two distances dN and dW) was plotted. In order to obtain experimental 
results, the average SNR value found after 1000 iterations was used to replace PG in the final 
form of Equation 12 above. The experimental relationship was therefore given by 
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A plot of this relationship was created. 
 
The final segment of work was to determine the region of gateway operability. Recall that the 
minimum required SNR can be calculated. Accordingly, if a TA is simultaneously receiving a 
post interference rejection SNRW and SNRN that are both greater than the minimum acceptable 
SNR then that TA will be designated a gateway. If only the SNRW or the SNRN is higher than the 
minimum acceptable SNR, then that TA will be designated to belong to whichever network has 
the above SNRmin value. If a TA is receiving SNRW and SNRN such that both SNR's are lower 
than the minimum acceptable value, then that TA will be said to be out of range of the MCMN. 

 
 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
We will first look at wideband excision performance as a function of the number of NBI.  
 

 
Figure 4:  SNR of Wideband Signals versus Percentage Interferers 

 
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the SNR and the number of NBI for both the theoretical 
and ‘experimental’ case for the scenario in which infinite clipping was used to remove unwanted 
narrowband signals from a wideband signal. 100% interference indicates that every signal 
sample is being interfered with. Note that contrary to the norm, the experimental results are 
better than predicted by the theoretical results. This is because in making the theoretical 
calculations, the pessimistic assumption was made that, in essence, the wideband signal and the 
NBI were completely correlated wherever the interference occurred. The more correlated two 
signals are the harder it is to separate them. Therefore, when complete correlation was assumed, 
the contribution made to the SNR by the interference increased causing the overall value of the 
SNR to decrease. Recall that because it has been spread by a PN sequence the wideband signal 
was, in effect, pseudo-randomly distributed hence the likelihood that it could be completely 
correlated to the narrowband signal would be negligible. In the ‘experimental’ case, therefore, 
when the actual values for the correlation between the signal and the noise were used to calculate 
the SNR the contribution made by interference was less than predicted and so the SNR values 
were higher than predicted. Calculations showed that a minimum SNR of 10.5 dB would 
required to support a maximum probability of bit error (Pe) on 106. 
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Note that infinite clipping performance declines as the number of NBI increases. However, the 
infinite clipping performance is sufficient to produce a SNR over 10.5 dB when there is up to 
about an 84% interferer cell loading in the theoretical case, and 100% interferer cell loading in 
‘experimental’ case. Finally, recall that this model assumes an interference limited system (i.e. 
SNR = SIR, where interference is solely as a result of signals coming from the competing 
MCMN sub-network) where all other noise contributions are considered to be negligible. 
Considering internal noise as a limitation would result in a reduction of the very high SNRs 
shown here. Significant reductions are not, however, expected. 
 
We will next look at wideband and narrowband excision performance as a function of distance. 
The theoretical relationships found between the SNR and the ratio of the distance that a TA is 
between a transmitter in the wideband network and a transmitter in a narrowband network for 
both the theoretical and ‘experimental’ cases are shown in Figure 5 below. 
 

    
    

Figure 5: Relationship between Excision Performance and T-R Separation Distance -                   
(a) Narrowband Excision (b) Wideband Excision  

 
Note that the experimental results are once again more optimistic than the theoretical results. 
Note that as the ratio of dW/dN increases the received SNR after wideband excision also increases 
in both the theoretical and experimental cases. This makes sense, as the closer a TA is to a 
wideband transmitter is the greater the wideband signal power that the TA would receive and the 
smaller the received NBI signal power (T-R separation distance is inversely proportional to 
signal power at the receiver). Since in wideband excision the wideband signal is the desired 
signal, that increase in wideband signal power translates into an increase in received SNRW. The 
opposite is true for the received SNRN. We see that as dW/dN increases the SNRN decreases. This 
too is logical because the narrowband signal is the desired signal. Hence moving closer to the 
wideband transmitter and further away from the narrowband transmitter results in an increase in 
noise power as the signal power decreases. This translates into a lower SNRN at the receiver. 
 
Recall that the gateway requires a minimum SNR of about 10.5 dB from each MCMN 
component in order to maintain an acceptable probability of bit error. In the narrowband excision 
scenario we see that SNR performance meets or exceeds that minimum for values of dW/dN 
greater than or equal to about -4.8 dB in the experimental case and about -2.2 dB in the 
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theoretical case. In the wideband excision scenario the relationship between SNR performance 
and distance depends on the percentage of the spectrum that is adversely affected by NBI. When 
the spectrum is about 33% filled, minimum SNR performance is met or exceeded at ratio values 
of about 11 dB and 4.1 dB for the experimental and theoretical cases respectively. When the 
spectrum is about 66% filled, minimum SNR performance is met or exceeded at ratio values of 
about 9.3 dB and 2.8 dB for the experimental and theoretical cases respectively. When the 
spectrum is about 100% filled, minimum SNR performance is met or exceeded at ratio values of 
about 6.7dB and 2.3 dB for the experimental and theoretical cases respectively. 
 
The final segment of the work seeks to define the straight-line range over which a TA can travel 
and remain capable of being a gateway node. The ‘experimental’ values calculated for the 
gateway region are more realistic than the theoretical values calculated. In the experimental case 
a SNR of 10.5 dB or greater from both networks can expect to be supported within a range of -
4.8dB ≤ dW/dN ≤ 6.7dB when up to about 100% of the wideband signal is affected by the 
narrowband signals, -4.8dB ≤ dW/dN ≤ 9.3dB for up to about 66% narrowband signal 
interference, and -4.8dB ≤ dW/dN ≤ 11dB for up to about 33% narrowband signal interference.  
 

(dw/dN)min 

 = -4.8dB 
(dw/dN)max
= 9.3dB 

For 20 NBI 

(dw/dN)min 
 = -4.8dB 

For 30 NBI 

(dw/dN)max 
 = 6.7dB 

For 10 NBI 
(dw/dN)max
= 11dB 
(dw/dN)min 
= -4.8dB 

Ad HocCellular

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Range Capable of Supporting Gateway Operation (Experimental) 
 
A gateway would therefore be able to operate within these ranges, as depicted in Figure 6. The 
results suggest that there is a wide region over which a TA would be able to serve as a gateway 
(by satisfying the 10.5 dB minimum SNR requirement). Note also that this would be possible 
even in conditions in which the cellular component of the MCMN is operating at, or near, full 
occupancy.  

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The following conclusions were made from the results found: 
- Given a particular modulation scheme and minimum acceptable Pe, it is possible to 
calculate the minimum SNR that a received signal needs to have. When BPSK is used and a Pe of 
at least 106 is required, the minimum acceptable SNR at the receiver is approximately 10.5 dB 
- It is possible through infinite clipping and filtering techniques to have the MANET and 
cellular components of the network operate on the same frequency range with satisfactory SNR. 
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These calculations were made assuming a single wideband signal. NBI can be separated from 
wideband interferers up to about an 84% loading of the narrowband component of the MCMN in 
the theoretical case, and over 100% in the ‘experimental’ case. 
- In the proposed MCMN it is possible to determine which network a TA should be in by 
monitoring the SNR it receives from both components of the MCMN and comparing it to the 
minimum SNR which in this case is equal to 10.5 dB 
- Gateways can expect to have a reasonable range (in terms of distance) over which to 
operate, from a minimum of a ratio of distances of -4.8dB up to 11dB (given by dW/dN). 
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Abstract 
 
In 2004 ACRA CONTROL introduced XidML as a published standard for instrumentation 
definition via XML. After two years in the field, much feedback and two revisions, this paper 
outlines where the standard is now, some of the lessons learned and discusses some ideas for 
where next. 

 
XidML allows any package, message or frame to be defined including PCM, MIL-STD-
1553, Ethernet and storage formats, it is also used to define the settings for instrumentation 
as diverse as Analog to Digital modules, MIL-STD-1553 monitors, PCM encoders, 
recorders, bit-syncs, and decoms. Importantly it facilitates the EU range and data format to 
be defined for large parameter lists. 
 
The key elements in the standard are discussed along with some lessons learned.  
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Two years ago XidML was introduced as a published XML schema for storing and managing 
the meta-data associated with flight test instrumentation [1]. At the same time, the standard 
was placed on the web for public use. As of May 2006 engineers from a dozen different 
companies are working with this schema - developing tools to generate or read XML files 
conforming to the standard. Many more companies and engineers  are using these tools 
without needing to know that they are operating on XidML files “under the hood”. 
 
In May 2006, revision 2.3 was released. This revision simplifies and refines several important 
elements of the schema as well as introducing some new sub-schema. The changes are 
summarised in section 5 below.  
 
This paper presents an overview of the standard focussing on the four key elements. It 
describes some of the ways that it has evolved since its introduction through usage and 
feedback from users, focussing on the changes in version 2.3  
 

2 XIDML – AN OVERVIEW 
XML provides a standard means for creating structured documents for automated data 
interchange. XidML is an XML schema that provides a modular XML framework for 
expressing all the configuration required in a flight test instrumentation system (Figure 1). 
Modularity and expandability are key to the design so that people can include sub-schemas 
for particular instruments or data protocols (called packages). For example, some programs 
require the contents of CCDL packet for their Cross Channel Data Link. The stadnard allows 
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the optional inclusion of this “package” and the instrumentation definition for 
instrumentation used to monitor that bus. 
 

Flight Test Engineering Group

Test Vehicle

Vendor 1 Database

DAU

Ground

Vendor 2 Database

Groundstation

XidML File

Test Config Database

 
Figure 1: XML acts as a database interchange medium 

 
Key to this modular frame-work is an emphasis on vendor-neutral parameter definition (e.g. 
sample rates and EU conversion) and vendor-neutral packet definition (e.g. IRIG-106 Ch. 4 
PCM stream definition). The intention of the design is to free the user from worrying about 
vendor specific details of the hardware or software used in a test, and instead allows them to 
focus on the parameters and attributes that they care about. 
 
XidML has evolved from the NASA space XML schema XCTE [1], with ideas taken from 
TMATS and other XML schema referenced in the text below.  

3 KEY ELEMENTS OF XIDML 
The standard defines seven elements for describing a system. Four of these could be 
considered “primary” elements because they contain the majority of the information required 
for data acquisition. The three others are secondary elements that provide extra information 
for configuring the system or processing the acquired data. The four primary elements are: 
 
Element Description 
Parameters The parameter set. This element contains a list of all parameters in the system and 

attributes associated with those parameters. This element also allows parameters to 
be grouped, and defines parameter classes to store default parameters setup. 

Packages This element contains all the protocols and message descriptions in the system. It 
stores information about how data is transported through the system, and into and 
out of the system.  

Instrumentation This element contains information about all the hardware in the system – the 
instruments that create, transport and manage the data in the system.  
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Algorithms This element stores all the rules for transformation of data – whether that is by 
application of a mathematical formula, combining of one or more inputs to generate 
one or more outputs, integrating customer software, look-up tables etc. etc. 

 
In addition to these primary elements there are three secondary elements: 
 
Element Description 
Documentation This element contains documentation information. This element can appear 

in many locations and is often the child of other elements. 
Datalinks This element contains information about the wires and physical 

interconnects of the system.  
Addendum This is a “catch-all” element that allows other XML schema to be integrated 

into a XidML file. Children of the Addendum element do not need to be 
XidML compliant although they must be valid XML. This is a useful way 
of adding customized information. 

 
Version 2.3 takes a step towards simplification be removing two elements which were in the 
original version. The AcquisitionCycle element became redundant with the addition of extra 
children in the Packages element. The AuxiliaryFiles element will eventually become 
redundant as more parsers support the latest revisions of the XML standard that introduced an 
X-Include element which essentially does exactly the same thing. [3] 
 

3.1 The Parameter Definition Element 
 <Parameters> 
  <ParameterSet> 
   <Parameter Name="MyParameter"> 
    <Documentation> 
     <CreatedBy>Bill</CreatedBy> 
     <ShortDescription>LeftPanelVibration</ShortDescription> 
     <LongDescription>Located on LPA1</LongDescription> 
    </Documentation> 
    <ParameterProperties> 
     <ParameterTypeReference>uStrain</ParameterTypeReference> 
     <RangeMaximum>900</RangeMaximum> 
     <RangeMinimum>-200</RangeMinimum> 
    </ParameterProperties> 
    <Source> 
     <Signal> 
      <InstrumentReference>StrainModule1</InstrumentReference> 
      <VendorMap>Channel(2)</VendorMap> 
     </Signal> 
    </Source> 
    <Destination> 
     <Package> 
      <InstrumentReference>Ethernet</InstrumentReference> 
      <PackageReference>UDPPacket1</PackageReference> 
      <ParameterMap>Data0</ParameterMap> 
     </Package> 
    </Destination> 
    <Destination> 
     <Package> 
      <InstrumentReference>Controller</InstrumentReference> 
      <PackageReference>PCMFrame1</PackageReference> 
      <ParameterMap>Word16:01_1</ParameterMap> 
     </Package> 
    </Destination> 
   </Parameter> 
  </ParameterSet> 
 </Parameters> 
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The Parameters element allows the meta-data associated with a parameter to be defined. 
Each parameter has a source (one only) and at least one (although possibly many) 
destinations. In addition it has certain properties, for example, the format (e.g. offset binary) 
and size (e.g. 16-bits) and units (e.g. volts) along with the desired minimum sample rate. The 
actual sample rate can also be stored (which may differ from the minimum because of 
hardware or package restrictions). 
 
It is important to note that a source or destination for a parameter can be a physical register 
on an instrument (such as an ADC on an analog channel), a location in a package (such as a 
word in a MIL-STD-1553 message), the input or output of a calculation (such as the result of 
an EU conversion) or a specialized time tag. The latter is used to link a time tag parameter to 
a specific (named) parameter.  
 
The standard provides a common set of properties for a parameter in its most abstract form.  
Additional properties specific to a particular application or organization, and not defined 
within the schema, can also be included through the Addendum element.  This is consistent 
with the design goal to be comprehensive, but not prescriptive – it covers a wide range of 
setup information common to all configurations but does not try to constrain or force the user 
into a particular way of operation.  
 
The parameter definition exists independently of any instrumentation or data protocols that 
may support that parameter. In this sense, the standard is “hardware” agnostic. If you want to 
change from IRIG-106 PCM to TCP/IP for data transfer during the life of a program, then the 
changes to the XML expression of your setup are minimal.  
 

3.2 The Package Definition Element 
Although parameters exist independently, they usually need to be transferred from place to 
place in the system. Common protocols today for moving data around include IRIG-106 
PCM, MIL-STD-1553 and IRIG Chapter 10 log files. In future configuration it is expected 
that these will be more network oriented (e.g. iNET).  The stadnard refers to data protocols as 
packages and defines a set of sub-schema to describe particular package structures.  
 
Version 2.3 introduces the concept of a PackageReference which allows a single package 
description to be re-used, even within the same program. For example, a particular PCM 
frame can be defined just once, but instantiated several times within a configuration. The 
PackageInstance element in the source or destination elements of a parameter allow a 
particular instance of a frame to be referenced independently. Re-use is an important design 
consideration. The goal is to eliminate redundancy in the configuration description and to 
support the use of libraries of common elements such as PCM frames.  
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Figure 2: PCM Frame described in XML as viewed in XMLSpy 

Figure 2 shows a partial description of an IRIG-106 PCM frame as it would be described in 
XidML elements. The standard has a set of sub-schema that support the following common 
protocols: 
 
Name Description 
X-ARINC-429-Message Describes any ARINC 429 message 
X-CAIS Defines data on a CAIS bus  
X-CCDL Describes data in a CCDL interface 
X-FCS-Message Describes FCS messages 
X-Firewire Describes data on an IEEE1394 bus 
X-IENA-Ethernet-UDP-Basic Describes Ethernet data when formatted in IENA 

compatible UDP packets 
X-IRIG-106-Ch-4 Describes any IRIG-106 PCM frame 
X-IRIG-Time Describes any IRIG Time code message 
X-Memory-Storage Describes how data is stored in a solid state memory device
X-MIL-STD-1553-Message Describes any MIL-STD-1553 message 
X-Panavia-Message Describes any Panavia bus message 
X-RS-232-Basic Describes any serial stream 
X-Snarfer Describes any FIFO of data used for all-bus monitoring 
X-STANAG-3910-Message Describes STANAG 3910 messages 
Package Vendor/User specific packages 
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Users are encouraged to add additional protocols for their application if the existing schema 
is not enough for their needs. The standard is designed to embrace expansion as new 
protocols become used in the industry.  

3.3 The Instrument Definition Element 
All data is acquired and processed by hardware and software. The Instrumentation element is 
intended to describe these acquisition and processing nodes.  
 

 

Figure 3: PCM decoder in XML as viewed in XMLSpy 

 
Figure 3 shows a definition for a PCM decoder. A lot of effort has gone into making the 
definition vendor neutral. Most PCM decoders should be able to work from the elements 
defined in the schema. In the event of extra information being the Addendum element can be 
used, or a new sub-schema defined for the instrument.  
 
Like packages, the standard provides a set of sub-schema to define particular instruments. 
 
Name Description 
X-DAU Describes a “container” that can hold instruments 

(e.g. a chassis) 
X-DAU-Controller-CAIS A DAU controller with a CAIS interface 
X-DAU-Controller-PCM A DAU controller with a PCM interface 
X-Module-1553-BC A 1553 bus controller 
X-Module-1553-Monitor Any instrument that can monitor 1553 data 
X-Module-1553-RT A 1553 remote terminal 
X-Module-Analog-In Any instrument that accepts analog inputs 
X-Module-Analog-Out Any instrument that outputs analog  
X-Module-ARINC-573- Any instrument that can monitor ARINC-573 data 
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Name Description 
Monitor 
X-Module-ARINC-573-
Transmitter 

Any instrument that can act as an ARINC-573 
transmitter 

X-Module-ARINC-429-
Monitor 

Any instrument that can monitor ARINC-429 data 

X-Module-ARINC-429-
Transmitter 

Any instrument that can act as an ARINC-429 
transmitter 

X-Module-Audio-In Any instrument that accepts audio input 
X-Module-BitSynchronizer A bit synch 
X-Module-Built-In-Test A built in test (BIT) instrument 
X-Module-CAIS-BC A CAIS bus controller 
X-Module-CCDL-Monitor Any instrument that monitors CCDL data 
X-Module-Discrete-In Any digital input instrument  
X-Module-Ethernet Any instrument that can output Ethernet 
X-Module-
ExternalMultiplexer-
Controller 

Any instrument that interfaces to a multiplexer 
(e.g. a pressure scanner) 

X-Module-FCS-Monitor FCS bus monitor 

X-Module-Firewire-Monitor Any instrument that can monitor firewire (IEEE-
1394) 

X-Module-Panavia-Monitor A PANAVIA bus monitor 
X-Module-PCM-In Any instrument that accepts PCM input 
X-Module-PCM-Out Any instrument that generates PCM out 
X-Module-Recorder Any recording instrument 
X-Module-RS-232-Monitor Any instrument that can accept RS-232 type input 
X-Module-RS-232-Uplink Any instrument that can generate RS-232 type 

ouput 
X-Module-STANAG-3910-
Monitor 

A STANAG 3910 monitor 

X-Module-Time-In-Out Any instrument that can recognize or generate 
time 

X-Module-Video-In Any instrument that accepts video input 
X-On-Board-Recorder A container instrument for recording modules 
X-PC A container instrument representing a PC 
X-RF-Rx An RF receiver 
X-Sensor-Bridge A bridge instruement 
 
The schema for common instruments are designed to be generic. For example, X-Module-
Analog-In describes an analog data acquisition module. However, the schema does not 
specify vendor dependent restrictions such as the number of channels in the instrument or 
whether these channels have excitation or not. The schema supports an infinite number of 
channels on the instrument, with optional excitation. The tools provided by the vendor to 
configure their hardware must check that the settings are applicable to their hardware.  
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New schema can be added to support hardware that is sufficiently different that it cannot be 
supported by the existing schema.  

3.4 Algorithms 
The algorithms element allows a configuration file to store information relating to processing 
applied to the data. The standard defines schema for common processing elements such as 
alarms, triggers, concatenation, polynomials, software DLLs etc. It also allows for the 
inclusion of any mathematical expression through the use of MathML [3]. Through the 
algorithms element, any processing that the configuration applies can be stored and accessed 
by the instruments that do the processing.  
 

4 ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS 

4.1 Documentation 
The documentation element can be used as a child of many elements in the schema to append 
information to an element that explains the who, what and why of that element.  
 

4.2 Data-links 
The DataLinks element describes the physical attributes of connections within the system. 
How these are managed has changed with version 2.3 and are further described in section 5.2 
below. 
 

4.3 Addendum 
The Addendum element is a ‘catch-all” element which acknowledges the reality that any 
standard defined today cannot cover all present and future needs. Addendum allows the 
inclusion of any valid XML data but the standard does not dictate what schema that data 
should follow. This hook allows vendor specific information to be included (for example) or 
allows a sensor database to be included via SensorML [4].  
 

5 SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN XIDML V2.3 
XidML version 2.3 introduces some changes as a result of feed-back from users in several 
different companies who are encapsulating real-life configurations using the schema.  

5.1 AcquisitionCycle element now obsolete 

The approach to sample rates and package transmission frequencies has changed. Previously 
all rates were referenced back to a single value determined by the AcquisitionCycle element. 
This worked well for synchronous data acquisition but users found it a little clumsy for 
asynchronous package definition. The AcquisitionCycle element has been dropped from the 
schema. Instead the package frequency is expressed in Hertz as part of the package definition. 
Related to this, children have been added to the parameter element to allow sample rates to be 
expressed.  

5.2 Data-links 

Multiple data link sub-schemas have been combined into one (Figure 4) 
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Figure 4: Datalink Schema in XidML 2.3 

5.3 Instrumentation 

Also some new instruments have been included. Most significantly, the concept of a parent 
instrument such as a DAU chassis or recorder or PC containing other instruments better 
reflects real-life hierarchies. These instruments can have child instruments.  

5.4 Parameters 
A few new key elements have been added to parameter definition such as long and short 
labels and minimum sampling rate specifications. Also the channel number attribute has been 
replaced with the, already existing, name attribute and a new Disable attribute added to allow 
elements to be "turned off" rather than deleted. 
 

5.5 Auxiliary files 
The initial version originally specified an element called AuxiliaryFiles which allowed the 
inclusion of other XidML compliant files. This was intended to get around a shortcoming in 
the XML standard which did not allow for embedding references to other files in an XML 
file. The AuxiliaryFiles element was intended to permit the use of libraries of XML files to 
describe commonly used configurations.  
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In December 2004 the X-include directive became a full recommendation for the XML 
standard. This negates the need for AuxiliaryFiles and this element will become redundant 
when X-Include is widely supported in parsers. It remains part of the standard as some parsers 
today still do not recognize it, however for current and future developments X-Include is 
recommended over AuxiliaryFiles as it offers a more powerful inclusion facility.  
 

6 CONCLUSION 
 
XidML is a mature, published XML schema for flight test instrumentation. It has been in use 
for over two years and through experience with users has evolved into a comprehensive 
language for describing test configurations. It is designed to be flexible enough to support 
small minimal configuration as well as full scale installations with multiple programs and 
systems. It is designed for both PCM and network based architectures. Experience has shown 
that the schema can be easily incorporated into existing processes and provides a viable 
solution for long term characterization of test setup configuration.  
 
Further information on XidML is available at the website: www.xidml.org. A discussion on 
XML is available at www.xidml.org\whyxml.ppt and more information is available at 
www.xml.org. An introduction to the standard is available at 
www.xidml.org\xidmlanoverview.ppt.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper we provide the motivation for a neutral instrumentation hardware abstraction 
language that is focused on the description and control of instrumentation systems and networks.  
We also describe the design approach and structure of such a language that meets the needs.  The 
language design is described according to the three roles it must serve:  (1) as a descriptive 
language for specifying and describing the components and configuration of an instrumentation 
system, (2) as a command language for issuing configuration and data commands to 
instrumentation hardware and (3) as a query language for requesting the current state of 
instrumentation hardware. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Current instrumentation support systems (ISS) use vendor-specific languages in order to support 
the programming of instrumentation systems prior to instrumentation testing.  Since there are a 
number of vendors selling various data acquisition (DAQ), control, transmission, and storage 
components, an ISS would have to interface not only with these different systems but also with 
the different vendors that sell various instrumentation systems.  Since it is practically impossible 
for a single ISS to interface with every known system and vendor, the ISSs typically select only a 
few and offer an almost complete solution for those hardware vendors.  This hinders the ability 
to mix and match vendors and develop a robust and cost-effective solution.  A second issue 
involves format change.  Any hardware vendor format change or functional enhancement 
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requires a change in the ISS.  Even if these change considerations were to be deemed financially 
feasible by the ISS vendors, they would be incorporated into the next release after a considerable 
period of time.   
 
These issues can be mitigated by developing a neutral language that acts as an intermediary 
between the ISS and each hardware instrument vendor format.  This neutral language needs to 
abstract various hardware characteristics and be a “least common multiple” among all hardware 
types that form an instrumentation system.  In that sense, the neutral language acts as the 
intermediate language between various high-level languages and various vendor-specific 
machine languages.  As a result, we inherit the reduction from m*n interfaces that need to be 
developed and maintained to m+n, where m is the number of ISSs and n is the number of 
instruments.     
 
Our vision is that a single language that can be used to specify instrumentation network and 
hardware configurations as well as act as a command and query language will provide a more 
elegant and robust solution for specifying, simulating, managing, querying, and controlling T&E 
instrumentation networks and systems.  On a larger scale, such a language can be used in diverse 
telemetry, instrumentation, and remote sensing areas such as process control, sensor networks 
relating to homeland security, and mission-critical applications in space, aeronautics, healthcare, 
and manufacturing.   
 
The following sections describe the design of such a language, which we call Instrumentation 
Hardware Abstraction Language (IHAL), in terms of the specification, command, and query 
functions. 
 
 

IHAL DESIGN 
 
IHAL is designed on the principle that the same language must serve three roles:  (1) as a 
descriptive language for specifying and describing the components and configuration of an 
instrumentation system, (2) as a command language for issuing configuration and data 
commands to instrumentation hardware and (3) as a query language for requesting the current 
state of instrumentation hardware.  In this sense, the same IHAL must serve as a specification 
language such as LISP and as a procedural language such as C.   
 
To design IHAL, we developed and maintained the following design artifacts and models: 
 

• Spreadsheet-based data dictionary 
• eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Spy model 
• IDEF1X model 
• Universal Modeling Language (UML) model  

 
In addition, numerous examples supported the IHAL validation.   
 
The three different roles of IHAL are described in the following sections. 
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IHAL AS A DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE 
 

We began by designing IHAL to support its role as a description language.  We divided the 
specification of instrumentation hardware into two levels: the reusable or ‘pool’ level and the 
actual configuration or ‘use’ level.  At the pool level, each component is described according to 
its design and its configuration capabilities, while at the use level each component is described 
according to its current configuration. 
   
For example, if a certain instrument has a configurable gain that can range from 1 to 10 in 
increments of 1, then the specification in the instrument pool will list the minimum gain as 1, the 
maximum gain as 10, and the gain ‘step’ as 1.  Then, if an instance of that instrument is used in a 
network with its gain set to 5, there will be a use-level specification of the instrument that lists 
the current gain as 5. 
 
The next two sections detail the pool and use levels of the IHAL design. 
 
 

IHAL POOL-LEVEL DESIGN 
 

An IHAL document can consist of three different pools: an instrument pool, a transducer pool, 
and a bus pool.  Each pool contains specifications of all of the instruments, transducers, or buses 
that may be used in the IHAL file. 
 
In the instrument pool, an instrument may be specified in one of two different ways.  Instrument 
types that are commonly used in telemetry systems are specified as the IHAL element for that 
type of instrument.  For instance, an analog-to-digital converter is specified in the instrument 
pool as an IHAL <adc> element.  Each of these “first class” instrument types has a 
corresponding IHAL element, and each element has a set of attributes common to that instrument 
type. 
 
A sample of the IHAL code for an <adc> element is shown in figure 1. 
 
<adc id="adc3" name="Acqiris DC438" modelNumber="DC438" manufacturer="Acqiris" impedance="50" maxPower="25" 
numChannels="2" perChannelMemory="4"> 
 <input id="adcI2" busType="CompactPCI"/> 
 <output id="adco2" busType="CompactPCI"/> 
</adc> 

Figure 1  Sample IHAL Text for an ADC Element 

Instruments that do not match any of the first class instrument types are specified as a generic 
<instrument> element.  Each instrument can then be decomposed into subinstruments and basic 
building blocks, such as multiplexors, amplifiers, and filters.  By defining instruments 
recursively in this way, IHAL is flexible enough to support instruments of any complexity.  
Within each instrument or subcomponent, IHAL <input> and <output> elements define the 
connections among components within the instrument.  The XML attributes for each element 
specify the properties of that element, such as name, filter type, etc.   
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A sample of the IHAL code for an <instrument> element is shown in figure 2.  The instrument in 
this example is a 2-channel signal conditioner, which is then composed of two subinstruments 
(each representing a single signal conditioning channel) and a multiplexer.  In practice, each 
subinstrument could be further decomposed into its subelements. 
 
<instrument id="i1" type="Signal Conditioner" manufacturer="L-3 Communications" modelNumber="PSCC-108-1" name=”2 
Channel Signal Conditioner"> 
 <input id="input1"/> 
 <input id="input2"/> 
 <output id="output1" format="PAM"/> 
 <instrument id="i2" type="Signal Conditioner" name="Signal Conditioner Channel"> 
  <input id="input10" inputObject="input1"/> 
  <output id="output2" outputObject="mux9"/> 
 </instrument> 
 <instrument id="i3" type="Signal Conditioner" name="Signal Conditioner Channel"> 
  <input id="input14" inputObject="input2"/> 
  <output id="output6" outputObject="mux9"/> 
 </instrument> 
 <mux id="mux9" numInputs="2" numOutputs="1" name="Channel Selection Multiplexor"> 
  <input id="input42" inputObject="i2"/> 
  <input id="input43" inputObject="i3"/> 
  <output id="output34" outputObject="output1"/> 
 </mux> 
</instrument> 

Figure 2  Sample IHAL Text for a Generic Instrument Element 

Whether the instrument is defined as a first-class instrument type element or as a generic 
<instrument> element, the configurable properties of the instrument can be specified with IHAL 
<configurableParameter> elements.   These elements can be attached to an instrument or basic 
building block element at any level of decomposition.  Each <configurableParameter> element 
represents an aspect of the instrument it is associated with that can be configured.  For example, 
an amplifier may have a configurable parameter for gain, while an analog-to-digital converter 
may have one configurable parameter for gain and another for the number of converter bits.  A 
configurable parameter in IHAL is specified by its type and its possible value settings.  The 
parameter’s possible values can be specified as an open or closed range or as an enumerated list.  
Figure 3 shows sample IHAL code for a configurable bandwidth. 
 
<configurableParameter type="bandwidth"> 
 <enumeration> 
  <enumeratedValue units="MHz">100</enumeratedValue> 
  <enumeratedValue units="MHz">300</enumeratedValue> 
 </enumeration> 
</configurableParameter> 

Figure 3  Sample IHAL Text for a Configurable Parameter 

The transducer and bus pools are designed with the same principles as the instrument pool, with 
the exception that these elements cannot be decomposed into subelements. 
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IHAL USE-LEVEL DESIGN 
 

At the use-level, each IHAL file can contain multiple configurations, and each configuration can 
contain multiple networks.  A configuration represents a collection of all the networks used in a 
given test.  Each network describes a specific set of instrumentation hardware components, their 
settings in that instance, and how they are connected.  Within a network, <instrument_use>, 
<transducer_use>, <bus_use>, and first-class instrument type “_use” elements are used to 
specify instances of components from the pools.   
 
The structure of a “_use” element mirrors that of its counterpart from the pool, except that 
<configurableParameter> elements are replaced with <configuredParameter> elements.  A 
configured parameter is specified by its name, type and current value.  IHAL <input>, <output> 
and <bus> elements are used to specify how the instrument and transducer uses are connected to 
each other in the network. 
     
In addition to describing its hardware networks, each configuration also contains attributes that 
specify for which system under test it was created for, when it was created, and when it was 
implemented.  A configuration can also specify <file> subelements, which provide the path or 
link to relevant files used or obtained during the execution of the test, such as collected data files 
or individual configuration files. 

 
 

OTHER SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 

IHAL provides additional flexibility at all levels of its design with the <param> element.  This 
element allows the specification of custom parameters with its ‘name’ and ‘value’ attributes.  
Nearly every IHAL element can contain any number of <param> child elements to allow 
additional information to be stored. 
 
In addition, IHAL includes a single-value cost attribute for all pool-level instruments in the 
IHAL schema.  If this data is made available in a model, it can be used to calculate potential 
savings when comparing two interchangeable instruments. 
 
 

IHAL AS A COMMAND LANGUAGE 
 

Once we designed the description aspect of IHAL, it became apparent that each “_use” element 
specification could also be used as the IHAL command to set that component to that 
configuration.  A new attribute, “action=SET” can be added to each <configuredParameter> 
element that should be set.  In this way, the command for setting a specific parameter would 
simply be the contents of the component’s “_use” element, with the attribute “action=SET” 
added to the configured parameter that is being set. 
 
As an example, figure 4 shows an IHAL configuration command that sets an oscilloscope’s volts 
per division to 0.1V and time base to 250ns.  The remaining configuredParameter elements are 
ignored and could be omitted from the command. 
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<scope_use id="su0" pool_ref="scope0" name="Bench Oscilloscope"> 
 <configuredParameter type="channel"> 
  <value>1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="voltsPerDiv" action=”SET”> 
  <value units="volts">0.1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="timeBase" action=”SET”> 
  <value units="seconds">0.00000025</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="bus"> 
  <value>gpib</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <input id="scopeIn" inputObject="adcu1"/> 
</scope_use> 

Figure 4  Sample IHAL configuration command 

 
IHAL AS A QUERY LANGUAGE 

 
Similarly, the query functionality of IHAL can be achieved by setting the “action” attribute of a 
<configuredParameter> element to “GET.”  In this way, a command to query the status of a 
component would be the same as a command to configure the component, except the 
“action=SET” attribute(s) is (are) replaced with “action=GET”. 
 
For example, figure 5 shows an IHAL query that requests that the oscilloscope return its current 
values for volts per division and time base.  The remaining <configuredParameter> elements as 
well as the value elements are ignored and could be omitted from the query. 
 
<scope_use id="su0" pool_ref="scope0" name="Bench Oscilloscope"> 
 <configuredParameter type="channel"> 
  <value>1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="voltsPerDiv" action=”GET”> 
  <value units="volts">0.1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="timeBase" action=”GET”> 
  <value units="seconds">0.00000025</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="bus"> 
  <value>gpib</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <input id="scopeIn" inputObject="adcu1"/> 
</scope_use> 

Figure 5  Sample IHAL Query 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The current lack of a neutral language for the specification and control of instrumentation 
networks hinders the ability of test engineers to develop robust and cost-effective solutions and 
also makes it difficult to adjust to changes in hardware vendor formats.  The Instrumentation 
Hardware Abstraction Language provides a standard method of specifying and controlling 
instrumentation networks and the hardware contained in them.  As a neutral language, IHAL 
would make it easier to mix-and-match hardware components and adapt to changes in the 
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formats used by both hardware and instrumentation support systems.   We have designed the 
IHAL language to serve as both a specification language, a control language, and a query 
language. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents the description of the updated Data Display Markup Language (DDML), a 
neutral format for data display configurations.  The development of DDML is motivated by the 
fact that in joint service program systems, there is a critical need for common data displays to 
support distributed T&E missions, irrespective of the test location, data acquisition system, and 
display system.  DDML enables standard data displays to be specified for any given system 
under test, irrespective of the display vendor or system in which they will be implemented. 
The version 3.0 of DDML represents a more mature language than the version 1.0 presented at 
the 2003 ITC.  The updated version has been validated for completeness and robustness by 
developing translators between DDML and numerous vendor formats.  The DDML schema has 
been presented to the Range Commander’s Council (RCC) Data Multiplex Committee for 
consideration for inclusion in the IRIG 106 standard.  The DDML model will be described in 
terms of both the XML schema and the UML model, and various examples of DDML models 
will be presented.  The intent of this paper is to solicit specific input from the community on this 
potential RCC standard. 
 

KEYWORDS 
 
Data Displays, Configuration Files, Native Format, Neutral Format, Instrumentation Support 
Systems 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Data displays, a critical component for test and evaluation (T&E) environments in aircraft, space, 
and energy systems, have a wide range of parameters, attributes, data sources and dynamics. 
T&E systems at different locations need to transfer and share telemetry data among each other.  
In the traditional approach, each of these systems applies its unique display setup; each data 
display system itself being quite complex.  To compound this situation, there are numerous data 
display vendors, each requiring its own data display specification. The time required to set up 
and check these data displays is significant. Currently, the only way to transfer data displays 
between display applications is to manually recreate the displays. Also, a change in one of the 
displays requires manual changes in the other related displays. Thus, the absence of a data 
display neutral format and automated translators can cause delays in test programs.  
 
Even if the display setup process were to use a set of automated translators, the absence of a 
neutral format would require a total of n(n-1) translators to be built, where n is the number of 
data display systems applications.  On the other hand, the use of a neutral format would require 
two unidirectional translators between the neutral format and each vendor specific format, or 2n 
translators.  In addition, a change in one of the vendor formats would require recoding of only 
the translators between that format and the neutral format.  To address this problem, we have 
developed an eXtensible Markup Language (XML)-based neutral format called Data Display 
Markup Language (DDML) [1] to be the inter-lingua for data displays.  DDML is to data display 
models what the TeleMetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) [1] is to telemetry data [3].  
DDML has been developed to be generic enough to encompass various vendor-specific data 
display formats and at the same time be unified (not a loose grouping of XML-ized vendor 
formats).     
 
Since our first paper on DDML 1.0 in 2003 [1], the language has undergone significant 
improvement and transformation.  This paper presents an overview of the updated DDML, 
version 3.0.  DDML 1.0 was presented at the 2003 ITEA Test Instrumentation Workshop.  
Version 3.0, which represents a more mature language, has been validated for completeness and 
robustness by the development of translators between DDML and numerous vendor formats.  
The DDML schema was presented to the Range Commander’s Council (RCC) Data Multiplex 
Group for consideration for inclusion in the IRIG 106 standard.  DDML 3.0 was also presented 
at the 2006 ITEA Test Instrumentation Workshop [7].  The intent of this expanded paper is to 
solicit specific input from the community on this potential RCC standard. 

 
 

DDML REVIEW 
 

As explained in [1], the DDML encompasses various vendor-specific data display formats and at 
the same time is unified (not a loose grouping of XML-ized vendor formats). In addition, it 
supports reusable concepts such as data variables and data sources within the same display 
model; is robust (e.g., use of cross references); and supports future objects without warranting a 
change of the core DDML format. The DDML is defined in terms of four layers: graphics 
components, dynamics, variables, and data sources; and closely parallels a typical software 
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layered architecture composed of graphics resources, visualization and user interfaces, 
information management and persistence, respectively. 
 
In DDML, the graphics resources layer includes the visual components of a data display system 
such as sliders, plots, and strip charts as well as low-level graphic elements such as lines, 
rectangles, etc. Basic graphical shapes are modeled using W3C’s recommended specification for 
a 2-dimensional (2-D) vector called Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [4].  
 
The dynamics layer handles the behavior of an object. It manages the rules and the variable 
instances attached to an object. The data variables layer forms the links between the objects and 
the data sources. Data variables can be atomic or derived. Finally, the data sources layer handles 
various data sources such as text files, Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), network ports, and 
ports on data acquisition (DAQ) cards.  
 
Because of the differences in vendor implementations, DDML was designed to be generic 
enough to handle different data display architectures. At the same time, it is not a standard that 
loosely connects disparate islands of architectural frameworks under the cover of XML. In order 
to design DDML, a data dictionary was first developed in order to list all possible elements of 
various types of data display systems as well as relations between these elements. From this, 
logical concepts and relationships were extracted and were syntactically represented using XML. 
In addition, specific constructs were provided in DDML to allow the encoding of vendor-specific 
data in a generic way. For example, if a data display format uses specific characteristics of its 
graphical resources or dynamics, these can be easily represented using generic “param” XML 
tags of DDML that allow custom data to be specified in DDML without changing the DDML 
schema. 
 
The ability to support user-defined object types and parameters is crucial to DDML specification. 
An example of a user-defined object type is: 

 
<object id=“MyMeter”>< type=“Mike’s custom meter”>…</object> , 

 
and an example of a user-defined parameter for an object is: 

 
<param name=“Jon’s custom attribute” value=“some value” type=“string”>. 

 
 

DDML MODIFICATIONS 
 

Since the development of DDML 1.0, a number of translators [5] have been developed to 
validate the language and demonstrate its usefulness as an inter-lingua.  Insight gained from the 
development and use of these translators along with feedback from the T&E community received 
at RCC meetings and various conferences has led us to make a number of improvements to the 
language.  We have separated common information from user-defined custom information, 
incorporated MathML to specify derived variables, and improved the logic of rules. 
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One of the most dramatic changes to DDML was the separation of custom user-defined 
information from the information common to data display systems in general.  With this 
separation in mind, we split display objects into “first class” objects and generic objects.  
Similarly, the parameters associated with each object were divided into first class parameters and 
generic parameters. 
 
In the original version of DDML, all display objects were represented by an <object> element.  
A <param> element called ‘type’ specified what type of element it was.  In the new version of 
DDML, the <object> element is reserved for generic objects, such as those that must be specified 
in SVG or that are very specific to one vendor’s system.  A new set of elements was added to the 
schema to represent the first class objects.  These are high-level display objects that are common 
to most display systems and whose name implies much about the functionality of the object.  
Examples of these new elements include <barchart>, <stripchart>, <textual>, and <slider>. 
 
Originally, each display object could have a collection of <param> elements to specify the 
various parameters (e.g. colors, orientation, position, etc.) of that object.  Both common and 
vendor-specific parameters were represented in this way.  In the new version of DDML, the 
<param> element is only used to specify custom, vendor-specific parameters.  For each first 
class display object, we created a set of common parameters that would describe the general 
appearance and function of the object.  (These were initially added to the schema as XML 
attributes associated with the first class element.  Later, on the RCC’s recommendation, we 
converted these attributes to new elements.)  For example, the stripchart display object can have 
<scrollDirection> and <backgroundColor> parameters. 
 
This separation of common information from custom information provides a general guideline of 
what a generic display system may specify, without compromising the flexibility provided by 
DDML’s generic objects and parameters.  Figure 1 illustrates this change by showing how an 
example bar chart object would be represented in both DDML 1.0 and 3.0. 
 

 
Figure 1  Example Bar Chart Object Represented in DDML 1.0 and 3.0 
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A second change made to DDML was the use of MathML [6] to specify mathematical functions 
for derived variables.  Previously, we had defined our own <expr> element to define derived 
variables as simple mathematical expressions.  By replacing the <expr> element with a MathML 
<apply> element, we made use of an existing standard to enable the representation of more 
complex mathematical expressions without having to “reinvent the wheel” with our own 
solution.  Figure 2 illustrates this change. 
 

 
Figure 2  Representation of the Formula 3x^2 - SIN(y) in DDML 1.0 and 3.0 

 
Finally, we have refined the <rule> element to allow for more complex rules.  With the 
modifications, DDML now supports more comparison operators, such as less-than-or-equal and 
greater-than-or-equal.  It also supports the AND and OR logical operators along with an ELSE 
element to allow the specification of rules of any length.  A comparison of the representations of 
a rule in DDML 1.0 and 2.0 is shown in figure 3. 
 
 

DDML VALIDATION 
 

We have validated the DDML language by developing and testing prototype tools to support it, 
and inserting some of these DDML technologies at Naval Air Weapons Station (NAWS), Point 
Mugu, California to support their current efforts in the Common Display System (CDS) project.  
The prototype tools we have developed consist of a set of internal and external translators [5] 
between various vendor formats and DDML 2.0, as well as a Model Repository tool to provide a 
single interface for viewing, managing, and translating displays in their various formats.  The 
vendor formats we have developed and tested translators for include GE Fanuc’s DataViews, 
NAVAIR’s RangeView and GRIDS, Sherrill-Lubinski’s Graphical Modeling System (GMS), 
and Symvionics’ Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS).   
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Figure 3  Representation of a Rule in DDML 1.0 and 3.0 

 
The CDS project is a cross-range effort to develop a common tool data display tool for use by all 
ranges.  The resulting tool will be an extension of the RangeView tool currently in use at 
NavAir, China Lake.  As a participant in the CDS effort, NAWS, Point Mugu is required to 
move from their older data display system, GRIDS, to the current version of RangeView.  We 
have aided them in this effort by providing them with translators between DDML and 
RangeView, and between DDML and GRIDS.  Using these translators, they have translated their 
entire archive of data displays from 1998 to present from the GRIDS format to DDML.  This 
required translating more than 5,000 display files.  Additionally, they have translated 8 to 10 of 
these displays to RangeView and hand-verified that they appear correctly.  With the help of 
DDML technology, they are now beginning to test by running operations in RangeView and 
GRIDS concurrently. 

 
 

DDML STANDARDIZATION 
 
We presented version 3.0 of DDML to the Telemetry Group of the Range Commanders Council 
on March 8, 2006.  As a result of this meeting, the RCC decided to seek comments and feedback 
from the range community regarding DDML in the next one to two meetings.  Based on the 
feedback, the RCC will consider making DDML part of the IRIG 106 standard, possibly as a 
new chapter.  Through these meetings and the publication of conference papers, we hope to 
solicit input on any necessary modifications to DDML before it becomes a standard.  KBSI also 
maintains a website (http://www.kbsi.com/DDML/DDML.htm) to maintain information on 
DDML.   
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
The DDML language provides a vendor-independent method of specifying data displays.  As an 
inter-lingua for data displays, DDML can be used to enable interoperability among various T&E 
facilities.  The language has undergone considerable maturation and validation since its initial 
development.  As the RCC considers adopting it as a language, we seek feedback and 
recommendations from the T&E community for further improvement. 
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ABSTRACT 
CTEIP has launched the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project to foster 
advances in networking and telemetry technology to meet emerging needs of major test programs.  
This paper describes an approach for providing a unified means of describing telemetry systems.  It 
will describe the motivation and framework for a metadata standard for specifying the components 
of an instrumented test article, its data and the flow of data through a telemetry system.  The paper 
will also describe how this metadata standard can provide the means for describing different 
transmission formats for a common test article.  The result of the task described by this paper will 
lead to a standard or set of standards that will optimize the use of commercial technology and tools. 

KEY WORDS 

Metamodel, Metadata, Telemetry, XML, Instrumentation 

INTRODUCTION 
The Major Range and Test Facility Bases (MRTFB) have relied on the use of point-to-point 
communication technologies for the transmission of telemetry.  Because of restrictions on available 
spectrum, the use of other technologies has to be considered.  The iNET program is researching the 
use of wireless network technologies for the transmission of telemetry to and from test articles.  An 
analysis of the community’s requirements for deploying a network system leads to the conclusion 
that the management and configuration of telemetry systems lack the ability to adapt to current and 
future technologies. 

The approach being taken to remedy this shortfall is to create a logical model of telemetry systems 
that captures the characteristics of measurement data and its relationship to other elements of the 
system.  Using Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) methodologies, the basic concepts 
that are inherent in telemetry systems would be modeled and specific technologies would then be 
modeled as instances or sub-concepts of these higher-level concepts.  The relationships between 
the concepts in the meta-model would serve as a reference to ensure compatibility and 
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interoperability for the models created from it.  This meta-model would allow the measurement 
data flowing through a system to be represented in such a way that it is decoupled from specific 
data formats.  Instrumentation engineers could describe a telemetry system on a test article with a 
strict separation between the semantics of the data and the transport formats for specific bus and 
transmission technologies.  Current systems force the user to look at the system from a box 
outward perspective.  The goal here is from the user perspective looking into the system.  This 
approach and techniques will facilitate reuse and support the migration or evolution of system data 
element descriptions to other technologies. 

We propose a metadata standard that implements such a model using XML Schema.  There are 
other advantages to such a metadata standard than those already stated.  Vendors could describe 
their hardware characteristics in a common language.  It would promote the development of 
common software infrastructure for configuring test articles and ground systems.  It would allow 
for the development of applications for translating metadata into proprietary configuration formats.  
It also would provide a common format for populating databases of telemetry data for a given test 
article or program. 

THE PROBLEM 

No unified standard exists to describe the telemetry system its data and the constraints placed on 
the data.  This lack of a standard has resulted in numerous redundant manual entry points and 
limited interoperability among products.  Typically, to utilize the data acquisition hardware it 
forces the user to look at the system/data acquisition unit from the viewpoint of the hardware rather 
than from the data being acquired.  This forces the user to understand the details of the hardware to 
be configured rather than focusing on what data needs to be acquired.  In addition, there is no 
standard process or model that facilitates the interoperability and interpretability of information 
that is shared across test platforms and products.  The lack of data models for analog and digital 
data sources hinders the ability to facilitate the transfer of information including the constraints on 
data.  Today, information is translated manually for each item in the process. 
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Figure 1: System Description Flow (1553 example) 

Figure 1 illustrates a general example of the metadata required for a 1553 data system and 
processing.  From the instrumentation engineer’s perspective, the information originates in 
hardcopy or electronic form.  The engineer disseminates that information to different systems for 
setup and checkout.  The information is translated into specific elements and attributes to allow 
those systems to perform the desired function.  Those systems in turn generate information to feed 
other systems.  Throughout this process, there can be many manual entry points, with many of 
them involving the reentry of the same information and was available electronically.  Therefore, 
the process can be redundant and can even be compounded if one has to add more parameters.  In 
addition, with many manual entry points the probability for human error is greatly increased. 
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Figure 2: Multiple Application Support (Single Configuration example) 

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a single configuration item utilized by multiple test sites with 
different setup applications.  Each user of the configuration item must develop an interface that 
allows setup of the configuration item.  This typically requires paying someone to write code and 
paying someone to validate it.  This will be required for every change to the configuration item.  
The desire is to establish a common language that would facilitate the interoperability between 
multiple applications.  In other words, once the interface definition is described all applications can 
utilize that information regardless of vendor application. 

A STANDARDIZED PROCESS 
The anticipated standard will take the form of an XML Schema document.  XML technology 
provides some basic advantages; XML documents are easy to validate, transformable and net 
centric.  Using XML Schema validation, metadata documents can be checked for conformance to 
the standard.  The Extensible Stylesheet Language Translation (XSLT) technology allows for the 
transformation of XML into other formats (including XML that conforms to other schema).  
Additionally, XML has become the standard for data exchange and metadata in net centric 
environments. 

The goal is to create a unified means of describing telemetry systems.  We define a “telemetry 
system” to include the set of sensors, data acquisition hardware, storage devices, communications 
hardware and data buses that make up a test article, as well as the data flowing through the system.  
The proposed XML schema would allow for the creation of XML documents that model telemetry 
systems.  More importantly, these documents would represent the configuration of a test article 
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using vendor-provided adaptor software, could be used to generate the load files for configuring 
vendor hardware on a test article.  Since these documents describe the “as tested” configuration of 
a test article, they would also facilitate the archival of test configurations. 
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Figure 3: Illustration of the use of a metadata standard for test configuration 

Figure 3 illustrates how such a metadata standard might be used.  Bus catalogs would be published 
as conformant XML documents and these documents would be stored in an XML database.  The 
bus catalog data would be read in by configuration applications.  These applications would allow 
an instrumentation engineer to generate XML that describes the measurements, data sources, data 
sinks and transmission formats for a given test article.  Vendor-provided adaptor applications 
would then convert the XML into proprietary load file formats for configuring the hardware.  A 
similar workflow could be used for configuring ground systems. 

EXISTING STANDARDS 
There are existing metadata standards for describing telemetry information which will be leveraged 
to facilitate on going efforts.  The TMATS standard was implemented as an XML Schema by 
Spiral Technologies.  This is a straight translation of the existing IRIG Chapter 9 TMATS standard 
to XML Schema language.  Since we are attempting to model a complete system, this schema 
would only be useful where we need to model PCM systems. 
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The international space community has developed an XML schema for describing space telemetry 
and command data.  This standard, XTCE, is an adopted Object Management Group (OMG) 
specification.  XTCE, while targeted at space systems, provides a reasonable basis for designing a 
standard for modeling the measurement data on an instrumented test article.  It allows for the 
modeling of package and message structures.  However, XTCE lacks the conceptual framework 
for modeling the instrumentation, transmission, and bus technologies on a test article.  These are 
concepts that are basic requirements for any meta-model of range telemetry systems so XTCE, by 
itself, is not sufficient. 

ACRA Controls developed the XidML standard.  It borrows from XTCE some of the ideas for 
modeling measurement data.  It also provides a framework for modeling test instrumentation, 
transmission, and bus technologies.  It is an evolving, open standard and it is tied directly to the 
range test instrumentation community.  It provides strong base on which to build a standard. 

Other standards that will aid on going efforts are the various IRIG standards (Chapter 4, Chapter 8 
and Chapter 10) and the IEEE 1454.2 TEDS standard for “smart” transducers. 

PROPOSED MODEL 

Below is a proposed a model that focuses on the flow of data through a telemetry system.  A high 
level UML class diagram for the model is shown in Figure 4.  The concepts in the model are 
highlighted below in italics.  It is very likely this model will evolve even before being presented.  
Therefore, the proposed model is a snap shot in time based on the time of publication of this paper. 

Measurements are the lowest level concepts in the model and have basic attributes like units, 
range, etc.  Measurements are sampled from data sources and associated with a data sink to create 
a sampled measurement.  The format of the data sent from a source to a sink is defined by 
packages that will capture the structure of PCM frames, IP packets or any other standard format.  
A Data link is an association between a data source and a data sink.  Data Links are collected 
together in a DAU (data acquisition unit). 

Conceptually, our model is similar to XidML.  There are a few important differences and 
additions, however.  One difference is that flow of data in the system is modeled explicitly at a 
high level by the use of the DAU, data link, data source, and data sink concepts.  Also, abstracting 
the measurement concept from data source and data sink allows for the same measurement to be 
sampled from a data source at different rates or to be packaged in different transmission formats 
and sent to different data sinks.  Our model will handle configuration exceptions for sampled 
measurements by allowing for a record of requested measurement attributes to be maintained along 
with the as configured attributes.  This will make it possible to record the sample rate requested by 
the instrumentation engineer along with the sample rate actually used by a data acquisition device. 

The high level conceptual framework described here provides a basis for a meta-model that would 
meet the basic requirements for a standard.  It models the measurement data independent of the 
transport mechanism; it is sufficiently high level enough where it is not tied to any specific 
transmission or bus technologies; it is vendor neutral; and it can be implemented in XML as an 
XML schema. 
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Figure 4:  Top level class diagram of proposed model 

BENEFITS 

The benefits of a telemetry metadata standard are many.  It addresses many of the problems that 
currently exist in the workflow required for configuring a test article: redundant manual entry, a 
high potential for errors and the existence of numerous proprietary load file formats.  A metadata 
standard would give vendors and instrumentation engineers a single “language” for describing 
telemetry systems.  XML technologies make the processing of the metadata much easier because 
of the standard application programming interfaces (APIs) that exists for reading XML.  Document 
validation is built into the XML Schema standard so configuration documents are easily checked 
for syntactic and semantic errors.  XML is easily transformable using XSLT or available XML 
APIs so configuration documents can be transformed into vendor specific formats.  Lastly, 
commercial relational database management systems (RDBMS) can store XML and native XML 
database systems are available as well.  This facilitates the archival of test configurations and well 
as the management of configurations for ongoing test projects. 

CONCLUSION 
This paper described the framework of a metadata standard for range telemetry systems.  It is 
based on existing standards from both the space and range telemetry communities and is 
intended to serve as a common description of telemetry systems on test articles.  Such a standard 
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is an essential part of the evolution of test articles and facilitates the integration of new, net 
centric communication environments into the test range environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
As data acquisition systems evolve and begin utilizing new avenues of acquisition such as Ethernet, 
an entirely new range of flight test capabilities become available.  These new capabilities, defined by 
acquisition, monitoring, and varying of test measurements, enhance previous operation as they can 
now be realized during flight.  Achieving such high levels of integration between ground station and 
test vehicle involves complex network protocols.  Implementing such systems from scratch would be 
a time consuming and costly proposition.  Fortunately, employing Internet protocols (TCP/IP) over 
Ethernet provides a cornucopia of readily available technology.  Using state-of-the-art integration 
techniques, modern data acquisition systems can leverage years of proven technology offered by the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).   
 
This paper discusses an implementation of dynamic data acquisition measurements for use in 
network data acquisition systems.  The methodology used to determine whether or not a 
measurement can and should be variable during a flight test is examined in detail along with a 
discussion of the advantages of dynamically varying flight test measurements.  Finally, an 
implementation is presented which successfully integrates Internet protocols with modern flight test 
equipment using the techniques described above for dynamic data acquisition measurements. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The process of configuring data acquisition systems for flight test has historically been a static 
process.  A flight test engineer typically creates a detailed data acquisition configuration using the 
instrumentation vendor’s system configuration.  This configuration is converted into a set of 
instructions that is programmed into the acquisition hardware prior to flight.  Once the system has 
been programmed it remains in a fixed state, with all specified measurements persistent until the 
hardware is reprogrammed on the ground after the flight test has concluded. 
 
As data acquisition systems evolve and begin utilizing new avenues of acquisition such as Ethernet, 
an entirely new range of flight test capabilities become available.  These new capabilities, defined by 
acquisition, monitoring, and varying of test measurements, enhance previous operation as they can 
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now be realized during flight.  Newer web technologies such as DHTML, XSLT, and AJAX can 
enable network acquisition systems to respond dynamically to requests from instrumentation 
engineers during flight.  Using this increased flexibility, new types of flight tests can be conducted 
and the entire process of flight test can be accelerated and performed in a more cost effective 
manner. 
 
This paper discusses an implementation of dynamic data acquisition measurements for use in 
network data acquisition systems.  The methodology used to determine whether or not a 
measurement can and should be variable during a flight test is examined in detail along with a 
discussion of the advantages of dynamically varying flight test measurements.  Finally, an 
implementation is presented which successfully integrates Internet protocols with modern flight test 
equipment using the techniques described above for dynamic data acquisition measurements. 
 
 

NETWORK-BASED DATA ACQUISITION UNIT ARCHITECTURE 
 

A Network Data Acquisition Unit (nDAU) is a system that conditions and acquires multiple input 
sensor channels with similar or dissimilar data types.  The nDAU combines these input channels into 
data packets for transmission over the network fabric. The network interface also provides the unit 
with a gateway for setup and configuration, SNMP status and control, and time synchronization 
using the IEEE-1588 time standard.  The unit acquires data from accelerometers, strain gages, 
various temperature sensors, pressure sensors, synchro/resolver sensors, LVDT, discrete signals, 
video, and many different types of avionics buses.  Acquired IEEE-1588 time is distributed within 
the acquisition unit for time tagging sensor data and avionics bus data. Time can also be used to 
trigger time dependent events, such as simultaneous sampling, within the acquisition unit or across 
multiple acquisition units in the network. 

Figure 1.  Network Data Acquisition Unit 
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DYNAMIC ACQUISITION MEASUREMENTS 
 
In traditional data acquisition systems, the configuration of the flight test instrumentation remains 
static over the course of a given flight test.  Programming acquisition systems is typically done over 
a wired connection between a port on the master controller of the acquisition system and a PC that is 
running the instrumentation vendor’s configuration software.  Prior to programming the system, the 
test configuration must be created and compiled into loader files, which often consist of low-level 
hexadecimal instructions.  After the instrumentation situation has been programmed, the 
programming cable is removed and the system is ready for data acquisition. 
 
If a change to the configuration is required, the configuration must be modified and recompiled, the 
cable must be reconnected, and the system must be reprogrammed manually.  As a result, it has 
historically been impossible to modify an acquisition system’s configuration during an actual flight 
test.  However, with the advent of network based acquisition systems, it becomes possible to vary 
measurements dynamically in flight. 
 
 

BENEFITS 
 
The ability to dynamically vary measurements in flight provides many benefits.  The use of dynamic 
measurements can significantly reduce the cost of flight testing new aircraft.  Consider the scenario 
where engineers in a control room who are telemetering data from a flight test via RF discover that 
an acquisition measurement, such as a gain, is programmed incorrectly.  Instead of having to land 
the aircraft, reprogram its acquisition hardware, and take off again, the changes can quickly be made 
in flight.   
 
Gain values and other similar settings can be corrected and updated in response to flight conditions 
without interrupting the test.  For example, if a measured signal has unexpected amplitude, the 
corresponding analog conditioning module’s gain can be adjusted so that the acquisition system 
properly captures the measurement.  New tests can also be derived during a flight test based upon 
data that is acquired during previous parts of the test.  The data acquisition hardware can be 
reprogrammed accordingly and the modified test can continue.  This increased flexibility allows the 
data acquisition system to quickly adapt and respond to the changing needs of the flight test.  This 
makes the entire data acquisition process more flexible and can greatly reduce the cost and time 
needed to flight test an aircraft. 
 
Many acquisition modules have settings that apply to all data channels.  As a result, multiple 
instances of such modules must be installed in the acquisition system if a flight test requires different 
values of this setting during a flight.  Using dynamic measurements, only a single module is needed 
during a test since the value of such global settings (i.e. settings that affect all data channels) can be 
varied during flight.  The usage of dynamic measurements in the abovementioned scenario actually 
eliminates the need for additional acquisition hardware. 
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DYNAMIC PARMAETER SELECTION CRITERIA 
 
An analysis of the different types of programmable settings must be performed since not all data 
acquisition measurements can be varied dynamically.  Some measurements must remain persistent 
while other measurements provide no additional capabilities when varied dynamic.  Only certain 
measurements can and should be varied dynamically.   
 
The simplest examples of parameters that must remain static are those that establish the core 
structure of the sampling format, including the sampling resolution, and the frame structure. Other 
such parameters that affect the core structure of the data acquisition system must likewise remain 
persistent and cannot be configured dynamically.  In addition, some settings such as input source are 
fixed because they are determined by the physical wiring of the acquisition system. 
 
As previously mentioned, changing flight conditions sometimes warrant a change to the acquisition 
system.  One such example is the position of the time stamp on the output video, which is a 
dynamically variable measurement.  An engineer may want to vary the position of the time stamp 
differently during different tests so as not to obscure the salient regions of the video for that 
particular test.   
 
Another key usage of dynamic measurements is to change the mode of the acquisition system or the 
mode of a particular acquisition module.  Great care must be taken when using dynamic 
measurements since the ramifications of changing mode are significant.  For example, a synchro / 
resolver acquisition module measurement cannot be changed dynamically since there are too many 
interdependencies.  Once the mode is switched, the entire character of the acquisition module is 
changed.  The user must carefully consider these implications and such analysis often requires the 
graphical user interface of the instrumentation vendor’s system configuration software.  However, 
calibration is one such mode switch that can safely be made in flight and is fully supported using this 
dynamic measurement mechanism.  Sensors can also be dynamically calibrated by varying strain 
gauge offset and trim count values in flight. 

 
 

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES 
 
The bond between ground station and test vehicle may be described quite naturally as a client-server 
relationship.  Broadly described as the web, global networks rely on the most widely accepted client-
server protocol on earth, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).  It is easy to see how HTTP 
quickly provides the reliable communications mandated by flight test.  But HTTP merely facilitates 
the request/response paradigm for data exchange.  To be useful, both parties must agree on the 
format of the data itself.  Typical exchanges on the web between an HTTP client (commonly known 
as a browser) and a server involve documents formatted with the Hyper Text Markup Language 
(HTML).  HTML is used exclusively for the exchange of static data.  Unfortunately, HTML is not 
well suited for the dynamic environment of flight test.  Fortunately, the Internet community has 
already risen to the challenges of dynamic data.  New data formats such as Dynamic HTML 
(DHTML), eXtensible Markup Language (XML), XML Schema Language (XSL), and XSL 
Transformations (XSLT) provide exactly the type of flexibility demanded by dynamic environments.  
Building upon these formats, modern browsers now employ advanced techniques for data exchange 
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such as Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax).  A combination of new Internet technologies can 
be employed to dramatically influence the future of flight test. 

 
 

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY IN THE NETWORK DATA AQUISITION UNIT 
 
Traditional data acquisition systems require configuration prior to flight test.  The nDAU is no 
different.  However, it is distinguished by its comprehensive support for standard IP protocols.  This 
includes, but is not limited to SNMP, FTP and HTTP.  Combined with support for the enabling 
technologies described above, these protocols empower network DAUs with dynamic configuration 
capability. 
 
As depicted in Figure 2, the nDAU is provisioned over an Ethernet interface by XML documents.  
The process, called static provisioning, supplies the nDAU with all information required for a 
complete configuration.  Dynamic measurements are considered a subset of the static configuration 
and are included in the XML file. 
 

Figure 2.  Static Provisioning Process 
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The XML file itself is created by a separate process.  Typically, the file creation process involves a 
PC running the instrumentation vendor’s system configuration software.  This software provides all 
the functionality required to create appropriate XML files including data entry and compilation for 
both measurements and I/O formats.  The resulting XML files contain human readable settings, as 
well as compiled machine readable settings and formats.  
 
The XML-based static configuration technique leads quite naturally to the dynamic configuration 
process.  In the static provisioning phase, the nDAU acts as a client to both SNMP and FTP servers.  
In the dynamic phase, its role is temporarily reversed and the nDAU acts as the server to web 
browser clients.  The nDAUs run a specialized HTTP service to deliver files upon request.  The 
HTTP service combines a server-side XML parser and XSLT processor to create dynamic web 
pages.  Each page conforms to a common user interface, complete with a form for modifying 
dynamic measurements along with submission and navigation buttons.  The nDAU always stores a 
copy of its current configuration in a local XML file.  As depicted in Figure 3, when the link to an 
I/O module with dynamic measurements is accessed through a web browser, an HTTP GET request 
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is generated and sent to the nDAU.  In response, the nDAU combines its XML file with XSLT 
stylesheets to deliver the appropriate data entry form. 
 

Figure 3.  Dynamic Form Creation Process 
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As shown in Figure 4, the resulting dynamic web page contains a mixture of external JavaScript, 
XML and XHTML.  Using the DOM, the form is customized locally through JavaScript to reflect 
and enforce the boundaries of any given measurement.  Through the use of JavaScript and CSS, the 
form may include dynamic user interface controls such as sliding bars and content sensitive fields.  
As the user modifies the form, JavaScript may update it in response to the current dataset.  In this 
way, the form interacts more like a desktop application than a traditional static web page.   

 
Figure 4.  Interactive Data Entry Form 
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To accept modifications, the submit button is used.  When clicked, JavaScript validates the form and 
confirms any changes with the user.  Once confirmed, JavaScript uses the DOM to modify the XML, 
updating the dynamic measurement settings.  The resulting XML file conforms to the same rules 
applied to the original static configuration file.  With the updated XML, the web browser sends an 
HTTP POST message to the nDAU.  The nDAU role flips again, back to client, and the XML file is 
processed as if it were a static configuration file.  Figure 5 depicts the submission of a modified 
dynamic measurement form. 
 

Figure 5.  Submission Process 
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The diagrams used in this example depict a small portion of the power provided by this emerging 
technology.  Many I/O modules in this system support dynamic measurements.  Figure 6 shows a 
subset of those modules and the dynamic measurements supported. 
 

Figure 6. Sample Dynamic Measurements  and Modules 
 

MSCD-104D-2 
Measurement Name Range or variable Scope 
Excitation 0, +5 VDC, +10 VDC Per Module 
Primary Gain 1, 10, 100, 1000 Per Channel 
Secondary Gain 1 to 10 in 3000 steps Per Channel 
Offset ±50% Per Channel 
Trim Counts ±4096 Per Channel 
Input Range 10, 20 VDC Per Channel 
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MTCD-208V-1 
Measurement Name Range or variable Scope 
CJC Sensor Offset -7.82 to 7.76 in 256 steps Per Module 
Scale Full, Half, Quarter Per Channel 
Open Test Enable, Disable Per Channel 
Lower Limit IAW T/C tables Per Channel 
Upper Limit IAW T/C tables Per Channel 

 
MLRV-102E-2 
Measurement Name Range or variable Scope 
Excitation Frequency Disabled, 400 Hz to 10000 Hz Per Module 
Excitation Amplitude 2.00 to 6.00 Vrms in 2174 steps Per Channel 
Reference Voltage 1.00 to 10.00 V in 1844 steps Per Channel 
L/RVDT Max Voltage 1.00 to 10.00 V in 3686 steps Per Channel 

 
MPSS-101-1 
Measurement Name Range or variable Scope 
Primary Gain 1, 2, 4, 8 Per Module 
Sample Averaging 1, 2, 4 Sample(s) Per Module 
Range Select Full Scale, Half Scale, Quarter Scale Per Channel 
Offset Not Applicable For Full Scale,  

±50% For Half Scale,  
±153.6% For Quarter Scale 

Per Channel 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Data acquisition systems are advancing at a rapid pace by melding emerging web technologies with 
traditional acquisition techniques.  Systems that have traditionally been statically configurable are 
becoming dynamic.  Ethernet is being used for data acquisition and networks of acquisition units are 
replacing conventional systems.  The network acquisition system and the corresponding dynamic 
measurement mechanism presented in this paper provide great flexibility to engineers.  By extending 
this system, engineers can realize the goal of having a truly dynamic and fully configurable system 
to meet all of their data acquisition needs. 
  
 

GLOSSARY 
 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) 
XML is a W3C recommended general-purpose markup language capable of describing many 
different kinds of data.  It is a simplified form of the Standardized General Markup Language 
(SGML).  In other words, XML is a document format.  It can be used to carry content for web pages, 
books, articles, manuals, etc.  All types of electronic files containing human readable content can be 
shared through the use of XML. In its more advanced applications, XML can be used to describe 
more specialized markup languages.  Derivative languages such as, XHTML, XML Schema, XSL, 
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and MathML are all based on XML.  The flexible nature of XML has led it to become an extremely 
popular document format.  XML parsers are readily available on most computing platforms. 
 
eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) 
The eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) is a family of W3C languages allowing one to describe 
how XML files may be (re)formatted or transformed.  XSL Transformations (XSLT) are the member 
of this family that translates XML files from one format to another.  The input to an XSLT processor 
is always an XML file and XSLT stylesheet.  The output can be any text file and does not 
necessarily have to be XML-based.  Many modern day Internet browsers have built-in XSLT 
processors.  Both client (web browser) and server sides (web server) can take advantage of XSLT 
processing.  Any XML file that references an XSLT stylesheet can be automatically transformed into 
an HTML document for display. 
 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
Though not required for the presentation of XML data, Cascading Style Sheets provide the means to 
display the data with formatting.  CSS is specified by the W3C.  However, it is not an XML format.  
CSS based stylesheets are far simpler than XSLT stylesheets, but can have a powerful impact.  These 
stylesheets define rules for data elements, each containing a set of display properties.  As data 
elements are processed by a web browser, the appropriate display properties are applied.  The 
resulting web pages have a far richer appearance than those containing traditional HTML. 
 
Dynamic HTML (DHTML) 
DHTML is not a recommendation or standard by itself, but rather a term that implies the use of 
multiple technologies to create interactive web sites.  Creating web pages dynamically is made 
possible by the use of XML and XSLT.  Making those pages interactive is enabled by technologies 
such as JavaScript and the Document Object Model (DOM). 
 
Document Object Model (DOM) 
The Document Object Model is a set of W3C recommendations.  Together, they define a platform 
and language neutral programming interface that facilitates dynamic access and updates to the 
content, structure, and style of documents.  Documents can be processed and results incorporated 
back into the presented page.  The DOM view of a document is that of a tree of nodes.  This view 
leads to a natural representation of XML documents.  Most modern day browsers provide Javascript 
bindings to XML file content through the use of the DOM. 
 
JavaScript 
JavaScript™ is a standardized scripting programming language supported by most modern day web 
browsers.  Despite the name, the language syntax is more similar to the C programming language 
than Java.  JavaScript is often used within web pages to provide a richer user interface than that 
provided by static HTML.  These applications generally take advantage of the DOM to manipulate 
web page content and internal browser objects.  
 
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) 
Ajax is the term put forth in an article by Jesse James Garrett for a technique that employs multiple 
technologies to develop interactive web applications.  The technique has sparked many popular web 
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sites such as Google Maps.  Ajax incorporates XML, XSLT files, and the DOM using JavaScript to 
bind all of this technology together. 
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ABSTRACT   
 
DataProbeCLASSIC is the new PC-based version of the classic tool for telemetry data analysis 
and visualization.  
 
DataProbe was the brainchild of the Unites States Navy and its contractors.  At a time when 
computer terminals were expensive and graphical visualization of data was cutting edge, this 
software product was specifically designed to process time-series data in an efficient manner. 
 
The primary strength of DataProbe is the capability to read specific data items for specific time 
slices from very large data files rather than reading the entire data file into memory.  The 
efficiency and versatility of the product was quickly noted, and it gained widespread use within 
the testing community. 
 
This paper presents a brief history of the legacy product and discusses the features and strengths 
of new implementation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

DataProbe was the preferred tool for data analysis and visualization for many Navy, Air Force, 
and Department of Defense (DoD) test programs.  It was the brainchild of John Means of the 
Naval Underwater Warfare Center (NUWC) in Newport, Rhode Island.  His vision for an 
efficient data-analysis tool was realized, and the documented savings by Navy programs 
amounted to tens of millions of dollars. 
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NUWC and the Avionics Test and Analysis Corporation (ATAC) worked together to resurrect 
the product and re-introduce it to the testing community.  The new DataProbeCLASSIC 
implements the most useful features of the legacy product and allows users to leverage existing 
script files which represent a considerable expense and an irreplaceable cache of corporate 
knowledge. 
 
DataProbeCLASSIC highlights: 

 
• User-configurable data dictionary 
• Read-access to arbitrary data sources 
• Specifically designed to handle large sets of time-series data 
• Command-line interface for ad-hoc analysis 
• Extensive facilities for visualizing data with plots and tabulations 
• Built-in high-level programming language for creating detailed analysis procedures 
• Batch and interactive analysis programs can be created 
• Standard mathematical and arithmetic operators 
• Wide array of time-series operators and built-in functions 
• Many built-in utilities for dealing with data sources and dictionaries. 

 
This paper will discuss many of these features. 
 
 

HISTORY 
 

DataProbe was developed for NUWC by Bolt, Beranek, and Newman (BBN) Systems and 
Technologies.  The product was widely used by the Navy in torpedo test programs.  The Navy 
enjoyed considerable cost savings during numerous test programs due to the speed and efficient 
data-handling inherent in the design of DataProbe. 
 
BBN maintained separate Navy and commercial versions of DataProbe for a time but eventually 
merged the products into a single version.  Later still, the DataProbe operation was spun-off into 
a separate company.  The product was ported to the PC, but this version never achieved the 
robustness and reliability of the previous Virtual Memory System (VMS) and Unix versions.  
Support for the PC version continued for several years, but the other environments were 
abandoned.  For various reasons the product became too expensive to maintain, and support for 
DataProbe ceased entirely. 
 
The Navy contracted with ATAC to resurrect the product and create a PC version based on the 
source code the Navy obtained via the escrow clause in the license agreement.  ATAC created a 
project in Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 that allowed the old code to be recompiled.  This task was 
particularly challenging since the source code was written in C and Rational FORTRAN 
(RATFOR) and made use of a UNIX-to-NT translation program.  ATAC produced several new 
releases of DataProbe, most recently version 3.5b released in 2002. 
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In 2003 the Navy decided to fund a project to rebuild DataProbe and create a modern, object-
oriented software product that would be easier to maintain and could be distributed to other 
government and DoD organizations. 
 
ATAC employed the latest Microsoft Visual Studio .NET environment and created the first alpha 
release in early 2004.  After a series of beta releases in 2005, the first new production version of 
DataProbeCLASSIC was released in early 2006. 
 
The current production version is intended to be a work-alike version with the same look-and-
feel, command-line interface, scripting language, and menu systems employed by the original 
product.  This allows users of legacy versions to leverage existing data dictionaries and script 
files created for earlier versions of DataProbe. 
 
 

TIME SERIES DATA 
 
A time series is a sequence of data points measured at successive times.  Telemetry data is 
typically expressed as a times series.  DataProbeCLASSIC was designed specifically to provide 
the data analyst with an efficient means for processing time-series data.  For example, Figure 1 
shows a time series containing range data created with DataProbeCLASSIC.  Note that each data 
value has an associated time. 
 
+ show sequence range 
 
range.value (1:700) [=(778.282, 631.770, 962.603, 1006.582,...)] 
range.time  (1:700) [=(00:00:01, 00:00:02, 00:00:03, 00:00:04,...)] 

Figure 1 Time Series Representation 
 

The user is able to plot, tabulate and perform calculations on time-series data simply by using the 
name of the sequence or variable in a command.  Figure 2 shows some example commands. 
 
+ define sequence range_error = true_range - range_estimate 
 
+ tabulate true_range, range_estimate, range_error 

Figure 2 Commands with Time-Series Data 
 
The fact that these commands use time-series data represented by two arrays of data is 
completely transparent to the user. 
 
 

DATA DICTIONARY 
 

The data dictionary contains the information about each data item (called a variable) that resides 
within a data file.  The dictionary contains information such as the location of a variable within a 
frame of data, the data type of the variable, and the engineering units of the variable.  There is no 
limit to the number of variables in a dictionary.  The data dictionary consists of three files that 
are created and maintained with a set of menu-driven DataProbeCLASSIC commands. 
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The dictionary file (DIC) contains basic information about the variable, such as the name, 
engineering units, maximum/minimum values, and print format. 
 
The format-descriptor table (FDT) describes the frames where data can be found, where the data 
are located within the frame, and how to unpack the data and convert it into engineering units. 
 
The code file (COD) contains information for coded variables.  A coded variable has integer 
values that can be translated into user defined text strings when displayed.  Coded variables are 
commonly used to represent flags or status indicators. 
 
An existing dictionary can be opened as either: 
 

• System dictionary. 
• User dictionary. 

 
System dictionaries are always opened in read-only mode.  The system dictionary is typically 
under the control of the data manager, contains all possible variables, and is uniform for all 
users.  User dictionaries can be created by each user.  They may contain a subset of the system 
dictionary, new variables, updated variables, or ad hoc variables for testing or other special 
cases.  If the same variable name appears in both dictionaries, the definition contained in the user 
dictionary always takes precedence.  The current implementation allows each user to have one 
system and one user dictionary open simultaneously. 
 
 

COMMANDS 
 
DataProbeCLASSIC uses a command-line interface along with a sophisticated command parser.  
The parser allows the user to enter command shortcuts, repeat commands, and quickly modify 
command qualifiers and parameters.  The parser checks user input for validity and gives 
meaningful error messages.  Context-sensitive and searchable help is available for all commands. 
 
Commands can be entered from the command line or from script files.  A script file is just a 
plain-text file that contains DataProbeCLASSIC commands.  The set of commands, macros, and 
operators form a high-level programming language.  It is sophisticated enough to allow users to 
create suites of complex data-analysis routines that can run interactively or in batch mode. 
 
DataProbeCLASSIC commands fall into these categories: 
 

• Create conditional logic blocks (if-then-else). 
• Create/edit data dictionaries. 
• Create/edit variables. 
• Create subroutines. 
• Define events/functions/sequences/symbols. 
• Draw text/lines/arrows. 
• Dump hexadecimal files. 
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• Create iterative and explicitly terminated blocks (repeat-until) 
• Add labels to plots. 
• Open/close data sources. 
• Open/close output/log/journal files. 
• Open/close windows. 
• Plot data. 
• Run/Step through script files. 
• Save settings/events/functions/sequences. 
• Set options. 
• Search for events. 
• Tabulate data. 

 
For example, Figure 3 shows commands that open a data set and create a y-versus-x plot for a 
user-selected time slice. 
 

; Text preceded by a semicolon is ignored. 
; 
+ @open_data.prb     ; Run a script file to  
       ; open the data. 
 
+ set system = sysdict                    ; Set the dictionary. 
 
+ plot ( vehy vs vehx, targy vs targx ) ; Set plot parameters. 
: start = 20 
: duration = 15  
: sample_interval = 0 
: color = ( blue, red ) 
: done      ; Create the plot. 

Figure 3 Example Commands 
 
 

TIME-SERIES OPERATORS 
 

DataProbeCLASSIC has many built-in commands specifically designed to process time-series 
data.  The time-series data may reside in a variable or in a sequence.  Chains of expressions with 
calculations and logical operations allow the user to extract useful information from the time-
series data quickly and efficiently. 
 
The standard mathematical and arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /, trigonometric functions, logical 
operators, inequalities, exponentiation, max/min, absolute value, etc.) are included along with a 
large number of special-purpose operators that manipulate and filter time-series data. 
 
Several unique operators are especially useful for finding events of interest that would be 
difficult to find otherwise.  The $when, $while, $is_present, and $merge operators used with 
inequalities and logical expressions make it possible to locate multiple data points and single 
events of interest. 
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Figure 4 shows examples that use time-series operators to define sequences that contain useful 
information that would be difficult to obtain with other data-analysis tools. 
 
+ define sequence bad_range = true $when($abs(range_error/true_range) > 0.10) 
 
+ define sequence alt_at_bad_range = ac_alt $when($is_present(bad_range)) 

Figure 4 Time-Series Operators 
 
 

MACROS AND BUILT-IN SYMBOLS 
 
Macros and built-in symbols provide useful tools to extract information from time-series data, 
process text strings, process event information, and other macros that are useful for creating 
automated data-processing routines. 
 
Figure 5 shows examples where the maximum value and the time of the maximum value are 
extracted from a sequence. 
 
+ let max_alt = $extract_value( maximum, ac_alt ) 
 
+ let time_at_max_alt = $extract_value( t_at_max, ac_alt ) 

Figure 5 Extract Value Macros 
 
 

SCRIPTING LANGUAGE 
 

DataProbeCLASSIC has a built-in, full-featured, high-level programming language.  The 
scripting language makes it easy to automate any manual task and is limited only by the 
imagination of the data analyst.   
 
The data analyst can create small routines that perform mundane tasks (like opening data files) to 
increase efficiency.  Entire suites of routines can be created to automate time-consuming data 
analysis tasks.  These routines can be interactive or run in batch mode. 
 
For example, a set of scripts could be designed to perform the following tasks: 
 

1. Open the data files and perform validity checks. 
2. Determine the start/stop time for each run in the mission. 
3. Build sequences for variables of interest using the start/stop times for each run. 
4. Save the sequences for later use in more detailed analysis. 
5. Find times for events of interest and test point values that occurred during each run. 
6. Create and save a set of plots to help the analyst visualize the results of each run. 
7. Create and save a set of tabulations that allow the analyst to drilldown and research 

problems. 
8. Compare measured data points to truth data to characterize specification compliance. 
9. Build automated reports that summarize the results of each run. 
10. Compile the saved plots and tabulation results into a final report. 
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DATA PLOTS 
 
DataProbeCLASSIC provides a rich set of options for plotting data.  The user can easily create 
line and scatter plots for specific start/stop times with custom labels on the axes, custom legends, 
automatic and interactive labels, and specific minimum/maximum axis limits.  Custom plot 
layouts are available that allow multiple plots per page.  The user can zoom and un-zoom 
individual plots or groups of plots.  A special y-versus-x plot can also be created. 
 
Plots are displayed in a separate plot window.  The user can open several plot windows 
simultaneously.  Each plot window has an interactive menu that allows the users to change the 
colors of the data plots, plot panel color, plot window background color, and add/move/delete 
labels. 
 
Plots can be displayed in an animated mode with a user-selected animation rate.  This feature is 
especially useful for visualizing moving vehicles and targets that are displayed in a y-versus-x 
plot.  The contents of the plot window can be printed, copied to the paste buffer, or saved in one 
of four available file formats.  Figure 6 shows an example with six plots displayed in a single 
plot window. 
 

 
Figure 6 Example Plot 
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TABULATIONS 
 
Tabulations are columnar tables of data values along with the associated time values.  The output 
can be written to the screen or to an output file.  The user has many options for formatting time 
and data, selecting change-only options, inserting underscores, and setting the general apperance 
of the tabulation.  A column delimiter can also be added to the tabulation.  For example, if a 
comma is chosen for the delimiter, then a comma-separated value (CSV) formatted output will 
be created.  These files can be imported directly into Microsoft ® Excel. 
 
Unlike the legacy versions of DataProbe, the data columns in tabulations are always perfectly 
aligned.  Values that are too large or too small to fit in the selected print format are converted to 
scientific notation.  Invalid results from floating-point calculations are shown as "NaN" in 
tabulations.  Floating point operations that result in infinite values are shown as "Infinity" with 
the appropriate sign.  Figure 7 shows a tabulation example. 
 

 
Figure 7 Tabulation Example 

 
 

INCREASED EFFICIENCY 
 

The main goals for this project were to create a backward-compatible product that is easier to 
maintain and upgrade.  These goals were achieved.  In the past, bugs took days or, in some cases, 
weeks to fix.  The new development environment coupled with the object-oriented design allows 
bugs to be fixed in a matter of hours. 
 
Execution speed was not a primary concern for the initial production release, and additional code 
optimizations are planned for later releases.   Nevertheless, DataProbeCLASSIC does provide 
some performance advantages over the legacy versions. 
 
Legacy versions running on PCs and VMS machines have a data-file size limitation.  For 
example, the PC version is unable to process a 500MB file.  No such limit applies to 
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DataProbeCLASSIC, which has been successful tested against a 2.5GB file.  The 2.5GB file 
contained nearly three days of data collected at 20 samples/second.  In this test, two data points 
were collected from the entire time range without sampling.  The total time required to read the 
raw data, convert the raw data to engineering units, and write the data to a formatted output file 
(423,280 pages) took less than 6 hours on a PC with an Intel Pentium 4 and  512MB RAM.  This 
process took roughly 0.05 seconds per page of data. 

 
 

FUTURE PLANS 
 

The capability to read data files recorded under the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) 
106 Chapter 10 solid-state recorder standard will be added in the near future.  This feature will 
be quite valuable as solid-state recorders come into wider use. 
 
A number of enhancements are also planned, including the addition of a separate window for 
tabulations, allowing more than two data dictionaries to be used simultaneously, and adding 
more options to the plot window.  Short-term plans also call for adding some lower priority and 
lesser-used features. 
 
Long-term plans call for creating user-interface using standard Windows controls for a more 
modern look and feel.  The scripting language is one the major strengths of the product and will 
continue to be compatible with scripts written for legacy versions. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

DataProbe provided the Navy, Air Force and others in the testing community with a purpose-
built tool that provided years of service and millions of dollars in cost savings.  This new version 
will provide similar benefits and will allow users to reuse legacy script files and dictionary files.  
The cost involved in recreating that capability and recovering lost corporate knowledge would be 
considerable. 
 
DataProbeCLASSIC has been in production only a few months but has already stirred 
considerable interest among the testing community.  This new version will be a welcome 
replacement for the poorly-performing legacy PC version and the unsupported legacy versions 
running on VMS and UNIX environments.  The availability of a new PC version will offer new 
and veteran users a more efficient option for analyzing time-series data. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Image Data Automated Processing System (IDAPS), developed by the 96th Communications 
Group Test and Analysis Division at Eglin AFB, uses a CAD-based image matching technique to 
calculate a 6DOF trajectory of a store separation event.  The system has been used successfully 
for single camera release sequences, but needed to be extended for multi-camera releases.  This 
is vital for bomber missions where several cameras are needed to cover a store separation event. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Store separation is an important area of study for the Air force’s aircraft compatibility 
certification process.  It is conducted to ensure the safe in-flight release of various stores such as 
munitions and fuel tanks.  It is vital to ensure the safety of the aircraft and pilot by guaranteeing a 
safe release trajectory that will put the weapon in a position most likely to achieve a successful 
mission.  Since many aircraft-store combinations exist, a significant amount of modeling and 
testing is conducted as part of the certification process.   
 
The Image Data Automated Processing System (IDAPS) is used by the 96th Communications 
Group, Test and Analysis Division for photogrammetric post-flight test store separation data 
collection and analysis.  IDAPS has evolved many times over the last two decades to 
accommodate changes in technology and mission characteristics.  The latest upgrade, to include 
CAD-based modeling and color imaging, is complete and has been proven accurate for single-
camera processing.  This paper will discuss the next phase of development that focused on 
extending the capability to include multi-camera processing. 
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IDAPS DESCRIPTION 
 
IDAPS is a data reduction and analysis workstation developed to obtain trajectory information 
from a store separation mission.  It is composed of a high-end graphic workstation and a custom 
software application.  Inputs to the system include a digital image sequence, lens calibration 
information, and a mathematical model of a store.  From this, a time-tagged 6 degrees of 
freedom (DOF) store separation trajectory is produced by superimposing a wireframe model over 
each frame of a digital image sequence. 
 
The system is hosted on an HP xw9300 workstation running Red Hat Linux.  The display 
hardware consists of an NVIDIA Quadro FX3400 PCI Express graphics card and dual 24 inch 
monitors.  The application software was developed in C and FORTRAN and has a standard X-
Windows GUI.  CAD rendering is accomplished via Open Inventor, which is a platform-
independent object-orient toolkit built on OpenGL. 
 
IDAPS uses a database-like structure to manage image sequences from one or more cameras.  
The image file format used by the system is standard multi-TIFF, which many digital cameras 
can produce directly.  Otherwise, images are pre-processed by a TrackEye workstation.  
TrackEye can read several digital camera formats-including those already being used in flight 
tests such as ASVS and Phantom.  It is able to import and export a wide variety of digital image 
formats including TIFF, AVI, JPEG, and MPEG2.  It is also equipped with a scanner that can 
digitize 16mm and 35mm film. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Image sequence 

 
 
To calculate the optical characteristics of an image sequence such as its field-of-view and center 
of optics, a calibration process must be conducted for each camera/lens combination.  A 
calibration image is obtained by photographing a wire-frame cube, of known size, aligned 
parallel to the camera focal plane. The calibration image is digitized and the four edge locations 
(each) of the near and far planes are read by the user.  The system then uses a photogrammetric 
algorithm to determine coefficients used for depth and scaling. 
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Figure 2. Lens calibration to calculate field-of-view 

 
 
Many of the stores read by IDAPS are available in CAD format and can be obtained from the 
manufacturer. Usually they are modeled in a popular commercial format and need to be 
simplified, transformed, and converted into the Open Inventor format.  This is accomplished 
using a COTS software tool such as Unigraphics, Rhinoceros, 3DExploration, and ivfix.  The 
conversion is a one-time process and the modified models can be reused with multiple missions. 
 
To avoid obscuring the detail of the item to be matched in the image, the CAD model is rendered 
as a silhouette with hidden lines removed.  This drawing format provides an outline of the 
model’s prominent features that are only visible from the point of view of the camera.  Solid and 
wire-mesh polygon rendering is available to the user as an option for testing and demonstration. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Solid CAD model (left), wire-mesh (center), silhouette (right) 

 
 
The process of determining the position and orientation of a store is accomplished by 
superimposing a wire-frame model of an object over a digitized image.  The model is 
manipulated through 6 degrees-of-freedom using GUI controls until the model matches the store 
in the scene.  The system performs the necessary translations, rotations, and scaling (all based on 
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the lens calibration) to transform the model’s 2D pixel-location into a 6DOF position.  This is 
done for each frame of the image sequence. 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Digitized image of store with wire-frame model overlay 

 
 
The process is user-intensive and requires a skilled operator with an aptitude for visual-spatial 
manipulation to quickly and accurately position and orient a 3-dimensional model rendered on a 
2-dimensional computer screen to match a background image.  Sufficient domain knowledge of 
store-separation is also required to give the user insight as to how the store will react during the 
release.  Thus a user becomes proficient only after many hours of hands-on training and many 
years of operation. 
 
 

SINGLE-CAMERA PROCESSING 
 

For purposes of this paper, single-camera processing refers to reading store separation data from 
a camera when its location and orientation is not precisely known.  This occurs most frequently 
on fighter aircraft missions where the decision has been made to not spend the time and expense 
of surveying the on-board cameras each time they are installed or adjusted on an aircraft. 
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Figure 5. Sample camera configuration 

 
 
Normally, a store-separation mission will be flown with multiple cameras, each capturing the 
event from a different perspective.  The camera that will provide the best overall coverage is 
selected.  Items to consider are: best picture quality, an un-obscured view, most stable, and most 
importantly the perspective that provides the best viewing angle to read the component of the 
store’s trajectory that is most important to the store separation engineer.  Most often 
inboard/outboard movement and yaw are closely scrutinized for safe store separations 
certification.  Therefore, a camera view from the rear of the store is selected so that this 
movement will be parallel to the image plane where it easiest to visualize. 
 
Once the camera view is selected, the initial frame is established.  This is the frame where the 
store is at carriage just prior to release.  The frame time and frame rate must be determined.  If 
using a film camera, this is read from Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) time coding on 
the edge of the filmstrip.  If using a digital camera, timing information is either stored with the 
image data or provided separately. 
 
The next step is to read the first frame and match the model to the item at carriage.  It is 
important to get this frame correct because the readings from the following frames are offsets 
from the first.  Thus, any errors are carried throughout the rest of the trajectory. 
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Figure 6. Sample plot of single trajectory component 

 
 
In most cases, the frame-to-frame movement of the item is subtle and difficult to detect so 
typically the operator will read a subset of the frames (every fifth or tenth frame) and interpolate 
the unread frames.  Then the image sequence is reviewed frame-by-frame to ensure proper fit 
and the model positions are adjusted where necessary 
 
 

MULTI-CAMERA PROCESSING 
 

Multi-camera processing is necessary when a store separation event cannot be covered by a 
single camera.  This is typically the case with bomber and certain modern fighter missions where 
the item is released from inside a bomb bay.  Each camera view covers a different segment of a 
release.  The readings must be transformed to produce a correlated solution. 
 
It is important to have overlapping coverage to ensure that the entire separation event is captured 
and readings can transition from one camera view to another.  The start time for each image 
segment must be known so that the camera footage can be properly tied together. 
 

 
Figure 7. Multi-camera timeline with overlapping coverage for three cameras 

 
 
In order for the coordinate transformation between camera views to be performed correctly, each 
camera’s location and orientation must be known.  Therefore the cameras must be surveyed as 
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part of pre-mission setup.  Additionally the location and orientation of the store at carriage with 
respect to the aircraft must be known. 
 
The system will use the camera and store location information to position the model on the first 
frame of the first image segment, normally from the camera in the bomb bay.  Since the model is 
rendered in pixel coordinates and the camera and carriage position are surveyed in aircraft 
coordinates, the system must perform the proper transformation and scaling to produce a good 
“fit”.  For that reason it is critical that the survey and camera calibrations are correct. 
 

 
Figure 8. Multi-camera processing views 

 
 
After the first frame, readings on subsequent frames of the first camera view proceed as 
described under Single-Camera Processing.  The exception is where there is overlapping 
coverage; the model will be rendered on multiple camera views simultaneously.  When the 
model is moved on one camera view, the model position is updated on the other views.  After all 
frames of the first camera view are read, control is then transitioned to the next camera view and 
the process is repeated on each remaining view until the entire separation sequence is complete. 
 
In order to produce a correlated solution, the readings from all camera views must be merged.  
Normally the cameras are synchronized to initiate recording at the same time, but the cameras 
may run at different rates and the frame times are not always time-coincident between cameras.  
Therefore, the merged-output trajectory data is processed via a cubic spline to produce a uniform 
interval output file. 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
At the time of this writing, the CAD-based IDAPS has successfully been in production for 
single-camera processing for several months and has proven to be a valuable asset for the 96th 
Communications Group, Test and Analysis Division.  The addition of 3D CAD modeling has 
provided the ability to read modern feature-rich stores not possible with the legacy system.  
Development for multi-camera processing is complete and is undergoing system testing.  After 
completion of this phase, future enhancements will include lens distortion correction, image jitter 
removal, and the reading of fin/wing deployment angles. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Drivers’ visibility is an area of automobile safety that has seen very limited improvement 
over the past several decades. Limited visibility is responsible for many car accidents all 
across America. Mirrors require constant readjustment, and are easily blocked. There is 
currently a lot of interest in ways to reduce or eliminate all mirrors on a car, and one such 
method is through a wide-angle network of cameras mounted on the vehicle’s rear. Using 
real-time video processing, the data from several cameras can be spliced together, and 
displayed on a vehicle’s dashboard in an intuitive, easy to understand fashion that a 
driver can quickly see without having to turn away from the road. This has extensive 
application to light armored vehicles in the military, as well as to automotive designers 
today. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Rear-view backup systems are becoming increasingly common on automobiles today, 
and are commonly designed using a single camera mounted on the exterior or interior of 
a car, which pipes a video feed of the rear of a car to its driver. With a wide enough field 
of vision, this technology can be extended to the point where a rear-view mirror is 
entirely unnecessary. Eliminating the need for a rear-view mirror eliminates the need for 
visibility through the back of an automobile, and even the need for a rear windshield. The 
side mirrors of a car might also be replaced in a similar fashion. Eliminating these 
extremities could add to a car’s aesthetic appeal, safety, and aerodynamics. Additionally, 
adding camera vision systems to lightly-armored vehicles such as Hummers could allow 
additional armor to be added with no hindrance to visibility. In fact, an electronic vision 
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system could improve overall visibility substantially, by allowing for infrared night filters 
or automatic gain control – somewhat related to Raytheon’s infrared windshield overlay 
(Schreiner, 1999). 
 
In order to replace the exterior mirrors of a car, one must cover the rear and side angles 
that surround it, totaling perhaps a 270° field of vision. In order to adequately replace the 
rear-view mirror of a car, a 120° field of vision centered at the rear of the car is more than 
adequate, as shown in Figure 1-1. One possible 
method for obtaining this is to mount an array of 
cameras on the rear of the car, located on the 
car’s trunk or possibly built into the car’s 
taillights. Since few mass-produced cameras 
have such a wide field of vision, an array of 
cameras is required for the entire field of view. 
 
In order to minimize distortion, cameras in a 
wide-angle array should be as close together as 
possible and evenly spaced across the desired 
field of vision. The images gained from these 
cameras can then be transformed into a single 
co-ordinate system, and combined to provide a single, wide-angle video feed suitable for 
an enlarged aspect ratio display in a car’s front dashboard. If one was to extend the field 
of vision to 180° or even 270°, a wider display could be shown to the driver. 

Figure 1-1: A 120 degree field 
of vision.

 
The concept of mosaicking is not new, and has been approached from a variety of 
different ways. In B.S. Manjunath’s publication entitled “Automatic Registration and 
Mosaicking System for Remotely Sensed Imagery” (Manjunath, 2002), he discusses 
several procedures for mosaicking telemetric data recorded aerially. His and other papers, 
such as “Distributed Robust Image Mosaics” (Lee, 1998) discuss the problem of 
mosaicking as well. Both papers attack mosaicking from an un-known perspective, and 
use image registration to determine and match feature points in overlapping images. This 
paper is more limited in scope, and describes a 
geometrically and experimentally derived method of 
mosaicking assuming that the locations of all cameras 
are well defined relative to each other. 
 
This paper studies a method of mosaicking images 
from cameras laid out in a wide-angle array, as shown 
in Figure 1-2. Although practical application of this 
technology requires real-time image processing, this 
study was limited in scope to still captures in order to 
lower the cost of equipment to an undergraduate budget.  It discusses some of the 
mathematics behind image mosaicking, as measured with several low-cost USB web 
cameras connected to a PC. 

    Fig. 1-2: A wide-angle array. 
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EQUIPMENT 
 
In order for an array of cameras to provide real-time video, a fully-processed output must 
be streamed to the driver at real-time frame rates. According to the NTSC broadcast 
standard, a refresh rate of 60 cycles/second (or 30FPS interlaced) is required in order to 
be perceived as continuous. In order to achieve this frame rate in real-time, a high-speed 
frame grabber would be required, as well as a dedicated processing unit for each camera 
and one which would combine the transformed feeds and display them to the driver. 
 
Such hardware would cost thousands of dollars if purchased off the shelf, so this study 
was conducted using a set of four identical low-cost USB web cameras, and a low-end 
PC. The Hiro H50071 web camera was chosen for its low cost, comparatively wide field 
of view, and its easily removable casing – something which was required in order to 
place each camera at a precise angle. They were purchased for approximately $25.00 
USD/ea. Operating in 30FPS video mode, the H50071s were able to deliver VGA 
resolution, with a horizontal field of view of approximately 42 degrees. When arranged to 
span a 120° arc, this allowed for approximately 5° of overlap on either side of each 
camera. The cameras were interfaced with a 600MHz PC running MATLAB 7.0.1, for 
programming simplicity. 
 

 
PROCEDURE 

 
Our project was intended to serve as a study of viability, and of the factors that require 
more detailed investigation. Four low-cost USB cameras were purchased, and interfaced 
with a PC. Several sets of stationary data were taken with them, as well as one set of 
videos from which still frames were grabbed. MATLAB’s Image Acquisition and Image 
Processing toolboxes were used to capture images from each camera and to do the 
required image processing. This configuration, while unsuitable for real-time processing, 
was more than adequate to work out the required 
software and math that could be used on fast, 
dedicated hardware. It was determined that after 
having captured data, the complete mosaicking 
process consisted of the following steps: 

Figure 1-3: An overhead view 
of overlapping fields of vision. 

       
1) Correction for camera-induced distortions. 
2) Mapping images to cylindrical projection. 
3) Translating the overlapped images. 
4) Blending and combining the overlapped 

images. 
 
 

RADIAL DISTORTION 
 

It was discovered early on that a simple translation from one camera to another would not 
suffice. Research on the subject suggested that the first consideration to be dealt with was 
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that of image distortion introduced by the cameras themselves, as discussed by David 
Scaramuzza in the documentation of his Camera Calibration toolbox (Scaramuzza, 2006). 
After some analysis, it was determined that radial distortion due to spherical aberrations 
played the most prominent role in our data and should be our primary consideration. 
Radial distortion (Figure 1-4) is caused by spherical aberration, and is an effect present to 
an extent in all spherical lenses. 
 
Test pictures that contained straight lines at 
varying distances from the center of the 
image were taken using the web cameras. 
There were no distortion characteristics 
provided by the camera manufacturer, and so 
a mapping from the correct image to a 
warped input was empirically determined to 
be the following: Actual image. Recorded image. 

  Figure 1-4: Radial distortion.  
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(eq. 1.1) 
 

(eq. 1.2) 

Where: 
22 yxr += , 

xd is the horizontal distance from the center of the original distorted image (in pixels), 
yd is the vertical distance from the center of the original distorted image, 
x is the horizontal distance from the center of the corrected image, and 
y is the vertical distance from the center of the corrected image. 
 
As this was a mapping of pixels from the corrected image to the distorted input, fractional 
values were treated as a weighted sum of their nearest neighbors. 
 

 
CYLINDRICAL PROJECTION 

 
After correcting for radial distortion, each image was a rectangular projection of part of 
the cylindrical space being recorded. Before the images could be combined into a larger 
mosaic, they first needed to be projected back onto a cylindrical surface. This projection 
was accomplished using the following mapping: 
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Where: 
x is the rectangular image’s horizontal distance from center of the image (in pixels), 
y is the rectangular image’s vertical distance from center of the image, 
h is the cylindrical image’s vertical distance from center of the image, 
t is the cylindrical image’s horizontal distance from center of the image,  
V is the horizontal field of view of each camera (in degrees), 
n is the horizontal size of the input image (in pixels), and 
f is the focal length in pixels. 
 
The focal length was determined using: 

)2cot()5.02( Vnf ⋅−= , with n=640 and V=42. 

  
 

(eq. 1.5)

TRANSLATION AND COMBINATION 
 
After all of the images had been projected into cylindrical co-ordinates, they were then 
translated onto each other to create the final, mosaicked image. The translation was 
accomplished by placing each overlapping image side-by-side, and shifting them both 
towards each other. Each image was shifted by an identical amount, which was a function 
of the desired mosaicking range of the cameras. 
 
As shown in Figure 1-5, there is an increasing amount of overlap between images of 
objects at some distance r from the origin. As such, a translation that is valid for all 
objects 10 feet away from the camera will provide a 
skewed image when it lines up objects 8 or 12 feet 
away. This inaccuracy is often overlooked in image 
mosaicking, or images are chosen where the 
specified points of overlap are hundreds of feet 
away from the cameras. 
 
Two approaches to this problem were examined: 
one could take two images and manually determine 
how many pixels were shared by comparing 
common points between the two images, or one 
could approximate the number of pixels using the following expression (geometric 
derivation omitted for space):  

Figure 1-5: Two 
overlapping camera fields.
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(eq. 1.6)

Where: 
A is the number overlapping pixels, 
n is the horizontal length of our input image (in pixels), 

5 



d is the distance from the center point of the array to each camera lens. 
x is the distance from the center point of the array to the chosen alignment distance, and 
θ is the angle between cameras. 
In this study, n was 640 pixels, d was 10cm, and θ was 35°. 
 
At a specified alignment distance of 254cm, the calculated amount of overlap was 85 
pixels. However, the overlap of the cameras averaged out to approximately 100 pixels in 
practice and varied quite a bit trial to trial - largely due to measurement imprecisions 
during camera placement. Using the prototype pictured in Appendix 1, it was difficult to 
angle each camera at precisely 35° while maintaining the flexibility to remove or relocate 
them as required. As such, a small margin of error in placing the cameras was to be 
expected. With an overlap region of about 4° on each side, a 1° margin of error in placing 
the cameras would have had a large effect on the amount of overlap that was present. As 
such, better results were obtained through manual calibration.  
 
 

BLENDING 
 

Figure 1-6: A graph of the pixel 
weightings used in blending.

Blending was a non-essential function, but one that dramatically improved the mosaic’s 
perceived quality. Before blending, differences in light levels between cameras caused a 
very abrupt change in brightness at th
blend of the two images was applied 
across a small region on either side 
of the transition border. The 
transition region was chosen to be 25 
pixels on either side of the border – 
wide enough to look smooth, while 
narrow enough to avoid double 
images due to misalignments. In the 
blended region, corresponding pixels 
were multiplied by the fractions in 
the following figure before being 
added together.   
 
 

e junction of each image. To lessen this effect, a 

VIDEO 
 

 
 

To make each of the previous four steps ickly enough to be computed in real-happen qu
time, processing was divided into “one-time” computations and “real-time” 
computations. All one-time computations needed to be done only once, and were part of 
the camera calibration process. One-time computations included calculating the matrices 
needed for radial correction and cylindrical mapping, and the calculating the overlap 
distance in pixels. With these values calculated and loaded in memory, real-time 
mosaicking becomes a possibility on the right hardware. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL THOUGHTS 

This paper has exam osaicking array of 
ameras. This technology has substantial military and commercial application, as it can 

ieved. A method for 
alibrating each camera was empirically determined, and the amount of overlap between 

nt flaws that, while discussed in this paper, 
were not solved. The mosaicking algorithm must be set to work at a particular distance 
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automobile with a system of cameras, which would allow commercial cars to be 
streamlined and military vehicles to carry additional body armor. Further development of 
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and doing it in real time requires more substantial hardware than a PC and USB cameras. 
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that cannot be ignored – particularly when one considers their use as a replacement for 
automotive mirrors.  
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APPENDIX I: CAMERAS AND PLAT
 
 

Figure 2-1: Concept diagram of 
camera array. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2-2: Prototype using four USB cameras with the 
casings removed. Resting on an angular grid used for 

camera placement. 
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APPENDIX II: IMAGES BEFORE AND AFTER MOSAICKING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 2-3: Images pre-and post-mosaic. 

One additional camera used.
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Figure 2-4: Images pre-and post-mosaic. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes the concept of wide-angle coverage optical vision system 
integrated with guidance support of microwave or acoustical imaging arrays. The 
objective is to provide the capability of effective high-resolution full-view 
monitoring and sensing. The optical component, formed by a multi-camera array, is 
responsible for the main interface with human users. The acoustical and microwave 
arrays are integrated, allowing the system to function in the event-triggered 
modality for optimal efficiency. In this paper, the arrays discussed are in circular 
configurations. With minor modification, the system can also function with linear-
array configurations. 
 

KEY WORDS 
 
Multiple-camera full-view vision system, acoustic or microwave arrays, event-
trigger visual systems. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Traditional vision systems, single or twin-camera systems, are designed and 
modeled based on the functionalities of the human visual system. The view 
perspective is normally limited, and the resolution is largely governed by the size 
of the lens and CCD array. For vision systems deployed for monitoring purposes, it 
typically involves the fixed-position modality. For wide-perspective applications, it 
requires one or two-dimensional mechanical movement for steering, which often 
creates undesired latency. 
 
This project involves the use of a multiple-camera full-view visual system. A full-
perspective high-resolution composite image sequence is constructed from the 
image frames from the camera system. Because each composite image frame 
contains full view, no rotational movement will be required. To enhance the 
capability of the visual system, an acoustic or microwave array is added and 
imaging algorithms are implemented onto the acoustic/microwave array for target 
profiling, such that the focusing of the camera visual system is guided by the 
acoustic/microwave system. This will significantly elevate the dynamic monitoring 



capability as well as the quality of interface with the users. As a result, this system 
has become an event-trigger visual system with dynamic focusing capability. With 
the addition of acoustic/microwave imaging capability, this visual system 
significantly elevates the performance of real-time tracking. 

 
 

OPTICAL VISION SYSTEM 
 
One of the key components of this imaging device is the optical vision system. 
Because of the perception capability of the human visual system, vision systems 
operating in the optical-frequency range offer the most effective interface. Yet, the 
main weakness of many vision systems is (a) the limited angular coverage, (b) 
requirement of focusing, and (c) resolution limit. An effective vision system needs 
to be capable of wide or full angular coverage with high-resolution and dynamic 
focusing capability. 
 
To achieve wide or full viewing coverage, there exist two direct approaches. One is 
the utilization of a wide-angle camera system. Also, due to the wide-angular 
coverage, the resolution is compromised as a result. To achieve wide-angular 
coverage and high resolution simultaneously, we can perform the image 
reconstruction through composite imaging, if mobile platform is available. 
Composite image through moving platform is the optical equivalent of the 
synthetic-aperture imaging format, which results in resolution improvement. 
 
Here, we provide a simple example of this wide-angle mobile composite imaging 
modality. The example is the scan of a wide-angle camera through a two-mile deep 
well of 9-inch diameter. Figure (1-a) shows a typical image frame from the vision 
system. Figure (1-b) is the unfolded version of Figure (1-a). The non-uniform 
resolution is visually noticeable. 
 
 

                                     
 

Figure (1-a): typical image frame from the wide-angle vision system. 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

               
 

Figure (1-b): Unfolded version of Figure (1-a). 
 

As the system scans through the well, composite images of regions of interest can 
be formed. Figure (1-c) is the high-resolution composite version, combined from 70 
frames from the video sequence. 
 

                        
 

Figure (1-c): Composite image from 70 frames of the video sequence. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
This system demonstrates impressive capability with one single wide-angle camera. 
Yet, the computation involved can be complex. This is because the formation of the 
composite images requires estimation of the displacement parameters, frame by 
frame. The procedure may often require the computationally extensive steps such 
as feature extraction, identification of matching correspondences, and image 
registration. As a result, it is not suitable to real-time applications. 
 
 
 

MULT-CAMERA DEVICES 
 
Another potential approach is the utilization of multi-camera devices. Because of 
the camera configuration is predetermined, estimation of displacement offset is no 
longer required and the image registration parameters can be computed and stored 
prior to data acquisition, such that the image registration for the formation of the 
composite images becomes straightforward. Figure (2-a) shows a typical multi-
camera system for wide-angular coverage. Figure (2-b) shows the individual image 
frames from the camera system, and Figure (2-c) is the full-view composite image 
constructed from the image frames from all the cameras. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure (2-a): Multi-camera system for wide-angular coverage 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Figure (2-b): Image frames from the camera system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure (2-c): Full-view composite image from the image frames 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 

Although the discrepancy in terms of the flow of color and shading among the 
image frames is noticeable, these artifacts can be effectively removed or reduces 
through calibration. 
 
 

EVENT-TRIGGER MONITORING 
 

The high-resolution wide-angular coverage vision systems provide a large amount 
of visual information in real time. At high data rates, human perception capability 
can saturate within a short period of observation time, and it will become 
increasingly difficult for human observers to monitor and detect changes 
effectively. Therefore, our approach is to utilize microwave or acoustic systems to 
guide the vision component (1) to detect changes and events, and (2) to provide 
range information for dynamic focusing. 
 
To be compatible to the configuration of the camera systems, the sensor array is 
also arranged in the circular format. Figure (3) shows the configuration of the 
standard 8-element microwave or acoustical arrays. Acoustic systems are suitable 
to underwater sensing applications and both microwave and acoustic systems are 
applicable to in-air modalities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure (3): Configuration of the standard 8-element arrays.  
 
 
The most common transceiver elements of a microwave array are antennas. The 
antenna type and beam pattern are designed according to the applications. For 
acoustic arrays, the elements are hydrophone transducers. The frequency range of 
the array elements is selected to achieve application objectives. Figure (4) shows 



the discone omni-directional antenna for the microwave arrays. The most effective 
frequency band for the discones for in-air applications is 1-2 GHz. 
 

 

                      
                                                                            
                        

Figure (4): Discone omni-directional antenna for the microwave arrays. 
 

 
MICROWAVE AND ACOUSTICAL IMAGING 

 
 
The image reconstruction algorithm for the microwave and acoustic arrays is 
formulated based on the backward propagation method, operating in the circular-
array format. The backward propagation method is known for the capability of 
high-resolution imaging with simple and scalable structure, which can be 
implemented in parallel form in both hardware and software for real-time 
processing. The circular configuration is designed to be compatible to the 
arrangement of the optical vision system. Eight antennas are selected to form the 
microwave imaging array, simply as an example. The number of transceiver 
elements can vary based on the specifications and requirements. 
 
The signal-processing procedure for image formation can be implemented in 
spatial-frequency or time domain. For array systems with small number of array 
elements, time domain processing can be more effective in terms of computation 
complexity. 
 
Because both the optical system and support microwave and acoustic arrays are in 
circular format, the backward propagation algorithm is selected to function in the 
polar coordinate system, for simplicity. The profile constructed by the image 
formation algorithm provides the range and bearing angle of the microwave or 
acoustical targets. The range information will be given to the optical system for 
dynamic focusing. The bearing information will be used to mark or high-light the 



angular index of the display from the vision system to serve as an active dynamic 
indicator to the human users. The resolution in range is governed by the bandwidth 
of the microwave or acoustic waveforms. And the angular resolution is defined 
largely by the radius of the circular array. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we present a study of the concept of applications of dual-mode 
imaging systems. The main visual system remains in the optical range. Yet, it is 
supported by microwave or acoustical arrays for optimal effectiveness in imaging. 
The microwave/acoustic components of the devices can function in either passive 
or active modes. And the image formation algorithm is capable of operating in 
pulse-echo or step-FMCW signaling formats. 
 
For simplicity and consistency, the presentation of this paper describes the optical 
vision system as the main visual interface and the microwave/acoustic arrays as the 
support systems to identify changes, such as events and motions, to provide the 
range for the focusing of the optical system as well as the bearing information as 
the marker/alert for the human users. With simple modifications, the roles of these 
components nay alter, and the microwave or acoustic systems can function as the 
main imaging component and the multi-camera device can assume the role of the 
support system for various new applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

XX launch vehicle has been flying onboard video system which includes video cameras, 
data compression devices and channel switch device for the second Chinese spaceflight.  The 
camera is a PAL analog camera that been sampled and compressed by compression device.  
The compressed digital video data is combined with telemetry data into the telemetry radio 
channel.  Lighting is provided by sunlight, or a light has been equipped when sunlight is 
unavailable.  IRIG-B timing is used to correlate the video with other vehicle telemetry.  The 
video system’s influences to the vehicle flight have been decreased to minimum. 

 
 

KEY WORDS 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The XX launch vehicle is used to place spacecraft in orbit.  In the sixth launch for Shenzhou 
Six, an onboard camera is used to provide video coverage of vehicle events such as roll booster, 
staging, fairing separation, and spacecraft separation.  The camera provides dramatic views of 
the vehicle rising into space and views of the Earth from orbit, as shown in Figure 1.  In Figure 
1, Picture (a) is the view of liftoff; picture (b) is the separation view of roll boosters; picture (c) is 
the separation view of the first stage; picture (d) is the separation view of the fairing; picture (e) 
is the separation view of the spacecraft; picture (f) is the view of spacecraft on its orbit after 
separation from the rocket. 
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(a)                    (b)                   (c) 

    
               (d)                     (e)                   (f) 
 

Figure 1  Pictures From the Onboard Video System 
 
 

VIDEO SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 

The basic video system consists of a camera and a data compression device.  The 
compressed digital video data is combined with telemetry data into PCM data stream.  The 
transmitter is used the same one for telemetry system. The video system block diagram of launch 
vehicle is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2  System Block Diagram 
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CAMERA SYSTEM 
 

The camera is a small analog video camera using standard Phase Alternating Line (PAL), 
625-line format with an aspect ratio of 4:3.  The two cameras have been mounted on various 
locations on the vehicle.  One is mounted external to the vehicle in the second stage for 
shooting the roll boosters and the first stage separations; the other is used inside the vehicle’s 
fairing for shooting the fairing and spacecraft separations, the camera is shock-mounted to 
protect against shock and vibration.  Figure 3 is the sketch map of the two mounted site. 

 

     
Figure 3  Camera Mounted Site Map 

.   
In order to protect the external camera against the worse flying environment include 

aerodynamic, thermal loads and vibration, fairing, shock absorber and waterproof film are used. 
 
 

COMPRESSION  DEVICE 
 

The video data is transmitted by telemetry transmitter.  Because of limited radio channel 
capability, the video data must be compressed.  The compression device has two modular, one 
is the image compression modular for compressing the video data and the other is the error 
control modular for correcting the transmission error bits.  The block diagram is shown as 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4  

Compression Device Block Diagram 
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The image compression modular follows the MPEG-4 Standard using a motion prediction 

coding technique, distributing inter-frame (I-frame) image data across a series of predictive 
frames (P-frame) instead of transmitting the I-frame data all at the same time.  The error control 
modular introduces interlaced code and the RS coding technology.  Between the two modular, 
the data stream control is realized by different buffers.  The timing signal is the liftoff signal 
from the control system. 

 
 

SWITCH  DEVICE 
 

The switch device has two functions in the video system.  One is power supplying for 
cameras and compression device, the other is channel switching for the two cameras. 

 
The switch device runs on the vehicle 28-V batteries and outputs 12-VDC and 5-VDC powers 

for the cameras and compression devices.  The camera draws about 150mA (external without 
light) or 250mA (internal with light) when operating, but the switch device should be capable of 
delivering more than this to enable camera startup current.  Otherwise, the switch device enters 
current limit when power is applied and the camera does not turn on.  The compression device 
draws about 450mA. 

 
Limited by the capability of telemetry radio channel, only one cameras video signal can be 

transmitted at the same time.  The switch device plays a role of switching the two video signals 
in one channel.  The detail scheduling is shown as Figure 5.  
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Figure 5  Switching Scheduling 

 
 

CHANNEL CONSIDERATION 
 

Video data after compression is switched into the telemetry commutator, which discards of 
nine vibration parameters for video data.  These vibration parameters have finished their tasks 
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in the last five flights or can be replaced in functions by other sensors.  After commutator, video 
data as one part of telemetry PCM stream is transmitted by telemetry FM transmitter.  On the 
ground, the telemetry receiver demodulates the telemetry signal.  The video data is selected 
from the PCM stream by the video separator and decompressed by the decompression device.  
Finally, the video is displayed on the monitor and recorded on the hard disk. 

 
 

LIGHTING CONSIDERATION  
 

The best lighting source is sunlight entering the camera from the side.  When the camera 
faces the payload with the sun directly behind the camera, reflections off the spacecraft thermal 
blankets can adversely affect picture quality.  In the video system design, the Sun in the field of 
view of the camera is to be avoided.  The frame provides a remarkably good picture. 

 
On vehicles one camera has been placed inside the fairing, where there is no sunlight before 

fairing separation.  When the fairing is separated, the camera is immediately exposed to bright 
sunlight.  The first frame is totally washed out, but details start to appear in the next few frames.  
It takes several seconds for the camera automatic gain control (AGC) to adjust to the increased 
light and provide a good picture.  The camera has an AGC to adjust for changing light levels.  
Some lights are mounted around the camera which can well solve the imaging problem in the 
dark background and dark-to-bright rapid change environment. 

 
 

TIMING 
 

An Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG-B) time signal is used by telemetry system.  
The liftoff signal with IRIG-B time signal is added to the video data.  Then the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) time code is used for video telemetry.  This 
enables time correlation of the video with the other vehicle telemetry. 

  
 

INFLUENCE ANALYSIS  
 
Because video system is a new added system for vehicle, its influences to the vehicle 

including reliability, security, environment, structure, aerodynamic, power supply and so on, 
have been decreased to minimum.  Some required changes concerning the commutator and 
dictate convertor have no influences on their inherent functions.  The nine discarded parameters 
don’t belong to the key parameters, so there are no influences on system reliability and security.  
The same for new added ground equipments, there are no influences for telemetry data receiving. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Video system has been flown on the rockets.  The video not only shows an impressive view 
of the climb into space, but also aids in engineering analysis of the vehicle flight. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Telemetry data are usually collected for analysis at some later time and can be monitored 
to follow the progress of a test.  In the case of an Air Data System the signals from the 
sensors are sent to a computer that calculates the air data parameters for use on multiple 
LabView-generated displays, as well as to the Data Acquisition System.  The readouts on 
the multiple displays need to be real-time so they are useful to the flight crew.  Equations 
that control the different air data values are determined by what telemetry data are 
available and the preference of those doing the test planning.  These systems need to 
display the information in a format useful to the flight crew and be reliable. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

All new aircraft, for their initial series of flight tests, use an independent Air Data System 
(ADS) that records the parameters for postflight analysis.  There are many variations of 
the USAF C-130, Hercules aircraft, which are under going an Avionics Modernization 
Program (AMP). As part of this AMP effort, old sensors for static and total air pressures 
and total air temperature (TAT) are being replaced.  These sensors are being replaced 
with a new set of sensors that the new avionics system will use to calculate the indicated 
airspeeds and altitude for display in the new glass cockpit.  Because these new sensors 
are untested in this application, the risk factors dictated that this aircraft be treated like a 
new aircraft. It was also determine that there was a need for a secondary or backup set of 
cockpit indications of these values for the flight crew to use during the initial phase of 
flight testing.   
 
Because the Data Acquisition System (DAS) collects the indicated airspeeds and altitude 
values, it was assumed that these values from the DAS could easily be sent to additional 



displays in the cockpit to fulfill this AMP requirement.  Upon further research, it was 
discovered that this assumption, having the DAS collect and display these values in the 
cockpit, had never been done before.  The closest past solution was using a secondary set 
of mechanical altitude and airspeed indicators.  Using this secondary set of mechanical 
values would not meet the new accuracy requirements of today.   
 
It was determined that another computer system was needed to do the engineering unit 
calculations since the DAS was unable to handle the intensive mathematical calculations 
and also drive the displays.  The LabView programming language by National 
Instruments was researched and it was determined it could handle the mathematical 
calculations and generate the different kinds of displays required. 

 
 

SENSORS 
 

The sensors used with the DAS and ADS start with an air data boom mounted on a pipe 
protruding out the front of the right wing-tip of the C-130 aircraft.  The air data boom is 
manufactured by Space Age Controls, Inc., and has five sensors and ports as part of the 
assembly.  This boom is pictured in figure 1.  The first sensor is a port at the far left that 
takes in air for a total air pressure measurement.  Then 5 inches down the front part of the 
boom are eight small ports (four on top and four on the bottom), which are for the static 
air pressure measurements.  About half way down the main body of the boom are two 
rods perpendicular to the boom and at 90 degrees from each other.  On the ends of these 
rods are vanes with fins.  The vane pointing straight down from the boom is for the angle 
of sideslip (AOS) measurement and the vane pointing out to the left, as you look forward, 
is for the angle of attack (AOA) measurement.  The AOA is sometimes called ALPHA 
and the AOS is sometimes called BETA.  Toward the rear of the boom is the TAT probe. 
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Figure 1.  Air Data Boom 

 
These signals (static pressure, total pressure, AOS, AOA, and TAT) originate at the 
wing-tip over a 100 feet from where they are to be used resulting in signal degradation if 
some conversion or amplification was not used.  The two pressure readings are made by a 
pressure transmitter manufactured by Paroscientific, Inc., that takes the reading and 



converts it into a digital signal that is then sent to the DAS and ADS.  If these pressure 
readings were not converted to a digital signal then the air pressure would have to be 
plumbed to a sensor in the aircraft or it would have to be converted to an analog signal.  
Both methods would result in significant loss in the process.  The same would occur with 
the temperature sensors in the TAT probe if nothing was done out at the wing-tip.  An 
amplifier was used that was designed for the TAT probe which was produced by Quad-
Tron, Inc.  The two vanes’ outputs were not buffered because the readings of the attached 
potentiometers were well within the parameter limits. 

 
 

EQUATIONS 
 

With these five parameter values (total air pressure, static air pressure, TAT, AOS, and 
AOA), equations are needed to get the altitude, airspeed, and Mach number of the 
aircraft.  Some minor differences exist in the equations used today and one of these 
differences is the use of a correction factor.  Goodrich Sensor Systems publishes an Air 
Data Handbook that give equations for altitude depending on your altitude range and uses 
temperature to derive true airspeed.  (See reference 1 for a link to this handbook.)  The 
equations used at Edwards AFB involves a barometric setting to correct the altitude 
reading and only the lower altitude equation is used for the aircraft being tested if the 
aircraft does not go above 40,000 feet.  The indicated, barometrically-corrected altitude, 
Hi, equation is found in the Manual of Barometry (WBAN) (reference 2) and is as 
follows: 
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The indicated airspeed, Vi, uses the following equation: 
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The indicated Mach number, Mi, uses the following equation: 
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The source for the equations for the indicated airspeed, Vi, and the indicated Mach 
number, Mi, may be found, among other places, in the Flight Test Engineering Handbook 
(reference 3).  

 
 

DISPLAYS 
 

With the equations, the five parameter values are available for display and are: 1) 
airspeed in knots, 2) barometrically-corrected altitude in feet, 3) Mach number, 4) AOA 
in degrees, and 5) AOS in degrees.  Also the barometric or altimeter setting in inches or 
Hg will be included in the displays. 
 
These parameter values were first going to be displayed on an alpha-numeric readout 
with a single display sitting on the glare-shield between the pilot and copilot.  This would 
meet the requirements, but would not give the flight crew enough real-time information 
to evaluate aircraft performance.  It was determined that analog trend dials of the 
airspeed, altitude, AOA, and AOS were needed so that the movement could be seen 
without concentrating on the digital/numeric meters. 
 
Obviously electronic computer-generated displays were the answer. Therefore, there are 
two display layouts available—one display having two dials (airspeed and altitude) and 
the other display having four dials (airspeed, altitude, AOA, and AOS).  The pilot or 
copilot can switch between the two displays by touching the indicated title at the bottom 
of the display.  The two display layouts are shown in figure 2. 
 



Two-Dial Display Four-Dial Display 
Figure 2. Two- and Four-Dial Displays 

 
Each one of the dials is made up of multiple parts that work together as a unit and the 
value like airspeed has to be separated to drive the different parts of the display.  The 
Indicated Airspeed dial shows the digital airspeed in knots but the analog dial only shows 
each 100 knots moving clockwise with a major divider indicating 10 knots and is 
subdivided into 2-knot increments.  The Indicated Barometric Corrected Altitude dial has 
three components with the altitude in feet separated into a thousands of feet digital 
display and the remaining parts of a 1,000 feet shown next to it as a separate digital 
display.  The third part of the altitude display is the analog dial which only shows each 
1,000 feet moving clockwise with a major divider indicating a 100 feet and is subdivided 
into 20-foot increments.  The Barometric Setting is four single digit dials with the most 
left dial showing 10 inches of mercury, then 1 inch of mercury, a period, then tenths of an 
inch of mercury, and the most right is hundredths of an inch of mercury.  The MACH 
number on both displays is just the digital value. 
 
Finally the AOA (ALPHA) and the AOS (BETA) are shown as digital values on both 
displays, but on the Four Dial display there is an added analog display. The AOA analog 
display has two parts with the top showing degrees going from the right half way point of 
zero to the left half way point of 30 degrees.  The bottom half again starts with the right 
half way point of zero but only goes part way down never pointing straight down to a 
negative 10-degree value.  Each part is subdivided into a single degree with major 
indicators every 5 degrees.  The AOS starts at the top at zero and goes most of the way 
down each side to 25 degrees with the left being negative.  Again the major divisions are 
5 degrees but only zero to plus or minus 10 degrees have subdivision of a degree. 

 
 

PROGRAMMING 
 

A software language was needed that could easily create the displays shown in figure 2 
and have the mathematical capabilities needed to encode the equations.  National 
Instrument’s LabView software was chosen to be used for its strong graphic component 
and its ability to do complex mathematics.  Figure 2 shows the two displays generated by 



LabView programming and figure 3 shows that portion of the code where the equations 
were encoded. 
 
At the heart of the program is a free running ‘While Loop’ that collects the data, executes 
the equations and other logic icons, and displays the results.  At the beginning of program 
execution, there are setup routines that are executed once before entering the ‘While 
Loop’.  A ‘Formula Node’ is employed to encode the equations specified earlier and is 
shown in figure 3.  The lines joining the different icons are numeric values that are 
passed from the source to other routines.  A ‘Case Structure Node’ then allows the two 
different displays shown in figure 2 to be switched between.  One other important routine 
is the ‘Call Library Function Node’, which allows the third-party software drives to be 
used by the LabView programming software.  Overall, the National Instrument’s 
LabView program was easy to use and made a good tool to perform the mathematical 
equations and generate the required displays. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Portion of LabView Block Diagram Showing Equations 

 
 

SYSTEM 
 

To have an efficient Air Data System, a computer is necessary along with two serial data 
inputs, an analog input channel for two or more signals, and a digital input that will 
handle the four digit barometric (altitude) setting.  This system should also be ruggidized 
for aircraft use and should be able to take the 28 volts of available DC power.  A PC-104 
computer stack from Real Time Devices with a digital I/O, an analog I/O, a quad serial 
port, and a power supply was used and it also came with a shock mount base.  To drive 



the single video output to the two cockpit displays, a two-channel VGA video 
splitter/booster from Black Box performed the task.  The cockpit displays needed to be 
small so a 6.4-inch open frame LCD monitor from Stealth Computers was put in an 
aluminum frame for mounting on each side of the cockpit instrument panel.  These 
monitors have a touch screen that is connected to one of the computer’s serial ports and 
allows the pilot or copilot to touch the lower part of the display and toggle between the 
two-dial and four-dial displays.  The operating system is Windows® XP and many 
functions, like the screen saver, must be disabled so the output display may be free 
running without interruption.  Both Windows and LabView buffered the serial lines that 
supplied the total and static pressures, which caused a delay, so this buffering in both the 
Windows and LabViews software was removed. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Necessity is the mother of invention and that was the driver for this Air Data System.  
There were requirements for collecting total and static air pressures from a wing-tip 
boom, but the requirement for air data displays in the cockpit was realized after the fact.  
This ADS delivers the needed displays to be a backup to the new avionics suite, but is not 
robust and free enough from interruption to be the sole provider of basic information for 
aircraft operations. 
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ABSTRACT 

For several decades, the military has used the Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System 
(MILES) with a series of IR sensors along a belt fastened to a vehicle for training and simulation. 
Now, an alternative to this legacy system, a solar rechargeable battery powered wireless IR 
sensor is replacing wired sensors. The use of short-range RF communications network, allows 
the MILES sensors strategic placement about a combat vehicle without the umbilical cabling 
normally required for power and signal coupling from the players processing unit. The RF 
network operates in the 340 to 380 MHz band, has channeling capability of over 1600 channels, 
and coexists with the vehicles on board high-powered radios without interference. The wireless 
sensor implements a custom designed IR sensing amplifier, designed for maximum sensitivity 
and minimal power dissipation, along with advanced semiconductor IC's for signal processing 
and power conversion. Solar recharging enables the sensor to operate for extended time, on a 
single battery that should last for years without replacement. A proprietary software protocol, 
developed for communication integrity, is a critical part of the overall system and supports other 
sensor types and control elements with low data rates for a wireless Vehicle Area Network. The 
system, successfully installed on several military training platforms, proves to be a viable 
product for military training and simulation systems for the 21st century. 

KEYWORDS 

Wireless, IR Sensor, MILES, Vehicle Area Network 

INTRODUCTION 

The MILES system is a sophisticated opto-electronic technology that allows the military to train 
with various weapons in a simulated combat environment. The MILES system uses IR sensors 
attached to the target combat vehicle that are designed to receive encoded 904 nanometer IR 
energy pulses from a shooting laser which is attached and aligned to a firing combat weapon. 
The sensor receives signal pulses from the laser, and transmits them to a processing unit that 
decodes the type of weapon fired, the ammo type, the player ID and assesses a hit, miss or kill. 
The signal transmission of the received laser pulses, from the sensors to the processing unit, has 
been successful through conductive wiring for nearly thirty years. 
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With the advent of wireless technology becoming an economic reality, the proposal was prepared 
to develop a wireless sensor system for MILES. The advantages of a wireless sensor system are 
obvious. They are quicker and easier to install on a vehicle than wired sensors and limitations by 
the cabling umbilical for sensor placement, a critical factor for proper target area coverage, no 
longer exist nor does the opportunity for failure from broken cables and damaged connectors. 

This paper highlights technical aspects of a wireless IR sensor developed to replace wired 
sensors used in a MILES system. Emphasis will be on descriptions of the electronic system 
architecture and technical properties of the functional circuits within it. A brief description of 
MILES and the wireless network is included to facilitate understanding of the system. The 
discussion concludes with a brief commentary on additional applications and future directions 
for this technology. 

DESIGN OBJECTIVES 

• Battery operated 
• Solar rechargeable 
• Omni-directional IR reception 
• MILES-21 compatibility 
• RF frequency approved for use by military training facilities 
• Small size and weight 
• Immune from interference of existing electronic systems 
• Non-interfering with existing electronic systems 
• MIL-461 compliance 
• Wide operating temperature range 
• Low cost 
• Ease of use 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Conventional MILES System 
In a conventional MILES system (Figure 1) a 904 nanometer laser transmits MILES codes as a 
sequence of short ( approximately 100 nanosecond) pulses at specific time slots based on 
intervals of a 48 kilohertz sampling rate. Encoding is accomplished by the presence of pulses in 
specific time slot positions within a 3.67 millisecond sequence. Each 3.67 millisecond sequence 
constructs a MILES word. A complete message can be a few milliseconds to several seconds in 
duration. Within this pattern of laser pulses, the type of weapon fired, ammo type, player ID and 
a sequence of hit and miss codes are encoded. These pulses of IR laser energy are received by 
the optical pickup device, typically a silicon photodiode, which converts the optical light energy 
into electrical signal pulses. The pulses are then coupled to an amplifier and then to a level 
sensing comparator. The comparator generally drives an open drain MOSFET transistor with its 
pull-up resistor in the processing unit allowing multiple sensors to share a common signal wire. 
The processing unit then decodes the received pulses into a miss, hit or kill. The cable connects 
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the sensor unit to the processing unit between the open drain transistor and the processing units 
input connection. Power to the sensor is included on the cabling system. 

LASER 

Shooting Laser 
Attached to Weapon 

MILES encoded 
Laser Pulses 

_______ _ SENSOR _ ______ _ PROCESSING UNIT 
I 

.------,-------1------),-----,,-Power 
SensoriOutput 

,f----",--~~---,-,~Pulse Input 

>---_____,,__~f----c1-r----;~C~on~d-ucti~.v-e-+--Return 

Cabling 
Comparator 

Figure 1. 904nm Laser transmits MILES pulse codes. Pulse codes are received by the sensor 
then transmitted to the processing unit through conductive wiring. The processing unit contains 
the logic and processor for decoding. 

Wireless Sensor System 
The wireless IR sensor eliminates the umbilical cable from the sensor to the processing unit. 
Instead of conductive cables between the sensor and the processing unit, an RF transceiver 
communicates MILES data and power comes from a battery located within the wireless sensor. 
Laser decoding, relocated to the wireless sensor, enables the wireless sensor to transmit 
compressed MILES data to the processing unit. The processing unit still does the assessment. By 
placing the decoding logic within the wireless sensor, a pulse stream of MILES data in the order 
of several seconds duration is compressed to a few milliseconds. This is very important since 
now the data transmission time over the RF link is short allowing multiple sensors as well as 
other wireless devices to share the bandwidth and co-exist on the same wireless network. 

Wireless Network 
The wireless sensors are required to send MILES data to the Processing unit through an RF 
communication process. There can be several wireless sensors as well as other devices required 
to communicate on the same RF medium. Since the wireless sensor is battery operated it is 
desirable to conserve energy and be able to power on the RF transceiver only when required. 
Power conservation was a major consideration in defining a network structure suitable for 
battery operated equipment that could have their RF transceiver powered down then quickly 
power up and communicate on the network. The wireless network architecture and methodology 
that could facilitate called for a star network topology (Figure 2) using RF carrier sensing with 
collision avoidance. 

A star network topology has a central node with multiple slaves. This topology using RF carrier 
sensing with collision avoidance allows all the devices to communicate over the network without 
regard to time synchronization. A device on the network must first detect if any other device is 
currently transmitting before it can transmit. Detection, accomplished with circuitry in the RF 
transceiver module, detects the presence of RF signals in its operating frequency. If a device 
wishing to transmit does not detect any other device transmitting, then it may transmit. All slave 
devices in the network always transmit to the central node. The central node transmits 
acknowledgements back to the sending slave device. This method allows slave devices on the 
network to power down their RF transceivers when they do not have any data to transmit and can 
power on when they require to communicate on the network. 
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Figure 2. A star network topology has a central node with multiple slaves. In this case the central 
node is within the processing unit and the wireless sensors are slave devices. Communication 
between the slave devices and the central node is via RF transceivers. 

WIRELESS SENSOR FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Given that the wireless sensor is battery operated, power conservation is very important. In fact, 
when the wireless sensor is in use, the majority of its circuitry is powered down. Figure 3 
represents a functional block diagram of the wireless sensor. As illustrated in Figure 3, the 
wireless sensor contains an embedded solar panel, charge controller circuit, rechargeable battery, 
power regulators, IR sensing amplifier, digital logic, microcontroller and an RF transceiver. The 
majority of the time, the only circuit fully powered is the IR sensor amplifier, the microcontroller 
(in sleep mode) and their associated power regulators with a combined power consumption of 
less than 1.5 milliwatts. The digital logic and RF transceiver, normally powered down, are 
powered only when required. When pulses from the IR sensor amplifier signals the 
microcontroller, it wakes up from sleep mode and qualifies the pulse timing to ascertain it meets 
MILES codes timing parameters then signals to power on the digital logic. The digital logic can 
now decode the MILES laser pulses. The digital logic and the microcontroller work together and 
compress the MILES data stream. At the proper time, the microcontroller signals the RF 
transceiver to power up, and the compressed data is transmitted to the processing unit. 
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Panel 

Solar~ 
Energy~ 

IRpulses
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Charge 
Controller 
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Power 
Regulation 

uController 
Power 

Digital 
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Digital 
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RF 
Serial Data Transceiver 

Fi ure 3. Wireless Sensor Functional Block Dia ram 
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A great amount of attention was given to the design of each functional block shown in Figure 3. 
Particular consideration to power dissipation and performance specifications was paramount to 
the overall success of the wireless sensor. A brief discussion of each functional block shown in 
Figure 3 follows. 

Solar Battery Charging 
The charge control circuitry regulates the charge current from the solar panel and the state of 
charge on the battery. The solar cell and charge controller generally provide adequate recharge to 
the battery to restore the energy discharged during normal activity. Normal activity being defined 
as the typical frequency of being hit by MILES laser pulses and receiving solar energy of at least 
a 10 percent duty cycle over any 30 day period. Estimates, based on battery capacity and rate of 
power dissipation, suggest that the supplied battery should last for at least three years under these 
circumstances. More realistically, typical solar power should provide for even greater battery 
longevity. 

A rechargeable alkaline battery was selected for the wireless sensor based on its ability to 
undergo numerous recharging cycles, as long as the depth of discharge is shallow. With the 
depth of discharge typically shallow on a daily basis, and with the expectation of solar energy 
available for recharging, the rechargeable alkaline battery is an ideal selection. In addition, 
alkaline batteries do not experience significant self-discharge and do not require exotic charge 
control. 

Power Regulators 
Multiple high-efficiency switching regulators provide power to different functions within the 
sensor and become operational only when required. With a sufficiently charged battery installed, 
the power to the microcontroller is always operational. Regulated voltage to the microcontroller 
and the charging circuit, supplied from this regulator, becomes the only power required when the 
sensor is in shutdown mode with less than 50 microwatts required from the battery. The life of 
the battery under this condition is estimated to be five years. The switching regulators that 
provide power to the IR amplifier, the digital logic and the RF transceiver circuit deliver energy 
to these circuits with greater than 85% efficiency. The microcontroller controls these regulators 
and powers them on when required. The switching regulators receive power directly from the 
battery and can operate down to a battery voltage of 1 volt. 

IR Sensor Amp 
Major emphasis was placed on the design of the IR sensor amplifier. It required omni-directional 
IR reception, high sensitivity, no false output pulses from noise, operation in full sunlight and 
low power consumption. Many different circuit topologies were investigated. None of the 
classical circuit solutions investigated could adequately meet all the parameters. The final design 
is composed of discrete components and optimized for high gain, low noise, and low power 
consumption. Omni-directional IR reception was achieved by a geometrically arranged array of 
photodiodes which mutually collect laser energy and has been designed to be hemispherical to 
within+/- ldB variance. Sensor sensitivity is better than 2 picojoules per square centimeter@ 
904 nanometers, with no false triggers in full sunlight. Power dissipation is less than 1.25 
milliwatts in low ambient light levels, but do increase to greater than 20m W when the sensors 
are exposed to full sunlight. The additional power consumption when exposed to sunlight is not 
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required from the battery since the solar panel provides this energy; hence, the battery is required 
to power the IR sensor amplifier only during times when solar power is absent. 

RF Transceiver 
The RF network was required to operate within 340 to 380 megahertz with channel spacing 
intervals of 25 kilohertz. This provides the wireless network 1601 channels in which it may 
operate allowing the frequency coordinator, at each training facility, flexibility to regulate RF 
traffic and ensure all RF systems operate without interference from one another. Power, cost, and 
performance are all critical parameters of the RF transceiver unit. It is required to power up and 
become stable rapidly, without a heavy power surge, and provide adequate RF transmission 
power and receive signal sensitivity for reliable communication between the wireless sensor and 
the processing unit. The over the air data rate is also important since the objective is to spend as 
little time as necessary for transmission allowing multiple devices access over the wireless 
network. Interference from the existing vehicles on board high-powered (50 Watt) radios is also 
a major concern. The transmitted RF power from a wireless sensor is less than I milliwatt. This 
requires greater than I OOdB of blocking from the existing vehicles radios and the wireless 
network radios. This was achievable by careful design of the RF filters, shielding and antenna 
system. Reliable communication distances of up to 50 feet are attainable, even with the vehicles 
50 watt radio transmitting at full power, regardless of proximity of the wireless sensors to the 
vehicles radio antenna. 

Digital Logic 
The wireless sensor contains enough digital logic to implement a full MILES decoder as well as 
the digital serial transceivers to interface to the RF transceiver. Some innovative digital design 
allowed a reduction of the amount of logic from previous designs. This allowed the decoder to fit 
into a smaller logic device. In addition, it had to be low cost and non-volatile with instant power 

· on so as not to miss the beginning of a MILES message. The wireless sensor uses a CPLD device 
that met these requirements adequately. The component consumes less than 40 milliwatts, is 
non-volatile, and powers up in less than 200 microseconds without any significant surge current 
on the power supply. 

Microcontroller 
The microcontroller brings in the intelligence required for the wireless sensor to operate within 
the wireless network. It is responsible for preparing the data into packets that properly 
communicate within the wireless network protocol as well as providing all the control signals for 
proper power sequencing of the sensor functions. It detects that communication between the 
sensor and the processing units RF transceivers occur without errors and provides the retry logic 
necessary to attain error free data transfers. It also monitors the charge status of the battery, 
performs diagnostics on the digital logic, RF transceiver and power regulators, and can display 
this to the user by visual cues through an LED indicator lamp. 

The microcontroller also required non-volatile storage and low power consumption. It consumes 
less than IO microwatts in sleep mode and less than 20 milliwatts when operating at full speed 
and has the processing capacity and ample resources to control all the functions necessary within 
the wireless sensor and the wireless network protocol. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Currently redesign is in process of the wireless sensor packaging to fit into a smaller and lower 
profile. This improved form will make the sensor less vulnerable to obstacles, such as tree 
branches, disturbing the mounting of the sensor on a vehicle. There are also plan~ to extend the 
network to include additional instrumentation on a wireless Vehicle Area Network for combat 
training vehicles. The networks software protocol already supports this and minor modifications 
could be implemented without much difficulty. 

A non-rechargeable lithium battery is under consideration for the wireless sensor. With the actual 
power consumption of the wireless sensor as low as it is, and with the aid of supplemental solar 
power, a single AA lithium battery has the capacity to operate the sensor for over 2000 hours. At 
the rate of use the sensor actually experiences, solar recharging is in question about its benefits. 
A lithium battery will extend the operational temperature of the sensor, is inexpensive and is 
available through consumer retail stores. A non-rechargeable battery would also eliminate the 
charge control circuit, thus further reducing cost and complexity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The wireless IR sensor, designed, produced and fielded on several combat vehicles, has met or 
exceeded all the design objectives and has performed exceptionally well in all installations. The 
wireless IR sensor has been through all the necessary qualification testing for radiation and 
susceptibility dictated under MIL-461 as well as environmental, operational and MILES-21 
decoding requirements. The wireless IR sensor rivals the performance of wired sensors and 
provides the additional benefit of mounting location flexibility, as regards to placement on a 
target vehicle. In short, they provide a reliable alternative to wired sensors with all the 
advantages expected of a wireless system. 

The wireless network, developed for this system, has successfully incorporated the wireless 
sensor along with other devices onto the network, providing wireless control and instrumentation 
free of cables and connectors. The wireless network has the capacity to include additional 
devices for control and instrumentation in a wireless Vehicle Area Network. 
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A FIBER SENSOR INTEGRATED MONITOR FOR EMBEDDED 
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper we will present a new fiber sensor integrated monitor (FSIM) to be used in an 
embedded instrumentation system (EIS).  The proposed system consists of a super luminescent 
diode (SLD) as a broadband source, a novel high speed tunable MEMS filter with built in 
photodetector, and an integrated microprocessor for data aggregation, processing, and 
transmission.  As an example, the system has been calibrated with an array of surface relief fiber 
Bragg gratings (SR-FBG) for high speed, high temperature monitoring.  The entire system was 
built on a single breadboard less than 50 cm² in area. 

Keywords:  Fiber optic sensors, embedded instrumentation, distributed sensing, wavelength interrogation, smart 
sensors 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Optical sensors enable non-intrusive integration because of their small size, flexibility, and 
durability, while also exhibiting immunity to electromagnetic interference and resistance to 
corrosive materials [1,2].  Even though optical fiber sensors have many advantages, and are 
themselves very compact, the sensor control equipment tends to be bulky, costly, and consumes 
significant power. Fiber sensor interrogators differ from traditional sensor interrogators in that 
the demodulation of the sensor requires measurement of optical phenomena rather than electrical 
phenomena such as a voltage or current.  For example, Figure 1 shows the transmission and 
reflection spectrum of an array of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors.  Each individual FBG 
sensor reflects a narrow band of wavelengths at the Bragg wavelength, allowing the remaining 
optical power to be transmitted.  The wavelength of this reflected band, or peak, shifts in the 
presence of different environmental phenomena, such as temperature or strain.  Therefore, sensor 
interrogation requires the measurement and analysis of the wavelength spectrum.  Similar 
wavelength-based sensor interrogation is also required for other optical sensors, such as Fabry-
Perot and long period grating sensors. 
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Figure 1: Fiber Bragg grating array transmission and refection spectrum. 

Many optical sensor monitoring systems are large and bulky, costly, have high power 
consumption, and perform only the most basic functions.  Thus, while the sensor itself can be 
extremely compact and adaptable to a variety of situations, the interrogation system is not.  This 
limits the possibilities for sensor applications in embedded instrumentation systems.  
Additionally, such systems are often stand-alone units and do not easily lend themselves to 
integration into existing instrumentation systems.  

 
Figure 2: Comparison of optical fiber interrogation systems including (a) a modern spectrum analyzer 

from Agilent, (b) an FBG interrogator from Micron Optics, and (c) an FSIM prototype. 

The fiber sensor integrated monitor (FSIM) we have developed offers a new means to monitor 
optical fiber sensor arrays.  It is designed specifically for embedded instrumentation systems.  
Figure 2 shows some of the existing units used to interrogate fiber optic sensors in comparison 
with the FSIM developed in this project.  Figure 2a shows an optical spectrum analyzer 
manufactured by Agilent.  This equipment is common for research environments and is large and 
performs very slow wavelength scans.  Figure 2b shows a state of the art fiber Bragg grating 
interrogator manufactured by Micron Optics.  Although much smaller and faster than the 
research specific optical spectrum analyzer it is still dramatically larger, heavier, and consumes a 
lot more power than the FSIM board shown in Figure 2c.   

The FSIM integrates all of the components necessary for measuring and analyzing wavelength 
based data onto a single breadboard. Figure 2 shows the dramatic size and weight reduction 
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attained by the FSIM.  The FSIM also exhibits a dramatic decrease in power as well as an 
increase in operating speed.  However, the most significant advantage of such a system is the 
ability to act as a “smart sensor”  [3].  Smart sensors enhance traditional sensor functionality by 
adding signal conditioning, data processing, and a bus output at the sensor node.  Such smart 
sensors have added functionality over traditional sensors and can be networked together to create 
powerful distributed sensor systems.  Additionally, smart sensors can receive and send 
commands, giving the smart sensor the ability to make decisions based upon the data and 
commands received. 

2 FSIM OPERATION 

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the operation of the FSIM platform. In this “smart sensor”  
architecture the controller is programmed to properly decode the incoming data, control the 
optical source according to measurement needs, read and interpret the data from the detector, and 
then format the data and return it to the data bus. The principle advantage of this system includes 
its ability to adapt to a wide variety of data formats and make the required measurements. In 
addition, the FSIM platform is capable of being configured for the interrogation of a wide range 
of sensor types such as fiber Bragg grating sensors, long period grating sensors, Fabry-Perot 
sensors, etc.  

Controller

Controllable Optical Source
(Source + Filter)

Sensor System Simple Detector

network / data bus

 
Figure 3: Block diagram of the FSIM system functions. 

The optical signal is then transmitted through or reflected off of the fiber sensor and received by 
the detector.  The received optical power is essentially a sampling of the spectral response of the 
sensor at the interrogated wavelength.  Since the wavelength of the optical signal is determined 
by the microcontroller, the spectral response of the sensor can be sampled in a specific and 
controllable method.  For example rather than scanning the entire spectral response of the sensor, 
the sampled spectrum can be centered in on specific features such as reflection peaks.  The 
operation of the FSIM can be controlled by commands sent from the network/data bus. 

3 FSIM HARDWARE 

Figure 4 shows a picture of the FSIM board. The basic components of the FSIM board (labeled 
in bold text on Figure 4) are the MEMS tunable filter, photo-detector, superluminous diode 
(SLD), and the microcontroller.  The various other electronic components are also labeled on 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: FSIM board. 

3.1 Optical Source 
The optical source needs to meet the following requirements (1) small size, (2) low power 
consumption, (3) broad wavelength content, and (4) efficient fiber coupling.  A laser produces a 
wavelength spectrum that is too narrow for this application, while an LED has a broad 
wavelength contents but has very poor coupling into optical fibers.  To meet the requirements of 
fiber coupling and broad wavelength spectrum we used a superluminescent diode (SLD).  This 
device is half way between the LED and the laser diode and has both good fiber coupling 
efficiency and a wide spectral content.  Figure 5 shows the SLD in its package. The SLD that we 
used is EXS1595 from Exalos.  It was chosen for its small size and low power consumption. In 
order to conserve power, we are not applying active cooling to the SLD. In continuing tests we 
will verify under what conditions cooling may be required. 

 
Figure 5: Superluminescent Diode (Exalos, EXS 1595) 

3.2 Tunable Optical Filter 
Figure 6 shows the two types of MEMS filters we acquired through an equipment grant. One of 
the filters has an internal detector while the other can be coupled to an external photodetector.  
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Figure 6: Two types of MEMS tunable filters with and without internal detector. 

These filters consist of two thin film membranes separated by a small air gap.  These two 
reflective membranes create a Fabry-Perot cavity.  The Fabry-Perot cavity transmits a narrow 
wavelength band and reflects all other wavelengths.  The specific wavelength that is transmitted 
depends on the spacing of the membranes.  The membrane separation, and thus the transmitted 
wavelength, is varied by applying a voltage in the range of 0-36V. 

Figure 7 shows the measured transmission for an applied voltage of 15V.  This measurement 
shows that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is approximately 60pm. The width of this 
transmission peak is very consistent over the entire tuning range of the filter.  

 
Figure 7: Spectral line width of the transmission band of the MEMS filter. 
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3.3 Electronics Interfacing with MEMS Filter 
The following is a list of the prominent electronics that are used on the FSIM board. 

• Microcontroller (PIC18F2680 from Microchip) 

o Specifications: Up to 40MHz clock speed, 4kilobytes of on-chip memory, built in 10 

bit A/D converter 

o Functions 

• The microcontroller is what makes the FSIM a “smart sensor” . 

• Runs the software to perform peak tracking, self calibration, etc. 

• Sends out the digital signal to control the transmission wavelength of the 

MEMS filter 

• Converts the analog voltage from the receiver circuitry into a digital signal. 

•   Performs data analysis and aggregation.  It converts the voltage into 

wavelength and facilitates the I/O. 

• Digital to Analog Converter (DAC8571 from Texas Instruments) 

o Specifications: 16 bit resolution, high speed interface 

o Functions: The DAC is used to change the transmission wavelength of the MEMS 

filter from the digital value provided by the microcontroller. 

• Additional Memory (24AA64 from Microchip) 

o Specifications: 512 kilobits of memnory, miniature package size 

o Function: The additional memory is used by the self calibration algorithm. 

• RS232 interface (MAX202 from Texas Instruments) 

o Specifications: 5V dual line driver/receiver, serial port interface up to 120 kbps 

o Function: This chip provides the formatting of the data to communicate with the 

external computer. 

• Operational Amplifiers 

o Specifications: both single supply and dual supply operational amplifiers 

o Functions: 

• Used between the DAC and the MEMS filter to attain a voltage swing of 0-

36V. 

• Used as a transimpedance amplifier to convert the current signal produced by 

the photodetector to a voltage signal. 
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• Used to amplify the signal coming out of the transimpedance amplifier prior 

to microcontroller to increase the dynamic range of the receiver. 

4 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTED ON THE FSIM 

4.1 Scan the Entire Spectrum 
The wavelength spectrum is measured by changing the voltage applied to the MEMS filter and 
then measuring the resulting power received by the photodetector. The microcontroller 
incrementally scans the voltage applied to the filter.  The scanning is accomplished using the 16 
bit DAC and an operational amplifier.  The maximum wavelength resolution depends on the 
minimum voltage step size.  The minimum voltage step is the total voltage range (36 volts) 
divided by the number of bit of the DAC (216).  At each of the individual voltage levels the 
optical power is converted from photodiode current to analog voltage with a transimpedance 
amplifier and then converted into a digital signal using the on-chip 10 bit A/D converter.  

Figure 8 shows a scan of a 5 grating array operating in reflection mode.  The voltage step size 
used in this scan is �V=4.4 mV.  This voltage step size corresponds to a wavelength step size of 
10pm < �� < 40pm.   

 
Figure 8: Scan of the full spectrum of an array of 4 FBG sensors and a calibration grating operating in 

reflection.  The voltage step size in this scan is �V=4.4 mV (10pm<��<40pm). 

4.2 Find and track peaks 
Software has been developed to detect individual peaks, zooms in on the individual peaks and 
track them.  This simple peak tracking algorithm results in a dramatic increase in tracking speed 
and resolution. Figure 9 shows a zoomed in scan of the 5 element grating array.  The FSIM scans 
over a small window around each grating peak and then jumps to the next peak.   
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Figure 9: Zoomed spectrum for a 4 element grating array plus a calibration grating peak. 

4.3 Extract sensor data 
We have developed software to convert the voltage level to wavelength.  This data interpretation 
enables the transmission of only the peak wavelength to the data bus rather than all of the voltage 
data resulting in some simple data analysis. 

5 CONCLUSION 

We have presented a new fiber sensor integrated monitor for embedded instrumentation systems.  
In addition to significant size and power improvements over existing fiber interrogator 
technologies, the FSIM system creates a new fiber optic smart sensor.  By adding smart sensor 
capabilities, new fiber sensors will increase functionality and adaptability.  Furthermore, 
distributed sensing systems incorporating fiber sensors with other sensor technologies will be 
possible. 

The FSIM system is capable of measuring and analyzing large wavelength spectrums in order to 
interrogate fiber sensors.  Such a system has applications to a variety of fiber sensor 
technologies, including fiber Bragg grating sensors, Fabry-Perot and long period grating sensors.  
Because a microprocessor is integrated into the FSIM architecture, the FSIM can also be 
programmed to perform application specific tasks, such as peak tracking.  The digital data 
obtained by the FSIM can then be placed onto a data bus for communication to other embedded 
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sensors or to a central processing unit.  The FSIM’s flexibility, small size and low power 
consumption will make it an enabling technology for an array of embedded instrumentation 
applications. 
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Abstract 
 
Adding an instrumentation / telemetry system to a test vehicle has historically required an 
intrusive installation for wiring and powering all elements of the system from the sensor 
to the telemetry transmitter. In some applications there is need for a flexible and modular 
instrumentation and telemetry system that can be installed with minimal intrusiveness on 
an aircraft without the need for permanent modifications. Such an application may 
benefit from the use of a miniaturized, inexpensive network of wireless sensors.  This 
network will communicate its data to a central unit installed within the aircraft. 
 
This paper describes recent efforts associated with the Advanced Subminiature Telemetry 
System (ASMT) Initial Test Capability Project.  It discusses the challenges in developing 
a wireless sensor network system for use in an airborne environment. These include 
selection of frequencies, COTS wireless devices, batteries, system synchronization, data 
bandwidth calculations, and mechanical structure for external installation.  The paper will 
also describe the wireless network architecture as well as the architecture of the wireless 
sensor and the central control unit. 
  

Key Words 
 
Network, Miniaturized, Non-Intrusive, Wireless sensor, Bluetooth, Zigbee, IEEE 
802.15.4, Data Acquisition  
 

Introduction 
 
Flight test vehicles require a certain degree of wiring and installation modification to 
accommodate flight test equipment. In most cases this equipment is used either in a test 
vehicle dedicated for flight test, or in production vehicle to solve a problem or test a new 
system. When a dedicated test vehicle is used, it is expected that the installation of test 
equipment will require a high degree of intrusiveness. The use of an instrumentation 
system in a production vehicle imposes on the instrumentation engineer to minimize 
wiring and modification.  A small inexpensive network based instrumentation/telemetry 
system that can be non-intrusively installed in a variety of configurations and locations 
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on a test vehicle without significantly impacting the performance of the system being 
tested has been the goal of the ASMT project and instrumentation engineers.  
The implementation of a complete non-intrusive flight test system is both difficult and 
beyond the scope of this paper. The possible use of a sub-system acquiring data from 
several wireless sensors with minimal intrusiveness is both worth investigating and 
achievable. This paper will discuss the challenges and barriers that require in depth study 
and test in order to implement and use such a system on a test vehicle. The design of a 
wireless sensor to be installed on the skin of a test vehicle poses challenges that are far 
beyond a simple data acquisition design. We will evaluate the challenge, the decision 
making process, and the possible direction to be taken for realizing a successful wireless 
sensor design for airborne flight test applications.     
 

System Overview 
 
The system is comprised of a group of wireless sensors for data acquisition that 
communicate with an on-board data system. The system includes wireless sensor units 
with separate installation, and a wireless control unit residing within the data system that 
collects data from the network of wireless sensors. See Figure 1 for the system diagram.  
 

Figure 1. Wireless sensor system diagram 
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The wireless sensor incorporates transducers, signal conditioning, an acquisition 
controller, a processor, power (battery), a wireless radio, and an antenna into a sealed, 
aerodynamically shaped, miniaturized package. It is intended for external installation on 
a test vehicle via the use of an electro-cleavable adhesive. For some applications, this 
wireless sensor unit may require an external transducer and an external antenna 
installation. In this application, the only elements installed on the skin of the test vehicle 
are the transducer and the antenna. Other applications may require the use of available 
power near the sensor unit location, which eliminates the need of a battery. This is very 
useful in cases when external transducers require excitation power.   
The wireless control unit is part of the on-board data system for controlling and collecting 
data from the wireless sensors. The control unit provides a self-discovery mechanism for 
identifying the sensors in its network, facilitating the sensor calibration process, 
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programming acquisition variables in the sensor units, and providing two way 
communication with all the sensors in its network. The installation of the controlling unit 
as part of the data system may require an external remote antenna for communication 
with the wireless sensors. 
 
As an added complexity, the system allows for multiple wireless control units within an 
on-board data system. Each control unit communicates with its network of wireless 
sensors for control and data.  
 
The paper will describe in detail three types modules currently being developed under the 
ASMT Initial Test Capability Project.  It also describes some of the specific development 
studies being conducted to support development of the system. The three types of units 
being developed are: 

• Wireless sensor unit with integrated transducer and battery 
• Wireless sensor unit with external transducer and uses external 28 VDC power 
• Wireless control unit 

 
Wireless Sensor Unit with Integrated Transducer and Battery 

   
This wireless sensor node is a stand-alone assembly installed externally on the skin of the 
test article. It conditions one (1) triaxial accelerometer, digitizes and encodes the data for 
wireless transmission to a collector node.  The sensor node is processor based and allows 
user programmable control of sensor variables and data filtering. The sensor 
programmable variables include channel sample rate, gain, offset, and anti-alias filter 
cutoff frequency characteristics.  All calibration and signal conditioning will be preset 
within the unit. The sensor node is fully programmable via the wireless connection from 
the controller node. The unit operates from a single replaceable internal battery for a 
duration of up to four hours. It includes an on-board non-volatile memory for storage of 
critical information such as module identifier, channel setup, transducer calibration data, 
etc. An IEEE-1451.0 “like” Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS) datasheet is 
employed.  See Figure 2. 
 

Figure 2. Wireless Sensor unit with built-in transducer 
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The internal triaxial accelerometer is optimized for measuring low frequency vibration 
response. The sensor allows a programmable sample rate of up to 200 samples/sec, and 
has a programmable filter whose –3dB frequency is automatically set to ¼ of the sample 
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rate (1 Hz to 50 Hz).  The channel filter has a 40-tap FIR characteristic.  The sensor unit 
includes a fourth channel to provide auxiliary data such as sensor temperature and/or the 
state of several digital I/O lines at programmable update rate. The discrete output signals 
represent the state of discrete input signals at the wireless controller unit.  
The sensor unit includes a digital signal controller capable of the following actions: 

• Generating a data sample rate clock  
• Initiating data sampling 
• Controlling the A/D converter and axis channel multiplexer  
• Collecting axis channel data from the A/D converter 
• Implementing a FIR filter algorithm with decimation to provide the required data 

output sample rate and frequency response 
• Interfacing with the on-board wireless radio 
 

Factors that influence selection of the digital signal controller include: 
• Chip physical size 
• Supply voltage flexibility 
• Power consumption at various signal data rates  
• DSP functionality (must be sufficient to maintain data flow) 
• Processor instruction cycle time (must be low number of clock cycles, preferably 

1) 
• Useful on-board peripherals (UART, SPI, memory interface, etc.) 

 
Wireless Sensor Unit with External Transducer 

   
A second type of wireless sensor node is under development as part of the ASMT initial 
Test Capability Project.  This unit will be installed internally in a LAU-129 missile 
launcher, has an external triaxial sensor requiring excitation power from the unit, uses 28 
VDC power, and uses an external antenna. All other building blocks used in the unit with 
the internal transducer are used in this unit. The intended transducer for use with this unit 
is the Kistler triaxial piezo-electric accelerometer K-Shear® #8792 M 04. See Figure 3. 
 
 

Figure 3. Wireless Sensor unit with external transducer 
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Wireless Controller Unit 

 
The wireless controller unit is installed as part of a data system such as Teletronics 
MARM-2000 or the MCDAU-2000.  Its function is to receive wireless data from the 
sensors, and format the data in a fashion required by the host Data Acquisition Unit 
(“DAU”).  The controller unit also sends control data and discrete channel data to the 
sensor units. The network controller implements command and control with the sensor 
units, uniquely addresses each sensor in its network, controls multiple sensors 
simultaneously, and provides access capability to the health status of each sensor unit in 
its network. In addition, the controller translates discrete inputs to the unit into discrete 
commands to the sensor units. On power up or as required, the controller programs the 
sensitivity and sample rate of the sensor channels.  The frequency response of the sensor 
channels is automatically set to ¼ of the sample rate so in effect, it is also programmed 
by the controller. Periodically the sensor will append additional data to the accelerometer 
data.  This data includes the state of the discrete sensor inputs, temperature within the 
sensor module enclosure as well as other required “housekeeping” signals.  As required, 
the controller can send commands to each sensor under its control, instructing it to 
change the logic state of its discrete output lines.   
 

Airborne Wireless Sensor System Challenges 
 
The challenges in the development of the wireless sensor system for airborne applications 
are numerous and require a systematic approach and careful study in may areas of 
discipline. These areas include: 

• Transducer Selection  
• Battery Selection and Power Conservation 
• Frequency Study 
• Wireless Radio and Antenna 
• Network Throughput and Data Budget 

 
MEMS Triaxial Transducers 

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is the integration of mechanical elements, 
sensors, actuators, and electronics on a common silicon substrate through 
microfabrication technology. While the electronics are fabricated using integrated circuit 
(IC) process sequences (e.g., CMOS, Bipolar, or BICMOS processes), the 
micromechanical components are fabricated using compatible "micromachining" 
processes that selectively etch away parts of the silicon wafer or add new structural layers 
to form the mechanical and electromechanical devices.  MEMS brings together silicon-
based microelectronics and micromachining technology, making possible a smaller, more 
highly integrated and lower power transducer than would have otherwise been possible. 
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Figure 4. 2-Axis MEMS Integrated Accelerometer 

 
Figure 4 is a functional block diagram of a 2-axis MEMS integrated accelerometer.  In 
addition to the accelerometers, excitation circuitry, differential amplifiers and low pass 
filters have been integrated into the package.  The result is a small foot-print, low profile 
package that consumes only a few milliwatts of power and requires a single low voltage 
power supply.  The transducer outputs are single ended, high level, low impedance linear 
voltages. 

The main drawback of MEMS based accelerometers is that with current technology, the 
acceleration range of currently available 3-axis MEMS accelerometers is limited to +10g 
or less.  Higher acceleration ranges such as the +50g range of the system described in this 
paper require the use of a 2-axis unit and an additional single axis unit mounted exactly 
normal to the plane of the 2-axis unit.   

Both the single and 2-axis devices are packaged in 5mm x 5mm ceramic leadless chip 
carriers (LCC) and are intended for surface mounting on printed circuit boards.  The 
circuit board must be firmly secured to the sensor housing at multiple points near the 
accelerometers to prevent vibrations that could originate on the circuit board.  
Additionally, the single axis unit must be mounted on a secondary printed circuit board 
and in turn, firmly secured either to the housing or to the main printed circuit board.  
However it is mounted, the single axis device must be oriented exactly normal to the 2-
axis device. 

 

Battery Requirements 
The power source of the wireless sensor must be self-contained and capable of sufficient 
energy storage to provide at least four (4) hours of continuous operation.  We estimate an 
energy storage capacity of 1.0 to 1.5 Watt-hours will be required.  The battery must be 
lightweight and consume as little of the available sensor volume as possible.  In addition, 
it must be able to supply short pulse currents of several 10s of milliamperes.  The most 
severe requirement from the point of view of the battery is the required operating 
temperature range of –40°C to +70°C.   
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Candidate battery chemistries are Lithium Manganese Dioxide (LiMnO2) and Lithium 
Thionyl Chloride (LiSOCl2).  Lithium batteries are lightweight and have very high 
energy densities for their size.  Because any Lithium cell used to power the wireless 
sensor will be small, the amount of Lithium present will be insufficient to pose any 
explosion or fire risk, should the battery housing become damaged.  Both candidate 
battery chemistries are primary (non-rechargeable).  Secondary (rechargeable) battery 
chemistries were considered and rejected because no practical candidates specified for 
operation at –40°C were found.   Recent advances in Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery 
technology (the leading secondary battery chemistry) suggest this situation may improve 
so we continue to monitor new developments and product offerings in this area.  

Of batteries that are commercially available now, a LiSOCl2 cell equivalent in volume to 
a ½ AAA size cell (10mm dia. x 25mm long), would be able to satisfy the above stated 
power and environmental requirements.   

Additional physical requirements exist for the wireless sensor power source:   
• Provision must be made for easy replacement (primary cell) or easy recharging 

(secondary cell). 
• The battery must be securely mounted to the sensor housing to prevent vibration 

yet still allow for convenient battery replacement. 
• Electrical connections to battery must be positive and insensitive to vibration yet 

they must still facilitate battery replacement.  
 

RF Frequency Study 
Tests will be conducted in order to better understand the capabilities and challenges  
associated with the use of COTS wireless transceivers in aircraft data telemetry 
applications.  Concerns involve both the potential of wireless devices to interfere with 
other aircraft electronic systems and conversely, the potential for aircraft electronics to 
corrupt wireless telemetry data.  For example, aircraft S band transmitters operate from 
2.2 – 2.45 GHz while Bluetooth devices operates between 2.4 – 2.483 GHz. Sharing of 
this frequency band may lead to serious loss of Bluetooth data due to receiver saturation 
whenever the aircraft S band transmitter is in operation.  This concern illustrates why 
wireless data telemetry testing within the vicinity of the aircraft is necessary to 
understand the limitations of the technology.  

Line of sight is another issue in wireless technology. When implementing a low power 
wireless data link from one part of the aircraft to another, it is highly desirable to have an 
uninterrupted line of sight from transmitter to receiver.  When this is not possible, the 
quality of the data link may suffer.  For this and other reasons as well, other wireless 
COTS technologies, such as Zigbee, that may not require an uninterrupted line of sight, 
are being studied as possible alternatives to Bluetooth for providing accurate data 
transmission without the benefit of a line of sight radio link. 

 
Wireless Radio and Antenna 

Bluetooth (IEEE-802.15.1) and Zigbee (IEEE-802.15.4) are both potential candidate 
technologies for wireless data telemetry applications.  Each has attributes that would 
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make it the preferred choice in a given application.  Both Bluetooth and Zigbee operate in 
approximately the same frequency range. Bluetooth ranges from 2.4 – 2.483 GHz with 
79, 1 MHz wide RF channels (generally, 2.408 – 2.480 GHz is the operating range) 
transmitting up to 2.1Mbps (Bluetooth 2.0).  Zigbee based systems are configured to 
operate at 2.4 GHz (with data rates up to 250 kbps), or alternatively at 915 MHz (with 
data rates up to 40 kbps), or 868 MHz (with data rates up to 20 kbps).  

In terms of power consumption and device size, Zigbee and the latest version of 
Bluetooth (2.0) are comparable.  The power requirement of Bluetooth 2.0 devices is half 
that of previous versions.  

Zigbee devices are specified to operate over distances of up to100 meters as are 
Bluetooth class 1 devices.  Bluetooth class 2 devices are specified for distances up to 10 
meters. Both wireless communication systems have their own security protocols.  Zigbee 
security is defined by a 128 AES plus application layer security; Bluetooth security uses 
64 and 128 bit encryption. The different security systems must evaluated through testing 
in the aircraft environment.  One advantage of Zigbee devices is their connection time. 
Zigbee can join existing networks in less than 30ms, whereas, Bluetooth 2.0 devices 
require approximately 3-5 seconds. 

Zigbee has the unique ability to receive information from a device outside the network, 
even if this receiver is not the principal controller, and then forward the information 
(without reading the data it is transmitting). The device simply looks at the destination 
and sends the data on to the controller.  This capability may be useful in situations where 
a direct line of sight between an outlying sensor and controller is not possible.  

One version of the wireless sensor described in this paper employs an internal microstrip 
antenna as part of the main PC board.  This antenna is omni-directional and lies wholly 
within the sensor enclosure, greatly simplifying sensor mounting.  On the other hand, 
signal strength of the RF link becomes a consideration in sensor placement along with the 
optimal position for measuring vibrations.    

A second version of the wireless sensor is mounted within the aircraft fuselage and 
employs an externally mounted antenna.  This arrangement clearly requires a more 
intrusive installation but may provide greater flexibility in sensor placement.  External 
antennas are connected to the sensor via a coaxial cable link that should be kept as short 
as possible to minimize RF signal attenuation.  The choice of coaxial cable material is 
based on a trade-off between thinner cables that can be more easily routed along the 
exterior of an aircraft and heavier cables that will introduce less RF attenuation per foot 
of travel.  Finally, an external antenna need not be omni-directional.  A properly oriented 
directional antenna can significantly improve the robustness of the RF data link.  
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Conclusions 
While design and implementation of a wireless system for aircraft telemetry applications 
poses a number of challenges, numerous benefits will result from such a system, provided 
it can be installed with minimal intrusiveness and without permanent modifications to the 
aircraft.   

Before a robust wireless system for aircraft telemetry is realized, investigations must be 
carried out in a number of key areas.  These areas include: 

• Interference with/from other aircraft electronic systems 

• Line of sight requirements between sensor and controller 

• The effect of S band transmitters upon the wireless link  

• Sensor power source related issues 

• Characterizing data latency in the wireless link 

• Data throughput  

• Environmental qualification of hardware (to include electro-cleavable adhesive 
for externally installed wireless sensor modules)  

This paper describes initial design concepts, considerations and concerns associated with 
the implementation of an ASMT type system.  Subsequent papers will discuss specific 
issues and results encountered on the way to achieving the goal of developing a 
miniaturized, reliable, flexible and modular wireless data telemetry system that can be 
installed with minimal intrusiveness on a test article without the need for permanent 
modifications. 
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                           DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS  
                                     - GET CONNECTED  
 
                                      RICHARD ENGLER 
                                              DWIGHT TIQUI 
 
 
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
 
A digital data distribution system can be defined as a means of transporting digital data 
from one location to another. In its simplest form, a single conductor can act as a 
distribution system. The World Wide Web on the other hand, is good example of how 
complex a distribution system can become. Obviously the wide variety of distribution 
systems and scenarios available far exceeds the scope of this discussion; therefore I will 
limit this paper to data distributions systems that are relatively small and pertaining to the 
world of telemetry. I will use the digital data distribution system that currently resides at 
the Telemetry Data Center (TDC) at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) as a model to 
describe three separate, yet overlapping digital distribution systems; the manual patch 
system, the digital switch system, and a digital network system. 
 
 
THE MANUAL PATCH SYSTEM   
       
Sources and Destinations  
 
The Manual Patch System is the simplest of distribution systems. Electrically, the 
components of the Manual Patch consisting primarily of conductors, distribution or patch 
panels, patch cords and distribution amplifiers. These components provide the means of 
routing electrical signals between Source and Destination equipment.  Source equipment 
outputs (Sources) provide the electrical signal that is to be distributed. Destination 
equipment inputs (Destinations) receive the electrical signal.    
(Fig 1.1) 
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In this example, a Source is tied through a conductor to a patch point located on a patch 
panel. Two Destinations are similarly tied through conductors to patch points on the same 
patch panel. A Distribution amplifier (amp) is also tied to the same patch panel. The amp 
is a single input / multiple outputs unit. The amp is used to duplicate and route electrical 
signals to multiple Destinations simultaneously. Patch cords are used to complete the 
connection between the Sources and the Destinations.  
 
 
PATCH PANEL CONFIGURATIONS   
        
Patch Panel Configuration refer to the manner in which amplifiers and 
Source/Destination equipment are physically connected to patch panels. In smaller 
systems, the most efficient method is to simply tie all system components to a centralized 
patch panel. (FIG 1.2)  
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FIG 1.2  Typical Telemtry Patch Panel  
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This example shows a simple telemetry distribution system. A single telemetry source 
received from a telemetry site can be patched directly to any of piece of equipment in the 
system, or it can be amplified and sent to multiple pieces of equipment simultaneously.  
Note that some system components can be used as both destinations and sources, for 
example recorders are used as a Destination when recording “live” telemetry data and as 
a Source during data playback. 
 
The complexity of the configuration is directly associated to the number and variety of 
components used in the system; in other words, the larger the system the more complex 
the system. As more equipment is added, additional patch panels and amplifiers are 
required. Trunk lines are conductors tied between patch panels to provide for remote 
panel to panel connections.  
       
As the size and complexity of the distribution systems grows, so do the manual patching 
requirements placed upon of the system operator.  In order to keep the manual patch 
distribution system easy to operate, organization of the system components becomes 
increasingly important. The means of organizing or grouping system components can 
vary greatly depending upon the size of the distribution system and variety of the 
equipment being serviced. Three common ways of grouping system components within a 
distribution system are System Distribution Configuration, Bank System Configuration 
and One to One Configuration. 
 
  
SYSTEM DISTRIBUTION CONFIGURATION 
 
System Distribution Configuration refers to a patching layout where all the major 
components of a single processing system are grouped together and tied to a single patch 
panel or group of patch panels.  In this layout, patching of each processing system is done 
independently, for example signals routed to “System A” are distributed with “System A” 
amplifiers, processed on “System A” Decoms and recorded on “System A” Recorders.  
When multiple processing systems are incorporated, the original patching system is 
duplicated for each additional system. (Fig 1.4)   
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Fig. 1.4 System Distribution Configuration  

SYSTEM A SYSTEM B

 
 
System Distribution Configurations work very well when multiple systems need to be 
operated independently and/or simultaneously. Since the systems are identical or similar, 
the physical wiring of the patch panels should also be similar as possible. System 
conformity will simplify manual patching. Patch Panel labeling should always be 
consistent, up to date and easy to understand. 
 
 
BANK DISTRIBUTION CONFIGURATION 
 
Bank Distribution Configuration refers to a patching layout that groups similar pieces of 
system components together to form “Banks” of resources. Processing systems are built 
by combining individual components from each bank. For example, a working system 
can be configured by patching Bit Sync 1 to Decom  2 while recording on Strip Chart 4. 
(Fig. 1.5) 
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Fig. 1.5   Bank Configuration
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This example shows a Bank Configuration of the same system shown in Fig 1.4.   Bank 
Distribution Systems provide a high degree of flexibility and allows for easier 
troubleshooting. Problems arising from the failure of any individual piece of equipment 
can be easily “worked around” by simply replacing the suspect equipment with another 
member from the same bank. Although Bank Configuration offers a high degree of 
flexibility, patching complexity will increase and an overall knowledge of the systems 
becomes increasingly important.  
 
 ONE TO ONE DISTRIBUTION CONFIGURATION 
 
One to one configurations are a combination of Bank Configurations and System 
Configurations. Processing Systems are built from banked components, but Source and 
Destination equipment are “soft-wired” together to form semi-permanent system 
configurations. A soft-wire patch is a connection made with a patch cord. Soft-wire 
patches are purposely left connected to provide a default setting for the processing 
system. Soft-wire patches only need to be disconnected for special need configurations or 
for trouble shooting purposes. (Fig 1.6). 
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This example shows a One to One configuration of the same system as displayed in fig 
1.4 and fig 1.5. In this example, both  “System A” and “System B” have  been configured 
so that bit sync 1 is soft-wired to decrypter 1 which is soft-wired to best source 1. A One 
to One configuration reduces manual patching requirements to a minimum, and thus 
reduces the possibility of operator error. Distribution System flexibility is maintained 
through soft-wire patching and troubleshooting is reduced to moving input signals into 
unused components.  
 
ELECTRONIC PATCH SYSTEM 
 
Digital Switch 
 
The Electronic Patching System employs an electronic (Digital) switch to distribute 
digital data from one location to another without the use of manual patch system 
components. The Digital switch works much like a matrix, with input ports populating 
one side of the matrix while output ports populate another. (Fig. 1.8).  
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Fig. 1.8  Digital Switch

Digital Switch

Control Line
External PC

  
       
         
Input signal placed upon a digital switch input port can be routed to any output port or all 
outputs ports simultaneously. Since the digital switch is built to provide multiple outputs 
of the same input source, no external distribution amplifiers are required. 
An example of multiple destination output is shown in Fig 1.8, i.e. Bit Sync 1 is 
connected to Decrypter 1 and Best Source 1. 
 
The digital switch can be controlled via an onboard computer or by a remote host 
computer. Electrical connections between Sources and Destinations are commanded with 
the use of electronic switch software. Digital switch configurations (Setup Files) can be 
saved on the host computer and can be loaded and unloaded very quickly. Rapid system 
reconfigurations dramatically reduce the time required for system setup, and helps in 
reducing the human error that is inherent to manual patch systems.  
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Fig 1.9 shows an example of how an digital switch could be utilized with a multiple 
processing system.  
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Fig. 1.9  Digital Switch
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NETWORK DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
         
A Network distribution system employs a Network Components, (i.e. Either Net) along 
with a with a common data transmission platform (i.e. TCP/IP) to transport digital data 
form one location to another. All Source and Destination equipment tied to the network 
must be network ready, have distinct IP addresses and be able to process similar formats 
of digital data. Destination and Source equipment, as well as data flow are controlled 
with either remote or equipment based computers.  
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Network Distribution works by converting raw telemetry digital data into Data Packets. 
Data Packets contain a combination of raw data along with historical information about 
the raw data. Historical information may include items such as data sync pattern, raw data 
size, word length and time code synchronization. Once raw data has been converted into 
data packets, information is distributed through network wiring systems between 
addressed destination and source equipment. 
 
The diagram shown in Fig 1.11 is typical representation of the equipment used in a single 
telemetry processing system employing a Network Distribution System.  
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DecomsRecorders
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Fig. 1.11 Network Distribution System

 
         
 
In this example raw telemetry data is collected at four separate remote telemetry sites. 
Each remote site encrypts the raw data and sends it via Ether Net to the Telemetry Data 
Center. Once at the Processing Center, raw data is decrypted and a Best Source signal is 
generated. The Best Source signal is converted to Packet Data and distributed to Source 
and Destination.  
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 10

Network Distribution Systems completely eliminate manual patch components and 
system configuration setups. Data Speeds available with Network Distribution Systems 
are far superior to other types of distribution systems and are completely computer 
controlled. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
From labor intensive Manual Patch Systems to the Computer Operated Networks, Digital 
Data Distribution Systems cover a large array of system types and uses. There is no one 
single distribution system that is best suited for all applications. Most distribution 
systems are a combination of systems types that best suit the situation. Careful 
consideration of factors such as data speed, system components, space considerations, 
and system flexibility will help in designing an efficient distribution system.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Today Ranges are faced with the typical dilemma of doing more with less—less money, less 
time, and less experienced range personnel. Meanwhile, Ranges are being forced to make their 
operations more efficient in use of time, money, and functionality. As a result, Ranges are 
looking for automated ways to remotely configure and operate their tracking stations and to 
provide interoperability between ranges, sites, and equipment. 
 
RT Logic worked with numerous range operators and equipment vendors to create an open 
software architecture that provides rapid device configuration, equipment status at a glance, and 
automatic fault detection and isolation. RT Logic’s architecture utilizes the CORBA 
specification to achieve extensibility and scalability for future range requirements. Adoption of 
this architecture and approach will reduce costs, time, and mistakes. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 

Telemetry, Remote Control, CORBA, TENA, Automation 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Range operators are faced with doing more with less; less money, less experienced personnel, 
and less time. In addition, the missions are getting more complex by requiring faster data rates, 
multiple targets and simultaneous missions. One way to respond to these demands is to use 
software that remotely configures and operates entire telemetry sites using common interfaces. A 
critical aspect of this is selecting a software architecture that supports current needs while 
allowing future scalability, flexibility, and enhancements. RT Logic has created a system based 
on the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) specification that allows range 
operators to easily configure, monitor, and control their range equipment. In addition, by 
incorporating the CORBA specification, gateways to Test and Training Enabling Architecture 
(TENA) middleware and applications are easily achieved. 
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OVERVIEW OF APPROACH 

 
When selecting a software architecture, an organization faces several challenges. In addition to 
technical challenges, it is important to consider the architecture’s ability to accommodate project 
realities. System requirements can and do change over a project’s life cycle. This is particularly 
true in the area of high-tech range equipment. When change occurs, it often has a dramatic 
impact on internal and external interfaces to the system. Project success is then dependent on 
how well the chosen architecture handles these types of changes.  
 
It is therefore important for the architecture to address the following fundamental concepts:  

– Support system evolution 
• Standardize interfaces 
• Enable adaptation of legacy interfaces 
• Isolate client applications from changes within the server 

 
– Design interfaces to be platform and language independent 

• Use abstract interface definitions 
• Utilize industry standards whenever possible 

 
– Focus on reliability, scalability, reusability and quality of service 

• Centralize common functionality into well tested modules 
• Leverage existing, heavily used & tested communication mechanisms 
• Use UML & object oriented techniques from the ground up 

 
The approach RT Logic used was to first define a component-based framework for system 
development that utilizes design patterns, promotes reuse and provides a common “Pattern 
Language” (Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture: Patterns for Concurrent and Networked 
Objects -- Douglas Schmidt et. al.) between systems. The approach incorporates industry and 
Government standards such as DII/COE, JTA, TENA, CCSDS SLE, SNMP, and XML. 
 
The resulting Telemetrix software architecture utilizes the COBRA specification to create a 
distributed, component-based framework for configuration, status, and control of a wide variety 
of range oriented devices. To date, the Telemetrix architecture has been used to setup and control 
over 1800 systems from satellite control stations, satellite test systems, and Range Telemetry 
processing stations. Figure 1 depicts the Telemetrix framework. 
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Figure 1. Telemetrix Framework 

 
Telemetrix provides a common software baseline that becomes the blueprint for system level 
development. Using a common software framework simplifies integration and supports system 
evolution. Over time, a toolbox of reusable building blocks, standard services and device 
components has evolved. 
 
For range applications and devices, RT Logic leveraged the Telemetrix framework and created a 
software application called Automated Range Control Suite (ARCS). In addition to the basic 
services provided within the Telemetrix architecture, ARCS offers system-level fault detection 
and isolation, as well as automated signal generation and simulation.  
 
The operational concept behind ARCS focuses on the configuration of large suites of range 
equipment (e.g., receivers, bit synchronizers, telemetry decommutators, multiplexers, and 
demultiplexers). Historically, range configuration activities have been a significant manual 
undertaking requiring complex processes and configuration management. Using ARCS, this 
process occurs automatically and significantly reduces the labor and time required.  
 
Figure 2 depicts a typical ARCS ground station.  
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Figure 2.- ARCS Operational Concept 
 
ARCS utilizes a “signal-centric” approach to setup a suite of equipment for a specific operation. 
To define an operation, the operator describes the characteristic and attributes of the signal such 
as the modulation type, data encoding, bit rates, and TDM sync pattern in the Configuration 
Editor. During this process, the Configuration Editor validates the user inputs and offers the user 
suggestions for parameter selection, such as signal inputs and outputs, based on the physical 
system configuration. 
 
The defined operation is stored in an XML file that can be later recalled for use or copied for a 
similar operation. The same XML file can be used by other ARCS enabled range telemetry 
stations that support the same vehicle or mission. These telemetry stations do not need to deploy 
the same hardware suite or configuration. The ARCS system accounts for these differences 
automatically and configures the local hardware appropriately. The ARCS software maintains 
configuration control over the operation file throughout the range and verifies proper system 
configuration each time the operation is loaded.  
 
Figure 3 shows the ARCS Configuration Editor user interface. 
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Figure 3. Configuration Editor 
 

Local or remote operators select defined operations from a drop-down list. The ARCS system 
automatically verifies the devices required to perform the operation are available and allocates, 
or reserves, them for the operation. After the allocation process completes successfully, the 
system configures the allocated suite of equipment to process the defined signal. In addition, a 
simulated signal (or signals) is created to verify that all of the equipment is processing correctly. 
If a device is not operating correctly, the device and string is color coded with the appropriate 
warning color (red or yellow) showing the operator that the string or device has a problem. This 
entire process takes approximately 15 seconds. In contrast, a typical manual configuration using 
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current range systems can take hours or even days of manual configuration to setup and test a 
suite of equipment for a single operation. 
 
The ARCS system includes an easy-to-use graphical user interface. Figure 4 represents an 
operation containing three allocated and configured strings of equipment. The upper left 
quadrant shows the status of all of the equipment strings. The lower left quadrant shows the 
specific devices allocated for each string. In this example, the system is showing problems with 
the FM discriminator in the first string and with the frame synchronizer in the second string. The 
lower right quadrants contain specific device panels that show the detailed configuration. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 - Example Operator Console 
 
If changes are required to the system after the devices have been allocated and configured by the 
ARCS software, the operator can go to the associated device panel and make whatever changes 
are necessary. Figure 5 shows the soft panel for a bit synchronizer. Commonality between device 
panels reduces training and confusion resulting from multiple vendor interfaces. 
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Figure 5 - Soft Panel Display of Bit Sync 
 
In addition to the operational view, ARCS provides the Maintenance Editor window. This 
window provides a system-level view of all equipment in the telemetry station. It indicates what 
devices are allocated to specific operations and allows the user to manually tweek the 
configuration if necessary. Figure 6 provides a view of this window. 
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Figure 6 - Maintenance Editor 
 
The Maintenance Editor interface also allows the user to take equipment offline, thus preventing 
its use when a new operation is selected. 
 
Two other important features required by range operators are fault isolation and logging of 
system status and changes. ARCS handles this using a “butterfly” self-test pattern that drives a 
simulated signal through all of the possible combinations of equipment down to the LRU level. 
Any problem that is found is logged so that the operator can take the appropriate action to fix the 
device or mark the device offline. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Local and remote automated setup, monitoring, and changing of range equipment is available 
today, and can save Range operators time and money while increasing capabilities. The 
important aspect is having a flexible architecture based on extensible, platform-independent 
middleware such as CORBA. RT Logic’s ARCS is an example of such an application that is 
currently being used to control numerous range devices. ARCS provides operators the ability to 
quickly load configurations and verify the status of their operation at a glance. 
 
 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 

ARCS Automated Range Control Suite 
CORBA  Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

EJB Enterprise Java Beans 
TENA Test and Training Enabling Architecture 
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Abstract:      
 
The purpose of the Personnel/Equipment Tracking System (P/ETS) is to 
provide ground safety and real-time surveillance awareness of all personnel 
and equipment authorized entry to the Edwards AFB Precision Impact 
Bombing and Laser Test Ranges. This includes multiple hazardous sites 
within an area that encompasses approximately 140 square miles. The P/ETS 
utilizes an off-the-shelf Global Positioning System (GPSFlight) which 
provides full-time tracking and display of all on-board transmitter-equipped 
elements. A line-of-sight wireless-to-fiber network system is employed to 
acquire and transport positional data to display systems within the range 
safety control tower. Utilization of P/ETS has indicated accurate tracking 
display in real time, particular advantages for night time operations, 
prevention of hazardous area intrusion, and relocation of miss-oriented 
personnel. This system is an economical solution for meeting the ground 
safety requirements within the confines of the Precision Impact Bombing 
and Laser Test Ranges. 
 
Introduction: 
 
Ground safety of personnel and equipment, while operating or performing 
functional support within a hazardous area, is a paramount concern of all 
levels of management. Scheduled point-to-point communications with  
sign-in and sign-out requirements, the use of detailed instructions, and/or 
assignment of personnel guides has, at some point, resulted in near misses or 
safety failures that were not tolerable. Recognizing the capability of GPS 
positional data systems to provide tracking of vehicles and animals, known 
systems were researched and their characteristics analyzed for meeting our 
personnel/equipment surveillance requirements. Feasibility studies were 
conducted and an off-the-shelf solution appeared to be possible if it could be 
implemented and integrated into the present data transport system. Other 
constraints of frequency authorization, transportability, RF line-of-sight 
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acquisition, fiber interface, and user friendly operational display concerns 
had to be resolved. A field test unit was obtained from GPSFlight Systems 
and subsequent testing indicated that the ability to meet all ground safety 
surveillance requirements were attainable with this system. 
 
General Description: 
 
The P/ETS is a low cost, off-the-shelf GPS-based tracking (Tx/RX) wireless 
system which incorporates today’s GPS technology for obtaining selected 
subject positional data and relaying same to a computer display work station. 
This process is accomplished via the use of small, hand-carried or attached 
tracker units. The tracker unit receives GPS satellite data, calculates and 
generates individual positional latitude and longitude parameters, modulates 
this with unit identification, and transmits same to mating receiver units 
located for line-of-sight reception. The receivers are positioned such that full 
Area of Concern is totally covered and the received data are interfaced to a 
fiber-optic network providing transport to the work station. The work station 
is a large panel map overlay display with menus suitable for tracking, 
display and archival of single or multiple tracker units.  
 
Wireless System: 
 
The wireless system is a frequency-hopping, spread spectrum radio link 
consisting of a GPSFlight receiver/transmitter Model STXe Transmitter 
module radiating on 900 megahertz (mhz) at 100 Milo watt (mw) power 
output to a GPSFlight Model RX Base 3 Receiver interfaced via Ethernet to 
a fiber network. The system is compliant with Part 15 of FCC Rules. 
Spectrum analysis of the STXe Transmitter is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1  Spectrum Analysis 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2  STXe Transmitter Module 
 

STXe Transmitter Module:  
 
The STXe module (figure 2) is a micro telemetry platform with an on board 
40 mhz TracID computer processing unit (CPU). The GPS data are received 
via a 4-inch patch antenna in a 12- or 16-channel configuration for lock and 
processing. The generation of positional latitude/longitude, discreet 
commands (panic switch), lock and power indicators, transmitter ID’s, and 
the integration of altitude with barometric pressure can be included in the 
transmitted format. Range is rated at 58 miles with positional data accuracies 
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to 15 feet for general field utilization. Transmission, reception, and software 
permits simultaneous tracking of 10 units per second. Forty-six thousand 
TracID’s (addresses) are possible .The Edwards P/ETS will utilize 50 
transmitter units, one of which will be issued to each individual requiring 
Range entry. 
 
Size and Weight Characteristics:  
Size: Approximately 5 x 2 x 1.2 inches.  
Weight: 103 grams  
 

 
Figure 3  RXBase 3 Receiver 

 
RXBase 3 (RXB3) Receiver:   
 
The RXB3 (figure 3) is an ultra-sensitive base station receiver unit 
specifically designed for use with the STXe Transmitter. It features a 112-
decibel (db) sensitivity and will track transmitters at approximately 20 miles 
with a 2-db dipole antenna. The receiver uses five 12-volt DC-powered 
batteries and features a hardened enclosure, USB/Ethernet connection, and 
LED operational display. The receiver units may be configured front to back 
for RF blockage relay. The Edwards P/ETS will utilize eight RXB3 units 
interfaced to the Base fiber network and will be located at strategic points 
sufficient to provide full line-of-sight coverage of all Range areas. 
 
Range Control P/ETS Work Station: 
 
Hardware Configuration: 
Pentium 3 Class Processor of at least 1Ghz 
20 Gb Disk Space 
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Microsoft Windows 2000® or Windows XP® (US Version only) 
Microsoft .NET® framework 
Serial port via hardware or via USB 
24-inch Monitor 
  
Software: 
 
GPSFlight provided software includes: GPS-Team, GPS-Dashboard, and 
GPS-Network programs 
 
1. The GPS-Team software program features an operational display and 
work station menu designed to provide all of the information surrounding 
ground safety surveillance and situational awareness factors necessary for 
the Range Control Office. This menu includes set-up wizards, which 
facilitates data interpretation, ID assignments, range reference station, multi-
plot display, over-lay map insertion, file generation archive or review, and 
full-time transmitter status of all STXe’s in operation. Figure 4 is an 
illustration of one of the window displays and data included in the GPS-
Team menu. 
 

 
Figure 4  Window Display 
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2 The GPS-Dashboard program works in conjunction with GPS-Team to 
provide a dashboard-like display of an assigned ID and presents in real-time 
or postflight all data relevant to that particular STXe. These include dial 
indicators of vertical and horizontal speed, altitude, transmission status, 
latitude, longitude, mean sea level (MSL), above ground level (AGL) 
altitude, range, and heading. Other displayed data includes number of 
satellites locked and probable accuracy figures. Figure 5 is illustrative of the 
data values available for individual ID’s both in real time and post 
operations. Field tests indicated a plus or minus 1 mile per hour accuracy 
(not good news for speeders on the Range). 
 

 
Figure 5  Individual Data Values 

 
3.The GPS-Network program permits GPS-Team data to be streamed to a 
network enabling multiple work stations at multiple locations for Range 
Control Officer over view. The dialog enables login to direct selected 
TracID’s both real time and post flight with map menu’s and associated 
latitude and longitude coordinates for calibrated display. This network 
aggregation and multiple stream distribution permits remote viewing of all 
active range STXe’s from any permitted station on the Edwards LAN. 
Figure 6 shows the network window with illustrative content. Figure 7 is an 
over view of the Edwards LAN/P/ETS network. 
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Figure 6  Network Window 
 

 
Figure 7  Edwards LAN/P/ETS Network 

 
The range safety control tower will house and control the computer display 
and work station for the PETS. They will assign and address all STXe units, 
generate and maintain track files, and provide the authoritative control of the 
system necessary to meet range safety and surveillance requirements. The 
Ridley Mission Control Center (RMCC) will house a work station for Range 
Control Officer use and display. 
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The P/ETS installation is shown pictorially in figure 8 on the Precision 
Bombing Range. Receiver locations (Rx) are indicated with three color 
coded tracks of three STXe units operating in the field (waypoint- colored 
dots included). This is the presentation normally shown as a work display for 
range control personnel manning the range control tower. Complete file 
playback tracks are shown for illustration only. Selectable short traces or 
dots will only be utilized during real-time display to reduce clutter. 
Individual groups will be colored coded to provide additional identification, 
i.e., operations, ordnance, environmental, etc. 
 

 
 

Figure 8  P/ETS Installation 
 
Conclusions: 
 
The P/ETS will provide a low cost solution as a ground safety and 
surveillance system for the Precision Impact Bombing and Laser Test 
Ranges on Edwards AFB. This system will simultaneously record (for post 
analysis) and track the location of all personnel and equipment operating on 
these ranges. Icon ID’s of tracker elements and their positions will be 
displayed full time (in real time) for range safety personnel within the range 
control tower (Downfall) and range operations (Ridley Mission Control 
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Center). Operation in conjunction with communication devices will provide 
the location and relocation of personnel during hazardous operational 
activities that currently require convoy guidance and escort. The P/ETS is 
foreseen as a significant cost saving in man-hours and a major improvement 
to range safety. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
The integration of P/ETS positional display with aircraft/radar track 
generated bomb predictor or gunnery footprint data will provide automated 
ground safety alarms for Range Control Officers.  
 
An STXe located over a survey point at range control will provide the 
corrections necessary to eliminate errors from the GPS satellite data and 
stationary field locations can be compared to field transmission data to 
improve the rated 15-foot accuracy figure. Positive results will permit these 
low cost, but highly robust transmission units to be installed on load and 
personnel or ordnance drops to obtain coarse single station time-space-
positioning information (TSPI) solution data when used in conjunction with 
a cinetheodolite KTM video tracker. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The transition of PCM recording from analog to digital recorders was completed at many test 
ranges more than a decade ago as marked by delivery of data on S-VHS tape, CD-ROM, DVD, 
ZIP disc, JAZ disc, 8mm tape and DLT tape for low rate data and D-1 cassettes for high rate 
data. Data then quickly began distribution via the internet and other networks. Analog recorders 
have remained a necessary legacy for the long transition to convert from analog to digital (PCM) 
data transmission from the test vehicles. However, the new digital recorder capabilities have 
removed this requirement to convert the transmissions from the test vehicle. Analog signal and 
predetection recording on digital recorders has been successfully demonstrated at costs below the 
existing analog recorders. Application of new techniques in a methodical transition program to 
the new digital recorders has proven the many benefits of recording wider bandwidths with 
excellent repeatability. Repeatability issues are primarily in the very low error sources of the 
processing system because the major analog error sources of the analog tape recorders, analog 
time code readers, analog demodulators, etc have been greatly reduced. This paper provides test 
results of recording higher signal rates and bandwidths of the new programs and describes the 
techniques and implementation through procedures of the Western Range transition from analog 
to digital recorders. Surprising results show predetection and analog signal recording costs are 
nearly the same as PCM recording costs due to the price of deliverable media with respect to 
mission recording requirements. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 

Analog recorder replacement, analog signal recording, wideband analog signal recording, digital 
media, data archiving 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Space Lift Range Systems Contract (SLRSC) started in January 2001 for modernization of 
the Eastern Range and Western Range instrumentation tracking systems. As part of this effort the 
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telemetry site upgrades include replacement of the existing one inch tape, 14-track analog 
recorders by digital recorders that are compatible with computers and networks. Systems 
engineering analysis produced requirement documents that provided the basis for system design 
followed by preparation of equipment performance specifications for procurement of digital 
recorders. Testing of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) recorders was conducted during 2002 
through 2004 after public release of a Request for Information (RFI) providing the primary 
features of the desired digital recorders. The RFI purpose was to inform potential suppliers of the 
requirements and that pre-qualification testing of their recorders was required in order to bid on 
the procurement. Several manufacturers could meet most of the SLRSC requirements but not all.  
The RFI allowed manufacturers to prepare for the procurement while qualification tests allowed 
SLRSC engineers to refine the test methods and procedures for equipment acceptance. 
 
Qualification tests of digital recorders showed that it is nearly as inexpensive to digitize and 
record predetection and analog baseband signals as it is to record digital signals due to short 
mission durations of less than an hour. Earlier thoughts had focused on predetection versus post 
detection recording and how much less bandwidth is required by PCM than analog signals. It is 
certainly true that PCM recording takes less bandwidth than recording digitized analog signals. 
But, when you realize that the cost is not a significant driver for short missions (less than an 
hour) because the new hard disk drive (HDD) and RAID recorders have tremendous rate and 
capacity for very low cost, the real issue is then real-time and post test relay of the data. Data 
transmission and relay bandwidths are nearly always significantly less than recording 
bandwidths. 
 
Test results showed the 4 MHz bandwidth frequency response for each track of the existing 
analog recorders was easily met by the digital recorders. The analog signal recording and 
playback capability of the digital recorders enabled predetection signal playback of QPSK 
modulation when the analog recorders could not. Launch range Users are not willing to give up 
this critical predetection data that allows data analysis and occasional data recovery from 
anomalous missions. Testing at wider bandwidths confirmed playback of predetection 10 Mbs 
PCM/FM and predetection translated GPS L2 signals with good success on test signals and 
during launch support. 
 
Timing accuracy was measured using a unique Time Insertion Unit (TIU) that inserts a time 
word stored at the rising edge of the first clock after the frame synchronization pattern in the 
PCM frame to replace words in the frame. By simultaneously recording low and high bit rate 
PCM streams with this technique we obtained absolute time accuracy for each track and channel-
to-channel skew. All of the new digital recorders exceeded the 10 microsecond accuracy 
requirement. Most exceeded 1 microsecond accuracy. And, two recorders maintained tens of 
nanoseconds track-to-track timing skew accuracy. This excellent timing accuracy performance 
was degraded by the analog time code reader when the signal was converted back to analog for 
playback where only standard IRIG AC time code accuracies could be expected, e.g., 10 
microseconds for IRIG-G time code. 
 
Qualification tests proved COTS digital recorders exceed all ER and WR telemetry data 
recording requirements. Market surveys proved digital recorders and media are lower cost than 
existing analog recorders and media - even for higher data bandwidths. The real challenges of 
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processes and procedures then emerged. IRIG standards, similar to existing standards for analog 
tape recorders, have not been completed. Obtaining agreement on deliverable media from range 
Users or customers depends heavily on funding for replacement of their legacy analog tape 
recorders. Various transition processes from analog to digital recording are being evaluated. One 
method has been procurement of Western Range RAID recorders to accomplish the real-time 
recording then dub the data to analog tape recorders for delivery of the conventional analog 
tapes. Delivery of other digital data products such as PCM data files on CD-ROM, DVD and the 
new data item media - HDD – have also begun as direct copies of the recorder digital files. Costs 
of the digital media are less than analog tapes in all cases. 
 
 

DIGITAL RECORDER REQUIREMENTS 
 
 
Based on the requirements data summarized from the launch vehicle programs and the additional 
information obtained from initial recorder evaluation and testing efforts, the recorder study team 
developed key inputs for the recorder specification.  The team also developed the Request for 
Information (RFI) [2]. A draft RFI was distributed widely to manufacturers by email for review 
and comment in 2002. The formal RFI released in 2003 stated that “each digital recorder must 
meet the following minimum recording/playback requirements:  
 

• 16 digital PCM channels from 250 bps to 10 Mbps. 
• 8 analog input channels of DC to 4 MHz bandwidth, including one analog input channel 

for IRIG B modulated timing and one analog input channel for IRIG G modulated timing. 
• All channels must be able to be operated independently and simultaneously for both 

recording and playback.  Simultaneous record and playback is not required.   
• Aggregate playback and record rate must be a minimum of 800 Mbps for a minimum of 

50 minutes.   
• For playback, the system must have 8 digital PCM outputs from 250 bps to 10 Mbps.  
• For playback, the system must have 8 analog output channels of DC to 4Mhz bandwidth 

of which two can be IRIG-B and/or IRIG-G timing. 
• Channel-to-channel skew or, alternatively, the absolute timing accuracy of each signal 

must be no greater than 10 microseconds. 
• The recorder will include an Advanced Intelligent Tape (AIT-3) and Digital Video Disc 

(DVD) for data archiving. 
 
Evaluation units for testing must be provided to Vandenberg Air Force Base prior to submitting 
bids in response to the Request For Proposal (RFP) to be released after 1 January 2004. 
 
Following additional testing and evaluation of digital recorders, the preliminary recorder 
requirements data were updated and incorporated into the Telemetry Digital Recorder 
Procurement Specification [4].  Some digital recorders are being procured separately due to other 
requirements.  These separate procurements are described in the next section. 
 
 

MANUFACTURER DIGITAL RECORDER QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS 
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During the two year recorder test period, eight manufacturers qualified their recorders for the 
procurement through testing. The desired capabilities were exceeded by all eight manufacturers.  
Half of the manufacturers provided 1600 Mbs or 200 Mbytes/sec aggregate record and playback 
rate. Several manufacturers required retest one or two times after failure of certain tests. There 
were no restrictions on recorder design such as recording format, operating system or methods. 
Primary restrictions were on performance and use of standard interfaces and standard archive 
media. Proprietary recording methods required publication and release for use by the 
government. All the manufacturers agreed to these terms. Only two manufacturers of the eight 
declared their methods proprietary and agreed to the government terms. All eight qualified 
systems used hard disk drives for real time recording with five providing full Redundant Array 
of Inexpensive Disk (RAID) systems and the other two using hard disk drive (HDD) striping. All 
eight manufacturers agreed to provide IRIG 106, Chapter 10 format data during playback at no 
additional cost if awarded the contract. 
 
Qualification tests were conducted at the Vandenberg AFB primary Telemetry Receive Site 
using the launch support equipment in the configuration normally used for prelaunch simulations 
and verification. The new digital recorder under test was connected at the coaxial patch panels in 
the same manner as the existing analog tape recorders. Variable gain signal distribution 
amplifiers are typically used to distribute predetection and post detection signals from the 
receivers and diversity combiners to the recorders. These distribution amplifiers allowed the 
analog signal levels as required by the digital recorders. Analog tape recorders are generally 
tested and aligned for 1 V rms input and output while many of the digital recorder analog inputs 
are optimized for 1 V P-P input and output. The distribution amplifiers enabled simple 
adjustment to the desired levels. Many of the new digital recorders also have built-in gain 
controls on their inputs and outputs to directly replace the older analog recorders. 
 
When recording and playback of existing launch program signals showed that literally all 
existing predetection, post detection and analog signals tested well then documented limitations 
of the analog tape recorders were tested. The analog tape recorders could not record and 
playback Quadrature Phase Shift Key (QPSK) predetection data because the demodulator could 
not achieve phase lock on the signal. BPSK modulation had previously been the highest 
modulation format for successful predetection recording. Figure 1 shows the test configuration 
with legacy telemetry receivers and demodulators where predetection Asynchronous QPSK 
(AQPSK) signals were successfully played back. Data quality was measured by varying the RF 
signal generator output in one dB steps to obtain bit error rate (BER) measurements at each level 
versus signal to noise ratio (SNR). Success was proven by the real-time signal BER verification 
within 1 dB SNR of theoretical ideal performance as computed by [REF 4] methods and the 
playback signal BER within 1 dB of theoretical ideal performance. New telemetry receivers were 
also tried during some of the recorder tests and without exception achieved lower demod lock 
thresholds (phase lock at lower SNR) and faster phase lock times than the legacy receivers but 
very minor improvement in BER versus SNR performance for the same data rates. 
 
It is clear that the receiver filters are excellent anti-aliasing filters for the A/D converters during 
real time to permit the low sampling rate of 2.5 times the upper bandedge. 4.0 MHz upper band 
edge required only 10 Mega samples per second (Msps) and higher sample rates produced no 
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data quality improvement for predetection signals. The receiver filters also provided excellent 
reconstruction filtering during analog signal playback. Bits per sample were eight.  It is 
interesting to note that the existing site analog tape recorders are unable to achieve QPSK demod 
lock at any SNR due to the recorder time base error (TBE). While playing back data from digital 
recorders, the Model 1258-D demod loop bandwidth was reduced from 3 kHz to 300 Hertz (Hz) 
and the same BER results were obtained. The significantly superior performance of the new 
BPSK/QPSK demodulators over the Model 1258-D is described in the receiver reports. 
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Figure 1: Asynchronous QPSK Predetection Record and Playback Set-Up 
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A recent new program provided legacy wideband telemetry receivers but restricted recording to 
PCM on legacy tape recorders. The legacy wideband receivers contain selectable predetection 
carrier frequencies tunable in 100 kHz steps up to 10 MHz. One EELV modulation format is 
AQPSK with 3.2 Mbs on the I channel and a different 3.2 Mbs on the Q channel. Recording and 
playback for both predetection and post detection or PCM signals was successful on the new 
digital recorders. Another modulation format is 3.84 Mbs/BPSK and was also successfully tested 
with the legacy wideband receiver and new digital recorder as shown in Figure 2. 
 
The digital recorder playback signal quality provided legacy Aydin 321A BPSK demodulator 
and bit synchronizer acquisition and tracking as obtained in real time even at the very low SNR 
level of -4 dB IF SNR or 1 dB energy per bit per noise power density (Eb/No). The discrete stair-
step levels of the digitized pre-D signal are apparent on an oscilloscope and the playback 
demodulator filters smooth this signal very well to produce excellent performance as a 
reconstruction filter.  It is apparent that the receiver filters are excellent anti-aliasing filters for 
the A/D converters during real time to permit the low sampling rate of 2.5 times the 20.0 MHz 
upper band edge (50 Msps) without aliasing.  Bits per sample were eight.  34 Msps could have 
been selected if the record carrier frequency were reduced to 7.5 MHz. 
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Figure 2:  3.84 Mbs, NRZ-S/BPSK Predetection Record and Playback 
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Recording and playback of receiver post detection signals with a digital recorder analog channel 
proved very successful for analog signals such as subcarriers. The subcarriers were filtered by 
the telemetry video filter that acted as the anti-aliasing filter. During playback into subcarrier 
demodulators the subcarrier demodulator bandpass filters performed the reconstruction filtering 
process quite well. However, the first tests of recording PCM directly from a telemetry receiver 
or a bit synchronizer data output with a digital recorder analog channel required analog-to-digital 
(A/D) sample rate at five times the bit rate due to the fast pulse rise and fall times of the PCM. 
All the digital recorder manufacturers had learned this and provided digital data cards that accept 
data and clock inputs and provide data and clock outputs. There are many PCM only recorders 
on the market that require data and clock input to avoid the higher A/D sample rate and eight bits 
per sample to achieve minimum recorder capacity at low cost.  
 
 

DIGITAL RECORDER SPECIFICATION 
 

The digital recorder procurement performance specification and Statement of Work (SOW) for 
delivery and testing were completed and submitted to the Air Force in 2004 after eight 
manufacturers had successfully completed qualification tests of their recorders. Review of 
system requirements and system design is in progress. Purchase of  a few digital recorders was 
made for system software development and due to lack of analog tapes for immediate rocket 
launch recording requirements. These new digital recorders easily met the performance 
requirements but quickly faced the system problems of transition from analog to digital 
recorders.  
 
The only requirement levied on the recording format was that it must be published and provided. 
Manufacturers provided their IRIG Chapter 10 format, CCSDS format, NT file system format, 
LINUX file system format or their company developed standard file format compatible with NT 
or UNIX file systems. All of the manufacturers have stated they are ready and willing to perform 
post recording reformatting to any format we specify. This puts the burden back on us to specify 
a format or accept any published format. We have successfully read the digital data formats of 
eight different manufacturers in order to verify the digital time stamp accuracies at different bit 
rates. A clearly superior recording format is not evident from among the choices. 
 
The published SLRSC Telemetry Data Recorder Procurement Specification [REF 4] contains 
many details on inputs and outputs for analog and PCM, analog signal sample rates, timing 
correlation for each channel, primary recording media, archive recording media, numerous 
operating features such as those found on legacy analog recorders, archive recording, archive 
restore, etc. 

 
IRIG STANDARDS FOR DIGITAL RECORDERS REFLECT LACK OF RANGE 

CONSENSUS DUE TO DIFFERENT RANGE MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
 
 
Standards are lagging industry capabilities because each range uses COTS digital recorders 
differently. The ER and WR have similar requirements but are widely different than other test 
ranges. The many test ranges have not agreed upon a common solution when tailoring COTS 
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products for their specific requirements that are very inexpensive. Low cost personal computers 
(PC) have enabled this trend of tailoring COTS for the mission. However, tailoring a low cost PC 
has not been viable for analog signals and especially wideband analog signals like predetection 
signals. This paper has shown that industry has provided a new breed of RAID and HDD 
recorders with the A/D capabilities required to replace wideband analog tape recorders at lower 
cost and better performance. The authors submit that the existing IRIG standards and test 
methods for analog and wideband analog signals and recorders were tailored to qualify the new 
digital recorders and should be revised by IRIG to support the new programs that have arrived at 
the ranges. 
 
Elimination or major reduction of Time Base Error, WOW, flutter, jitter, equalization, dynamic 
skew, and track-to-track skew could drastically reduce the IRIG standards and test methods [1], 
[6]. On the other hand, a few new standards and test methods are needed for superior new 
capabilities such as enabling predetection recording and playback of higher levels of modulation. 
 
The test program described in this paper confirmed that sample rates of 2.5 times the maximum 
analog signal rate (not including PCM signals due to their fast rise and fall times) are sufficient 
and higher sample rates offer no improvement in fidelity for predetection signals. Anti-alias and 
reconstruction filters in the telemetry equipment feeding the recorder and accepting data from the 
recorder required no filters in the recorder. But, there are likely other inefficient examples such 
as PCM being recorded as an analog signal for which an IRIG review would provide 
recommendations. 
 
Expanding the existing IRIG standards to include higher predetection center frequencies and 
bandwidths appears to be an extrapolation of the existing standards. These new higher 
frequencies and wider bandwidths are already supported by the new telemetry receivers with 
tunable frequencies and selectable bandwidths. Unfortunately, mission planning for new 
programs has no standards to rely on and very similar missions often use widely varying 
equipment configurations. 
 
 

START COMPLIANCE FOR DIGITAL RECORDERS 
 
The Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) was signed by President George H. Bush and 
Secretary Gorbachev on July 31, 1991 and entered into force on December 5, 1994. The treaty 
requires an extensive exchange of telemetry data on flights of any treaty accountable item. 
Currently, a treaty accountable item in the case of the Vandenberg AFB Western Range is a 
vehicle that incorporates the first stage of a Minuteman 2, Minuteman 3 or Peacekeeper. This 
also includes space launch vehicles such as Taurus and Minotaur when they incorporate an 
ICBM first stage from these vehicles. 
 
Article X (Para 1) of the START treaty requires that “During each flight test of an ICBM or 
SLBM, the Party conducting the flight test shall make on-board technical measurements and 
shall broadcast all telemetric information obtained from such measurements.” In addition to 
transmitting all telemetric data, we are “not to engage in any activity that denies full access to 
telemetric information” i.e. no encryption, jamming, encapsulation etc.  
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After each flight of an START accountable vehicle, the party conducting the launch must 
provide a recording to the other party of all telemetric information that is broadcast during the 
flight. These recordings must be provided within 65 days following the flight.  
 
Section I (Para 2) of the START Telemetry Protocol states “The Party conducting the flight test 
shall determine the method of recording the telemetric information on the tapes. “ In addition, 
paragraph 4 states that “In order to make it possible for the other Party to play back tapes that 
contain a recording of telemetric information, each Party shall: 
 
Conduct a demonstration of tapes or appropriate playback equipment that is different from the 
tapes or equipment previously demonstrated. 
 
If requested, provide the opportunity to acquire the appropriate equipment to play back the 
telemetric information that is contained on the tapes no less than 30 days in advance of the 
receipt of such tapes, unless otherwise agreed. 
 
If requested, ensure the timely provision of training, maintenance, spare parts, and replacement 
parts for equipment acquired.” 
 
The initial equipment demonstration was conducted back in 1992 when the US demonstrated the 
Metrum 97 14 track analog recorder. Since this time, the US has also demonstrated a SVHS 
video recorder and the Metrum 64 digital recorder with an Asynchronous Recorder Multiplexer 
Output Re-constructor (ARMOR) as described in IRIG 106-05 Telemetry Standards Appendix L 
for recording of multiple PCM streams and analog signals to a single digital file. 
   
Because of the range user requirement for the Western Range to record pre-detection at the 
acquisition sites, this drove the need to provide the Russian Federation with a first generation 
copy of this pre-detection recording. Unfortunately, the ARMOR does not have the capabilities 
to adequately sample the bandwidths we record on analog tape. This forced the range to continue 
to rely on analog tape until a suitable digital recorder could be found to meet the pre-detection 
requirements.  
 
The treaty was later revised to allow data to be provided on media other than magnetic tapes. 
This agreement stated “With respect to paragraph 2 of Section I of the Telemetry Protocol, each 
Party shall have the right to use recording media other than magnetic tapes to record telemetric 
information.” 
 
Now that the Wideband DRS3300E recorder has been selected as the recorder that will meet 
range user requirements, the process has begun to conduct an equipment demonstration to the 
other parties as required by the treaty. The Air Force is now in the process of coordinating the 
details of this new equipment demonstration and we anticipate providing the Russian 
government with Wideband DRS3300E based telemetry recordings by February 2007. 
 
A main goal of the START media delivery from the new digital recorders is to eliminate the 
requirement to provide playback equipment. The new digital media is widely available as 
commercial consumer products and should not require unique playback equipment such as new 
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digital recorders. Direct processing of the digital files rather than conversion back to analog 
signals to feed legacy analog equipment is the recommended method. The legacy analog 
equipment is required only as long as the delivery of analog tapes or Metrum 64 with ARMOR 
SVHS tapes are delivered.  
 
 

TRANSITION FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL RECORDERS 
 
Users still have analog tape recorders but must receive, playback and process the recorded media 
from the Western Range. Playback of the digital recorder outputs to dub the data to analog tapes 
for delivery has been the first transition step. One obvious solution is to send the data to the 
Users via digital networks but the User legacy analog recorders, analog time code readers, analog 
receivers with demodulators, bit synchronizers, etc are not capable of receiving digital data files.  
Numerous discussions are in progress with the range Users on the deliverable media. 
 
Due to the lack of analog tapes, a project has been initiated to implement digital recorders to 
meet immediate rocket launch recording requirements. The digital recorders have been placed at 
the data processing center and are being placed at the acquisition sites. The digital recorders are 
being used to reduce the amount of analog magnetic tapes that are being consumed. At the 
completion of each mission, the digital recorded files are stored on AIT-3 tapes for archive 
purposes. The data products produced from the digital recorders are delivered to the Users along 
with their analog magnetic tapes. These additional digital data products are for early User 
evaluation during the transition period to digital recorders. 
 
Processes and procedures are the biggest challenge of the transition to digital recorders. The 
digital recorders are simultaneously recording the signals that are being applied to the analog 
magnetic tapes. Once a digital recorder has been configured for mission requirements, it provides 
a continuous output that is evaluated for proper level, sample rate, and data quality. Each output 
is verified during the preoperational checkout. If there is a discrepancy it is rectified prior to the 
mission support. 
 
The digital recorders produce digital files that correspond to the recorded signals that are either 
recorded on the analog and or digital inputs. The analog data sampled file consists of a small 
header of information then fills the file with the analog sampled data, each data point consists of 
one 8 bit data sample which is a signed character at the appropriate sample rate. With valid IRIG 
AC timing, there is an addition file produced that consists of comment lines that start with a 
semicolon, followed by a two column time series data. The first column is elapsed time in 
seconds from the beginning of the data file. The second column is the relative drift between the 
IRIG time and the local time, measured in microseconds. A negative number indicates that the 
local clock is slower than the IRIG time input. The digital data files are a blocked 32 bits of time 
then 32 bits of data format. 
 
To develop best of breed practices in delivering digital media the WR has begun delivery of dual 
layer DVD discs containing the same data as the analog tapes. Some large data files have been 
delivered on HDD for high transfer speeds. The HDD costs are less than analog tape costs while 
the DVD costs are much lower at the expense of slower data transfer rates. This method allows 
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the Users to compare the analog tape data to the digital data to learn methods of processing the 
digital data. Users are cooperating by supplying analog data tapes of specific data that will be 
recorded digitally and delivered on digital media such as the dual layer DVD disc. There are 
many different analog tape data items currently delivered for each of the many programs like 
Atlas, Delta, Pegasus, Minuteman, Peacekeeper, etc. Examples of analog tape data items are 
original tapes, dub tapes of predetection data, dub tapes of predetection to post detection data, 
and dub tapes of post detection data. The new digital media deliveries are tailored to provide all 
of the previous data items and define the new data items that should replace the legacy data 
items. Wide variations in User digital data processing are becoming obvious as some have 
quickly moved to software processing of the digital files while others convert the data to analog 
to utilize their legacy analog equipment such as time code reader, playback receiver with 
demodulator, bit synchronizer, etc. The market will gradually force full conversion to digital as 
the legacy equipment maintenance costs continue to increase while analog tape prices remain 
high and digital media prices continue to decline – even without considering automation or 
network data distribution. 
 
 

WIDEBAND ANALOG SIGNAL RECORDING TEST RESULTS 
 
 
Predetection recording of the Translated Global Positioning System (GPS) L1 with its 2 MHz 
bandwidth and the L2 signal with its 20 MHz bandwidth was tested successfully then used for 
mission support. The independent Translated GPS Range System (TGRS) recording system 
records the GPS L1 signal as reference while receiving the translated GPS signals in the 
telemetry band Telemetry receiver manufacturers offer a frequency down converter and 
frequency up converter option to their receiver for this purpose. These frequency converters are 
an extension to their standard wideband predetection signal frequency converters. Figures 3 and 
4 show recording and playback configurations with the TGRS. Test results have shown playback 
measurements of GPS satellite signal strengths and data quality indicators on the TGRS 
processor Quick Look displays are essentially the same as the real-time signal performance.  
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Another good example of WR wideband predetection recording in 2001 through 2003 was the 10 
Mbs, NRZ-L/FM data link on a new booster. Predetection recording and simultaneous post 
detection PCM recording allowed plume study by examining carrier phase and amplitude during 
each erroneous PCM bit. Specific PCM patterns were transmitted rather than sensor data so the 
value of every bit could be verified. Predetection RCP, LCP and diversity combiner signals were 
recorded for the analysis similar to previous earlier plume studies at lower bit rates. Higher bit 
rate predetection recording is described for three different modulation formats in [7].  
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
1. Recording is not in the real-time Range Safety processing, display and execution process 

even though it is a mandatory requirement. The recorded data is used for post flight analysis, 
simulation from previous flight data, reconstruction of flight events and archiving. Real-time 
PCM data acquisition including demodulation and bit synchronization, PCM data relay, 
processing and display is the ER and WR real-time Range Safety requirement  as 
documented and implemented by the Range Systems Architecture II modernization program. 
Predetection data is only a recording requirement. 

2. Data transmission rates continue to be significantly less than recording rates for aircraft and 
other test vehicles that carry on-board recorders because sufficient RF bandwidth is not 
available. Destructive tests such as missiles perform on-board processing to reduce RF 
transmission bandwidth requirements. In addition, recorder speed and capacity exceeds 
network and other communications capabilities for real-time data relay. Even ATM 
communication links cannot match the speed of the current recorders. Real-time transmission 
of critical PCM data is the norm with playback for the remaining majority of the data.  

3. Recording PCM from a data and clock input requires the least recording capacity for digitally 
transmitted links as expected. But, the low cost of digital storage media does not make this an 
overwhelming advantage over predetection signal recording. High cost missions such as 
rockets and missiles are unwilling to give up predetection recording because it provides 
signal analysis capability and data recovery in the event of signal acquisition anomaly. 

4. Attempting to record PCM data without data and clock, e.g., from a RF receiver video output 
without a bit synchronizer, requires as much or more recording capacity as predetection 
signal recording. Predetection signal bandwidth is decreasing for a given PCM bit rate due to 
advanced modulation methods providing more bits/sec/Hz while PCM recording bandwidth 
is remaining constant. 

5. There are still many non digital telemetry signals transmitted that require analog recording. 
The transition to all digital signal transmissions will take many years if not decades due to 
the high costs of replacing legacy systems. The transition from analog to digital signal 
transmission requires no delay in transition from analog to digital recorders because the new 
digital recorders have been demonstrated to record both types of signals very well at lower 
than current costs of analog tape recorders. 

6. As of December 2004, the digital recorders are now mature enough to replace all analog 
recorder functions, with performance superior to analog recorders.  Successful playback of 
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) predetection data, translated Global Positioning 
System (GPS) predetection signals and GPS reference signals has been demonstrated on the 
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new digital recorders.  Analog recorders, on the other hand, cannot perform these functions 
due to TBE, wow, flutter, and jitter. 

7. Removable primary recording media such as RAID or HDD as well as removable archive 
media is required for time critical operations such as rapid turnaround between operations 
and for data storage and shipment. 

8. Another mandatory requirement is playback from archive media directly or to primary media 
to produce preflight simulation data. Examples are provision of vehicle data on archive 
media from launch agencies for modulating a signal generator for prelaunch systems 
verification and playback of previous launch data for the same purpose. Playback is required 
from aggregate or individual stream recordings.  

9. Playback of data from range digital recorders to dub to analog recorders for playback on the 
analog recorders will cause minor data degradation, additional labor hours and delays in 
deliveries. 

10. Industry has done a good job on the technical challenges to provide very capable digital 
recorders to replace the existing wideband analog tape recorders. The more complex 
problems are range and User procedures and agreements. 

11. The Telemetry Working Group (TWG) of IRIG has been methodically revising and adding 
new standards and test methods for the advanced types of modulation, new generation of 
telemetry receivers and digital airborne recorders. The TWG has started major changes to the 
ground station digital recorder publications and will hopefully increase the predetection 
carrier frequencies and add wider bandwidths to reflect the capabilities in the available 
COTS telemetry receivers and demodulators. Use of these new capabilities has already begun 
at several test ranges and common standards are needed for mission planning for joint range 
activities. 
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Abstract:
     
The size of the range at White Sands means multiple acquisition sites are needed to properly 

cover a typical vehicle trajectory.  As vehicle complexity increase, the need for robust acquisition 

grows.  Multiple acquisition sites are needed to provide as complete coverage as practical.  Space 

Diversity combining  would provide a single composite source for all the displays and recording, 

but this is not practical due to the large distances between acquisition sites. Instead a composite 

is made from the various sites by correlation on non-encrypted (or decrypted) data.  The 

previous best source selector, a frame synch histogrammer, could produce  encrypted and 

decrypted composites.  Some of our customers have missed the encrypted composites, hence the 

subject is revisited to encourage development.

This paper reviews post decryption correlation and then focuses on correlating on encrypted 

data.  The encryption serves to eliminate the ambiguities that are inherent in decrypted (non-

encrypted) signals.  So, it may be possible to accomplish this with a small correlator.  The 

expected performance would be similar to that of correlated composites on decrypted or 

unencrypted data.  The typical configuration would be considerably smaller as well since only 

two decrypters would be needed.  One decrypter alone would be insufficient and could not 

resolve the case where only one site has data and the remaining sites have noise.  When there is 

no correlation the correct site cannot be resolved.  Testing these compositing methods is also 

discussed, as a good test method also provides insight on how the compositor should work.

Background 

One of the drudgeries of the post test data reduction is the reconstruction.  Individual site 

recordings are reduced separately.  Key parameters of the data are correlated in order to resolve 

the delta latencies exhibited by each acquisition site and its associated relay equipment.  The site 

containing the least degradations is designated as the best source.  Each drop out in this best 

source is replaced with data from any alternate site that has good data.  Any remaining drops can 

usually be interpolated out.  It is this method that we try to capitalize on in real time.



Instrumented vehicles transmit amazing quantities of information such as their systems health 

status prior to launch and performance data throughout the flight.  An extensive effort must be 

made to provide adequate acquisition over the entire flight including prelaunch acquisition.  

Multiple acquisition systems are needed and a method of providing the best information as well.  

Modern best source selectors like the Correlating Source Selector made by NetAcquire Corp 

actually normalize the arrival time of each sites signal, and as in the hand reduction discussed 

above, corrupted bits are corrected by substitution.

•      Ft. Wingate
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White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) spans 

approximately 100 miles north to south and 40 

miles across and is depicted on Figure 1.

Several Telemetry tracking and receiving stations 

actually operate off the range.  The field sites, as 

shown, span large distances.  These Sites all forward 

the telemetry signals they acquire to the Cox Range 

Control Center (CRCC).

The goal is to deliver leading edge multiple system 

compositing at White Sands, that not only provides 

the Test Customer the best quality data possible, 

and in real time.  Mission Data displays will be 

subject to minimal glitches or perturbations reducing 

risks to missions and reducing some of the 

associated costs of testing.

Figure 1  Typical Field Acquisition Assignments

Our test data indicates approximately 3 dB of system improvement when tested with Bit Error 

Rate Test signals containing randomly distributed errors.  The TDC has integrated the units and 

placed them in operation, providing mission support for all telemetered missions at White Sands 

Missile Range.  No longer is it necessary to reconstruct a composite by manually merging 

individually processed site data.
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The end result of the exercise is a high quality data composite.  The majority vote algorithm is 

applied on all of the data in the frame.  The TDC has fielded the first of these types of units 

called the Correlating Source Selector (CSS), manufactured by the NetAcquire Corporation.

System Testing - Decrypted Case

Each of the four CSS’s at White Sands can support up to eight decrypters. The configuration  in 

figure 2 depicts a TDC processing system for a nominal 6 channel case.   The CSS receives the 

decrypted signals via an Apogee Labs Interfacer and generates a composite.  Testing the 

compositing is relatively simple.  A six channel (or six separate units) Bit Error Rate Tester is 

connected to the system decrypters, and these are placed in the bypass mode.  In this fashion 

there is no decryption, it isnt required for the test.  Each BER channel is commanded to randomly 

insert errors into the BER test stream at an error rate of one in 100,000 bits.  Since these errors 

occur pseudo- randomly the CSS is able to correct most of the errors.  The resultant error rate 

measured at the composite output is one in 100,000,000 bits, three decades of improvement.
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Figure 2  CSS Configuration

In order to do this test, the CSS must be configured for a frame length of 2047 bits and a frame 

synchronization pattern must be defined.  Any 32 bit subsequence of the 2047 bit P/N sequence 

will work.  The CSS offers little additional improvement when operating on two stations, since a 

third station is unvailable to break a tie disabling the majority vote logic.  This affects the 

configuration of an encrypted data correlator as well.
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Correlation on Encrypted Data

Why not perform the compositing on encrypted data.  Since the data is encrypted, the frame 

characteristics are hidden, the synchronization pattern and frame length cannot be detected.  It 

isnt needed anyway, in fact, the correlator needs no configuration.   

An encrypter may be likened to an IRIG Randomizer, as it works like a network of registers that 

“Randomizes” data.  Unlike an encrypter, the randomizer shift register is short (11 bits).  So, it 

generates a sequence which repeats periodically (every 2047 bits).  An encrypter  sequence is 

much longer, so there are no ambiguities to resolve, unlike decrypted data that may contain long 

sequences of frames that contain the same data.  So only a small correlator is required, it need not 

be any more complex than that.  Performing the compositing on the encrypted signals corrects bit 

errors prior to the decrypter, thus improving performance at threshold.  Otherwise, post 

decryption correlation is probably as effective, but not any better.   Another striking advantage 

along with zero configuration requirements is the reduced equipment requirements.  Shown in 

Figure 5 is a TDC processor configuration intended to support encrypted correlation.  

Remarkably, the configuration requires only two decrypters and has the potential for providing 

equivalent performance to the six or eight decryptor system.
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Figure 3 Encrypted Correlator Configuration

As discussed before the correlation algorithm is constrained when there are only two stations in 

the solution.  In this case, there may be only one station with good data at any given time.  There 

is no correlation and noise is as valid as data to the correlator.  So the two decrypter configuration 
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makes better sense and eliminates a single point vulnerability as well.  There are various scenarios 

that should be tested against the two decrypter configuration.

System Testing -  Encrypted Case

The test method for this configuration is essentially the same technique as used previously.  

There is a subtle difference, the 11 bit prn code is too short and results in lots of ambiguities.  

Most Bit Error Rate testers can generate the 23 bit PRN code that allows for an 8,388607 bit 

sequence.  With some constraints, the 23 bit BER code provides a reasonable test.  What must be 

considered is the correlation window length.  At White Sands the nominal difference in latency of 

any two sites may be as much 15 msec.  The correlator must have a window at least 15 msec, and 

additional time is needed to verify correlation.  50 msec is a popular setting at White Sands.  

What this means is that the test bitrate must be constrained so that 23 bit PRN sequence is longer 

than 50 msec.  This turns out not to be much of a constraint.  At 1 Mbit/sec the sequence is 

better than 8 seconds long, hence the ambiguities do not corrupt the test.  In a similar fashion 

each BER stream will have errors inserted as before and the final error rate is measured at the 

composite output.  This simple test should demonstrate a similar improvement for the same 

number of channels.

Two Station Case

The two station scenario is the most problematic for correlation.  When there is data on both 

stations they will correlate and the delta arrival time maybe resolved.  This is important, so that 

switching between sources will be seamless.  But what criteria should one use to select the best 

source?  The old (tried but true) frame synchronization pattern histogram is a definite contender 

and should work well.  But the data quality estimate is made only on the bits that constitute the 

frame synchronization pattern and this pattern may be observed only after decryption.  The 

following describes an untried algorithm we call “Forward Correlation”.  Starting with any 

arbitary number of bits a correlation score is compiled from the next group of bits (same number) 

and for each subsequent group after that.  The correlation score will fundamentally be the count 

of the number of bits that are unchanged.  The second channel will also accumulate correlation 

scores for the same groups of bits.  Remember the two channels are correlated so this should be 

achievable.  The channel with the highest correlation score should be the Best Source.  The 

reasoning goes like this; If both channels are noise free, consecutive groups of bits should both 

have the same score.  However, the channel affected with noise will reflect a lower score since a 

noise affected bit will constitute a changed value.  This method should prove to be more sensitive 

than the frame synchronization histogrammer where only the bits in the frame synchronization 

pattern are evaluated.
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Conclusion

The correlation of encrypted signals is very different than that of the decrypted signals.  

Obviously the data from the compositor is still encrypted, hence will not be frame nor byte 

aligned.  The reduced configuration is very appealing, only two decrypters.  If it was certain that 

at least two stations would have good data reliably then reducing the configuration further, to one 

decrypter is viable.

There are other methods of generating a best source.  In the product literature one can find best 

source selectors that use a bit synchronizer estimate of  Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and select 

the best on that basis.  Others are quite elaborate, armed with geographic profiles of the vehicle 

flight, topograpic profiles and acquisition site locations.  Sophisticated criteria is then used to 

select the best source.  Although these methods work, they can’t adjust for malfunctioning 

subsystems nor do they achieve any noise cancellation or error correction.  Correlation provides 

these advantages at a reasonable cost requiring relatively modest training investment.

The first of these units were fielded at White Sands over a year ago and the results can be seen in 

the data displays.  Feedback from flight safety officers and project analysts confirm that our  

goals, noise free data recordings and the rock solid displays are realized.  There is of course no 

free lunch, there is a latency penalty associated with using correlators.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Most modern digital filtering is done by taking the average (mean) of a signal or some weighted 
average.  Another method is to use feedback, which more closely resembles how analog filters 
with feedback operate.  In the case of low pass filters, all these methods tend to give a trade off 
in getting the signal to pass while attenuating the higher frequency noise.  An alternative is to use 
a median filter, which selects the mid value of a group of points.  While this is not as 
computationally simple as other filters, it allows for the attenuation of noise while allowing 
sudden changes in signal level to pass thru unaltered.  This paper discusses the characteristics of 
median filters and methods of implementing them. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 
Median Digital Filter. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Much of today's filtering of analog signals is done in the digital domain.  This is normally 
accomplished by first digitizing the signal with an Analog to Digital (A/D) converter and then 
using a computer or micro computer to process the data using mathematical functions.  Once the 
data has been converted to digital format, the digital domain allows for filtering the signal with 
functions that remain stable as time and temperature change. 
 
There are two main methods of digital filtering.  The first is Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) 
filtering and the second is Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering.  IIR filters use digital 
feedback, and of the two types, most closely relate to analog filters with feedback.  By using 
feedback, the length of calculations is reduced to get the same order of filtering.  One down side 
of these filters is a potential stability problem.  FIR filters require more calculations per point, 
but do not require calculations for every input if there are fewer outputs (decimation), while IIR 
filters must calculate every point.  Also many modern Digital Signal Processor (DSP) computers 
have special circuits to optimize FIR calculations. 
 
In FIR calculations a group of the latest samples is taken and each sample multiplied by a 
coefficient (weight) and all are then added together.  These weights are calculated using various 
windowing functions, such as Hanning, Hamming, Kaiser, Cosine, and others.  The simplest 



window is the rectangular, where all weights are equal.  This results in just summing up the 
group of input signals [normally multiplied by 1/(number of points)], which is the same as 
finding the mean of the group of data points.  Therefore, this rectangular FIR filter is also 
referred to as a Mean filter. 
 
The Mean filter is probably the easiest to calculate, and gives filtering of the input to remove 
noise, while distorting the input and not having a flat pass band or very sharp rolloff.  Other FIR 
filters using the same number of input points (taps), but having non-equal weights, can give 
flatter pass band, sharper rolloff, less distortion, and other different properties.  There is normally 
some tradeoff in which properties are improved the most. 
 
 

MEDIAN FILTER 
 
The Median of a group of input points is the amplitude of the point that is in the middle after 
arraigning all points in ascending or descending order, based on amplitude.  The median of a 
group of points is easy to understand, but not easy to calculate.  While IIR and FIR filter have 
basic mathematical equations, the Median is more of data base problem.  Another difference is 
that the Median is a non-linear process. 
 
So with these disadvantages, why use the Median filter?  Currently the Median filter is used 
almost exclusively for video filtering.  More specifically it is use to filter shot noise from video 
signals.  Shot noise is where single samples have a large noise value, and shows up on the video 
monitor as dots that are darker or lighter then their surroundings.  A FIR filter could filter the 
noise out.  However, if the noise amplitudes are very large compared to the ambient signal level, 
the amount of filtering needed also smoothes out the edges of legitimate signals, giving a 
blurring look to the picture. 
 
The Median of a group of data with one "outlier" or shot noise spike is still the normal level.  
The shot noise is completely removed.  At the same time, if there is an edge change in the signal, 
there is no filtering of the signal and the edge still passes through intact.  Both of these 
characteristics are demonstrated in the figures at the end of this paper. 
 
In a video signal, the filtering is done in a two dimensional calculation, but only uses the data 
point being tested and its 8 adjacent neighbors, or 9 points.  A good description of this is in 
[http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/hipr/html/median.html], where the method is described and pictures of 
the results are shown.  A review of available papers on Median filters resulted in only papers 
discussing video signals.  Also the papers reviewed only used very short Median filters, that is 
those with only a few points for the calculation. 
 
There are probably other signals, including one dimensional signals, that would benefit from 
Median filtering.  One possible deterrent to using Median filters is the perceived amount of 
calculation needed.  This would especially be a problem if real time processing is required.  
Therefore, a computationally simple method to find the median was looked into.  One program 
found [http://quasimodo.versailles.inra.fr/deterrents/tk/awave/median35.txt] is written in C and is 
a straightforward implementation.  This still seemed to be too complex, especially if the 



processor being used is some simple micro controller with a limited processing capability.  
Therefore, an attempt was made to write a shorter program to find the Median. 
 
 

MEDIAN FILTER PROGRAM 
 
The program code is located in the appendix.  The program that was written is dependent on the 
data format, and is not as generic as the program above.  However the data used in many 
applications is fixed point, fixed length and can take advantage of this program.  The sample 
program assumes 16 bit fixed point data in and out.  It also assumes an odd number of data 
points (it finds the middle value).  To change it to an even number of data points, the two middle 
points could be averaged.  The program was written for a small micro controller in a modified C 
used by the micro controller. 
 
The program has an outer loop that goes through the 16 bits and an inner loop that goes through 
the number of data points.  While this program is 16 (number of bits) longer then the FIR, it does 
not require any multiplications, which is helpful in small processors. 
 
 

RESULTS 
 
The plots shown below are done using Windows Excel.  The filters are 7 samples long.  The first 
plot shows the results of a step input into the Median and the Mean filters.  Notice how the 
Median filter causes only a delay, and no change in the shape of the input.  The Mean filter does 
cause a sloping of the input, resulting in loss of sudden changing information. 
 
The second plot has one full scale impulses on the input.  Notice how the Median filter totally 
removes the noise impulse while the Mean filter reduces, but does not remove it. 
 
The last plot has a sine wave input that is set to one sine cycle per 12 samples.  Note that the 
Median filter is more distorted (flat top/bottom) then the Mean filter.  Other data taken showed 
that the distortion is less as the ratio of sine wave points per wave to the number of filter points 
increases.  This shows that at low sine wave frequencies the Median filter approaches the lower 
distortion of the Mean filter. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
As can be seen from the data presented and the discussion given, the Median filter has 
characteristics that may be useful in certain filtering situations.  It is very good at removing 
narrow noise spikes while still retaining the sharp edges of sudden changes in signal level.  This 
is to be placed against the increased complexity of the code to generate the filter function and the 
increased distortion at some frequencies between impulse and pass band. 
 
 

APPENDIX 
 
Program Code 
 
//NumberWords must be 3-255, odd; DataFile is int16 
int16 MedianFilter(int8 NumberWords, int16 *DataFile) 
{ 
 //int16 NumberWords; 
 //int16 DataFile; 
 int16 Adder = 0x8000; 
 int16 Match = 0x8000; 
 int16 Data; 
 int8 Hcount; 
 int8 Lcount; 
 int8 Bits; 
 int8 Words; 
 int8 HalfWords; 
 HalfWords = NumberWords >> 1; 
 for (Bits = 0; Bits < 16; Bits ++)//test each bit 



 { 
  Adder = Adder >> 1; 
  Hcount = 0; 
  Lcount = 0; 
  for (Words = 0; Words < NumberWords; Words ++)//test all data 
  { 
   Data = DataFile[Words]; 
   if(Data > Match) {Hcount ++;} 
   else if(Data < Match) {Lcount ++;} 
  } 
  //test bit value 
  if      (Hcount == Lcount)  {break;} 
  else if (Hcount > Lcount)   {Match = Match + Adder;} 
  else                        {Match = Match - Adder;} 
 } 
 if ((match == 1) && (Lcount > HalfWords)) {Match = 0;} 
 return Match; 
} 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Signal conditioning is a critical element in all data telemetry systems.  Data from all sensors 
must be band limited prior to digitization and transmission to prevent the potentially 
disastrous effects of aliasing.  While the 6th order analog low-pass Butterworth filter has long 
been the de facto standard for data channel filtering, advances in digital signal processing 
techniques now provide a potentially better alternative.   
 
This paper describes the challenges in developing a flexible approach to adaptable data 
channel filtering using DSP techniques.  Factors such as anti-alias filter requirements, time 
correlated sampling, decimation and filter delays will be discussed.  Also discussed will be 
the implementation and relative merits and drawbacks of various symmetrical FIR and IIR 
filters.  The discussion will be presented from an intuitive and practical perspective as much 
as possible. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
All modern telemetry systems that collect continuous analog data from accelerometers, strain 
gauges and a host of other sensors, convert each analog signal to a digitally sampled data 
stream prior to transmission and/or storage.  This is such a basic aspect of telemetry that we 
rarely consider that a continuous analog signal is really a very different animal from a digital 
data stream.  Properly sampled digital data can be considered properly sampled if and only if 
a high quality replica of the pre-sampled analog signal can be reconstructed from the digital 
data.  Two things are required for proper sampling: 

1. Sufficient A/D converter resolution.  If the A/D converter step size is on the order of the 
analog noise in the system, no low-level data fluctuations present in the analog data 
will be lost. 

2. The frequency spectrum of the sampled signal must be band-limited to no more than 
½ the sampling frequency.  This requirement is known as the Nyquist criterion and 
although there is some confusion about the term’s definition, we will refer to the 
Nyquist frequency or Nyquist rate as meaning half the sampling frequency.  Violate 
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the Nyquist criterion and you get aliasing, which can make a high frequency electrical 
noise signal indistinguishable from a low frequency vibration and render your data 
useless. 

 
Requirement 2 is the primary reason a precision low pass filter is part of the entry price of 
every analog data channel in a telemetry system. 

 
ANALOG VS. DIGITAL 

 
Low-pass filters used to band-limit channel data can be analog or digital, which is to say, they 
can employ resistors, capacitors and op amps and operate on analog signals or they can 
mathematically process the digital data stream.  Analog filters are simple to build and 
understand and have low power consumption.  On the other hand, they are relatively 
inflexible and their accuracy is limited by available component tolerances.  Digital filters 
require a DSP or other high speed numeric processor and associated support hardware and 
ironically, also require a reasonably good analog filter for anti-aliasing (which will be 
discussed in greater detail in the next section). Once implemented, they provide very high 
accuracy and flexibility way beyond what can be implemented with analog circuitry. 
 

TIME CORRELATION 
 
At this point, it would be useful to contrast how low pass filtering occurs in an analog filtered 
telemetry channel vs. a digitally filtered one.  In telemetry channels that employ 
programmable analog filters such as those on TTC’s SCD-108S signal conditioning card, 
each channel is periodically sampled in the data format at perhaps four times highest data 
frequency of interest and the analog filter has been set to cut off at a filter setting slightly 
above the highest data frequency of interest.  Assuming the channel is configured for 
sequential sampling, each time the channel comes up in the format, an A/D convert 
command is generated and the output signal of the channel filter at that moment is digitally 
sampled.  At the same time, the previous A/D sample is placed in the format data stream.  
The important point is that the analog filter continuously processes channel data but the data 
is sampled only when the channel appears in the format.  The result is that every digital 
sample in the format is time-synchronous with its place in the format.  This is time-correlated 
sampling. 
 
In digitally filtered systems such as those employed by TTC’s SCD-116D card, the channel 
A/D converter samples the data at a substantially higher rate than the channel appears in the 
format.  These samples are then mathematically processed to provide each filtered data 
sample.  So how do you achieve time-correlation in digitally filtered systems? 
 
There are two ways.  The most straightforward is to sample the channel data at a fixed rate 
that is very high compared to the format sample rate.  Let’s assume we have a channel that 
appears periodically in the format at a 4KHz rate and we want our channel cut off frequency 
to be 1KHz.  If we sampled the channel data at a 100KHz rate, we would need to have a 
digital filter with a –3dB frequency of 0.01fS, where fS is the data sample frequency.  Since 
sampling is asynchronous to the format, the 100KHz sampled data used to calculate each 
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filtered data point will have an age-uncertainty of one sample period or 10us.  If we assume 
the data signal is a full scale, 1KHz sine wave, the maximum possible error in counts at zero-
crossing resulting from time uncertainty is given by the formula:   
 

EC =  (2BITS/2) * SIN (∆t*360° /PD)         (1) 
 
Where EC is the maximum possible error in counts, BITS is the bit resolution of the ADC, ∆t 
is the time-uncertainty (10µsec) and P D is the maximum data frequency period (1000µsec). 
 
For 12-bit sampled data, the maximum error can be as large as 128 counts or better than 3% 
of full scale.  Not good.  If we raise the filter sample frequency to 1MHz, we get about 13 
counts of error or about 0.3% of full scale.  Better but not outstanding.  In addition, we incur 
the huge DSP processing burden needed to handle the higher sample rate. 
 
The second approach is somewhat more complicated to implement but eliminates the 
problem described above by sampling the A/D converter at a frequency that is an exact 
multiple of the channel format rate and is phase-locked with it.  Digitally filtered data collected 
this way will be time-correlated with the format, as are analog filtered samples taken each 
time the channel appears in the format (such as those collected with the SCD-108S card). 
 
In the SCD-116D and the SCD-108D cards, digital phase locked loops (PLL) are used to 
multiply the format sample rate by 2N where N is an integer selected to provide a sampling 
rate in the octave from 28KHz to 56KHz (PLLs in the SCD-608D, MSCD-104D and MSCD-
604D operate from 56KHZ to 112KHz).  Phase locking the DSP sample rate to the channel 
format rate eliminates sample latency error.  Using the example cited earlier, the channel 
PLL will multiply the 4KHz format sample rate x8 (23) to provide an A/D sample rate of 
32KHz.  If the digital filter’s -3dB frequency is set to 0.031 (1/32) of fS, our channel -3dB 
frequency will be 1KHz as required.   
 
By varying fS to select the filter’s -3dB frequency within a given octave, we greatly reduce the 
number of possible filter characteristics that need to be stored or calculated.  On the other 
hand, we have made the job of the analog anti-aliasing filter more difficult.  In a perfect world, 
we would like our anti-aliasing filter to have no effect on the highest data frequency of interest 
yet attenuate frequencies above the Nyquist rate (fS/2) into oblivion.  In reality a reasonable 
goal is <-0.1dB attenuation (about 1%) at the highest data frequency of interest and >-40dB 
attenuation at the lowest possible value of fS/2.  In TTC’s SCD-116D, the maximum data 
frequency is specified as 2.8KHz (higher frequencies may be selected provided the 
attenuation of the anti-aliasing filter is allowed for) while the lowest possible value of fS/2 is 
14KHz.  Achieving the required performance requires an anti-aliasing filter with a minimum of 
a 4th order Butterworth characteristic.   
 
The end result is a fully time correlated system, not just channel to channel on a given card, 
or card to card within a given chassis, but channel to channel throughout an entire 
Distributed Data Acquisition System. This applies whether the channels are sampled 
sequentially or simultaneously. 
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DECIMATION 
 
Earlier references were made to digital filters having -3dB frequencies of 0.031fS and lower.  
In most instances, such FIR and to a lesser extent IIR filters are not directly realizable.  
Consider a 40-tap symmetrical FIR filter.  The form of an FIR filter is:  
 

y0 = a0*x0 + a1*x1 + a2*x2 + …….. + aN-1*xN-1       (2) 
 
where N = 40 for a 40-tap filter, x0 to xN-1 are progressively older input sample values, a0 to 
aN-1 are the filter coefficients, and y0 is the current output value. 
 
Basically, a FIR filter is nothing more than a weighted moving average filter where the weight 
of the kth sample is determined by the value and sign of coefficient ak.  If we applied a 
sinusoidal input to the above filter whose period was greater than 80 samples, it would be 
impossible to fully block this signal from appearing in the output no matter what filter 
coefficients we selected.  Table 1 shows a typical set of symmetrical FIR filter coefficients. 
 

Table 1:  Typical Set of 40-Tap Symmetrical FIR Filter Coefficients, Normalized to 1 
 
a0= -0.00002    a5=  0.00011   a10=  0.00937    a15=  -0.03896    a20=   0.26842   a25=  -0.03941      a30=   0.00179      a35=   0.00052   
a1= -0.00003    a6= -0.00133   a11=  0.01344    a16=   0.00662    a21=   0.19940   a26=  -0.01635      a31=  -0.00275      a36=   0.00032   
a2=  0.00007    a7= -0.00305   a12=  0.00547    a17=   0.09640    a22=   0.09640   a27=   0.00547      a32=  -0.00305      a37=   0.00007   
a3=  0.00032    a8= -0.00275   a13= -0.01635    a18=   0.19940    a23=   0.00662   a28=   0.01344      a33=  -0.00133      a38=  -0.00003   
a4=  0.00052    a9=  0.00179 a14= -0.03941    a19=   0.26842    a24=  -0.03896   a29=   0.00937      a34=   0.00011      a39=  -0.00002 

 
 If we carefully examine these coefficient values, we observe two things:  

1. The first half of the coefficients is a mirror image of the second half.  That is a0 = a39, 
a1 = a38, …. , a19 = a20.  This is what makes the filter symmetrical and also what makes 
its phase linear and its delay constant for all frequencies. 

2. The mid-range coefficients are much larger than the end coefficients.  This means 
samples 15 thru 24 are weighted much heavier than samples 0 thru 4 and 35 thru 39.  
It also means that the lowest frequency sinusoid we could effectively attenuate with a 
40-tap FIR filter has a period no greater than about 20 samples rather than 80 
samples.  This makes the minimum practical fC ~0.05fS. 

 
Enter decimation.  In the earlier example, data with no significant frequency content above 
14KHz was sampled at 32KHz, comfortably above the Nyquist rate.  If we pass this data 
through a 40-tap FIR filter having a -3dB frequency of 0.095fS (a decimation filter), we will 
attenuate all frequencies above 0.125fS by greater than -40dB.  In effect we have now band-
limited our data to 0.125*32KHz or 4.0KHz.  Next we decimate by 4.  Theoretically, this 
means discarding three filtered data samples out of every four.  In reality, we only execute 
the decimation filter algorithm once for every four input samples we add to the filter input 
buffer.  The filtered output data is now applied to another 40-tap FIR filter with fC = 0.125fS.  
The effective sample rate of this filter is 32KHz/4 or 8KHz which again satisfies the Nyquist 
criterion.  The filter -3dB frequency of this second filter is then 0.125*8KHz or 1.0KHz as 
required.  To achieve lower -3dB frequencies, decimation can be repeated as many times as 
necessary. 
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STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
 
The form of a FIR filter is given by equation 2 which is repeated below for clarity.   By 
examining the equation, it becomes clear that every output sample of an n-tap FIR filter is a 
function of only the filter coefficients, the current input sample and   n - 1 previous input 
samples.  Any change in the signal that occurred greater than n samples ago will have no 
effect on the filter output, hence the name Finite Impulse Response filter.  This type of filter is 
also referred to as non-recursive since there is no feedback path from output to input.   The 
FIR filter’s non-recursive nature is also why it is inherently stable.    

 
y0 = a0*x0 + a1*x1 + a2*x2 + …….. + aN-1*xN-1       (2) 

 
A 6-pole IIR filter is composed of three cascaded 2-pole stages and can be mathematically 
represented by equations 3, 4 and 5.  The output of the first cascaded stage is y2, the second 
is y1 and the third is y0.  Note the output of each stage is not just a function of the current 
input and two previous inputs but is also a function of two previous outputs as well.  The 
output terms are what makes this a recursive filter and are also the source of any tendency 
toward oscillation.   
 

y0 = a0*x0 + a1*x1 + a2*x2 + b1*y1 + b2*y2       (3) 
y1 = a3*x1 + a4*x2 + a5*x3 + b3*y2 + b4*y3       (4) 
y2 = a6*x2 + a7*x3 + a8*x4 + b5*y3 + b6*y4       (5) 
 

Referring to the figures below: 
 
Figure 1 displays step responses for 120-tap and 40-tap FIR filters as well as those for 
analog and IIR digital versions of a 6-pole Butterworth filter.  The –3dB frequency of all four 
filters is 14 Hz and the channel sample rate is 5x this value or 70 Hz.   
 
Figure 2 displays the frequency domain performance for 120-tap and 40-tap FIR filters in the 
pass and transition bands.  The –3dB frequency of both filters is 0.125fS.  
 
Figure 3 displays the frequency roll-off and stop band characteristics of the same 120-tap 
and 40-tap FIR filters as in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 4 displays the frequency domain performance for 6-pole Butterworth, 8-pole 
Butterworth, 6-pole Bessel and 6-pole Chebyshev IIR filters in the pass and transition bands.  
The –3dB frequency of all four filters is 0.050fS.  
 
Figure 5 displays the frequency roll-off and stop band characteristics of the same four IIR 
filters as in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1:  Analog/Ditital Filter Step Response and Delays
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Figure 2:  FIR Filters Pass and Transition Bands
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Figure 3:  FIR Filters Frequency Roll-Off
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Figure 4: 

IIR Filters Pass and Transition Bands
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Figure 5: 

IIR Filters Frequency Roll-Off
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Comparing the frequency roll-off characteristics of the filters depicted in Figures 3 and 5, it is 
clear that the 120-tap FIR has by far, the sharpest roll-off.  The 120-tap FIR will outperform a 
12-pole Butterworth or 10-pole Chebyshev filter in this respect while remaining completely 
stable and non-oscillatory.  From Figures 2 and 4, we see that the 120-tap FIR also has the 
flattest pass band of the group.  The –0.1dB point of this filter is at 86% of the –3dB 
frequency which beats all but the 6-pole Chebyshev filter.  However, unlike the Chebyshev 
filter, there is no oscillation in attenuation throughout the pass band.  If you are looking for the 
proverbial brick-wall filter, it would be hard to beat the 120-tap FIR filter.   
 
If the FIR filter has an Achilles heel, it is depicted in Figure 1.  A step function was applied to 
the input of the four filters shown at time, t = 0.  The relatively slow apparent rise time of the 
input step is an artifact of the plotting program.  Note that the propagation delay of the 120-
tap FIR filter is 3 times that of the 40-tap FIR filter and almost 10 times that of the 6-pole 
Butterworth IIR filter.  Theoretically, this should not be a problem since the filter has linear 
phase or constant delay.  Having said that, some people may simply not be comfortable with 
such a long latency.   
 
The 40-tap FIR filter offers frequency roll-off and pass band flatness that is fairly comparable 
to that of a 6-pole Butterworth filter.  Like other symmetrical FIR filters, it has linear phase.  
Its step response shows only a slight overshoot (about 5%) with very little ringing that 
appears symmetrically at the leading and trailing edges of the step.  Only the Bessel IIR filter 
(not shown), which has almost no overshoot and ringing, offers a better step response.  
Propagation delay of the 40-tap FIR filter is about 3 times that of one of the 6-pole IIR filters. 
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The 6-pole Butterworth has long been the standard by which other low-pass filters are 
measured and is why the step response of an analog version of this filter was included in 
Figure 1.  This filter features maximally flat pass band and –36dB/octave frequency roll-off 
beyond the –3dB frequency.  Note the nearly identical rise time, overshoot (about 14%) and 
ringing in the analog and IIR digital versions of this filter.  The slight additional delay in the 
digital version comes from a combination of decimation filter delay and slightly longer card 
latencies.  
 
The 8-pole Butterworth filter has the flattest pass-band of all the IIR filters shown with less 
than -0.1dB attenuation to beyond 0.6fS.  Its frequency roll-off is –48dB/octave beyond the    
–3dB frequency.  Its step response has slightly more overshoot and slightly longer delay than 
a 6-pole Butterworth filter. 
 
On the basis of its frequency domain performance illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, the 6-pole 
Bessel filter looks like a miserable performer.  However, this linear phase filter alone provides 
a symmetrical step response with essentially no overshoot or ringing on both leading and 
trailing edges of the step.  If the information you are interested is primarily in the time domain, 
that is if it is carried in the shape of the filtered waveform, the Bessel filter is the one to 
choose.  An electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is an example of a waveform whose information 
is primarily in the time domain.  More to the topic of telemetry, pulse coded modulation 
(PCM) data is usually passed through a Bessel filter to band-limit the pulse train without 
adding ringing before being sent to an RF transmitter. 
 
Of the IIR filters discussed, the 6-pole Chebyshev filter offers the sharpest transition from 
pass band to stop band.  Its performance in this area is matched only by that of the 120-tap 
FIR filter.  As shown in Figure 5, the frequency roll-off 6-pole Chebyshev filter exceeds that 
of the 8-pole Butterworth to beyond –60dB.  Part of the price paid for this sharp transition is 
oscillation of gain in the pass band (see Figure 4).  The Chebyshev characteristic chosen for 
use in TTC’s products limits this oscillation to +0.1dB or about +1%.  Other potential issues 
are the amount of overshoot and ringing present in the filter’s step response and its non-
linear phase response. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Successful signal conditioning of analog data requires attention to detail in several important 
areas.  The analog signal must be band-limited by a well-chosen analog filter and properly 
sampled at a rate that will not cause significant aliasing.  The resolution of the analog-to-
digital converter needs to be high enough to provide negligible quantization noise.   
 
When the data is being collected for inclusion in a PCM or similar system, a strategy must be 
in place to ensure that the collected data is, and remains, time-correlated with the data 
stream.  Finally, the characteristic of the channel filter chosen to band-limit the data (other 
than the anti-aliasing filter) must be selected in accordance with the kind of information that 
the data is collected to provide. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In most current PCM based telemetry systems, an instrumentation engineer manually creates the 
sampling format.  This time consuming and tedious process typically involves manually placing 
each measurement into the format at the proper sampling rate.  The telemetry industry is now 
moving towards Ethernet-based systems comprised of multiple autonomous data acquisition 
units, which share a single global time source.  The architecture of these network systems greatly 
simplifies the task of implementing an automatic format generator.  Automatic format generation 
eliminates much of the effort required to create a sampling format because the instrumentation 
engineer only has to specify the desired sampling rate for each measurement.  The system 
handles the task of organizing the format to comply with the specified sampling rates.  This 
paper examines the issues involved in designing an automatic format generator for a network 
data acquisition system.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Current PCM-based distributed data acquisition systems that are used on many active test 
programs use either the CAIS bus or an alternative proprietary data bus for communication 
between the various units in the acquisition system.  These systems typically use either a single 
format to acquire data from all of the units in the system or multiple distributed formats 
operating on each unit.  In either case, a single master format collects the data that is acquired by 
all of the units in the system.   
 
For a flight test engineer, the process of creating all of these data acquisition formats is one of 
the most time consuming and error prone aspects of configuring a data acquisition system.  Many 
attempts have been made in the past to automate the process of creating a format.  These 
attempts have typically met with limited success.  The most common issue with these systems is 
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that they do not fully encapsulate the rules of the data acquisition system. As a result, the 
intervention of an instrumentation engineer is required in order to complete the process. 
 
The development of new network-based distributed data acquisition systems provides both users 
and vendors with an opportunity to reevaluate the use of automatic format generation.   Network 
data acquisition units operate as autonomous systems while receiving time information from a 
single global time source.  In most applications, a network data acquisition system does not need 
a master format. Another important aspect of the design of a network system is that the 
configuration of one unit on the network does not effect the configuration of any other unit.  This 
greatly simplifies the process of creating a data acquisition format.  
 
This paper describes the hardware architecture of a network data acquisition unit and the 
functions that simplify the creation of an automatic format generator.  The advantages of 
automatic format generation and the major software design issues that are involved with creating 
an automatic format generator will also be discussed. 
 
 

NETWORK-BASED ACQUISITION UNIT ARCHITECTURE 
 
A network acquisition unit is a system that conditions and acquires multiple input sensor 
channels with similar or dissimilar data types.  The data acquisition unit combines these input 
channels into data packets for transmission over the network fabric. The network interface also 
provides the unit with a gateway for setup and configuration, SNMP status and control, and time 
synchronization using the IEEE-1588 time standard.  The unit acquires data from accelerometers, 
strain gages, various temperature sensors, pressure sensors, synchro/resolver sensors, LVDT, 
discrete signals, video, and many different types of avionics buses.  Acquired IEEE-1588 time is 
distributed within the acquisition unit for time tagging sensor data and avionics bus data. Time 
can also be used to trigger time dependent events, such as simultaneous sampling, within the 
acquisition unit or across multiple acquisition units in the network. 

Figure 1.  Network Acquisition Unit 
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The heart of the network acquisition unit is its built- in Power PC processor and its peripherals. 
The design approach was to devise an architecture that allows for maximum flexibility and 
capabilities that would have been unimaginable just a few years ago.  The architecture shown in 
Figure 2 includes four core functions to enable data acquisition and automatic format generation: 

• The Backplane 

• The Processor / Peripherals 

• Operating System 

• Acquisition I/O modules 

Figure 2.  Acquisition Unit Architecture  

 
 

Backplane: Two backplanes were selected as the backbone of the acquisition unit. The first 
backplane is the 32-Bit / 33 MHz PCI bus. This bus is used with optional modules that require 
the PCI interface.  The second backplane is the Acquisition Bus.  This bus is derived from the 
processor’s Local Bus via the acquisition bus controller.  The acquisition bus can interface with 
hundreds of off the shelf acquisition modules that are currently available for TTC’s MCDAU 
system. The Acquisition Bus can also be easily modified to accommodate highly specialized 
acquisition modules. 

Processor / Peripherals: The processor is based on a PowerPC core and includes a 32-Bit PCI 
controller, DRAM controller, one Fast Ethernet MAC, two UARTs, two IIC Bus Controllers, a 
Local Bus controller, and other functions. The DRAM controller interfaces with an on-board 32 
Mbytes DRAM with a peak data rate of 533 Mbytes per second. The on-board 64 Mbytes Flash 
includes the operating system, drivers, and applications.  The flash memory can also host a web 
server with programmable and downloadable web pages.  The 10/100 base-T Ethernet bus passes 
through the acquisition controller to the PowerPC’s MAC to trap IEEE-1588 time packets. The 
processor has ample processing power to deliver packetized data to the Ethernet–based network 
in various packet formats, and to provide customized on-board EU (Engineering Units) 
processing capability. 
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Operating System: The network acquisition unit uses a customized Linux 2.4.18 operating 
system that provides a preemptive kernel with real time scheduling. It provides very good 
support for the processor and many potential device interfaces.  

Acquisition I/O Modules: Acquisition I/O modules interface via the acquisition bus with the 
processor overhead. The most common bus used by the acquisition unit, is the MCDAU R-Bus, 
which is used for interfacing with hundreds of TTC’s off the shelf data acquisition modules. 
These modules are currently used in most test flights in the US and around the world.  A wide 
variety of I/O modules exist to interface with analog/digital sensors and avionics bus data 
sources.  
 

CONFIGURING A NETWORK ACQUISITION UNIT 
 
A network data acquisition unit typically contains an overhead module that provides basic 
system functionality and one or more I/O modules for collecting data from sensors or avionic 
buses.  Each module in the data acquisition unit is highly customizable.  The user can change the 
behavior of the module to match a desired application by programming the unit with an 
appropriate configuration.  The user can also create measurements to sample data from the I/O 
modules.  For each measurement, the user must specify which channel to sample. 
 
After creating measurements to sample data from channels on the data acquisition system, the  
measurements must be placed into a sampling format.  There are two ways to create a sampling 
format.  The standard approach is to have the user manually assign locations within the format to 
the measurements.  The number of samples and their relative positions in the format determine 
the measurement’s sampling rate and periodicity.  The alternative approach is for the user to 
specify the desired sampling rate for each measurement in terms of samples per second. The 
automatic format generator can then use the desired sampling rates to create the sampling format 
without user intervention.  
 
 

ADVANTAGES OF USING AUTOMATIC FORMAT GENERATION 
 
The primary goal of an automatic format generator is to reduce the amount of information that 
the user must manually enter for each data acquisition measurement.  The automatic format 
generator accomplishes this goal by eliminating the need for the user to manually place the 
measurements into the sampling format.  The user only needs to enter a desired sampling rate for 
each measurement.  This is much easier than having to explicitly place the measurement into the 
format at the correct locations to achieve a desired sampling rate.  Another major benefit of 
automatic format generation is that the user does not have to worry about complying with the 
data acquisition system’s rules.  The system will only create valid formats.  If it is not possible to 
create a format with the specified set of sampling rates then the system will simply alert the user 
that the rates are invalid.   
 
When configuring a data acquisition system that contains thousands of measurements, the 
amount of time that can be saved by using automatic format generation instead of manually 
creating the format is significant.  The user can spend less time preparing to create a new data 
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acquisition system configuration because they do not need to manually analyze the list of 
required sampling rates before creating the measurements in the system setup software.  The user 
also does not have to determine the system’s bit rate or the size of the format before setting up 
the first measurement.  Also, the time spent setting up each measurement can be reduced 
substantially because the user does not need worry about placing the measurements in the 
sampling format.   
 
One of the biggest advantages of automatic format generation is that it facilitates the reuse of 
hardware configurations with different sets of sampling rates and correspondingly different 
sampling formats.  This makes it possible to easily prepare multiple test flights with the same 
data acquisition hardware but different mission specifications.  The ability of automatic format 
generation to rapidly create a complete and valid sampling format gives the instrumentation 
engineer several new capabilities.  In a manually created format, it is usually not possible to 
increase the sampling rate of a measurement.  Increasing the sampling rate of even a single 
measurement would force the user to manually redesign a large portion of the format.  Since 
automatic format generation can dynamically recreate the entire format, sampling rates can be 
changed quickly.  New measurements can also be rapidly added to the system configuration 
without worrying about running out of space in the format.  Another benefit is that measurements 
can be removed without creating wasteful gaps in the format.  This reduces unnecessary data 
bandwidth usage.  Conceivably, automatic format generation could even make it possible to 
make changes to a measurement’s sampling rate while in flight.   
 
Automatic format generation reduces the potential for human error during the creation of the 
sampling format.  As long as the user properly specifies all of the desired sampling rates, the 
software will guarantee that all measurements are sampled at the proper rates.  The software can 
also enforce periodicity requirements and make sure that all of the system’s rules are satisfied.  
During the format generation process, an error log can be easily created if there are any 
problems. The instrumentation engineer can check this log after the format is created to make 
sure that the format was generated correctly.  
 
Setting up an automatic format generator in the system setup software is much easier than 
manually specifying a sampling format.  The desired sampling rate for each measurement can be 
entered while the user is creating the measurement.  The user does not need to go to a different 
screen in the software to place the measurement in the format.  Instead, the user can simply wait 
until all of the measurements have been created and can then run the automatic format generator 
to create the format.   
 
Increasingly, many users store their system configurations in central corporate databases and use 
a data interchange format like XML to import the configuration into the system setup software.  
These users can also benefit from automatic format generation.  They can specify the desired 
sampling rates in the XML file that they generate.  By importing this XML file into the setup 
software, the user can save time by eliminating the need to manually enter sampling rate 
information.  After importing the sampling rate information into the setup software, the 
automatic format generator can be run to create the format.  The XML file can then be updated to 
include all of the format information.  This file can be used to populate sampling information in 
the central database for use by a ground station or other data analysis software.  
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HOW AUTOMATIC FORMAT GENERATION WORKS 
 
An automatic format generator must convert a set of desired sampling rates into a valid sampling 
format.  The most commonly used method for executing this conversion is called the power-of-
two rule.  The power-of-two rule reduces the complexity of this task by restricting the set of 
sampling rates that are actually used in the format.  The key to the power-of-two rule is that all of 
the measurements are sampled at rates that are related to a dynamically selected base rate by a 
power of two.  For example, if the base rate is 25 samples per second then measurements in the 
system can be sampled at any rate that is a power of two times 25 (some examples are 25, 50, 
100, 200, and 400 samples per second).  
 
The power-of-two rule simplifies the problem of creating a sampling format by reducing the 
number of different sampling rates that are used in a single format.  Since the set of sampling 
rates that are used in the format is restricted, some or all of the measurements in the system will 
be over-sampled.  The system must select the base rate in order to limit the amount of over-
sampling.   
 
Before the automatic format generator can create a format, it must map all of the user specified 
sampling rates on to the calculated set of sampling rates that are created by the power-of-two 
rule.  For example, if we have a data acquisition system with five measurements, the user might 
want to sample the measurements at the following rates: 7, 16, 30, 55 and 117 samples per 
second.  These rates have no obvious mathematical relationship with each other, which means 
that it is probably not possible to automatically create a format that efficiently samples all five of 
these measurements at these exact rates.  The power-of-two rule makes it possible to easily 
create a format that samples these five measurements at slightly higher rates.  To create the 
sampling format, the automatic format generator must analyze the user specified rates to 
determine the best base sampling rate.  In this case, the best base sampling rate would probably 
be 8 samples per second.  Using multiples of 8 samples per second, the system could map the 
user specified rates on to the following set of sampling rates: 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 samples per 
second.  This makes the format easy to create while limiting the amount of over-sampling. 
 
After converting the sampling rates us ing the power-of-two rule, the format generator must place 
the measurements into the format at the calculated sampling rates.  Before placing any samples 
into the format, the system must select the appropriate format geometry in terms of words per 
minor frame and minor frames per major frame.  After the format geometry has been calculated, 
the format generator can place the measurements into the format.  The format generator begins 
by placing the measurements that must be periodic and have the highest desired sampling rate 
into the format.  The generator can then place all of the other periodic measurements into the 
format in descending sampling rate order.  Next, the non-periodic measurements can be added to 
any available locations in the format.  Finally, the system must calculate the format’s bit rate in 
order to achieve the required sampling rates for all measurements.   
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AUTOMATIC FORMAT GENERATOR DESIGN ISSUES 
 
Implementing an automatic format generator requires the instrumentation vendor to consider 
many important software design issues.  Most of these issues are related to handling the rules 
that are imposed by the data acquisition hardware.  Other issues arise from specialized 
requirements for sampling data from certain types of sensors.  Another important design issue is 
that the automatically generated format must make an efficient use of the system’s limited 
bandwidth.  This last point is crucial because a format can be created which complies with all of 
the system’s rules but makes inefficient use of the network’s bandwidth.  
 
A network data acquisition system imposes several basic rules on the sampling format.  If the 
system is designed to transmit one minor frame of data per network packet then we must ensure 
that each minor frame contains a reasonable amount of data.  If a minor frame is too short, then 
the system will waste a large percentage of its bandwidth transmitting packet overhead 
information.  We must also keep in mind that there are limitations on the speed that data can be 
transmitted over the network fabric.  This can limit the maximum rate that measurements can be 
sampled at in a data acquisition unit.   
 
A data acquisition unit typically consists of one or more data acquisition modules.  Each module 
can sample one or more channels of data.  Some data acquisition modules have rules that affect 
their sampling rates.  One of the most common rules is a requirement that a fixed minimum 
amount of time pass between any two samples from a module.  This limitation has several 
causes. Some types of sensors that use AC current excitation require settling time before they can 
take a valid measurement.  Other modules require a fixed amount of time to complete filter 
calculations.  It is also possible for a module to have a single data pathway for all channels.  This 
can make it impossible to rapidly sample data from different channels on the module.  Some data 
acquisition modules that perform digital filtering or other post-data acquisition processing on 
sampled data have a maximum sampling rate for each channel.  An automatic format generator 
must enforce all of these rules. 
 
When determining the base sampling rates to use for the power-of-two rule, the automatic format 
generator must take into account several things. Generally, measurements cannot be under-
sampled.  The user specified desired sampling rate must be treated as a minimum sampling rate 
for each measurement.  Some modules also have rules that limit over-sampling. For example, 
some FIFO based I/O modules can require that their data not be over-sampled.   
 
An automatic format generator must be able to sample measurements periodically.  Some 
measurements require periodicity because they use a digital filter to process the data before it is 
output to the format.  The digital filter will produce invalid results if the input samples are not 
periodic.  The user may also want to sample other types of data periodically so that it will be 
possible to perform a Fast Fourier Transform during data analysis.  In order to place 
measurements into the format periodically, it is essential for the automatic format generator to 
determine the format geometry before placing any measurements in the format.  
 
Another issue that factors into the design of an automatic format generator is the ability to handle 
formats that contain both very high data rate measurements, like embedded video, and very low 
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rate measurements, like system status words.  Since the total number of words in a major frame 
is limited by the data acquisition hardware and the need to transmit the minor frames over the 
network, it is sometimes not possible to create a format that accommodates both high and low 
rate measurements.  To overcome this limitation, the designer of the format generator will need 
to consider several possible solutions.  One solution would be to make the format large enough 
so that the lowest rate measurement takes exactly one word per major frame.  Another solution 
would be to over-sample the low rate measurements so that they can fit into a reasonably sized 
format that also accommodates the high rate measurements.  A third solution would be to sample 
the high rate measurements non-periodically.  This allows the system to place more samples of 
the high rate measurements into the format without increasing the format size.   
 
One of the most difficult issues to address is the need to place groups of related measurements in 
sequential order within the format.  The most common case where this issue occurs is in 
measurements that contain more bits of data than a single data word.  Most data acquisition 
systems place the most significant bits of the output into the original data word and require the 
user to sample a special extended read instruction to read the remaining bits.  This special 
extended read instruction typically has to be sampled immediately after the original data word in 
the format.  Some other examples of measurements that are related are messages from a 
MIL-STD-1553 or ARINC-429 bus.  The user might want to sample a set of messages from one 
of these buses in sequential order in order to simplify data analysis.  Another case where the user 
might want to sample measurements from a module in a sequential block is reading data from an 
embedded PCM Format created by a legacy data acquisition system.  If the data is sampled as a 
contiguous block, it is easy to extract the embedded minor frames.  When assigning sampling 
rates, the automatic format generator must treat these linked measurements in a special manner.  
The rate for the first measurement in each group must be used as the sampling rate for the entire 
block.  This rate should be over-sampled if required and then assigned to each measurement in 
the block.  In order to guarantee that there is enough unassigned space in the format; linked 
measurements must be the first thing that is added to the format.  Using linked measurements 
may result in wasted space in the format because the format will need to be made larger in order 
to accommodate periodic measurements, which have to be placed around the linked blocks.  This 
should not be a major problem unless the block length of the linked measurements is quite large. 
 
Several additional factors can be considered in order to optimize the sampling format.  In terms 
of optimization potential, the two most critical aspects of the format generation process are the 
selection of the base rate for over-sampling and the calculation of the format geometry.  The base 
rate must be selected in a manner that limits unnecessary over-sampling.  It is important to 
remember that data bandwidth is wasted every time a measurement is over-sampled.  When 
calculating the format geometry it is necessary to consider the fact that every minor frame that is 
transmitted contains overhead data that is required for the data acquisition system but is not 
necessary for the user to complete their flight test.  Despite this fact, it is important to break the 
data into reasonably sized minor frames because of network rules that limit the length of each 
packet.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
Designing an automatic format generator is a complex task that requires a careful analysis of the 
many issues involved in creating a sampling format.  In order to be practical, the automatic 
format generator must require the user to enter as little information as possible.  The format 
generator must create a format that is reasonably optimized without excessively over-sampling 
any measurements.  This format must also comply with all of the system’s rules and sample 
every measurement at or above its user-specified desired sampling rate.  
 
Network data acquisition systems are a new technology for the telemetry industry.  Initially, 
many network data acquisition will be designed to be backwards compatible with existing PCM- 
based telemetry equipment.  This means that while the data-encoding and transmission schemes 
are different, the basic concept of a sampling format is largely unchanged.  Future systems can 
eliminate many of the issues that interfere with the design of a simple automatic format generator 
by fundamentally changing the way that the system functions.  Since data is transmitted over an 
Ethernet-based network in data packets, there really is no reason why the data has to be placed 
into a periodically sampled fixed- length sampling format.  Future systems could create different 
packets for measurements that need to be sampled at different rates.  Each packet would contain 
all of the samples from the data acquisition unit that are sampled at a specific rate.  The system 
could simply generate and send the packet at the appropriate rate.  Alternatively, each data 
acquisition module could buffer a set of measurements from a sensor and package them with a 
starting time stamp and a time-delta measurement into a data packet.  If the user wanted to 
analyze data from a particular sensor, they would simply have to listen on the network for 
packets that identify themselves as coming from the sensor.  Processing these packets would be 
easy because the packets contain sensor specific time information.   
 
The development of new network data acquisition systems offers the telemetry industry a unique 
opportunity to transition from manually created sampling formats to automatically generated 
formats.  The many advantages of automatic format generation and it’s potential for reducing the 
amount of time that is spent configuring data acquisition hardware make this transition an 
essential step in the technological development of the telemetry industry.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Recent advancements in IRIG 106 Chapter 10 recording systems allow the recording of 
all on board 1553 bus and PCM traffic to a single media. These advancements have also 
brought about the issue of extracting data with different levels of classification that was 
written to single location. Carrying GPS “smart” weapons further complicates this issue 
since the recording of GPS keys adds another level of classification to the mix. The 
ability to separate and/or remove higher level data from a data product is now required. 
This paper describes the design of a hardware device that will filter specified data from 
IRIG 106 Chapter 10 recorder memory modules (RMMs) to prevent the storage device or 
computer from becoming classified at the level of the specified data.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Data Filtering Unit (DFU) is a hardware device installed inline between a host 
processing system and an IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant storage device.  When the 
IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant Removable Memory Module (RMM) or Solid State 
Recorder (SSR) attached to the DFU contains specific measurements or channels that are 
driving the security classification of the data to a higher level, the DFU is used to remove 
these values before the data is transferred to the host processing system.  The DFU does 
not store any user data in non-volatile memory, and therefore remains unclassified. 
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IRIG 106 CHAPTER 10 BACKGROUND 
 
The DFU operates on IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant data stored in IRIG 106 Chapter 10 
compliant storage devices.  In order to understand the operation of the DFU, a basic 
understanding of the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard is also required.  IRIG 106 Chapter 
10 provides standardization of Digital Recording.  The key areas related to the DFU in 
which IRIG 106 Chapter 10 provides standardization include the following … 
 

• Data download and electrical interface. 
• Recorder setup and recorded data format description. 
• Packet format. 
• Multiplexing of multiple streams. 

 
IRIG 106 Chapter 10 defines the data download and electrical interface to both the 
onboard digital recorder and the Removable Memory Module (RMM).  IRIG 106 
Chapter 10 allows either a 1394B interface or a Fibre Channel interface to the onboard 
digital recorder.  In the case of the RMM, the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard requires a 
1394B interface.  In either case, the recorder/media must present a STANAG 4575 
compliant file system to the host processing system. 
 
The key attributes of the STANAG 4575 file system required by IRIG 106 Chapter 10 
include … 
 

• Named Volumes (32 characters). 
• No practical limit on the number of files. 
• Named Files (56 characters). 
• No practical limit on the size of individual files. 
• File Creation Date, File Creation Time, and File Close Time. 
• Defined usage of all data fields in the file system; including padding and reserved 

fields. 
 
IRIG 106 Chapter 9 - Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) provides a 
common definition and format for the description of telemetry attributes.  IRIG 106 
Chapter 10 requires the use of TMATS information to configure Chapter 10 compliant 
recorders.  In addition to the general requirement that TMATS information be used to 
configure the recorder, IRIG 106 Chapter 10 defines a minimum set of TMATS attributes 
which must be present for each channel type.  This requirement insures that the proper 
attributes are present for every enabled channel in every recording.  The IRIG 106 
Chapter 10 standard also requires the recorder to write the TMATS setup information as 
the first packet in each file.  This information is written as a Chapter 10 Computer 
Generated Format 1 packet.  By requiring this packet at the beginning of each file, the 
Chapter 10 standard is guaranteeing that the information required to process the file is 
permanently archived with the data. 
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The IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard also specifies the exact format of the data in each 
Chapter 10 compliant file.  In IRIG 106 Chapter 10, all data is stored in packets.  The key 
attributes of Chapter 10 packets are … 
 

• Defined Packet Sync Pattern. 
• Unique Channel ID for each enable channel. 
• Utilization of both a Packet Length and a Data Length 
• Identification of the Data Type. 
• Utilization of a packet Sequence Number. 
• Utilization of a packet Header Checksum. 
• Utilization of a Channel Specific Data Word. 
• Utilization of a Data Checksum. 
• Defined values/use of all fields including filler and reserved bits. 
• Channel type specific status words. 
• Defined maximum allowed packet size and duration. 

  
Utilization of the Packet Sync Pattern and the Header Checksum fields allow 
identification of Chapter 10 packets with a high degree of confidence.  Utilization of the 
Channel ID and Data Type fields allow reliable association of packets with their 
corresponding channels.  The Sequence Number field allows for identification of missing 
or out-of-order packets.  The Packet Length, Data Length, and Data Checksum fields 
provide a reliable method to identify valid data associated with the packet. 
 
The IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard also imposes requirements on the multiplexing 
behavior of the recorder.  The Chapter 10 standard requires that any data packet must be 
committed to the multiplexed stream within one second.  This requirement prevents 
recorders from buffering packets from individual channels indefinitely, then writing them 
to the multiplexed file in large blocks.  By imposing this requirement on the multiplexing 
behavior of the recorder, Chapter 10 greatly eases the processing (buffering) burden of 
any application that is simultaneously processing multiple streams of the recorded data. 
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DFU OPERATION 
 
The DFU is a hardware device installed inline between a host processing system and an 
IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant RMM or an IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant Solid State 
Recorder (SSR).  Figure 1 shows the typical installation of a DFU. 
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Host Computer IRIG 106 Chapter 

10 Storage DFU 

Figure 1 – Typical DFU Installation 
 
The DFU connection to the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Storage Device can be either a 1394B 
interface or a Fibre Channel interface.  In the case of a Fibre Channel interface to a 
recorder, the DFU still provides a 1394B interface to the host computer.  In this case, the 
DFU is acting as a bridge between a Fibre Channel interface and a 1394B interface.  This 
is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – Supported Interfaces 
The operation of the DFU is transparent to the host computer.  Any host processing 
application written to process IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant data on an IRIG 106 
Chapter 10 compliant storage device using a 1394B interface will be able to process 
filtered data without requiring any modifications.   The DFU presents a fully compliant 
IRIG 106 Chapter 10 1394B RMM interface to the host processing system. 
 
Another key aspect of transparent operation of the DFU is the support of non-sequential 
I/O by a host processing application.  Whenever a host requests data sectors in a non-
contiguous fashion, the DFU reads the lead-in sectors from the RMM/recorder that are 
required to establish the filtering context for the sector requested by the host processing 
system.  This allows the DFU to safely filter the sector requested by the host.    
 
 
 
 

DFU FILTERING 
 
As stated earlier, the purpose of the DFU is to remove specific data from IRIG 106 
Chapter 10 format files, thereby reducing the security classification level of the data 
provided to the host processing system.  However, it should be noted that the DFU does 
not literally remove data from the files; instead it overwrites specific raw data values with 
clean data values in the file.  In doing so, the size of the data packets, PCM minor frames, 
MIL-STD-1553 messages, etc. does not change.  It should also be noted that whenever 
the DFU overwrites raw data with filtered data, a correct checksum is calculated for the 
modified packet. 
 
The DFU supports two main filtering modes.  These are Independent Filtering Mode and 
Dependent Filtering Mode.  In Independent Filtering Mode, the DFU filters specific 
measurements from selected PCM and MIL-STD-1553 streams.  Independent Filtering 
Mode also allows filtering of the entire stream for all defined IRIG 106 Chapter 10 
channel types. 
 
When operating in Dependent Filtering Mode, the DFU performs the required filtering 
for a specific Aircraft Type, Aircraft OFP Version, Weapon Type, and Weapon OFP 
Version.  Specification of the individual measurements to be filtered is not required in 
Dependent Filtering Mode.  Dependent Filtering Mode also supports more complex 
algorithms for locating the data to be filtered.  This includes situations where data values 
in a current packet trigger the filtering of values in a preceding packet.     
 
The filtering mode of the DFU (Independent vs. Dependent) is specified per channel.  
Some channels of the DFU can be operating in Independent Filtering Mode, while others 
are operating in the Dependent Filtering Mode. 
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DFU CONFIGURATION 
 
A key reliability and data safeguarding feature of the DFU is that it requires no operator 
configuration.  The operator processing data from a Chapter 10 compliant storage device 
through a DFU has absolutely no responsibilities related to configuring the filtering 
process.  
 
Instead, the configuration of the DFU is done via the TMATS setup information used to 
configure the recorder.  IRIG 106 Chapter 10 REQUIRES the use of TMATS to 
configure the Chapter 10 recorder.  Furthermore, the Chapter 10 standard REQUIRES 
that the first packet of each file be a TMATS setup record.     
 
Vendor specific TMATS attributes have been defined to configure the main filtering 
mode of the DFU.  For Independent Filtering Mode, vendor specific attributes have also 
been defined to identify the specific measurements to be filtered.  Note that the 
measurements to be filtered are identified by name, with standard TMATS attributes 
being used to describe the details of the measurement.  For Dependent Filtering Mode, 
vendor specific attributes have been defined to identify the aircraft type, the aircraft OFP 
version, the weapon type, and the weapon OFP version.   
 
There are several benefits to embedding the DFU filter configuration information in the 
TMATS setup record of each file.  As stated above, perhaps the most important benefit is 
that the operator is not responsible for configuring the filter process each time data is 
transferred.  Implementing a configuration management system whereby an operator 
could reliably configure the filter is a difficult problem.  When allowances are made for 
recorder configuration changes, aircraft OFP changes, and weapon OFP changes, making 
the operator responsible for the configuration of the filtering process is extremely risky.  
By having the DFU setup information embedded in the TMATS record used to program 
the recorder, the configuration management of the filter setup is handled by the same 
process used to manage the configuration of the recorder itself.  Another key benefit of 
embedding the filter configuration in the TMATS record is that this information is 
permanently archived with the data.    Should a non-filtered file be processed at a later 
date, the filtering instructions are still present.  Also, anytime a filtered file is processed at 
a later date, the information describing how the file was filtered is present in the file.   
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DFU ERROR MANAGEMENT 
 
IRIG 106 Chapter 10 succinctly defines the format of the data.  This standard also 
provides extensive error control mechanisms for the data.  Examples of such mechanisms 
include the Synchronization Patterns, Channel IDs, Channel Types, Header and Data 
Checksums, Channel Specific Data Words, etc.  Chapter 10 also defines channel type 
specific control mechanisms.  Examples include the Block Status Word for MIL-STD-
1553 messages and the lock status bits for PCM channels. 
 
One of the key elements of the DFU design is that it utilizes the available Chapter 10 
error control mechanisms and performs an extensive real-time validation for Chapter 10 
compliance.  Any non-compliant data is filtered.  Errors related to a specific MIL-STD-
1553 message cause that message to be filtered.  Errors related to a specific packet cause 
the data field of the offending packet to be filtered.  Other more global errors can cause 
packets from multiple streams to be filtered until a known good context can be re-
established in the data.   
 
As another safeguard, should the DFU encounter a data file that does not have filtering 
enabled (via the embedded TMATS setup information), the DFU will not pass any bytes 
of this file to the host. 
 

DFU NSA APPROVAL 
 
The primary document governing the handling of GPS cryptovariable keys is entitled 
“Operational Security Doctrine for the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) 
Precise Positioning Service (PPS) User Segment Equipment” or NSTISSI No. 3006. This 
document outlines the procedures for handling GPS keys using approved fill devices and 
on AIS equipment. 
 
One of the key elements to obtaining NSA approval is the concept of operations or 
CONOPS document. This document must outline how the cryptovariable keys will be 
handled and the procedures for overwriting any storage media, both volatile and non-
volatile.  
 
NSA has approved in the past a software-based procedure although it was on a case-by-
case basis. Each computer system that would be used for processing or filtering out the 
cryptovariable keys had to have an approved computer security plan with an addendum 
describing the procedures for handling crypto media. 
 

 CONCLUSION 
 
Advanced recording systems that perform total bus recording are currently in use.  These 
systems can record data with different levels of classification in different channels.  
When these systems are used on platforms carrying GPS “smart” weapons, GPS crypto-
variable keys are also recorded in the data sets.  The presence of multiple levels of 
classification, plus the presence of GPS crypto-variable keys in the recorded data greatly 
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complicates the processing, storage, archive, and distribution of this data.  The DFU 
solves this problem, by providing a standalone hardware device which is capable of 
filtering selective data from the source data stream before it is passed to a host computing 
system. 
 
The IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard is a key element in the design of the DFU.  This 
standard governs the format of the source data, and therefore allows the DFU to process 
data from multiple vendors.  Additionally, the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard dictates the 
manner in which anomalous data should be recorded and reported, thus allowing the DFU 
to safely process this data.  Finally, the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard provides a 
mechanism by which the instructions required to perform the filtering are embedded in 
the data recording itself, thus greatly reducing the possibility of operator error during the 
filtering process. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the recent broadband upgrades to various cellular infrastructures and the myriad new 
emerging wireless broadband standards and services offered by carriers, it is often difficult to 
navigate this sea of technology. In deciding the best choice for broadband telemetry applications, 
one must look not only at the technology, but also at the economics, market timing, bandwidths, 
legacy issues, future expandability and coverage, security, protocols, and the requirements of the 
specific application. This paper reviews the technology roadmap of cellular providers keeping 
these issues in perspective as they apply to TCP/IP data for images, audio, video, and other 
broadband telemetry data using CDMA 1xRTT, EV-DO, and EV-DO Rev A systems as well as 
GSM GPRS/EDGE, UMTS/W-CDMA, HSDPA, and HSUPA networks. Lastly, issues seen by 
system integrators when using cellular channels for telemetry applications are examined, and a 
case is presented for overcoming many of these issues through the use of cellular routers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
For remote telemetry applications, there are many methods of getting broadband TCP/IP data to 
be transmitted back to multiple users from a mobile location. Cellular systems are one of the 
most widely-available and cost-effective delivery systems for telemetry data, and with national 
coverage and new high-speed capabilities being added by carriers, they will continue to be a 
dominant player well into the 21st century for broadband telemetry applications. The author 
describes the evolution of cellular data services and highlights the latest new services coming out 
today for use in future applications. Implementation issues due to the nature of TCP/IP data over 
cellular networks are always present, but the author presents a case for using a commercial 
cellular router to solve many of these constraints. 
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BODY 

 
Before looking at the specifics of broadband technologies, the user needs to decide the specifics 
for his or her telemetry application. These include the application’s bandwidth usage, the latency, 
where and how it will be used, and the cost target. As technology continues to evolve so does the 
meaning of the term “broadband”. Only a few years ago, a 14.4 kbps modem was considered 
“broadband”. It is the opinion of this author that “broadband” today should be defined as 728 
kbps download speeds and 256 kbps upload speeds at a minimum; these are approximately 
equivalent to DSL speeds. Telemetry applications, however, are normally more concerned with 
the upload data speeds from the remote application to the Internet, and this paper places more 
emphasis on such capabilities. For certain applications, the latency of the transmitted data is a 
critical issue; these include applications with real-time 2-way interaction such as VoIP (Voice 
over Internet Protocol), video conferencing, or push-to-talk services. Standard remote video 
normally does not require an extremely low latency, since the application is only sending 1-way 
video data. Furthermore, cellular systems provide the only feasible solution today for 
applications that require low costs and mobility while transmitting. 
 
The amount of bandwidth being sent through any telemetry application may depend on the 
amount of local processing available. In video applications, for instance, if a local processor can 
definitively know there is nothing of interest in a video stream then it may not be necessary to 
send it. This may be true of systems that monitor traffic: instead of transmitting the entire video 
feed, a local processor can determine the speed of the vehicles and then just transmit the average 
vehicle speed every given period of time. Or perhaps the system can determine each vehicle’s 
license plate and just send that information back. Since there are many situations where local 
processing may help in reducing the channel bandwidth, these alternatives should be explored 
first. Sometimes, local processing cannot help decrease the amount of information to be sent so 
full broadband data transfer is necessary. While many types of technologies were investigated for 
these applications, due to paper length requirements, the author here will only review the latest 
cellular technologies. 
 
Cellular Networks: 

Today’s cellular data services are exploding with new options for mobile broadband. In the 
United States, there are two main types of cellular systems – CDMA (Code-Division Multiple 
Access) and GSM (Global System for Mobile communication). Each of these systems has a 
separate evolution to broadband data services. 
 
CDMA Systems: 

Code-Division Multiple Access provides multiplexing among users by multiplying each user’s 
data-stream with a unique code that is orthogonal to all the other codes. In this way, each data-
stream is spread over a broader bandwidth (spread spectrum) but can still be individually 
recovered at the receiving end.  Qualcomm pioneered the use of this type of multiplexing scheme 
and used it in a formalized physical interface for a digital cellular phone system, called 
“cdmaOne” (also known as “IS-95”). They then followed this original standard with a newer 
standard called “cdma2000”, also known as “IS-2000” or “IMT-2000”, that doubled the 
throughput while keeping backwards compatibility. This system is in use today by several U.S. 
cellular carriers including Sprint PCS and Verizon among others. Note that the term “CDMA 
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Systems” refers to these physical standards (cdmaOne and cdma2000), even though competing 
standards such as GSM today also use forms of CDMA such as W-CDMA (Wideband CDMA) 
for multiple user access and data services. 
 
The data services available over cdma2000 have progressively increased in bandwidth. The term 
“1xRTT” stands for “1 times Radio Transmission Technology”, and is so designated because it 
uses one full channel pair (each 1.25 MHz wide) for data. It provides true packet data over a 
circuit-switched technology. While the system originally was planning on using more channels 
for wider bandwidths (3xRTT, etc.), in practice most carriers do not yet support it. The 1xRTT 
raw bi-directional data rate for cdma2000 release 0 is 153.6 kbps (144 kbps net). According to 
the CDG (CDMA Development Group), cdma2000 release 1 will support 307.2 kbps data rates 
[6].  
 
After 1xRTT, Qualcomm introduced a network overlay called EV-DO (originally for EVolution 
for Data Only, later remarketed as EVolution for Data Optimized) for the cdma2000 system to 
again increase capacity and allow for enhanced data services. It is a third-generation (3G) 
wireless technology for broadband mobile data services. 1xEV-DO Revision 0 (also known as 
Release 0, and ratified as IS-856) of EV-DO allows for 2.4576 Mbps peak download data rates, 
but the uplink today is still only at the 1xRTT rate of 153 kbps. 
 
At the time of this writing (May 2006), an upgrade to the cellular infrastructure is occurring and 
a new revision of EV-DO is being deployed to further increase the data rates. This new revision 
of EV-DO is called “Revision A”; it keeps the same 1.25 MHz channels in the physical layer, but 
it allows for peak data transmissions of 3.1 Mbps download and 1.8 Mbps upload [6]. It has 
added QoS features (Quality of Service) that allow it to monitor channel quality. It also has 
better multicast capabilities on the downlink side, and therefore is more effective at transmitting 
video data to users. One major benefit, though, is improved latency; this is especially important 
when using VoIP and Push-to-Chat technologies that require immediate response. The latency of 
EV-DO Rev A is approximately 70-95ms total end-to-end, plus any additional latency in 
traveling over the Internet. 1xEV-DO Rev A maintains fully backwards compatibility with 
1xEV-DO Rev 0 and 1xRTT. If modems do not find a local cellular tower with Rev A 
capabilities then they will drop back to Rev 0 or to 1xRTT data rates. 
 

According to the CDG, a new cdma2000 Revision B standard using a 64-QAM modulation 
scheme is being finalized now and will come to market in 2008. It will push the downlink rate of 
a single 1.25 MHz channel to 4.9 Mbps. Multiple 1.25MHz channels can be aggregated together 
for higher throughputs, theoretically reaching download rates of 73.5 Mbps and uplink rates of 
27 Mbps; typical usage of 5 MHz of spectrum will have a download data rates 14.7 Mbps [6]. 
 

Note that the data rates mentioned for each of these systems (1xRTT, EV-DO Rev 0, EV-DO 
Rev A) are all peak data rates. Standard data rates are much less and depend on many factors, 
including the system noise and the distance from the nearest cellular tower. Average or actual 
data rates vary widely since this depends on the signal strength and system loading among other 
issues, and the author includes them here for reference only. Standard 1xRTT average 
throughputs are on the order of 60-100 kbps. EV-DO Release 0 is around 300-700 kbps, 
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although with some easy optimization described below it can reach 400-800 kbps. EV-DO Rev 
A signals were not available for testing at the time of this writing. 
 
GSM/UMTS 

The GSM system initially offered circuit switching only; each channel provided a fixed data rate 
of 14.4 kbps when connected. GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) was introduced to allow the 
first packet switching on GSM networks and enabled devices to be always connected, even when 
not sending data, without requiring a complete channel to do so. GPRS data rates use multiple 
channels for a maximum throughput 115.2 kbps (140.8 kbps theoretical maximum), although the 
actual throughput is around 40-50 kbps. The next evolution for GSM networks, called EDGE 
(Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution), allows 384 kbps by sending three bits per symbol instead 
of one, yielding a three-fold increase in data rates (to a theoretical maximum of 473.6 kbps); the 
typical throughput is about 100-130 kbps. This is sometimes called EGPRS, only to stress the 
fact that the new physical layer is used with packet-switched data not circuit-switched data. For 
this paper, the author will use the term EDGE to refer to this higher-speed packet-switched data 
rate. 
 
The next upgrade for GSM operators after EDGE (or in parallel with it) is W-CDMA. While 
some claim UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) and W-CDMA to be 
interchangeable terms [9], UMTS is the 3G successor to GSM that uses W-CDMA as the 
underlying physical standard. Note that Japan’s FOMA system, not compatible with UMTS, also 
uses a W-CDMA physical interface. Even though W-CDMA uses 5 MHz channels that are code-
division multiple access, UMTS is an evolution of the GSM system and is not compatible with 
the CDMA system mentioned above. The UMTS/W-CDMA capabilities are in addition to any 
GSM/GPRS/EDGE capabilities of a system, and they normally run on different frequencies in 
parallel to the GSM/GPRS/EDGE system, although hand-offs are seamless between the two. W-
CDMA user data rates are also 384 kbps. 
 
In Europe, the GSM/EDGE physical interface uses 900 and 1800MHz. W-CDMA in Europe 
uses a 1900 MHz uplink and 2100 MHz downlink. These systems are made so users can roam 
seamlessly between them, with all back-end operations taken care of by the carriers. In America, 
GSM/EDGE is on 850 MHz and 1900 MHz. Cingular uses both of these frequencies, and T-
Mobile just started using the 850 MHz frequency in addition to their standard 1900MHz. W-
CDMA was rolled out by Cingular using the same 1900MHz spectrum, and they are using it for 
both the uplink and downlink since the 2100MHz frequency was not available at the time. 
 
Just as EV-DO is an additional overlay to the cdma2000 system, HSDPA (High-Speed Downlink 
Packet Access) is an overlay to the W-CDMA physical interface of UMTS. HSDPA increases 
download data rates to 3.6 Mbps (with average rates expected to approach 2 Mbps), with current 
user hardware of 1.8 Mbps having average data download rates around 400-700 kbps. Equipment 
is just being released now for the 3.6 Mbps download rate, but theoretically the download speed 
with HSDPA can be increased to 14.4 Mbps depending on the type of modulation scheme used. 
While HSDPA does vastly increase the download rates, it does not increase the upload rate. 
Remote telemetry users should keep this in mind. 
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The next step on the UMTS roadmap after HSDPA is HSUPA (High-Speed Uplink Packet 
Access). Also known as EUL (Enhanced UpLink), this again increases system capacity and 
improves the uplink data rate by further reducing the latency and minimizing the time between 
retransmission requests. Depending on the exact scheme and transmission time interval, 
maximum upload data rates of 5.76 Mbps are possible. Nortel has already made a phone call in 
February 2006 based on this technology with an upload data rate of 1.46 Mbps, which is four 
times the current uplink rate. Equipment will not be available to carriers until 2007, with a 
rollout sometime thereafter [5]. 
 

Issues with TCP/IP telemetry data over cellular and benefits of a cellular router 

Now that the reader fully understands most of the available cellular data rates available for 
telemetry applications, it is first necessary to decide which cellular network to use. This will also 
determine the use of CDMA (EV-DO) or GSM/UMTS (EDGE/HSDPA/HSUPA). The coverage 
maps from the three major carriers in the United States – Sprint, Cingular, and Verizon are 
available at:  

http://www.sprint.com/business/products/products/evdoEnterZip.jsp 
http://www.cingular.com/business/voice_data_map 
http://www.verizonwireless.com/b2c/mobileoptions/broadband/coveragearea.jsp  

At the time of this paper, Sprint had EV-DO in 221 cities covering 152 million people. Sprint 
currently has aggressive expansion plans and intends to finish upgrading their entire network by 
2007. Verizon had EV-DO in 181 cities covering 150 million people. While Verizon’s coverage 
for EV-DO may not be as broad as Sprint’s, they do have large areas covered by 1xRTT. While 
Cingular offers great data rates with HSDPA, at the time of this paper the service was only 
available in 18 cities and was not included in their coverage maps. However, Cingular does have 
great coverage with EDGE and is continuing to upgrade their network with more HSDPA 
coverage areas as well. When choosing a carrier, one should also consider the frequencies that 
are used; normally lower frequencies can penetrate buildings better than higher frequencies [4]. 
For CDMA Verizon uses both 800 MHz and 1900 MHz frequencies, but most of their EV-DO is 
on the 1900 MHz frequencies. Sprint PCS uses 1900MHz as well. GSM/GPRS/EDGE in the 
United States is on either 850MHz or 1900MHz, and UMTS/HSDPA is only on 1900MHz. It is 
highly desirable to get real hardware and test out the actual speeds that are seen in different areas 
during different times of the day. The lowest data rates should be used for determining the actual 
system performance for remote data uploads unless the data will only be sent during off-peak 
times. Sometimes some areas are highly populated and the over-crowded cell towers limit the 
amount of bandwidth going to the end customers. The carriers normally do not expect this to 
happen and plan cell towers accordingly, but in some cases (such as conferences with many users 
or places where many people congregate) it may still happen. There are methods described 
below which help in this situation (such as using an external signal booster to push the signal to 
the next cell tower), and carriers are constantly adding new bandwidth to combat these types of 
issues. However, it is always best to obtain a device and try it out first to determine actual 
bandwidth in any given area. 
 
There are a few methods of increasing the average data rates from cellular systems. First, an 
external antenna is almost always required – especially in a mobile environment. This will 
increase coverage area and connection speed by providing better signal strength. The best mobile 
antennas should be used; for mobile applications, these include permanent mount NMO antennas 
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that extend above the vehicle. If this is not possible then an external magnetic-mount or internal 
glass-mount antenna can be used. Note that a fully-integrated cellular router with the cellular 
modem integrated inside is preferred, since other modems (like the Sierra Wireless Aircard) do 
not have robust antenna connectors and can easily break in use, especially in mobile 
environments. In a non-mobile environment, it is best to place the antenna outside where it has 
the best reception or a direct line-of-sight with the cellular base station. If this is not possible, 
then the antenna should be positioned on the glass of a window in the building. Due to the cable 
loss, very long or extended antenna cables can do more harm than good; so if a cellular router is 
used at a fixed location such as in a building, then the antenna and router together should be 
placed at the best location for cellular reception (even outside in a NEMA enclosure), and an 
Ethernet cable (or Wi-Fi) can extend it to the area where the application is located some distance 
away. Power-over-ethernet (PoE) can be used to power the router through the Ethernet cable; 
this makes it very easy to extend the distance between the router and the application. This works 
well for signals in the basement of a building that may not have other means of broadband 
access. Other methods of increasing the average data rates from cellular systems include using 
external signal boosters. These will help more in rural areas where coverage may be weak and 
cell towers may not always be close by, and they will help in building penetration and in 
reducing any “deadzones” in coverage. Signal boosters can range in price from $200 to $350, 
though, so for many cost-conscious applications, external antennas are always considered a 
must-have, and signal boosters can be added only if necessary. 
 
One issue that often arises with cellular networks is how each carrier treats TCP/IP traffic and 
ports. Since wireless packet networks are vulnerable to the same types of security attacks as 
wired networks, some carriers have resorted to various methods of dealing with these security 
issues and viruses. In some cases, certain services are not available to users of wireless networks 
that are normally available over wired networks. For instance, some carriers may block high port 
numbers (over 1024) or may not transmit data coming from commonly-used ports like port 80 
for HTTP servers, port 25 for SMTP, etc. While this may not adversely impact standard mobile 
users surfing the web, it can be an issue for telemetry applications that normally use such port 
numbers, and the user should check with the carrier’s policies before attempting to use these 
ports. An additional advantage of a cellular router here is its capability of rerouting port numbers 
explicitly for such circumstances, allowing the telemetry application to work without modifying 
it for the rules of each carrier. Furthermore, if using limited-data telemetry plans on a cellular 
network, then any such attacks or attempts at getting into the remote application may constitute 
billable traffic. This can be eliminated by going through approved partners with the carrier that 
will only transmit data to the remote device when coming from a certain known IP address. All 
traffic to the remote device can then come from this one access point. Even in systems with 
unlimited data (such as most broadband cellular data plans today), this is still good practice not 
only for reducing traffic and bandwidth usage, but also for reducing hacking attempts. Instead of 
only relying on the carrier’s protection, a cellular router can further act as a secondary firewall 
system against intruders as well, allowing incoming traffic only from a given IP address. It also 
maintains logs of any hacking activity and authorized logins. 
 
Some applications may transfer sensitive data, and in these cases it is best to apply some level of 
encryption to the data being transferred through the Internet. If Wi-Fi is being used, most have 
built-in WEP and WPA security protocols that should be used. While it is extremely difficult to 
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tap into the air interface of a CDMA system, it is still essential to encrypt private data being sent 
over a cellular network since the data also will normally travel through the public Internet to 
reach its destination. The U.S. government requires “Type 3 encryption” on all sensitive but 
unclassified data to meet FIPS-compliance (Federal Information Processing Standard), and 
requires more encryption for classified data. Since this typically requires increased CPU 
performance of the router, reduces bandwidth throughput, and increases latency, encryption 
algorithms for normal civilian use depend on the application. Proprietary methods of encryption 
require the computer (or a server) on the receiving side to run the same algorithm to decrypt the 
data. Standard security protocols for normal civilian use, like VPN (Virtual Private Networks) or 
secure shell access (ssh), can set up a secure tunnel through which all the data can be transferred 
from the router to the receiving machine.  
 
Sometimes, it is not security but maximum throughput that is required. In such cases, bandwidth 
can be maximized by compressing any data being sent or received. Normally, audio files such as 
MP3 are already fully compressed. Video files are likewise compressed, although the 
compression rates vary greatly from one vendor to another, depending on the exact compression 
algorithm used. Standard text files, email, web traffic, or other such data is not compressed at all; 
in this case, running an extra compression algorithm will reduce bandwidth and allow more data 
to be transmitted simultaneously. Compression for these types of files requires software on both 
sides of the cellular link. With video files, this is normally accomplished directly from the 
remote telemetry application, and compatible software at the receiving end with the same video 
codecs is used.  
 
Quality-of-Service (QoS) is also an important part of any TCP/IP packetized data 
implementation that has mixed types of data. For streaming live real-time information at the 
same time as having non-live data (such as file transfers or web browsing), then the non-live data 
can adversely affect the transmission of the live data. These QoS issues are easily heard when 
using VoIP phones while uploading a large file; the voice signal is lost or greatly degraded 
during the transmission of the file. A more desirable solution would have the file transfer take an 
extra second or two without degrading the voice quality of the VoIP phone. Routers that have 
QoS built-in know the type of information that is being routed and can reduce such effects. VoIP 
data, gaming data (that requires immediate throughput), or any other real-time data is given a 
higher priority of using the available bandwidth. This issue not only affects people with mixed 
data-types (realtime and non-realtime), but it also affects those using a TCP/IP connection that is 
shared with others or one that uses a high percentage of the available bandwidth. By prioritizing 
the information in a time-sensitive manner, the router can decide which data to transmit 
immediately and which data can be transmitted a few milliseconds or seconds later. Not all 
routers are QoS-capable yet, and having a capable router at the cellular end may have no effect if 
other routers in the data transmission path (often near the receiving end) don’t have the 
capabilities. While all of the latest 3G systems above have provisions for QoS, it is not a 
guarantee that the carriers will provide QoS outside their system. In these cases, programs can be 
written that correctly prioritize data for efficient bandwidth usage; these programs can run on the 
telemetry hardware (or in the cellular router) and on the computer at the receiving end (or on a 
server on the backbone of the Internet) to provide “pseudo-QOS” functionality. 
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In some cases multiple devices or sensors in a given area will be linked together to one central 
location that then aggregates the information and transmits it to the user over the Internet. In 
addition to standard 10Base-T/100Base-T LAN capabilities, many cellular routers today can 
provide a Wi-Fi hotspot to which multiple devices can connect. Some routers even provide 
Bluetooth, ZigBee, or UWB capabilities for surrounding devices as well. Most other types of 
devices (such as non-standard RFID readers, etc.) require a custom solution that can then connect 
to the cellular router through a single LAN connection. On the receiving side, multiple people 
may need to view the remote data simultaneously. Creating a connection for each person to 
connect directly to the device or cellular router will cause a loss of bandwidth through the 
cellular connection. Since most carriers today do not support multicast capabilities on the uplink, 
the data should be fed from the remote location to a server on the Internet. Not only is this more 
secure, as described above, but it will maintain better bandwidth and give multicasting abilities 
from the server rather than from the remote telemetry application itself. 
 
If the remote application is installed in countries outside the United States or roams from country 
to country, then the situation can be even more complex. Just as different carriers in the U.S. 
block different ports, each carrier outside the U.S. deals with security issues differently. 
Worldwide roaming is almost possible since most countries use a type of GSM/UMTS system. 
However, the frequency spectrum in other countries is different from that in America, so a multi-
band modem or cellular router with such a modem must be used. Some nations’ GSM cellular 
systems may not have been outfitted with broadband capabilities. The user must also be aware of 
the data-plan roaming capabilities and charges when moving from country to country. Many 
CDMA-based systems do not roam to other countries, even if they have a similar CDMA-based 
system due to backend billing issues. These issues were clearly specified in the GSM 
specifications, though, so most GSM-based products can roam. Roaming charges can range to 
more than $0.02 per KB, though, which can add up quickly. Also note that roaming on data plans 
in other countries varies vastly by country and region, and the user should check with the carrier 
to make sure this capability exists. 
 
Sometimes users need to access the remote telemetry application to download its data, log in for 
maintenance, issue tele-commands, etc. In these cases, the telemetry application needs to tell 
user the IP address the carrier has assigned to it. Furthermore, if the application is mobile then its 
IP address needs to be updated each time it changes cell towers. A cellular router takes care of 
this automatically and updates a dynamic DNS address so the user always has access to the 
router, which can then route the user to the telemetry application.  
 
Cellular routers with multiple modems 

After evaluating all of the above cellular capabilities, some users will find that the upload data 
rate is currently still not enough, especially for applications like multiple streams of video. While 
this should no longer be the case with the release of EV-DO Rev A hardware in September 2006 
or with the full rollout of HSUPA, at the time of this writing it still poses a major issue for 
certain applications. There are a few cellular routers on the market that allow the user to 
overcome this issue by aggregating the bandwidth of multiple cellular modems. These modems 
then perform load balancing over these multiple connections so any outgoing TCP/IP traffic will 
be divided between the connections. Note that standard load balancing between two modems, the 
aggregate bandwidth will not be twice as fast for connections coming into the box unless special 
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software is running on the server-side that knows there are multiple paths back to the router. 
Normal connections into the box will still use a single connection at a time, although some 
connections may come into one modem while other connections will come into another. The 
uplink transmitted data, though, will be balanced between the connections and provide close to 
double the speed. Having multiple modems is more expensive, since multiple accounts are 
required, but it will provide much greater bandwidth when other options are not available. This 
works great for situations with multiple video streams as well as for situations when multiple 
people or applications will be using the same router. 
 
In addition to bandwidth issues, there are other reasons for using multiple modems in a single 
cellular router. Different types of modems can be used; for instance, one can be on a CDMA/EV-
DO network and another on a GSM/UMTS/HSDPA network This provides multiple paths to 
access the remote application’s data and guarantee access from one carrier even when another 
carrier does not have a cell tower nearby. This extends the footprint of where the application can 
be deployed, providing improved coverage as well as increased bandwidth. Emergency services, 
government vehicles, and similar types of mobile telemetry applications often require this type of 
redundant network connection, since it will still provide data access even in the event of one 
carrier being unavailable. 
 
Load balancing between connections does not necessarily need to come strictly from multiple 
cellular connections. A router can also load balance between a cellular connection and a hard-
wired connection. The hard-wired connection can come from any type of fixed internet provider 
(DSL, cable modem, satellite, etc), or it can be a separate mobile IP connection such as a mobile 
satellite connection, WiMAX connection, or even Wi-Fi. This can aggregate all the available 
bandwidth for a given application. 
 
Some setups may require a cellular backup connection instead of a “load balancing” connection; 
a cellular connection may be used as a backup and is only turned on when the router senses the 
land-line connection is down. This provides an always-on solution that allows seemless 
connectivity while the landline connection is being repaired. People on these plans normally only 
pay for the traffic since the connection is only used when the primary connection is unavailable. 
This also works over two different types of mobile Internet connections; for instance a router can 
be set to switch over to a satellite connection if there is no cellular tower nearby. This allows for 
a less-expensive and faster cellular connection when one is available, but the application can still 
function properly by switching over to a slower or more expensive satellite connection when 
cellular is not available. This is useful for boats or for vehicle applications that travel into very 
rural areas that still require a connection even when remote. If the bandwidth of the alternate 
method is much slower than the cellular network, the application should be set to automatically 
decrease its required bandwidth as well. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
While there are definitely some drawbacks to cellular broadband technology today, it is 
constantly continuing to improve. With new releases and rollouts of faster broadband services 
from carriers, these services can be used effectively for broadband telemetry data. Furthermore, 
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cellular routers help overcome many of the issues that telemetry system integrators face when 
using TCP/IP protocols on mobile cellular networks. Multiple cellular connections can be 
aggregated into one router, and as bandwidths of competing technologies continue to improve, 
these solutions will also be incorporated into the routers of the future. For now, the cellular 
technologies described here enable users to understand the bandwidth limits of the cellular 
networks and the issues they will face in deploying their telemetry application. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Recent emphasis has been placed on mobile robotics performing in unstructured environments.  
This realm of operations requires many different algorithms to interpret the various situations.  
This not only requires a system that is able to support, and facilitate, the fusion of the results, 
but it also needs to be tolerant of system errors.  In modern operating systems, separate 
processes are able to fail without affecting other processes.  Using this ability, along with fault 
tolerant inter-process communications, and supervisory process managers, allows the total 
system to continue to operate under adverse conditions. While this paper focuses primarily on 
the challenges faced by mobile robotics, the approach can be extended to a wide range of 
systems which must autonomously identify and adapt to failures/situations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Robotics, by its very definition, needs to be able adapt to various situations.  Robotic arms in 
industrial environments are just reprogrammed to a different sequence of operations to handle 
new situations since the environment around the robot is controlled.  For mobile robotics, 
making the operational environment easy for the robot to navigate is not practical. 
 
In mobile robotics, even the first step of identifying what is the ground and how far the ground 
extends is difficult.  This determination of traversable floor can be done with many different 
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sensors.  Air based sonar, for example, sends out a tone above human hearing and listens for 
the echo from nearby objects.  The time it takes to receive the echo is directly proportional to 
the distance to the object reflecting the sound.  While this works for most situations the angular 
uncertainty and multi bounce reflections make sonar not a complete solution for mobile robot 
navigation.  While laser range finders, and other systems, may provide superior results, there 
are always situations where a sensor can be deceived.  Often the various sensor systems have 
different enough errors, that combining the results generally is not much better than using the 
best of the sensors.  Using a simple weighted average based on the general error also does not 
help with situations where a sensor returns erroneous values. 
 
A better solution is to identify situations where sensors have problems, and use another sensor 
that is not deceived in this situation.  For example, air based sonar sent into a corner will often 
reflect off of one wall onto the other wall and then travel back to the sensor.  This extra travel 
deceives the sensor into thinking that the corner is further away.   It would be better to identify 
corners, and switch to another sensor in that situation. 
 
This type of operation, identifying a situation and implementing a customized solution, is 
useful throughout unstructured robotics.  There may be situations where a door blocks the path 
of the robot, but the robot may have the ability to open the door.  The system must first identify 
the situation, then execute of a sequence of operations to open the door.  The operating system 
must facilitate these types of operations in an efficient manner.  This general approach can be 
applied to areas outside of robotics, where systems need to autonomously identify, and adapt, 
to a variety of errors or situations. 
 
The architecture described in this document, uses the Linux computer operating system to 
manage the different processes, while utilizing shared memory, signals, and message queue 
libraries, to provide inter process communications. 
 
There are many other robotic operating systems [1-4].  The most popular being the Player / 
Stage system.  The Player / Stage [1] system operates over TCP/IP sockets.  While this allows 
processes to be distributed over a network the overhead of sending sensor information over a 
network to multiple client processes can be a problem.  Image data from a vision system can 
consume a processor just copying the data from one location to another let alone sending it 
across TCP/IP. 
 
Carmen [2-4] uses an inter process communication system called IPC which also uses TCP/IP 
for its underlying communications.  IPC provides subscription and command based interfaces 
and manages the underlying inter process communications.  While IPC makes robotic type 
communications easy, it still is not practical for large image data.  
 
The Saphira [5] system was developed by SRI International.  This system was purchased by 
ActivMedia, which is now MobileRobots, who renamed the system, ARCS inside.  This 
commercially available system is closed to outside development and appears to operate as a 
few large processes. 
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While robotic operating systems can be written as single process the unstructured nature of 
mobile robotics requires a system that is able to encompass a variety of situations.  A robotic 
operating system must be able to be extended to deal with more situations and not reduce the 
reliability of the original system.   

 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
Many environments require widely different methods, and multiple sensors, to be pre-
processed to obtain the information required for robotic navigation and operation. Even when 
the domain of the navigation is controlled, it still becomes apparent that a dynamic multi-
tasking system is needed.  This paper presents a robotic operating system architecture for 
mobile robotics. The specific modules of robot navigation and obstacle avoidance are 
subsequently discussed within this framework. 

 

 

SYSTEM FLOW 
 
All the modules in the robot system are triggered by an external input, or another module.  This 
type of external event input could be a user requesting action; a reaction to visual sensor 
stimuli, or any other changes in the robot’s status.  Server processes are used to collect various 
input data, and trigger sensor processes to transform and analyze the data.  It is important to 
note that these sensor transform processes are kept separate from the server process, and task 
processes, for a reason.  Often the robot may have several tasks to complete, and multiple goals 
to achieve. These tasks and goals may need the same transform, on the sensor data. By keeping 
the transform process separate from the tasks, the transform is only performed once.  If it is not 
being used, the process is stopped and unloaded, saving resources. This type of data flow and 
processing is the beginning of a web of processes, and tasks that collect refine and analyze data 
for mobile robotics. 
 
If the environment where the robotic task is to be done is controlled (such as in the case of 
some industrial robots) it may be possible to write a single process, which accesses all of the 
available sensor data, and controls all the actions of the robot.  However the environment of an 
autonomous mobile robot is not controlled. For the robot to accomplish its objectives, it should 
be adaptable to this unstructured environment. A sample schematic of the proposed robotic 
system architecture is shown in Figure 1.  Each of the sensors (such as video, sonar, user input) 
is controlled by sensor server, and provides raw data which is analyzed by sensor processes to 
extract useful sensory information.  Note that some raw data from a given sensor may be 
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processed by multiple sensor processes, to extract different information.  For example, video 
data can be processed by a motion flow process to detect moving objects, while the same raw 
data is being processed by texture segmentation process to detect the extent of the floor.  The 
useful information from sensor processes are fed to task processes, which has the responsibility 
for a specific task such as obstacle avoidance.  Note that the same sensory information can be 
used by multiple tasks, and each task may also act using information from multiple sensors.   
The behavior coordinator has the responsibility to register different behaviors in the system, as 
well as schedule different outputs based upon the response of the behavior processes.  The 
knowledge database contains this registry of behaviors, and control flow for the robotic system 
behavior coordinator.  Any active behavior of the robot is registered with the task coordinator, 
which in turn adds the triggers to the existing processes to accomplish the behavior. 
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Figure 1.  System architecture for robotic interactions 
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SENSOR SERVERS 
 
Often there are multiple tasks that could require sensor information.  For example, the robot 
may be using the vision information to estimate his position, while at the same time it is 
required to visually track an object.  Without a vision server, allowing for concurrent 
connections to the vision data, these two tasks would have to be integrated into a single 
process, or take turns using the video resource.  This may not be difficult for two tasks, but in 
general there could be dozens of visual tasks that occur at the same time, and each task would 
require different amounts of processing time with different data.  This multiple access problem 
is solved by the use of sensor information servers. 
 

Vision Server 
 
One problem with allowing multiple processes to access the same image information is some 
processes might take longer than a single frame time period to work with the image.  If the 
image capturing were held until all processes were done with the image data, then the capture 
rate would not be fast enough for some high speed sensor processes, like motion detection.  
While making a copy of the image is possible, copying takes a significant amount of processor 
time, and would be required for each process that needed the image. The best solution is to 
implement a ring buffer.  The video capture is done independent of the image data usage so the 
frame rate is always at thirty frames per second. 
 
This is done by filling the ring buffer with frames using the capture card’s Direct Memory 
Access controller.  Once the buffer is full, normal operation commences.  The server blocks 
(waits) until the next to the last frame is done transferring from the capture card.  The capture 
card continues with the last frame, however before it is done, the next frame for it to transfer is 
queued to replace the next oldest frame in the ring buffer.  In this method, the frames are 
available for the maximum amount of time, and the DMA controller always has the next frame 
to transfer before it is done with its current frame (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2.  Video ring buffer 
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he size of the ring buffer, multiplied by the time per frame, gives the new maximum time for 

 

 

SENSOR PROCESSES 
 

ome sensors give useful information directly from their outputs.  For example, sonar uses the 

INTER PROCESS COMMUNICATIONS 
 

ith the modules of the robotic system being separate, the system gains stability - 

essage Queues 
 communication between processes, is where one needs to request data, or 

T
processing an image.  Typically thirty frames are held so that there is a complete second to 
process the image data. 

S
time the acoustic signal requires to travel to a target, and bounce back to the transducer.  This 
time is proportional to the distance to the target.  Cameras, on the other hand, are primarily 
used to reproduce a scene on a screen, and there is little knowledge gained from the raw data of 
an image.  Processing is required to gather edges, segment areas and recognize features.  This 
process of going from raw data to usable knowledge is highly dependent on the sensor and the 
knowledge that is desired.  The set of algorithms discussed here, are processes associated with 
image/video sensors, since there is an enormous amount of information contained in an image.  
It is important to note that the image sensor processing done in these algorithms is not typically 
performed on the entire image of each frame.  Most often there is a priori knowledge of what is 
expected in a view, for example earlier processing or sonar data.  It is much more efficient to 
just verify these expectations, or search in a small area about the expectation location.  Even in 
situations where nothing is known about the scene in advance, it is better to process the center 
or the bottom of the image first, since often this is the most important area of the view.  An 
even better approach would be to concentrate on the area in the image where motion is 
detected.  However this is especially difficult when the robot is in motion.  The motion of the 
robot needs to be compensated for in the view, in order to maintain areas that have already 
been processed and to be able to detect motion in the view. 
 
 

W
unfortunately the communication between processes becomes more difficult.  Depending on 
the data and synchronous needs two types of communication are used. 
 
M
The first common
command action, by another process.  This type of communication also may, or may not, need 
to be synchronous.  The robotic system implements this communication using message queues.  
A general purpose queue is set up for inter process communications.  Server processes 
generally listen for a targeted message to modify, or perform an action.  The message queue 
library allows for messages to be checked without blocking the process flow when a message is 
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not available.  This allows servers to continue to receive the external sensor information.   
 
 Client processes can send messages to this queue in two different modes.  The client could 

hared Memory  
not being processed by the sensor servers, there may be a large amount of 

enerally client processes register a dependency with the server process, and send a message 

 

 

DATABASE KNOWLEDGE 
 

or the robot to react autonomously, it needs to have a preconceived, or previously acquired, 

any tasks need prior knowledge of sensor data.  For example, to navigate intelligently in an 

 

 

send a message and not worry about when the server receives the message, or the client can 
send a message and wait until the message is received.   
 
S
With sensor data 
data that needs to be accessible by client processes.  Generally, this would be too much to pass 
through message queues, and would lead too much time building and sending messages.  The 
fastest one way communications possible on a single machine is shared memory.  Data such as 
video frames which contain nearly one megabyte require this speed of communication for this 
distributed architecture. 
 
G
for the type of data that is required.  The server then continues to post the requested 
information to  

F
knowledge of its environment.  This knowledge consists of two aspects.  First, the robot must 
know about behaviors and tasks and when to trigger them, and second, some tasks often need a 
database of prior knowledge such as navigation maps, occupancy maps, shape descriptions, 
etc. 
 
M
environment, a map of the area is needed, along with identifiers to localize the robot.  This data 
can be rather large, so the relational database MySQL is used to store the information.  By 
using a relational database, information is automatically indexed, sorted and searchable using 
the well defined “Structured Query Language”.  This database has proven to be successful for 
searching Terabytes of information quickly, so it is well suited for storing the robot’s 
knowledge. The knowledge that is contained in the database, is information such as paths and 
nodes of navigation; information about different markers and objects in the environment are 
also stored in this database.  
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TASK COORDINATION 
 
With the robot having various tasks and behaviors occurring simultaneously, the robot must 
manage its outputs. One example is when the robot is required to go to a specific location. 
While the robot is executing this command there may be another request for the robot to be 
present at another location.  In this situation the location requests should be combined into a 
single navigation path for the robot, however in the current implementation there are locks that 
prevents a new task from taking control of outputs while they are in use.  This locking is done 
using mutual exclusion locks for multi-threaded protection.  Each of the robot’s different 
outputs can receive multiple requests and most of them can benefit from future work to 
combine requests.  
 
When a new task is added to the system, there are server triggers that need to be notified.  For 
example, if a behavior is added to take a picture every time the robot is in the computer room, a 
trigger would be added to the navigation task to execute taking a picture when the robot enters 
the computer room.  Each task and behavior implements an interrupt service routine and 
registers itself with the triggering processes.  The triggering processes send a user interrupt to 
the client task to notify it of the pending data or robot state. 

 

 

SYSTEM SERVICES 
 
With the robotic system startup, two processes that manage the system are started.  The first 
process is a system scheduler.  Any task that needs to be performed on a regular basis can be 
registered in a database.  The scheduler process reads this database and triggers the appropriate 
tasks. 
 
Along with scheduled services the system starts servers for client processes requesting data or 
triggers.  This not only allows for server processes to have the correct permissions to access 
robotic hardware it also allows for clients to not have to worry about the status of the servers 
when starting.  If the server is not currently running, the system starts the server and registers 
the client as a dependant.  If another client is already using a server, the new client is registered 
as a dependent, and the server shares the data and triggers events with both clients. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
While many of the current robotic operating systems have attributes in common, it is important 
to note that reliability and performance are the key attributes. Reliability of a system is 
improved by separating different aspects of the algorithms into independent processes.  This, 
along with robust communications, prevents a single failure from disabling the entire system. 
 
Sensor systems, such as vision, produce large amounts of data, and can provide a large variety 
of information about the surrounding environment.  Using a distributed process architecture 
works well with vision data, however the inter process communications needs to be 
particularly efficient.  Using shared memory allows for near zero communications cost for 
processes on the same computer.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper is intended to provide background into networking and IP protocols for non-IT 
personnel.  It is not a study of networking and related protocols, as each of these topics would 
require a much longer period of time to explain.  Addressed are considerations that should be 
required prior to locking a network design into a specific architecture. 
 
The systems available today, for the same cost as a good home PC, are becoming capable of 
performing critical tasks.  It is highly recommended that the personnel who know the most about 
the data and how it will be used communicate with the personnel that know the network.  Failing 
to explain or understand the networking nomenclature causes considerable wasted time and 
money. 
 
This paper is intended to encourage communications between the data creators and the data 
movers.  We also want  to demonstrate how new systems, hardware and software, designed to 
work with existing network devices used in non–telemetry applications, can make implementing 
IP in telemetry networks easier.  
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DEVELOPING A NETWORKING SCENARIO 
 
Before meeting with network staff to discuss building a network, know the answers to the 
following questions: 
 
How much data will be generated? 
How often will this data be generated? 
Who needs this data?   
How quickly do they need it? 
How can it be delivered to them?  
What should happen to the data when the network fails? 
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What other network traffic will be on the network during data collection? 
Can the data be separated into near real-time and non real-time data streams? 
If the answer to the above question is yes, then how far down stream can this be done?   
Is there a critical upstream control connection required? 
 
While these questions are not directly related to IP, the answers to these questions will allow 
network staff to better understand the objective. The answers further enable the network staff to 
determine the actual required bandwidth and hardware requirements and determine: 
 
What operating system(s) will be running on the systems involved in moving the data? 
Will the network use dynamic or static IP addressing? 
What protocols will be used? 
What socket port numbers can be used for each stream? 
What your planned operational scenario is?  
Will your network be sharing any resources they will not allow you to control? 
What level of data security needs to be in place? 
 
The first five questions above have a direct bearing on how the network system is to be 
configured.  The next two determine the constraints that yield the most flexibility and best 
configuration for testing and maximizing throughput.  Once the answers to these questions are 
determined, it’s time to start working with the IT staff to “tweak” the configurations of the 
systems to match data structures to the planned network and select the hardware to be used on 
the local network and the operating system settings.  If you are lucky enough to be doing your 
work on a segmented local area network with low data rates, (< 4Mbits/second), then most out-
of-the-box settings will work.  
 
If high data rates are a necessity, a concentrated joint effort is needed to be placed with the 
network designers to determine the optimum settings of the system.  Most of us think of network 
communications based on our experiences with the Internet.  Unfortunately a lot of tricks are 
played on the internet making us think that moving Giga-bytes of data is as easy as clicking on a 
web page.  Some of these tricks are caching of web pages and compression.  In both cases large 
volumes of data are preprocessed to make it appear high rate, long distance, transfers have taken 
place.  With caching an ISP takes popular web pages and copies images at their location so you 
don’t have to deal with the rest of the world when you ask for your copy.  With data 
compression, the data is compressed well before your request for it so that you only have to wait 
for the decompression in order to view the data.  Service providers also spend a lot of money 
convincing you that bandwidth is the end all in data transfer but, as we will see later, this is not 
totally true.       
 
It is now time to address the above questions to give additional insight into why a network needs 
to be tweaked to meet specific needs.  Keep in mind that there is no one universal answer to 
these questions and that the effects of any change need to be tested on a real network.  
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SELECTING THE OS 
 
Each OS has its supporters (Linux, Solaris, Windows…) and works well, given the proper 
configuration.  Select the OS that all parties are comfortable using and configuring.  Remove all 
unnecessary software and features before attempting to configure a network.  IP protocols allow 
all operating systems to interface with each other.  But, the most success is achieved using the 
same OS at each end of the longest transfer.  This allows common configuration changes to be 
made at both ends of the system.  
 
 

STATIC VS DYNAMIC 
 
Is IP addressing and protocol flexibility an absolute requirement?  Depending on the size and 
expected rate of change of the network environment, the time it takes to setup a static core 
network may be well worth the effort of keeping track of IP and Mac addresses.  The time it 
takes to resolve Host names to IP and Mac addresses, can be just the right amount of time it takes 
to make your network not work.  So if you think your network is small enough and not very 
dynamic then spend the time up front and workout a static mapping of the network.  I takes effort 
to convince the network administrator to help put this in place.  It might not be easy to do this 
because configuration files such as routing tables, Host files, ARP tables, etc will/may need to be 
created, installed, and pending any unplanned changes, maintained on the system(s) in order to 
reap any rewards from having a static network. 
 
 

DEFINING THE PROTOCOLS TO BE USED. 
 
For each data stream a connection is needed between every system handling the data.  The two 
most common protocols are TCP/IP and UDP/IP.  Each has variants that may be worthwhile 
investigating.  As this is a highly complex and rapidly changing topic, these details are left to be 
studied later.  TCP/IP is the most reliable protocol and requires the most configuration 
information.  UDP/IP is relatively less reliable but it is the most efficient due to the lack of 
overhead.  Every connection should be evaluated on an individual basis and the protocol used 
must be selected based in the time criticality of the data.  For real-time state of health 
connections, UDP can ensure that slow-downs related to packet-loss do not cascade resulting in 
delayed measurement.  For transferring critical data without loss, TCP/IP is the method of 
choice.  Regardless of the selected protocol, it is highly recommended that all data is recorded at 
the point of collection to ensure that no data is lost should there be a network failure.  
 
 

TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL (TCP) 
 
TCP provides the mechanism for reliable data stream delivery.  Through the use of sequenced 
acknowledgment of received packets and the retransmission of packets that have not been 
properly acknowledged, a high level of quality-of-service is maintained.  TCP provides a 
reliable, efficient flow control that supports full-duplex operation and multiplexing.   
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The technological foundation of the Internet is based on the combination of TCP and IP 
(TCP/IP) and is the most common protocol used on the internet.  TCP uses a "congestion 
window" to determine how many packets it can send at one time.  The larger the window size, 
the higher the throughput.  "Slow start" and "congestion avoidance" algorithms are used to 
determine the size of the congestion window.  To avoid having problems related with too small 
of a default congestion window, work with network staff to have buffers sized to meet 
throughput needs.  A simple equation defines how much data can be sent across a network with a 
given bandwidth, window size and latency.  Buffer size = RTT* bandwidth.  You can use the 
“ping” command (discussed later in this document) to determine the time it takes to send a 
message across the network (round trip time or RTT).  Make sure that all changes are made to 
both the sending and receiving system.  Some operating systems have a global maximum size 
and a default window size (make sure they are both set if required).  For Windows systems, 
setting the window size above 64K requires setting the TCP1323 registry-setting to option 1 or 3.  
Option 1 is preferred for networks with minimal packet loss as it does not increase the packet 
overhead with time stamps.  
 
 

USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL (UDP) 
 
UDP, like TCP, is a transport layer protocol.  Unlike TCP, it provides a simple yet less reliable 
message service for transaction-oriented services.  UDP is an interface between IP and upper-
layer processes which does not provide a guaranteed high quality-of-service.  There is no 
reliability, flow-control, or error-recovery process in UDP.  However, due to its simplicity, UDP 
transactions consume less network bandwidth as a result of lower overhead. 
 
 

SOCKET PORT NUMBERS AND CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT 
 
Any port number can be used.  But it must be excluded from the empirical port range to avoid 
conflict with other applications.  Do not assign port numbers commonly used by web browsers, 
Telnet, etc.  The network staff also needs to ensure that the selected port is not blocked by a 
firewall. 
 
While on the subject of ports and sockets a quick review of socket establishment and why 
determining who is the client and who is the server should be defined early.  “Client” and 
“Server” are often confused with the direction of data flow.  This is not the case.  The client is 
the system making the connection request and the server is the one accepting the request.  The 
client can make the request for the connection and be the system sending the data.  The client 
server relationship only refers to socket establishment. 
 
A plan is needed regarding dropped socket connections and multiple requests.  Uncontrolled 
socket dropouts and reconnects under “laggy” conditions can lead to lost data and socket level 
lockups.  
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PLANNED OPERATIONAL SCENARIO 
 
A planned operational scenario is important to configuring the network.  Firewall and socket 
timeout settings need to accommodate inactivity and not shut down prematurely.  Conversely, 
both sides of the connection need to be able to determine if a connection has dropped without 
proper shutdown procedures being executed.  If extended periods of inactivity on a socket 
connection are expected, enable “keep alive” messages.  These messages are sent at a 
predetermine interval if traffic is not seen on a connection.  If a response to the keep-alive 
message is not received, then the sending system shuts down the socket.  Usually, the client 
attempts to reestablish the connection.  The server usually attempts to make the connection ready 
for reestablishment pending a request from the client.  
 
 

DATA SECURITY 
 
The level of security required by the data, determines the type of network required and possibly 
the cost of the network.  Is it possible to send data in the clear, over private lines, or can it be 
encrypted and sent over cheaper Inter/Intranet connections.  Is the data on a closed or open 
network?  If security is not an issue and data is to be shared with other groups then, putting all 
the systems in a “closed” network might cost more than building a new “open” network that is 
easily accessed. 
 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL 
 
Administration and control of the equipment used in the network can be almost as important as 
the protocols and the settings used within the network.  Without the ability to control changes 
within the network, reliability can become an issue.  Few if any network administrators are going 
to allow administrative rights, and the default user settings (In Windows) were not developed 
with real-time operations in mind.  They are either too restrictive or allow too much access.  Use 
your operational scenario and work with the administrators to develop user groups based upon 
the duties of the personnel who will be using the system and your need for configuration 
management.  This effort will be well worth it.  By accepting the normal administrative rights 
and assigning them to others in addition to the normal administrator, many issues can be avoided 
and when the unexpected occurs, the operator can take corrective action in a timely manner.  
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Configure the systems with as real-time an operating system as allowable.  Set up Host and ARP 
tables on the boundary systems so that the DNS and ARP protocols do not take up bandwidth 
and delay data flow during startup and socket establishment.  Baseline the MTU of the data path 
and configure the systems to use them most efficiently.  Minimize per-packet overhead and 
fragmentation.  Data requiring minimal delay should use UDP on good data lines along with a 
solid method of recording the data at the point of collection.  Set QOS on High priority sockets.  
Test the system with the previously mentioned registry setting (Nagle, Slow start, window size 
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and window scaling) and tables (Host and ARP) set to different values to tune the system as 
needed.  When testing the system in a LAN environment, the speed of the connection tends to 
mask many issues, so only use LAN connections to test raw functionality of settings and 
applications.  When put into a WAN with bandwidth constrictions, the time that the protocols 
take to automatically determine the best settings, can cause large delays and lost data.  Test as 
close to real-life operational environments as possible and do destructive testing. 
 
With all the issues related to tuning PC based telemetry systems for IP networks, a new class of 
Telemetry Network Appliances is being developed.  These devices are intended to integrate 
Telemetry data into existing network infrastructures in much the same way as routers and 
firewalls have moved from large complex units to small home office devices that can easy be 
setup via OS independent web based GUIs.  These devices allow telemetry engineers to 
configure, test and operate real-time IP based networks without the need to learn the minute 
details of OSs, network topographies and IP protocol implementations.  The user can therefore, 
remain focused on the data, and the science behind it.  
 
Development of new projects become more cost effective through the use of common network 
protocols allowing the telemetry market to leverage the use of other network devices already in 
use, such as SAN (Storage Area Network) devices.  Other reductions in overall cost related to 
new telemetry network appliances may be realized by using highly accurate network time 
protocols such as IEEE 1588 to time stamp data without the need for GPS/IRIG time code 
receivers and distribution systems at every node on the network while at the same time providing 
more accurate time correlation.  
 
 

APPENDIX 
 
OS TOOLS  
 
Some of the tools listed below are ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) and tend to get 
blocked, when possible work with the network administrators to leave these enabled or have non 
ICMP replacements installed if possible. 
 
 
Ping-  Ping <ipaddress or name> is used to determine if connectivity to a system exists. The 
round trip time of the message is returned in its response.  It also returns the IP address or name 
of the “pinged” system if the –d switch is not used. 
 
Example: C:\>ping www.apogeelabs.com 
 
 
Traceroute – Tracert <IP address or name>  does sequential pings to all intermediate hops on 
the path to the specified system and returns the RTT for each hop.  If “ping” does not show 
connectivity, traceroute can be used to discover the location prior to the loss of connectivity.  It 
can be helpful to save the results of “traceroute” for reference.  
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Example: C:\>tracert www.apogeelabs.com 
 
 
Netstat – shows socket states depending on switch settings.  It can be used to discover socket 
level problems with an application. 
 
Example: C:\>netstat –an (returns the state of all active ports on the system) 
 
 
Route – Is used to display and modify the routing table for a system depending on switch 
settings.  Normally this command is only used for initial setup depending on the type of routing 
scheme in use.  If a static route is required to remain until intentionally removed, the –p switch 
makes the route persistent.  A persistent route remains in the routing table even after system 
reboot and full shutdown.   
 
Example: C:\ >route print 
 
 
Pathping – Pathping is much like traceroute but provides more detailed reporting.  
 
Example: C:\>Pathping <IP Address or Name> 
 
 
Hosts/LMhosts – Host and LMHost files are used to associcate host names with ip addresses.  If 
the network is static, then using Host files reduce the amount of time the DNS (Domain Name 
System) service spends trying to resolve a name to an IP address. 
 
 
ARP  - ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) tables or cache are used to map an IP address to a 
MAC (Media Access Control) address.  ARP tables are normally built on-the-fly and can take 
some time to build after a device is rebooted on the network.  Static ARP tables can reduce the 
time to resolve IP to Mac addresses.  For purely one-way connectivity, such as UDP over RF 
links, ARP tables are almost a necessity (Broadcast UDP is an exception.) 
 
 
Ipconfig – Ipconfig is used to discover IP and MAC configurations for all interfaces on a 
windows systems. 
 
 
Telnet/HyperTerminal – Windows based tool that can be used to verify the ability to connect to 
a remote server.  
 
 
Ethereal – A good freeware packet capture and analysis tool available at 
http://www.ethereal.com .  It is supported by most operating systems and is easy to use.  Capture 
packets during initial network setup and from times of good data flow for use as comparisons.   
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Iperf – Freeware tool that determines and tests the maximum throughput of a network 
connection.  This tool can be used to test registry settings like window size and scaling, slow 
start, nagle and MTU settings to baseline the effect the changes have on overall throughput.  It 
provides TCP and UDP protocol support, and provides easy to read test results.  It is down-
loadable from http://dast.nlanr.net/Projects/Iperf/.  
 
 
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
 
The LAN and WAN and MAN  A Wide Area Network uses such devices as telephone lines, 
satellite data links, or microwave radio data links to span a larger geographic area than can be 
covered by a LAN, such as state or country.  A LAN (Local Area Network) is contained within a 
building or complex, and a MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) generally covers a city or suburb.  
The differences between these network entities are essentially in the implementation.  They are 
strikingly similar in most aspects. 
 
 
Internet Protocol (IP)  So that computers can communicate with each other, each machine is 
assigned an address.  This is a massive undertaking, since every network device in the world 
must have a unique address, lest chaos occurs.  By means of cooperating international 
organizations, coordination of address assignment is maintained.  The unique address is known 
as the IP address.  The IPv4 standard assigns a four byte value that by convention is expressed by 
converting each byte to a decimal number (0 to 255) and separating the bytes with a period.   
 
 
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model  In order to establish a set of standards that can be 
used to define the methods for communication on networks using different equipment and 
software, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), in 1984, defined a conceptual 
layered framework.  Now considered to be the primary architectural model for intercomputing 
and internetworking communications, the OSI 7-layer model divides the tasks involved in 
moving information between networked devices into manageable task groups. 
Layer 7: Application Layer  The Application Layer provides the interface to the user.  All 
standardized services reside in this layer. 
 
Layer 6: Presentation Layer:  This layer makes it possible for systems to interchange dissimilar 
data formats, provides encoding and decoding of data and compresses and decompresses files. 
 
Layer 5: Session Layer:  It is through this layer that connections are made between logical units.  
The status of upper layer activities is reported through this layer. 
 
Layer 4: Transport Layer:  The Transport layer manages end-to-end message delivery.  The 
reliability and sequence of packet delivery are controlled here by the use of error recovery 
processes and flow control mechanisms. 
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Layer 3: Network Layer:  Layer 3 is responsible for determining how data are transferred 
between network devices.  Flow and congestion controls are imposed to prevent network 
resources from becoming overloaded.  It is at this level where the Internet Protocol (IP) resides.  
Addressing and control information is provided that enable packets to be routed in the network.   
 
Layer 2: Data Link Layer:  It is here that the operating procedure for the data link is maintained, 
packets are encapsulated in a frame structure and transmit errors are detected and corrected. 
 
Layer 1: Physical Layer:  The Physical Layer is the interface between the network medium and 
the connecting device.  This is where the hardware connects.  The full characterization of the 
physical interface is maintained at this level. 
 
Not all layers are implemented in a given system nor is the OSI 7-layer model the only 
networking architecture in use today.  Most networks are composed of some hardware and lots of 
software.  However, there are some instances of network implementations and systems that act 
like networks, which are entirely composed of hardware functionality.  The Apogee Labs 
multiplexer system is one such system.  The network-like architecture of this system is shown in 
Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1: Apogee Labs Layered Architecture 

 
 
Repeaters, Hubs, Switches, Routers, Bridges 
 
The original concept for connecting multiple computers into a network is simple.  Connect all 
transmitters together on one path, all receivers together on a second path and use a signaling 
technique called Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD).  When a 
computer wants to place some information on the network it first listens to determine if another 
computer is transmitting.  If no other signal or carrier is sensed, access is begun.  If more than 
one computer makes the same determination and begins transmitting at the same time, a collision 
occurs.  Both machines detect this, disconnect, wait for a random period, and try again.  
Eventually, the process is completed.   
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Repeater  The CSMA/CD mechanism works just fine on a small network with only a few 
computers.  However, inevitably the size of networks increases.  When segment cable lengths 
beyond 500 meters are needed to service larger installations, Repeaters are installed.  These 
devices simply reflect the content of each segment to the other, which compounds the 
shortcomings of CSMA/CD in that the probability of collisions increases dramatically.   
 
 
Hub  A second approach to extending the size of a network and simplifying connections is the 
Hub.  The Hub does not reduce the probability of collisions.  This device can be thought of as a 
collection of repeaters that simply make the cabling of a network easier to handle.   
 
 
Bridge  Collision reduction naturally comes with a reduction of traffic on a LAN segment.  
Segment isolation is accomplished with a device called a Bridge.  A Bridge can be thought of as 
an intelligent Repeater.  It monitors the traffic on each of the two segments to which it is 
connected and stores the addresses of the computers located on each.  If traffic is detected on one 
segment that is intended for a destination on the other segment, the traffic is forwarded.  
Otherwise, the connection is blocked.  This process takes place on a packet or frame basis.   
 
 
Switch  Network segments that are connected using a Repeater, a Hub or a Bridge all suffer from 
the fact that each segment contends with Collision Detection and the associated resolution 
process.  The result is that each computer on a given segment operates in half-duplex mode and 
data throughput is kept to one-half that which could be achieved in full-duplex mode. 
 
The Ethernet Switch is the solution to all of the above limitations.  This device can be thought of 
as a series of bridges that connect pairs of computers on a packet-by-packet basis.  The network 
is automatically and dynamically divided into multiple independent segments with only two 
computers on each segment.  These PCs do not share the transmission media with other 
machines, do not experience collisions, and operate in full-duplex mode.  The data throughput is 
therefore at its maximum. 
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ABSTRACT

Spectrum allocation in wireless communication and telemetry systems of the future may be per-
formed in a dynamic and distributed manner, as opposed to static centralized regulations currently
in place. This paper surveys a new area of research in the communications field known as cognitive
radio which will allow dynamic sharing of spectral bands. An introduction to cognitive radio, a
review of existing research results, and discussion of open problems in the area is provided.
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INTRODUCTION

The number of users in wireless communication networks has increased steadily in the last decade
while the amount of spectrum licensed for use has remained relatively fixed. This increase in
demand for wireless services has driven researchers find new techniques for using the available
spectrum efficiently and avoid the spectrum shortage problem. A new technique that is currently
receiving much attention is called cognitive radio.

The concept of “spectrum shortage” has been proclaimed by many for years, but new results chal-
lenge this idea [1]. A recent report by the FCC shows that at any given place and time, only five to
ten percent of the RF spectrum is being used [2, 3, 4]. Thus, spectrum shortage is not due to the
number of users wishing to use the RF spectrum simultaneously, but the current centralized rules
that regulate what users can transmit at specific frequencies. If the owner of a certain band is not
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transmitting, the band could be used for other services. Discerning when a band of frequencies
is unoccupied and available for use is one of the key features of cognitive radio. This and other
features of cognitive radio will be elaborated on in the following sections.

The next section gives a formal definition of cognitive radio, the benefits they offer, and reviews
some of their essential features. The amount of literature on cognitive radio is still rather small.
Some existing results are reviewed next. As cognitive radio is still in its infancy, there are still many
open problems to solve. The final section summarizes some of the problems that are currently being
considered at the IFT Telemetry Laboratory at the University of Missouri at Rolla.

COGNITIVE RADIO BASICS

The term cognitive radio was first coined by Mitola in his Ph.D. dissertation [5]. For this work, we
find the following definition of a cognitive radio most useful:

A cognitive radio is defined as a communication system which has the ability to detect
other users in the electromagnetic environment and then dynamically alter its power,
frequency, modulation, coding and other parameters to efficiently utilize vacant spec-
trum while at the same time avoiding interference to existing systems [4].

From this definition we see that cognitive radio networks can be be very efficient and are able
to automatically adapt behavior to meet user needs. Programs have already been initiated by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and FCC to develop this technology [6, 7].

Detecting unused portions of the RF spectrum (called white spaces in the cognitive radio literature)
and dynamically adapting the modulation scheme to use this spectrum is a key feature of cognitive
radios. The sampling rate, detection processing algorithm used, time-varying conditions of the en-
vironment, computational complexity, battery life, and other factors must be considered to ensure
that white spaces are used efficiently. Care must also be taken to ensure that interference is not
created for legacy users. A cognitive radio must thus continuously monitor the environment, even
after identifying a white space, to avoid interference with primary users of a band.

Allowing users to decide what frequency of the RF spectrum to transmit at is a distributed spectrum
allocation policy. As noted in [8], this leads to enhanced network scalability, a useful feature for
future wireless networks. However, without any central organization many new problems arise. For
example, most systems are concerned with global optimality. In a cellular network for instance,
we desire all users to be able to make calls and for there to be fairness in the network. If all users
are making decisions based on their best interests and based on their local observations, how do we
ensure the system as a whole is working as desired? How do we punish greedy users from using
too much spectrum to make sure their services are maintained at the cost of all other users?

These questions and many others like them can be addressed by a branch of mathematics called
game theory. It is relatively easy to model certain optimization problems of communication sys-
tems as games. Game theory has been applied to problems such as CDMA power control [9],
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dynamic channel allocation [10], random access and power control [8], digital subscriber line
(DSL) power and frequency distribution [11], wireless power control [12, 13], joint rate and power
control [14], and ad-hoc network node cooperation [15]. This area of mathematics is attractive
since it provides a way to model behavior in a cognitive radio network, and existing mathematical
results can be applied rather easily. Some authors feel that game theory is an essential part of future
cognitive networks [16].

As a specific example we provide a result from [15]. Let N = 25 be the number of users in
a network. Let there be 5 different classes of users, with 5 users in each class. The user class
represents different devices such as cell phones, laptop computers, etc. Each class has an associated
energy constraint. Communication in the network is performed in a single-relay fashion. We
assume a discrete time simulation. At the beginning of each time slot a source node, destination
node, and relay node are randomly selected. The source node asks the relay node to route its
information to the destination node. The relay node can accept or reject the request to forward the
traffic. If relay nodes always denied the forwarding request, data would never reach the destination
node. If relay nodes always accepted the forwarding request, they would use too much of their
battery life forwarding information that did not concern them. The percentage of time they accept
the forwarding request is a key parameter in this network.

Figure 1 plots the normalized acceptance rate (NAR) of each class of users versus time. The NAR
is defined as the fraction of relay requests accepted to the number of total requests made for each
node. The figure shows five lines, one for each class of users in the network. The users in the
network made a decision to accept or reject a relay request using a decision function that used only
local information at each node. In [15], the optimal NAR for each class of users is derived as 0.84,
0.49, 0.30, 0.20, 0.12. From the plot we see that using just local decisions the communication
system has converged to the optimal values. Many of the details of this example have been left out.
However, this example demonstrates how complex systems can be described with game theory and
how existing results in game theory can be applied to communication systems to ensure optimal
global behavior in a distributed system.

PREVIOUS WORK

The last section defined cognitive radio and mentioned several of their features. In this section
we review some existing results for cognitive radio networks. These papers serve as an excellent
starting point for learning about other details of cognitive radio, offer some excellent preliminary
results in the field, and raise a variety of interesting problems for future research.

• The sensing/detection problem is discussed in [17]. This paper investigates how well energy
detectors will work for detecting signals. They discuss the problem of needing a sufficient
numbers of samples to detect the presence or absence of primary users. Since the number
of samples is related to the operating SNR, it may take a while to find a white space at low
SNR. If it takes too long to identify a white space, it may be impossible to use the white
space during short gaps in the primary users transmission. They conclude that knowing
just the modulation scheme and transmission code book is useless. Noise uncertainty and
quantization errors further compound problems.
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Figure 1: Normalized acceptance rate versus time. NAR values of the network converge to the
optimal operating point.

• The authors of [18] suggest scattering the frequency bands used by secondary users over a
large range of frequencies. This way, if a primary user comes back online, he will probably
just encounter a subset of frequencies being used by the secondary user. Thus, the primary
user will see reduced interference until the secondary user turns off his transmitted signals in
his band. This technique could easily be implemented using orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM). Instead of having to stop transmission completely in the case of a
narrowband signal, interference could be reduced immediately by turning off the subset of
OFDM tones that are causing interference.

• The capacity of a simple cognitive radio channel is given in [19]. This paper introduces
the idea of distributed spectral activity, i.e. the notion that the environment sensed at the
transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) may be different. As the correlation between the TX
and RX propagation environments decreases, the spectral activity becomes more distributed,
and their results show that capacity decreases. In this work, they also show that with small
transmission bursts (3-5 symbols at a time), a significant portion of channel capacity with
full knowledge of spectral holes at the receiver is achieved. This is a very promising result.

• Performance of a cognitive radio testbed built at Virginia Tech is documented in [20]. They
use genetic algorithms for the cognitive part of their radios to adaptively change modulation
parameters. Genetic algorithms for optimization are also used in [21].
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OPEN PROBLEMS

During an initial survey of cognitive radio technology, the IFT Telemetry Laboratory at the Uni-
versity of Missouri at Rolla has identified many open problems. We summarize a portion of these
research ideas here. We list these ideas to emphasize the significant amount of work that still
needs to be done in this emerging area of research, and to outline the projects our group will be
investigating in the future.

• Develop joint MIMO-game theory algorithms. The importance of MIMO in future cognitive
radio networks is discussed in [16]. Cognitive algorithms for MIMO systems have not been
investigated yet. The algorithms developed must yield fairness in a multi-user setting [8].

• Develop multi-user coding schemes. Interesting examples of this are [22, 23] and the classic
dirty paper coding scheme of [24], but very few key results exist. As discussed in [25], it
is possible to use multi-user coding schemes to transmit information effectively even when
there isn’t white space available.

• Develop a game theory framework where adversaries (i.e. jammers etc) are present. Most
current literature deals with just cooperative networks.

• Investigate convergence properties of cognitive networks [26]. Future military communi-
cation systems have specific and sometimes stringent QoS requirements for joint tracking
and engagement scenarios. Develop fundamental results for network convergence proper-
ties under QoS constraints. How do we guarantee that cognitive networks converge but still
perform better than “typical” systems? Convergent behavioral strategies should: [15]:

– Be based on past behavior of the network.

– Protect from exploitation.

– Be scalable.

– Guard against malicious users.

• Develop hybrid cognitive algorithms. Cognitive algorithms should be as distributed as pos-
sible to minimize problems when key assets (such as cell towers) fail. However, by using
some central organization, the probability of network convergence should rise. Develop al-
gorithms and systems that have some centralized characteristics to ensure convergence, but
can decentralize gracefully when the need arises.

• Investigate utility functions. The choice of a proper utility function is important [8]. Most of
the literature focuses on bit error rate (BER) as the key parameter for calculating the utility
score. There are many other parameters of interest, such as transmit power for conserving
battery life and minimizing the probability of intercept. An investigation in this area would
help determine what parameters are essential to include in the utility function and which are
not.
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• Develop cognitive radio channel models. A cognitive radio channel model should describe
frequency use and power levels as a function of time and location. This multi-dimensional
process could be proposed statistically based on the type of environment (urban, subur-
ban, etc) or modelled based on empirical measurements. A hidden Markov model (HMM)
method that used a genetic algorithm (GA) was proposed in [27].

• Develop radio etiquette protocols for military applications. Different types of data in the net-
work have different levels of priorities. In a cognitive military network, interrupting service
to a voice user to ensure missile tracking information is transmitted to the asset that shot the
missile may be appropriate. A classification scheme for data is needed, rules for routing the
data to ensure QoS, etc.

• Define the appropriate spectrum space [28]. We can include location, direction of trans-
mission, antennas to use, modulation and coding, power, frequency, etc. Which of these
variables will be most useful in manipulating to achieve superior performance. We also need
to investigate these different options in a MIMO setting.

• Develop signal processing techniques for detecting white spaces in the frequency spectrum,
such as cyclo-stationary feature detection [3]. Also investigate cooperative feature detection
for improved performance, especially at low SNR [3]. Cooperative measuring will help
avoid the “hidden terminal problem”. How do we fuse measurements from multiple users
into a coherent picture of the environment?

• Investigate problems in multi-user and cognitive information theory. Many open problems
are discussed and summarized quite well in [11]. Fundamental results are needed for cog-
nitive radio channel capacity and coding schemes. The only currently known result is an
achievable region for the cognitive radio multiple access channel [29]. Similar work is also
given in in [25, 30]. It is noted in [30] with regard to cognitive radios that,“many of the
fundamental theoretical questions on the limits of such a technology remain unanswered”.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has provided an introduction to cognitive ad-hoc wireless networks, a distributed and
dynamic communication technique for using the RF spectrum in an efficient manner. Existing re-
sults in this area were reviewed and many open problems have been summarized. These summaries
show that cognitive radio is an emerging technology that could prove important in the near future.
By investigating cognitive radio at this time, the IFT Telemetry Laboratory at the University of
Missouri at Rolla hopes to provide fundamental results in this new and promising area research.
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ABSTRACT

Brigham Young University recently introduced a project for undergraduates in which a miniature
unmanned aerial vehicle system is constructed. The system is capable of autonomous flight, take-
off, landing, and navigation through a planned path. In addition, through the use of video and
telemetry collected by the vehicle, accurate geolocation of specified targets is performed. This
paper outlines our approach and successes in facilitating this accomplishment at the undergraduate
level.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Miniature Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (mUAVs) are becoming increasingly useful in both commer-
cial and military applications such as area monitoring, fire tracking, and object geolocation. At
Brigham Young University, the Multiple AGent Intelligent Coordination and Control (MAGICC)
research lab has successfully developed a number of important mUAV technologies, including ca-
pabilities for autonomous navigation, multi-agent cooperation, vision guidance and control, and
target geolocation algorithms. This technology has seen real-world use both in our lab and in com-
mercial mUAV systems. Typically, however, only graduate students have the necessary technical
background to actively participate in the field. At BYU we have developed a novel course for
senior undergraduates which prepares them to contribute in this dynamic field.

In this paper we will first introduce the structure of the course, its associated labs, and infrastruc-
ture. We then describe some of the approaches taken by each of the design groups into which the
students were partitioned, namely the path planning and guidance group, the vision system group,
and the air-frame and autopilot design group. We also present the results of the final competition
which showcase the students’ achievements. We then conclude the paper.
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2 COURSE STRUCTURE

In this section we describe the structure of the course. In the sub-sections below, we outline the
objectives for the course, how the students were organized, how the 15-week semester was utilized,
and the infrastructure and instruction provided to the students.

2.1 Course Objectives
The course’s primary objective was for the students to produce a product with the following capa-
bilities:

1. autonomous takeoff, landing, and flight
2. navigation through a designated area searching for targets while avoiding no-fly zones
3. geolocation and bombing (with small fishing weights) of targets

These objectives were designed to coincide with the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems
International (AUVSI) competition [1]. BYU is sending a team of students selected from the
course to this competition.

2.2 Organization of Students
In previous project-based courses, we have found that a combination of a team based environment
and an atmosphere of friendly competition encourages students to perform better. To this end,
the class was divided into 4 teams of 7 or 8 students. Sub-groups were created within each team,
to work on different areas of the overall system. Specifically each team was divided into three
sub-groups:

Path Planning and Guidance Group This group was responsible for developing algorithms and
techniques for navigation of the mUAV. This includes strategies for planning an appropriate
path (covering a search area, and avoiding no-fly zones), and following it.

Vision System Group This group was responsible for developing a vision based system capable
of tracking a user-specified target, and accurately geolocating that target.

Air-frame and Autopilot Group This group was responsible for construction of the mUAV, as
well as system integration and maintenance.

Each team had the responsibility of creating a fully functional final product. Beginning midway
through the semester scheduled competitions were held which represented major milestones in the
design process. We discuss the final competition and its results in Section 3.

2.3 Course Schedule
We divided the 15 weeks of the semester into five weeks of instruction/lab work and 10 weeks
of team work and collaboration. In the first 5 weeks formal instruction and labs were used to
familiarize students with necessary concepts. In the last 10 weeks students were given time to
complete the project as a team and prepare for competitions. Design reviews were also held peri-
odically throughout the semester to allow advisors to provide the various teams with feedback and
guidance.
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2.4 Design Reviews
During design reviews students were expected to make a thorough presentation of their progress,
ideas, concepts, designs, future plans, and problems. Professional presentations were expected and
the design reviews were graded accordingly.

Besides providing the benefit of allowing the advisors to know and understand each team’s progress,
the reviews served as a way to encourage students to evaluate progress, identify problems, and plan
solutions. This provides an important structure for helping students learn how to achieve objectives
in a team setting.

2.5 Labs and Instruction
During the first five weeks of the semester, we held regular class instruction and labs. Separate
lectures and labs were held for each of the three design groups. The lecture and lab sections for
each design group were overseen by a professor specializing in each area. Teaching assistants for
each main section were also available to assist the students as well as monitor labs, competitions,
and other logistics.

Air-frame and Autopilot Labs: The labs for the Air-frame and Autopilot group were designed
to help the students learn basic concepts for construction of the aircraft and implementation of the
autopilot control. Topics included:

• construction of the airframe
• calibration of control surface servos
• remote control (RC) piloting as backup against system failure during flight
• programming the autopilot hardware
• running the hardware with flight simulation software
• writing and tuning Proportional Integrator Derivative (PID) feedback loops
• schemes for attitude estimation and lateral and longitudinal autopilot control

Path Planning and Guidance Labs: The labs for the Path Planning and Guidance group were
designed to introduce students to general algorithms and concepts in path planning and following,
and expose them to the hardware they would be using to implement such algorithms. Students were
introduced to the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm, as well as some modifications
to this algorithm to handle area coverage while avoiding obstacles [2]. The labs included such
tasks as waypoint following, search path planning and smoothing, obstacle avoidance, and testing
in simulation.

Vision System Labs: The labs for the Vision System group helped students understand and im-
plement the techniques which could be used to track and geolocate targets from video. These labs
included camera calibration, rigid body transformations, and implementation of feature tracking
methods [3][4].

2.6 Hardware and Software Tools
We provided a set of tools from third party software vendors, sponsors, and research at the uni-
versity to help the students complete the project. To enable proper instruction for RC pilots, we
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Figure 1: Multiplex Easy Star Air-frame (left). Procerus Technologies Kestrel (right)

provided COTS flight simulator software called RealFlight G3. For system testing in simula-
tion, students used an mUAV simulator called Aviones, previously developed by BYU’s Computer
Science department. This software enabled the students to test vision, path plans, and control
dynamics in simulation before actually flying.

The air-frame provided to the students was the Multiplex EasyStar [5] shown in Figure 1. This
air-frame is ideal for novice pilots due to its in-flight stability. It has a wingspan of 54 in. with
dihedral, length of 36 in., weight of 1.50 pounds. and two servos for individually controlling its
rudder and elevator.

The autopilot used was Procerus Technologies’ Kestrel Autopilot 1.45 [6] shown in Figure 1. The
Kestrel weighs under 40 grams, measures 2.86 in.× 1.97 in.× .58 in., and contains a full suite of
on-board sensors. Procerus’ Virtual Cockpit software was used at the ground station to command
and communicate with the autopilot.

Video was captured on the mUAV and relayed back to the ground station by a Black Widow KX-
141 [7] color CCD camera coupled with a 600 milliwatt Black Widow analog trasmitter. This
system provides 640×480 resolution interlaced video at a frame rate of 30 frames per second, and
weighs less than 50 grams. The video is transmitted as an analog NTSC signal, which is captured
and re-digitized at the ground station by an ImperX VCE-Pro FrameGrabber [8].

3 COURSE OUTCOMES

In this section we describe some of the algorithms developed by the students, and give some
information about the performance achieved through the use of these algorithms. We then show
the rules and results of the final competition.

3.1 Path-planning and Guidance Group
The path planning and guidance group was responsible for developing algorithms to plan paths
through designated search areas while avoiding no-fly zones. All teams used the RRT algorithm
[2] in their path planning methods. The goal of this algorithm is to construct a tree that connects
locations in the search space. This tree represents a collection of possible paths through the search
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Figure 2: RRT with uniform distribution (left). RRT Algorithm using weighted distribution (right)

space. The algorithm begins with the starting location of the mUAV as the root vertex of the tree.
It then randomly generates a new location within the search area using a random distribution. The
vertex closest to this new location is selected, and a step of a fixed length is taken from this nearest
vertex in the direction of the random location, thus adding a new vertex to the tree. If this newly
added branch of the tree traverses a no-fly zone or other obstacle it is deleted from the tree. As
the algorithm runs, multiple valid paths are generated. After sufficient time the valid paths are
evaluated and the “best” path is selected.

Teams were able to use the RRT algorithm in different ways to achieve their specific objectives.
One team used a distribution they designed which was weighted around the destination point, as
shown in Figure 2. This introduced more direct paths through the region, but took longer if an
obstacle was directly between the starting and ending points.

Another implementation started with an evenly spaced grid of locations to be visited throughout
the area. All invalid (no-fly zone) locations were removed. The approach was to iteratively build
a shortest path to cover all valid locations. This was done by using an RRT algorithm, with a
uniform distribution, to generate all the paths between the current grid point and each remaining
grid point at each step. The shortest path was then selected and added to the overall current path.
This process was repeated until all grid locations had been visited. This algorithm’s strength was
its ability to handle no-fly zones of any shape while still exhaustively searching the area and finding
a good path. The algorithm, however, did not consider the turning radius of the aircraft and often
generated paths that contained sharp turns that were infeasible for the aircraft.

This problem was addressed by a different team whose algorithm planned a spiral path outward
from the middle of the area. In this algorithm, no-fly zones were addressed when the path inter-
sected it. At that time the shortest distance around the no-fly zone was calculated using the RRT
algorithm. This method, however, could not handle concave no-fly zones in a robust fashion.

3.2 Vision System Group
The goal for the vision system group was to design a system capable of searching an area for user-
defined targets, and calculating GPS locations for those targets based on the visual data collected.
Students were not given the target descriptions until one day prior to the competition. This required
the students to design robust algorithms that do not need much a priori information. As a result, all
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teams chose a vision system that required a user in the loop to select targets during flight. Feature
based tracking algorithms were then used to track the selected targets across multiple video frames.
Given a target’s location in a group of frames, a least squares approach was used to find the GPS
coordinates of the target.

Throughout the semester two different tracking systems were developed to dynamically select and
track targets. Both systems included a user in the loop to click on desired targets in the video. Both
were implemented using the Open Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [9].

System 1: The first system solves the tracking problem by finding a homography matrix which
maps every point in one image to the corresponding point in the next frame of the video. Once this
homography matrix is known, determining the location of a target in the new frame reduces to a
matrix multiply and two divides. This system assumes that the scene being photographed is planar
[3] - a valid assumption when the mUAV flies high above the ground.

The advantage of this system lies in its capability to track targets through large camera displace-
ments. On the other hand, there is some slipping of the tracking over time due to noise in the image
and because the ground is not perfectly planar. The user was able compensate for this slippage by
reselecting the target of interest during flight.

System 2: The second tracking system tracked the point of interest by taking a template block of
pixels around the point and searching for that block directly in a region of the next frame. Such a
search method relies on the assumption that the template block only shifts its position from frame
to frame (i.e. there is no rotation or perspective distortion of the block). This assumption often
does not hold. To address the failure of this assumption, this system performs a search for two
template blocks in each image. The first template block is the original block of pixels centered
around the user’s original click (i.e. several frames ago). The second template block is centered
around the most recent feature location estimate (i.e. in the last frame). A best match location is
found for each of these template blocks, and a statistical average (based on match quality) is used
to combine these two locations to form the new feature location estimate.

This system has high resilience to image noise and camera jitter, and is able to re-capture a target
that has been temporarily lost due to extreme camera movement. In order to run this system in real
time, however, the search area for template blocks must be kept relatively small. This implies that
template blocks cannot move very far between frames, which is generally a valid assumption.

GPS Location Estimation: Given the location of a feature in a video frame and the location
of the camera when that frame was captured, basic geometry can be used to estimate the GPS
location of that feature. By tracking a feature across multiple frames, we can get several such
estimates. These estimates will not coincide because of errors in camera location, feature tracking,
etc. However, given a set of video frames with corresponding camera and feature locations, a
least squares technique can be employed to minimize noise in the estimated GPS target location.
To enable accurate geolocation of targets, the students were taught to minimize the following
equation:

min
λi,p

n∑
i=1

[p− (ci + λixi)]
2 (1)
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where c + λx defines an estimate of geolocation of the target from a single frame, p is the overall
estimation of location of the target in 3-D space and we have n frames. The results of this procedure
are shown in the competition section below.

3.3 Air-frame and Autopilot Group
This group was responsible for airframe construction, and was also charged with the difficult task
of system integration. This group’s function involved less novel design than that of other groups,
but was perhaps the most critical. Their tasks included:

• Interfacing the algorithms designed by the other groups with system hardware
• Interfacing individual hardware components (GPS sensors, autopilot, camera, bomb dropper,

etc.) into a single system
• Design and maintenance of low-level control algorithms for the aircraft
• Repair of broken/malfunctioning hardware

3.4 Results of semester’s work
To evaluate the progress of the teams throughout the semester, we held regular competitions be-
tween the teams. To demonstrate the final capabilities of each team, we show the rules and results
of the final competition.

Final Competition Rules:

1. Each team will have a maximum of 25 minutes of flight time and 15 minutes of post-
processing to complete the objectives.

(a) Multiple flights are allowed during this time, but each objective may only be scored
once (i.e., you can take an additional flight to gain more points, but not to receive
double points on things you have already done).

(b) Post-processing time is for viewing the video, identifying targets, and determining their
locations.

(c) Post-processing will also include time for the teaching assistants to check your teleme-
try file and verify that you have not left the search area or entered no-fly zones.

2. Each team will be given a list of GPS waypoints that defines the boundary of the competition.

(a) Each boundary will run either N-S or E-W, but the border will not necessarily be con-
vex.

(b) Halfway through the competition, we will give you a new file containing the boundary
of an additional search area.

(c) This additional area will be rectangular, and will intersect the original search area.
(d) From that point on, you may search both areas for targets.

3. Each team will be given a list of GPS waypoints that define no-fly zones (these will also have
N-S and E-W boundaries).

(a) The revised region may contain additional no-fly zones, but you must still avoid the
original ones.

4. Five targets will be located in the search space.
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(a) The targets will be 4 × 4 feet squares and consist of color markings.
(b) One of the targets will be a white Y with a blue background.
(c) One of the targets will be a white U with a red background.
(d) We expect target recognition to be accomplished by a human operator.

5. GPS localization.

(a) One of the main tasks is to accurately identify the GPS location of each target.

6. Autonomous bombing.

(a) Points will be given for dropping “bombs” on the U-flag.
(b) Bombs should be constructed from fishing sinkers and colored tails.
(c) Each team can drop at most five bombs (separately or all at once).

Final Competition Results: The final competition results are shown in table 1. In the table, the
score breakdown for each team is shown. The target localization, and bomb dropping accuracy is
indicated, and the total score is shown at the bottom. Two of the four teams (teams 1 and 3) were
able to successfully complete the entire project (aside from some geolocation problems specific
to the day of the final competition), and demonstrated their work by the final competition. Team
4 had hardware problems the day of the competition leading to worse results than they might
have achieved some other day. Team 2 was unable to successfully recover from some hardware
problems they experienced earlier in the semester.

4 CONCLUSION

Recently Brigham Young University introduced a novel course for undergraduates allowing them
to understand and contribute to the field of mUAV systems. The course had a strong emphasis
on mUAV concepts, and provided the students with important experience in putting together a
complete working system to meet specified requirements. Novel concepts for these undergraduate
students include algorithms for planning paths and searching an area, tracking features in images
and geolocating targets from video, as well as designing, building, and planning to accomplish
objectives as a team. The majority of teams were successful in meeting many of the objectives
and produced working final products. We feel that this course will continue to make a positive and
important contribution to the education of future students.
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Objectives 1 - Phoenix 2 -
Plane
’Ol
Team

3 -
Strongbad
Aviation

4 - X-49D

Successful Takeoff (5) 5 0 5 5
Auto-takeoff (10) 10 0 10 10
Auto-land (10) 10 0 10 0
Accurate landing near a
target (10)

0 0 3 0

Seeing target in video (5
for each target, x2 if
completely done during
autonomous flight)

10 (found 2
targets) x 2 =
20

0 10 (found 2
targets) x 2 =
20

15 (found 3
targets)

Localization of each target
(10 for each target, x2 if
completely done during
autonomous flight)

0 (distances
were greater
than 50
meters)

0 14 (2 of 2
targets
localized,
accuracy
17m, 18m) x
2 = 28

10 (2 of 3
targets
localized,
accuracy
11m, 42m)

Accuracy of each bomb
(10 for each bomb, x2 if
completely done during
autonomous flight)

0 (distances
were greater
than 50
meters)

0 18 (accuracy
17m, 26m,
32m, 41m) x
2 = 36

0

Entering no-fly zones
(-10)

0 0 0 0

Leaving the boundary
(-10)

0 0 0 0

Any autonomous flight (5) 5 0 5 5
Fully autonomous flight
between takeoff and land
(15)

15 0 15 0

Total 65 0 132 45

Table 1: Results of Final Competition
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents a case study of the commercialisation of an ad-hoc wireless network 
technology from a subsidiary of a multinational company. The paper does not disclose any 
intellectual property specifics, the organisations or individuals involved. Instead the paper 
focuses on generic issues associated with technology transfer; exploration of market 
opportunities, market validation, the identification of a novel business model and economic 
validation. The paper wraps the case study within the academic context of commercialisation 
providing substantive literature sources, tools and techniques for readers faced with similar 
challenges; tools and techniques that can be applied irrespective of the underlying technology. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Technology commercialisation is summarily described by Vijay Jolly (Jolly, 1997) from the title 
of his book as “getting from mind to market”. Jolly distinguishes technology commercialisation 
from product innovation in a number of ways noting that in product innovation the object to be 
commercialised has a singular design whereas in technology commercialisation the object to be 
commercialised has “multifaceted capability”; in product innovation the nature of market 
demand is for the market segment targeted while in technology commercialisation the nature of 
market demand is “derived from the product(s) made possible” (Jolly, 1997, Table 1-1, p.xvi).  
 
This paper provides a case study on the successful commercialisation of ad hoc or wireless 
sensor network technology from within a major corporation. The case study provides a number 
of key lessons and this paper integrates those with the current literature and thinking on 
technology commercialisation.  
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IMAGINING 
 
In the late 1990’s to early 2000’s a research group of a major multinational was conducting 
research in the area of ad hoc wireless networks. Ad hoc wireless technology can be described as 
a set of nodes using a communications protocol that allows them to route information from a 
source to a destination without any centralised or pre-determined configuration. Within the limits 
of radio propagation, nodes can be moved or removed and the network of nodes will find a new 
way to deliver information from source to destination. Self-healing is another term used to 
describe wireless ad hoc network technology. An analogy can also be drawn between ad hoc 
networks and the Internet.  
 
A the time of commencement of this case study, ad hoc wireless networks were considered a hot 
topic of research – a topic drawing many scientists and engineers because of the unique 
challenges of designing communication protocols and the plethora of possible applications.  
 
Standardisation organisations were also interested in the area wrestling with the common issue of 
standards of standardising too early when little is known about what will make a good standard 
to standardising too late when significant industry investment has already been made in various 
competing options.  
 
At the time much of the work on ad hoc wireless networks was paper-based; little had been 
demonstrated in a laboratory let alone out in the field. The research group had the advantage of 
producing and testing laboratory prototypes that led to new insights.  
 
Publications described portions of the research progress but key intellectual property was 
protected as trade secrets and via provisional patents. The purpose of this paper is not to disclose 
the nature of these insights or any intellectual property (IP), but rather to show how technology 
can be commercialised irrespective of the underlying technology.  
 
 

INCUBATING 
 
The first chapter in Rob Adams book (Adams, 2002) is entitled “Good ideas are a dime a dozen”. 
Good ideas are a dime a dozen. This is the first thing to realise in successful commercialisation. 
This is also a reason why the focus of this paper is not on the idea. Adams writes “For every 
entrepreneur with an idea in Austin, there are eight in Boston with the same idea, and twenty in 
garages in Palo Alto (let alone the rest of Silicon Valley).” (Adams, 2002, p. 19)  
 
Jolly in discussing the transition from Imaging to Incubating writes “Everything – even 
technology – is politics. Bringing a new technology to market is above all an exercise in resource 
assembly and collective enterprise. … Imagining a breakthrough idea, as all inventors come to 
realise, is often the easy part … finding robust uses for it, and interesting others – is when many 
run into a wall.” (Jolly 1997, p.57) 
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In the case study here the technology once the concept had been proven and IP protected was 
transferred to a newly created new ventures team to commercialise the technology. The new 
ventures team was a small team with limited funding and primarily of a technical background.  
 
The technology was showcased to possible customers in a number of different applications all 
primarily in the area of agriculture. Various different prototypes were produced, small scale field 
trials conducted and refinements made to the technology and its instantiation in possible products. 
In many respects the approach was one of following those opportunities that arose rather than a 
deliberate approach to commercialisation and a focus on the technology rather than the business.  
 
The field trials helped prove the concepts associated with the technology. However, two years 
later the venture was still burning cash with no genuine return. As Block and MacMillan write 
“ventures call for entrepreneurial managers … attributes, motivations and behaviours that differ 
markedly from those for corporate managers. Persistence, energy, flexibility, and knowledge of 
the market are essential.” (Block and MacMillan, 1995, p.87) Persistence and energy were 
certainly part of the team but it was the knowledge of the market that was required before the 
venture really took steps towards success.  
 
It was at this point that the author became involved. The author was completing a Masters of 
Science and Technology Commercialisation (MSTC), a joint degree between an Australian and 
US universities. An engineer by background, the Masters degree complimented this background 
with commercialisation skills. In addition the author had the benefit of working with many 
inventors during the degree and seeing the mistake of falling in love with a technology.  
 
 

SCREENING THE IDEA 
 
Many texts cover the topic of idea screening (Mason and Rohner, 2002), (Crawford and di 
Benedetto, 2000) for example, and idea screening can vary from a cursory coverage of a few 
hours to 20-20 hours or more (Timmons, 1999, p.116). Typically all screens involve an 
assessment (not in order and not of equal priority) of: 

• Product/Technology; 
• People; 
• Market; 
• Finance; 
• Intellectual Property; and  
• Operations/Production. 

 
However, Pinchot and Pellman summarise idea screening with three simple questions (Pinchot 
and Pellman, 1999, p.52): 

• Is it real?  
• Can we win? 
• Is winning worth it? 

 
On the first question Pinchot and Pellman describe how a real business opportunity:  

• Has identified real customers; 
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• Identified and checked the distinct benefit; 
• Has an offering that is clearly better in some way that customers will value; and  
• Can be delivered with room to make a profit at a price that customers are prepared to pay. 

(Pinchot and Pellman, 1999, pp.52-53)  
 
Sadly, many would be entrepreneurs neglect to answer such questions. Rather, they assume that 
because they have a need or an idea about a need, that others have such a need, are prepared to 
pay for their solution over alternatives and are prepared to pay an amount and in such volume 
that a viable business results. Robert Cooper in his text (Cooper, 2001, p.41) citing data from a 
paper by Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1988 that he references, shows that in a typical project 
approximately 1.4% of the total project cost is spent on idea screening and only 1.2% on a 
preliminary market study, 2.9% on a preliminary technical assessment, 0.8% on a detailed 
market study and 0.7% on a business/financial analysis. In contrast 29.3% is spent on product 
development, 6.6% in in-house product tests, 5.6% in pilot production, 20% in production startup 
and 26.8% in market launch. In effect very little effort is devoted to up front activities: idea 
screening and market and business investigation. 
 
In addition Cooper found from post-mortems of new product failures that the primary reasons for 
failure were in order (Cooper, 2001, pp.23-24):  

1. Inadequate market analysis; 
2. Technical problems; 
3. Insufficient marketing effort; and  
4. Bad timing. 

 
Cooper writes (Cooper, 2001, p.30): 
 “78 percent of the total effort (in person days) goes to the technological and/or production 
activities, whereas only 16% is devoted to marketing activities and most of that goes to the 
launch!” 
 
“The evidence is strong: In most projects, precious little effort (in terms of people and time) is 
devoted to confirming the marketing assumptions until the product is actually in the launch phase. 
And only then do we learn the truth: the market isn’t quite as large as expected; the product’s 
features are a little off what the customer values; and competitors do respond.” 

 
 

MARKET VALIDATION 
 
Adams (Adams, 2002, p.44) reminds readers “Most entrepreneurs want to build it now. Don’t. 
Validate the market first.” In the case study here the information obtained from market validation 
was crucial in the commercialisation strategy. One of the initial focus areas of incubation had 
been on broad acre crops following opportunities for field trials of the technology. Market 
validation showed remote soil moisture monitoring for viticulture to be a far more attractive 
market. Market validation showed for example that if a technology could be sold for $1 in broad 
acre crops then it could be sold for $5 in viticulture. Viticulture also had several other advantages.  
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Firstly, viticulture was the largest agricultural segment in the State and the State a leader 
nationally. Broad acre crops in contrast were typically greater in other States incurring higher 
costs to attempt to persuade adoption and service any products. Secondly, there was movement 
of people from viticulture to other burgeoning export markets related to citrus and olives. In 
contrast broad acre crops had limited adjacent markets. The importance of adjacent markets is 
discussed below. Finally, of the approximately 8000 viticulture growers, 80% had contracts with 
one of four major wineries. The wineries held significant buyer power and consequently 
substantial influence over the technologies and practises of growers. Further, the wineries, while 
competing vigorously in the retail market had a relatively cooperative arrangement when it came 
to sharing information in new technologies. Each major winery typically had up to four technical 
specialists who would advise on and drive the adoption of new technologies. Broad acre crops in 
contrast had no such focal point.  
 
In summary, market validation provided key information:  

1. That there was a key market pain1; 
2. A sizable target market with growing adjacent markets; 
3. An understanding of relative price point; 
4. An indication of how to access the market in a cost-effective manner – the need to focus 

on a small number of influential technology staff in major wineries rather than the large 
number of individual growers; and   

5. Critical points of contact – key opinion leaders and contacts with winery technology 
decision makers.  

 
Moore outlines the importance of adjacent markets in his text “Inside the Tornado” (Moore, 
1998) using an analogy with a bowling alley. In an earlier text “Crossing the Chasm” (Moore, 
1999 reprinted from 1991), Moore introduced ‘The Revised Technology Adoption Life Cycle’ 
shown by figure 1 below.  
 

Innovators

Early
Adopters

Early
Majority

Late
Majority

Laggards

Adoption over time

Population

 
Figure 1: Technology Adoption Lifecycle2 

 
The chasm in the title of Moore’s text is between Early Adopters and the Early Majority, the 
place where so many new products and ventures will fail. “What the early adopter is buying  … 
is some kind of change agent. … By contrast, the early majority want to buy a productivity 
                                                 
1 As Rob Adams wrote on market pain in (Adams, 2002, p.55), quoting Ross Garber, co-founder of Vignette 
Corporation, ‘Is the company selling aspirin or is it selling vitamins? Is the proposed solution a must-have like 
aspirin? Or is it simply something people would like to have, like vitamins?’ 
2 Adopted from (Moore 1999, un-numbered figure, p.17)  
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improvement for existing operations. … early adopters do not make good reference for the early 
majority  … and because of the early majority’s concern not to disrupt their organisations, good 
references are critical to their buying decisions.” (Moore, 1999, p.20).  
 
To cross this chasm Moore suggests focusing on a niche and achieving market leadership. This 
requires discipline and “[not] pursuing any sale at any time for any reason.” (Moore, 1999, p.68)  
 
Moore draws an analogy with the D-Day invasion, focussing on a point of attack to cross the 
chasm. In his second text he expands on the concept with a bowling alley analogy: “The purpose 
of the bowling pin model is to approach niche market expansion in as leveraged way as 
possible.” (Moore, 1998, p.38) 
 
In the case study here the target market, viticulture, had advantages of two growing adjacent 
markets – citrus and olives, with individuals moving from viticulture into these segments and 
taking their technology with them.  
 
Importantly though all of this crucial information on the market was gleaned:  

• From a few carefully planned interviews with opinion leaders using their networks to find 
subsequent interviewees; and  

• Without the need to disclose any details of the technology and especially no intellectual 
property or ‘selling the solution’ as Adams describes it in his text (Adams, 2002, p.58).  

 
On the latter point, market validation is all about validating that a genuine need exists – a market 
pain as Adams describes it in his text (Adams 2002). Ideally and as was the case here, validation 
should be conducted independently of the possible solution to avoid any possible bias in answers 
and without ‘Leading the witness’ as Adams again describes (Adams, 2002, p.58). This has the 
added advantage of protecting the IP but requires careful interview planning and discipline by 
the interviewer. In this case, opinion leaders were selected by identifying academics that had 
published in the relevant area and had industry connections in the relevant market segment. In 
the text, The Anatomy of Buzz, by Rosen (Rosen, 2000) the importance of exploiting networks 
and word of mouth marketing is explained. In this case, the concept of networks was used to link 
from one interviewee to another; in effect to open doors for interviews.  
 
 

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 
 
Market validation provided crucial information on who the real customer was, what their needs 
were, how much they were prepared to pay, how they could be accessed and where the 
subsequent market were – the first of Pellman and Pinchot’s questions for the idea screen – is it 
real? 
 
Focus now moved onto Pellman and Pinchot’s next question – can we win? “Winning the game 
of new business development means beating the competition … noticeably better … a 
competitive superiority that can be sustained.” (Pinchot and Pellman, 1999, pp.53-54)  
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The author has lost count of the number of would-be entrepreneurs who have said of their 
product that it has no competition. Adams writes (Adams, 2002, p.20) “Think there’s no 
competition? You’re naïve … the existence of competition suggests that the idea itself is 
competitive. Competition functions as its own market validation.”  
 
A careful competitive analysis was undertaken in the case study here with the intention of 
determining:  

• Who the competition was? 
• How powerful they were?  
• Could they be candidates as customers with a different business model?  
• Did we or could we have a sustainable advantage with an offering noticeably better than 

the competitors?  
 
Fortunately, competitive analysis showed that as this was an emerging market, competitors were 
present (a form of market validation) but not dominant. In simple terms there was room for a 
new entrant or new entrants. Pellman and Pinchot (Pinchot and Pellman, 1999, p.53) write, “In 
business, perhaps the most straight forward example of an ‘unfair advantage’ is possession of a 
meaningful patent. Usually, however, such advantages are achieved in more subtle ways through 
some unique business capability or combination of capabilities.” Such was the case here, patents 
had been applied for with the technology but key elements of the multinational’s core business, 
their size and reputation compared to other players, and their ability to meet crucial market needs, 
in effect a combination of capabilities, provided the potential for an unfair advantage.  
 
 

COMMERCIALISATION OPTIONS, BUSINESS MODELS AND ECONOMIC 
VALIDATION 

 
Market validation needs to be an ongoing activity. Geoffrey Moore (Moore, 1999, p.108) 
describes the concept of a whole product as ‘an idea described in detail in Theodore Levitt’s The 
Marketing Imagination, and one that plays a significant role in Bill Davidow’s Marketing High 
Technology’. Moore writes (Moore, 1999, p.108) ‘There is a gap between the marketing promise 
made to the customer … and the ability of the shipped products to fulfil that promise. For that 
gap to be overcome the [generic] product must be augmented by a variety of services and 
ancillary products to become the whole product.’  
 
Market validation should be continually applied not only to the generic product but to all the 
services and ancillary products that form the whole product and Moore indicates that the latter 
play increasing importance progressing along the Technology Adoption Lifecycle (Moore, 1999, 
pp.110-111). In effect market validation should continually guide venture design and 
development, a view shared by Cooper in (Cooper, 2001, chapter 9 ‘Development, Testing and 
Validation’).  
 
Another important concept is economic validation. Many readers may be familiar with the terms 
‘business case’ or ‘return on investment’. Economic validation is more than this and involves 
identifying and validating the financial assumptions that underpin the venture and a Return on 
Investment (ROI) or business case analysis. Note, Cooper describes a number of different 
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financial analysis techniques in chapter 8 of his text (Cooper, 2001), Crawford and di Benedetto 
(Crawford and di Benedetto, 2000, pp.219-231) offer important guidance on financial forecasting 
and the text by Razgaitis (Razgaitis, 1999) is relevant to many different commercialisation 
options discussed below.  
 
In the case study here, a number of potential business models were identified taking as inputs 
information on what customers were prepared to pay and possible places in the value chain, or 
how they would buy. In simple terms a business model is a model of how the venture makes 
money assuming that is the intended goal. The business model is constructed around a 
commercialisation strategy or commercialisation option – a value proposition of how customers 
will derive value and how the venture will derive value.  
 
In exploring commercialisation strategies and their business models, a simple integrated financial 
model was constructed for each option. An integrated financial model links the Balance Sheet to 
Profit and Loss to Cash Flow. A number of assumptions have to be made regarding sales, 
revenues and expenses and the integrated model allows what-if analysis or sensitivity testing of 
changes in different inputs on key outputs.  
 
Economic validation in some cases works in tandem with market validation, which aims to 
capture the various financial assumptions and validate them, for example, the price customers are 
prepared to pay, and whether or not purchases are continuous or seasonal.  
 
Sensitivity testing of the model, once constructed, can then explore the cost of halving sales, a 
need for a 10% price reduction because of competition, or increased expenses.  In the case study 
here, market validation learned of the seasonal nature of purchases, which months’ purchases 
were likely in and which months’ purchases were very unlikely to be made in. The cash flow of a 
model would need to be such that sufficient cash was earned in the purchase months to cover 
costs in the non-purchase months.  
 
Also factored into thinking on commercialisation options, using information from market 
validation and consideration of intellectual property was ‘what is the product that will be 
offered?’ in effect, where will the venture sit in the value chain (Porter, 1998, pp.33-63).  
 
A number of commercialisation options existed from a fully integrated venture servicing the end-
user, to the provision of a component to possible competitors as part of an Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) model. Several variants existed on the extent of ‘the component’ supplied 
as an OEM and there are also the options of spinouts versus the internal ventures above, IP sale 
and licensing. Licensing options also included licensing from a spinout versus an internal venture.  
 
Several options were quickly ruled out for practical reasons or for not fitting with the culture of 
the multinational; see the texts (Block and MacMillan, 1995) and (Pinchot and Pellman, 1999) 
for a discussion of corporate venturing and the complexities a new venture faces. For the 
promising options, integrated financial models were developed and this indicated preferred and 
back-up or transformation options. By transformation options it is meant that a venture is likely 
to change over time and the ‘best’, whatever best means, business model in early stages might 
not be suitable long term. Similar to adjacent markets, commercialisation options and business 
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models should be chosen that can transform as the market or the environment (competitive 
landscape, for example) requires.  
 
The thinking on commercialisation options also required identification and understanding of 
where the true IP lie and the best way to protect that – avoiding any possibility for reverse 
engineering for example. The result was a very different business model to the early exploratory 
activities but one with a high probability of success because:  

• It was matched to a genuine and growing market need with rowing adjacent markets;  
• Would deliver value to the customer in a way: 

o That would limit competitive attack; and  
o Provide a good return; 

• Fit with the parent venture; and  
• Could transform as necessary into other business models as the need arose.  

 
 

TODAY (CONCLUDING REMARKS) 
 
The venture in this case study continues today, effectively following the business model 
developed using the techniques of idea screen, market validation, commercialisation options and 
economic validation. Further, while the technology in question was ad hoc wireless networks, the 
techniques used here can apply irrespective of the underlying technology; as Adams’ wrote, 
(Adams, 2002, p.18), “In love with your idea? Get over it. Ideas are commodities” and from 
Pinchot and Pellman, (Pinchot and Pellman 1999, p.14), “I’d rather have a class A entrepreneur 
with a class B idea than a class A idea with a class B entrepreneur”.  
 
A reader interested in more details of the techniques and how they fit together is encouraged to 
read the references listed below or the additional sources given in the bibliography.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is developing a new launch vehicle to 
replace the Space Shuttle.  The Crew Launch Vehicle (CLV) will be a combination of new 
design hardware and heritage Apollo and Space Shuttle hardware.  The current CLV 
configuration is a 5 segment solid rocket booster First Stage and a new Upper Stage design 
with a modified Apollo era J-2 engine.   The current schedule has an Ascent Development Test 
Flight (ADFT-0) with a First Stage and a dummy structurally identical, but without engine, 
Upper Stage. The ADFT-0 test results will determine if there will be multiple ADFT flights.  
There will be a minimum of two test flights with a full complement of flight hardware.  After 
the completion of the test flights, the first manned flight to the International Space Station is 
scheduled for late 2014. 
 
To verify the CLV’s design margins a developmental flight instrumentation (DFI) system is 
needed.  The DFI system will collect environmental and health data from the various CLV 
subsystems’ and either transmit it to the ground or store it onboard for later evaluation on the 
ground.  The CLV consists of 4 major elements: the First Stage, the Upper Stage, the Upper 
Stage Engine and the integration of these elements together.  It is anticipated that each of 
CLV’s elements will have some version of DFI.  This paper will discuss a conceptual DFI 
design for each element and also of an integrated CLV DFI system.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is developing a new launch vehicle to 
replace the Space Shuttle.  Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has been given the task to 
lead the development of the Crew Launch Vehicle (CLV).  The CLV will be a combination of 
new design hardware and heritage Apollo and Space Shuttle hardware.  The current CLV 
configuration is a 5 segment solid rocket booster First Stage and a new Upper Stage design 
with a modified Apollo era J-2 engine.  Figure 1 shows an expanded view of the CLV’s First 
Stage, Upper Stage and Upper Stage Engine.  Due to program issues, the flight schedule is 
continually changing.  However, the first test flights are scheduled to start in 2009 and continue 
on until the first manned flights to the space station in 2014.   
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J2 Engine 
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Expanded View of the CLV’s Elements 

Figure 1 
 

Since this is essentially a new launch vehicle, there is a lot of uncertainty with the 
environments that the CLV will encounter.  To verify the CLV’s design margins, a 
developmental flight instrumentation (DFI) system is needed.  The DFI system will collect 
environmental and health data from the various CLV subsystems’ and either transmit it to the 
ground or store it onboard for later evaluation on the ground.  The CLV consists of 4 major 
elements: the First Stage, the Upper Stage, the Upper Stage Engine and the integration of these 



elements together.  It is anticipated that the First Stage, Upper Stage and Upper Stage Engine 
will have some version of DFI.  This paper will discuss a conceptual DFI design for each 
element and also of an integrated CLV DFI system.  

 
 

FIRST STAGE  
 

The First Stage is a five segment solid rocket booster.  The current space shuttle uses two four 
segment solid rocket boosters; therefore the extra segment adds a lot of uncertainty to the 
vehicle.  The CLV will travel faster and higher than the shuttle’s solid rocket boosters (SRB’s) 
before First Stage separation.  The prime contractor for the First Stage is ATK.  Like the 
SRB’s, the segments will be fabricated in Utah and shipped to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
and the booster will be assembled at KSC by United Space Alliance personnel.   
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Figure 2 
 
The First Stage will be the main focus of the first test flights.  In late 2009, a five segment 
booster with a dummy Upper Stage test flight is planned.  Depending on the results of this test 
flight, more test flights with a dummy Upper Stage could take place.  Regardless of flight 
configuration, a DFI system will be required for these flights.  The main purpose of the First 
Stage DFI system on these test flights will be to collect ascent and descent environmental data, 
recovery system data and water impact data.  



Like the SRB’s, the First Stage will be recoverable.  Since it will be recovered, no data will be 
transmitted from the First Stage.  The only radio frequency (RF) system on the First Stage will 
be part of the range safety system.  Figure 2 shows a conceptual DFI design for the First Stage.   
 
The DFI system will collect data from accelerometers, temperature sensors (resistance thermal 
devices (RTD’s) and thermocouples), pressure sensors, calorimeters, strain gages, 
microphones, and discrete measurements.  The sample rates will be from 1 sample per second 
up to 40,000 samples per second.  The total sensor count will be between 500 and 600.  The 
sensor count could go up, but due to weight considerations the number will not be much above 
600.  Figure 2 shows three PCM remote units, this number could change depending on the final 
measurement list.  Each PCM unit will have some unused capability; this will allow the 
measurement list to change between flights.  The format of the PCM system could change 
during the mission.  For example, prior to water impact the accelerometer sample rate may 
increase.  The DFI system will be located in the forward frustum of the First Stage.   
 
The DFI system will be a self contained system providing its own power distribution system.  
As shown in Figure 2, the only interface with the operational system will be with the data 
recorder and this could change with the PCM Master having its own memory for data storage.  
After the test flights and typically the first one or two manned flights, the DFI system is 
removed.  The deletion of the DFI system is the main reason that the DFI and operational 
instrumentation is not integrated.  An independent DFI system allows minimal impact to the 
operational system when it is removed.  However, a minimal set of DFI could be required for 
all flights of CLV.  If this happens, then the DFI hardware should be incorporated into the 
operational system. 
 
 

Upper Stage 
 
The Upper Stage is a new design managed by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).  MSFC 
will lead the design of the Upper Stage and give the design to a fabrication contractor for 
fabrication, assembly, integration, and test.  The Upper Stage will be built at Michoud 
Assembly Facility by the fabrication contractor.  Glenn Research Center (GRC) was given the 
task to design and develop the Upper Stage DFI system.   GRC has conducted several trades 
and analysis to determine the optimal DFI system. 
 
The initial use of the Upper Stage DFI system will likely occur during the first test flights.  
Although there will be a dummy Upper Stage, the dimensions of the Upper Stage will be flight 
like.  Therefore, the vehicle designers will want environmental data from the Upper Stage.  
Other than the sensor suite, the Upper Stage DFI system for the test flights should be identical 
to the DFI system for the operational Upper Stage DFI system test flights.   The DFI system 
will be independent from the operational system.  The DFI system will have its own power 
distribution system and RF system.  This will allow minimal impact to the operational system 
when the DFI system is removed.  Figure 3 shows a conceptual design for the Upper Stage DFI 
system. 
 



The main challenge for the Upper Stage DFI system is to get all of the data to the ground.  
When ground stations are available the DFI data rate will probably not be an issue.  However, 
when the data has to go thru the tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) data rates to 
the ground become a main issue.  One solution to this problem is to record all of the Upper 
Stage DFI data on a dedicated CLV data recorder that is located on the crew exploration 
vehicle (CEV) while still transmitting a subset of data to the ground.    
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The DFI system will collect data from accelerometers, temperature sensors (resistance thermal 
devices (RTD’s) and thermocouples), pressure sensors, calorimeters, strain gages, 
microphones, and discrete measurements.  The sample rates will be from 1 sample per second 
up to 20,000 samples per second.  The total sensor count will be approximately 600. Table 1 
shows a possible list of sensors and data rate for the Upper Stage DFI system. Table 1 is not 
the final Upper Stage measurement list, but a starting point.   The sensor count could go up, but 
due to weight considerations the number will not be much above 600.   Figure 3 shows three 
PCM remote units, this number could change depending on the final measurement list.  Each 
PCM unit will have some unused capability; this will allow the measurement list to change 



200 Temperature Sensors @ 1 Sample/ Second 
200 Strain Gauges @ 10 Samples/ Second 

100 Pressure Sensors @ 10 Samples/ Second 
25 Heat Flux @ 50 Samples/ Second 

25 Leak Detector Sensors (O2, H2) @ 10 Samples/ Second 
25 Microphones @ 1000 Samples/ Second 
25 Accelerometers @ 20k Samples/ Second 

 
Example of Measurement List for Upper Stage 

Table 1 
 

between flights.  The format of the PCM system could change during the mission.  For 
example, after First Stage separation the sample rates for accelerometers may change to collect 
data during the Upper Stage Engine ignition.  The DFI system will be distributed throughout 
the Upper Stage.  To reduce cable weights, one PCM remote will be located towards the aft 
segment of the upper stage, one PCM remote in the intertank region of the Upper Stage and the 
PCM master in the forward segment of the Upper Stage.  However, the locations could change 
depending on where the sensors are located. 

 
 

Upper Stage Engine 
 

The Upper Stage Engine is a modified Apollo era J-2 engine.  Since this engine has not been 
manufactured in many years, it will be essentially a new design.  Pratt Whitney Rocketdyne 
(PWR) is the prime contractor for the Upper Stage Engine (USE).  The engines will be built in 
California and tested at Stennis Space Center.   
 
PWR is studying how to incorporate DFI into their design to minimize the impact to the 
operational system.  They basically have three options.  They can incorporate DFI into the 
operational system engine controller, have their own DFI PCM unit or use the Upper Stage 
DFI system.  As shown in Figure 3, the logical solution is to have a dedicated PCM unit for the 
USE.  Who owns the unit can be debated, but the output of the box will go into the Upper 
Stage PCM master for multiplexing the data.   
 
The PCM unit will collect data from accelerometers, temperature sensors (resistance thermal 
devices (RTD’s) and thermocouples), pressure sensors, flow sensors, microphones, and 
discrete measurements.  The sample rates will be from 1 sample per second up to 20,000 
samples per second.  The total sensor count will be between 200 and 300.  The sensor count 
will probably be closer to 200 than 300.  Figure 3 shows one PCM unit for the USE.  If 
additional measurements are required, then the USE may be able to use some of the unused 
capability of the Upper Stage PCM remote located in the aft segment.   
 
The USE DFI system will be independent from the operational system, but will be integrated 
into the Upper Stage DFI system.  Even if the USE provides its own PCM unit, the USE DFI 
system will require power from the Upper Stage DFI system and the Upper Stage DFI system 



will have to account for the USE in determining their telemetry data rates.  Since the USE is a 
new engine, they may require a DFI system for more flights than the Upper Stage.   
 
 

Integrated Vehicle 
 

MSFC has been given the integration lead for CLV.  The First Stage will be assembled at KSC 
like the SRB’s.  The Upper Stage and Upper Stage Engine will be integrated and tested at 
Stennis Space Center and shipped to KSC.  Then all elements will be integrated in the vehicle 
assembly building.   
 
Although the First Stage, Upper Stage and Upper Stage Engine may have their own 
independent DFI system, they will be integrated together to provide as much redundancy as 
possible.  The DFI system traditionally is not redundant.  This redundancy is in the method of 
getting the data to the ground.  As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the data is shared between 
elements and each element has different ways of getting the data to the ground, either 
transmitted or stored on a data recorder and recovered after the flight.  During the First Stage 
of flight, all of the First Stage DFI data and all of the Upper Stage DFI data will be recorded on 
the First Stage operational data recorder and all of the Upper Stage DFI data and a subset of the 
First Stage DFI data will be transmitted to the ground.  After First Stage separation, the First 
Stage will continue to record DFI data on its operational data recorder and the Upper Stage will 
transmit all of its DFI data to the ground.  The Upper Stage Engine DFI data will be 
incorporated into the Upper Stage DFI data.  Hopefully, there will be a dedicated CLV recorder 
on the crew exploration vehicle and will be a backup to all transmitted data.  At this point of 
the program, there have been no agreements made to share the data between the elements.  
Hopefully, the sharing of data as shown in Figure 3 will take place.   
 
 

Summary 
 

Since the inception of the crew launch vehicle program one year ago, much work has gone into 
vehicle studies, trades and analysis.  Usually avionics definition does not get started until other 
subsystems are already in the design phase.  CLV has started the avionics design along with the 
other subsystem design.  This way the design can be done with an iterative process and arrive 
at an optimal design.  The element’s DFI systems are being done this way.  All of the elements 
are aware that a DFI system will be required and are trying to define the DFI requirements.    
 
This paper showed a conceptual DFI system for each element of the CLV.  However, there is 
no one right way of developing a DFI system.  Each element should evaluate the CLV and 
element requirements and develop a system that meets its needs.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

“Wind Weighting” is the process of assessing the effect of wind on a launch vehicle and 
determining launcher settings which would counteract that effect.  This paper discusses the 
advantages of using GPS radiosondes to determine wind profiles over the historical method of 
tracking balloon positions with radar for the purposes of Wind Weighting.  The primary 
advantages are lower costs and greater portability.  Also presented is evidence of improved 
accuracy and reliability.  Engineering testing is described and test results are reported. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Wallops Flight Facility (WFF, or Wallops), located at Wallops Island, Virginia, is part of 
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, and is the home of the NASA Sounding Rockets Program 
Office.   Sounding rockets carry scientific payloads several hundred miles in altitude.  These 
missions return a variety of scientific data about such things as “the chemical makeup of the 
atmosphere, physical processes, natural radiation surrounding the Earth, information on the Sun 
and stars, and many other phenomena”1,2.  In addition, sounding rockets provide a low-cost test-
bed for new scientific techniques, instrumentation, and technology, eventually flown on satellite 
missions3.The mobile launch facilities of WFF enable scientists and engineers to launch rockets 
around the world … to conduct their science “where it occurs”4. 
 
Most of the sounding rockets launched by WFF are unguided, which saves the cost of a guidance 
system and makes them an even more inexpensive way to launch experiments into space.  
However, unguided rockets are greatly affected by winds -- especially near the surface, where 
the vehicle is still traveling slowly.  Under ideal conditions (no wind), it is possible to calculate 
the launcher azimuth and elevation so that an unguided rocket will fly to a desired impact point.  
During the Wind Weighting process, the actual winds are assessed, and the launcher settings are 
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adjusted to correct for wind effects on the trajectory of the launch vehicle.  This process “is the 
primary means of vehicle containment for a rocket without a Flight Termination System”5.  
Thus, the Wind Weighting system is a safety-critical component of a launch range. 
  
Traditionally, wind profiles have been determined for the purposes of Wind Weighting at WFF 
and elsewhere by the radar tracking of a series of meteorological balloons carrying radar 
reflectors.  At Wallops, the radar data is transmitted to the Wind Weighting system (PC) in the 
Range Control Center via ethernet.  The Wind Weighting software (a system with source files 
written in C, C++, and Java, and presently running on Windows 2000) computes the wind speeds 
and directions from the reported positions of the balloon. 
 
A typical wind profile is, of course, not uniform from the ground to the top of the atmosphere.  
However, it can be approximated by a finite number of discrete layers within which the wind is 
considered to be constant in magnitude and direction5.  The Wind Weighting software is set up 
with these (previously determined) layers, and, as soon as a balloon rises above each layer, the 
vector-averaged wind speed and direction are computed for that layer and displayed in what is 
called the wind table.  Meanwhile, the 300-foot Wallops wind tower is constantly updating the 
wind table every second with the wind speeds and directions reported by anemometers at the 50-, 
100-, 150-, 200-, 250-, and 300-foot levels. 
 
The Wind Weighting software, using the current wind table winds, together with the previously-
determined relative contributions of each wind layer to the overall wind displacement for the 
vehicle being launched, computes the effect of the wind profile on the rocket, and then calculates 
the adjusted launcher settings that would cause the rocket to fly to the desired impact point, 
given the winds through which it would fly. 
 
Measuring winds by releasing and tracking balloons has obvious limitations.  Most glaring is the 
fact that the balloon does not go where the rocket will go.  Equally troubling is the fact that the 
winds are seldom constant.  Also, some of the data for higher altitudes may be several hours old 
by the time of the launch.  Despite these limitations, the balloon-tracking method of measuring 
winds has achieved an impressive safety record over the history of the Sounding Rockets 
Program at Wallops Flight Facility and elsewhere.  Many other methods of measuring winds 
have been investigated, but they have all been found to have one or more of the following 
problems: (1) they are prohibitively expensive; (2) they were not designed to measure near-
surface winds (say, below 1000 feet); (3) they are not appropriate for our range; (4) they are not 
portable. 
 
My task was to integrate into the Wallops Wind Weighting system the capability of measuring 
winds by tracking balloons carrying GPS radiosondes (as opposed to radar reflectors). 
 
 

THE CASE FOR GPS WIND WEIGHTING 
 
When I began my task, Wallops was already using the Lockheed Martin Sippican GPS W-9000 
Meteorological Processing System with LM Sippican Mark II Microsondes (radiosondes carried 
into the atmosphere by the same type of weather balloons as we were using for radar Wind 
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Weighting) to obtain meteorological data, including wind speeds and directions, for weather 
prediction.  These GPS radiosondes and ground stations use the GPS L1 frequency band and the 
C/A code.  In such a system, position information is generated from GPS radiosonde data 
derived from the GPS satellite network.  While ascending, the Microsonde transmits data on a 
403 MHz carrier to the ground station receiver.  The main processor of the GPS W-9000 System 
is a PC, which processes, displays, and stores the data6.  It was a conceptually simple idea to use 
that same wind data for Wind Weighting. 
 
There are many advantages of GPS Wind Weighting.  One is that it uses a network of satellites 
already in place at no cost to a project.  Another appealing aspect involves shipping costs; GPS 
Wind Weighting is highly portable, requiring only liter-sized radiosondes and PC-sized ground 
stations.  By contrast, it cost $45,900 to ship a radar van to Kwajelein Atoll for the Wallops 
EQUIS II Campaign in the summer of 2004. 
 
Still another advantage of the GPS approach has to do with improving the chances of launching 
(fulfilling the mission objectives).  If radar is used for tracking, the three operators must report an 
hour before Wind Weighting begins, a process which itself usually takes at least four and one-
half hours.  Then the launch windows can be many hours long, and if conditions are not right for 
the launch, the whole process is repeated the next day.  This can go on day after day, night after 
night.  More serious than the labor cost is the fact that the radar personnel can soon be in danger 
of exceeding the maximum number of hours that safety rules permit them to work in a week.   If 
this happens, the whole mission must be put on hold until the radar operators can work again.  
The GPS ground station, on the other hand, can be run by one person.  It is also easier to learn 
how to use the GPS system than it is to become a radar operator.  If we could use GPS 
radiosondes (at a cost of about $150 each) for at least several of the Wind Weighting hours, it 
would free enough radar hours that we would not be in danger of losing the support of the radar 
personnel for the remaining tracking tasks of the mission. 
 
Another consideration is that radars cannot track directly overhead; if the Wind Weighting 
balloon happens to drift over the radar, data will be lost.  There is no analogous limitation of the 
GPS system.  Also, radar acquisition is often aided by optical tracking at balloon release.  There 
must be at least some degree of visibility, so radar Wind Weighting cannot even begin in, say, 
fog or heavy snow.  These conditions do not limit the use of GPS radiosondes.  GPS Wind 
Weighting would enable us to proceed even under conditions of no visibility, in hopes that 
conditions would improve as the beginning of the launch window approached. 
 
In addition, in our testing, GPS radiosondes have started reporting wind data closer to the surface 
than have the radars.  It is important that the tracking device (radar or GPS) be able to start 
reporting wind velocities before the balloon rises past the top of the wind tower; otherwise, there 
would be a critical, near-surface layer above the wind tower about which we know nothing.   
When radar is used to track a balloon, obtaining “lock” is often difficult,7 and so far, the shortest 
wind tower we have been able to use at remote sites is 150 feet tall.  The erection of such a tower 
costs over $50,000.  The GPS system might allow the use of a shorter, portable tower, which 
could be completely prepared at Wallops, shipped ready for service, and reused at other sites. 
Still another important feature of the GPS system is that multiple radiosondes can be tracked 
simultaneously.   This means that we would not have to wait for one balloon to finish its ascent 
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before releasing another.  For example, a mid-altitude balloon could be released while a high-
altitude balloon was still rising.  This would decrease the necessary tracking time and increase 
the freshness of the data.  Multiple radars can duplicate this but would not be cost-effective. 
 
Finally, our research and testing indicate that GPS radisondes provide wind profiles of accuracy 
at least comparable to those obtained from radar-tracked reflectors.7,8   In fact, the consensus 
among our engineers is that that the GPS approach provides greater accuracy than does the use of 
radar.  This is due in part to a signal processing strategy that uses a measured Doppler shift (the 
frequency shift caused by the rate of change in range to a moving satellite) to help the receiver 
smoothly track the GPS signal, allowing more precise velocity and position measurement.  By 
contrast, radar data tends to be noisy.1  In addition, we carefully survey the position of a DGPS 
antenna near the ground station antenna system; this allows the W-9000 to use differential 
techniques to determine more accurate winds and height data.  In fact, research at Wallops on the 
relative trajectories of four GPS receivers attached to four separate sections of a payload (at fixed 
and known distances from one another) from liftoff to payload separation showed relative 
payload-to-payload coordinate accuracies within four centimeters, even at rocket speeds.2       
 
 

COMPARING GPS WIND DATA TO RADAR WIND DATA 
 
However, for the purposes of this paper, we are limited by the fact that we cannot show that one 
wind profile is better than another when we do not know what the actual (real) winds are.  We 
must leave that discussion to meteorologists and other experts who have access to high-quality 
wind profilers.  Meanwhile, because of the long-established safety record of radar-based Wind 
Weighting, my task was to demonstrate that a GPS profile would provide Wind Weighting 
information equivalent to that provided by the corresponding radar profile. 

 
Although I will discuss in detail only the most recent GPS-radar Wind Weighting comparison 
tests, such testing started at Wallops in 2000.  In October and November of last year (2005), final 
engineering tests were performed for the new version of the Wind Weighting software that 
incorporates use of GPS.  Test days were selected based on Wallops range schedules and not on 
meteorological conditions.  On each day, a balloon was released carrying both a radar reflector 
and a GPS radiosonde.  The balloons were inflated so that the rise rate would be 900 to 1000 feet 
per minute.  On each day, the balloon was tracked by two radars (“R2” and “R3”) and by the 
GPS ground station. This paper will present data and results from three of those days of testing.  
 
One way of comparing the wind measurements reported by each wind data source is to examine 
the speeds and directions in the wind tables produced by each.  Therefore, on test days, wind 
tower data was not acquired lest it overwrite data obtained by R2, R3, and GPS for those lowest 
levels.  Because the Wallops Flight Safety personnel are accustomed to viewing wind velocity 
data as wind table speeds and directions, with the directions plotted in Cartesian coordinates (as 
opposed to polar coordinates), that is how the data will be presented, despite the fact that 
Cartesian plots of directions present us with the problem of “zero crossover” (from 360 to 0). 
It is important to note that, by the time a level’s wind speed and direction appear in the wind 
table, much processing of the raw data has gone on behind the scenes.  For the ten points-per-
second radar data, the Wind Weighting software uses a second-degree alpha-beta-gamma filter, a 
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software filter class developed by Wallops engineers to include a combination of an expanding 
memory filter and a steady-state critically-damped filter, assuming acceleration to be relatively 
constant.  The theta value (a measure of the trade-off between responsiveness and smoothness) 
can be assigned in the Wind Weighting software set-up files; its default value is 0.5.9 
 
For the GPS data, we have deferred to the expertise of the engineers at LM Sippican, who have 
shared with us a complete description of their proprietary filter10.  The parameters for this GPS 
W-9000 System software filter have been established by the manufacturer based on a large 
number of actual flight data sets, and are optimized for use with a 21-meter tether, the length of 
train supplied with each Microsonde.  (The World Meteorological Organization recommends a 
tether length between 20 and 30 meters to insure the integrity of the radiosonde temperature and 
humidity sensor data10.)  Therefore, in all of our tests, the radar reflector was attached 
immediately under the balloon, and the radiosonde was suspended 21 meters below. 
 
It turned out that the 21-meter tether length presented us with a dilemma.  The radiosonde reports 
wind speeds and directions together with its own altitude, but it appeared that the reported wind 
speeds and directions actually belonged to the (much larger) balloon, which was 21 meters 
higher.  From talking to the manufacturer and doing a literature search, it appears that the 
difference between heights of the radiosonde and balloon is typically ignored.  But the GPS data 
corresponded more closely to the radar data when I added 21 meters (68.9 feet) to the altitude in 
each GPS one-second data triple (altitude, wind speed, wind direction).  Note that this dilemma 
might negate a hoped-for advantage of GPS tracking over radar; if we have to add 68.9 feet to 
the heights reported by the radiosonde, then GPS might not report accurate wind velocities closer 
to the surface than can radar. 
 
Meanwhile, in all data presented below, 68.9 feet (21 meters) was added to all heights reported 
by the radiosondes before the Wind Weighting software built the wind tables.  Space limitations 
necessitate the presentation of just one set of wind-table speed and direction plots; the plots from 
October 19, 2005, are selected as representative examples (Figures 1 and 2). As can be seen from 
the plots, the Radar 2, Radar 3, and GPS tracks are almost indistinguishable from one another at 
this scale.  If the data for only 0 to, say, 5000 feet were shown, it could be seen that the radar 
data appears to oscillate about the smoother GPS curve. 
 
For a second way of comparing GPS and radar wind data, we shall think about the wind 
velocities (vectors) as ordered pairs of numbers (speed, direction) and use one-way analysis of 
variance, or ANOVA, to compare our three samples of first elements of the ordered pairs 
(speeds) and our three samples of second elements (directions) for each test day.  Preliminary 
analysis using the statistical software Minitab 1411 showed that the wind table speeds and 
directions were not normally distributed, but because we have sufficiently large samples, we are 
justified in using this technique by the Central Limit Theorem.  (We must keep in mind the 
limitation that, when using ANOVA, we are considering that all the layers are equally important, 
whereas this is not actually the case for this application.) 
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Figure 1.  Wind Table Speed Comparisons              Figure 2.  Wind Table Direction Comparisons 
 
We wish to show that the data does not provide evidence sufficient to conclude that there exists a 
difference between any two of the three population means.  (For example, the three populations 
we will start with will be, for October 19, 2005, R2 wind-table speeds, R3 speeds, and GPS 
speeds.)  The null hypothesis is that the means are the same.  The alternate hypothesis is that at 
least two of the means are different from each other.   The P value we will get is the observed 
level of significance; if the P value is high (close to 1.000), we cannot reject the null hypothesis.   
 
Before doing these analyses, the data was edited in two ways.  (1) A level was removed unless at 
least two wind data sources had reported values for that level.  If two but not all three wind-data 
sources reported values for a particular level, that level was retained as one with a “missing 
value”.  (2) With regard to wind directions, if one wind-data source reported a value of, say, 358 
degrees, whereas another source reported, say, 2 degrees, those two directions are actually only 4 
degrees apart, but an ANOVA would judge them very different.  To correct for this, some of the 
directions were changed to an equivalent direction modulo 360. 
 
The results for October 19, 2005 were: 
      P = 0.970 for speed (one-way ANOVA: GPS speed, R2 speed, R3 speed) up to 110,000 feet, 
      P = 0.923 for direction (one-way ANOVA: GPS dir, R2 dir, R3 dir) up to 110,000 feet, 
      P = 0.909 for speed just up to 5,000 feet, and   
      P = 0.934 for direction up to 5,000 feet. 
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On October 20, 2005, Radar 2 had trouble obtaining lock, and did not start continuous tracking 
until the 1300-foot level.  So the results for this day were: 
      P = 1.000 for speed 1,300 feet and above, and 
      P = 0.978 for direction 1,300 feet and above. 
 
On November 17, 2005, Radar 3 had trouble obtaining lock, and also lost track again after 
achieving it; Radar 3 did not start continuous tracking until the 1800-foot level.  So the results 
for this day were: 
      P = 1.000 for speed 1,800 feet and above, and 
      P = 1.000 for direction 1,800 feet and above. 
 
On all days, when all three of Radar 2, Radar 3, and GPS were tracking, the P values of the 
ANOVAs were exceptionally high; thus, we do not reject the null hypothesis.  That is, we can 
not conclude that there is any significant difference among the means of the readings from the 
three wind-data sources.  
 
Since wind tables with missing data are not typical of those used during actual Wind Weighting, 
the test data was further modified as follows.  The wind tables produced from Radar 2 data and 
from Radar 3 data for each of the test days were augmented by filling in levels missed by one 
radar with data from the other.   Also, for each of the three days, the 50-foot levels of all three 
wind tables were filled in with the same values, as if those values had come from the tower.  
These “complete” wind tables made possible additional GPS-radar comparisons. 
 
Four vehicles were selected: “TESTRK”, a small test rocket; “21125”, a Black Brant VC 
21.125GE (a one-stage rocket), “29035”, a Terrier Malemute 29.035UP (a two-stage rocket),  
and “39006”, a  Black Brant XI (TALOS-TAURUS-BBVC – a three-stage rocket).  Then the 
“Lewis” method (part of the Wind Weighting software) was used, for each day, for each vehicle, 
for each wind table (R2, R3, and GPS), to compute the “ballistic wind” and estimate launcher 
corrections.  (A ballistic wind is that [fictional] constant wind, uniform from the ground to the 
top of the atmosphere, which would have the same ultimate effect on the rocket’s trajectory as 
the actual, varying winds encountered during its flight.)   
 
To interpret the results, we will use the following criterion:  “… two wind profile generation 
techniques are to be considered functionally identical if they consistently produce ballistic wind 
solutions with vector differences of less than 1.0-ft/sec when measuring the same wind.  Two 
wind profile generation techniques must be considered materially different if they consistently 
produce ballistic wind solutions with vector differences greater than 2.5-ft/sec when measuring 
the same wind. … If the new technique produces results that are in the gray area between 
identical and materially different, further investigation … is warranted, and a satisfactory 
explanation must be produced before the new technique can pass muster.”12 

 
To use this third way of comparing GPS and the two radar wind profiles, we must compute the 
vector difference between the ballistic winds (computed from the wind tables) produced by each 
pair of wind-data sources, for each vehicle, for each day.  The magnitudes of these vector 
differences for October 19, 2005 are presented below (Figure 3). 
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Vehicle Magnitude of vector difference between ballistic winds 
produced by: 

 R2 and R3 R2 and GPS R3 and GPS 
TESTRK 2.45   
TESTRK  1.69  
TESTRK   1.49 

21125 1.76   
21125  1.26  
21125   0.87 
29035 1.29   
29035  0.92  
29035   0.55 
39006 1.11   
39006  0.77  
39006   0.41 

 
Figure 3.  Ballistic Wind Vector Difference Magnitudes for October 19, 2005 

 
This table, and the ones for October 20 and November 17, showed, as did the complete ANOVA 
analyses, that “the radars do not agree with each other better than they do with the GPS.”1  Also, 
ironically, by remaining as close as possible to our original test data, we have produced 
substandard wind tables; before an actual launch, an entire series of balloons would be tracked, 
and the wind tower would be on.  For these reasons, I was not discouraged by GPS/radar results 
outside the “functionally identical” range.  Instead, let us go on to compare the radar and GPS 
data in a fourth way: by using the Wind Weighting software’s trajectory-simulation capability. 
 
The Wallops Wind Weighting software uses the procedure described in a report entitled “SENS-
5D Trajectory and Wind-Sensitivity Calculations for Unguided Rockets”13.  SENS-5D uses a 
fourth-order, modified Adams-Bashforth predictor-corrector method to integrate the equations of 
motion, supplemented by a fourth-order, modified Runge-Kutta method to change the step size. 
The “5D” refers to the use of a 5-degrees-of-freedom rigid-body dynamics model.   

 
In Figure 4 below, (and in similar tables for the other test days), I ran the SENS-5D trajectory-
simulation part of the Wind Weighting software for each vehicle under four conditions.  I “flew” 
each rocket through the model with no winds, with Radar 2 winds, with Radar 3 winds, and with 
GPS winds, to see where it would land.  When I was using Radar 2 winds, I entered the adjusted 
launcher settings estimated by the Lewis method for that day for that vehicle when we used 
Radar 2 winds.  An analogous procedure was used when the model was run using Radar 3 winds 
and when using GPS winds.  Our hope is that the rocket will land, despite the winds through 
which it flies, where it would have landed if there were no wind and the original, no-wind 
launcher settings were used.  For the sake of brevity, I include results only for October 19, 2005, 
and for multi-stage vehicles I include the impact range and azimuth for only the last stage. 
 
Over the long history of the Sounding Rocket Program at Wallops Flight Facility, the Flight 
Safety Group has established pre-launch condition restrictions and controls14.  These limits, 
combined with the dispersion characteristics of a launch vehicle, “result in an envelope of   
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 Vehicle Wind 
data 

source 

No-wind 
azimuth 

(Degrees) 

No-wind 
elevation 
(Degrees) 

Adjusted 
azimuth 

(Degrees) 

Adjusted 
elevation 
(Degrees) 

Impact 
Range 
(NM) 

Impact 
Azimuth 
(Degrees) 

         
051019 TESTRK NONE 130 75   2.4 130.15 
051019 TESTRK R2 130 75 134.80 76.49 2.6 130.46 
051019 TESTRK R3 130 75 134.93 76.28 2.6 130.40 
051029 TESTRK GPS 130 75 135.37 76.38 2.6 130.44 
051019 21125 NONE 130 84   189.6 134.95 
051019 21125 R2 130 84 125.97 84.80 175.9 137.20 
051019 21125 R3 130 84 126.98 84.34 181.8 137.32 
051019 21125 GPS 130 84 128.25 84.53 179.5 138.03 
051019 29035 NONE 90 73   800.2 92.84 
051019 29035 R2 90 73 89.93 72.52 807.0 93.14 
051019 29035 R3 90 73 90.27 72.41 807.9 93.17 
051019 29035 GPS 90 73 90.25 72.48 807.1 93.18 
051019 39006 NONE 90 83.5   405.8 92.85 
051019 39006 R2 90 83.5 90.76 82.68 403.1 94.53 
051019 39006 R3 90 83.5 91.39 82.57 404.4 94.62 
051019 39006 GPS 90 83.5 91.32 82.62 402.8 94.56 

 
Figure 4.  Trajectory Simulations for October 19, 2005 

 
permissible aimpoints for the spent stages and other impacting vehicle hardware”15.  We would 
need such envelopes to determine whether the impact points in the tables above are “close 
enough” to the target impact points.  We shall not go through that analysis for these engineering 
tests; such analysis is included in the certification testing currently being done by the Flight 
Safety Group, which involves tests done under much more realistic, launch-like conditions.   
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Software engineering tests indicate that GPS radiosondes provide a highly reliable, portable, and 
cost-effective method of obtaining wind profiles for the purposes of Wind Weighting unguided 
sounding rockets.  The precision of tracking balloons by GPS is at least as good as that of the 
better tracking radars16.  Including GPS among our wind-data sources for Wind Weighting “can 
reduce the burden on range radar operations”7, and improve the chances of launching.  
 
Because of the importance of near-surface winds in the Wind Weighting of unguided sounding 
rockets, a subject for further investigation is a more extensive comparison of radar- and GPS-
derived wind data in the first few thousand feet above the surface.  Related to this is the question 
concerning the tether length; if it is kept at 21 meters, should that length be added to all 
orthometric heights reported by the radiosonde, as has been done in this paper?  Or would it be 
better to attach the radiosonde right under the balloon, allowing acquisition of data closer to the 
surface, but causing other problems?  A third area for further investigation concerns accuracy 
lost due to the self-induced and possibly erratic motions of the balloon itself.8,16   
 
The work done in this paper has possible application to other range activities in addition to the 
Wind Weighting of unguided sounding rockets; for example, “low-altitude wind conditions that 
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impact the final approach and landing” of UAVs “are particularly critical to safety and postflight 
engineering analyses.”7 
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ABSTRACT 
 
For the final evaluation of a GPS attitude determination algorithm, it was determined its true 
performance in terms of accuracy, reliability and dynamic response. To accomplish that, a flight 
test campaign was carried out to validate the attitude determination algorithm. In this phase, the 
measured aircraft attitude was compared to a reference attitude, to allow the determination of the 
errors. The system was built using non-dedicated airborne GPS receivers, and a complete Flight 
Tests Instrumentation (FTI) System. The flight test campaign was carried out at the Brazilian’s 
Flight Test Group T-25C 1956 Basic Trainer aircraft. The performance and accuracy of the 
system is demonstrated under static and dynamics tests profiles, which are fully compliant with 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory Circular (AC) 25-7A. Dynamic response of 
the system is evaluated. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The aircraft attitude is the angular relationship between the aircraft body reference system SB and 
the local vertical reference system SR, that can be expressed by the Euler angles: θ (pitch), φ 
(roll), and ψ (yaw). The measurement transformation from SR to SB is achieved by three 
sequential rotations over the Euler angles, for instance the sequence: [θ φ ψ]. It is then possible to 
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express a transformation matrix ( ), from SR
BL R to SB [1] as: 
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 Where cθ ≡ cos(θ), sθ ≡ sin(θ), cφ ≡ cos(φ), sφ ≡ sin(φ), cψ ≡ cos(ψ), and sψ ≡ sin(ψ). 
 
The GPS attitude determination algorithm uses two baselines (a1, a2) plus a computed baseline 
(a3) to define SG a GPS Cartesian coordinate system, (xG, yG, zG), fixed on the aircraft body, 
through the installation of three antennas (Ant1; Ant2; and Ant3) [2]. 
Given an aircraft attitude, it is possible to express the relationship between siR, a unit vector in the 
direction of the ith GPS satellite in SR, and Φjj, the projection of siR on the baseline aj [3], as: 
 

iR
R
G

T
jji sLa=Φ  (3) 

 
 Where: L is the Transformation Matrix from SR

G G to SR. 
 
Considering that there may be errors in the measured Euler angles (θm φm ψm), eq. 3 is not 
satisfied. So, it is possible to define a cost function (ρ) [4], which is dependent of the 
transformation matrix ( ): R
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Where k is a given coefficient, n is the number of satellites in track, and pi is a fixed weight value 
attributed to the ith satellite.  
 
The attitude determination algorithm, using least square techniques, searches the transformation 
matrix ( ) that minimizes ρ. The estimation of the z-axis measurement is given by: R

GL

( )2
2

2
13 1 iii Φ−Φ−=Φ  (5) 

 
 

GPS ATTITUDE DETERMINATION ALGORITM (GADA) DEVELOPMENT 
 
When the aircraft is maneuvering, for a given attitude the angle formed by the ith satellite line of 
sight (LOSi) and the GPS antenna array horizontal plane (HAP) could be negative (i.e. LOSi is 
below HAP) while the signal received from this satellite is still tracked by the receiver. When 
this condition occurs, known published GPS attitude determination algorithm attitude output (e.g. 
REQUEST) diverges from its true value, because eq. 5 computed measurement has an incorrect 
sign.  
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Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS) employs Pseudolites to minimize the geometric 
errors around a given airport terminal area. In these applications it was demonstrated [5] and [6] 
that the receiver tracks the Pseudolites signals gathered from an antenna placed on the top of the 
aircraft. In this case the angle between the Pseudolite LOS and the HAP is mostly negative 
leading to an attitude divergence. 
 
Therefore, a novel GPS attitude determination algorithm (GADA), which minimizes the attitude 
errors build up due to this effect [7] was developed and evaluated against a traditional GPS 
attitude determination algorithm. 
 
GADA’s development comprised three phases: 

1. Algorithm Development and Simulation; 
2. System Integration and Evaluation using a Ground Antenna Base; and 
3. System Integration into an aircraft along with an attitude reference system to 

perform a Flight Tests Campaign. 
 
For the simulation process, GADA’s performance was compared against REQUEST algorithm, 
which was chosen as a reference algorithm. The simulation application was developed under 
Matlab® 6.1 along with Satnav® Toolbox. 
 
The simulation process employed the following conditions: 

1. A ±60º range for θ an φ angles and a 0º to 360º range for ψ angle, with steps of 1º; 
2. The receiver tracks satellites whose LOS to HAP angles ranges from 90º to -5º; 
3. The accuracy of the phase measurements are ±1.2 mm and ±0.95mm @ 1σ, 

respectively for L2 and L1 [8]; and 
4. A baseline of 1.4m. Latter due to the aircraft physical constraints a shorter baseline 

(0.61m) was required. 
 
Running the simulations, it was verified that the REQUEST errors were 1.73º, 2.45º, and 1,76º 
(Figures 2, 4 and 6) for respectively θ, φ and ψ angles and the GADA’s errors were respectively 
0.18º, 0.20º, and 0.13º (Figures 3, 5 and 7) @ 1σ, which is an improvement. 
 

  
Figure 2 - REQUEST Simulation Errors on θ Figure 3 - GADA Simulation Errors on θ 
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Figure 4 - REQUEST Simulation Errors on φ Figure 5 - GADA Simulation Errors on φ 

Figure 6 - REQUEST Simulation Errors on ψ Figure 7 - GADA Simulation Errors on ψ 
 
The execution of ground tests was a preview of the real flight environment and provided data to 
certify that the algorithm was performing properly. To carry out this task a swivel base for the 
antennas (Figure 7) was designed and a data acquisition system was integrated (Figure 8). 
 
The usage of independent GPS receivers in this work, caused some constraints as follows: 

1. The receiver’s time base is not synchronized with the GPS time due to equipment 
availability. Time correction occurs only when the time difference reaches 1ms, to 
avoid code ambiguity. This characteristic causes discontinuities in the phase double 
differences; and 

2. Phase differences due to the RF cable length should be compensated. 
 
To synchronize the phase double differences provided by the receivers, it was employed a linear 
approximation of the phase rate to correct all measurements. To correct the phase differences due 
to the RF cable it was developed a calibration procedure were a single antenna was connected to 
a pair of receivers. Then phase differences were computed and compensated. 
 
Then it was possible to satisfactory acquire data to compute the attitude of the swivel antenna 
base in two scenarios: static and dynamic. 
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Figure 8 - Swivel Antenna Base Figure 9 - Data Acquisition System 

 
To assure that the system was properly working, it was performed a Flight Tests Campaign, with 
the Universal Basic Trainer T-25C 1956 which comprised two flight profiles [9]: 

1. Static Attitude, where the test pilot should stabilize the aircraft in certain known 
attitude (e.g. pitch + 10º); and 

2. Dynamic Attitude, where the test pilot should stabilize the aircraft in some selected 
attitude rate (e.g. roll rate of 30º/s). 

 
The setup for the flight tests campaign required the following facilities:  

1. The design and implementation of an attitude reference system, which comprised a 
complete Flight Tests Instrumentation (FTI) System; and 

2. The implementation of an alignment process between [10]: 
i. The local reference system (SR), known as North-East-Down (NED) frame; 
ii. The aircraft reference frame (SB);  
iii. The GPS antenna reference frame (SG); and  
iv. The FTI reference frame (SF). 

 
The FTI System was composed by an Airborne PCM data acquisition System, a PCM Tape 
Recorder, a GPS/IRIG-B Time Base and a set of Transducers. The FTI provides attitude and 
flight dynamics reference data from which the attitude errors will be found. The measured 
parameters are the following: 
 

• Attitude θ, φ, and ψ; 
• Angular speed P, Q and R; 
• Linear Load Factor Nx, Ny and Nz; 
• Pendulum Attitude πx, πy; 
• Speed Vc; 
• Altitude Zpb.; and 
• IRIG-B Time Base for data Correlation. 

 
For system simplicity, all GPS Observables (Phase, GPS Time, Pseudorange and Ephemeris) 
were merged into the PCM data Stream through a RS232 interface. Figure 9 depicts FTI Block 
Diagram and Figure 10 the FTI rig installed into the test bed.  
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FTI measurement accuracy depends mostly on the calibration procedures. Then for all FTI 
parameters it was carried out a static calibration at the Flight Tests Division Calibration 
Laboratory compliant with EA-4/02 Standard [11].  
 
To minimize most of the systematic errors, the calibration process is carried out using the 
SALEV System [12] that takes into account complete measurement chain, including the sensor, 
the signal conditioning amplifier and filters, the data acquisition system, and the RAW-to-
Engineering Units conversion coefficients. The calibration results for all measurements are 
presented in Table 1 
 

PCM Data
Acquisition System

Airborne
Tape Recorder

04 GPS
Receivers

IRIG-B / GPS
Time Base

02 Pendulums
(πx πy)

Gyro Unit
(θ, φ, ψ)

Rate Gyro
(P, Q, R)

02 Accelerometers
(Nx, Ny)

Accelerometer (Nz)

 
Figure 10 - FTI Block Diagram Figure 11 - FTI Installed on the Test Bed 

 
Table 1 – Static Calibration Results 

Range Range Parameter 
Min Max 

Units Error 
1σ 

Parameter
Min Max 

Units Error 
1σ 

Nx -1 1 G ±0.0033 P -300 300 º/s ±0.871
Ny -1 1 G ±0.0034 Q -85 85 º/s ±0.229
Nz -4 7 G ±0.0308 R -120 120 º/s ±0.223
θ -90 90 º ±0.113 πx -45 45 º ±0.430
φ -180 180 º ±0.128 πy -45 45 º ±0.487
ψ 0 360 º ±0.121 Vc 0 200 Kt ±1.4451

Zpb 0 20,0000 Ft ±17.331       

 
Once the system is set up, the flight campaign was performed. Data analysis show that the 
attitude measurement errors, computed by GADA and compared along with the FTI data, was 
within ±0.5º @1σ for all Euler angles. 
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GADA DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
 
Looking closer when the aircraft performing the capture of the longitudinal attitude maneuver 
(Figure 12) at P ±55º/s, it is possible to notice the error build up between the FTI reference 
attitude and the GADA’s computed attitude (Figure 13). 

≅

 
Considering the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) of a GPS receiver [13], the effect presented in Figures 
12 and 13 is supposed to be caused by the PLL dynamic response. When the aircraft maneuvers, 
the rate of change of the Doppler shift may result in a difference between the real phase (i.e. input 
to the PLL) and the one generated by the carrier NCO (i.e. measured data). 
 

Figure 12 - Capture of the longitudinal attitude Figure 13 - Measured θ Angles at P=±55º/s maneuver 
 
The transfer function of the PLL is expressed by:  
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Then the noise bandwidth can be computed by:  
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It should be noticed that GPS receivers employs a digital integrator that operates in discrete time 
domain. Then the transfer function of a Digital PLL (DPLL) becomes:  
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 and Ts is the sampling time (for the GPS receiver used Ts = 1ms).  
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THE EVALUATION OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
 
To evaluate the GADA’s dynamic response it was necessary to reconstruct the income data at Ts. 
This process assures that the DPLL will get phase data at its nominal operating rate. Since the 
income true phase data observables are not provided, a simulation process was used. In this 
process the true phase data was generated from the measured aircraft position, time and attitude, 
to ensure the reproduction of the same observed flight conditions. 
 
Then, simulated true phase was feed into the DPLL model and down sampled to 0.1s. Both true 
and DPLL generated phase were used by GADA algorithm, which computed the expected true 
attitude and the DPLL modified attitude. All simulations results (i.e. true and DPLL phase and 
correspondent GADA’s computed attitudes) were compared against the FTI reference attitude 
and the GADA’s measured attitude (i.e. measurements from the flight tests campaign). 
 
Considering a 2nd order DPLL with BN = 25 Hz and ζ = 0.7071 and the P = ±55º/s maneuver, its 
possible to certify that the measured attitude error matches the simulated attitude errors (Figures 
14, 16 and 18). Comparing both measurements, it is clear that the DPLL parameters should be 
refined (Figures 15, 17 and 19). 
 

 
Figure 16 - θ Errors at P=±55º/s Maneuver. Figure 17 - θ Residual Errors at P=±55º/s Maneuver 

 
Figure 16 - φ Errors at P=±55º/s Maneuver. Figure 17 - φ Residual Errors at P=±55º/s Maneuver 
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Figure 16 - ψ Errors at P=±55º/s Maneuver. Figure 17 - ψ Residual Errors at P=±55º/s Maneuver 
 
Considering the required accuracy for certification of an attitude determination system, the 
measured errors turns this system unsatisfactory. Then, with the knowledge of the DPLL 
coefficients, a dynamic calibration procedure should be developed, to minimize these errors, 
turning this system acceptable according with the certification requirements. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
An adequate methodology was employed to evaluate GADA’s static and dynamic characteristics, 
including: 

a) The implementation of a reference attitude system, using a complete Flight Tests 
Instrumentation System; 

b) The development of a synchronization and calibration process for the GPS receivers 
to compensate receiver clock offsets and antenna cable delays; 

c) The setup of an appropriate flight profile that demonstrates the static and dynamic 
behavior of the system; and 

d) The data reduction analysis, from which the static and dynamic errors were 
determined. 

 
GADA’s accuracy is dependent of the dynamic behavior of the receiver. To fully exploit the GPS 
characteristics, this dynamic model should be expanded and a system identification process 
should be employed to allow the determination of the specific receiver parameters BN and ζ. 
 
Future works should include the usage of software GPS receiver, where the setup of the DPLL 
coefficients and topology, allows: 

a) The validation of the dynamic behavior of an off-the-shelf GPS receiver, whose 
parameters were determined by the use of a system identification process; and 

b) The design of customized GPS receivers, for specific high dynamics applications.  
 
Also GADA should be evaluated in other test beds, that flies over an extended envelope and thus 
in a higher dynamic range. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

We describe the design and development of a baseband telemetry system for multistage launch 

vehicles. The system is organized as a three tier one with remote data acquisition and processing 

units and a centralized control unit. The front-end Data Acquisition Units (DAUs) feature 

software programmable amplification, offset, filtering and sensor excitation and thus are flexible 

to interface directly to a variety of sensors used in launch vehicles. The Data Processing Units 

(DPUs) gather data from DAUs through a serial link compatible to RS-485 standards and carry 

out a variety of data analysis and data compression functions on selected channels under 

software control. The central Telemetry Control Unit (TCU) receives this data through a 

transformer isolated link compatible to MIL-1553B standards and performs the functions of data 

delay, data storage, onboard computer data monitoring, PCM formatting and pre-modulation 

signal conditioning to achieve miniaturization. The configuration and features of this telemetry 

system make its integration simple without compromising on data integrity and reliability and 

suit the adoption of futuristic technologies and concepts such as smart sensor networks, 

adaptability, reconfiguration and vehicle health management. 

 

Keywords: Software Programmable, Data Acquisition, Data Processing, Telemetry Control, 

Serial Multidrop Bus 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The major building blocks for a telemetry system are sensors in the physical domain; amplifiers, 

level shifters, filters, multiplexers and sample and hold circuits in the analog circuit domain; 

digitizer in the form of Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) in the mixed domain and Time 

Division Multiplexer (TDM) and formatter in the digital circuit domain. In a multistage launch 

vehicle these building blocks are conventionally organized as sensors distributed at different 

locations in various stages, signal conditioners for a number of channels in a stage in one unit 

located there, multiplexers and digitizers for these channels in one remote unit and a central unit 

that collects the data from various remote units to multiplex and format them into a serial PCM 

telemetry stream [1,2]. 
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The feasibility of combining the signal conditioning and digitization functions using modern 

mixed signal ICs such as sigma-delta data converters is proposed here. Many of the parameters 

monitored for launch vehicle performance evaluation such as pressure and temperature are of 

low frequency nature and this has been the enabling factor for integrating these functions. A 

further look at the nature of telemetry data has revealed that a good number of them have a high 

static, dc content and are therefore amenable to data compression techniques. Status and health 

monitoring are typical examples of data in this category. The advancement of Very Large Scale 

Integration (VLSI) technology and the possibilities of functional integration and miniaturization 

that this offers have been another driving factor leading to the development of a new system. All 

the above factors contribute to rendering the system software programmable and thereby 

versatile to adapt to the measurement requirements of a variety of missions. 

 

The system design is based on the concepts of remote data acquisition and processing, 

centralized control and formatting, integrated signal conditioning and digitization, digital serial 

half-duplex interface within a stage and a robust and reliable full-duplex link from lower stages 

to the upper one. Some of the previous publications [3] have dwelt upon a similar architecture 

but they do not adequately address how software programmability can be achieved and the 

advantages derived out of this. Further the merits of such a system topology such as its capability 

to support futuristic concepts like adaptive telemetry and technologies like smart sensor networks 

are not brought out there. 

 

This work details the system architecture with the configuration of the constituent units and the 

interfaces between them. Specific emphasis is placed on aspects such as software reconfiguration 

and modular hardware organization. The performance aspects are discussed in the subsequent 

section taking a few typical measurements and processing cases as examples. The final section 

concludes the paper and gives a perspective on widening the scope of applying the system in 

conjunction with future avionics requirements and the technologies to be adopted for this. 

 

 

DESIGN 

 

System Configuration 

 

The organization of the system is shown in figure 1. The Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) combines 

the signal conditioning and digitization functions and interfaces directly to the sensors. The serial 

link to the Data Processing Unit (DPU) is a simple, two-wire, digital one that is compatible to 

multidrop RS-485 standards. The DPU can carry out a variety of data analysis and processing 

functions such as data compression and limit checks under software control. The raw or 

processed data are then forwarded to a central Telemetry Control Unit (TCU) through a point-to-

point link that follows an electrical interface and command-reply signaling scheme similar to 

MIL-STD-1553B bus used widely in avionics systems. The TCU gathers data from DPUs of 

various stages and does the time division multiplexing, PCM formatting and baseband 

premodulation signal generation. The configuration of individual units and their interfaces are 

further elaborated in the following sections. 
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Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) 

 

This unit is designed to accept low-level voltage signals and hence interfaces directly to the 

sensors. The design has been described in detail in a previous publication [4] and is based on 

signal conditioning sigma-delta ADCs of AD77xx or ADS12xx families and modern integrated 

microcontroller devices such as PIC18F family. The gain of the front-end amplifier, the signal 

offset, the filter cut-off frequency that limits the signal bandwidth and the reference voltage that 

sets the fullscale input are all parameters that can be programmed by writing the control registers 

in the ADC. The magnitude of sensor excitation signal is another programmable parameter that 

makes it possible to use the same circuit to condition the output of a variety of sensors and is set 

by the on-chip current sources of the ADC. Further the system supports powerful calibration 

features that enables it to accommodate several variations of input signal range without 

tampering with the circuit hardware. The self-calibration routine corrects the offset and fullscale 

errors in the ADC chip. The system offset and gain calibration routines are used to correct and 

adjust the end-to-end signal ranges considering all board level nonidealities that may affect the 

channel zero and fullscale signal levels. 

 

The block diagram of a group of 16 channels is shown in figure 2. The microcontroller device is 

a highly integrated one with onchip non-volatile memory for program storage, RAM for data 

buffering, timers for programmable delays and a variety of serial and parallel peripheral interface 

ports multiplexed into a compact package. The communication with ADCs is carried out over the 

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) port and that with the output RS-485 bus through the Universal 

Synchronous / Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter (USART) interface. The RS-485 transceiver 

operates in half-duplex mode and has a variety of fault-tolerant features that makes it suitable for 

complex avionics network applications. The microcontroller polls the channels sequentially for 

data readiness, reads and buffers the ADC data and posts the data of the addressed channel to the 

output serial bus on receiving a command. The interrupt driven USART activity for servicing the 

Figure 1  Telemetry System Configuration 
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RS-485 serial bus is of sufficiently short timing so that two such links can be interfaced to the 

same unit for redundancy purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to the normal flight mode, the module also supports an offline programming mode, in 

which the ADCs of each channel can be configured according to the sensor and measurement 

requirements, calibration procedures can be done and the sensor excitation signal turned on and 

set according to the requirements of a channel. All these tasks are carried out by the program 

resident on a host computer through the same RS-485 interface in the same setup that is used to 

test the unit in flight mode. Thus the same module can be configured and used according to the 

requirements of different stages in different missions. The hardware realization features are use 

of low cost, low power surface mount devices so that only 500 mW power is consumed and 100 

sq cm of board area occupied by the 16-channel circuitry. This leads to considerable advantages 

for telemetry applications in launch vehicles where weight and volume are at a premium. 

 

Data Processing Unit (DPU) 

 

This unit is designed to gather data from multiple DAUs in a remote locality such as a lower 

stage in a launch vehicle and communicate them to the central control unit positioned in the 

Figure 2  Block Diagram of a 16-channel Data Acquisition Unit (DAU)  
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upper stage. It addresses the DAUs in a sequence determined by commands from the central unit 

and receives the data reply over the RS-485 serial bus. Further it is configured to acquire about 

100 high level channels that do not need signal conditioning. Any of these channels can be 

configured for normal analog signals, bi-level event or digital status monitoring under software 

control. In addition it performs the important function of remote data processing also. Thus it can 

carry out loss-less data compression on analog channels by CCSDS recommended Rice 

algorithm, do limit checks on data and report events on status and bi-level channels. The 

channels and the salient parameters for processing are selected under program control from the 

information stored in the unit’s nonvolatile memory. The above data processing and analysis 

capabilities lead to significant reduction in the overall telemetry bit rate as well as the signaling 

frequency in the interstage bus to enhance the noise margins under which the system operates. 

 

The block diagram of the DPU is shown in figure 3 and it follows the configuration of a remote 

unit in a conventional telemetry system [2]. The only significant addition is a DSP 

microcontroller of ADSP21xx family that is used to perform the data compression and analysis 

functions. The control logic is implemented in FPGA. The digitized data is stored in RAM, 

which is read by the DSP for processing and the processed data is stored as packets in the RAM. 

The EEPROM is configured as the boot memory for the microcontroller as well as for storing the 

programmable parameters. It can be programmed from a host computer through the same link 

that is used for communicating with TCU. For an analog or processing channel digitization is 

performed 8 times in a sample period to enable application of averaging methods for removal of 

high frequency noise. Thus the unit enhances the quality of data without compromising on key 

requirements such as volume, weight or bandwidth.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Telemetry Control Unit (TCU) 

 

This unit gathers data from various remote DPUs located in lower and inter stages through a full 

duplex serial link. Its sequence of commanding the remote units and time division multiplexing 

Figure 3  Block diagram of Data Processing Unit (DPU) 
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the resultant replies is determined by a format stored in EEPROM. It also performs other major 

functions of monitoring a MIL-STD-1553 bus used for navigation, guidance and control of the 

vehicle, transmitting some of the data in delayed mode to account for data loss during events 

such as stage separation and storing and forwarding a few critical parameters to account for any 

non-visibility periods in a mission. The fact that the entire operation of the unit is controlled by a 

microprogram stored in EEPROM and the capability to compile and download this microcode 

under software control from a host computer through one of the DPU links enable easy 

reconfiguration of the unit according to various mission and test requirements. The major 

parameters such as telemetry bit rate, delay for critical data and data storage duration are also 

software programmable parameters stored in the non-volatile memory. 

 

The functional block diagram of the unit is shown in figure 4. It features usage of state-of-the-art 

VLSI devices such as high gate count FPGAs, high-density memory chips and integrated 

interface ICs. It uses digital devices that are at least one generation ahead of what we have used 

in a controller for the earlier telemetry system [1]. The serial baseband digital signal is amplified, 

filtered for premodulation bandwidth limiting and transformed to low impedance using a driver 

before it is fed to the S-band transmitter. The analog signal processing circuits required to 

perform the above functions are packaged into Hybrid Micro Circuits (HMCs) to save board 

space. The fact that about 40,000 gates of digital logic, 200 Kbytes of static memory, 32 Kbytes 

of program memory, interface circuit for about 20 transformer-isolated links and analog circuitry 

of about hundred transistor complexity are all accommodated on a board area of 20 cm x 20 cm 

amply brings out the level of miniaturization achieved in this design. The whole unit weighs only 

about a kg and leads to significant payload advantages and harness simplicity by way of 

functional integration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interfaces and Timing 

 

The entire system is arranged in a three-level hierarchy with two interfaces - one between the 

DAUs and DPU within a stage and the other between the DPUs of various stages and TCU. 
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Figure 4  Block diagram of Telemetry Control Unit (TCU) 
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The intra-stage RS-485 interface is a multidrop one and supports half duplex communication 

over a single pair of Twisted Shielded Pair (TSP) cables. The command-reply protocol on this 

link follows the addressable, asynchronous serial link standards with start, stop and mode bits. 

The signaling speed is 2 Mbps to support a throughput rate of one sample every 32 microseconds 

with sufficient timing margins. One link supports 128 nodes according to the receiver load and 

256 channels consequent to the 8-bit addressing scheme. Thus 16 units of 16-channel DAU 

circuit can be accommodated on one link. In a future scenario where smart sensors with each 

having its own serial interface are used the number of nodes will still suffice especially with 

transceivers of higher input resistance. Similarly, the transceiver devices used can support 

operation up to 10 Mbps, which can enhance the link throughput for any high data rate 

applications. Fault protection and fail-safe features are ensured by transceiver device choice and 

design so as not to compromise on the much-needed reliability required in avionics applications 

in spite of the simplicity achieved in the stage harnessing and integration. 

 

The inter-stage link is a point-to-point one in star configuration and supports full duplex 

communication between DPUs and TCU over two pairs of TSP cables. The command and reply 

words here are similar to those in MIL-STD-1553B bus with three sync, sixteen data and one 

parity bits. The signaling frequency is 1 Mbps to support a typical throughput of 250Kbps on one 

link. Four such links can thus sustain a total telemetry bit rate of 1 Mbps, which is sufficient for 

most of the launch vehicle applications. We are planning TCUs with 8 links and 2 Mbps also for 

future applications. This inter-stage link makes use of a more elaborate interface circuit 

consisting of line driver / receiver ICs and isolation pulse transformers for robust performance in 

hostile, noisy and high common mode environment typical of complex multistage launch 

vehicles. 

 

 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Acquisition 

 

The dc characteristics such as accuracy and resolution of the system primarily depend on the 

performance of DAU [4]. There is a trade-off between channel parameters such as gain and 

bandwidth and these performance metrics as is expected of any system based on sigma-delta 

ADCs. At the lowest gain and bandwidth, we could get resolutions exceeding 16 Effective 

Number of Bits (ENOB) and accuracies better than 0.01%. Even at the highest gain and 

bandwidth settings of 128 and 100 Hz respectively, the number of noise-free bits was maintained 

at about 10 and accuracy better than 0.1%, which is clearly superior when compared to 

conventional telemetry systems based on mux-successive approximation ADC architecture. The 

dynamic characteristics of the system were also evaluated by injecting ac input signals. 

Sinusoidal signals of amplitude as low as 1 mV could be reconstructed at the system output and 

this further establishes its capability to resolve inputs well into the microvolt range even in the 

presence of noise. 

 

We have conducted exhaustive end-to-end tests on the system interfacing a variety of sensors. 

Figure 5 shows the results of one such test with a piezo-resistive bridge type pressure transducer. 
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The upper curve with triangles indicates the uncalibrated output and the lower line with circles 

after a system calibration procedure with 0 and 100 bar being the offset and fullscale inputs. The 

linearity of the system as well as its ability to nullify system errors through calibration are 

evident from this example. The sensor excitation scheme was also tested by interfacing 

Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) device and accommodating various input temperature 

ranges through configuration and calibration. 

 

Processing 

 

The results of applying the Rice compression algorithm on some of the channels are shown in 

table 1. We have achieved compression ratios better than 10 for a majority of channels. Even in 

the case of dynamic parameters such as acceleration, the figure is above 5. This has led to 

reduction in telemetry bit rate by as much as half without any loss of information. We have also 

developed decompression algorithms that can run on telemetry data processing computer in real 

time so that uncompressed, raw data can be displayed during flight with minimal latency. 

 

Parameter Sampling 

rate (Hz) 

Compression 

Ratio (%) 

Wall Temp. 122 93.42 

Gas Pressure 122 91.38 

Gymbal 

Acceleration 

122 86.67 

Injection 

Pressure 

244 94.29 

Position 

Feedback 

488 98.44 

 

Table 1  Results of Data Compression Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The architecture and block level design details of a new generation telemetry system has been 

described in this paper. The system is based on remote data acquisition and processing and 

central control for formatting, storage etc. The remote units are interconnected through a 

multidrop serial bus for harnessing simplicity. The stage-to-stage link is a full duplex serial bus 

that follows the conventional, more rigorous interface standards for robust operation. The system 

has been tested exhaustively for various measurement requirements and its performance 

characterized for key parameters such as accuracy, resolution, compression factor etc. 

 

The design concepts employed in the design of this telemetry system such as a simple serial link 

for intra-stage network between DAUs and DPUs and more robust inter-stage link between 

Figure 5  Results of Pressure Transducer Test 
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DPUs and TCU makes the system simple to integrate without compromising on aspects such as 

data integrity and reliability. Features such as software programmability and use of multidrop 

bus topology and modern VLSI ICs renders the configuration suitable for adoption of 

technologies such as smart sensor networks and futuristic aerospace concepts such as 

adaptability, reconfiguration and vehicle health management [5,6] that are especially relevant in 

the context of Two/Single Stage To Orbit (T/S STO) missions. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper is a follow on to a paper presented at the 2005 International Telemetry Conference by 
Dr. Samuel Harley et. al., titled Data, Information, and Knowledge Management.  This paper 
will describe new techniques and provide further detail into the inner workings of the VISION 
(Versatile Information System – Integrated, Online) Engineering Performance Data Mart. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

VISION embodies a comprehensive, holistic, top down approach to information collection, 
management, and ultimate transformation into knowledge.  The Aberdeen Test Center has 
developed VISION to meet the increasing information demands that arise from the testing of 
complex military combat systems.  One of the data marts managed under VISION is the 
Engineering Performance Data Mart, which was designed to manage developmental and 
operational engineering test data.  This data mart will be the topic of this paper.  Figure 1 
illustrates the overall VISION data management scheme, with the Engineering Performance Data 
Mart circled. 
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Figure 1 VISION Data Management 

 
 

PRE TEST SETUP 
 

To gain the maximum ROI (Return on Investment) from test data, it must be tagged with all 
applicable metadata.  Data consumers, which include analysts, modelers, simulation event 
planners and as yet unknown future users, will be far disconnected from the actual test that 
produced the data.  Their only reliable means of placing the data into context is via the associated 
metadata.  The VISION instrumentation suite of Advanced Distributed Modular Acquisition 
System (ADMAS) enforces this requirement by means of an XML based configuration file.      
The configuration file serves multiple purposes: 
 

• Program the ADMAS for data collection. 
• Physically couple the metadata with the data (if you have one, you have the other). 
• Control the post-processing of the data for entry into the data mart. 

 
A ‘Configuration File Builder’ application has been developed to assist the test engineer with 
this task.  This application pulls what metadata it can from the project administrative databases, 
making it easier for the test engineer to enter correct values.  There are a few required pieces of 
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metadata, including Project ID, System ID, Test Item ID and Test Location.  Figure 2 shows a 
screenshot of the ‘Configuration File Builder’ application.   
 

 
Figure 2 Configuration File Builder 

 
 

RAW DATA FILE COLLECTION 
 
During the test event, the ADMAS records applicable ‘Run Time’ metadata such as date/time, 
GPS position, operator’s name etc.   The pre-test entered metadata, the engineering data itself, 
and any run time collected metadata are stored in a single file (a BLOb – Binary Large Object) 
by the ADMAS.  The format of the raw data is optimized for the real-time requirements of the 
ADMAS.  The metadata however, is in the well known XML format at the head of every 
ADMAS BLOb file.  Figure 3 shows an ADMAS and the layout of all ADMAS BLOb files. 
 

 
Figure 3 ADMAS and BLOb file layout 
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DATA HARVESTING 
 

ADMAS’ record BLOb files on PC card flash drives.   BLOb files are harvested from the 
ADMAS via either wireless LAN, hard wire LAN or by physically removing the flash cards 
from the ADMAS and inserting them into a networked PC.  The raw BLOb files are transferred 
via SSL to the data mart for processing.  The method of transport is not really important, and can 
be customized to suit each range’s unique networking requirements.  The only real requirement 
is that the files somehow make it to the data mart.   Figure 4 shows the generic process. 
 

 
Figure 4 Data Harvesting 

 
 

DATA TRANSFORMATION AND HDF5 
 

  Unattended, triggered processes run on the data mart to convert the raw data to processed data, 
which is stored in HDF5 files.  HDF5 (http://hdf.ncsa.uiuc.edu/HDF5/) is developed and 
maintained by NCSA, and is ideally suited for storing large scientific data sets.  Generally, one 
HDF5 file is produced for each raw data file.  The processing instructions in the raw file’s XML 
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configuration section control what additional processing steps are done, such as validation, 
reporting etc. 
 
The processes are triggered by the arrival of new raw data files using ‘AntFlow’ 
(http://onionnetworks.com/products/antflow/), which is an open source framework for workflow 
automation based on hot folders.  Ant (http://ant.apache.org/) is a java based open source 
framework for creating tasks.  These tasks are run by AntFlow when new files appear in the hot 
folders.  The tasks run the java applications, which do the converting, validating and reporting.  
A typical data flow process is shown in figure 5.  This follows the ‘Extract, Transform and Load’ 
data warehousing technique (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extract,_transform,_load). 
 

 
Figure 5 

 
 

DATA MART POPULATION 
 

The Engineering Performance Data Mart consists of both a relational database and a collection of 
HDF5 files.  All of the metadata and none of the data are stored in the relational database.  The 
data is kept in the HDF5 files, with a pointer from the relational database to the individual HDF5 
files.  This technique keeps the database small, and therefore queries against it run very fast.   
Loading of the data mart is done via a java application that reads the metadata from the HDF5 
files, connects to the relational database, and issues the appropriate SQL “Insert …”statements to 
populate the tables.  The HDF5 files are then moved to the distributed storage pool, where the 
OLAP tools can find them. 
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DATA MART PHYSICAL MAKEUP 
 

The Engineering Performance Data Mart is comprised of two Linux servers, a Linux cluster, and 
a large distributed storage pool.  The data mart components consist of the following: 
 

• Hardware 
o One Opteron dual processor CentOS-4 database server  
o One Opteron dual processor CentOS-4 application server  
o Distributed File System 

 One Opteron dual processor CentOS-4 Lustre metadata server 
 Six Opteron dual processor CentOS-4 Lustre object storage servers with 

6.4 terabyte storage each (38.4 TB total). 
o One Linux cluster comprised of one head node and 32 slave nodes, each Opteron 

dual processors.  Gigabit Ethernet interconnect.   
• Software 

o In house developed java classes 
o PostgreSQL 8.1 (http://www.postgresql.org/) 
o Apache Tomcat 5.5 application server (http://tomcat.apache.org/) 
o Lustre 1.4.6 distributed file system (http://www.lustre.org/).   

 
Note that the software stack of the data mart is made up of open source software and the 
hardware stack is using 64 bit processors. The cluster is used to populate and query the data mart 
using distributed parallel processing. The Lustre file system stores the HDF5 files. 

 
 

ON LINE ANALYTICAL PROCESSING TOOLS 
 

A web based OLAP toolbox has been developed to allow querying of the data mart.  Access to 
the Engineering Performance Data Mart – which is a web based application – is via the VISION 
Digital Library (VDL) - as is access to all VISION data marts.  This single sign-on allows the 
project coordinators to control and track access to the data marts.  By logging into VDL and 
navigating to the project of interest, the user would click on the data mart URL (assuming 
permission), thus launching the OLAP toolbox in his browser.  Tools have been developed which 
allow the user to view aggregate composites, or to drill down to individual data files and 
parameters.  The user builds queries to submit to the data mart via the java GUI, by selecting 
metadata values that are presented as pick lists.  The more metadata that was collected before 
and during the test, the better the OLAP user will be able to define his/her query.  Some of the 
things that users can do include: 
 

• View all of the collected metadata tags, and all of the different values used for these tags 
• View how many files are available, and what time period they cover, for any combination 

of metadata 
• View a GPS map of the location of the item under test for any combination of metadata 
• Apply metadata filters to the query results 
• View time series traces of all parameters 
• Create custom plots of parameters from a pick list 
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• Save plots as JPEG files on users computer 
• Download raw files, HDF5 files or Excel spreadsheets of selected data. 
• Create composite histograms, time in limits, threshold crossing or trend reports across 

multiple files. 
• Download Google Earth (http://earth.google.com/) files for displaying GPS locations 

during the entire test, or just select portions of the test. 
 
Using the OLAP GUI, and the power of the Linux cluster, all of these tasks can be initiated by 
the user, run on the cluster, and the results sent back to the user in seconds.  The vast majority of 
queries return to the user in under 5 seconds.  To test the performance of the data mart, we ran a 
composite histogram query of an acceleration parameter across all files in an 8 month duration 
test (38000 data files, with 5.5 billion samples).  The histogram plot was displayed in less than 2 
minutes.  Screenshots of the OLAP GUI are shown in figures 6 through 9. 
 

 
Figure 6 – Metadata filter page 
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Figure 7 – List of files returned from query 
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Figure 8 – Time history traces of parameters from one file 

 
Figure 9 – Composite histogram of one parameter across 16 files 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The VISION Engineering Units Data Mart at the Aberdeen Test Center contains both 
developmental and operational test data for over 150 Army, Navy and Marine Corp projects, 
dating from 1999 to the present.  The metadata totals 100 gigabytes and the HDF5 data totals 1.5 
terabytes.  The data mart has a flexible architecture, allowing for configuration and deployment 
in a number of different ways.   As an example, a remote data mart was set up at “internet 
challenged” sites at Camp Pendleton, CA and Marine Corp Base Hawaii to support testing of the 
Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle (EFV) in 2004 through 2005.  Because of the flexible 
configuration and deployment options of the system, the entire data mart was able to run on a 
single Dell workstation with one 2TB external network attached storage device.   The use of well 
defined interfaces at all of the software tiers allows for additional features to be developed and 
plugged in with little or no rework to the infrastructure.   As an example of this, in 2001 the 
Department of Transportation wrote a custom graphical analysis component (in java) for one of 
their projects that conformed to the analysis interface that we published.  They gave us the 
component, we plugged it into the OLAP GUI, and they were able to use it immediately.  This 
allowed them to leverage the data mart’s metadata querying capability into their own analysis 
tool.  Through the use of open source software, notably HDF5, PostgreSQL and Linux along 
with in house developed cross platform software components (java based), the VISION 
Engineering Units Data Mart is in an excellent position to meet the unknown challenges of future 
generations of testing. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper describes an adaptive data management architecture capable of supporting order-of-
magnitude data volume increases without a priori knowledge of data structures. The architecture 
allows users to generate and maintain data in optimal legacy formats while managing and 
extracting information with common analysis tools. This paper shows how an object-oriented 
data management system can manage both data and the knowledge imparted to the data by users. 
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Introduction 
 
Testing today’s complex systems generates tremendous amounts of data. Driven by data 
acquisition and storage technology capacities that exceed Moore’s law, T&E facilities are faced 
with a need for data generating capacities that continue to double every 12 months. At the same 
time, the ongoing testing of complex systems requires extracting information from many sources 
and providing engineers with time/event correlated data products. Complicating this task is the 
desire to leverage common analysis tools against heterogeneous data types while deploying an 
enterprise data management system that can adapt itself seamlessly to future unknown data 
sources and a geographically diverse user community. Fortunately, the same technological forces 
that generate these demanding requirements can be used to create ideal system solutions. This 
model embraces the diversity of data by allowing users to generate and to maintain data in 
optimal legacy formats while managing and extracting information with common analysis tools. 
Such an approach creates a tool for collaboration and a core foundational element of the modern 
virtual test facility. 
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OMEGA Data Environment  
 
OMEGA Data Environment (ODE) is one of the first applications designed from the ground up 
to be Object-Oriented Data Management (OODM) compliant.  OODM is a new application class 
that combines text-based indexing and search capabilities with standardized interfaces.  OODM 
provides a solution set that enables standard search technology to find and return data objects, 
coupled with an underlying object model that allows legacy and future data formats and 
processing engines to be accessed via standardized interfaces. By leveraging proven architecture 
and technologies from the commercial sector, it offers a robust, scalable solution to the problems 
associated with managing and exploiting the exponentially growing volume of data.  ODE adopts 
contemporary storage and infrastructure technologies to store, manage, and exploit data. 
 
ODE Data Objects 
 
ODE Data Objects (ODOs) are composed of data object metadata, standardized interfaces, and 
raw data elements. 
 
ODO metadata is an XML wrapper that describes in detail the ODO elements, interfaces, and 
sub-element specifics for the elements included and referenced by a given data object. ODO 
metadata provides a searchable index of data elements and sub-elements within ODOs. 
 
Based on an Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) class model, ODO interfaces are the 
programmatic framework exposed by the ODO model for access to, and interaction with, the 
data elements contained within the data object.  The interfaces consist of a series of methods and 
properties that control input/output and the manipulation of the encapsulated elements.  
 
ODE data object elements are the specific files, loaders, executables, documents, tools, and raw 
data sets that are required for an ODO to be self-describing and self-instantiating.  These 
elements are attached to data objects by inclusion or by reference.  If an element is attached by 
inclusion, it is held local to the data object and has a static link to current object instantiation.  If 
an element is attached by reference, a logical path is held internal to the ODO as a pointer to the 
element with a dynamic link.  Both methods have implications for object size and integrity. 
 
Source elements include raw data and baseline reference data sets for processing elements. 
Processing elements include processing, visualization, output, and formatting engines. 
 
Output elements are the products created by users as a consequence of interaction with source 
elements via processing elements that are deemed worthy of retention. They typically consist of 
the documents and files accessed by postprocessing applications such as Microsoft Word and  
Excel, Adobe Acrobat, Probe, and MATLAB. 
 
ODEs are dynamic.  Specifically, the ODE Publisher creates the first instance of a data object.  
The object is subsequently accessed by one or more users via browsers or other user interfaces 
utilizing one or more of the included processing elements.  During interaction, users may create 
additional output elements, source elements, or revised variables. 
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Legacy Integration 
 
ODE provides standardized open interfaces to the underlying data elements.  These data 
elements can include legacy and future file formats, applications, and output templates.  ODE 
mitigates the challenges associated with legacy integration by providing common programmatic 
interfaces for all underlying data elements regardless of the data’s heritage.  This abstraction of 
underlying data elements specific to a common object model with open interfaces allows users to 
continue to leverage their existing investment while building scalable systems for future growth. 
 
Historical Perspective 
 
As users interact with ODE data objects, they have the opportunity to add information to those 
objects.  The information resulting from these interactions is captured in the object metadata, 
which is indexed and made available to other users.  This organic growth of data objects through 
user interaction provides a powerful vehicle for enterprise-wide collaborative knowledge growth.  
The result is a heretofore unrealized ability to leverage the collective knowledge of the enterprise 
enabling users to learn from history rather than unknowingly and unintentionally repeating it. 
 
Time to Results 
 
As the pace of commercial product development continues to accelerate, T&E customers 
demand results in less time and for less money.  ODE offers a solution to this problem by 
offering a standardized framework for information management and exploitation by using and 
reusing COTS tools.  This enables testers to focus on performing quality testing instead of 
building one-of-a kind tools and technologies.  Most importantly, ODE delivers an order of 
magnitude increase in productivity when searching and managing binary large objects (BLOBs) 
data. 
 
 

Conclusion 
The tremendous increase in data acquisition bandwidth, storage depth, and processing capability 
has the potential to produce increased fidelity in test results.  It also presents a rapidly mounting 
challenge in how data is stored, distributed, managed, and exploited.  The OMEGA Data 
Environment is one of the first in this class of emerging OODM applications available for 
commercial consumption.  By utilizing XML metadata to expose native data elements, it 
provides a rich framework for programmatic search and interaction with complex data.  It also 
provides a solution set for the incorporation of legacy data while extending a flexible coupling to 
future data types.  Because ODE can encompass all data types, from raw data to end results, 
collaboration is enhanced, and meaningful results are generated in significantly less time with 
less effort and for significantly less money. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
As more aircraft are fitted with solid state memory recording systems, the need for a large data 
archival storage system becomes increasingly important. In addition, there is a need to keep 
classified and unclassified data separate but available to the aircrews for training and debriefing 
along with some type of system for cataloging and searching for specific missions. This paper 
will present a novel approach along with a reference design for using commercially available 
hardware and software and a minimal amount of custom programming to help address these 
issues.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 “We’re drowning in data.” This frequently used quote vividly describes the current test data 
volume situation for many test programs. As IRIG 106 Chapter 10 recorders are fielded, the 
question of what to do with all the data becomes all the more pressing. Many organizations that 
have acquired or are planning to acquire these recorders have yet to deal with issues that need 
addressing.  
 
Questions to be answered include:  How much of the data that we collect needs to be saved? 
What are some realistic long term archival strategies for keeping the data? How much storage 
would be needed for a typical flight test squadron? 
 
This paper will attempt to address these questions from lessons learned on existing programs and 
by looking at available commercial technology. Recommendations are made for a typical 
configuration and take into account both cost and long term maintainability.  
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CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS 

 
The current A-10 Precision Engagement (PE) test program is operating in both a developmental 
test (DT) and operational test (OT) environment. The typical testing cycle for each release of 
aircraft operational software involves a number of DT sorties to verify specific objectives have 
been met followed by a larger number of OT sorties. All A-10 test aircraft have been 
instrumented with IRIG 106 Chapter 10 recorders configured to record four channels of video 
and four channels of Mil Std 1553 data. 
 
Storage capacity for these recorders is currently 20 GB utilizing solid state memory technology. 
This makes it possible for the pilots to start recording data as the aircraft is powered up and stop 
at the end of the mission. Typical recording times are around two hours and come close to filling 
up the available memory. 
 
During OT testing the operations tempo is typically two aircraft flying twice a day five days a 
week. That equates to 80 GB / day, 200 GB / week and 800 GB per month. It’s not uncommon to 
test a particular software release for up to two months, equating to 1.6 TB of data. 
 
Current storage solutions used by both DT and OT organizations utilize external hard drives with 
IEEE 1394-B interfaces. These disks provide between 1.0 and 2.0 TB of storage in a single box 
at a cost of between $800 and $1800. While this does provide a good portable solution, it’s not 
without drawbacks. Operational use has found that these drives will only support a single aircraft 
video playback (4 video streams) while most OT sorties involve two aircraft. While the drives 
could be shared across a network in practice, access to the data on the drive is limited to the 
attached computer.  
 
 

DEBRIEFING TOOLS 
 

One of the great advantages provided by the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 data format to the aircrew is 
the time synchronized nature of the data and video. In previous test programs the data was 
typically recorded on some type of airborne recorder using digital or analog tape while the video 
was recorded on either 8mm or VHS video tape. Multiple video sources meant multiple tapes 
that were tedious to synchronize at best and not tied to the data apart from IRIG time inserted 
into the video frame. 
 
The Common Mission Debrief Program (CMDP) was developed with IRIG 106 Chapter 10 data 
as the source and aircrew debriefing as the target audience. CMDP has been adopted by the Air 
Force as their primary aircrew debriefing tool for IRIG 106 Chapter 10 data at Edwards, Eglin 
and Nellis Air Force Bases. 
 
CMDP allows for simultaneous playback of up to four video streams from any of four different 
aircraft. It also makes it possible to display aircraft data in a variety of formats including strip 
charts, scrolling text and other typical test display forms. A 3-D modeling tool coupled with the 
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appropriate terrain maps and driven by aircraft position information will show the aircrew where 
they were at any point in time. 
 
CMDP facilitates sub-setting and exporting of data in multiple formats including IRIG 106 
Chapter 10, MPEG and Windows Media Format (WMF) for video and Comma Separated Values 
(CSV) for raw data and Engineering Unit (EU) data. 
 
While CMDP provides a powerful capability for presenting information to the aircrew, it also 
requires a high level of data throughput to keep the videos and data moving in real time. Most 
modern high-end PC workstations will support CMDP without problems until you start using 
external hard drives or try to access the data over a slow network connection. 
 
 

TYPICAL SQUADRON OPERATIONS 
 

Another unique capability provided by the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 standard is the ability to time 
synchronize multiple Removable Memory Modules (RMMs). This makes it possible to precisely 
link data between aircraft down to the millisecond level and better in some cases. 
 
Typical test squadron operations involve a number of common activities. Prior to flying a 
mission the pilot will obtain an RMM from support personnel and perform both a built-in-test 
(BIT) and time jam before stepping to the aircraft. After the mission the data from the RMM will 
be copied to a storage device for archival, and the RMM will be zeroized and returned for later 
use on another mission. 
 
Mission debrief usually occurs within an hour of landing and can be accomplished using CMDP 
either from the external disk or directly from the RMM. The pilots will then review the mission 
video and provide comments and a mission summary to the analysts. Further analysis of 
anomalies or mission objectives is accomplished later using the same data. If more detailed 
analysis is required, an analyst will typically produce a small subset of the data archived to DVD 
for shipping offsite. 
 
The A-10 program office awarded a contract in FY06 to replace the operational Airborne Video 
Tape Recorders (AVTRs) with digital video recorders based on the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 format. 
Initial installation of these recorders has begun at a number of operational A-10 bases including 
both active and reserve units. At the present time these recorders are collecting only video data 
but do have the capability of recording aircraft data as well. 
 
From a pilot’s perspective, both operational and test squadron procedures are the same as they 
have both adopted the CMDP program for mission debrief. Each pilot is responsible for 
obtaining an RMM and performing BIT and a time jam prior to the mission. The difference is 
they don’t typically save any data other than small video clips for training purposes. 
 
 

REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE 
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The best solution for a typical test squadron is to host all data on a server over a gigabit Ethernet 
network. Multiple off-the-shelf options exist from a variety of vendors offering storage 
capacities up to 50 TB and access speeds to support multiple simultaneous aircraft video 
playback. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Typical Workgroup Reference Design 
 
Figure 1 shows Microsoft’s Windows Storage Server 2003 R2 as the foundation for this 
reference architecture. Windows Storage Server 2003 R2 is a part of the Microsoft Windows 
Server family and comes with a number of features including Windows Sharepoint Services for 
collaboration and file indexing capabilities. 
 
Key features of interest to government organizations include the ability to purchase directly off 
established requirements contracts, presence on the “approved software” list, availability from 
existing vendors including Dell, HP and IBM, and the option for direct support from most base 
IT organizations. 
 
Windows Sharepoint Services (WSS) provides a number of new capabilities integrated directly 
with the operating system. WSS was created as a document indexing and group collaboration 
solution. It is based on Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (IIS) web server and Active 
Server Pages (ASP) technologies. WSS makes it possible to rapidly put in place a collaboration 
web site to help keep track of the myriad of documents and data files used by every test 
organization. It also serves as a key component of the Enterprise Test Data Management System 
(E-TDMS) developed by EMC Corporation in use at multiple sites. 
 
 

DEALING WITH DATA 
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Searching for information, whether it is flight test documentation or test data, consumes a 
significant amount of any test engineer’s time. Commercial Internet search engine sites such as 
Google and Yahoo have made it possible to find all kinds of information with a few keystrokes. 
There’s no reason why searching for flight test data should be any different. 
 
When you look at the job of a typical flight test engineer, the types of information they need to 
search through fit into two basic categories: programmatic (information about the testing such as 
test plans, safety plans, test reports, etc.) and the actual test data. E-TDMS is one effort under 
way to try to marry these two disparate data sources using a Web portal (Microsoft Sharepoint) 
approach. E-TDMS implementations are currently under way at both Air Force and Army testing 
sites. 
 
Searching through programmatic information is most common during the test preparation phase 
of a project. Here you want to look through old test plans to find out how a specific test point 
was accomplished in earlier test programs. Other similar searches perform basically the same 
task and either help bring perspective to the current test or provide a starting point for generating 
the documentation needed. 
 
One area of search that has seen a tremendous amount of progress in the last few years is 
combing through raw data. Several vendors now have search tools that accomplish essentially 
the same job of making raw data searchable. Both use a similar technique of building an XML-
based summary of a specified number of parameters that is saved off for later queries. Once the 
summary data (typically minimum, maximum and average over a specified time period) has been 
created, a query can be executed for single or multiple test events. 
 
Finding data for a specific mission or date has become much easier with IRIG 106 Chapter 10 
data. The latest version of the standard mandates a file naming convention that includes the 
date/time the file was created. The raw data also has embedded time that can be decoded with 
any number of available programs. 
 
One of the key data items currently not mandated by any IRIG standard is metadata describing 
the test data. The term metadata means literally data about data. Typical metadata contents would 
include things like aircraft tail number or test article serial number, test event number, pilot 
name, flight software release, etc. These data items would provide critical links between the raw 
test data and virtually all other test information. While the IRIG 106 chapter 8 TMATS standard 
does make provision for most of these items, they are not commonly used by all test 
organizations. 
 
The process of transferring data from a recorder memory module (RMM) to some other storage 
system offers the perfect opportunity to tag this data with the appropriate metadata. What’s 
needed is a standard format or at least a minimum number of required fields to make the data 
linking more practical.  
 
Data management based on metadata will become more important as the volume of raw data 
increases. Keeping track of what missions have been flown, where the raw data is located and 
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what data has been archived to other media cannot be accomplished manually. Automated tools 
are essential to maintain data integrity and to provide the linkage needed by the search tools. 
 
Data distribution of large volumes of test data is an issue today. The A-10 program has used 
external hard drives and overnight shipping to accomplish their mission. Upcoming test 
programs with significantly more data won’t have that option. Intelligent data slicing based on 
either specific test events or anomalies will help the situation but isn’t the final answer. 
 
Many flight test programs will generate classified data at some point during the testing process. 
This mandates additional protection measures including the need to lock any classified media 
inside an approved storage container. For most organizations this means some type of multi-
drawer safe. The physical size of safe drawers limits what can be locked up to something smaller 
than a typical PC. 
 
 

SHORT / LONG TERM STORAGE 
 
Once the data has been recorded it must be moved from an RMM to some type of storage. In the 
short term this will probably be some type of direct attached or network attached storage (NAS). 
A NAS solution offers a number of benefits for the short term problem including access speed, 
low cost, availability off standard contracts and maintenance support. 
 
Several vendors including Dell, HP and IBM offer NAS solutions targeted at small workgroups. 
The current Dell offering provides up to 16 TB of storage for under $20K. IBM’s eServer 
xSeries utilizes SATA drives for high performance at moderate cost. Other potential vendors 
include Buffalo Technologies and Tandberg Data. 
 
Archiving test data has long been the purview of tape media. In most cases the actual tape used 
on-board the aircraft or in the control room is saved as the “original data.” With the advent of 
solid-state memory based recorders this is no longer the case. Some organizations have taken the 
approach of archiving their data onto tape media as a part of their transfer process. 
 
Potential tape technologies that offer large capacity include AIT-3, LTO Ultrium and Super 
DLT. Costs for these tapes range from $.27 / GB (Super DLT) to $.55 / GB (AIT-3). Other 
possibilities include HD-DVD or BluRay DVD disks. These devices are just coming onto the 
commercial market and haven’t been used for any data storage as of the date of this paper. 
External USB or IEEE-1394 drives offer another option and are currently being used by several 
active test programs. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
One of the most pressing needs for the data management community is for a test data metadata 
standard to be established. This will make it possible to link raw data and programmatic data in a 
common way without relying on some proprietary solution. Developing this standard in 
cooperation with the operational flying community is key to ensuring that the result is 
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achievable. To have the greatest effect and widest adoption this standard would need to come out 
of one of the Range Commander’s Council committees. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
One of the primary goals of telemetry post processing is to format received data for 
review and analysis.  This occurs by both displaying processed data on video monitors 
and by printing out the results to hardcopy media.  Controlling access (i.e. viewing) of 
telemetry data in soft form (i.e. video monitor) is achieved by utilizing the existing 
framework of authentication and authorization on the client/server machines hosting the 
telemetry data (and post processing applications).  Controlling access to hardcopy output 
has historically been much more problematic.  This paper discusses how to implement 
secure printing services for telemetry post processing applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Securing hard copy output requires special hardware services at the printer, a dedicated 
secure print management server, and client software.  After discussing the architecture of 
a secure print system, an example will be given to illustrate how such a system could be 
integrated into an existing telemetry post processing environment to secure hardcopy 
output of telemetry data. 
 

PRINT SECURITY 
 
While much work has been done over the past years to enhance the security of IT 
networks (e.g. firewalls, intrusion detection, etc.) very little has been done to address 
print security. Most of today’s so called “secure printing” product offerings are “point 
solutions.”  These products address narrow security challenges and don’t integrate well 
into a network framework from a system-wide perspective.  Most are implemented 
incorrectly from a security standpoint and thus provide customers with a false sense of 
security.  Table 1 shows some of the most popular security features in some popular 
commercial printer products. 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Table 1.  Some Printer Security Features 

 
Feature Vendors that offer this capability 
  
PIN Protected Output 6 
No Security Features 4 
Overwrite Print Job 2 
Print Server Audit 2 
Print Job Encryption (by negotiated key) 2 
Configurable Network Services 2 
Password Protected Setup Screens 1 
Removable Hard Disks 1 
 
To provide an example of how vendors have implemented security features 
inappropriately, consider print job overwrite.  Job overwrite sounds like a good idea (i.e. 
make sure data on disk is overwritten after output), but it really is a symptom of a weak 
security architecture.  Disks or memory should never contain clear data, data should 
always be encrypted, and if in the clear, the memory or disk should be protected in a 
FIPS 140-2 boundary.  As another example consider PIN protected output.  Again a good 
idea, but if the PIN is transported unencrypted, just how secure is it? 
 

TELEMETRY PRINT SECURITY 
 
Hardcopy print out of post processed telemetry data has always been a valuable medium 
for analysts to review data.  There are three general models for printer utilization in 
telemetry processing environments.  In the first model the print device is next to the 
analyst’s computer workstation.  In the second model, the printing device is near the 
analyst, but perhaps in another room. In the third model, the printing device is another 
building or at a remote location.   
 
Printer security threats generally occur in three forms: at the printing device, at a spooling 
device, and in transit to the printer.   Security threats at the printer include individuals 
picking up data not intended for them, or printing out information inappropriate for a 
printing device.  For instance, it would be incorrect to output classified telemetry data on 
a printer only approved to print out unclassified data.  Security threats are always present 
when print data is moved from a client to the printer.  If the data were to be intercepted 
before it reached the printer, the print data could be compromised.  Finally, if the print 
data is spooled to an intermediate device (such as a print server), the data could also be 
compromised given that the spool device is not protected.  Table 2 summarizes these 
threat scenarios. 
. 

 
 
 
 



Table 2. Telemetry Print Security Scenarios 
 
 Illicit 

Pick Up 
Improper 
Routing 

Compromise 
in Transit 

Compromise 
in Spooler 

Printer co-resident No Yes Yes Yes 
Printer in near office Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Printer in remote 
building 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 
 
In the all three telemetry output models the print security threats are high.  Only in the 
first model case is one threat mitigated, since an analyst sitting next to a print device can 
monitor who picks up output sent to the printer.  Observe this is only transitory security, 
when the analyst is not present he cannot even monitor his own personal printer. 
 

THE SECURE PRINT SOLUTION 
 
An important underlying premise of a secure print solution is that it is a policy-based.  It 
will allow an organization to define identity and document management policy rules that 
will control print out.  Organizations will be able to directly translate their written 
security policies on control of documents into equivalent print server directives, so that 
when a document is printed, document security policies are maintained.   
 
Another characteristic of the solution is that, wherever possible, the solution elements be 
FIPS 140-2 certified [1].  The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has 
established a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) that specifies the security 
requirements within a system protecting sensitive information pertaining to cryptographic 
operations. The standard defines four increasing levels of security.  Level 1 defines the 
lowest level—no specific physical security mechanisms are required however one 
“approved” NIST cryptographic algorithm (e.g. AES) or security function must be 
utilized.  Level 2 includes a requirement of physical tamper evidence (e.g. tamper evident 
coatings or seals on containers housing the electronics).  It also specifies role-based 
authentication for security officer interaction with the cryptographic module (e.g. for key 
loading, etc.).  Level 3 requirements include all Level 2 requirements, but add constraints 
to minimize threat of data compromise.  This usually takes the form of data zeroization 
circuitry.  It also requires identity-based authentication for security officers needing to 
access the processor system.  Level 4 is the highest standard and requires physical 
security that detects and responds to all unauthorized attempts at access.  In addition to 
Level 3 features, Level 4 provides for zeroization even when environmental conditions  
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Figure 1 A secure print architecture utilizing a secure print management server, secure 
print card, and print client software. 
 
such as temperature, voltage, are exceeded.  It is desirable to have FIPS 140-2 ratings of 
Level 3 and above on systems that are protecting critical information or processes.  With 
ratings of Level 3 and above it becomes very difficult to compromise or tamper with the 
software implementing defined security policies. 
                               
Figure 1 depicts a proposed secure print solution. It is comprised of a secure print card 
for the printer, a trusted print management server, and a secure client management 
application for a windows based client telemetry analysis workstation.  It is important to 
note that some of the policy capabilities of the print solution to be described can be 
enhanced if data to be output has “meta data” associated with it.  That is, information 
about the data to be output (e.g. is it classified etc.).  However, a significant number of 
security features can be derived from deploying the print solution and appropriately 
configuring the three elements. 
 

SECURE PRINT CARD 

The secure print card should be a FIPS 140-2 certified security module that fits within a 
LaserJet or Multi-Function Peripheral’s (MFP) expansion slot.  The secure printer card 
will provide the necessary framework to build an adaptable security infrastructure at the 



printer (since new system features will be able to be introduced via firmware running on 
the card). One exciting implication is that the card can not only be utilized on new 
printers but on existing LaserJet and MFPs already deployed in the oraganization.  Some 
of its capabilities include facilitating secure channels to clients, rejecting print jobs not 
approved by the print management server, and not actually printing data until the user has 
input a correct password. 

TRUSTED PRINT MANAGEMENT SERVER 

The trusted print management server should also be a FIPS 140-2 certified device.  It can 
provide additional policy, security and configuration management that is not available on 
an off-the-shelf print spooler. The trusted print management server will also provide a 
management and authorizing function for all security cards and individuals and is also 
responsible for enforcing the organizations security policy.  For instance it can insure that 
only certain types of data go to certain printers, or require that all un-encrypted print jobs 
go to it first for a virus scan.   It also supports trusted auditing and logging by utilizing a 
trusted audit server (a secure event logging device).  Every job processed by the 
management server can be securely noted, so that at any time reliable audits can be done 
of print outs initiated by users or print outs processed by printers. 

SECURE CLIENT APPLICATION 

The secure client management application provides for security functionality at the client.  
This software will facilitate secure communication with the secure print management 
server and provide an interface for returning password codes that must be input at the 
printer for output to initiate.  This application can be completely implemented in 
software.  Later implementations may employ a FIPS 140-2 certified plug-in PC card for 
enhanced security. 

A NEW TRUSTED DATA FLOW FOR TELEMETRY PRINT JOBS 

With a secure print infrastructure in place, security officers for the company must first 
define a secure print policy and communicate it to the print management elements.  It will 
probably encompass such notions as: 

• Required secure channel for client-print management server communication. 

• Required secure channel for print management server-print card communication. 

• Required auditing of all print jobs processed by the print management server. 

• Required password protected output to printers. 

• Required print management server intervention when printers receive un-secured 
jobs. 

Thus, when an analyst selects “print” on data of interest at his client workstation, a new, 
but much securer data flow will commence.  First a secure communication session will be 



established between the workstation client and the print management server.  This will 
typically be achieved by the end-points agreeing on a symmetric cryptographic key to use 
to secure data and exchanging that key utilizing public key technology.  TLS [2] and 
IPSec [3] use elements of this approach.  This will insure that print data will not be 
compromised while in transit to the management server.  Also note that once the data 
reaches the management server, it still cannot be compromised because the print data is 
maintained inside the management server FIPS 140-2 boundary.  The management server 
will insure that the client has selected an appropriate printer in light of the data 
classification, and it will also record the print request with the trusted audit server.  When 
the print job is ready to send to the printer, the management server will establish a secure 
session with the print card attached to the printer of interest.  After transferring the data, 
the print card will return a password to the print management server.  The password will 
be returned to the client (again over a secure channel).  The analyst will use this password 
at the print device.  Once the password is input at the print card, it will initiate printing 
action, thus insuring the analyst is present when the actual data is output. 

CONCLUSION 

While many steps have been taking to secure networks supporting telemetry data post 
processing and analysis, the print infrastructure of these networks generally remains at 
risk.  A secure print architecture comprising a secure print card at the printer, a trusted 
print management server, and a secure client management application for the analyst’s 
workstation is proposed to establish print trust.  A central theme of the solution is 
utilizing FIPS 140-2 technology in the architecture elements to facilitate trusted nodes at 
which print security policies can be defined and implemented.  An example was shown of 
how a simple print security policy might be applied to IT networks supporting telemetry 
analysis to better secure output data. 
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ABSTRACT

Rapid access to ever-increasing amounts of test data is becoming a problem.  The authors
have developed a data-mining methodology solution approach to provide a solution to
catalog test files, search metadata attributes to derive test data files of interest, and query
test data measurements using a web-based engine to produce results in seconds.
Generated graphs allow the user to visualize an overview of the entire test for a selected
set of measurements, with areas highlighted where the query conditions were satisfied.
The user can then zoom into areas of interest and export selected information.

Keywords: Data Mining, IRIG 106 Chapter 10, HDF5, Metadata, Data Processing

INTRODUCTION

The term Data Mining has several definitions depending on context.  One deals with
discovering trends and patterns by searching through large amounts of data, such as in
predicting consumer behavior.  In the context of this discussion, it is defined as extracting
relevant information about the behavior of test data by searching available tests of
interest for conditions measurement values exhibit.  In a typical scenario, users may
discover an aberrant condition in the behavior of their test data, and may want to search
previous tests to see if the condition existed previously.  In some environments this can
be a lengthy process, since test data files may not be readily available, and metadata
describing measurements and calibrations for past tests may be missing.  A Data Mining
environment is needed that allows users to catalog IRIG 106 Chapter 10 test data with
attributes, associate metadata with these test data files, and provide a methodology to
search for measurement conditions of interest.

Chapter 10 of the United States Range Commanders Council (RCC) Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) 106-05 Telemetry Standards [1] defines a Digital On-
Board Recorder Standard.  This standard includes a definition for several characteristics
of a recorder, including data format.  The data format defines packets for a variety of data
types that have been interleaved or multiplexed together to form a data stream.  These
packets hold recorder setup information, time information, plus measurement and other
data.  This measurement data is in raw format, which usually requires conversion to
engineering units to provide value.  This engineering unit conversion process requires the
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associated metadata containing the calibrations, PCM format definitions, bus catalog
information, etc.  Although it is possible for this information to be included as part of the
Chapter 10 file setup record, it is not required and for the most part has not been done.
The result of this is that the metadata information often needs to be provided by some
other source, such as a database.

Additionally, attribute metadata for the Chapter 10 files is also needed to provide
information that can be searched.  This would be data such as project, flight, aircraft,
mission, test type, etc.  This allows a search to restrict itself to only those files of interest.
Also, the user needs to define the measurements they are interested in viewing the results
for, as well as the data conditions they want the files searched for.  The authors provide in
this paper an overview of a web-based method used to attain these capabilities, which has
been named Odyssey.

CHAPTER 10 FILE CHARACTERISTICS

In addition to specifications about the recorder hardware itself, Chapter 10 describes a
data format for the files.  The recorder fibre channel or 1394B interface to the media
presents a STANAG [2] file structure that contains a directory and a number of files
which have been recorded.  A program that understands this structure then transfers the
Chapter 10 files from the STANAG file system on the recorder to the normal file system
of the host computer, such as Windows NTFS.  Once the files have been read into the
host file system, the Chapter 10 files appear as normal system files with a file extension
of .ch10 or .c10.  A single Chapter 10 file contains a series of packets in sequence.  Each
packet has a header that describes the type of data contained in the packet.  The first
packet must be a setup record that contains an IRIG-106, Chapter 9 Telemetry Attributes
Transfer Standard (TMATS) description of the file.  This TMATS packet contains some
general descriptive information, as well as channel mapping to numbered channels and
channel data types, such as PCM, 1553, video, and time.  The packet following the setup
packet must be a time packet.  This provides an association of absolute time of day with
the 10 MHz relative time counter that is present in all dynamic data packets.  The time
packet generally appears once per second.  After this first time packet, packets of any
data type may follow.

PROVIDING CHAPTER 10 METADATA USING ILIAD

The initial packet, a TMATS setup record, describes the channel setups, packet data
types, and other information relevant to setting up a recorder and subsequent processing
of the recorded file.  However, this does not mean that a complete definition of all stream
contents will be included.  The Data Mining process requires measurement metadata,
such as PCM format descriptions and calibration information, but in many cases this is
absent from the Chapter 10 TMATS, so a separate method of providing the processing
metadata is typically required.  The Instrumentation Loading, Integration, Analysis and
Decommutation (ILIAD) toolset provides a methodology to maintain this metadata with
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configuration control and for providing it to the data mining environment in the TMATS
standard format.  This makes a program like ILIAD useful to provide the missing
metadata definitions.  Also, using TMATS provides a standard form that can be
generated by users that is not proprietary.  The authors’ Data Mining tool uses this
standard form, so TMATS provides a standard way for users not currently using ILIAD
to provide this metadata to the Data Mining tool.

The TMATS setup generated with ILIAD for Chapter 10 data mining consists of several
sections.  The first is the “G” or General Information section that contains some
identification information about the test, as well as the version of the IRIG standard used
for the TMATS file.  The next section is the “R” or Tape/Storage Source Attributes
section that is used to define the recorder setup, such as the information for each channel
of data in the Chapter 10 file.  Among others, this includes the Channel Number, Channel
Enable, and Channel Data Type.  The Channel Data Types supported as of the -05 release
are PCM, Analog, Discrete, Time, Video, UART or Serial, 1553, ARINC429, Message,
and Image.  Additional sections such as “P”, “D”, “B”, and “C” are included to define
PCM stream physical characteristics, PCM measurement locations in the stream, 1553
Bus characteristics and measurements, and Measurement Data Conversion metadata for
these sources.

ILIAD is a product originally developed for the U.S. Air Force at Edwards Air Force
Base, California.  It supports the testing environment by providing a toolset for
instrumentation and measurement configuration management, diagnostic troubleshooting,
data display, and post-test data processing and analysis.  ILIAD maintains its information
in either an Access or a SQL Server relational database.  The database is a central
repository for information about the test environment.  This includes project definitions,
instrumentation networks, decommutation and display setups, PCM format definitions,
program set information, and measurand definitions.

ILIAD manages multiple test instrumentation systems from a variety of manufacturers.
One database supports one or more projects with catalogs for both bus and non-bus
measurements.  A bus catalog supports multiple revision levels, so each test can reference
the corresponding revision that was used for the test.  For the non-bus catalog, the user
can update measurement calibrations at any time, and the system tracks which
calibrations are effective for a given test based on the effective date and time of the
calibration.  ILIAD also provides import and export utilities so that users can import
measurement metadata sourced from other systems, and export metadata to be used with
other programs and systems.

ODYSSEY DATA MINING

Odyssey is a web-based application designed in support of several US Air Force
programs for the purpose of allowing engineers to quickly execute queries against one or
more Chapter 10 test data files with criteria that limits the queries to those files of interest
while searching for measurement conditions of interest.  The tool was designed to allow
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multiple users to track test event information, catalog test data files, provide attribute
information regarding each test instance, such as a flight, organize the files into groups
according to attributes of interest, run queries against the measurement data to extract a
subset of interest, generate plots of selected parameters, and export files of processed
measurement data.  The tool was designed to maintain its information in a SQL Server
relational database.  See Figure 1 for an overview diagram of the process flow.

Figure 1.  Odyssey Data Mining – Process Flow Diagram

DATA MINING PROCESS FLOW

One of the first steps in the Data Mining process is for the testing organization to define
the attributes of interest that are to be used to categorize and describe the test data files.
These attributes can be any descriptors the user community wants to use to depict the
characteristics of the test data files.  The authors approach to data mining allows the
system administrator to define these metadata attributes.  As test data files are transferred
to the server, the system keeps track of the new arrivals.  These test data files are the ones
that need to be catalogued, which means that the user must enter the values for the
required metadata attributes, along with any others that the user wishes.  These attributes
are referenced by the metadata queries, which allow the user to filter the selected files to
the ones of interest.
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The folder view of the toolset shows the test data files that are filtered by the metadata
query associated with a particular folder.  This allows the user to organize the files using
the familiar Windows folder abstraction.  For example, at any folder the user may specify
the metadata query to be associated with the folder.  An example metadata query would
be: “Project = F15 and Test = Flutter”.  If the user selected the folder associated with this
query, the resultant list of files would be filtered accordingly.  The folders can be
arranged hierarchically, so the queries at the sub-folder level are a logical “and” condition
with the folders above it.  Figure 2 shows an example of the folder arrangement and the
metadata query.

Figure 2.  Folder Contents – Attribute Query

Once a test data file has been cataloged, it needs to be indexed.  This process is actually a
distillation of the measurement data values in the file that produces an aggregated array
of the maximum, minimum, and average values over one minute periods.  This index
provides the basis for being able to perform a rapid measurement value search over a
large number of files.

At this time, processed data files are also generated.  These processed data files are used
to generate the detailed graphs that represent a zoom into a specific time slice of the data,
as well as the exported data files that the user can produce from the detailed graphs, the
query results, and the events.  While the initial version of the processed data files uses a
custom format, the final data mining version is targeted for using the HDF-5 format.

PROCESSED DATA FILES

The Index file associated with each Chapter 10 data file contains the time of each one-
second interval, along with the equivalent location in the raw data file.  In order to
produce a detailed graph or an exported data product, the Chapter 10 raw data must be
processed into a set of measurement values covering the requested time frame.  This
processed data file contains time and Engineering Unit converted measurements in a
custom format.  The HDF-5 format is being incorporated as an alternative for the
processed data as it provides a standard data format which can be used as another way to
provide measurement data into the Odyssey Data Mining environment.  HDF-5 is a
general purpose file format for storing engineering and scientific data such as that
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generated from processing test data.  HDF-5 was designed with speed and storage
efficiency in mind.  Open source software for HDF-5 is readily available through the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) [3], and the user community
also contributes software.  There are two HDF-5 formats that are candidates for use with
the author’s Data Mining toolset.  One is the HDF-5 Time History, and the other is the
HDF-5 Packet Table [4].  These are extensions to the format structure by an
NCSA/Boeing team to support time history data common to the test community.  Both
are being designed with the characteristics necessary to support the high data rates
associated with flight test and similar environments, and both are non-proprietary, open-
source formats.

PARAMETER SETS

Each folder has a set of additional objects associated with it.  One of these is Parameter
Sets.  A parameter set is a collection of measurement names of interest to the user for a
series of files.  These measurements may be raw data or engineering unit converted data.
A parameter set is also a member of a category, which is a method of organizing a large
number of parameter sets.  The authors’ data mining tool currently supports importing a
parameter set from an XML or text file, or the user may create one using the Parameter
Set page within the Odyssey environment.  This web application page allows the user to
select measurements from an available list.  Figure 3 shows the measurement selection
page for creating a parameter set.

Figure 3.  Parameter List – Parameter Set Measurement Selection
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DATA QUERIES

Every folder also has a Data Queries object associated with it.  The data query is a way
for the user to execute a search through the test data files for specified conditions of
measurements contained in the file.  An example data query would be: “MACHNO >
0.75 and ALT < 1000”.  This query would be processed, not against the original test data
file, but rather against an index that contains the behavior of the measurements over time.
The index file is actually an aggregate of the measurements over the duration of the test,
containing the minimum, maximum, and average values over a one minute time periods.
This allows for a very rapid search that covers the duration of the test.

Results are shown in a series of graphs, one for each measurement specified in the
parameter set or individually.  Each graph shows a series of one minute intervals showing
the minimum, maximum, and average for the measurement.  For each minute the
condition for the query is true, the interval is color-coded.  The user can then review the
measurement graphs to see anomalies that have occurred and evaluate events of interest.
Figure 4 shows the results from a typical query.

Figure 4.  Data Query – Results of Typical Data Query

If the user finds time intervals in the test where measurements show interesting behavior,
a detail graph can be initiated that displays all of the measurement data for the period of
interest.  This detail graph allows the user to zoom into a smaller window of time, and
move forward or backward in time.  This detail graph display functionality uses
measurement data that has been produced from the original test data file.  If the processed
data has not get been generated, the raw data file will be accessed instead.  Figure 5
shows an example of zooming into a time slice on a selected measurement.
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Figure 5.  Detailed Measurement Graph – With Zoom

EVENTS

The third element displayed in the folder is the Events object.  Each Event represents a
set of measurement values over a specified time period.  The user can save events that are
produced by the data query, or one can be created and saved on the Events page.  Each
event has an Event Name, an Event Description, a Start and End time, a Parameter Set or
a list of parameters, and a Chapter 10 test data file.  Once an event has been defined, it
can be executed.  This will result in one graph being generated for each parameter,
covering the time period specified for the event.

RESULTS

The Results object is the fourth item displayed in the folder.  This is the repository for
measurements that have been exported into an external file.  For example, on the Query
or the Events page the user may select the Export option.  This will produce a file that
contains time in the first column and measurement values in the subsequent columns.
This is a csv file that can be viewed in a text editor or Excel.

SUMMARY

Chapter 10 data streams are becoming more prevalent in the testing environment.  With
ever-increasing amounts of data being generated during the test, users need a way to
organize, classify, and rapidly search this mass of data.  In conjunction with ILIAD to
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provide necessary metadata for processing, the Odyssey Data Mining toolset provided the
authors with a web-based capability to process Chapter 10 data and obtain rapid results.
Utilizing HDF-5 files as intermediate processed data will further provide another
interface point to introduce data into the Odyssey Data Mining environment.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Modern telemetry and data streams are often encrypted. The majority of range testing 
activities require multiple ground stations to collect these streams and send them to a 
central processing location. Each of these streams currently needs to be individually 
decrypted before best source selection, processing and analysis. Using innovative 
techniques, it is possible to time correlate these encrypted streams, compare them with 
each other and create an output stream of better quality than any of the individual 
streams. This stream can then be decrypted by a single decryption device, greatly 
reducing cost and complexity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Launch or testing of aircraft, vehicles and munitions can extend thousands of square 
miles.  Often, it is impractical to acquire telemetry using only one or two reception sites. 
Many ranges have a dozen or more such sites, and a test article may cross multiple ranges 
to complete a test. Additionally, more and more tests involve telemetry that has been 
encrypted by the test article. 
 
Today’s approach to recovering telemetry data is to receive the data at multiple remote 
sites, send these data streams to a central location, decrypt the incoming streams from 
each receiving site, and perform post-decryption best source selection to determine the 
best incoming stream, usually based on frame sync lock. Often, entire frames are lost 
when switching from one incoming stream to another. 
 
The Encrypted Correlating Source Selector (ECSS) uses advanced processing techniques, 
to do bit-by-bit comparisons, correlation and weighted voting on each incoming stream in 
real time, before decryption and frame synchronization. The ECSS determines the correct 
value of each bit and provides a single output stream with the best possible data, without 
a loss of data, reducing the need for expensive decryptors. 
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OVERVIEW OF APPROACH 
 

The first step in determining the best output stream is time alignment of all incoming 
streams. In order for bit-by-bit comparisons to take place, it is essential to compare the 
proper bits from each stream. After time alignment, voting on bit values takes place, 
determining the proper value.  Finally, the best stream is output to a single decryptor for 
processing.  See Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 - ECSS Overview 

 
 

TIME ALIGNMENT 
 

Many algorithms exist for time alignment. Most approaches depend on a frame sync 
pattern, a repeating pattern a few bytes long indicating the start of a new frame. When the 
data is encrypted by the test article, the frame sync pattern is usually encrypted as well, 
eliminating a repeating pattern.   
 
It is still useful to use pattern matching to perform time alignment. By selecting a random 
set of bits, a pseudo-frame sync pattern can be used to determine skew between incoming 
streams. The randomness of encrypted data is actually a help in this situation, as it 
reduces the possibility of false positives. Assuming the incoming streams are received at 
30 Mbps, a 32-bit pattern would handle approximately 137 seconds of skew between 
reception sites. This should be more than acceptable for any possible test scenario.  
Realignment of the streams would need to occur periodically to assure proper data output. 
See Figures 2 through 5 for an example of time alignment. 
 
Because data can become corrupted from fades or blockages, the ECSS uses a “fuzzy” 
match between streams. For example, a pair of patterns with a correlation of 0.950 could 
be considered a match. 
 
By comparing each stream to every other stream, the maximum latency between the 
streams can be determined. Based on latency requirements, output could be suspended 
until proper voting could take place, or alternatively the data from the first incoming 
stream could be sent immediately after acquisition, with the data rate reduced to allow the 
additional streams to “catch up”. 
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Figure 2 - Unaligned incoming streams 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 - Reference Bits Selected 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4 - Attempted Correlation of Streams 
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Figure 5 - Successful Calculation of Time Skew Between Streams 

 
 

BIT RECOVERY 
 

After all streams are aligned, the ECSS performs voting to determine the proper output. 
Only streams that could be properly aligned with other streams are considered. For 
example, if we have 5 incoming streams, and streams 1 through 4 were properly aligned 
with each other, and stream 5 could not be aligned with the other streams, stream 5 would 
not be used in voting. 
 

 
 

Figure 6 - Simple Majority Voting 
 
 
In the simplest case, all streams contain the same bit, so that bit is passed on to the 
output. Only slightly more complicated is a majority vote, e.g. three streams match out of 
four (see Figure 6). When a tie exists because there is an even number of aligned streams, 
other data is required to make a decision. 
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The approach of the ECSS to this problem is to weigh each stream according to a set of 
metrics, which could include: 
 

• AGC 
• Eb/N0  
• Stream history 
• Timeline weighting 

 
AGC, provided by the receiver, can be used to detect fades or blockages in the overall 
stream. The Eb/N0 value would be provided by the bit synchronizer, and could be 
provided either per bit, or per set of bits. In the case of two streams, one with a bit value 
of “very weak 0” and the other with “very strong 1”, the vote would result in an output of 
1. 
 
A history of each stream can also be recorded. After the proper output value is 
determined, it can be compared to the value of each stream.  Metrics of the accuracy of 
each stream are then recorded.  For example, stream 1 may have had 480 out of the last 
500 bits correct.  Stream 2 on the other hand, had 495 out of the last 500 correct.  At the 
time of voting for the next output bit, stream 2 will be weighted slightly stronger than 
stream 1 (see Figure 7). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7 - Majority Vote with History Weighting Applied 
 
 
Given the expected route of a test article, weighting can be applied to each of the 
reception sites before the test. Assume it was known, for instance, that the test instrument 
would be flying directly over reception site A for the first 30 seconds of the flight, and 
thereafter site A would have no reception. A timeline could be configured to give site A 
strong weighting during that time frame, and afterwards voting rights would be revoked.  
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Using a combination of these, and possibly other, weighting schemes, it is possible to 
establish the best possible output of the given input streams. Because each bit is voted on, 
there is no loss in data when a stream loses reception. The invalid stream will be 
effectively removed from voting based on a poor history of correctness. 
 

 
ADDITIONAL ENHANCEMENTS 

 
Integration with a bit synchronizer that can provide Eb/N0 is highly desirable for 
maximum confidence in output quality. To help facilitate time alignment, it is 
advantageous that the Eb/N0 data is received as a separate stream, and can thus be used 
only for voting. 
 
Additionally, with the switchover from direct links from remote stations to a switched 
Ethernet network, the idea of transmitting received data, along with Eb/N0 over the 
network is quite appealing. A product such as RT Logic’s T500MX[1] is useful in 
transmitting the data over the network. A RT Logic Mux can be installed at each remote 
receiving station to packetize received data along with corresponding Eb/N0. The ECSS, 
connected to the network, can receive those packets and reconstruct the PCM streams to 
be compared. A mix of network streams and standard PCM streams could also be 
accommodated. A single stream can then be output to the decryptor.  See Figure 8. 
    

 
 

Figure 8 - System with IP Capabilities 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The ECSS performs time alignment, bit-by-bit comparisons/correlation and weighted 
voting of multiple encrypted input streams, to create an output stream that is better 
quality that any of the input streams. Combining all input streams while the data is still 
encrypted greatly reduces the number of expensive decryptors required. 
 
 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 

AGC Automatic Gain Correction 
Eb/N0 Energy of a bit compared to noise 
ECSS Encrypted Correlating Source Selector 
Mbps Megabits per second 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Last year (2005), a paper discussed the efforts of integrating Joint Advanced Missile 
Instrumentation (JAMI) Program components (JAMI TSPI Unit - JTU, and the Flight 
Termination Safe & Arm device - FTS&A), commercial off the shelf parts (Flight Termination 
Receivers, Telemetry Transmitter, Encryptor and Thermal Batteries) and in-house developed 
devices (PCM Encoder and Tri-band Antenna with integrated Limiter, Filter, & Amplifier) into a 
five-inch diameter Missile Telemetry (TM) Section.  This retrofitted missile would be captive-
carried on a F/A-18 jet.  This paper is a continuation of that one presented at the 2005 
International Telemetry Conference (ITC) Symposium.  It annotates the latest status of the 
JAMI Effort, as well as the Follow-On Effort to qualify the Missile TM Section for an actual 
missile firing.  This would include the developmental and flight qualification efforts for the 
Explosive Train (Detonation Cord-to-Cutter Ring Assembly) and Thermal Batteries.   
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BACKGROUND 
 
In order to satisfy the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) requirements to demonstrate 
that all of the JAMI developed components can be housed in a five-inch airframe as part of 
their Tri-Service (Army, Navy, Air Force) Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program 
(CTEIP) effort, the Weapons Instrumentation Division (Code 52J000D/E) was tasked by the 
JAMI Program Office in April 2004 to develop a proof-of-concept TM that can be used for the 
AIM-9X missile.  This design is to provide all of the functionality of the current AIM-9X AN/DKT-
86/87 TM system, but include a fully-functioning, dual-redundant flight termination system 
(FTS) that employs two of the JAMI-developed FTS&A devices, two JAMI-qualified flight 
termination receivers (FTR), and independent thermal batteries - one for powering only the 
primary flight termination components and the other for powering both the secondary flight 



termination components and all of the TM electronics.  In addition, this TM design is to include 
a GPS capability utilizing the JTU.   
 
This TM design is fully interchangeable with the existing AN/DKT-86/87 both mechanically and 
electrically.  The only exception is with regard to the warhead Electronic Safe and Arm Device 
(ESAD).  Normally in a non-tactical missile configuration where a TM system replaces the 
warhead, the ESAD is not used.  However, the AN/DKT-86/87 is designed to accommodate 
the ESAD if necessary, which attaches to the Active Optical Target Detector (AOTD) located 
forward of the warhead section and protrudes into the cavity of the warhead.  Due to the 
addition of the dual-redundant flight termination components and the JTU, it is physically 
impossible to accommodate the ESAD in this design.  Both the existing data transmission bit 
rate and the Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) frame format are maintained. 
 
Another added feature of this new TM design is the use of a field-programmable RF 
transmitter.  The center frequency can changed to any value between 2200.5 and 2289.5 MHz 
in 1 MHz increments.  In an effort to reduce the transmission bandwidth to accommodate more 
missiles airborne and radiating simultaneously, a Shaped-Offset Quadrature Phase Shift 
Keying (SO-QPSK) modulation scheme is also employed, thus replacing the traditional 
PCM/FM modulation used by the AN/DKT-86/87. 
 
 

TELEMETRY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
A detailed account of the TM and FTS System Description can be found in Reference [1]. 
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Figure 1.  Functional Block Diagram of AIM-9X/JAMI Secure Telemetry System



PCM ENCODER CIRCUITRY 
Figure 1 is a simplified functional block diagram of the TM system to show basic signal flow.   
The PCM Encoder Circuitry serves as the master controller for the entire TM system 
electronics.  It controls the sampling of all data - determining what signals are looked at, when, 
and how often.  It also controls the operation of all A/D converters located on the analog signal 
conditioning board.  The PCM encoder is also responsible for formatting all data into a pre-
defined PCM frame structure.  This frame consists of 16 minor frames.  Each minor frame 
consists of a combination of 16-bit, 14-bit, and 8-bit words.  The data is then merged into a 
single 12.0 million bits per second (Mbps) Non-Return-to-Zero Pulse-Code-Modulated (NRZ-L 
PCM) serial data stream that is sent differentially (RS-422 interface) to the encryption circuitry. 
 
 
DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR (DDP) 
The Digital Data Processing Circuitry serves as a pre-processing interface for the two 
asynchronous serial data streams originating from the Electronics Unit (EU) in the Guidance 
and Control Section (GCS) - the Seeker Video and the Operational Flight Software (OFS) data.  
 
Video data is sent over a single twisted pair with no clock to the TM via Cypress 
Semiconductor’s HotLink® high-speed serial data link running at a bit rate of 200 Mbps.  Each 
frame is comprised of two fields of pixel data sent at the missile frame rate, referred to as the 
clear-compensated field and the blurred field.  The TM receives all pixels from both fields.  
However, approximately only two-thirds of those pixels from the clear-compensated field are 
stored and transmitted by the TM in accordance with a pre-defined pixel mask.  Embedded 
within the clear-compensated field are certain data that must be extracted and transmitted by 
the TM.  Due to the asynchronous nature of this data and the fact that this video data is 
transmitted at a rate slightly faster than it is received, there are periods when a full field of 
video data will not be buffered within the DDP at the start of the TM major frame.  During this 
occurrence, the TM will retransmit the previous frame of video data. 
 
The OFS data is sent to the TM over a serial RS-422 interface at a data rate of 10 Mbps along 
with a continuous bit clock.   Frames of data are sent at the missile frame rate as a series of 
messages that can vary both in length and in number.  Each message is comprised of a series 
of 16-bit words - the first of which are synchronization words, followed by a message tag ID 
word that defines the total length of the message.  The remaining words make up the actual 
message data and checksum variables.   Due to bandwidth restrictions associated with the 
incorporation of the JTU TSPI data that is embedded within the PCM data stream, the length of 
the OFS frame has a limited number of 16-bit words.   
 
The DDP buffers all messages between words that contain a specific message tag ID.  This 
defines one complete frame of OFS data.  The DDP then strips all synchronization words and 
transmits the frame of messages in the order they are received.  If the total number of words in 
the frame is less than the maximum, then any excess words are padded with zeros.  As with 
the video data, there will be periods when a full frame of OFS data will not be buffered within 
the DDP at the start of the TM major frame.  During these events, the TM will transmit zeros for 
all OFS words in the TM major frame. 
 



The DDP also monitors the OFS data traffic for the occurrence of another specific message 
tag ID word which enables or disables the transmitter depending on the data contained within 
the message.  When the message data contains a predefined value, a signal is sent to the 
encryption circuitry to enable the transmitter.  When the message data contains another 
predefined value, a signal is sent to the encryption circuitry to disable the transmitter. 
 
The DDP interfaces directly to the PCM encoder circuitry by means of a single, 8-bit parallel 
data bus.  Three separate enable lines from the encoder select video, OFS, or embedded data 
within the video.  Data words are then read by the PCM encoder logic as a two-byte data 
transfer. 
 
 
ANALOG SIGNAL CONDITIONING CIRCUITRY 
The analog signal conditioning circuitry serves four different functions.  First, it is responsible 
for scaling all analog signals being monitored down to a level that the Analog-to-Digital (A/D) 
converters can accommodate.  Second, this circuitry provides anti-aliasing filters utilizing 
simple, single-pole passive RC networks to those signals which require them.  Third, it 
provides adequate isolation between the TM circuitry and the source of each signal.  Due to 
the requirement that TM signal ground must be isolated from both the AOTD and GCS signal 
returns, differential instrumentation amplifiers are employed for all AOTD and GCS functions 
being monitored by the TM.  Finally, the analog signal conditioning circuitry provides the A/D 
conversion of all analog signals through the use of three A/D converters.  Each converter has 
an integral, eight channel analog multiplexer where the output of each is tied together to form a 
common 8-bit parallel, bi-directional data and control bus to the PCM encoder. 
 
 
DIGITAL DISCRETE CONDITIONING CIRCUITRY 
The digital discrete conditioning circuitry is responsible for converting all bi-level analog signals 
into Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) level signals.  The discrete bits are then combined to 
form 8-bit parallel words that are digitally multiplexed to form a single, 8-bit parallel data bus to 
the PCM encoder circuitry.  In this design, there are a total of 32 bi-level analog signals that 
are converted to digital discretes, forming four 8-bit words designated as Digital Port (DP) 1 
through 4.  
 
 
ENCRYPTION CIRCUITRY 
The encryption circuitry is contained on its own circuit card assembly separate from the rest of 
the TM electronics as part of the TEMPEST design.  The KGV-68B encryption hybrid is used 
and is contained on a separate daughter card that can be removed from the encryption card to 
mitigate Communications Security (COMSEC) control issues that may arise in a production 
environment.  The encryption circuitry contains all the necessary support circuitry for the 
operation and key management of the KGV-68B as well as provides the necessary 
RED/BLACK isolation to satisfy National Security Administration (NSA) TEMPEST 
requirements. 
 



The key variable is managed by control logic, which allows it to be loaded from a standard 
keyloader into a non-volatile memory for infinite key retention.  Upon system power-up, the 
encryption key is automatically transferred from non-volatile memory into the KGV-68B hybrid.  
When power is removed from the system, the key is erased from the KGV-68B, but retained 
within the non-volatile memory.  If and only if the TM system receives the MISSILE LAUNCH 
CMD from the GCS, the control circuitry will actively erase the non-volatile memory by over-
writing its entire contents with consecutive ones and zeros, multiple times, in accordance with 
NSA requirements.  The key will be retained within the KGV-68B until the thermal batteries in 
the TM system have been expended.   
 
The encryption circuitry receives the plain-text (PT) serial data in differential form from the 
PCM encoder circuitry.  It then converts this to cipher-text (CT) serial data that is sent to the 
RF transmitter differentially along with a bit clock. 
 
 
POWER DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITRY 
The power distribution circuitry is contained on the same board as the analog signal 
conditioning circuitry.  It is responsible for filtering the external power and return coming from 
the launcher through the use of a couple of EMI filters to suppress any ripple-currents that 
could be generated by the TM electronics and fed back into the aircraft power system.  The 
power distribution circuitry also generates the other voltages necessary for the TM electronics 
through the use of a DC-DC converter module and linear regulators.  In addition, this circuitry 
provides single-point grounding for all power returns within the TM system. 
 
All electronics are referenced to TM signal return with exception to the signal conditioning 
circuitry associated with the instrumented signals originating from both the AOTD and GCS.  
Here, separate AOTD and GCS signal reference returns provide the required isolation 
between TM signal ground and the signal grounds for the rest of the missile. 
 
 
TRI-BAND ANTENNA 
Developed in-house by the Weapons Instrumentation Division at Pt. Mugu, the AIM-9X/JAMI 
TM system employs a single-piece, conformal wrap-around antenna that contains three 
separate antenna systems.  First, it has a TM transmit antenna that covers the 2200 - 2900 
MHz frequency range.  Second, it contains a GPS receiving antenna centered at 1575.42 MHz 
with a bandwidth of ± 10 MHz.  Finally, there is an FTS receiving antenna centered at 425 MHz 
with a bandwidth of ± 265 kHz. 
 
The FTS antenna has two separate feeds - one for the primary flight termination receiver 
(FTR) and another for the secondary FTR.  The Wilkinson Power Divider is incorporated within 
the antenna substrate, which eliminates the need for an externally mounted one.  Likewise, a 
Low Pass Filter is also contained within the Feed Network Board to prevent the TM output 
signal from the transmitter from coupling into the GPS Receiver.  The Limiter & Low Noise 
Amplifier for the GPS Receiver are active devices embedded within the antenna substrate as a 
space saving measure, which receives its power from a DC bias voltage applied to the RF 
signal input to the receiver. 



 
 

FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
The Flight Termination System (FTS) design is a true dual-redundant system developed in 
accordance with Range Commanders Council (RCC) document 319-99.  It employs two Herley 
Flight Termination Receivers (FTR), two JAMI-developed Flight Termination Safe and Arm 
(FTS&A) Devices, and two independent Eagle-Picher Thermal Batteries.  Due to funding 
restrictions, the development of the explosive train and cutting ring is not scheduled to begin 
until FY07.    
 
For missile tracking purposes, the TM incorporates the JAMI JTU to provide real-time 
positional information (TSPI) accurate to within a few meters (this is reduced to a few 
centimeters after post-processing of the TM data).  The JTU is capable of tracking up to 12 
satellites simultaneously, and is guaranteed to acquire a minimum of four satellites within three 
seconds after the antenna has clear line-of-site with the satellites (referred to as Time-to-First-
Fix). 
 
 

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 
Several products of the JAMI Demonstration Effort have been completed and are detailed as 
follows.  A Digital Data Simulator has been designed, fabricated and tested.  It has been used 
to emulate missile’s GCS and AOTD interfaces and to generate known video pixel data and 
Operational Flight Software (OFS) message traffic.  It has proven to be a valuable tool in the 
design of the Brassboard Developmental TM System.  There has been a successful integration 
of this “Brassboard” TM System with the AIM-9X Guidance Control Section.  Raytheon 
personnel using their own decommutation system have verified the operational requirements.  
The two sections (TM and GCS) were able to successfully communicate with each other on 
the first try.  This Brassboard TM design is now in the process of being transitioned into an 
Engineering Prototype TM System that will be flown as part of an actual AIM-9X Missile.  This 
requires that the electronics on the Brassboard System be significantly reduced in size.  The 
FTS and GPS components will be integrated as well.  This section will then undergo 
TEMPEST and environmental screening prior to being captive carried on a F/A-18 jet. 
 
 
TEST BED CONFIGURATION #7 LAUNCH 
The JAMI Test Bed Configuration #7 was configured as a simplified JAMI/AIM-9X TM System 
integrated with a modified AIM-9L Missile.  This TM section included JAMI components (one 
JTU, one FTS&A, and the Tri-Band Conformal Wraparound Antenna), Commercial-off-the-
Shelf items (a Herley FTR and an Emhiser/Quasonix SO-QPSK RF Transmitter), and a 
simplified version of the electronics mentioned in the “Telemetry System Description” above.  
Specifically, this system had no encryption capability and was not configured to process video 
or OFS data.  Only GPS and FTS data was processed and transmitted by this particular 
system.  It should be noted that there were no Detonation Cords or Cutter Ring in this 
configuration.   



 
The Launch Objectives were as follows.  For the JTU: verify the real-time position, velocity and 
acceleration measurement accuracies during the missile launch and fly out.  For the JAMI 
Ground Station: verify the successful integration with the China Lake Range, and then verify 
the missile trajectory and Range Safety Officer (RSO) display.  Also, verify the ability for data 
archiving and future retrieval for post processing of the flight data.  Finally, for the Flight 
Termination System: verify FTS operation during missile flight (using only one FTR and 
FTS&A). 
 
The Test Launch was successfully completed on 10 November 2005 at China Lake, California.  
The modified AIM-9L Missile was launched from a ground based test stand located on the 
China Lake North Range Test Site.  Prior to the launch and throughout the flight the Config 7 
telemeter transmitted data that was received by the China Lake Range Control Center (RCC).  
A JAMI Ground Station was installed in the RCC.  The Ground Station processed the JTU data 
and generated TSPI, which correlated with the missile trajectory.  The system enabled the 
missile trajectory to be displayed in real-time on the monitors in the RCC.  The accuracy of the 
real-time missile position was determined by comparison with video tracker (KTM) data.  The 
video tracking system has been in use for several years at the China Lake Land Range and 
can produce highly accurate position information.  For this test, the post flight data accuracy of 
the KTM solution was estimated to be two meters (6.6 feet).  This is what was used as a “Truth 
Source” for the GPS data.  During the entire length of the flight, the real-time position solution 
was well within the Test Capabilities Requirements Document (TCRD) range safety 
requirement of 250 feet for a real-time TSPI solution.  The post flight missile positional 
accuracy was determined by utilizing the JAMI Data Processor / End-Game Scoring 
(JDP/EGS) Software.  This accuracy is also well within the TCRD Test and Evaluation 
Requirement of 25 feet.  The Flight Termination Components were sequenced during the test 
event.  The Range Safety Officer (RSO) issued the monitor, arm, and destruct commands.  
The FTS components received and correctly interpreted these commands and responded as 
expected.  This test event demonstrated that the JTU/ JAMI Ground Station combination 
produces a viable missile tracking system for the test and evaluation of missile systems. 
 
In summary, the following items have been accomplished as a result of the JAMI Configuration 
7 launch: First, it proved out the antenna design and SO-QPSK modulation scheme.  Second, 
Range Safety successfully tracked the real-time position of the missile using the JTU & Ground 
Station.  Third, it verified the operation of the flight termination system (excluding the explosive 
train).  Fourth, it verified the structural integrity of the JAMI-AIM9X prototype mechanical 
packaging design.  Finally, it demonstrated the GPS system met the real-time and post-
processed positional accuracy requirements of the JAMI program.  A detailed account of the 
Ground Launch Test can be found in Reference [2].   
 
 
ANTENNA STATUS 
The antenna assembly is designed to be conformally wrapped around the TM Missile Section.  
It contains three antenna arrays: Flight Termination, GPS and TM.  The antenna assembly is 
constructed of multiple layers of RT/Duroid® (either 5870 or 6002).  There is one antenna 
board (6002) where all of the elements (FTS, GPS & TM) are laid out.  The feed network board 



(5870) contains the three corporate antenna feed networks as well as the GPS Limiter, Band 
Stop Filter (to suppress the TM frequencies from the TM transmitter from entering the GPS 
Receivers), and Low Noise Amplifier Circuitry; FTS Wilkinson Power Splitter; and the TM Band 
Stop Filter (which prevents the TM transmitter from emitting spurious signals at the GPS 
frequencies).  The dielectric cover board (5870) acts as a protective shield against the external 
environmental elements.  It also serves as an ablative shield to keep the bondlines of the 
interior boards from delaminating due to the high temperatures produced by the airflow friction 
created during supersonic flight. The 6002 board has been chosen for its’ tight mechanical 
tolerances as well as its’ stable in electrical properties (mainly dielectric constant) over 
temperature.  
 
As mentioned above during the Ground Launch Test, all three antenna arrays proved out 
successfully and met all operational requirements.  However, due to the tight radius of 
curvature of the missile body, the stiffness of the conformal wraparound antenna assembly 
caused some difficulty in installation.  This has shown to be unacceptable for mass production 
of these antennas.  In the next phase of development for the TM Section, the antenna 
assembly will be split into two pieces: one that contains only the FTS antenna array and the 
other containing the GPS & TM antenna arrays.  This should alleviate the stiffness issue and 
allow for the ease of installation.  In addition, a Band Stop Filter will be incorporated onto the 
FTS antenna feedline to prevent the TM transmitter output from being coupled into the FTS 
antenna. 
 
 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS 
The current developmental status of the TM section to provide GPS and FTS tracking 
capability to the AIM-9X Missile has been discussed.  The JAMI (Proof-of-Concept) portion of 
the development (Phase I) is scheduled for completion by the end the 2006 Fiscal Year.  There 
will be a slight overlap with the Phase IIA Pilot Program stage in which the flight qualification 
(GPS and TM portions only) of the Phase I design will be accomplished.  Additionally in Phase 
IIA, there will be Ground Station infrastructure installation to support AIM-9X at the following 
Air Force and Navy bases:  Tyndal AFB, Eglin AFB, NAWC-China Lake and NAWC- Point 
Mugu.  The work on Phase IIA is just getting underway.  Yet to be started is Phase IIB, which 
will involve the implementation of the dual-redundant FTS.  This will include qualification of the 
TM section with the FTS components along with the development of the Explosive Train 
(Detonation Cord and Cutter Ring) to be conducted by an outside contractor.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Edwards Air Force Base Clinic team at Harvey Mudd College designed, built, and tested a 
prototype for a laser-based telemetry system. The test data were encoded on a 500 mW 1550 nm 
laser aimed at a ground station by a computer-controlled gimbal. The system communicated 
from a terrestrial vehicle to a ground station over a distance of 900 m. The extrapolated results 
indicate a maximum range of greater than 3000 m. This project emphasized COTS parts to 
minimize cost. Suggestions for the next-generation design, with an air-to-ground link, higher 
throughput, and greater range, are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Clinic is a projects-based course at Harvey Mudd College for juniors and seniors. The projects 
are real-world problems suggested by the sponsoring organization. A team of typically five stu-
dents works to design, build, and test a device or system with the assistance of a company liaison 
and a faculty advisor. This paper reports on the results of the 2005-2006 Clinic project for Ed-
wards Air Force Base (EAFB). 
 
Current air-to-ground telemetry systems use radio communication and maintain a communica-
tion link approximately 80% of the time. The increasing complexity of telemetry data has gener-
ated a demand for higher data-transfer rates, while the restriction on radio frequency allocations 
has created a limitation on bandwidth. The data-transfer bottleneck has influenced EAFB to ex-
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plore Laser-Communications Technology (LCT). LCT has the potential to increase the data rate 
and eliminates spectrum-allocation problems. LCT can increase resistance to jamming, may re-
duce the radar profile, and can decrease signal interference and the probability of unauthorized 
interception of telemetry data. 
 
In this first year of a two-year project, the student team designed and built a prototype of an opti-
cal-communication system using formal design methodology. The system objectives were to 
maximize link time and minimize cost. The system constraints were to transfer data from a 
moving vehicle to a stationary target up to a distance of at least 1.6 km and at a velocity of at 
least 50 kph, at a rate in excess of 100 kbps with a bit-error rate (BER) of 10–5 or better. The 
support equipment for the transmission system was restricted to a standard 19-inch rack, with the 
possibility of a remote transmitter. 
 
The necessary functions for the system are enumerated in Table 1 below. The table also contains 
the chosen means to realize these functions and the parts purchased for the system. 

 
 Function Components Parts 

1. Generate Light Fiber-coupled (pigtailed) 
laser diode 

Qphotonics QLDM-1550-
500 

2. Encode Data PRBS signal generator FireBERD 6000 
3. Modulate Beam Laser driver ILX Lightwave LCD-3744B 
4. Transmit Beam to 

Collimator 
Multimode optical fiber  

5. Collimate Beam Snap-on collimating lens OFR CFC-5 
6. Track Ground Posi-

tion 
GPS/INS Garmin GPS-18, XBOW 

IMU300 
7. Steer Beam Gimbal and LabVIEW: 

Kalman filter 
DPerception PTU-D47-70 

8. Track Moving Vehi-
cle 

Visual tracking with man-
ual control 

 

9. Collect Beam 10" Telescope Meade LX90 
10. Filter Beam Bandpass filter ThorLabs FB1550-12 
11. Prepare Beam for Re-

ception 
Optical train Meade Off Axis Guider 

12. Detect Beam InGaAs PIN photodiode Electo Optic Systems IGA – 
030 

13. Read Signal Oscilloscope LaCroy LC584AL 
14. Decode and Process 

Data 
Bit Syncronizer and BER 
test set 

FireBERD 6000  

Table 1 – Design Components 

 
 

SYSTEM DESIGN 
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Design decisions had to be made regarding laser wavelength, laser power, modulation method, 
beam divergence, steering accuracy and speed, tracking method, accuracy and speed, the receiv-
ing optics type and aperture, and the photodiode type, size and gain. The principal trade-off in 
the system design was between receiver power and tracking accuracy. A beam with a large di-
vergence would reduce the need for precise tracking, but increase the need for large collection 
optics and a sensitive receiver. Ultimately a beam divergence of 2.3° was chosen as a reasonable 
compromise. 
 
The system is divided into six main blocks: Communication, Auto-Tracking, Transmission, Re-
ception, Data Stream, and Visual Tracking. Each block in Figure 1 represents a subsystem. Each 
of these subsystems is described below. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Block Diagram of Basic System Design 

 
 

COMMUNICATION 
 
The output of the communication subsystem is a modulated laser beam in an optical fiber. The 
system consists of the signal generator, driver, laser, and isothermal mount (Figure 2). 

Signal Generator Driver Laser

Cooling Mount

To Transmission Block

 
Figure 2 – Block Diagram of Communication Subsystem 

 
The signal generator supplies the encoded data for the system to transmit. For testing purposes, a 
preprogrammed repeating BER test signal was transmitted and compared with the received sig-
nal to evaluate the quality of the data link. The signal is fed to the laser driver. 
 
The laser driver has a modulation input that controls the power output of the laser. It has a –3dB 
modulation bandwidth of 250 kHz and an output current range of 0 to 4000 mA. The driver also 
controls the thermoelectric cooler (TEC) which controls the laser temperature for wavelength 
and power stability. 
 
The laser is current-controlled by the driver and is pigtailed to a multimode fiber-optic cable. The 
chosen laser outputs 500 mW at 1557 nm. The 1550 nm band was chosen for eye safety, a large 
atmospheric window, and the availability of many common off-the-shelf (COTS) optical com-
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munications components at this wavelength. Most visible optics are also compatible with 1550 
nm. 500 mW was the highest power available in a pigtailed diode laser. Fiber lasers were too 
expensive for this project. The uncollimated output of the multimode fiber is spatially irregular 
and non-Gaussian. The collimator in the transmission subsystem at the end of the fiber improves 
the quality of the beam substantially. 
 
 

AUTO-TRACKING 
 
The Auto-Tracking subsystem contains the Inertial Navigation System (INS), the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS), the computer and software, and the gimbal (Figure 3). 
 

INS

GPS

Computer:
LabView Gimbal To Transmission

 
Figure 3 – Block Diagram of Auto-Tracking Subsystem 

 
A GPS unit calculates its position and velocity using time-stamped signals sent from orbiting 
satellites. It outputs position in latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates of an ellipsoid reference 
frame. Velocity is output in meters per second in an East-North-Up (ENU) reference frame lo-
cated on the surface of the earth. The errors in the position and velocity are dependent upon the 
number of visible satellites. The selected GPS communicates with the computer via an RS-232 
serial port at 1 Hz, has a 9 ft positional error, and a 0.1 m/sec RMS velocity error. 
 
The INS unit consists of three mutually-orthogonal accelerometers and three mutually-orthogo-
nal rate gyros. Outputs from these components can be used to calculate position, velocity and 
attitude by integrating linear acceleration and angular velocity. This integration, however, intro-
duces error that can increase unboundedly over time if no correction method is applied. The se-
lected INS system has an approximate update rate of 200 Hz, a maximum measurable accelera-
tion of two g’s and a maximum measurable angular velocity of 90º per second. 
 
The control software for the auto-tracking subsystem was written in LabVIEW. Software was 
written to transform INS and GPS data into the correct frame of reference, combine the inputs of 
each unit to find the moving unit’s position and orientation, and calculate azimuth and elevation 
commands for the pan / tilt unit. A Kalman filter (which is based on recursive statistical error 
estimates) to combine the independent measurements of the GPS and INS was designed but was 
not completed. The uncertainty in the position and the orientation from the GPS-INS combina-
tion was calculated to have contributed 0.5° of uncertainty to the beam alignment if the Kalman 
filter had been completed. 
 
The laser collimator that terminates the optical fiber is mounted to an azimuth-elevation gimbal 
(Table 3, Function 7). The chosen gimbal has a resolution of 0.013º, a tilt range of 111º, a pan 
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range of 31 º, and a latency of 0.001 seconds. Overall, the gimbal contributes 0.12° of error to 
the beam alignment. 
 
 

TRANSMISSION 
 

The Transmission subsystem is where the beam passes through the collimating lens to free space 
(Table 3, Function 5). 
 

Collimating LensFrom Communications

From Auto-Tracking

Free Space Transmission

 
Figure 4 – Block Diagram of the Transmission subsystem 

 
The collimating lens controls the beam divergence, which determines the beam diameter at the 
target. The selected collimator is optimized for 1550 nm and can be adjusted to a divergence of 
between 1.7° and 2.3º. 
 
The combination of position/orientation uncertainty and gimbal inaccuracy is 0.62°. The chosen 
divergence was 2.3°, leaving 1.7° available for disturbances outside of the tracking system’s 
ability to respond. 
 
 

RECEPTION 
 
The Reception subsystem (Figure 5) consists of a telescope and optical train. 
 

Telescope Optical Train
From Free Space

Transmission

To Visual
Tracking

To Data
Stream

 
Figure 5 – Block Diagram of Reception Subsystem 

 
The telescope intercepts a portion of the free-space laser beam and focuses it onto a 3 mm di-
ameter photodiode (Table 3, Function 9). The chosen telescope has a 250 mm (10 inch) mirror 
and motorized manual steering. The 250 mm mirror was chosen to minimize scintillation effects 
(loss of signal due to destructive self-interference of the beam in turbulent or non-uniformly 
heated air) and maximize signal capture, while minimizing cost and weight. 
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The optical train directs the light from the telescope to both data reception and visual tracking. 
The beam splitter (a Meade off-axis guider) uses a right-angle mirror to split the light into the 
two paths: one to the camera for visual tracking, and the other to the photodiode. 
 
 

DATA STREAM 
 
The Data Stream subsystem (Figure 6) includes an optical bandpass filter, a photodiode and a 
demodulator. 
 

Filter Photodiode Demodulator

From Reception Signal Recovery

 
Figure 6 – Block Diagram of Data Stream Subsystem 

 
The optical bandpass filter removes the extraneous wavelengths of light and increases the signal-
to-noise ratio (Table 3, Function 10). The bandpass filter has a diameter of 2 inches and a band-
width of 12 nm (1544 to 1556 nm, ±2.4 nm). 
 
The photodiode is a 3 mm-diameter InGaAs photodiode with a responsitivity of 0.9 amp/watt, a 
selectable transimpedance gain of 10 kV/A (low gain) or 100 kV/A (high gain), and a bandwidth 
of 250 kHz at high gain. The gain-bandwidth combination was chosen to maximize the receiver 
gain while minimizing rounding or attenuation of the 100 kbps signal. 
 
The demodulator translates the voltage signal provided by the photodiode into a binary-data sig-
nal. In a production system where telemetry data are transmitted from an EAFB aircraft, the sig-
nal would contain the telemetry data. 
 
 

VISUAL TRACKING 
 
The Visual Tracking subsystem captures a small fraction of the original telescope output to dis-
play an image on a monitor. 
 

Camera MonitorFrom Reception

 
Figure 7 – Block Diagram of Visual Tracking Subsystem 

 
  
The video camera collects the light from the off-axis guider and converts it to a data signal that is 
sent through a Firewire (IEEE 1394) cable to the monitor. The monitor then displays the tele-
scope image for the operator. This image can be used by the operator to steer the telescope to-
wards the transmitting laser. The camera is a 640x480 pixel monochrome camera with a 30 
frame/sec refresh rate. The 1550 nm laser beam is not visible in the camera, which cuts off at 
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1000 nm, so the operator must be able to resolve the vehicle on which the system is mounted in 
order to aim the receiving telescope. 
 
 

LINK BUDGET 
 
The link budget for the system as designed is shown in Table 2. The link budget includes losses 
from lens and mirror reflection and absorption, atmospheric attenuation, and beam divergence. 
At a range of 900 meters with a divergence of 2.28° and a receiver diameter of 250 mm, there are 
43.9 dB of geometric losses, 0.25 dB of atmospheric loss, and 6 dB of losses in the optics. With a 
500 mW laser, approximately 4800 nW of power would be received by the ground system, pro-
viding a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 33.8 dB. 
 

Divergence 2.28 degrees 
Range 900 m 
Photodiode Diameter 3 mm 
Beam Diameter 33 m 
Telescope Diameter 250 mm 
Laser Power 27 dBm 
  
Geometric Loss  –43.9 dB  
Atmospheric Loss  –0.25 dB 
Optical Loss  –6 dB 
   
Power at Photodiode –23.2 dBm 
 4800 nW 
   
Responsivity 0.9 V/W 
Transimpedence (High 
Gain) 100,000 Ω 
Output Signal (High Gain) 4.3 V 
  
Noise 180E–6 V 
SNR 24,000  
dB 33.8  

Table 2 – Link Budget 
 
The link-budget calculations determined that the signal could be received at distances over a 
mile. 
 
 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The nearly-completed system was tested on the PIRA at Edwards Air Force Base. A total of 
three sets of measurements were made at distances of 65 m, 300 m, and 900 m. Additional tests 
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at 1300 m, 1600 m, and 2100 m were planned, but operator errors and time constraints prevented 
them from being made. Because the Kalman filter was not completed, all measurements were 
made from the vehicle while it was stationary. 
 
Figure 8 shows the waveform at 900 meters. The noise amplitude is about one tenth of the signal 
amplitude for about a 20 dB SNR. The displayed noise level is about a factor of 10 higher than 
was observed during equipment qualification tests. The source of the increased noise during the 
field test was not determined, but if it could be found and removed the SNR would be around 40 
dB at 900 m. The horizontal line above the waveform is an unconnected channel on the oscillo-
scope. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 – Signal at 900 meters is 1.9 V peak-to-peak at high gain. 
 
The experimentally measured signal amplitudes, the link-budget calculations, and a data fit of 
the experimental results are plotted in Figure 9. Table 3 has the same data in tabular form. 
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Range (m) Peak-to-Peak 

Signal Strength (V)
Link Budget 
Result (V) 

65     4.8, Low Gain 110, Low Gain 

300     0.8, Low Gain    4.8, Low Gain

900     1.9, High Gain    5.2, High Gain

Table 3 – Experimental Results and Link Budget Predictions 
 
A best fit of the experimental data shows the power falling off as Distance–1.2 instead of the ex-
pected Distance–2 from geometric effects. The link-budget is slightly steeper than Distance–2 due 
to scatter and absorption. The reason for discrepancy between the measurements and the link 
budget is presently unexplained and may be the result of alignment issues or insufficient care in 
finding the maximum intensity in the beam. However, an extrapolation of either the link budget 
or the best fit combined with the SNR of 20 dB at 900 m shows that a distance of 3000 meters 
(two miles) is easily within the capabilities of the system. The bit error rates at 65, 300 and 900 
meters were below the measurement threshold, and substantially below the constraint of 10–5. 
 
To the extent that the system was completed and tested, it met all of the design constraints and 
satisfied the objectives. It is recommended that the existing system be further characterized and 
that beam profiles be measured at each of the testing distances. It is further recommended that 
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the Kalman filter be completed or that a commercial system be purchased and that the tracking 
be tested and characterized. 
 
Phase II of the project will attempt 10 Mbps communication between an aircraft and the ground 
station at distances up to 100 km. It will most likely require a fiber laser with a single-mode fiber 
coupled to an electro-optical modulator and a photodiode with a smaller active area and higher 
bandwidth to achieve 10 Mbps. A new gimbal with sub-arc-minute accuracy and repeatability, a 
new collimator with tighter collimation, and some sort of closed-loop position control will be 
necessary to achieve the required signal strength and angular resolution for the 100 km distance. 
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Abstract:

The software decommutator was recently fielded at White Sands to address the re-
quirements of a new missile test program.  This software decommutator is rewritten as a 
simple C program Function or Class with a simple interface.  The function and an Inter-
face Control Definition (ICD) comprise the SoftDecom Engine (SDE).  This paper ad-
dresses how an SDE can deliver Enterprise Wide Portability, not only that of the SDE, 
but more importantly a test program!s Verification & Validation (V&V).

The crux of the portability issue is reduced to defining the interface of the SDE.  In the 
simplest manifestation only two interfaces are needed and one is a given.  The input 
structure is defined by the telemeter minor frame with time appended if desired.  The 
output structure is no more than an array containing the parameters required.  The ICD 
could be generalized into a standard for most applications, but that isn!t necessary, as 
the structures are simple, hence easy to adapt to anyway.

This new paradigm!s importance will flourish on industries irreversible migration to faster 
and more complex telemeters.  The paper reviews the relative ease that software exhib-
its when addressing very complex telemeters.  With confidence it may be said “ if the 
telemeter format can be described in writing, it can be processed real time”.  Also dis-
cussed are tasks that normally require specialized or customized and expensive equip-
ment for example, merged streams, complex simulations and recording and reproducing 
PCM (sans recorder).  Hopefully, your creativity will be engaged as ours has been.

Background

What began as a digital infrastructure migration at the Telemetry Data Center, became 
an extensive modernization of the architecture and in particular the system integration.  
These improvements morphed the TDC into an integrated Telemetry Data Center or 
iTDC.  The modernization only recently got off the ground, the hold-up was the best 
source switch technology.  Consisting of an analog histogrammer that automatically 



switched to the source exhibiting longest contiguous frame synchronization history.  The 
box was designed and fabricated by White Sands personnel and designed to provide 
Flight Safety Officers with any available telemetry data, though it might contain interrup-
tions, degradations and temporal discontinuities.  Unfortunately no commercial devices 
were found that performed as well, excluding space diversity combining, not possible at 
White Sands.

A “White Paper” on a compositor based on real time correlation was written and circu-
lated to spur development.  A Correlating Source Selector™ (CSS™) was successfully 
demonstrated at White Sands by the NetAcquire Corporation.  The device outperformed 
the analog device except for latency.  The digital migration began and the analog signal 
handling infrastructure was mostly replaced.  The interesting lessons learned are dis-
cussed in closely related papers, listed in the reference section.

Software Decommutation

Soft decommutation had been performed on an IBM 360 mainframe but gave way to 
hardware decommutation.  It was cheaper, faster and the preferred method providing 
real time processing for Go/No Go evaluation and for Flight Safety decisions.  Soft De-
commutation remained on workstations performing post test data reduction.  Though 
dated the work stations were very reliable and fast enough. One application, a missile 
reduction program that ran for several minutes was was ported to an Apple G5, the re-
compiled reduction ran in less than two seconds causing us to believe the program had 
simply crashed.  The directory was inspected and the finished data file nearly a hundred 
megabytes in size was found.  An inspection of the file verified that indeed, all the data 
had been processed.  At that point we realized "real-time! software decommutation could 
be implemented on an inexpensive desktop microcomputer.  The only obstacle was get-
ting the telemetry data into the computer in real time.

The Data Bridge

Sometimes its just your lucky day, it turns out the same CSS device that generates a 
best source would also readily take PCM encoded data and generate minor frame 
aligned packets over IP.  The CSS could place the data on the network in real time, at 
fairly high rates and conversely, receive a packet containing a minor frame of data from 
the network, and clock it out as PCM.  The utility was immediately recognized and a 
PCM simulation was successfully generated for a target vehicle.  It was easy to realize  
considerably more complex simulations than our hardware simulators could replicate.  
The Data Bridge capability provided the data directly to the G5 computers over Ether-
net.  The received minor frame and appended time then logged directly to disk, proc-
essed and displayed in real time.  

The ready availability of computer friendly, minor frame aligned network packets enable 
a rich and flexible net-centric architecture.  The result is a drastically reduced core archi-
tecture, depicted in figure 1 composed of only two elements, the Correlating Source Se-



lector (Data Bridge)  and the integrated Decom/Display (iDD).  A nominal configuration 
might consist of multiple CSS!s driving multple iDD!s.  

Figure 1.  iTDC Core Architecture

Baptism of Fire

Developing our own software resulted benefits that were not anticipated such as the 
relative ease that complex telemeters may be handled in C.  At White Sands, this was 
precipitated by a new project employing a very complex and high data rate telemeter.  
As a contingency the complex portions of the telemeter were processed in software on 
the Apple G5 computer.

It took no longer to write the C code to handle the complex tasks than it did to write the 
hardware databases for the normal processing.  Despite that the software decommuta-
tor program was in its infancy,  the additional flexibility made the task easier and hence 
took less time to write.  When the primary hardware solution could not readily process 
the complex portions of the telemeter, it was displaced by the contingency solution.

Point of No Return

The writing is on the wall for the PCM hardware paradigm, the iTDC!s architecture will 
eventually be net-centric with few PCM devices.  PCM devices will eventually be rele-
gated to the field acquisition sites.

It should be noted that excellent test direction enabled our group to find these solutions.  
The excellent technical disclosures and documentation were provided well in advance.  
Without this, there would not have been any latitude to think things through and develop 
what we felt was a good solution.  Accurate documentation, frequent technical ex-
changes, follow on testing, much proofing, final article integration and rigorous data re-
views are the test paradigm.  Programs that elect to be less rigorous subject their test-
ing to greater risk and often must repeat their missions and at times lose critical data if 
not the test article.



Paradigm Lost

If a missile program develops a SoftDecom Engine to perform the telemeter data proc-
essing, then the unabridged V&V need only be accomplished once.   Since the SoftDe-
com Engine is developed along side the new missile, it is resident for all the V&V tests 
the missile is subjected to, and so the SDE too is validated.  This V&V normally would 
be repeated to a large extent on every range that the missile might test in.  For very 
complex telemeters this could mean many months resulting in many dollars spent and a 
substantial schedule impact just to repeat the V&V.  But if an SDE was written, it maybe 
emailed along with the Interface Control Definition to the testing destination.  The host 
Software Decommutator program then is adapted to accommodate the new ICD (or 
conversely the SDE interface maybe adjusted to accomodate the host software!s inter-
face) and development is done.   So, is most of the V&V, only a little more than verifying 
the output structure mappings will be needed and V&V is done.  Many months of data-
base development, repeated testing and V&V are circumvented.  Implemented at the 
inception of a new telemeter design, SDE!s can result in substantial savings, reduction 
to mission risk and minimized test schedule impact.

Recorder paradigms are also at risk here.  If the Chapter 10 standards compliance is 
bungled and doesn!t result in an environment similar to the Wideband II standard, there 
will be no reason for Chapter 10 devices at all.  Chapter 10 recorders are fairly crippled 
since the data isn!t frame or even byte aligned when recorded.  This forces all user!s to 
procure a similar recorder to reproduce the data and a PCM Decommutator to make the 
reproduced data computer friendly.  The Chapter 10 file itself is essentially useless.  It 
makes more sense to log the minor frame itself along with time.  The file is computer 
friendly and may be used directly.

As an added bonus, iTDC programers have provided a paper on a clever software ap-
plication that generates time code using a computer and a Data Bridge.  The paper will 
be in this years ITC proceedings and is listed in the reference section.  With this pro-
gram, the G5 or any other computer may read the time tag from the log file (or from the 
keyboard) and generate an IRIG B DC time code via the Data Bridge.  Performing this 
concurrently while generating PCM data from a simulation or a log file, allows the G5 
and Data Bridge to (a limited extent) replace a  Chapter 10 recorder and a simulator 
outright.  The software is also useful in stand alone uses, like testing Time Code de-
vices, latency measurements or for making real time adjustments to the IRIG time code 
reference.

SoftDecom Engine Function

The Software Decommutator was originally written as a contingency, so the coding con-
tained many programming sins of expediency.  The rewrite will correct all of the sins 
eventually, and will provide the engine depicted in following figure (Fig. 2).  The SDE 
function was devised to meet the requirements of the Common Frameworks Architec-
ture technology plan at White Sands.  Intended to enable any Instrumentation console 



with access to the telemetry net to use the data in real time as practical (i.e. tracking 
aid, event monitor, real time data fusion).  The SDE delivers the requirement and more.
                   

Word1, Word2, .... WordN, FS1,FS2,FS3, T1,T2
Input Data Structure

Parameter 1, Parameter 2, .... Parameter N, Time
Output Data Structure

SoftDecom

Engine

Host Program:
Receive Network TM Packet
Call SDE

Host Program:
Receive SDE Output Array
Write parameters to
Current Value Table
continue

Figure 2  Basic SoftDecom Engine implementation

Word1, Word2, .... WordN, FS1,FS2,FS3, T1,T2
Input Data Structure

Parameter 1, Parameter 2, .... Parameter N, Time
Output Data Structure

Minor Frame

Decommutator

Host Program:
Receive Network TM Packet
Call SDE

Host Program:
Receive SDE Output Array
Write parameters to
Current Value Table
continue

Asynch Word1, AsynchWord2, .... AsynchWordN
Extracted Asynchronous Stream

Async Frame

Decommutator

Figure 3.  Asynchronous Embedded Stream Processing



The SoftDecom Engine may be written as a function, class or a process and thread 
friendly.  The interface may be very simple, an input array and an output array are all 
that are needed.  The engine might be dynamically allocated as many times as neces-
sary to do the job.  Complex telemeter schemes decompose into simpler “instances” 
and the same method will process several telemeters and merge the data in real time.
The engine might be “hard” coded, resulting in a small amount of code (email size) or it 
may be generic in nature using a third interface structure (usually a table) that commu-
nicates the decommutation requirements to the SDE.  The table may be edited without 
recompiling the SDE.  Normally, hard or embedded coding is frowned upon, but the 
SDE!s are generally quite small and relatively simple.  As such, hard coding is tolerated, 
so long as some effort is made to make the source code small and easy to read.
#

Data is aligned so frame synchronization on embedded or asynchronous streams is 
straight forward.  The engine itself can be engaged numerous times to process each 
derivative stream independantly.  An SDE may be allocated as needed for each stream, 
hence the simplicity of the individual SDE is maintained.  Any application may call the 
SDE so long that the Interface Control Definition is accommodated.  In Figure 3 the out-
put record of the first SDE becomes the input record of the second SDE.  Figure 4 de-
picts stream merging, commonly referred to as “Strip and Ship”.  This type of processing 
is analogous to multiplexing.

# # #

Word1, Word2, .... WordN, FS1,FS2,FS3, T1,T2
Input Data Structure  (Vehicle 1)

Merged Parameter 1, Merged Parameter 2, .... Merged Parameter N, Time
Output Data Structure

Minor Frame

Decommutator

Word1, Word2, .... WordN, FS1,FS2,FS3, T1,T2
Input Data Structure  (Vehicle 2)

Minor Frame

Decommutator

Figure 4  Multiple Stream Processing

 The ICD is so simple that it may be easily altered to fit the host application, this gives 
the engine a sort of “Plug In” functionality, that could be resident in any device, such as 
a Strip Chart Recorder.  This functionality would reside nicely in a Disk Recorder able to 
record aligned data as well.  Recording merged data is feasable, a sort of poor man!s 
multiplexer.



Conclusion

Lack of portability is a nuisance, but promises to be a serious problem as telemeters 
continue to become more complex.  Standardizing on a single hardware decommutator 
would solve the portability issue, but is there a “one size fits all” decommutator any-
where?  Supposing there was and hardware decom!s were portable such that one could 
email the decom anywhere one needed.  What would need to be standardized for this to 
work?  The interface of course, the input would be PCM - NRZL and the output might be 
+/- 10 Volts DC, (DAC Range) for analog Strip Chart Recorders.  So far this is easy, and 
it would work.  This is the hardware analogue of the SDE. 

The basic elements needed to apply an SDE in your application are probably already in 
existence at your own facility.  This method spawned creative solutions to other very 
pervasive problems at White Sands.  Please feel free to contact us regarding this dis-
cussion, we are confident you will find interesting and creative solutions as well.  The 
papers referred to in this paper, are listed along with closely related papers.  The 
authors maybe be reached at benitezj@wsmr.army.mil, guadianaj@wsmr.army.mil, 
torresm1@wsmr.army.mil and Larry.Creel@US.Army.mil.  Larry Creel, Alexis Telemetry 
Inc, is under contract to the Systems Engineering Branch, White Sands Missile Range.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper discusses the importance of time measurement and the necessity of time measurement 
accuracy to data acquisition and analysis.  It briefly reviews how time is used in data analysis and how to 
determine what amount of jitter, latency and phase error is acceptable for various data acquisition 
systems and analysis methodology.  It discusses the relevance of various measurement timing errors and 
how some of them may be corrected. Finally, this paper discusses various approaches to time tagging of 
measurements in a distributed network based data system where data is packetized for efficient 
transmission. 
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INTRODUCTION 

What is Time? 
 
Time is one of the four dimensions in the fabric of Space-Time with which most people are familiar. The 
measurement of time and space position are all necessary to completely describe an event, or state of any 
system being measured.  These measurements are analyzed to allow us to gain knowledge of how 
dynamic systems behave in response to stimulus. Various dictionaries define time in multiple ways and 
of course, like most English words, its meaning depends on the context in which it is used.  As 
technologists and engineers, our use of the term is best defined as:  
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A nonspatial continuum in which events occur in apparently irreversible succession from the past 
through the present to the future 
 
 

How is Time Defined for Measurement Systems? 
 
From this definition one can observe that time implies a dimensional (but non-spatial) relationship 
between events and that an event occurring after another event in time cannot have been the cause of the 
preceding event, but may have been caused by the preceding event, or by some unrelated event.  What is 
unique about the time dimension, in addition to being a non-spatial dimension, is that from the words in 
the definition, “events occur in apparently irreversible succession from the past through the present to the 
future” it is apparently not possible for events and phenomena to have a negative value for time 
dimension.  This means that while it is always possible to return to a specific point in space, it is not 
possible to return to that point to observe a particular event or phenomenon, in real-time, after it has 
occurred.  This is why it is necessary to capture and record the physical evidence of the event or 
phenomenon, along with a measurement of the time in which the event or phenomenon actually occurred.  
In this way, events can be reconstructed so that engineers and analysts can construct a picture of what 
occurred in relation to other events. 
 
Another use of time in measurement systems is related to measurement of characteristics of certain 
phenomena occurring continuously over extended periods so that no distinct “event” is of specific 
interest as related to other distinct events.  What may be important about time in the context of these 
measurements isn’t exactly when they occur, but the periodic nature of the phenomena. In this case, the 
actual time of a measurement may not be important at all, but accurate measurement of the precise time 
interval between peaks and valleys observed in the phenomenon and the transformation of the 
measurement from the time domain to the frequency domain would be of primary significance. 
 

What are Events? 
Events themselves are often considered distinct measurable phenomena, occurring at discrete moments in 
time. In fact however, all observable events unfold over some definite time interval.  In the process of 
understanding an event, which on a human time scale appears to occur “instantaneously”, it is necessary 
to make several observations of the event (i.e. measurements) over ever smaller time intervals, so that the 
cause and effect relationships between the physical phenomena can be implied, if not directly observed. 
 
Once we can imply a cause and effect relationship between events, we can design an experiment to 
validate our hypothesis. If then, by observation, we show that event B inevitably follows event A, we can 
be relatively certain that there is a cause and effect relationship between these two events. 
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A Brief History of Time Measurement Technology1

The link provided in reference 1 provides a fascinating look at another aspect of time measurement, i.e. 
the relationship of time measurement precision to the events being recorded over some period of time.  
The temporal interrelationship of these events determines the units, or fractions of units of time we use.  
When we consider events occurring over many human life times, we measure time in years, eons, 
centuries, thousands or millions or billions of years.  We call this time measurement on a historical or 
geological scale.  At the same time, measurement of rapidly changing phenomenon must be made over 
very short periods of time such as milliseconds, microseconds, nanoseconds or even picoseconds.  Of 
course, the more rapidly events change, the shorter the time measurement interval and the more precise 
the time measurement must be.  It follows that it must be more accurate as well. 
 

BODY 

Understanding motion in 3D spatial frame 
 
The measurement of time is essential to understanding how things change, at what rate they change as 
well as the rate of change of the rate of change.  This in turn helps to understand the nature of the 
phenomena/events being measured.  For example, in measuring motion of an airplane, we measure 
distance traveled in a certain direction over a defined time period (i.e. velocity), we also measure the 
increase, or decrease in velocity over a period of time (i.e. acceleration).  This kind of information is 
sometimes referred to as Time, Space, Position Information, or TSPI for short.  We need the fourth 
dimension (i.e. time) to understand motion in 3 dimensional space. 
 
It is often of vital interest to understand the temporal relationship between events occurring at widely 
separated points in space. For example the simultaneous recording of aircraft noise on the ground, 
aircraft TSPI information and the engine, landing gear and control surface settings on the airplane. In this 
case, it is necessary that all data recording platforms have a common sense of time. This can be 
accomplished by synchronizing all clocks in the system to a single time master. In most modern 
applications, GPS time is the obvious time source to be used for this purpose.  When users are concerned 
about time differences in the tens of microseconds or less, one needs to account for satellite transmission 
delay differences in synchronizing clocks to GPS time. 
 
Another important experimental observation that is often made is that of determining a characteristic 
frequency of a structure or circuit etc.  This tells us how a particular system can be expected to behave in 
a dynamic environment.  In some cases, we are asked to gather information on periodic motion 
phenomena, referred to as vibration.  Understanding vibration requires that we know the amount of 
energy at each frequency of interest. This, of course presumes that we have some fore-knowledge of the 
phenomenon we are trying to characterize.  If we fail to sample the phenomenon at a high enough rate, 
we will miss capturing frequencies much above twice our selected sample rate. To measure frequency, it 
is necessary to measure the characteristics of the phenomenon over a period of time.  The higher the 
frequency we are trying to observe, the more observations we must make in a defined time period.  As 

 
1 See reference 1



the frequency increases, the allowable time between observations gets smaller and the required 
“accuracy” of the timed measurement becomes tighter.  In general, it is not physically possible to 
measure frequencies higher than half the sample rate2. In addition, our measurement of the energy 
distribution at each frequency requires a higher sample rate yet (usually at least 5 X the highest frequency 
we are trying to characterize. 
 
Generally, the frequency content of a measurement recorded in the time domain is computed using a fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT). The results of this transform depend for accuracy on the uniformity of the time 
increments provided by the sampling clock.  To the extent that there is jitter and/or phase noise in the 
clock signal used for data capture, there will be errors in the resulting frequency output produced by the 
FFT.3

 
An equation for the effect of jitter on the Signal to Noise Ratio of a frequency measurement is: 
 
 dBftSNR
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Understanding events 
 
An event is defined as “the fundamental entity of observed physical reality represented by a point 
designated by three coordinates of place and one of time in the space-time continuum postulated by the 
theory of relativity”.4 Another way to say this is that events are defined as the occurrence of some 
physically observable phenomenon at a unique point in space and at distinct point in time.  In reality, this 
definition is not very precise at all. In the first place, for a phenomenon to be “observed” or measured, a 
period of time, as opposed to a distinct point in time is required to actually make the observation. In the 
second place, during the period of observation, the phenomenon, if it meets the definition of an event, is 
changing as well.  In philosophical terms then, it is not actually possible to observe any actual event as 
defined above.  In engineering terms however, if we can make an observation over a period of time that 
is short enough to ensure that the changes in the observed phenomenon are “negligible”.  This requires 
making some assumptions about the phenomenon, and that is exactly what we do to determine such time 
related characterizations as sample rate, time tagging accuracy5 and precision6. 
 
 

                                                 
2 See reference 2
3 See reference 3
4 Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary definition of event #4. 
5 Accuracy - degree of conformity of a measure to a standard or a true value, ref: Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary 

4 

6 Precision - the degree of refinement with which an operation is performed or a measurement stated – Ref: Merriam-Webster 
Online Dictionary. 

http://www.edn.com/article/CA484488.html
http://www.m-w.com/dictionary/event
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How accurate is “Accurate”? 
 
In determining how accurate a time measurement needs to be, we can define some engineering rules of 
thumb. In general, the time uncertainty, which we will define as (1 - Time Accuracy) needs to be small 
enough to ensure that the relationships between events can be determined. If the expected time between 
events in question is δt, our time uncertainty should be less than δt/2, to ensure that we will always be 
able to distinguish between events.  If the observation time required is greater than δt/2, our measurement 
system will be unable to distinguish between the events in time. 
 
 

A Common Sense of Time among Measurements 
 
In order to distinguish between events measured at disparate places on an airplane, we plan to use a 
distributed data acquisition system base on network architecture. Data captured by remotely located 
acquisition elements often need to be correlated with what is happening elsewhere on the airplane.  The 
only method available to accomplish this is to ensure that time tagging is done by the remote acquisition 
element when the data is captured and that all acquisition elements have a common sense of time. 
 
Two developments offer a means to accomplish this with the accuracy and precision required for flight 
test measurements.  These are network based time distribution i.e. Network Time Protocol (NTP) and 
Precision time Protocol (PTP) or IEEE 1588 and microfabricated atomic clocks7.  Each of these 
technologies offers advantages and may be applicable to measurement applications on airplanes.  The 
advertised uncertainties available with these technologies are as follows: 
 

• NTP     < ± 1 ms8 
• PTP (IEEE 1588-2002)  < ± 1 μs  future < ± 1 ns7 
• Microfabricated atomic clocks9 Drift < - 0.1 μs/day,  

Ut ~ ± 1 μs /day 
 
Each technology can serve a useful purpose in distributed measurement systems, depending on the actual 
measurement requirements.  NTP is an inexpensive, software based protocol that should work well for 
measurements with sample rates up to 500 sps. PTP IEEE 1588 distributed time is also currently 
available, but requires special network switch hardware with boundary clocks to implement. Use of 
microfabricated atomic clocks is still some time in the future, but offers great potential for accurate 
timing on wireless networks. 
 
 

                                                 
7 See reference 4
8 See reference 5
9 See reference 4

http://tf.nist.gov/general/pdf/1945.pdf


What are the consequences of timing errors? 
 
Timing errors can have a significant adverse impact on data quality. For systems that depend on sample 
clocks to produce a fixed time interval for clocking data at a known sample rate, time interval errors add 
to measurement uncertainty and/or frequency distribution (band width) or phase error (Distortion), as 
illustrated in figure 1.10
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Figure 1 Sample Time Error Caused Phase Distortion 

 
Sample timing errors can also introduce amplitude noise on relatively slowly varying measurement 
amplitudes. This is interpreted as sample uncertainty and directly impacts measurement uncertainty, as 
illustrated in figure 2. 
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10 For the sake of illustration, a 2% (max) timing error was used. This is much larger than even the least accurate sample 
clocks, and is intended for illustration only. 



Impact of Time Jitter on Amplitude Measurements
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Figure 2 Effect of Time Jitter on Amplitude Measurements 

 
 

What is the future of Time Measurement and Distribution (within Data Systems)? 
 
Traditional measurement and control systems have been implemented using a centralized (treed) 
architecture. In such systems, timing requirements are met by programming to a predefined formatting 
combined with deterministic communication technologies (i.g. traditional IRIG 106 PCM). With the 
growing application of distributed data system architecture and the increasing use of commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS) networks such as Ethernet, a method of distributing time to the most remote acquisition 
element within the data acquisition chain will become increasingly important. Because distributed 
systems encourage autonomous operation of data sampling processes, sampling schedules need to be 
synchronized to ensure determinism among different sampling elements.  In addition, data driven 
acquisition elements need to be able to time stamp the acquired data with time synchronized throughout 
the various parts of the data system. 
 
Time can be distributed to the various system acquisition elements via a variety of distribution systems 
such as IRIG B, NTP and IEEE 1588. IRIG timing signals require a separate pair of wires, negating one 
of the most significant advantage of the more modern bus architectures i.e. the ability to reduce the 
number cables and connectors.  
Network Time Protocol (NTP) was developed to synchronize the computer clock over a network.  It 
represented a big step forward in synchronizing the activities of different networked processors and data 

7 

http://www.ntp.org/
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acquisition elements. Its major drawback is that the various network components introduce variable11 
delays that cause inaccuracies in the time synchronization. 
 
One approach to dealing with these delays conceived by Boeing to allow time stamping of data acquired 
by a device we called a Wireless Network Capable Application Processor (WiNCAP).  This 
implementation was intended to use a clock sync pulse sent out on the power wires to the NCAP.  The 
NCAP would receive its time of day information via NTP.  The sync pulse would be transmitted 
simultaneously with the initiation of the NTP clock message.  The WiNCAP programming would then 
adjust its time to match the NTP time of day to the sync pulse. Timing signals were to be transmitted 
every second.  While this approach appeared reasonable, it was never tried. Instead, when we first 
powered up the WiNCAP we synchronized its system clock to airplane IRIG B time to an agreement of  
at least one second using a simple linux ‘rdate’ function (NTP works very well also, but 'rdate' was more 
efficient).  Next the WiNCAP clock was synchronized to a pulse-per-second signal generated from the 
Airplane system reference clock using a phase-lock-loop circuit. This signal was transmitted over a fiber 
optic link that was also used to furnish a teat data stream to the WiNCAP.  A clock jitter of around 10 
nanosecond jitter was observed after a brief disciplining of the WiNCAP clock.  
 
The IEEE 1588 standard was developed to address this shortcoming. The IEEE 1588TM-2002 Standard 
for A Precision Clock Synchronization Protocol for Networked Measurement and Control Systems 
provides an approach to accurate time distribution of time across an Ethernet network.  This is the 
approach that Boeing Commercial Airplane Company BCA is using in the design of a new distributed 
architecture data system for BCA Flight Testing.  A method of synchronizing devices on an 
IEEE802.11b wireless LAN has been developed by Afshaneh Pakdaman and Todor Cooklev of San 
Francisco State University and John Eidson of Agilent Technologies (See reference 6). They claim to 
have achieved PHY jitter of 500 to 600 ns with an average offset is 7.35 microseconds.  These numbers 
are well within the requirements for many flight test applications. 
 
Another technology that holds promise for future wireless transducer systems is the Chip-Scale Atomic 
Clock.  Research being conducted at the NIST Physics Laboratory and the University of California at 
Berkley is intended to provide an accurate, low power local time source that could be used in a smart 
transducer capable of time stamping its own data. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Precise and accurate time measurement plays a vital role in our understanding of the meaning of data and 
its interpretation leading to understanding of physical systems in the test environment. Complex physical 
systems make understanding the relationships of events in time an essential element of interpreting cause 
and effect relationships between events. In addition, precise and accurate timing of measurement 
sampling is essential to measuring and understanding a variety physical phenomenon. 

                                                 
11 These delays depend on the bus loading which, for most non-deterministic networks, are themselves variable. 

http://ieee1588.nist.gov/
http://ieee1588.nist.gov/
http://ieee1588.nist.gov/
http://ieee1588.nist.gov/Presentation%20PDFs/4_IEEE%20802.11b_afshaneh.pdf
http://ieee1588.nist.gov/Presentation%20PDFs/4_IEEE%20802.11b_afshaneh.pdf
http://tf.nist.gov/timefreq/ofm/smallclock/LongTermStability.htm
http://tf.nist.gov/timefreq/ofm/smallclock/LongTermStability.htm
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ABSTRACT 

Network-centric data acquisition and telemetry systems continue to gain momentum and 
adoption.  However, inherent non-deterministic network delays hinder these systems’ suitability 
for use where high-accuracy timing information is required.  The emerging IEEE 1588 standard 
for time distribution offers the potential for real-time data acquisition system development using 
cost-effective, standards-based network technologies such as Ethernet and IP multicast.  This 
paper discusses the challenges, realities, lessons, and triumphs experienced using IEEE 1588 in 
the development and implementation of such a large-scale network-centric data acquisition and 
telemetry system.  IEEE 1588 clears a major hurdle in moving the network-centric buzz from 
theory to realization. 

KEY WORDS 

Timing, Ethernet, Network, Data Acquisition 

INTRODUCTION 

For several years now, the "Next Big Thing" in telemetry systems and related fields has been a 
shift in focus towards “network-centric” systems.  But what does this mean?  Network-centric 
systems leverage the recent explosion and advances in Information Technologies (IT) to provide 
expanded communications capabilities at a reduced financial cost.  Indeed, employing pervasive 
networking equipment such as IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) switches allows telemetry systems to reap 
the significant benefits that spring from the use of such widely adopted, standards-based 
technologies.  Important among these benefits are the option for multi-vendor procurement that 
is enabled by interoperability between devices and the lower equipment costs driven by market 
competition. 
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However, as can be expected, the use of generic communications technologies does not come 
without some noteworthy drawbacks.  Popular networking technologies such as Ethernet were 
not designed for application in networks as demanding as a typical telemetry system.  Strict 
requirements on system capabilities, such as the accurate and reliable timestamping of acquired 
data, are challenging to achieve on these types of networks. 

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI®) has devoted a significant amount of effort to tackling this 
issue and has extensively tested an emerging IEEE standard designed specifically to address this 
problem:  IEEE 1588 (IEEE Standard for a Precision Clock Synchronization Protocol for 
Networked Measurement and Control Systems).  While conquering the challenges inherent in 
ensuring reliable timing information in a network-centric telemetry system is difficult, it is far 
from impossible.  Read on for details of the challenges, realities, lessons, and triumphs 
experienced by SwRI as development progressed on the design of a data acquisition and 
telemetry system built upon IEEE 1588 for providing reliable timing information throughout the 
system. 

PTP BACKGROUND 

IEEE 1588, or Precision Time Protocol (PTP) as it is coming to be known, allows for high-
accuracy synchronization of distributed clocks via a common communication path.  PTP clocks 
operate as either a “master” or “slave” clock, which is a designation denoting whether the clock 
provides or receives the synchronized time†.  Each clock operates independently from all other 
clocks, autonomously determining whether to operate as a master or slave by evaluating the PTP 
messages it has received and employing a “best master clock” (BMC) algorithm specified in the 
IEEE 1588 standard.  The BMC algorithm uses a variety of factors that include information 
about time source traceability, user-configurable preferences, and tie-breaking unique identifiers 
to determine the best source for timing information in a system with multiple PTP clocks. 

Synchronization is achieved by messages transmitted between master and slave clocks that serve 
to measure both the offset between the clocks as well as any communication path induced delay.  
Accurately measuring these two factors is crucial to high-accuracy distributed synchronization 
and is the focus of the PTP algorithm.  How this information is applied to the clocks is not 
specified, but instead is left up to the specific implementation.  There are two pairs of messages 
used to gather these measurements, one pair each for clock offset and communication path delay.  
The SYNC/FOLLOW_UP message pair is used to measure the clock offset and is discussed 
below. 

• SYNC:  The fundamental message type in PTP, SYNC messages, are sent out regularly 
at a defined SYNC message interval (default of 2 seconds) by a clock operating as a 

                                                      
† An exception to this is a so-called “boundary clock” that has multiple ports, only one of which operates as a slave 
clock while all other ports operate as master clocks.  As the name implies, boundary clocks are useful for providing 
timing beyond logical system boundaries or for hierarchical system segmentation purposes.  Boundary clocks are 
beyond the scope of this paper and are not discussed. 
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master clock.  A SYNC message contains a complete copy of the relevant dataset 
defining the properties of the transmitting clock (used for BMC evaluation) as well as a 
“best guess” timestamp representing the time of the master clock at the moment the 
SYNC message was transmitted. 

• FOLLOW_UP:  Transmission of FOLLOW_UP messages by the master clock is 
optional, but is typically critical for achieving high-accuracy measurement of 
master/slave clock offset.  As mentioned above, SYNC messages usually contain a 
“best guess” for the value of the master clock at the time of SYNC transmission.  This 
is because a SYNC message normally must be assembled before it can be sent, and 
therefore, a precise measurement of this timestamp cannot be included.  However, after 
the SYNC message has been sent, a precise value can be measured.  FOLLOW_UP 
messages contain this precise timestamp, and slave clocks use unique message 
sequence numbers to pair this data point up with the original SYNC message. 

The slave clock takes a local timestamp of the incoming SYNC message and can use this 
timestamp (TSS) along with the precise transmission timestamp from the master clock (TSM) to 
measure the master/slave clock offset by using simple subtraction (TSS – TSM).  However, it is 
important to note that this measurement will also include any delay introduced by the 
communication path.  To more accurately adjust the slave clocks, this value must be measured.  
In order for this to occur, the slave takes a more active role by initiating the delay measurement 
with the DELAY_REQUEST/DELAY_RESPONSE message pair discussed below. 

• DELAY_REQUEST:  Approximately every 30 seconds, or more specifically, at a 
randomized interval as specified by the IEEE 1588 standard, a slave will transmit a 
DELAY_REQUEST message to the master clock in order to measure the current 
communication path delay.  When a slave transmits a DELAY_REQUEST message, it 
records a local timestamp of the event.  It will then wait for a response from the master. 

• DELAY_RESPONSE:  Upon receipt of a DELAY_REQUEST message, a master clock 
will record the timestamp of the receipt and return this timestamp in a 
DELAY_RESPONSE message that can be paired up with the original 
DELAY_REQUEST by use of a unique message sequence number. 

The slave can then use its locally recorded DELAY_REQUEST transmission timestamp (TDRs) 
along with the master’s DELAY_REQUEST receipt timestamp (TDRM) to calculate the current 
communication path delay by simple subtraction and division by 2.  The division by two is due 
to the fact that the slave-side timestamps used to calculate the delay have been subjected to two 
traversals of the communication path (the master-to-slave offset adjustment measurement and the 
newly arrived slave-to-master delay adjustment measurement both contribute one 
communication path delay).   

These two message pairs allow for the precise calculation of the adjustment that a slave 
implementation must perform in order for it to synchronize its locally maintained clock.  Figure 
1 shows a hypothetical example where a slave implementation uses PTP to calculate and then 
perform the necessary adjustment.  Each clock maintains a local count of the number of time 
units that it believes have passed since some arbitrary moment in time.  For the purposes of this 
example the time units will be referred to as “ticks,” The master clock, represented by the 
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continuum of time on the left, starts with a tick count of 100.  The slave clock, which is to be 
synchronized, is represented by the continuum of time on the right and starts with a tick count of 
260.  Scanning downward through both continuums represents the passage of time and allows for 
the comparison of the local values each clock has at any moment in the measurement and 
adjustment process.  The clocks begin this example with an absolute offset of 150 ticks, and 
there is a communication path delay of 10 ticks. 
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100260   
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=
−=

−=
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2
20

2
160140

2
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−=

−
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−
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Figure 1 - PTP Synchronization Measurement Example 

The SYNC/FOLLOW_UP message pair occurs most frequently (typically every two seconds) 
and allows for measurement of the clock offset.  In this example, the master transmits a SYNC 
message at its master-local time of 100.  This SYNC message contains an approximation of its 
transmission timestamp and is sent to the slave clock, which records a precise slave-local 
timestamp of 260 (TSS) upon its arrival.  As soon as it is practical, the master clock sends a 
FOLLOW_UP message containing a more precise value of the SYNC transmission timestamp 
(TSM).  Once the slave receives this precise timestamp, it can then make its first calculation of 
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the master-to-slave offset by subtraction.  In this case, the offset is calculated to be 160 ticks.  
The slave can then use this information to adjust its local clock appropriately. 

However, this alone would not provide enough information for the slave to calculate a highly 
accurate value for the necessary adjustment.  Using only this information, any adjustment would 
result in a calculation that is off by the delay inherent in the communication path used to pass the 
PTP message.  Indeed, the offset adjustment seen in this example, performed at master-local time 
of 140 ticks, is consequently off by the communication path delay of 10 ticks.  To account for 
this, a DELAY_REQUEST/DELAY_RESPONSE message pair is necessary to measure the 
communication path delay. 

A delay measurement is initiated by the slave clock when it transmits a DELAY_REQUEST 
message.  This message contains no timestamp; however, the slave does record a precise slave-
local timestamp of the time at which the DELAY_REQUEST message was sent, which in this 
example is 140 ticks (TDRS).  Note that this slave-local timestamp is taken after the offset 
adjustment discussed above has occurred, and because of this it will include the 10 tick 
inaccuracy.  The DELAY_REQUEST passes back through the communication path, allowing 
another 10 ticks to pass before it is received by the master which records a precise master-local 
receipt timestamp of 160 ticks (TDRM).  The master then sends a DELAY_RESPONSE message 
containing this timestamp back to the slave clock.  By subtracting these two timestamps, the 
slave has now successfully measured the value of two communication path traversals to be 20 
ticks.  Taking half of this calculated value, the slave can use this information to perform another 
adjustment to its local clock, which is shown in the figure as occurring at master-local time of 
190 ticks.  At this point, the clocks are now successfully synchronized, and the calculated 
communication path delay can also be used to appropriately adjust future calculations of the 
master-to-slave offset. 

One last important point of discussion remains regarding the communications used by PTP to 
synchronize clocks.  Studying the required messages used in PTP, note that PTP was designed in 
such a way that it lends itself extremely well to IP multicast as a method of distribution.  One 
node, the PTP master clock, generates the majority of traffic necessary for timing information 
distribution, and it does so by the transmission of identical messages to many subscribers.  This 
is precisely the type of delivery model for which multicast was built.  Using multicast 
transmissions on a multicast-capable communication path, timing information is available 
throughout the system to any node that wishes to receive it, and the delivery of this timing 
information scales well due to the efficient use of communication resources that multicast 
enables.  Indeed, realizing the potentially beneficial pairing of technologies, the PTP working 
group included specifications for how timing information should be encapsulated into IP 
multicast packets as part of the standard’s definition. 

IMPLEMENTATION REALITIES 

As with most emerging technologies, the benefits of PTP don’t come without some caveats or 
snags as they move off of the standard page and into system implementations.  Several relevant 
issues exist with the implementation of a PTP-based timing distribution system.  However, such 
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issues can be mitigated if approached with an understanding of the fundamental source of the 
problems.  What follows is a discussion of some of the more immediate concerns and challenges 
that are likely to be encountered by a newcomer to deploying PTP systems, as well as 
suggestions on how to successfully navigate these issues. 

The success of PTP in achieving high-accuracy clock synchronization is primarily dependent 
upon two factors:  the precision of the timestamps taken and the accuracy of the communication 
path delay measurement.  Each is addressed in turn here.  First, it is absolutely crucial that the 
timestamps taken during the measurement of required adjustments are as precise as possible.  
The success of synchronization truly lives and dies by the accuracy of these measurement 
timestamps.  PTP’s main purpose is to provide for the calculation of a required clock adjustment, 
and a PTP implementation does not need to act upon the measured adjustment within any 
specified timeframe.  Because of this, and contrary to intuition, factors such as available 
processing horsepower or communications bandwidth have relatively negligible impact on a PTP 
implementation’s success.  All the PTP implementation requires is the best possible timestamps 
with which to make the required simple calculations (discussion above in the previous section).  
With these it can subsequently tune the progression of the clock. 

The acquisition of these timestamps is an important factor to take under consideration when 
developing or evaluating clocks that will be used in a PTP system, because efforts should 
primarily be focused on making these timestamps as precise as possible.  Software-only 
implementations are often hampered by operating system scheduling algorithms that set a limit 
on the accuracy possible from the timestamps.  Driver level or low-level Operating System (OS) 
modifications that allow for better timestamps can significantly improve the precision, but are 
still limited by inherent servicing issues.  In general, systems that require the best accuracy 
possible necessitate that the PTP clocks have special hardware capable of providing the protocol 
with higher precision timestamps than would be possible with a purely software implementation. 

While the accuracy of timestamps is the most challenging and likely source of uncertainty in 
synchronization, once issues here have been properly addressed and the subsequent clock 
adjustments properly tuned, another source of error can quickly become prevalent:  
communication path delays.  Some readers may have already identified two assumptions that are 
made in PTP’s assessment of communication path delays.  The measurements taken assume that: 

• the delay is symmetrical (i.e. there isn’t a different delay transmitting from master-to-
slave than from slave-to-master), and 

• the delay is fairly constant. 

The first of these assumptions springs from the fact that the delay is calculated using data from 
two traversals, one in each direction, of the communication path: master-to-slave in SYNC 
messages and slave-to-master in DELAY_REQUEST messages.  The second assumption 
becomes significant because the delay adjustment is calculated relatively infrequently and is then 
presumably used as the basis for a single numerical calculation applied to several subsequent 
adjustments.  Again, it should be reiterated that the IEEE 1588 standard does not specify how the 
information calculated from the PTP transactions should be applied to the clock, so a clock 
implementation can use the instantaneous delay measurements to fashion a best effort guess at 
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the typical communication path delay.  However, if the delay is frequently and/or significantly 
changing, this can cause considerable inaccuracy in clock synchronization. 

Unfortunately, both of these assumptions are not always valid in PTP’s (and networking-in-
general) most prevalent technology: switched Ethernet.  Ethernet networks utilizing switches can 
often experience asymmetric communication delays as well as significantly time-varying 
network transit times due to packet queuing on heavily loaded switch ports.  Figure 2 vividly 
illustrates the impact that these non-deterministic variances can introduce into a PTP system.  
The figure shows a comparison of master and slave clock pulse-per-second (PPS) outputs on a 
switched Ethernet network under no appreciable network load (left) and heavy network load 
(right).  The PPS signal leading edge transition represents the local clock transitions between 
whole seconds (for example – the internal clock transition from 1.999999 seconds to 2.000000 
seconds).  In this figure, an oscilloscope's display has been configured with "infinite persistence" 
so that a single display capture can record the offset between PPS outputs over a long test 
interval. 

To address the challenges that non-deterministic communication path delays pose to a PTP 
timing system, a concept known as IEEE 1588 Transparency has been developed.  The idea 
behind IEEE 1588 Transparency is to make the non-deterministic delays introduced by Ethernet 
switches literally transparent to the PTP algorithm.  This is accomplished by using the switch’s 
own measurement of the delays that will be introduced by the switch to modify PTP packets’ 
timestamps as they pass through the switch fabric.  This modification is done in such a way as to 
make the switch-induced delays largely disappear in PTP adjustment calculations. 

   

Figure 2 - Switched Ethernet Impact on Synchronization (No-Load, Left; Loaded, Right) 

As a PTP message passes through an IEEE 1588 transparent switch, the switch can determine 
exactly how much delay is introduced as a result of its own switching mechanism.  With this 
information, the switch can then modify the PTP message’s timestamp by an amount equal to the 
introduced delay, effectively eliminating the need for the PTP algorithm to account for 
communication path delays.  An example will likely make this concept clearer, and to this end, 
discussion returns to the timing chart displayed in Figure 1.  For the purposes of this 
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demonstration, assume that the communication path consists of one IEEE 1588 transparency 
enabled switch between the master and the slave.  In this case the switch, knowing that it has 
introduced 10 ticks of delay to the transit time as the packet passed through the switch, modifies 
TSM by adding an additional 10 ticks.  The offset adjustment calculation would now result in a 
value of 150 ticks, representing a result pre-corrected for the communication path delay. 

The benefit of this approach over the built-in DELAY_REQUEST/DELAY_RESPONSE 
mechanism is that this value is dynamically adjusted for communication delays that vary as a 
result of non-constant network load.  More importantly, this adjustment occurs appropriately and 
uniquely for each PTP packet that traverses the transparent system, so varying delay factors such 
as message queuing on the switch are accounted for in the modification of each PTP message.  
Furthermore, the transparency capability is designed in such a way that it does not disrupt the 
built-in delay measurement mechanism, so PTP can still adjust for delays introduced by non-
transparent networking equipment or inherent signal propagation delays. 

Provisions for IEEE 1588 transparency are currently under consideration for inclusion in future 
revisions of the IEEE 1588 standard and are likely to be specified in the next release planned for 
late 2007.  In the meantime, transparency capabilities are already available on some Ethernet 
switches up to 100 Mbps (Fast Ethernet) speeds, such as the transparency technology pioneered 
by Ethernet switch company Westermo OnTime Networks.  However, as of the publishing 
deadline for this paper, SwRI is aware of no gigabit Ethernet switches available on the market 
that offer transparency capability.  To overcome this network speed limitation, SwRI has worked 
with Ethernet switch developers to implement a stop-gap solution that employs redundant 
“timing only links” that allow for timing distribution on a fully transparent path while still 
providing the high-throughput and data aggregation of gigabit Ethernet. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

Until now discussion has focused only on the theory behind IEEE 1588.  However, this theory 
becomes relevant, and its usefulness important, only when it can find practical application.  Over 
the past two years, SwRI has enjoyed great success in applying the principles discussed above to 
a system under development in our laboratories.  SwRI has spent this time developing and 
integrating a large-scale Ethernet-based telemetry and data acquisition system that is built upon 
the foundational capabilities made possible through the use of IEEE 1588.  Because the intended 
application is for an aviation test system, the requirements of the system under development call 
for the ability to evaluate acquired data with a high degree of confidence in the time that the data 
was acquired.  Such an application is a great proving ground for PTP technology. 

In a tribute to the power of standards-driven system development, SwRI has successfully 
synchronized PTP enabled slaves from a wide variety of vendors using a GPS-based IEEE 1588 
master clock from Symmetricom Incorporated.  As already stated, the required high-accuracy 
synchronization is provided by an infrastructure built from environmentally hardened IEEE 1588 
transparent Ethernet switches developed by Westermo OnTime.  Through these switches, the 
IEEE 1588 master clock provides high-resolution timing information for devices such as IEEE 
1588 hardware-equipped data acquisition units (DAUs) from Teletronics Technology 
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Corporation (TTC).  These end nodes allow for data sources capable of high-precision 
timestamping to exist at the physical extremities of the network using a single Ethernet cable for 
both data acquisition and timing distribution.  This same system also supports IEEE 1588-
capable recording devices from Ampex Corporation and several custom IEEE 1588-aware data 
processing and telemetry systems developed by SwRI.  Building a system such as this proved 
that a diverse group of end nodes can maintain a system-wide synchronized clock through the 
distribution of high-precision timing information made possible by the IEEE 1588 standard. 

During the design, development, and integration of this system, SwRI acquired invaluable hands-
on experience in working with and fine-tuning PTP systems.  The end result of this process is 
still being refined, but SwRI has already achieved remarkable clock synchronization between our 
PTP master clock and the many PTP slaves distributed throughout the gigabit Ethernet network.  
Figure 3 shows a sample of data collected on an instantiation of such a network.  The two traces 
show a comparison of master-to-slave PPS signals on an IEEE 1588 transparent network.  Again, 
the scope has been configured with “infinite persistence” so that each successive pulse can be 
recorded on a single scope display capture.  The PTP slave node (lower trace) comes from a TTC 
DAU receiving timing information from a PTP master (upper trace) that must pass timing 
messages through three switches.  Furthermore, the network is placed under a significant load 
(500 Mbps) in order to more closely match the intended application.  As you can see, even in this 
loaded case, the IEEE transparent infrastructure is able to provide synchronization where the 
bulk of the pulses represent a master-to-slave offset of less than 100 nanoseconds.  Furthermore, 
even the outlying data-points fall within a 500 nanosecond window of deviation from the master 
clock’s reference point. 

 

Figure 3 - Master/Slave PPS Through Loaded IEEE 1588 Transparent Network 
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CONCLUSION 

The allure and advantages of so-called network-centric telemetry systems have been attracting 
attention for some time now.  Understandably, many in the industry are reticent to embrace a 
design philosophy that has the potential to introduce new and critical deficiencies to their 
systems.  Because of this, issues of timing in telemetry systems have posed a formidable barrier 
to wide-spread adoption of these network-centric technologies.  If available, a method capable of 
providing highly reliable timing information would clear a significant hurdle that is preventing 
access to the prospective benefits of network-centric telemetry systems.   

Precision Time Protocol offers up the potential that highly accurate timing is possible even over 
popular networking technologies such as Ethernet.  Indeed, while implementing a system that 
relies upon PTP clock synchronization is not without some challenges, SwRI has found that PTP 
is a viable option for providing this service.  Already this emerging standard has proven that it is 
capable of providing sub-microsecond accuracy when carefully implemented, and this can only 
be expected to improve as the standard is refined and matures. 
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ABSTRACT

Wireless communication systems may use training signals for the receiver to learn the fading co-
efficients of the channel. Obtaining channel state information (CSI) at the receiver is often times
necessary for the receiver to correctly detect and demodulate transmitted symbols. The type of
training signal, the length of time to spend training, and the frequency of training are all important
parameters in these types of systems. In this work, we derive an analytic expression for calculat-
ing the optimal training parameters for continuously fading channels. We also provide simulation
results showing why this training scheme is considered optimal.
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INTRODUCTION

Fundamental questions about training on multiple-input multiple-output channels were addressed
by Hochwald et al in [1]. In this work, they examined training on a block-fading channel, i.e. a
channel that is constant for a discrete time T , and changes to a new independent channel realization
every T . They derived results that specified the optimal training signals to use, power allocation
strategies, length of time to train, and the optimal training period.

This work was extended to a continuously fading channel model by Potter et al [2]. Using the
concept of effective signal-to-noise ratio (ESNR), a lower bound on the channel capacity was
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derived, and the training parameters to maximize this lower bound were determined via Monte
Carlo simulation. The simulation results were used to develop general guidelines for selecting
optimal training parameters.

A proposition developed in [2], and re-stated in the following section, gives rules for how the
optimal training parameters of the channel should change as the channel or system parameters
change. While useful, this proposition was difficult to implement because it requires the original
optimal parameters to be known. Optimal parameters for many different combinations of system
parameters were tabulated, but we still desire a general expression for calculating values of the
optimal training parameters directly. This work accomplishes this task.

The next section reviews previous results for optimal training on fading channels. Bounds and
an approximation for the ergodic capacity of MIMO channels are presented next. These results
are then used to reformulate the capacity lower bound from [2] to yield an analytic expression
for optimal training parameters. Numerical results for an un-coded spatial multiplexing MIMO
system or provided next. These results demonstrate why the training parameters calculated here
are considered optimal.

PREVIOUS WORK

The parameters of the continuously varying MIMO channel investigated here are average signal-
to-noise ratio, denoted ρ, channel fading rate, denoted f , number of transmit and receive antennas,
denoted Nt and Nr respectively, and channel fading type, denoted β. Pure Rayleigh fading chan-
nels have β = 0, while a pure line-of-sight (LOS) Rician channel has β = 1. A mixture of the
channel types can be obtained by selecting 0 < β < 1.

The lower bound on channel capacity for the training scheme proposed in [2] is

Clower(T, Tτ ) , 1

T

T−Tτ∑
t=1

EH

[
log2 det

(
INr +

ρeff(t)

Nt

HH†
)]

, (1)

where T is the training period, Tτ is the training length, ρeff(t) is the time-varying ESNR, and H is
the Nt × Nr channel matrix. More details on the channel, system parameters, and capacity lower
bound can be found in [2].

The optimal training parameters, T opt and T opt
τ , are defined as the values of T and Tτ that maximize

the channel capacity lower bound, i.e.

(T opt, T opt
τ ) = arg max

T,Tτ

Clower(T, Tτ ). (2)

The expectation operation (E[·]) of (1) is with respect to the random fading channel matrix H. To
evaluate (2), numerous Monte Carlo simulations were performed.
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From these simulation results, guidelines for selecting optimal training parameters were summa-
rized in the following proposition [2]:

Proposition 1 Given a continuously varying MIMO channel defined by parameters (β,ρ,f ,N ) and
corresponding optimal training parameters (T opt, T opt

τ ), optimal training parameters (T̂ opt,T̂ opt
τ )

for the MIMO channel defined by parameters (β̂,ρ̂,f̂ ,N̂ ) can be found by

• Decreasing (increasing) T opt and T opt
τ if ρ̂− ρ > 0 (ρ̂− ρ < 0)

• Decreasing (increasing) T opt and T opt
τ if f̂ − f > 0 (f̂ − f < 0)

• Decreasing (increasing) T opt and T opt
τ if N̂ −N < 0 (N̂ −N > 0)

• Decreasing (increasing) T opt and T opt
τ if β̂ − β < 0 (β̂ − β > 0)

As mentioned in the previous section, while Proposition 1 provides general guidelines for how to
change the training parameters if the optimal parameters are known, it does not allow the optimal
training parameters to be calculated directly.

MIMO CHANNEL CAPACITY

We wish to directly calculate the optimal training parameters instead of determining them via
lengthy Monte Carlo simulations. The key to accomplishing this is to eliminate the expectation
operation of (1). For the following denote α = K

K+1
and β = 1

K+1
as parameters related to the

LOS strength of the fading channel (often called the Rician K-factor). Also, while simulation
results of [2] only considered systems with the same number of transmit and receive antennas, the
following results allow Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas. We also let n = min{Nt, Nr} and
m = max{Nt, Nr}. These results include Rayleigh fading as a special case by letting K = 0
(α = 0, β = 1). For proofs of these results refer to [3].

Theorem 2 (Upper Bound) For a rank-1 Rician MIMO channel without transmit or receive corre-
lation, Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas, and average signal-to-noise ratio of ρ, we have
an ergodic capacity upper bound of

C ≤ log2(1 + ρc̃1 + ρc̃2) + (n− 1) log2(1 + ρc̃1) (3)
, Cupper(Nt, Nr, ρ, α)

where c̃1 = β, c̃2 = nα for Nr ≤ Nt and c̃1 = βm
n

, c̃2 = mα for Nr > Nt.

Theorem 3 (Lower Bound) For a rank-1 Rician MIMO channel without transmit or receive cor-
relation, Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas, and average signal-to-noise ratio of ρ, we
have an ergodic capacity lower bound of

C ≥ n log2

(
1 +

ρβ

n

)
, Clower(Nt, Nr, ρ, α). (4)
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Proposition 4 (Rician Channel Approximation) The capacity of a rank-1 Rician MIMO channel
without correlation is well approximated by

C ≈ k1Cupper(Nt, Nr, ρ, α) + k2Clower(Nt, Nr, ρ, α) , Capprox(Nt, Nr, ρ, α) (5)

over the SNR range 0 to 20 dB for a set of constants k1, k2 ∈ R.

The constants k1 and k2 required by Proposition 4 have been tabulated in the appendix for Raleigh
Fading channels (i.e. K = 0). The error between the approximation and true channel capacity has
also been tabulated. A comparison of the approximation and true channel capacity can be seen in
Figures 1 and 2. These figures and tables show that the capacity approximation of Proposition 4 is
quite good.
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Figure 1: Capacity and approximation for M = N = 10 antennas with β = 0.25. Average mean
absolute error is 3.75 percent. Even for this “worst-case” scenario, the approximation is quite
good.

For a general MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas, average SNR ρ, and
random channel matrix H, the ergodic channel capacity is the well-known equation [4, 5, 6]

EH

[
log2 det

(
INr +

ρ

Nt

HH†
)]

. (6)

Combining this with Proposition 4, the lower bound of (1) can be re-written as

Ĉlower(T, Tτ ) , 1

T

T−Tτ∑
t=1

Capprox(Nt, Nr, ρeff(t), α). (7)
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Figure 2: Capacity and approximation for M = N = 4 antennas with β = 0.50. This is a more
“typical” scenario with average mean absolute error of 1.79 percent.

The optimal training parameters can now be calculated by evaluating

(T opt, T opt
τ ) = arg max

T,Tτ

Ĉlower(T, Tτ ) (8)

directly, without any need for lengthy simulations. In Table 4 of the appendix we have tabulated
the optimal training parameters calculated analytically via (8) and the optimal training parameters
as determined vie Monte Carlo simulation and (2) for a Rayleigh Fading environment with Nt =
Nr = 2. Note the similarity in results as desired.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In the previous section we derived an analytic expression for calculating optimal training parame-
ters for fading channels. The results comparison of Table 4 confirm the validity of this approach.
In this section we investigate why these parameters are considered optimal. The next sub-section
describes the spatial multiplexing system that was simulated, followed by performance results that
demonstrate why these are denoted optimal training parameters.

- Spatial Multiplexing System

We simulated an un-coded spatial multiplexing system. A block diagram of the system for the case
of Nt = Nr = 2 can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Spatial Multiplexing System Block Diagram for 2× 2 System.

A bitstream is multiplexed to each antenna, where bit-to-symbol mapping is performed. A QAM
constellation was used for each antenna. Jakes fading channel model was used to construct the
time-varying channel matrix H(t) [7, 8]. At time instance t, the data received at antenna k is

yt,k =

√
ρ

Nt

Nt∑
r=1

hr,k,tst,r + vt,k, (9)

where hr,k,t are entries of the Nt ×Nr channel matrix H(t) at time t, st,r are entries of the T ×Nt

transmitted signal matrix S, and the independent identically distributed complex Gaussian noise
has variance of 1/2 per dimension (i.e. vt,n ∼ CN (0, 1). We assume that H and S are normalized
such that E [||H||2] = NtNr and E [||S||2] = TNt, so that ρ represents the average SNR at the
receive antennas.

In our communication system, each block of T symbol times is divided into two distinct transmis-
sion phases: a training phase that lasts for Tτ symbol times, and a data transmission phase that
lasts for T − Tτ symbol times. Thus, the transmitted and received signals can be partitioned as

S =

(
Strain

Sdata

)
and Y =

(
Ytrain

Ydata

)
, (10)

where Strain is Tτ ×Nt, Ytrain is Tτ ×Nr, Sdata is T − Tτ ×Nt, and Ydata is T − Tτ ×Nr.

For simplicity at the receiver, we ignore the time-varying nature of the channel and assume the
channel is constant over T symbol times. During channel training, signals known to both the
transmitter and receiver are transmitted for Tτ symbol times. The receiver can then calculate the
maximum likelihood (ML) estimate Ĥ of the channel as [7]

Ĥ =

√
Nt

ρ
(S†trainStrain)S

†
trainYtrain. (11)

Our training signals are constructed as
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Strain =
√

Tτ · orth(A), (12)

where

A =

(
INt

1(Tτ−Nt,Nt)

)
, (13)

orth(·) is an orthonormal basis for the range of A, and 1M,N is an M ×N matrix of all ones. This
construction ensures that

S†trainStrain = Tτ · INt , (14)

which is shown to be optimal for the block-fading channel in [1].

For demodulation at the receiver, we ignore the time varying nature of the channel and assume
the ML estimate of the channel is correct. Thus, during the data transmission phase, the received
signal is approximately

Ydata ≈
√

ρ

Nt

SdataĤ + Vdata. (15)

We decode the transmitted symbols as

Sdata = q

(√
Nt

ρ
YdataĤ

−1

)
, (16)

where q(·) is a slicing function that rounds each element of Sdata to the nearest symbol of the
underlying QAM constellation. This demodulation rule is clearly sub-optimal, but our goal here is
to show how the training parameters affect system performance, not how to optimally demodulate
signals.

- Results

Figure 4 shows the symbol-error rate (SER) performance of the spatial multiplexing system for
parameters ρ = 10 dB, Nt = Nr = 3, f = 0.004, β = 1, and different combinations of training
parameters T and Tτ . The rate is calculated as R = T−Tτ

T
for each data point. The filled “•” is the

performance achieved by the optimal training parameters of (T opt, T opt
τ ) = (23, 4) calculated from

(8). Other training parameters were simulated and are plotted as “x”. We see that an increase in
rate from the optimal operating point leads to significant increases in SER, while only a marginal
decrease in SER can be achieved for a significant decrease in rate. The solid line separating the
obtainable and unobtainable regions was obtained from the convex hull of the data points. The
convex hull of a set of points is the minimal convex set containing the data points.

Similar results are shown in Figure 5. Results shown there used Nt = Nr = 3, f = 0.004,
β = 0.50, and various ρ. Only the convex hull boundary and optimal solutions (represented by
a bullet, “•”) are shown. As before, the optimal training solution is at a location that jointly
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maximizes the system rate and minimizes the SER. It is for this reason these training parameter
values are denoted optimal. Results for other system parameters not included here are similar.

Figure 6 shows the error distribution of the spatial multiplexing system and emphasizes the sub-
optimal detection technique used here. The parameters used for this plot were T = 30, Tτ =
4,M = 3, N = 3, and ρ = 10 dB. The channel parameter f was varied from 0.002, 0.004, 0.008.
For these training parameters, there are T − Tτ = 26 data symbols per block. Thus, errors can
happen in one of 26 data slots. Due to the continuous variation of the channel, the static estimate
of the channel used for demodulation becomes worse as times evolves. Thus, the probability of
making an error increases with time. Also, as expected, the probability of a symbol error increases
as the channel time variation increases.
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Figure 4: Symbol error rate (SER) performance for different training parameters.
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CONCLUSIONS

Previous work on training for continuously varying fading channels used extensive simulations to
developed rough guidelines for selecting optimal training parameters. In this work, we provided
an analytic expression for optimal training parameters that can be calculated directly and easily.
We have provided simulation results for a simple spatial multiplexing system that shows why these
results are considered optimal. The optimal training parameters jointly minimize the system SER
while maximizing system throughput.

APPENDIX

Table 1: Capacity Approximation Parameter k1 for K = 0, (β = 1)

Nt \Nr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.30 0.82 0.84 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.92 0.92
2 0.72 0.69 0.81 0.83 0.86 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.95
3 0.59 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.91 0.92
4 0.28 0.78 0.79 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.89
5 0.97 0.86 0.82 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.82 0.83 0.85 0.87
6 0.29 0.83 0.85 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.82 0.83 0.85
7 0.27 0.90 0.87 0.84 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.82
8 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.79 0.80
9 0.08 0.91 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.79
10 0.41 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.78

Table 2: Capacity Approximation Parameter k2 for K = 0, (β = 1)

Nt \Nr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.55 0.14 0.16 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02
2 0.21 0.16 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.05
3 0.36 0.09 0.01 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09
4 0.68 0.18 0.12 0.04 0.09 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.12
5 0 0.10 0.12 0.06 0.05 0.12 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.12
6 0.68 0.15 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.13
7 0.71 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.05 0.11 0.13 0.15
8 0.14 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.14
9 0.90 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.10
10 0.57 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.05
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Table 3: Capacity Approximation Percent Error for K = 0, (β = 1)

Nt \Nr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 3.01 1.14 0.72 0.46 0.52 0.46 0.19 0.33 0.33 0.20
2 1.60 1.86 0.80 0.68 0.36 0.42 0.30 0.28 0.34 0.25
3 1.21 1.47 1.73 1.00 0.67 0.38 0.33 0.38 0.36 0.31
4 0.87 0.77 1.47 1.59 0.97 0.67 0.42 0.48 0.28 0.20
5 0.83 0.92 0.94 1.24 1.74 1.20 0.74 0.51 0.45 0.31
6 0.81 0.59 0.78 0.80 1.26 1.51 1.00 0.85 0.57 0.42
7 0.64 0.44 0.67 0.73 1.03 1.20 1.40 1.27 0.90 0.65
8 0.79 0.44 0.60 0.73 0.82 1.21 1.28 1.47 1.23 0.90
9 0.61 0.44 0.45 0.69 0.79 0.98 1.10 1.31 1.52 1.22
10 0.66 0.27 0.52 0.42 0.69 0.84 0.91 1.15 1.33 1.42

Table 4: Rayleigh Fading Optimal Training Parameters (Nt = Nr = 2)

SNR dB f T sim T sim
τ T analytic T analytic

τ

0 0.002 59 8 56 8
5 0.002 48 6 45 6
10 0.002 37 4 33 4
15 0.002 24 3 25 3
20 0.002 18 2 17 2
0 0.004 34 6 34 6
5 0.004 26 4 28 5
10 0.004 20 3 20 3
15 0.004 14 2 14 2
20 0.004 9 1 12 2
0 0.008 19 4 19 4
5 0.008 14 3 16 3
10 0.008 12 2 12 2
15 0.008 11 2 10 2
20 0.008 6 1 9 2
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ABSTRACT

OFDM is a preferred physical layer for an increasing number of telemetry and LAN appli-
cations. However, joint estimation of the multipath channel and frequency offset in OFDM
remains a challenging problem. The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) is presented to solve
the offset/channel tracking problem. The advantages of the UKF are that it is less suscep-
tible to divergence than the EKF, and does not require computation of a Jacobian matrix.
A hybrid analysis/simulation approach is developed to rapidly evaluate UKF performance
in terms of symbol-error rate and channel/offset error for the 802.11a OFDM format.

KEYWORDS

Kalman filtering, OFDM, channel estimation, unscented filter.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of joint frequency offset and channel tracking in a single-input single-output
(SISO) OFDM system is addressed. We differentiate between the problems of initial channel

∗This work was supported in part by the International Foundation for Telemetering
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acquisition based on a preamble, and tracking following acquisition in a mobile environ-
ment. A range of algorithms have been developed for channel/offset estimation treating
these quantities as fixed parameters. These algorithms for OFDM/MIMO-OFDM include
maximum-likelihood [1], ESPRIT [2] and correlation-based methods [3][4]. However, in
mobile applications the channel and offset are time-varying, and hence more sophisticated
nonlinear filtering algorithms may offer improved tracking and symbol-error rate (SER) per-
formance. Although correlation and ML channel/offset estimates are suitable for initial
acquisition, they may be inappropriate for long data packet lengths and time-varying chan-
nels. Previously, the Gauss-Hermite integration filter was applied to offset estimation with
known channels [5]. However, this latter technique is not straightforward to apply to joint
channel/offset tracking. The goal here is to develop a joint algorithm for time-varying off-
set/channel estimation based on the increasingly popular Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)
[6][7].

The advantages of the UKF are that (a) it is less susceptible to divergence than the extended
Kalman filter [6] and (b) the UKF does not require explicit computation of the derivatives
in a Jacobian matrix. As shown here, application of the UKF is straightforward once an
appropriate signal model for OFDM is developed. The UKF is applied to an 802.11a format
OFDM signal with the channel and offset varying according to autoregressive (AR) processes.
To evaluate performance, we employ analytic bounds for uncoded and convolutional coded
symbol error rates conditioned on realizations of the channel/offset and their respective
estimates. Monte-Carlo averaging of the analytic bounds yields the unconditional SER.

OFDM Signal and Channel Models

The OFDM system considered here is based on 802.11a [8]. A QAM data vector b(n) ∈ A
Ns

is transmitted across Ns carriers, with frequency spacing 1/(NsTs) Hz. The constellation
A

Ns = {±1 ± i}Ns in the case of QPSK. In 802.11a, Ns = 52, with Np = 4 carriers assigned
to pilot symbols. The received waveform is sampled at the Nyquist rate 1/Ts, yielding
r(n) ∈ CNs for symbol n. Note that coarse time synchronization is assumed, so that the
interval [nNsTs(n + 1)NsTs) includes the contribution only from data b(n). A time-guard
interval exceeding the multipath spread is included along with a cyclic prefix. The received
sampled vector is then

r(n) = E(n, δω)F(n)Wb(n) + n(n), (1)

where W ∈ C
Ns×Ns is the FFT matrix, with Wn,m = 1√

Ns
ei2π(n−1)(m−1)/Ns , and b(n) ∈ C

Ns

is the data vector. The channel matrix F ∈ CNs×Ns is circulant assuming a cyclic prefix with
its first row defined by

F(n)1 = [f0(n)f1(n) . . . fNf−1(n)0 . . . 0], (2)
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Row F(n)k, k = 2, . . . , Ns then corresponds to the k − 1th circular shift. For convenience,
define a channel vector = {f0, f1, . . . fNf−1}. The frequency offset matrix is

E(n, δω) = eiδω(n−1)NsTs diag {eiδω(Ns−1)Tseiδω(Ns−2)Ts . . . 1}. (3)

The symbol energy is denoted by Es. The normalized OFDM carriers in continuous time
have energy Ts, hence the b(n)i satisfy E{|b(n)i|2} = 2Es/Ts. Note that the additive noise
n(n) is white circular Gaussian with covariance matrix (2N0/Ts)I

UKF for Channel/Offset Estimation

Assume that b(n) is given by a training sequence or decisions made using predicted chan-
nel/offset estimates. The estimation problem is based on the following real-valued state
vector x(n) ∈ R2Nf +1 for compatibility with the unscented Kalman filter [6].

x(n) = [δω Re{f(n)T} Im{f(n)T}]T (4)

= [x1(n)1 x2(n)T x3(n)T ]T .

An observation function is obtained by using the fact that W is an eigenmatrix of the
circulant channel F(n). That is,

F(n)W = WCf(n), (5)

where C is the truncated IFFT matrix with k-th row

Ck = [1 ei2π(k−1)/Ns . . . ei2π(k−1)(Nf−1)/Ns ] (6)

Then
r(n) = E(n, δω)WB(n)Cf(n) + n(n), (7)

where B(n) = diag{b(n)1b(n)2 . . .b(n)Ns
}.

The real-valued measurement function h(x) ∈ R2Ns , for known data B(n) is defined using
the partitioned state-vector in eq. (4) as

h(x(n)) =

[

Re{E(n, x1(n))WB(n)C(x2(n) + ix3(n))}
Im{E(n, x1(n))WB(n)C(x2(n) + ix3(n))}

]

, (8)

yielding the equivalent real-valued received signal

z(n) = [Re{r(n)}T Im{r(n)}T ]T = h(x(n)) + v(n). (9)
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A linear Gaussian process model is assumed for the coefficient fl(n), δω(n), so that

f(n) = αf f(n − 1) + wf (n) (10)

δω(n) = αωδω(n − 1) + wω(n).

where w(n) is a white circular Gaussian sequence with covariance σ2
w. The equivalent real-

valued process model is in terms of x(n)

x(n) = Φx(n − 1) + w(n), (11)

where Φ = diag{αωαf . . . αf}. The equivalent real-valued white Gaussian noise w(n) ∈
R2Nf +1 has covariance Q = diag{qωqf . . . qf}.

Given the definitions of real-valued state vector (4), measurement function (8) and measure-
ment sequence (9), implementation of the UKF using [6] follow directly. Assume that the
predicted covariance P(n|n − 1) and estimate x̂(n|n − 1) are given. The key step is the
measurement update, given by

x̂(n|n) = x̂(n|n − 1) + Px,z̃(n)Pz̃(n)−1[z(n) − ẑ(n|n − 1)]. (12)

The covariance matrices Px,z̃(n) and Pz̃(n)−1 are defined in terms of sigma-points and
weights which for the OFDM problem are x0(n) = x̂i(n|n − 1), and

xi(n) = x̂(n|n − 1) +
√

(2Nf + 1)P(n|n − 1)
1/2
i , i = 1, . . . , 2Nf + 1 (13)

xi(n) = x̂(n|n − 1) −
√

(2Nf + 1)P(n|n − 1)
1/2
i−2Nf−1, i = 2Nf + 2, . . . , 2(2Nf + 1)

W0 =
λ

(2Nf + 1 + λ)
Wi(n) =

1

2(2Nf + 1 + λ)
, i = 1, . . . , 2(2Nf + 1),

The vector P(n|n− 1)
1/2
i is the i-th column of the Cholesky decomposition of the predicted

covariance [6]. A predicted measurement is then formed by

ẑ(n|n − 1) =

2(2Nf +1)
∑

i=0

Wih(xi(n)), (14)

and the covariances are

Px,z̃(n) =

2(2Nf +1)
∑

i=0

Wi[xi(n) − x̂i(n|n − 1)][h(xi(n)) − ẑ(n|n − 1)]T , (15)

Pz̃(n) =

2(2Nf +1)
∑

i=0

Wi[h(xi(n)) − ẑ(n|n − 1)][h(xi(n)) − ẑ(n|n − 1)]T . (16)

For the linear process model (11), the one-step prediction and covariance update steps are

x̂(n + 1|n) = Φx̂(n|n) (17)

P(n|n) = P(n|n − 1) −Px,z̃(n)Pz̃(n)−1Px,z̃(n)T

P(n + 1|n) = ΦP(n|n)ΦT + Q.

The equations (17) complete the UKF recursion.
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Hybrid Analysis/Simulation of SER

To avoid the excessive computation time of pure Monte-Carlo simulations, the error rate
Pe is computed using a hybrid analysis/simulation technique. That is, the analytic SER is
evaluated conditioned on a given realization {δω(n), f(n), x̂(n)} of cumulative offsets, channel
coefficients, and their respective UKF estimates. Note that exact computation of Pe requires
explicit summation over all ICI hypotheses or use of a series method [9]. Although these
former methods are shown in [9] to be more accurate than a Gaussian ICI approximation,
we retain the Gaussian approximation to reduce simulation time.

We first consider the ML receiver with channel/offset estimates replacing the true quantities.
For symbol n, the joint symbol decision is

b̂(n) = argmin
{b}

||r(n) − Ê(n, δω)WĤ(n)b||2, (18)

where Ĥ(n) = diag{Cf̂(n|n − 1)} is the diagonal matrix formed by the UKF predicted
channel conjugate frequency responses. However, even in the presence of offset estimation
errors, note that the matrix WHÊ(n, δω)HÊ(n, δω)W = I is orthonormal. Then it is well
known that the subcarrier symbol decisions in (18) are separable, and

b̂(n)i = argmax
bi∈A

Re{bi(Ĥ(n)HWHÊHr(n))i} −
1

2
|bi|2|Ĥi,i|2. (19)

The ML receiver (19) implicitly corrects for phase and offset errors via premultiplication
by Ĥ(n)HÊ(n, δω). Thus the UKF estimator coupled with the ML detector (19) per-
forms all required OFDM receiver functions, except for initial coarse timing, including
phase/offset/channel estimation and correction. Fine timing is implicitly estimated as part
of the channel vector f(n).

Consider QPSK modulation, in which the decision (19) reduces to separable BPSK decisions.
Thus Re{b̂i(n)} = sgn(Ĥ(n)HWHÊHr(n)), and similarly for the quadrature stream. Then
the true SER for iteration n of the UKF, conditioned on realization {δω(n)f(n)x̂(n)} is
readily shown to equal [9]

Pe(n) =
∑

bl=
√

2Eb/Ts(±1±i),d=±1:l 6=i

1

2
erfc





Re{
√

2Eb/TsAi,i(n)(1 + id) +
∑

l 6=i Ai,lbl}
√

(2N0/Ts)|Ĥi,i|2



 ,

(20)
where

A(n) = ĤH(n)WHÊH(n, δω)E(n, δω)WH(n). (21)

The series method [eq. (12) in [9]] can also be used to evaluate (20) for QPSK.

The ICI variance for the Gaussian SER approximation is

σI(n)2 =
1

2
E
{

|
∑

l 6=i

Ai,lbl|2
}

= (2Eb/Ts)
∑

l 6=i

|Ai,l(n)|2, (22)
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where for i.i.d. QPSK symbols E{blb
∗
l′} = 4Eb/Tsδl,l′. Then the approximate uncoded BER

on subcarrier i is

Pb(n) ≈
∑

bq=±1

1

2
erfc





√

2Eb/TsRe{Ai,i(n)(1 + ibq)}
√

(2N0/Ts)|Ĥi,i|2 + (4Eb/Ts)
∑

l 6=i |Ai,l(n)|2



 . (23)

In 802.11a, nominal rate 1/2 convolutional coding (177,133 generator [8]) is employed on
the subcarriers. The transfer function upper bound [[10] Chap. 5] is employed to yield an
analytic BER upper bound conditioned on the channel/offset/estimator realization. Random
interleaving across the subcarriers is assumed. Assume that for the error event with weight
d ≥ dfree, the errors correspond to a specific realization of subcarriers 1 ≤ i1 < i2 . . . , id ≤ Ns.
For OFDM with exact channel/offset estimates, the bound is readily modified from [10] to
yield

Pb(n) <

∞
∑

d=dfree

βderfc





√

√

√

√

Eb

N0
Rc

d
∑

k=1

|Hik,ik(n)|2


 , (24)

where Rc = 1/2 is the code rate and dfree = 10 is the free distance for 802.11a. Note that
on each iteration of the simulation, a random set of subcarriers {i1, . . . , id} is chosen, and
Hi,i is approximated as constant over the duration of the error event. The parameter βd is
the number of bit errors times number of error sequences with Hamming distance d from the
all-zero path, and is given in [11] for the (177,133) code.

For channel/offset errors, the pairwise error probability used to compute the bound (24)
is modified as follows. Assuming random interleaving, the pairwise error rate for QPSK
including the effect of channel errors is

P2 = (25)

P

(

∑

n

Re{(b̂in(n) − 1)[Ain,in(n)

√

2EbRc

Ts
(1 + i) + vin(n)]} > 0

)

,

where vin(n) is zero-mean circular independent Gaussian with variance 2N0/Ts + σI(n)2.
Note that b̂in(n) = ±1 is the normalized coded symbol sequence on the incorrect path. The
effective gain Ain,in(n) corresponds to the subcarrier in chosen at random for coded symbol
bin(n).

If Ain,in(n) is approximated as constant over an error event of weight d, then P2 yields the
following upper bound on coded BER.

Pb(n) <

∞
∑

d=dfree

βd
1

2
erfc





√

2EbRc/Ts

∑d
k=1 Re{Aik,ik(n)(1 + i)}

√

∑d
k=1((2N0/Ts)|Ĥik,ik(n)|2 + (4Eb/Ts)

∑

l 6=ik
|Aik,l(n)|2)



 .

(26)
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Results and Conclusions

The UKF was simulated using 802.11a format signals and AR channel/offset processes. The
first-order AR coefficients were set to αf = .996, αω = .9996 in the process model in eq.
(10). Decision-directed adaptation was employed, in which the data b(n) was replaced by
b̂(n) computed using (19). Note that in (19), Ĥ(n) is the UKF one-step prediction of the
channel. The analytic SER was computed using eqs. (24) for coded OFDM with known
channel/offset and (26) for the coded system using UKF estimates. Figure 1 shows the time-
averaged analytic SERs for varying Eb/N0. There is a less than 1 dB gap between SER for
the coded system in the case of known channel/offset and UKF estimated quantities. Note
that the offset/channel estimates in the UKF were initialized using a conventional maximum-
likelihood/training-sequence based estimator over an initial preamble. Fig. 2 compares the
time average of the channel error norm, ||f(n)− f̂(n|n)||2 with the trace of the corresponding
elements of the UKF predicted covariance P(n|n). At lower SNRs, the UKF prediction of
the error covariance is optimistic, indicating divergence of the estimator. However, above
Eb/N0 = 4 dB, the UKF predicted covariance is greater than the channel error norm, which
is a desirable condition for stability of the nonlinear estimator [6].

To conclude, the UKF is potentially a robust estimator for carrier offset and multipath
channel coefficients in the OFDM application. It does not require computation of the Ja-
cobian derivative matrix, and allows for a natural joint estimation of nonlinear and linear
states. Future work will consider extensions to MIMO-OFDM and comparisons with EKF
performance to determine superiority of the UKF.
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ABSTRACT

Spatial multiplexing (SM) systems have received significant attention because the architec-
ture offers high spectral efficiency. However, relatively little research exists on optimization
of SM systems in the presence of jamming. In a spatially uncoded SM system, such as
V-BLAST, the channel state information is assumed to be unavailable a priori at both
transmitter and receiver. Here, Kalman filtering is used to estimate the Rayleigh fading
channel at the receiver. The spatial correlation of the jammer plus noise is also estimated,
and spatial whitening to reject the jammers is employed in both the Kalman channel es-
timator and detector. To avoid the exponential complexity of maximum-likelihood (ML)
detection, the QRD-M algorithm is employed. In contrast to sphere decoding, QRD-M has

∗This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract No. FA9550-05-
C-0116 and Toyon Research Corporation Subcontract No. 05-6471-1.
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fixed decoding complexity of order O(M), and is thus attractive for hardware implementa-
tion. The performance of the joint Kalman filter channel estimator, spatial whitener and
QRD-M detector is verified by simulations.

KEYWORDS

MIMO systems, Kalman Filtering, channel estimation, QRD-M.

INTRODUCTION

The Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) spatial multiplexing system was
proposed to achieve high spectral efficiency in rich scattering environments [1] [2]. Many
receiver designs have been introduced to detect data symbols in SM systems including linear
decoders, MMSE, zero-forcing, and sphere decoding [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. However, these latter
algorithms assume additive white Gaussian noise as the only interference, and result in
unacceptably high error rates in strong jamming. Here, we propose to use a spatial whitening
filter as a pre-filter in the receiver to suppress interference. Then, a near-ML decoding
technique based on the QR-decomposition and M-algorithm (QRD-M) [8] [9] [10] [11], is
applied to detect the data symbols. QRD-M offers greatly reduced complexity compared to
ML, and moderate levels of M , e.g. M = 16 have been shown to give near-ML performance.
Furthermore, QRD-M implementation complexity is fixed for a given search size, which is
attractive in practical applications. To accurately detect data sequences, channel estimation
is required. Here, we use Kalman filtering based on the second-order autoregressive model
to estimate the Rayleigh fading channels [12][13]. Spatial whitening is implicitly built into
the KF to further improve estimator performance in jamming.

In the Signal Model section, the SM signal and autoregressive channel process are described.
The joint interference suppression and channel tracker algorithm is given in the section
Channel Estimation using Kalman Filtering. We review the QRD-M algorithm and its
performance analysis in the Data Symbol Detection section. Finally, symbol error rate
results and conclusions are given in the last section.

Vectors and matrices are all in boldface. Vectors are shown in lower case while matrices are
in upper case. The notation ()H refers to conjugate transpose and I refers to an identity
matrix. E{} stands for expectation.
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SIGNAL MODEL

In a spatial multiplexing MIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas, a received
signal vector is r(k) ∈ CNr

r(k) =

√

Es

Nt

H(k)b(k) + j(k) + n(k) (1)

where Es is the average energy per symbol, b(k) = [b1(k), b2(k), ..., bNt
(k)]T is the uncoded

data symbol vector with bi(k) ∈ C taken from a unit-energy QAM constellation. We assume
data symbols are uncorrelated, i.e., E{b(k)b(k)H} = I, where I is the identity matrix. The
channel matrix H(n) consists of Nr × Nt uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel coefficients.
Its (i, j)th entry denotes the complex gain from transmit antenna j to receive antenna i. The
thermal noise, n(k), is zero-mean complex white Gaussian noise and E{n(k)n(k)H} = N0I.
The jammer is assumed to be zero-mean wide-sense stationary with correlation function

E{j(k)j(k − m)H} = RJδm,0, (2)

where δk,0 is the Kronecker delta function.

CHANNEL ESTIMATION USING KALMAN FILTERING

The well-known Jakes’ model has been used to simulate Rayleigh fading channels [14] [15].
The Jakes’ model has been previously approximated by a second-order autoregressive process
(AR2) and incorporated into the Kalman filter in [12][13]. This AR approximation is used
here for channel estimation as follows. To estimate the channel matrix H(k) with the KF,
we rewrite (1) as the measurement model

r(k) = J(k)x(k) + j(k) + n(k) = J(k)x(k) + e(k) (3)

The state vector x(k) ∈ C2NrNt is defined as

x(k) =

[

vec{H(k)}
vec{H(k − 1)}

]

, (4)

where vec is the column-wise vectorization operator. The effective Jacobian matrix J(k) ∈
C

Nr×2NrNt is defined by

J(k) =
[

b(k)T ⊗ INr×Nr
0Nr×NrNt

]

, (5)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product operator. The covariance matrix of the measurement
noise is

Re = E
{

e(k)e(k)H
}

= RJ + N0I (6)
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We can estimate the covariance matrix Re by the moving average algorithm as below

R̂e(k) =
k − 1

k
R̂e(k−1)+

1

k

[

r(k) −
√

Es

Nt

Ĥ(k|k − 1)b̂(k)

][

r(k) −
√

Es

Nt

Ĥ(k|k − 1)b̂(k)

]H

,

(7)
where Ĥ(k|k − 1) is the Kalman one-step prediction and b̂(k) will be obtained from the
QRD-M step. To simplify notation, we denote Nx = NrNt in the sequel.

¿From [12] [13], each independently fading channel coefficient Hi,j(k) evolves as

Hi,j(k) = −a1Hi,j(k − 1) − a2Hi,j(k − 2) + w(k). (8)

The AR2 parameters a1 and a2 are defined by

a1 = −2rd cos(2πfpT ) a2 = r2
d, (9)

where T is the symbol sampling rate. fp = fd/
√

2 and fd is the maximum Doppler frequency
defined by

fd =
v

c
fc, (10)

where v is the vehicle speed in m/sec, c is the propagation velocity (3×108 m/sec), and fc is
the central carrier frequency. The radius, rd, is chosen very close to 1 to model the spectral
peaks at the maximum Doppler frequency of the fading process.

Hence, the process model for estimating a Rayleigh fading channel in the Kalman filter is
expressed by

x(k + 1) =

[[

−a1 −a2

1 0

]

⊗ INx×Nx

]

x(k) +

[

INx×Nx

0Nx×Nx

]

w(k)

= Ax(k) + Gw(k), (11)

where x(k) is defined in Eq. (4). A and G are ∈ C2Nx×2Nx , and w(k) is ∈ CNx. The
covariance matrix of the process noise is

Q =

[

σ2
w0

INx×Nx
0Nx×Nx

0Nx×Nx
0Nx×Nx

]

(12)

The Kalman channel estimator in information form is described in Table 1

DATA SYMBOL DETECTION

The receiver design is shown in Figure 1. In order to recover the data b(k), Nr ≥ Nt receive
antennas are thus needed. The maximum number of jammers that can be spatially rejected
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the spatial multiplexing receiver

is NJ = Nr − 1, hence for NJ < Nr − 1, additional temporal jammer suppression may be
unnecessary. Before decoding the data symbols, a spatial whitening filter is first applied to
the received signal vector. Let L̂(k − 1) be the Cholesky decomposition square root of the
estimated covariance matrix of jammer and noise, R̂e(k − 1) in eq. (7).

Define the transformed signal as

y(k) = L̂−1(k − 1)r(k) =

√

Es

Nt

L̂−1(k − 1)H(k)b(k) + v(k)

=

√

Es

Nt

Hw(k)b(k) + v(k), (13)

where Hw(k) = L̂−1(k − 1)H(k) and E{v(k)v(k)H} ≈ I. The exact ML decision based on
the channel estimate is given by

b̂ML(k) = arg min
b(k)∈ANt

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

y(k) −
√

Es

Nt

Hw(k)b(k)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(14)

The size M QAM signal constellation is A ⊂ CZ
M.

At this point, we could separate y(k) and Hw(k) into real and imaginary parts and apply
the sphere decoding algorithms in a straightforward manner [16][6][5][7][17]. However, the
QRD-M algorithm is considered as an alternative, which like SD, uses the QR decomposition
of Ĥw, but without the need to convert to real vectors first. The complex QR decomposition
is Hw(k) = QR where R is upper triangular and has real diagonal entries, and QHQ = I.
Then define

yQR(k) = QHy(k) ≈ Rb(k) + v′(k). (15)
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Now the ML decision is expressed as

b̂ML(k) = arg min
b(k)∈A

Nt
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

yQR,i(k) −
Nt
∑

j=i

Ri,jbj(k)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (16)

The metric decomposition in (16) is similar to that used for sphere decoding in [6], but the
QRD-M algorithm again uses complex measurements directly, and has fixed search complex-
ity.

The idea in the QRD-M algorithm is to first reorder the columns of Ĥw so as to heuristically
increase the reliability of earlier decisions. Thus define the re-ordered matrix

Hπ
w = [Hw(:, (1)) . . .Hw(:, (Nt))] , (17)

where ||Hw(:, (Nt))||2 > . . . > ||Hw(:, (1))||2. The vector yQR(k) is then redefined as QHHπ
w.

The QRD-M algorithm for M = 1 reduces to decision-feedback, or an M = 1 tree search,
with the first decision

b̂(Nt) = argmin
b∈A

||yQR,Nt
− RNt,Nt

b||2, (18)

and for i = Nt − 1, . . . , 1

b̂(i) = argmin
b∈A

||yQR,i − Ri,ib −
Nt
∑

j=i+1

Ri,jb̂(j)||2.

For arbitrary M , the QRD-M algorithm corresponds to a tree search with M branches
retained at each level. For convenience, minM{x1, . . . , xN} indicates the M smallest elements
of a set. Each symbol b ∈ A takes on one of |A| values in C, with k-th value denoted by bk.
The set b̃j indicates the tentative decisions corresponding to the j-th of M paths through
the tree. At level i, the cumulative path j is thus b̃

j
i , b̃

j
i+1, . . . , b̃

j
Nt

. The extension of path j
to symbol bk is denoted by (k, j). The metrics m(1), . . . , m(M) correspond to the M smallest
Euclidean metrics at a given level. The QRD-M algorithm is summarized in Table 2.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The spatial multiplexing system has Nr receive and Nt transmit antennas, where Nr ≥ Nt.
There is one narrowband jammer throughout the simulation. The generation of Rayleigh
fading channels is based on the Jakes model [15] with parameters fc and 1/T corresponding
to a carrier frequency 800 MHz and symbol sampling rate 25 kb/s. For the AR2 model in
the Kalman filter, rd is chosen to be 0.998 as specified in [13]. Pilot symbols are inserted to
reduce filter divergence. The symbol error rate (SER) at each SNR value is averaged over
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Figure 2: One jammer, QPSK, T2R4 (a) velocity = 0 mi/hr (b) velocity = 50 mi/hr

200,000 Monte-Carlo runs. Figure 2 (a) presents simulation results when the vehicle is static,
Figure 2(b) shows the result when the vehicle moves at a speed of 50 mi/hr. The symbol
error rate is also seen to approach 1/2 for the Kalman filter/QRD-M algorithm without the
spatial whitening filter. Our proposed approach mitigates jamming signal and makes data
detection possible. The benchmark error rate for the QRD-M algorithm and known channel
state information at the receiver is also given.

In summary, the proposed SM receiver design has robust detection performance in high-power
interference. For large numbers of transmit elements, and/or large QAM constellations,
the QRD-M algorithm provides an effective tradeoff between decoding performance and
computational complexity.
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Given the state prediction x̂(k|k − 1),

and the error covariance matrix P(k|k − 1).

The state prediction is defined by

x̂(k|k − 1) =





vec{Ĥ(k|k − 1)}

vec{Ĥ(k − 1|k − 2)}





The received signal vector r(k)

Use training sequence b(k) or

the decision b̂(k) from the QRD-M algorithm

The measurement noise e(k) is approximated by

e(k) = r(k) −
√

Es

Nt
Ĥ(k|k − 1)b̂(k)

Update noise covariance estimate

R̂e(k) = k−1
k

R̂e(k − 1) + 1
k
e(k)e(k)H

Compute the effective Jacobian matrix

J(k) =
[

b̂(k)T ⊗ I 0

]

Update KF error covariance matrix

P(k|k)−1 = P(k|k − 1)−1 + J(k)HR̂e(k)−1J(k)

Measurement update

x̂(k|k) = x̂(k|k − 1) + P(k|k)J(k)HR̂e(k)−1e(k)

One-step predictions

x̂(k + 1|k) = Ax̂(k|k)

P(k + 1|k) = AP(k|k)AH + Q

Extract Channel Estimates

vec(Ĥ(k + 1|k)) = x̂(k + 1|k)(1 : NrNt, 1)

Table 1: KF Channel Estimator using AR2
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Given Ĥ(k|k − 1) from KF and R̂e(k − 1)

Let L̂−1(k − 1) be the Cholesky decomposition

square root of R̂e(k − 1)

Receive r(k). Spatially whiten r(k)

y(k) = L̂−1(k − 1)r(k)

Compute and reorder to obtain Ĥπ
w(k|k − 1)

Ĥw(k|k − 1) = L̂−1Ĥ(k|k − 1)

Order in terms of increasing column norm to get Ĥπ
w

Perform QR decomposition Ĥπ
w = QR

Set i = Nt

{mp(1), . . . , mp(M)} = minM
b∈A ||yQR,Nt

− RNt,Nt
b||2

{b̃1
Nt

, . . . , b̃M
Nt
} = argminM

b∈A ||yQR,Nt
− RNt,Nt

b||2

For i = Nt − 1, . . . , 1

For path j = 1, 2, . . . , M

For symbol k = 1, 2 . . . , |A|

mc(k, j) = ||yQR,i − Ri,ib
k − ∑Nt

q=i+1 Ri,qb̃
j
q||2 + mp(j)

b̃k,j = {bk, b̃j
i+1, . . . , b̃

j
Nt

}

Next k

Next path j

Prune to M paths with smallest metrics

{mp(1) . . .mp(M)} = minM{mc(k, j)}

{(k′, j ′)1, . . . , (k
′, j ′)M} = argminM

k,j{mc(k, j)}

{b̃1, . . . , “̃b
M} = {b̃(k′,j′)1 . . . b̃(k′,j′)M}

Next level i

Table 2: QRD-M Algorithm
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the air-to-ground communication problem, where multiple transmit anten-
nas are used on the aircraft to combat multi-path interference. The channel is assumed to have a
line-of-sight component and a single ground reflection. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
techniques can be used in this situation, to increase the reliability and data rate. In this paper
we discuss how the MIMO channel capacity changes, with the aircraft antenna configuration,
altitude, velocity, range, and a number of other parameters. For comparison, the MIMO results
are compared to systems which have single antennas at the transmitter, at the receiver, or at both
ends.

KEY WORDS

Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) channels, Multi-path Channels, Doppler Shift, Flat
Fading

INTRODUCTION

Since the inception of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas for digital communica-
tions, dramatic increases in capacity have been have been reported [1, 2]. Although these results
are interesting, most of them model the wireless channel as a random matrix. In this paper, we
investigate the scenario in Figure 1. An aircraft is flying at an altitude of htx, and is moving
toward the base station (at an altitude of hrx) with velocity v(m/s). The aircraft and base station
are separated by a distance dhor. Clearly the channel is deterministic, since we have enough in-
formation to determine the distances of the line of sight (LOS) and reflected components of the
transmitted signal. The issue at hand is to see how the capacity is affected by varying a multitude
of parameters.

This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, the continuous time channel model is
defined. Although continuous time signals are being sent across the wireless medium, due to
simulation there is a necessity to describe the channel in discrete time. Thus, an expression for
the discrete time channel is obtained. Next, an analysis is presented describing mathematically
how the capacity will be affected by varying numerous parameters. From these results, we will
be able to deduce which scenarios are more favorable than others.
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Figure 1: Scenario of an aircraft flying toward the base station.

CHANNEL MODEL

Let the baseband channel impulse response be represented by

hb(t, τ) = e−j2πfcτ1(t)δ(τ − τ1(t)) + Γe−j2πfcτ2(t)δ(τ − τ2(t)) (1)

where fc is the carrier frequency, τi(t) is the delay of the ith incoming wave, and h(t, τ) =
<{hb(t)e

j2πfct} is the pass-band impulse response.
For simulation purposes, the wireless channel must be converted to a discrete time sequence. To
simplify the notation, the subscript in (1) will be dropped and the base-band assumption will be
used throughout the remainder of the paper. According to [3], the discrete time version of (1) is

h[k] = e−j2πfcτ1[k] + Γe−j2πfcτ2[k] (2)

= e
−j2πd[k]

λ + Γe
−j2πdd[k]

λ (3)

where λ = c/fc is the wavelength and c is the speed of light. The (LOS) and reflected distance
(also denoted as non-LOS) between the receiver and transmitter for the kth sample are d[k] and
d̂[k] respectively. For MIMO systems, we extend (3) to account for multiple antenna elements at
the transmitter and receiver and express the channel coefficient between the mth receiver and nth

transmitter as

hmn[k] = e
−j2πdmn[k]

λ + Γe
−j2π ̂dmn[k]

λ . (4)

for m,n = 1, . . . , N where N is the number of elements at the transmitter and receiver. Thus the
channel matrix can be expressed at the kth sample as

H [k] =




h11[k] . . . h1N [k]
... . . . ...

hN1[k] . . . hNN [k]


 (5)

Since distance is a function of time, it is useful to note the wireless channel is a function of the
horizontal position as well (i.e. H [dhor]).
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CAPACITY

One way to monitor the performance of different scenarios is by finding the normalized capacity
(in b/s/Hz), which is the maximum achievable bit rate that can be passed through the chan-
nel without any error. For our discussion, we will look at the following scenarios which are
illustrated in Figure 2:

1. one transmitter and one receiver antenna

2. two horizontally spaced transmitter antennas and two vertically spaced receiver antennas

3. four rectangular spaced transmitter antennas and four rectangular receiver antennas

Figure 2: Three different antenna scenarios.(Top) One antenna at the transmitter and receiver.
(Middle) Two horizontally spaced antennas at the transmitter and two vertically spaced antennas
at the receiver. (Bottom) Four rectangularly spaced antennas at the transmitter and four rectan-
gularly spaced antennas at the receiver.

For the first case, the capacity of the channel can be expressed as

Csiso = log2(1 + ρ|h[d]|2) (6)

where we are emphasizing the fact that the channel coefficients vary with the distance between
the transmitter and receiver. For the latter two cases, the capacity can be represented by

Cmimo = log2 det

[
I +

ρ

N
H [dhor]H [dhor]

H

]
. (7)

Now that we have a way to measure the performance, we will take a in-depth look at (3) to see if
we can infer any interesting results.
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Expanding (3) into real and imaginary parts, the channel coefficient between the mth receiver
and nth transmitter is

hmn =

(
cos

(
2πdmn

λ

)
+ Γ cos

(
2πd̂mn

λ

))
− j

(
sin

(
2πdmn

λ

)
+ Γ sin

(
2πd̂mn

λ

))
. (8)

Clearly, for Cmimo to equal zero

cos

(
2πdmn

λ

)
= −Γ cos

(
2πd̂mn

λ

)
(9)

sin

(
2πdmn

λ

)
= −Γ sin

(
2πd̂mn

λ

)
(10)

∀m and n. This is equivalent to stating that all N2 paths have a channel coefficient equal to zero.
Observing (10), the following condition must be satisfied for the capacity to equal zero:

cos

(
2πdmn

λ

)

cos

(
2πddmn

λ

) =

sin

(
2πdmn

λ

)

sin

(
2πddmn

λ

) (11)

⇔ sin

(
2π

λ
d̂mn − dmn)

)
= 0 (12)

where the appropriate trigonometric identity has been used. There are only two solutions modulo
2π for (12),which are 2π

λ
(d̂mn − dmn) = 0, π. For the first case we easily find that Γ = −1. For

the second case
cos βmn + π

cos βmn

= −Γ (13)

⇔ Γ = 1 (14)

where βmn = 2π
λ

(dmn). For the case of a SISO system, the result holds for dmn = d. We are now
ready to state the following lemma.

Lemma 1 If −1 < Γ < 1 then the capacity is always greater than zero.

Proof Suppose 0 < Γ < 1 but Cmimo = 0. We have just shown that Γ must be 1 or −1, a
contradiction. Thus, the result holds.

An alternate expression for the capacity of a MIMO channel in terms of the eigenvalues of HHH

is now derived. First, note that I + ρ
N

HHH is a matrix polynomial with respect to HHH ,
which can be denoted as p(HHH). A result from matrix theory [4] says that the eigenvalues
of p(HHH) are 1 + λ, where λ are the eigenvalues of HHH . These eigenvalues can also
be obtained by a singular value decomposition (SVD), in which the singular values σ of H
are equal to the square root of the eigenvalues of HHH . From matrix theory, the number of
non-zero singular values is equal to the rank of HHH . One can readily show that null(H) =
null(HHH). Thus rank(H) = rank(HHH). However, from the properties of a unitarily
similar transformation, the singular values of HHH are precisely the same as HHH . Thus,
rank(HHH) = rank(HHH) and the MIMO capacity can be written as

Cmimo = log2

M∏
i=1

(1 +
ρ

N
σ2

i ) (15)

=
M∑
i=1

log2(1 +
ρ

N
σi

2) (16)
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where M is the rank of H . This powerful result shows that to calculate the capacity, we only
need to find the singular values of H . Indeed, if we perform signal processing at the transmitter
and receiver [5], we obtain M independent channels represented by

yi = σixi + ni , i = 1, . . . , M (17)

where x and y are the transmitted and received symbol vectors of length Nx1 for an arbitrary
constellation. Thus σi represents the channel gain of the ith independent channel. Clearly, if σi

is large, the ith channel will have excellent performance and thus contribute substantially to the
capacity.

PLANE ALTITUDE

When the aircraft is flying at a high altitude, we can estimate the distances dmn and d̂mn as
follows:

dmn = d̂mn ≈
√

(xrx − xtx)2 + z2
tx (18)

Using the approximation
√

1 + ε ≈ 1 + ε
2

for small ε, H can be approximated by

hmn = (1 + Γ)ej2φ ∀m,n (19)

where φ = πdhor

λhtx
. When dhor is large a small change causes the channel coefficients to vary

significantly when compared to a small dhor. For the latter scenario, htx dominates φ, and as
a result a change in dhor will have little impact. Regardless of the horizontal displacement,
the channel coefficients are all very similar, which will result in a rank one matrix giving one
significant singular value. Hence, we expect the capacity to have frequent nulls and vary slower
as the horizontal displacement decreases.

ANTENNA SEPARATION

For MIMO systems, the separation between antennas can play a significant role in performance.
Suppose we have a 4x4 MIMO system with rectangular spacing at both the transmitter and re-
ceiver, as illustrated in Figure 2. Let the antennas be uniformly antenna spaced and be denoted by
dsep. We will write dmn as a function of the wavelength λ not to be confused with the eigenvalues
of HHH . The LOS and reflected distances for a couple paths are

d11 =
√

(xrx − xtx)2 + (zrx − ztx − dsep)2 (20)

d̂11 =
√

(xrx − xtx)2 + (zrx + ztx + dsep)
2

(21)

d12 =
√

(xrx − xtx − dsep)2 + (zrx − ztx − dsep)2 (22)

d̂12 =
√

(xrx − xtx − dsep)2 + (zrx + ztx + dsep)
2

. (23)

Hence, increasing dsep makes the specular (LOS) and diffuse (non-LOS) paths more distinguish-
able. This increases the strength of the singular values in H (since each path is becoming more
independent, we would expect H to have more significant channel gains in (17)) as well as re-
duce the nulls in the capacity (since the specular and reflective distances for a particular path
differ more when dsep is increased). Thus, it is beneficial to spread the antennas out as far as
practically possible.
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DOPPLER EFFECT

Although the capacity can be calculated in terms of the spatial characteristics (antenna separation,
altitude, etc.), one must also consider how the velocity of the aircraft affects the performance.
However, if the channel is estimated perfectly, it has been shown [6] that the capacity is unaltered
by a doppler shift. Since perfect channel estimation is highly unlikely, we will express the
capacity as a function of the estimation error. The approach taken will treat the estimation error
as noise [7]. The capacity is lower bounded as

Ctrain ≥ log2 det[I +
ρeff

Nrx

HHH ] (24)

where the effective SNR can be expressed as

ρeff =
ρ(1− β) + ρβα(t)

1 + α(t)Nrx/Tτ + (1− α(t))ρβ
(25)

where 0 < β < 1 determines the line of site strength(0 is pure LOS, 1 is pure non-LOS),
α(t) = Jo(2πfdTsymt) is the zeroth order bessel function of the first kind, fd = v

λ
cos θ is the

doppler frequency, θ is angle of departure, Tsym is the symbol period, and Tτ is the number of
symbol periods spent training. This modified expression for the capacity takes into account the
detrimental effect in performance introduced by the velocity of the aircraft. In general, we would
expect an increase in velocity to decrease the capacity of the channel, since the channel varies
more and is thus more difficult to estimate.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

To verify the results in the preceding section, numerous simulations we performed. For all sim-
ulations the carrier frequency was 1 GHz, the base station was at a height of 30.48 m (100 ft),
the initial horizontal difference was 10000 m (30000 ft), the SNR was 10 dBW, and the number
of samples taken was 20000. We decided to use three different antenna geometries, which are
illustrated in Figure 2.

The first set of experiments consisted of varying the altitude of the aircraft as well as the antenna
separation (in terms of the wavelength λ). These results are reported in Figures 3, 4, and 5.
We see in all these plots that increasing the height of the aircraft results in a slower variation in
the capacity. This observation justifies (19) as well as the discussion pertaining to the aircraft
altitude in the previous section. We also see in these three figures that increasing the amount
of antennas at the transmitter and receiver has a positive effect on the performance. Indeed, if
we keep the antenna spacing the same but add more antennas, we obtain a further reduction in
the occurrence of nulls in the capacity. This is due to the presence of additional paths for the
transmitted symbols to reach the receiver (especially for smaller values of dhor), which makes
the scenario in (10) less likely.

When examining Figure 4, note that increasing the antenna spacing results in better performance.
There is substantial reduction in null occurrence as well as an increase in capacity when the air-
craft is close to the base station. To help aid in the justification of this observation, we observe
the singular vales of the 4x4 case in Figure 8. As the antenna spacing is increased, more signif-
icant non-zero singular values become apparent, which reinforces our reasoning in the precious
section. From (16), the more significant non-zero singular values present, the higher capacity we
will have. When the aircraft is flying at higher altitudes, a change in antenna spacing virtually no
impact on obtaining more significant non-zero singular values. This justifies the approximations
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used to obtain (19) and the discussion pertaining to the altitude in the previous section.

In the next simulation, the reflection coefficient as well as the altitude were varied while keeping
the antenna spacing at 5λ to see how the performance is affected. We observe in Figures 6 and 7
that for 0 < Γ < 1 the capacity never goes to zero. This justifies Lemma 1 in the previous sec-
tion. We see in Figure 6 that a decrease in absolute value in Γ corresponds to a smaller capacity
variation around the Γ = 0 scenario. When observing Figure 7, there are distances where the
variation in capacity never goes below the Γ = 0 line. Moreover, the capacity varies the same
for both attenuation factors and is actually better for higher absolute values of Γ. This can be
explained by noting multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver provide more paths for the
transmitted symbols to reach the receiver. Since the spacing is 5λ, the performance benefits due
to antenna spacing in the previous section applies as well. Since these two properties help deter
(10) from happening, increasing the absolute value of Γ in this situation decreases the amount of
attenuation. Thus, ones sees that for multiple antennas having “destructive” interference can be
desirable for performance.

In the final simulation both velocity and altitude were varied and (24) and (25) were used to
evaluate the capacity. Observing Figure 7, at low altitude the performance is greatly affected by
a change in velocity opposed to a higher altitude. This is because there are more significant non-
zero singular values (Figure 8) meaning the channel has substantial non-LOS power, yielding a
higher value of β. This places more emphasis on the second term in the numerator in (25) as well
as the third term in the denominator. Clearly αt will have a significant impact on the capacity:
the faster the velocity, the faster Jo(2πfdTsymt) will go to zero which will result in ρeff going to
zero. This behavior is clearly seen on the left side of Figure 9. When the aircraft is flying at a
higher altitude, we have shown that the channel is approximately LOS and hence has a smaller
value for β. Since ρβ becomes negligible and M/Tτ < 1, this means that ρeff will be less sen-
sitive to a doppler shift. Since the first term in the denominator becomes significant, a non-zero
effective SNR is expected. This behavior is seen on the right side of Figure 9. Hence, the capac-
ity is severely attenuated due to a doppler shift at low altitudes, but only slightly affected at high
altitudes.

Another detail worth noting is the length of time we are sending data symbols (throughput)
compared to training symbols. Since our training time is Tτ = 10 sec, we are spending 10Tsym =
10µs sending training symbols to estimate the channel. For example, if the throughput is one
second Ctrain ≈ Cmimo, as seen in Figure 9. Hence, one must take into account the amount of
time allotted for both training and throughput when observing the performance due to a doppler
shift.

GUIDELINES TO MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE IN A SINGLE BOUNCE
ENVIRONMENT

To summarize all of the results that we have arrived at throughout this paper, we briefly amalga-
mate a list describing how the different scenarios affect the performance.

1. Adding extra antenna elements at the transmitter and receiver reduces the frequency in
which nulls occur in the capacity as well as reduces the impact the reflection coefficient
has on performance.

2. Increasing the altitude of the plane causes the capacity to vary less at small horizontal
displacement but have more susceptibility to nulls in the capacity
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3. The estimation error of the channel due to the doppler shift of an aircraft is more significant
at lower altitudes.

Thus, one must take into account both altitude and velocity when monitoring performance. The
capacity (neglecting effects of channel estimation) is more desirable at low altitudes, but the
doppler shift has a significant impact on performance. To combat this, one must either train
longer (to estimate the channel) and/or have a smaller throughput (to train frequently). Con-
versely, a higher altitude has less desirable performance (neglecting effects of channel estima-
tion), yet is less susceptible to doppler shift (allowing a longer throughput).

CONCLUSION

A channel model that takes into consideration the altitude, separation displacement, and antenna
configuration was obtained. The capacity was found for a multitude of scenarios neglecting the
detrimental effect of incorrect channel estimation due to a doppler shift. An aircraft flying at
low altitudes was found to have more desirable performance opposed to one flying at a higher
altitude. When the number of antennas were increased, the capacity had a significant decrease in
null occurrence and was less sensitive to a change in the reflection coefficient.

An expression for the capacity in terms of a effective SNR was used to account for the error in
channel estimation due to a doppler shift. From this we were able to conclude that the velocity
of an aircraft affected the performance more significantly at lower altitudes. Guidelines were
then presented to summarize how the capacity was affected for different scenarios, which led to
a tradeoff between altitude and doppler shift. Finally, it was noted one can train longer and/or
more frequently to combat the negative effects of a large doppler shift at low altitudes, but the
penalty was a reduction in throughput.
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Figure 3: Effect on capacity due to different antenna separations for a 1x1 scenario with aircraft
flying (Left) at an altitude of 304.8 m (1000 ft) and (Right) at an altitude 12,192 m (40000 ft).
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Figure 4: (Effect on capacity due to different antenna separations for a 2x2 scenario with aircraft
flying (Left) at an altitude of 304.8 m (1000 ft) and (Right) at an altitude 12,192 m (40000 ft).
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Figure 5: Effect on capacity due to different antenna separations for a 4x4 scenario with aircraft
flying (Left) at an altitude of 304.8 m (1000 ft) and (Right) at an altitude 12,192 m (40000 ft).
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Figure 6: Effect on capacity for different reflection coefficients for a 1x1 scenario with aircraft
flying (Left) at an altitude of 304.8 m (1000 ft) and (Right) at an altitude 12,192 m (40000 ft).
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Figure 7: Effect on capacity for different reflection coefficients for a 4x4 scenario with aircraft
flying (Left) at an altitude of 304.8 m (1000 ft) and (Right) at an altitude 12,192 m (40000 ft).
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Figure 8: (Left) Singular values for a 4x4 scenario with an aircraft flying at altitude of 304.8 m
(1000 ft). (Right) Singular values for a 4x4 scenario with aircraft flying at 12,192 m (40000 ft).
For both scenarios, the antenna separation is (from top to bottom) .5λ, 5λ, 10λ, and 30λ.
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Figure 9: Effect on capacity, doppler shift, and effective SNR for an aircraft flying at different
velocities (Left) at an altitude of 304.8 m (1000 ft) and (Right) at an altitude of 12,192 m (40000
ft).
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ABSTRACT 
 
The availability of spectrum has been decreasing while requirements have been increasing.  One 
way of answering the question of how much impact this has is to ask how much spectrum would 
be used in an ideal situation.  A way of getting a handle on this question is to look at how much 
data is recorded onboard test vehicles.  We can assume that, if we could, we would transmit 
everything we currently record.  This would be ideal since we could then consider the onboard 
recorders as backup and we would have all data available in case of catastrophe.  This paper 
looks at onboard recording and telemetry trends to see what percentage of data has been and will 
be telemetered. This analysis involves several levels in that telemetry requirements are not 
limited to transmission over a single frequency.  It is common to have more than one vehicle 
involved in an operation.  Thus, different scenarios are evaluated from single vehicle operations 
to larger scale test and training operations.  When considered from this point of view, the impact 
becomes quite clear: the T&E community is making significant compromises on telemetering 
data. Therefore, current efforts to obtain more spectrum for telemetry use through the World 
Radio Conference are well justified. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper is motivated by efforts to quantify the lack of spectrum for use in Test and Evaluation 
(T&E).  One approach is to ask the question: How much spectrum would be used if there were 
no constraints on spectrum usage?  It is understood that this is looking at desired vs. required 
spectrum usage.  So, for the main analysis of this paper, the following assumptions are made: 
 

1. There is infinite spectrum available. 
2. The instrumentation necessary to support any level of spectrum usage is available. 

 
Of course, neither of these assumptions is true.  But this exercise will give some feel for the 
worst case scenario of spectrum usage.  Once this is quantified, an analysis of telemetry capacity 
allows quantifying the impact to T&E.  That is, we can begin to answer the question: What level 
of compromise is being made due to telemetry limitations? 
 
The fundamental approach is based on the assumption that, if possible, all the data being 
recorded onboard would be telemetered.  (At the very least, this is justified by catastrophe 
analysis.)  By looking at onboard recording capabilities, we can start to calculate an upper limit 
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on desired telemetry usage.  It should be remembered, however, that it is not necessarily the case 
that all data desired to be recorded is recorded.   
 
When talking about onboard recording capacities, there are actually two values to consider: 
recording rate and total storage capacity.  The recording rate can be directly compared to the 
telemetry rate in order to quantify real time telemetry deficiencies.  Although not directly related 
to telemetry needs under the assumptions used, the analysis will also consider total onboard 
recording capacities.  This is provided since it is directly related to the same technology 
limitations and is of interest in and of itself.   
 
 

HISTORICAL TRENDS 
 
Table 1 provides historical figures which show increasing capacities for telemetry and onboard 
recording.  The dates are approximate.  The numbers are fairly accurate since they are based on 
the abilities of the mediums used during the stated era. The last column calculates the percentage 
the telemetered rate is of the onboard rate.  The table reflects the fact that telemetry requirements 
were mostly being met prior to about 1990.  Even with increased recording capacity, modern test 
vehicles with high end data requirements are not recording all data.  Thus, these numbers are 
conservative and do not fully represent the desired data rates. 
 

Table 1 - Historical Data Capacity Trends 
 

Circa Medium 

Total 
Onboard 
Capacity 
(Gbytes) 

Onboard Rate 
(Mbits / sec) 

Telemetry 
Speed 

(Mbits / sec) 

Percent 
TM is of 
Onboard 

<1990   ~ 80
1990 14 track tape 1.7 2.5 0.256 10
1995 MARS II tape 34 12 0.8 6.7
2000 DCRSi tape 50 240 1.2 0.5
2002 Solid state 

(digital) 
69 240 10 4.2

2004 Solid state 300 960 10 1.0
2006 Solid state + 

hard drives 
4000 1080 20 1.9

 
 

SCENARIOS 
 
The following scenarios outline increasing levels of requirements.  Storage capacity and 
recording rates associated with these scenarios are presented in table 2.  The values for the 
different scenarios are certainly debatable.  The purpose here is to point out that telemetry use 
analysis must be in terms of full scale tests and not just individual transmissions or vehicles.  
These figures provide a general difference in magnitude that attempt to capture the worst cases.  
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Single Vehicle.  Just one vehicle involved in the test. 
 
Single test.  It is not unusual to have more than one vehicle in a test.  For example, there was one 
recent fighter test that used 7 aircraft. There may also be other planes involved (e.g., chase 
planes) or other telemetry needs.  Figures in table 2 are based on 7 newer fighters flying at the 
same time plus miscellaneous other requirements. 
 
Western Range.  It is sometimes desired to have planes of similar bandwidth requirements on 
more than one range.  Figures in Table 2 are based on 7 newer fighters at Edwards AFB and 3 
equivalents at Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, China Lake, California.  Again, add 
in chase planes and other support requirements.  Finally, some additional requirements are added 
for a missile test out of Naval Air Station Point Mugu, California, and various other tests at 
different ranges.  All of these vehicles may or may not be involved in the same test. 
 
Large Scale Test and Training Exercise.  There is a push towards doing testing at the same time 
as training.   Large scale scenarios might include 100 aircraft of different types, battleships, 
carriers, tanks, troop carriers, tens of thousands of troops, etc.  All of these have telemetry and 
recording requirements.  An extreme case would include transmission of simulated vehicles, 
which could far exceed real vehicle telemetry requirements.   
 
The last column in table 2, TM Deficiency Factor, is the factor needed to obtain the desired 
telemetry rates beyond current telemetry capabilities.  The current amount of spectrum available 
for use is about 210 MHz [1].1  This is reduced to about 130 MHz usable spectrum due to 
scheduling limitations.2  As defined by [2], emerging modulation technology (known as tier 1) 
provides 0.7 bits/s/Hz.3  This provides about 91 Mbits/s available telemetry capacity.4  Thus the 
TM Deficiency Factor is the Total Onboard Recording Rate divided by 91 Mbits/s. 
 

Table 2 - Scenario Recording Requirements (Present Day) 
 
Scenario Total Onboard 

Recording Capacity 
(Tbytes) 

Total Onboard  
Recording Rate  
(Gbits / sec) 

TM 
Deficiency 
Factor 

Single Vehicle 4 1 11
Single Test 28 8 88
Western Range 43 11 120
Large Scale Test and Training 1000 500-1000 5500-11000
 
 

                                                 
1 If we limit spectrum to that available for manned flight, then the available spectrum is only about 120 MHz. The 
available spectrum is continuing to decrease due to a variety of reasons. 
2 This reduction in usable spectrum is based on a to-be-published internal report by the author.  Note that the 2004 
Mitre report [1] does not take this into consideration. 
3 What is in most use today, tier 0, provides 0.4 bits/s/Hz. 
4 This figure and those in Table 2 are conservative.  Taking into consideration the previous footnotes, it could be 
argued that the available telemetry capacity is only 43 Mbits/s which would more than double the deficiency factors 
in Table 2. 
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VARIANTS OF MOORE’S LAW 
 
Moore’s Law has become the standard by which people judge the rate of advancement of 
technology.   Although Moore originally analyzed the density of components in processors, it has 
often been associated with a doubling of ‘something’ every 18 months.  The statement that 
something doubles for every constant amount of time is another way of saying that the growth is 
exponential with respect to time.  That is, some capacity, Y, is related to time, T, by an equation 
of the form:  Y = bmT where b and m are constants. Throughout, T will be in years and Y will be 
in Kbits/s or Gbytes as appropriate.   For example, the line overlaid on Figure 1 is defined by 
 

)313105.1)(1083.9( 237 TxY −=  
 
which implies telemetry rates double about every 2.5 years. 
 
In order to make projections, estimates for b and m and, equivalently, of how long it takes to 
double capacity, will be made (Table 3.)  However, in order to have confidence in these 
projections, it is necessary to argue that these capacities actually do grow exponentially – and 
you have to be careful about this.  For example, Burleson points out in [3] that access rates for 
rapid access memory (RAM) have leveled off and disk access speed is starting to level off as 
well.  This is partly because transfer of data is limited by the speed of light (or speed of 
electricity in a cable.)  New approaches to these technologies may again increase transfer rates, 
but at the moment there is certainly not an exponential growth in these areas.  That memory 
access speeds are stabilizing might be of concern to our projections.  However, these speeds are 
for a single medium and, just like with 14 track tapes, we are once again seeing the use of 
multiple mediums for storing data so that the aggregate rates are, in practice, limited by cost and 
size. 
 
For the purposes here, we need to look at whether telemetry rates, onboard storage capacity, and 
onboard recording rates are growing exponentially.   
 
Figure 1 plots the telemetry rates from Table 1.  The overlaid line on this logarithmic plot shows 
a fairly good confidence in an exponential rate of growth.  Even better, Figure 2, reproduced 
(with permission) from [1], provides a very high correlation for exponential growth of maximum 
telemetry rates.  The points plotted in Figure 2 are telemetry rates from actual projects and 
represent a more complete analysis across the T&E community (in contrast to Figure 1 which 
represents projects locally to Edwards AFB.)   
 
Figure 3 plots onboard recording rates from Table 1.  Again, the overlaid line on this logarithmic 
plot shows a fairly good confidence in an exponential rate of growth.   
 
The lines overlaid on Figure 4 for total onboard capacity provide less confidence in a strict 
exponential growth rate.  As such, a range of growth rate estimates is generated.  The lower line 
represents a very conservative growth rate while the higher line is less conservative.  For 
recording capacity, we may also look to industrial trends.  For example, in [4], Dix presents data 
that shows disk capacity doubles about every year. 
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Figure 1 - Telemetry Rates from Table 1 
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Figure 2 - Maximum Telemetry Data Rates from [1] 
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Figure 3 - Onboard Recording Rates from Table 1 
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Figure 4 - Total Onboard Capacity from Table 1 

 
Table 3 captures the growth estimate equations.  For telemetry rates it appears that the growth 
rate at Edwards AFB has recently been faster than for the larger community, but this may simply 
be an artifact of the time frames over which the data was collected.  It is interesting to note that 
recording capacity has grown more slowly within T&E than in industry. 
 

Table 3 - Exponential Equations and Doubling Rates 
 

 b M Years to Double 
Telemetry Rate    
Figure 1 9.83x10-237 1.313105 2.5 
Equation 4 from [1] 6.43x10-151 1.194465 3.9 
    
Onboard Recording Rate    
Figure 3 4.07x10-328 1.461227 1.8 
    
Onboard Capacity    
Dix From [4] 1.7 2 1.0 
High Line Figure 3 7.70x10-420 1.624522 1.4 
Low Line Figure 3 3.19x10-267 1.361549 2.2 

 
 

PROJECTIONS 
 
Rather than show projections for all of the growth rates in Table 3, arguments are made for 
choosing a particular growth rate.  For onboard capacity, the compromise rate of doubling in 1.4 
years is chosen.  This is not the extreme conservative estimate but still represents a conservative 
growth rate in relation to industrial trends.   
 
For the telemetry rate, the slower growth rate of doubling every 3.9 years is chosen.  There are a 
variety of reasons for this.  For example: 
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1. Telemetry rates are already falling behind the projected rates. The recent availability of 
Tier 1 technology will probably allow increasing a single vehicles rate to 20 Mbits/s.  But 
there is no technology currently anticipated in the next 5 years that will quadruple this to 
the predicted 80 Mbits/s. 

2. The United States is about to request an additional 650MHz of spectrum at the World 
Radio Conference. Even with the lower growth rate, and even with obtaining this 
augmented spectrum, the predictions for a single vehicle will exceed the available 
spectrum (conservatively estimated at about 875 MHz) by 2020 or 2025. 

3. It is unlikely that the full spectrum will be assigned for use to a single vehicle. 
 
This does not mean that programs will not continue to ask for telemetry rate growths as 
projected, but that the technology does not appear to be able to keep pace. 
 
Table 4 shows the projected capacity based on the chosen growth rates. 
 

Table 4 – Projected Growth (Years to Double) – Single Vehicle 
 

Year 

Onboard 
Capacity 

(1.4) 
TBytes 

Onboard 
Recording Rate 

(1.8) 
Gbits/s 

Telemetry  
Rate 
(3.9) 

Gbits/s 

Percent  
TM  
is of 

Onboard 

Required 
Spectrum 

Tier 1 
MHz 

Required 
Spectrum 

Tier 2 
MHz 

2010 28 5 0.08 1.72 118 68
2015 315 33 0.21 0.63 288 164
2020 3568 219 0.50 0.23 699 400
2025 40366 1456 1.21 0.08 1700 972

 
If we assume that an additional 650 MHz of spectrum is available, then the total spectrum 
available might be as much 875 MHz.  Thus, using Tier 1 technology, in 2025 the telemetry rate 
shown in Table 4 will be reduced by about one half because of lack of spectrum.  For Tier 2 
technology the reduction is only by about one tenth.  So the actual projections for how much the 
percent TM is of onboard for 2025 would be reduced to about 0.04 percent for Tier 1 and about 
0.07 percent for Tier 2. 
 
Assume that large scale test and training scenarios have 1,000 times the onboard recording rate 
of a single vehicle (table 2.)  Then by 2025 the aggregate onboard rate would be 1.4 Petabits/sec.  
Again consider that the available spectrum will be limited.  This means that the projection for a 
large scale scenario is that about 0.00007 percent of data being recorded will be telemetered. 
 
Now consider data archiving.  For a single flight, the projection is 40 Petabytes of data recorded.  
Using the assumption in Table 2 that a large scale test and training scenario will generate about 
250 times a single vehicle, a single large test could generate 10 Exabytes of data.  Similarly, 
consider the amount of data generated over the life of a test program.  For example, if the 
program is for 5 years with 1 flight per week for 50 weeks a year, then a single test program 
could generate in excess of 10 Exabytes of data by 2025.  Expanding this projection across all 
T&E facilities and including simulation data, wind tunnel data, training data, etc., then the 
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community at large needs to start considering how to manage a Zetabyte of data in the next two 
to three decades. 
 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
When reviewing the results presented, it is important to remember that this paper purposely 
looks at worst case scenarios under the ideal assumption of infinite bandwidth.  That is, this is a 
‘nice-to-have’ analysis, not a ‘required’ analysis. It should also be noted that these are not 
thoroughly researched numbers but are based on local expertise.   
 
On the other hand, the numbers produced are conservative since the following assumptions have 
been made (most of which are probably not true): 
 

1. The onboard capacity growth rate is less than the industrial rate for recording capacity. 
2. Existing spectrum is not diminished and augmentation of the spectrum is obtained. 
3. Tier 2 modulation technology is obtained. 
4. The entire available spectrum can be scheduled. 
5. The telemetry rate will continue at historic rates. 
6. All data desired to be recorded is being recorded. 

 
The data supports the assertion that, as of today, for a relatively normal (albeit high end) test 
scenario, using 100 times the current available bandwidth is not out of the question.  For an 
extreme case, this rises to 1,000 or possibly 10,000 times available bandwidth.  Assuming 
continuing rates of growth, for even the normal high end requirement, a factor of 500,000 is not 
out of the question in the next 20 years. 
 
There is perhaps a mitigating factor to the growth represented here.  Unmanned air vehicles 
(UAVs) currently do not use as much bandwidth or recording capacity as fighter jets.  More 
specifically, the need to analyze avionics data is a primary driver for the high end data 
requirements and manned fighter jets are at least on the decline even if they will never be 
eliminated completely.  However, it is not unthinkable that avionics abilities on UAVs will grow 
over time.  So this may only delay the long term requirements. 
 
Another possible mitigating factor is packetized telemetry as envisioned by the integrated 
Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) program.  One application of iNET technology is to 
transmit additional data in between actual test points.  That is, a normal test flight consists of a 
series of test points interspersed with time spent setting up for the test point.  An informal 
discussion with several engineers suggests that the time spent setting up for a test point is less 
than 10 times (probably closer to 4 times) the amount of time implementing the test point.  Thus, 
if data were continuously transmitted at the maximum rate during setup up time, about 17 
percent of the recorded data could be telemetered for a single vehicle now and about 0.8 percent 
in 2025 (Table 4.) 
 
On the other hand, there are a couple of data requirements that could easily offset these 
mitigating factors.  Full scale, in-the-loop, simulations of vehicles require large quantities of data 
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to be passed around.  Consider a test where one or more simulated vehicles (either friend or foe) 
are being treated as actual vehicles in the test.  Not only do you have to transmit simulated radar 
data to any vehicle that would be scanning the simulated vehicle, but you also have to be passing 
full situational and environmental information back to the simulation.  Another data growth area 
is video.  We may not be there yet, but the idea of spherical (every direction) video for every 
participant in a test is not unthinkable – and the higher the definition, the better. 
 
The numbers presented argue for an increase in telemetry abilities by several orders of 
magnitude.  The only technology on the horizon that shows any promise of doing this is laser 
telemetry which may provide on the order of 100 Gbits/s per channel.  However, if this were 
implemented by 2025 then we would still only be back up to telemetering about 8 percent of the 
data recorded.  Also, laser telemetry has problems of its own including issues of safety and 
infrastructure.  Eye safe lasers tend to have lower data rates and there is currently no 
infrastructure at all to support this technology. 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
Currently, only about 1 percent of data being recorded is being telemetered.  For large scale test 
and training scenarios this is probably closer to 0.004 percent.  Conservative projections suggest 
that by 2025, only about 0.07 percent will be telemetered for a single vehicle and about 0.00007 
percent for a large scale test.  This translates into deficiency factors on the order of half a million.  
In terms of overall data capacities, the terms Petabyte and Exabyte will enter everyday 
vocabulary. 
 
The T&E community is already making significant compromises in terms of telemetering data.   
The rate of growth of telemetry is significantly less than that for recording technology, so the 
situation is only going to get worse.  This paper attempts to quantify how much worse.  
Telemetry will never again be able to support the nice-to-have scenario. Developing methods to 
deal with this shortfall need to continue to have high priority. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
As telemetry systems migrate toward network-centric distribution architectures, more efficient 
mechanisms are needed to distribute the telemetry data from the source to various users of the 
data. The most widely used network protocol for reliable delivery of telemetry data over IP 
networks is TCP/IP. With TCP/IP, the bandwidth required to distribute telemetry data increases 
linearly according to the number of point-to-point connections. An alternate approach to reliably 
deliver telemetry data to multiple end users in a network efficient manner is the Pragmatic 
General Multicast (PGM) protocol. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Single telemetry data sources can have many telemetry data consumers. The need for a one-to-
many data distribution scheme is usually to provide a failover mechanism for telemetry data 
processing. Multiple ground sites can process telemetry data in parallel. When a site has a 
problem with hardware, software, or connectivity, the failover occurs by virtue of the same data 
being processed by multiple sites. Another reason for multiple consumers of the same data can 
be that multiple sites use the data in different ways. Both scenarios show that a need exists for an 
efficient, scalable, reliable way to transmit data from a single source to multiple users over a 
potentially limited bandwidth network connection. 
 
A popular choice for reliable network transmission is Transmission Control Protocol (RFC 793) 
over Internet Protocol (RFC 791), also known as TCP/IP. TCP/IP is a connection-oriented 
protocol where consumers of data provide acknowledgment for every packet received from the 
data source. The data source maintains a data window for every consumer connection, and the 
window only advances when each packet is acknowledged as received by the consumer. Since 
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TCP/IP is connection-based, multiple consumers of a single data source yield multiple 
transmissions of the same data (see Figure 1). As the number of consumers for a single telemetry 
source increases, the bandwidth requirements increase. Further, as the network bandwidth 
becomes exhausted, the frequency of TCP/IP retransmits increases, and a great burden is placed 
on the source system. All consumer connections can begin to suffer due to a few badly behaved 
consumers or too many consumers. A slow consumer machine can have negative impact on a 
source machine by not allowing the TCP/IP window to advance fast enough for the source 
machine to keep up with real-time telemetry data. Systems that provide one-to-many data 
distribution with TCP/IP cannot easily add data consumers after they are operational without 
carefully considering overall network bandwidth ramifications and system resource availability 
on the source machine.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. TCP/IP Sends Same Data Multiple Times to Handle Additional Consumers 

 
Using a multicast protocol for one-to-many telemetry data distribution solves the scalability 
problems associated with TCP/IP. As more data consumers are added, bandwidth utilization does 
not increase for original data transmission (see Figure 2). Protocols like User Datagram Protocol 
(RFC 768), or UDP, are most typically used for multicast transmission. Since UDP does not 
provide any mechanism for data recovery, and does not guarantee order, terms like “fire and 
forget” and “unreliable” are synonymous with its usage. The ideal solution would couple the 
reliability of TCP/IP and the scalability of UDP. Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM), as 
described in RFC 3208, provides reliable, ordered data transmission over a connectionless 
multicast protocol.  
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Figure 2. Multicast Sends the Data a Single Time Regardless of Number of Consumers 

 
 

RELIABLE MULTICAST 
 
Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) is a protocol that can operate on top of the Internet Protocol 
(IP). PGM data sources rely on negative acknowledgement (NAK) messages from data 
consumers to indicate when they are missing data. The data window is maintained by the data 
source and is advanced based on a local strategy, which can be based on time or data size. The 
window advancement is not coupled in any way to a client action or inaction. If a data consumer 
has not successfully received repair data by the time the source window has advanced beyond the 
missing packet, the data is lost. The application layer can detect unrecoverable data loss and 
appropriately handle it. 
 
Although not required to use PGM, there are PGM-capable network elements available that can 
provide more efficient handling of PGM traffic. A PGM capable switch or router can prevent 
multiple NAK messages for the same data packet from propagating to the source. There are also 
Designator Local Repairers (DLRs) that maintain the source window for repairs outside the 
actual source machine, effectively offloading repair responsibilities from the source.  
 
Nominal data recovery for missing packets is accomplished using the following sequence of 
events: 
 

• Data consumer sends unicast NAK message to last PGM aware network element 
or source. 

• Data source or last PGM aware network element sends multicast NAK 
confirmation message. 

• Data source or last PGM aware network element sends multicast repair data. 
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As the amount of data consumers increase, the significance of choosing a NAK-only protocol 
becomes apparent. With a method of data recovery/window advancement based on acknowledge 
(ACK) messages, there is increased network traffic regardless of network quality. PGM’s use of 
NAK messages prevents this mandatory increase in traffic when the number of data consumers 
increases. PGM also takes some additional steps to prevent unnecessary NAK messages from 
traversing the network. All data consumers must wait a random period of time bounded by a 
configurable maximum value before sending a NAK. In addition to sending a unicast NAK to the 
data source, data consumers can also send a multicast NAK intended for other consumers. 
Network problems normally occur on distinct segments of the network. When consumers on a 
segment of the network experience a loss, there is likely to be a similar loss and NAK pattern on 
that entire network segment. If multiple consumers are missing the same data, they will all wait a 
random period of time before sending a NAK. While they are waiting, they are also listening for 
a multicast NAK with the same sequence number. If they realize that another consumer has 
already sent a NAK for the data in question, they will not bother to send one. Ultimately the 
repair data is sent multicast, and all consumers will reap the benefit of the NAK from the first 
consumer.  
 
For any one-to-many data distribution mechanism to be successful, a network problem should 
not cause a catastrophic failure for a data consumer on a good segment of the network. Pragmatic 
means useful, not idealistically guaranteed delivery. If one segment of the network is very bad, it 
could very well result in detectable data loss for a consumer on that segment depending on the 
window advancement strategy of the data source. Application layer recovery methods, such as 
archival and playback of data on the source, could be used to fill in the gaps at a later time. A 
method of reducing the chances for data loss on all consumers is to maintain a large window size 
on the source. PGM allows for a maximum window size of (232 / 2) – 1 = 2147483647 sequence 
numbers. The overhead for every PGM original data transmission is 24 bytes for the IP Header 
(with Router Alert option) + 24 bytes for the PGM Header. For a 1500 byte maximum 
transmission unit, which is the default for most network elements and network interface cards, 
we arrive at (1500 bytes – 48 bytes) (2147483647) ≈ 3.12 terabytes of window on the source. 
Note that 3.12 terabytes is more data than a typical session would transmit at one time. Adjusting 
the window to be large enough to contain the entire session has the effect of guaranteeing 
delivery of data for the entire session. The flexibility in the PGM protocol to define the window 
advancement strategy within the constraints of the maximum window size, allows the user to 
prioritize the handling of repair data and original data. It is possible to tune the system to be as 
reliable as TCP/IP or as unreliable as UDP, depending on the desired system characteristics. 
 
PGM sources have configurable traffic management functionality to limit their bandwidth usage. 
This prevents a network from being overwhelmed by repair data if any consumers are flooding 
sources with NAK messages. It allows applications that use PGM to be good network neighbors. 
If a system is dedicated to distribution of telemetry, and uses only PGM to do so, it can 
effectively guarantee a portion of its available bandwidth for each telemetry source. 
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The most important functionality of PGM is its scalability. In a perfect network, as PGM data 
consumers are added, there is no increase in traffic from the source’s perspective. As data 
consumers are added with TCP/IP, there is a mandatory traffic increase in a perfect network (see 
Figure 3), since the original data is transmitted and acknowledged once per consumer. 
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Figure 3. Bandwidth Usage Comparison Assuming a Perfect Network 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
PGM provides the reliability of TCP/IP and the scalability of UDP. Source window management 
flexibility allows telemetry distribution points to decide whether to prioritize repair data or 
original data. It also allows the window size to be so large that data delivery is guaranteed like 
TCP/IP, or so small that it is as unreliable as UDP. The ability to detect unrecoverable data loss 
allows the application layer to take additional measures to fill data gaps, if desired. Operational 
systems can more easily add clients at a later date when PGM is chosen as a telemetry data 
transport over TCP/IP, since the network bandwidth usage increase caused by adding a single 
PGM data consumer is significantly less than that of adding a single TCP/IP data consumer. 
PGM makes it easy to have mirrored telemetry-processing sites for failover without levying 
requirements for more bandwidth. Migrating existing systems to use PGM could result in more 
consumers of telemetry data with little or no additional network bandwidth. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Motivated by the success of the ARTM Tier-1 modulation known as Shaped Offset QPSK, this 
paper examines whether improved spectral efficiency can be achieved using an a Shaped Offset 
8PSK. Three possible interpretations of this question are examined and it is shown that there 
does not appear to be a shaped offset 8-PSK in the context of aeronautical telemetry. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Improved spectral efficiency has been an important issue in aeronautical telemetry over the past 
decade. This effort began in earnest in 1997 with the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) 
program  [1]. The goal was to triple the bandwidth efficiency of the modulated carrier relative to 
PCM/FM without sacrificing detection efficiency (the signal-to-noise ratio required to achieve a 
target bit error rate). This goal was accomplished in two phases. In the first phase, two 
interoperable modulations were adopted as options in the IRIG 106 standard: Feher-patented 
QPSK  [2], version B or FQPSK-B (2000) and Shaped Offset-QPSK  [3] version TG or SOQPSK-
TG (2004). An “open source” version of FQPSK, called FQPSK-JR, was adopted as an 
interoperable alternative in 2004  [4]. These modulations, known collectively as “ARTM Tier-1 
modulations,” achieved a two-fold improvement in spectral efficiency over PCM/FM  [5]. The 
second stage, completed in 2004, defined a multi-index partial response CPM (continuous phase 
modulation)  [6] [7], termed ARTM CPM, as an option in the IRIG-106 standard. ARTM CPM 
offered an additional 50% improvement in spectral efficiency without sacrificing detection 
efficiency.  
 
The ARTM Tier-1 modulations are interoperable in the sense that each occupies the same 
bandwidth (for the same bit rate) and each produces the same bit sequence with essentially the 
same bit error rate when demodulated using a conventional (unshaped) offset-QPSK 
demodulator. While improvements in the bit error rate are possible using more advanced 
demodulators  [8]— [16], detection using the simple, symbol-by-symbol OQPSK demodulator is 
attractive since 1) it is a relatively simple demodulator capable of operating at high data rates; 2) 
it does not have to “know” which of the ARTM Tier-1 modulations is being used since it is not 
optimized for any one of them, and 3) it met the stated objectives of the ARTM program.  
 
The demodulator for the ARTM Tier-2 modulation is, by comparison, very complex  [6] and 
symbol-by-symbol detection is not an effective demodulation method  [17]. While some 
substantial complexity reducing techniques have proven useful when applied to ARTM CPM 
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 [18]— [20], none of these achieve the performance and simple elegance of the linear offset 
QPSK demodulator and its application to the ARTM Tier-1 modulations. 
 
This observation has led some to ask, “Is there a shaped-offset 8-PSK?” In context, this question 
expresses the desire to find a modulation, suitable for demodulation with a relatively simple 
demodulator, that offers the same bandwidth efficiency improvements over the Tier-1 
modulations that unshaped 8-PSK offers over unshaped QPSK (i.e. a 50% improvement in 
spectral efficiency). The search, however, is not completely unconstrained. Like the ARTM Tier-
1 and Tier-2 modulations, the shaped-offset 8-PSK must be compatible with non-linear power 
amplifiers.  
 
Two conditions are necessary for a modulation to be compatible with a non-linear power 
amplifier. These conditions are best described using a phase trajectory plot. The phase trajectory 
plot is obtained by writing the modulated carrier in the general form 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ttQttIts cc ωω sincos −=  (1)
 
where I(t) is the “in-phase” component of the modulated carrier and Q(t) is the “quadrature” 
component and ωc is the carrier frequency in radians/second. The phase trajectory is a plot of 
Q(t) vs. I(t). It can be thought of as a “rectangular” or “Cartesian” representation of the 
waveform. The magnitude of a point on the plot is the instantaneous envelope of the modulated 
carrier while the angle between the point and the positive I(t) axis is the instantaneous phase of 
the modulated carrier; hence the name.  To be compatible with a non-linear power amplifier, the 
phase trajectory must satisfy two important conditions: 

• The phase trajectory should not pass through the origin of the Q(t) vs. I(t) plot. When the 
phase trajectory does pass through the origin, the power amplifier output is reduced to 
zero for an instant and returns to full scale (or close to full scale) an instant later. This is 
equivalent to quickly turning off then turning on the power amplifier. This action 
exercises all of the transients associated with the device nonlinearities and produces a 
signal whose spectral occupancy is much greater than it would be otherwise. For linear 
modulations (such as QPSK), a phase trajectory through the origin occurs when the signs 
of the both I(t) and Q(t) change at the same time. Usually, this is prohibited from 
occurring when Q(t) is delayed relative to I(t) by half of the symbol time. The delay 
offsets the data transitions occurring in I(t) and Q(t) so that simultaneous transitions are 
not allowed. 

• The phase trajectory should follow a circle in the Q(t) vs. I(t) plot. The magnitude of the 
phase trajectory is the amplitude modulation (AM) component of the carrier. Any AM 
present in the modulated carrier is compressed by the non-linear characteristic of the 
power amplifier. This distorts the signal as it passes through the amplifier. One of the 
consequences of this distortion is an increase in the occupied bandwidth of the modulated 
carrier. For many power amplifiers a quasi-constant envelope (or amplitude) is sufficient 
to ensure acceptable performance. 

 
Putting this all together, to answer the question with “yes,” a modulation should meet the 
following requirements: 
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• A generic demodulator designed to operate with unshaped 8-PSK or unshaped offset 8-
PSK should be able to recover the data from the modulated carrier with no (or very little) 
loss in detection efficiency relative to PCM/FM with limiter-discriminator detection. 

• The bandwidth efficiency should be 50% better than the bandwidth efficiency of the 
ARTM Tier 1 modulations. This is equivalent to requiring the bandwidth efficiency to be 
3 times better than that of PCM/FM. 

• The modulation should be compatible with non-linear RF power amplifiers: namely the 
phase trajectory should not have transitions through the origin and the phase trajectory 
should approximately follow a circle. 

 
In the next three sections, modulations that satisfy these conditions are examined. First 8-PSK 
with an offset inphase and quadrature component is examined. Such a modulation is the most 
obvious way to meet the first condition. However, it is shown that the third condition cannot be 
met with this approach. Next, the first condition is relaxed somewhat in that a demodulator using 
symbol-by-symbol detection with 8 phase states is allowed in place of an unshaped 8-PSK 
demodulator. Several representative examples are summarized. It is shown that it is difficult 
(maybe impossible) to achieve improved spectral efficiency without decreased detection 
efficiency. Finally, the first condition is dropped altogether. The remaining two constraints 
define the conditions under which the ARTM Tier-2 modulation was developed. Hence ARTM 
CPM is the “answer” in this case. 
 
 

8-PSK WITH AN OFFSET INPHASE AND QUADRATURE COMPONENT 
 
The phase trajectory and I/Q eye-diagrams of a band-limited version of 8-PSK is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Observe that the phase trajectory is concentrated around the 8 phase states and that the 
eye diagrams each have 5 valid levels at the optimum sampling instants. Applying a half-
symbol-time offset to the quadrature component of the 8-PSK signal produces the phase 
trajectory and eye diagrams illustrated in Figure 2. Observe that the eye diagrams are shifted 
relative to each other just as expected. However the phase trajectory displays transitions through 
the origin. 
 
The reason for the undesired transitions through the origin of the phase trajectory is the 
placement of 8-PSK constellation points directly on the inphase and quadrature axes. This is the 
most evident by the phase trajectory plot of Figure 1. The most straight forward way to 
overcome this characteristic is to rotate the constellation points by any angle that is not a 
multiple of 2π/8 = π/4. Rotating the points by π/8 produces the phase trajectory and eye 
diagrams of Figure 3 for the non-offset case and the phase trajectory and eye diagrams of Figure 
4 for the offset case. The π/8 phase shift is able to produce a phase trajectory without transitions 
through the origin. However, the phase trajectory exhibits concentrations at 12 points that are not 
on a circle. Thus, it is hard to see how selecting a different pulse will result in constant envelope 
behavior. 
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Figure 1: Phase trajectory (left) and eye diagrams (right) for non-offset 8-PSK using the raised cosine pulse shape 
with 100% excess bandwidth. 
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Figure 2: Phase trajectory (left) and eye diagrams (right) for offset 8-PSK using the raised cosine pulse shape with 
100% excess bandwidth. 
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Figure 3: Phase trajectory (left) and eye diagrams (right) for non-offset 8-PSK using the raised cosine pulse shape 
with 100% excess bandwidth. The constellation points have been rotated by π/8. 
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Figure 4: Phase trajectory (left) and eye diagrams (right) for offset 8-PSK using the raised cosine pulse shape with 
100% excess bandwidth. The constellation points have been rotated by π/8. 

 
 

CONSTANT ENVELOPE MODULATIONS WITH 8 PHASE STATES 
 
The results of the last section demonstrate that it is difficult (impossible?) to produce an offset 8-
PSK that has constant envelope or quasi-constant and phase transitions that do not pass through 
the origin. This observation motivates an alternative interpretation of the question: Is there a 
shaped offset 8-PSK? In this interpretation, we relax the constraint that the data be recoverable 
from an unshaped offset 8-PSK demodulator and replace it with the following constraints: 
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• the modulation must have 8 phase states, and 
• a symbol-by-symbol demodulator operating on 8 phase states must be able to recover the 

data.  
The second notion constrains the demodulator to “look like” an 8-PSK demodulator in the sense 
that is has approximately the complexity as the 8-PSK demodulator. Whether it has the same 
detection efficiency depends on the properties of the waveforms generated by the modulator.  
 
To meet the constant envelope requirement, we consider continuous-phase modulations (CPMs) 
that consist of 8 phase states. A CPM signal is of the form 
 

( ) ( )( )α;cos ttts c φω +=  (2)
 
where ωc is the carrier frequency in radians/sec and where the phase is 
 

( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∑
∞− −∞=

−=
t n

k
s dxkTxfkht απφ 2;α  (3)

 
for ( ) ss TntnT 1+<≤  and ( ) ( ) ( )KKK ,,,1,0, nααα=α  is the data symbol sequence. The CPM 
signal is defined by three parameters: the modulation index h, the frequency pulse ( )tf  which 
spans sLT  seconds (i.e., it spans L symbol times), and the alphabet from which ( )kα  is drawn. 
For example, SOQPSK-TG is defined as a CPM with a modulation index h = 1/2, a length-8Tb 
frequency pulse, and a ternary alphabet. The number of phase states is a function of h, L, and M 
(the size of the symbol alphabet) as described in  [21],  [22]. Using the definition, SOQPSK-TG 
has 8 phase states as expected with an offset QPSK. 
 
There are a variety of pulse shapes, alphabets, and modulation indexes that produce a modulated 
carrier with 8 phase states. A representative sampling is the following: 
 

• S8PSK, 9: CPM using the 1 REC pulse shape, h = 1/4, with a 9-ary alphabet. The next 
symbol is determined by the most recent 3 bits and is designed to produce a phase shift, 
along the unit circle, that is a multiple of π/4. 

• S8PSK-TG, 9: this is the same as S8PSK,9 described above, except the TG pulse is used. 
• S8PSK, 7: CPM using the 1 REC pulse shape, h = 1/4, with a 7-ary alphabet. The next 

symbol is determined by the four most recent bits and is designed to produce a phase 
shift, along the unit circle, that is a multiple of π/4. 

• S8PSK-TG, 7: this is the same as S8PSK, 7 described above except the TG pulse shape is 
used. 

• SOQPSK-MIL, h=1/4: CPM using the 1REC pulse shape with h = 1/4 and the 
constrained ternary alphabet. 

• SOQPSK-MIL, 2REC: CPM using the 2REC pulse shape with h = 1/2 and the 
constrained ternary alphabet.  

• CPM QPSK: CPM using 1 REC pulse shape with h = 1/2 and a true 4-ary symbol 
alphabet. 
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• CPM QPSK-TG: this is the same as CPM QPSK above except the TG pulse shape is 
used. 

• 2 alphabet: this is a variant of π/4-shifted QPSK alternating between two 4-ary symbol 
alphabets to produce 8 phase states. The 1 REC pulse shape is used. 

• 2 alphabet, TG: this is the same as the 2 alphabet modulation above, except the TG pulse 
shape is used. 

 
The last two are not CPMs but rather variations of π/4-shifted QPSK, which is widely used in 
mobile cellular telephony  [23] for the same reasons it is of interest here. 
 
For each case, the modulated signal was generated using random data and the power spectral 
density was estimated using the windowed periodogram method. In addition the minimum 
Euclidean distance for each modulation was also determined. This was used to estimate the 
probability of error using 
 










 2
min

0
~ d

N
E

QP b
e  (4)

 
where Q(x) is the area under the tail of the standard Gaussian probability density function.  
 
A summary of the results is plotted in Figure 5. The bandwidth is reported as a normalized 
bandwidth: the −60 dB bandwidth divided by the bit rate. Thus, the smaller this number is, the 
more bandwidth efficient it is. The detection efficiency is measured by the value of Eb/N0 
required to achieve a probability of error 10-6. The smaller this number is, the better the detection 
efficiency. Thus, the most desirable location in the plot of Figure 5 is the lower left-hand corner: 
the modulated carrier requires zero bandwidth and zero power to achieve an error rate of 10-6.  
 
It should be pointed out that the detection efficiency is based on minimum Euclidean distance 
formulations which assume fully coherent sequence detection. A symbol-by-symbol detector for 
each modulation would require a higher value of Eb/N0 than that reported in Figure 5 to achieve a 
probability of error 10-6. The authors’ experience with SOQPSK-TG is that there is a 2 dB 
difference between the optimal detector (whose performance follows the minimum Euclidean 
distance approximation) and the simpler symbol-by-symbol detector.      
 
Several observations are in order: 
 

• First, the plot is not well populated in the most desirable location in the lower left corner. 
• Second, the use of the TG pulse over the 1REC pulse shape reduces the bandwidth (and 

improves the spectral efficiency) in all cases, but the cost in probability of error 
performance is different. This effect is the most dramatic with the two CPM QPSK 
modulations. 

• Third, of the modulations with the best detection efficiency, the ARTM Tier 1 
modulation has the best spectral efficiency. 

• Fourth, of the modulations with the best spectral efficiency, CPM QPSK has the best 
detection efficiency, but is still worse than the Tier 1 modulations. 
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This by no mean a formal proof that there is no CPM with 8 phase states that meets the 
performance specifications set forth in the introduction. Improvements in detection efficiency are 
achieved at the expense of bandwidth efficiency and vice versa. It appears that SOQPSK-TG 
occupies a special place in this space. 
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Figure 5: Normalized Bandwidth vs. Power Efficiency for the modulations described above.  

 
 

A MODULATION THAT OFFERS A 50% IMPROVEMENT IN BANDWIDTH 
EFFICIENCY OVER THE TIER-1 MODULATIONS 

 
The results of the previous section seem to indicate that there is no 8-state CPM that 
simultaneously possesses better spectral efficiency and the same detection efficiency as 
SOQPSK-TG.  The constraint that the modulated carrier have 8 phase states (and thus a symbol-
by-symbol detector whose complexity is commensurate with that of an 8PSK demodulator) 
seems to be the limiting factor. If this constraint is removed, then the question “is there a shaped-
offset 8-PSK” is answered “yes” if there is a modulation that meets the second and third 
constraints set forth in the introduction. 
 
A constant envelope modulation that has approximately the same detection efficiency as the 
Tier-1 modulations and a 50% improvement in bandwidth efficiency has already been identified: 
ARTM CPM, defined in the 2004 version of IRIG 106. This answer might have been anticipated 
by the removal of the complexity constraint on the demodulator. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper has examined the question “Is there a shaped-offset 8-PSK?” In its context, the 
question asks if there is modulation, suitable for use with a nonlinear power amplifier, with the 
same detection efficiency as the ARTM Tier-1 modulations, 50% better spectral efficiency than 
the ARTM Tier-1 modulations, and compatible with a relatively simple 8-PSK demodulator 
using symbol-by-symbol detection. It was shown that these requirements cannot all be met 
simultaneously, even when the complexity constraint is loosened somewhat. When the 
complexity constraint is completely eliminated (i.e., the requirement of being compatible with an 
8-PSK demodulator is removed), the ARTM Tier-2 modulation is the answer. 
 
While an almost infinite number of CPMs with 8 states can be conceived, it is hard to see how 
any of them will offer simultaneous improvements in spectral and detection efficiency. We 
conclude that, given the constraints of aeronautical telemetry, the ARTM Tier-1 and ARTM 
Tier-2 modulations provide an excellent compromise between spectral efficiency and detection 
efficiency (bandwidth and power) that is hard to beat. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A Synthetic Beamforming antenna was built for Airborne Telemetry.  Low-Noise Block-
converters translated RF to IF suitable for direct analog-to-digital conversion.  Then all telemetry 
functions were performed digitally via parallel FPGAs for 10 independent sources.  Monopulse 
tracking and optimal diversity combination was performed using 4 antenna quadrants at two 
orthogonal polarizations.  Novel estimation approaches drove digital demodulation, symbol- and 
bit- synchronization.  Final telemetry outputs include: digital, analog (video), and analog IF (e.g., 
for downlink relay). This program has incubated several concepts that we believe have the 
combined potential to significantly improve the future of telemetry. 
 

KEY WORDS 
 

Synthetic beamforming, digital downconversion, multipath mitigation, digital receiver, digital 
demodulation, digital bit synchronization. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The U.S. Air Force uses two modified De-Havilland Dash 8 aircraft for telemetry and sea 
surveillance range support primarily on the Eglin Gulf Range.  These aircraft use a multi-beam 
electronically-scanned phased array antenna to receive S-Band telemetry.  This paper discusses a 
recent antenna upgrade program that has provided an opportunity to introduce state-of-the-art 
advances to the field of airborne telemetry (and perhaps telemetry in general). 
 
The legacy antenna is 33 feet long and weighs 3,200 lbs; it scans in azimuth only and uses a 
fixed 10-degree elevation beam aperture to search for, acquire and track up to 5 simultaneous 
spatially-separated, diversely-polarized sources.  A conventional set of rack-mounted 
superheterodyne receivers and diversity combiners, demodulators, bit-synchronizers and data 
recorders serve to form the complement of onboard equipment for a mission. 
 
Analysis of the required flight profiles generated a specification including tracking of 10 sources 
(up to 20Mbps) over a coverage volume from sea level to an altitude of 50K ft., with a 120-deg 
azimuth field of view.  A conventional phased array was considered as a possible upgrade 
solution, but given the requirements and the state of technology, a Synthetic Digital 
Beamforming antenna subsystem was judged as the best solution to maximize performance and 
system longevity within the best cost constraints.  Additional goals were: (i) to provide Bit Error 
Rate performance at least equal to the legacy antenna; (ii) to significantly reduce the weight in 
order to allow longer missions; (iii) to provide a platform for soft future upgrades; (iv) to 
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mitigate multipath since most of the range is over the Gulf of Mexico; (v) to reduce maintenance 
& calibration requirements. 
 

THE DIGITAL BEAMFORMING SOLUTION 
 
We interpreted the above goals to imply a requirement for forming 20 beams (10 for each 
orthogonal polarization).  With a conventional approach, 20 sets of phase shifters would thus 
have been required, along with 20 receivers, 10 diversity combiners, 10 demodulators and 10 bit 
synchronizers.  This approach was therefore considered prohibitive in many dimensions, 
including cost, power, weight, rack space, cabling, maintenance, etc. 
 
Our approach postulated that computational capability per unit cost has increased sufficiently 
during the past decade to enable an all-digital solution.  The design paradigm therefore shifted 
towards getting the telemetry information into a digital processor as quickly as possible and 
minimizing any RF processing. A block diagram of our solution is presented in Figure 1.  As of 
this writing, the first deliverable system is in final integration and test after just 20 months of 
development. 
 

 
Because of the many potential risk areas in an all-digital solution, we spent considerable time 
and effort on building an end-to-end simulation of our proposed approach, and many design 
decisions were based on its results.  Initially, we used MATLAB to model high-level 
engagement scenarios, and separately used SIMULINK to investigate some details of the digital 
processing.  However, we went further with our simulation-based design approach, by actually 
incorporating parts of this simulation into the software development process for the Antenna 
Control Computer (ACC).  By this means, we were able to develop, investigate and verify the 
operation of the ACC using realistic engagement scenarios, well before any hardware was 
available.  The following sections outline some of the areas in which this simulation and analysis 
provided guidance for the design evolution. 
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Figure 1 – Functional Block diagram of the digital beam forming antenna 
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SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

 
Reducing the Required Number of Antenna Elements.  In any Electronically-Scanned 
Antenna (ESA), the complexity and cost of the antenna are directly proportional to the number of 
“active” elements.  These are elements whose output can be independently phase-shifted and 
combined in order to synthesize (and steer) a beam. 

 
The system application profile required that the antenna coverage resemble a pill shape since the 
desired flight support was going to be contained within that volume, as shown in Figure 2.  The 
resulting G/T (Gain/Temperature) requirement is shown alongside.  We realized that rather than 
have a beam that was able to scan the required angular extent with full gain everywhere 
(requiring each radiator to be an active element), we could provide more than adequate coverage 
by strategically partitioning the aperture into fewer active elements.  Due to the digital multi-
point nature of our approach, we were able to investigate optimal-diversity combination from a 
portion of the process where there was spatial diversity available.  With this technique, the 
elevation aperture is broken into 2 parts that divide the aperture into 1/3 and 2/3 portions 
approximately.  A conventional antenna, where each diversity input requires a receiver, can be 
cost prohibitive, especially for multi-beam applications.  In our approach, a digital “mini-
receiver” implementation for each beam is made available at the output of each active element as 
part of the digital beamforming process.  The result of this digital diversity combining is shown 
in figure 2 as well.  Details of the downstream digital diversity combiner operation are provided 
later.  Due to the architecture of the system, the combiner operation is transparent to whether the 
inputs originate from sources that are diverse in either space or polarization. 
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Antenna Array.  The array is a planar structure mounted on existing horizontal rails that run the 
length of the aircraft.  We use 56 active vertical “sticks” (2.5 feet high) that are arrayed in the 
horizontal plane forming an antenna surface 12.5 feet in length (cf. 33 feet for the legacy 
antenna). Each stick has 11 dual-polarized radiating elements combined into two vertical groups, 
with a feeding arrangement illustrated in Figure 4.  A feed manifold partitions each stick into 2 
individual sections, each with dual orthogonally-polarized outputs.  The entire array weighs 
about 1100 lbs (cf. 3,200 lbs for the legacy antenna). 
 
The Array Surface consists of a grid of individual patch radiators with a 2.5-inch square pattern 
as shown in Figure 3.  
 
The Radiating Element consists of two concentric metal disks, or patches, positioned above a 
ground plane.  The first disk is 1.54” in diameter, etched from the copper clad surface of 0.080 
Rogers RO 4003 printed circuit material, which provides the spacing between the disk and an 
aluminum ground plane.  The back side of the RO 4003 is 
stripped before bonding to the aluminum.  Using this thin 
dielectric spacer for the first disk suppresses the monopole 
mode so that the element can be fed with a simple unbalanced 
coaxial probe.  There is actually one feed for each of the two 
orthogonal linear polarizations.  The second disk is .01” 
smaller and is separated from the first disk by a Rexolite 
spacer.  The disk is machined from 0.031 copper sheets and 
then bonded to the Rexolite, which in turn, is bonded to the 
RO 4003.  While there is no direct connection between the two 
disks, they are coupled electromagnetically.  The resonances of the two disks coupled in this way 
provide a much larger impedance bandwidth than would be possible with a single disk at the 
same height. 
 
Low loss design techniques are prevalent throughout the array design from the radome to the 
input to the LNA. The “A“-sandwich radome has been optimized for low loss over the entire 
field of view, and is spaced more than ¼ wavelength from the radiating elements. The radiating 
element employs ultra-low-loss components, while the RF combiner uses closed-cell foam 
supporting a low-loss strip-line circuit. The output of each RF combiner feeds the signal through 
a very low-loss filter to reject out-of-band interference.  The 4:1 manifold combiner attaches 
directly to a combline filter as shown in Figure 4A. The combline filter characteristic is also 
shown in Fig. 4B, and it has a loss of approximately 0.25 dB. 
 
The Low-Noise Block-converter (LNB).  The LNB utilizes a dual-downconversion process, 
requiring a single 486-MHz local oscillator (LO).  This downconversion plan was chosen after 
the spur performance of various available mixers was tested, ensuring that any significant 
intermodulation spurs fell well outside the IF pass band, thus retiring one risk. 
 
In a beamforming application, control of group delay (inter-unit phase variation) is another 
critical risk area.  For the IF (image-rejection) filter, we chose a combination of band-stop and 

Figure 3 - Antenna Surface 
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band-pass filters that operate after the first down-conversion.  We minimized the variation of 
group delay by moving the frequency corners of all filters well away from the edges of the pass-
band and into the guard space and its image around the Fs/2 spectral point.  A functional block 
diagram of the resulting LNB design is provided in Figure 5.  The production unit contains two 
LNBs in each enclosure (one for each polarization), thus reducing the volume, weight and 
number of cables required.  Using the unique band-pass/band-stop approach provided excellent 
image rejection (50 dB goal vs. 30 dB spec.).  Consequently, the overall selectivity of the LNB 
provided an effective pass-band for the desired 200-MHz telemetry information band, while 
keeping variation of group delay in check.  The IF signal was then transported via low-loss cable 
to the first stage of the Data Acquisition and Signal Processing system (the DSA board). 
 

 
Figure 5 - LNB block diagram 

 
Digital Data Acquisition and Signal Processing.  After the ADC the digital processing was 
achieved entirely within commercial FPGAs, and was broken into 4 stages.  The 1st-stage 
functions included digital downconversion (DDC), phase shifting, filtering and digital 
beamforming.  The 2nd-stage functions included optimal diversity combining and monopulse 
error estimation.  The 3rd-stage functions included demodulation and bit synchronization.  The 4th 
stage functions handled output of the telemetry as analog or digital streams (e.g., for onboard 
recording, video display, or 70 MHz IF for downlink relay).  The following subsections now 
provide a little more detail. 
 
Acquiring the data.  In our SBA design, a portion of the receiver is contained within the LNB, 
where the desired 200-MHz telemetry signal band is translated intact to a range of contiguous 
frequencies suitable for digitizing.  Each LNB output is digitized by a single 500MHz ADC 
driving one signal path into a massively-parallel distributed digital subsystem which includes 
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receiver, diversity combining, demodulation, and bit synchronization.  We believe that the digital 
processing can avoid many of the problems (such as image rejection, non-linearity and harmonic 
problems) that can plague the hardware components in analog telemetry systems.  However, we 
recognized that many “new” problems need careful attention in the digital domain (such as 
synchronization, bit significance etc.), if the digital potential was to be realized in practice. 
 
Data acquisition from the entire antenna array is performed through 56 VME cards called Digital 
Sub Arrays (DSAs), each handling 4 of the 224 LNB outputs.  Each DSA input has an ADC 
followed by a single FPGA that handles up to 10 telemetry streams in parallel.  Each ADC 
output stream (500 Msamples/sec) is thus fed simultaneously to 10 identical digital receiver/filter 
processors (channels) located within the associated FPGA.  While these cards were developed by 
a vendor specifically for this program, they are now available as a COTS product with many 
other potential applications, simply by reprogramming the FPGAs.  This capability also provides 
us with a vehicle for ‘soft’ product improvements to the current application, including adaptation 
to changing requirements, without replacing hardware. 
 
Receiver Dynamic Range.  Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the receiver process we used.  
The LNB has an RF-to-IF conversion gain of approximately 50 dB, with a noise bandwidth of 
approximately 250 MHz, determined by the anti-aliasing filter.  As can be seen in Figure 6, there 
is an analog Programmable-Gain Amplifier (PGA) in front of the ADC.  This PGA has a 
bandwidth of 600 MHz and a Noise Figure of about 7.5 dB, thus ensuring that the System Noise 
Figure is not affected adversely by the digitizing process. The gain of the PGA must be set so 
that thermal noise “tickles” the ADC, ideally with about 3 LSB levels (RMS).  The ADC is an 8-
bit device with 7.3 effective bits.  This limits the dynamic range of the ADC portion of the 
process to about 39.5 dB (when noise is integrated over the IF noise bandwidth). Of course, 
when the digital data is band-pass filtered and decimated downstream, there is a corresponding 
SNR gain of >11 dB (for a signal bandwidth <20 MHz).  Next, because there are effectively 112 
spatially-separated “receivers” for each polarization, there is an additional SNR gain of 20.5 dB.  
Consequently, the system receiver provides an aggregate dynamic range of more than 70 dB.  
16-bit quadrature data paths are used throughout in order to ensure preservation of this dynamic 
range and care has been taken to minimize the numerical effects of bit significance everywhere. 
 
Downconversion and Band-Pass Filtering within the FPGA.  The DDC consists of a direct-
conversion mixer and a four-stage decimating filter as shown in Figure 7.  The first filtering 
stage is a decimate-by-2 FIR filter.  The second filter is a Cascaded Integrator-Comb (CIC) filter 
with a programmable decimation ratio, allowing adjustment of the output sample rate to the 
relevant signal bandwidth for that channel.  The third filter is a decimate-by-2 FIR filter with a 
steeper response than the previous filters in order to flatten the overall pass-band.  The final filter 
provides the final spectral shaping for the DDC, with a default 1:2 shape factor (which can be 
adjusted). The mixer and filter banks are duplicated for each of the 10 channels in the devices.  
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Serial Beamforming.  The DSA FPGAs connect together via a cascade chain that passes 
“partial sums” for each of the 10 beamforming channels.  The partial sums are time-multiplexed 
over a common 36-bit data channel (16I+16Q+4tag).  All 224 DDCs for a particular channel are 
synchronized externally.  Each sum is forwarded (with the tag) to the next beamforming node, 
which may reside either on the same card or on an adjacent card in the pipeline. The element 
phase shift for each channel is determined through a series of lookups. 
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Figure 7 - DDC block diagram (1 of 10 identical DDC channels) 

 
Filter implementation.  The filter response shown below was measured at an intermediate point 
within the DDC process discussed above.  In this particular example, the channel frequency was 
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Left: Multipath fade corrected with 2 bandwidth settings 
Right top: Signal spectrum during fade at Combiner INPUT  
Right bottom: Signal spectrum during fade Combiner OUTPUT 

Figure 9 – Diversity Combiner recovers output from a fading input 

fixed at 39.5 MHz and the tuning frequency of the filter was swept across the band while the 
resulting amplitude was recorded.  The stop-band:pass-band ratio is 2.4:1.3=1.85, and the 
sharpness of this filter is more than sufficient to satisfy the requirements of IRIG document 106.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diversity Combiner.  The Combiner weights the inputs from the 8 antenna segments according 
to their “signal quality” before summing them.  A Signal Quality Measure (SQM) was developed 
to accommodate signals that appeared to have a large SNR, yet were unintelligible due to severe 
multipath contamination.  Figure 9 shows how the polarization & spatial diversity combiner is 
able to recover from a fade (null in left pattern) that might manifest in a conventional antenna 
with no spatial diversity.  Also included are the simulation outputs indicating the spectral content 
of the signal at the individual inputs (upper) and at the output of the Diversity combiner (lower). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Digital Demodulation.  The Demodulator we have developed for this program is also 
completely implemented in firmware.  The data stream arrives from the Diversity Combiner in 
the form of baseband I/Q samples at about 2.5 samples/symbol.  Once in the Demodulator stage, 
the data is filtered and immediately re-constituted using a Farrow re-sampler.  This allows the 
subsequent processing to run efficiently within the FPGA structure.  In this firmware stage, we 

1.3 MHz 

2.4 MHz 

Figure 8 – Example measured filter characteristic 
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Figure 10 –Demodulator Performance 

have implemented: front-end filtering; AGC; frequency locking (via a PLL); AM, FM, and PM 
demodulation for analog and digital sources. 
 
FM & PM demodulation.  The approach for both 
types of modulation is similar.  The absolute 
phases and slopes are estimated using a power-
series phase-trajectory estimator that is used to fit 
a sliding window of incoming data.  The lowest-
order coefficients of this process are separated into 
phase value, phase velocity and phase acceleration.  
Then the inter-relationship of these coefficients is 
used to extract data as well as time 
synchronization (bit sync) information.  
Simulation shows performance comparable to the 
current state-of-the-art using this approach, as 
shown in Figure 10. 
 
 

 
PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS OF PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

 
At the time of this writing, we are in Integration and Test of the first full-up deliverable system.  
We therefore can only present antenna pattern measurements in this paper, along with some of 
the filter and LNB performance measurements described above.  We believe these already show 
the potential of our approach, and we intend to publish performance results for the complete 
system when it is fully operational. 
 
Measured Antenna Pattern.  Using this large concatenation of hardware and processing 
components, we were able to show that the efforts described above were effectively coordinated 
by demonstrating actual beamforming on the first antenna segment to come out of production.  
Actual range measurements are shown in Figure 11, demonstrating astonishingly successful 
results from these portions of this project so far. 
 
Inter-Element Mutual-Coupling Effects.  We were expecting mutual coupling effects to 
significantly affect the antenna pattern when we formed the beam at extreme scan angles.  In 
practice, to our great initial surprise, we found that the theoretically-derived values worked well 
even at extreme scan angles.  Further, we noticed we could compensate for the absence of the 
parasitic elements that were placed at the edges of the array to accommodate mutual element 
coupling discontinuities at the edges of the aperture.  By properly calibrating and accounting for 
the cable lengths and the relative losses/gains of each component, we were able to produce an 
almost ideal antenna pattern that kept its sidelobe integrity over the entire scan volume required.  
The measured antenna patterns are compared to their theoretical counterparts in Figure 11 below. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

We are building what we feel is a sensible solution to a system requirement using the latest in 
available technology.  In that process, we introduced and implemented novel approaches to 
classic airborne telemetry problems which we hope will benefit the telemetry industry in general.  
Our cautious development approach has involved extensive simulation from the study level to 
the Hardware-In-Loop operational software development level.  This investment has paid well as 
evidenced by the initial rapid successes during the Integration & Test phase of the program.   
 
Besides developing a flexible telemetry acquisition system for airborne applications, we feel we 
have successfully iterated on an efficient technique to create a requirements driven solution with 
a minimum of hardware boundaries. 
 
The first production unit is expected to be delivered within a few months of this writing, and 
hardware integration results so far are extremely encouraging.  We hope to provide more 
complete and detailed performance results in the near future, particularly on the more 
controversial aspects of our design. 

Predicted Boresight 

Predicted Extreme Scan

Figure 11 – Measured vs. Predicted Antenna Patterns 
 

Left Side: Measured patterns                                     Right side:  Simulated Ideal Patterns 
Top:  0 deg. (calibration position)                                       for Comparison 
Bottom:   -60 deg. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
A rocket launch, as high dynamics target, was used to demonstrate X-band tracking and also to 
verify high bit rate frequency planning while demonstrating significant bandwidth reduction with 
IRIG standard advanced modulation methods. X-band tracking by a modified 8-foot mobile 
telemetry antenna was excellent. Three separate S-band transmitters with three separate 
wraparound antennas were launched as a piggyback payload on an Enhanced Orion sounding 
rocket at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) to compare the performance of 10 Mbs and 20 
Mbs bit error rate (BER) pattern data transmission from CPFSK, FQPSK-JR and ARTM CPM 
modulation formats under high dynamic conditions. The test is more remarkable in that another 
S-band wideband spread spectrum signal was also transmitted with good success. These results 
show that all three modulation methods performed well during ignition and liftoff, low aspect 
angle (receiving through the rocket motor plume during ascent from a tracker near the launch 
pad), spin stabilization antenna lobe fades and payload tumbling. Spectrum pictures are provided 
to show the dramatic reduction in transmission bandwidth from CPFSK to FQPSK-JR to ARTM 
CPM. Confirmation of the preflight RF adjacent channel interference planning procedures from 
IRIG 106-05 is described by spectrum pictures and data quality measurements. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 
RF bandwidth, modulation type versus bandwidth, adjacent channel interference, aeronautical 
telemetry signal spacing, FQPSK transmission in a dynamic environment 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD) Test and Evaluation (T&E) Science and Technology 
(S&T) Spectrum Efficient Technologies focus area funded a project at White Sands Missile 
Range (WSMR) to modify one of their existing 2200-2400 MHz (S-band) eight foot diameter 
telemetry autotrack antenna systems to support 7850-8050 MHz (X-band). X-band tracking 
capability was tested by aircraft flight tests and on a high dynamic launch vehicle. WSMR 
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contracted the modification to ViaSat, the manufacturer of the original S-band antenna system. 
WSMR was able to schedule a piggyback payload on an Enhanced Orion sounding rocket with 
an X-band antenna for the tracking and data transmission demonstration. And, there was room on 
the piggyback payload for another T&E/S&T test to compare high bit rate PCM with three 
different modulation types under high dynamic rocket launch conditions. The PCM for all three 
transmitters was generated by a pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) pattern generator in order 
to measure bit errors of a 2047 bit length pattern. This paper makes a direct comparison of the 
total bit errors and the bit error rate of the CPFSK, FQPSK-JR and ARTM CPM telemetry links. 
Spectrum pictures are provided to illustrate the differences in signal bandwidth of the three types 
of modulation and more importantly to show how well the Range Commanders Council (RCC) 
Inter Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) adjacent channel interference (ACI) planning 
procedures [1] [2] work for frequency management and mission planning. 
 
Other publications [3] describe the new WSMR X-band telemetry tracking antenna  that is field 
changeable in a half hour from S-band to X-band and a half hour to change back to S-band. That 
new range capability was developed as a T&E/S&T project to quantify the problems of operating 
at higher frequencies requested from the World Administrative Radio Council due to the limited 
bandwidth of existing telemetry bands. Existing telemetry bands are being reduced by auction for 
commercial applications such as satellite radio and cellular phones while data rates are 
increasing. Comparison of the high bit rate X-band telemetry data to the same data transmitted at 
S-band is described. 
 
 

FLIGHT VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
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Figure 1a: Payload Antennas for X-band Tracking and S-band Modulation Comparison 
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There were separate wraparound antennas for each of the three S-band radio frequency (RF) 
links and a fourth wraparound antenna for the X-band RF link to provide sufficient link margin 
on each link. Each wraparound antenna provided about – 5 dBi gain that precluded sharing an 
antenna by multiple transmitters feeding a power divider. The four antennae are shown in 
Figures 1a and 1b of the piggyback payload. Note the one inch wide aluminum strip covering the 
joints where the two ends of each wraparound antenna meet. This strip was required to prevent 
friction heating during supersonic flight of uneven antenna ends caused by manufacturing errors. 
The aluminum strip inadvertently provided a superb periodic signal block as the rocket was spin 
stabilized at approximately 4.5 Hz rate. This periodic signal block provided an excellent periodic 
signal fade to measure signal acquisition time by the ground station demodulators. Figure 2 
shows the internal payload components. Figures 3 and 4 show the piggyback payload beneath the 
primary payload of an L-band receive and S-band transmit antenna in the same skin or radome 
for translated wideband GPS signals radiated at 2210.0 MHz. On the piggyback payload in 
Figure 1b the top antenna radiates 20 Mbs FQPSK-JR at 2229.5 MHz. The next antenna below 
radiates 10 Mbs CPFSK at 7975.0 MHz. The next antenna below the X-band antenna radiates 10 
Mbs CPFSK at 2250.5 MHz. There is space for the payload access door to service the batteries, 
PRBS generators and transmitters before the last antenna at the bottom for 20 Mbs ARTM CPM 
at 2269.5 MHz. 

 
Figure 1b: Payload Antennas for X-band Tracking and S-band Modulation Comparison 

 
The three S-band transmitters for the three types of modulation are flight rated commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) transmitters from three different manufacturers – Nova Engineering, 
Quasonics LLC and Herley Industries. All three transmitters are rated for 5 watts output. A 
COTS X-band transmitter was not available and was derived an upconverter to conduct the X-
band tracking and data transmission tests. The 10 Mbs CPFSK transmitter output was fed to a 
power splitter and half the signal sent to a mixer where it was upconverted from 2250.5 MHz to 
7975.0 MHz then amplified to 2 watts to feed the X-band wraparound antenna. The three 
batteries on two of the three pallets are the largest, heaviest components of the payload. 
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Figure 2: 2 PRBS Generators, 3 S-band Tx’s, S-to-X-band up converter and PA, and Batteries 
 
 

Figure 3: Nosecone, Primary Translated GPS Payload, X-band Antenna and 3 S-band Antennae 
Piggyback Payload for Modulation Comparison-Parachute Recovery System 
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Figure 4: Vertical Vibration Test 
 

FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS 
 

 
COTS transmitters were selected for the test. The available CPFSK transmitter could support a 
maximum of 12 Mbs with 10 Mbs being chosen as the bit rate for the FM test. Following the 
examples of assigning multiple carrier frequencies in [1] and [2] the calculations for selecting 
five S-band frequencies for aircraft flight testing prior to the rocket launch are shown below. The 
narrow band housekeeping link was deleted from the rocket payload. The approved operating 
band for all S-band signals was 2200 to 2290 MHz. Assume Law’s adjacent channel interference 
(ACI) carrier separation criteria [2] and resistive-inductive-capacitive (RLC) final IF filters for 
the telemetry receivers providing 70 MHz IF signal to external  Multi Mode demodulators for 
CPFSK, FQPSK-JR and ARTM CPM. The Multi Mode demodulators provide digital IF filtering 
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of the 70 MHz IF signal from the receiver. The FM demodulator is a multi symbol detector 
providing up to 3 dB improvement in signal to noise ratio performance, as compared to the 
traditional non-coherent delay line discriminator that makes a single bit hard detection, at the 
expense of a minor increase in signal acquisition time. 

 
Low guard = BTGRS/2*rb = 0.7 x 10 = 7 MHz 
DFTGRS:T1 = 0.45 * 10 + 0.7 * 20 = 18.5 MHz 
DFT1:T0 = 0.45 * 20 + 1.2 * 10 = 21 MHz 
DFT0:T2 = 0.35 * 20 + 1.2 * 10 = 19 MHz 
DFT2:TM = 1 * 0.25 + 0.5 * 20  = 10.25 MHz 
Hi guard= 1.2 / 2 * 20 = 1.5 MHz 
 
Total required spectrum for three mode experiment 7+18.5+21+19+10.25+1.5 = 77.25 MHz. 
With these minimum bandwidths calculated the carrier frequency assignments were chosen as: 
 

 
– TGRS         2210.5 Mhz, 4 Mbs 
– SOQPSK     2229.5 Mhz, 20 Mbs  
– FM         2250.5 Mhz, 10 Mbs 
– CPM         2269.5 Mhz, 20 Mbs  
– FM               2250.5 MHz       250 Kbps (deleted) 
– FM               7975.0 Mhz        10 Mbs 

 
Figure 5 shows the S-band spectrum with three transmitters with different types of modulation 
plus the Translated GPS spread spectrum link fit within the 2200-2290 MHz band. Bit error rate 
results during vertical vibration tests showed error free data on the three PCM telemetry links. 
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Figure 5: Four S-band Transmitters with Translated GPS, CPM, FM and SOQPSK 
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GROUND STATION CONFIGURATION 
 
The S-band RF link data was acquired by the NASA owned 30-foot antenna located about a half 
mile from the launch rail to obtain maximum signal perturbations. The rocket trajectory was 
directly away from the 30-foot antenna for worst case aspect angle (degrees from directly aft) to 
produce signal transmission through the plume. The X-band RF link data was acquired by an 
eight foot antenna on the roof of the Range Operations Control Center located about eight miles 
from the launch rail  for a side look of the trajectory to improve the aspect angle. 
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Figure 6: 8-foot X-band Antenna at J-13 Telemetry Station 

 
 
Both antennas were placed in autotrack mode prior to ignition and autotracked the entire mission 
with no operator intervention. The 30 foot antenna tracked on the 2210.5 MHz signal to avoid 
aluminum strip fades. The signal strength plots in Figures 7 through 9 and BER plots in Figure 
13 show the eight foot antenna losing signal before the 30 foot antenna during the parachute 
descent for recovery of the payload because the eight foot antenna was blocked by a mountain 
that was not in the path between the payload and the 30 foot antenna. 
 
Predetection recording of Right Circular Polarization (RCP) and Left Circular Polarization 
(LCP) signals from the X-band ground tracking antenna were made at a predetection carrier 
frequency of 8 MHz. Predetection recording of the TGRS RCP S-band signal and the GPS L1 
reference signal were made at the VAB. The three S-band receivers for RCP signals on the 30 
foot antenna provided the automatic gain control voltage (AGC) outputs to an analog-to-digital 
converter card in a personal computer (PC) for logging signal strength values at 20 samples per 
second. The total bit error count and BER plots of the S-band links were made from demodulated 
data feeding link analyzer test sets in real time and logging the counts on a PC hard disk drive. 
The X-band total bit error count and BER plots were made by predetection signal playbacks to 
the demodulators after the flight. 
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G/T of the 30 foot antenna at S-band is typically 20 dB. The 30 foot antenna beamwidth is 
approximately 1 degree. G/T of the 8 foot antenna at 2250.5 MHz is typically 9 dB with 4 degree 
beamwidth and at 7975 MHz was measured at 16.2 dB with a 1.1 degree beamwidth. Actual 
flight trajectory was very close to the predicted trajectory with apogee near 60 km altitude and 40 
km down range. The rocket speed at motor burnout was slightly above Mach 3.5 as predicted. 
 
 

LAUNCH TEST RESULTS 
 
 
Figure 7 is a plot of ground station receiver AGC voltage or link signal strength as measured at 
the 30-foot antenna ground station during the launch. Signal strength is measured as power into 
the receiver. This full mission duration signal strength plot shows the times of the major events. 
Signal strength decreases rapidly from ignition to motor burnout near T + 23 seconds and manual 
switch removal of 20 dB attenuation in front of the low noise amplifiers (LNA) when the antenna 
operator observes burnout. Signal strength changes little during the rest of the flight because the 
rocket is already at a long distance from the tracker. Signal perturbations from the aluminum 
strip covering the ends of the wraparound antennas cause deep periodic fades at the rocket spin 
rate of about 4.5 Hz. Post flight review quickly determined that the 1 millisecond (ms) AGC 
attack time followed by a 200 ms hold period before AGC release of the two microwave 
receivers used for the  FQPSK-JR and ARTM CPM links showed the  4.5 Hz rate deep fades but 
could not resolve the amplitude of the fade. The Microdyne Model 1400-WB telemetry receiver 
AGC time constant was symmetrical for attack and decay times with no AGC hold period and 
shows much deeper fades. Figure 8 shows a shorter time period (ignition to motor burnout) than 
Figure 7 for better resolution of the fade durations. Plotting signal strength or AGC voltages was 
not sufficient to show the fade depths. MatLab processing of IF power showed deeper fades. 

 
Top (blue): FQPSK-JR; Mid (green): ARTM CPM; Bottom (red): CPFSK 

Figure 7: S-band Signal Strength Measured at the NASA 30-foot Antenna Receiver Input 
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Top (blue): FQPSK-JR; Mid (green): ARTM CPM; Bottom (red): CPFSK 

Figure 8: S-band Signal Strength Measured at the NASA 30-foot Antenna Receivers 
 
 
The top two traces in Figure 9 show the microwave receiver 200 ms AGC hold feature prevents 
tracking the signal fades at the spin rate while the bottom trace without the 200 ms AGC hold 
feature more closely tracks the fast signal fade. Figure 10 is included to show there is no change 
in spin rate caused fades after rocket motor separation when the fins are clear of the payload. 
Rocket tumbling prevents a simple comparison of fins versus no fins. 

 
Top (blue): FQPSK-JR; Mid (green): ARTM CPM; Bottom (red): CPFSK 

Figure 9: S-band Signal Strength Measured at the NASA 30 Foot Antenna, Before Separation 
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Top (blue): FQPSK-JR; Mid (green): ARTM CPM; Bottom (red): CPFSK 

Figure 10: S-band Signal Strength Measured at the NASA 30 Foot Antenna, After Separation 
 
 
The sample rate of the AGC voltages was 20 samples per second. Post flight processing of the 
predetection (down converted intermediate frequency (IF) signal at 8 MHz center frequency) to 
calculate the in-band to out-of-band signal power produces signal plus noise over noise 
measurements that more clearly show the aluminum strip signal fades at the rocket spin rate in 
Figure 11. Figure 12 using the same post flight processing method on TGRS predetection data 
for an S-band antenna without the aluminum strip shows no spin rate fading. 

 
Figure 11: X-band Spin Rate Fades in (Signal + Noise)/Noise Measured at the 8-foot Antenna 
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Figure 12: TGRS S-band (Signal + Noise)/Noise Measured at the 30-foot Antenna 

 
 
The lengthy signal strength and (S+N)/N descriptions were necessary to show the fast, deep 
fades caused by the aluminum strip covering the antennas. These fades are confirmed as shorter 
than one inch strip width divided by the circumference of the rocket but still sufficient to cause 
demodulator loss of lock confirmed by all three S-band real-time link analyzers that showed loss 
of PRBS pattern lock at each revolution. The main point is that the demodulators quickly 
reacquired the signal when (S+N)/N was sufficient. Figure 13 shows the accumulated bit error 
count history for all three types of modulation. To compare the three types of modulation the two 
20 Mbs PCM stream errors were divided by two to normalize the bit error count to the 10 Mbs 
PCM stream bit error count. The FM demodulator is a multi symbol detector rather than a single 
bit hard decision detector but has a signal acquisition time much faster than the FQPSK-JR and 
ARTM CPM coherent signal demodulators. The total bit error accumulation in millions of bits is 
quite low considering the spin rate deep fades due to the aluminum strip. All three links show a 
large total error count increase at ignition but then a very slow increase throughout the remainder 
of the flight. In fact, the error accumulation slope tends toward zero increase after de-spin by the 
parachute deployment. The similar slopes of the three curves indicate similar fast demodulator 
re-acquisition of the signal after a fade. An important point to remember is that FQPSK-JR uses 
differential encoding per RCC recommendations where two bits will be in error for each actual 
symbol error due to the coding scheme. 
 
Plots of the link analyzer PRBS pattern synchronization appear very similar to PCM frame synch 
lock from a decommutator to show all the S-band links are nearly error free throughout the 
flight. Link availability and error free seconds are very high [3] as a direct result of fast 
demodulator re-acquisition on all three S-band links. See [4] for detailed acquisition 
measurements with and without FEC coding. 
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Figure 13: S-band Bit Error Accumulation History Measured at the NASA 30-foot Antenna 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
1. Transmission bandwidth is significantly reduced from CPFSK to FQPSK-JR and from 

FQPSK-JR to ARTM CPM. 
2. The IRIG 106-05 Appendix A RF Considerations carrier selection calculation methods are 

excellent and were proven by bit error rate measurements and spectrum measurements. 
3. Demodulator acquisition time for higher order modulation formats such as QPSK was 

sufficiently fast for a high dynamics vehicle signal perturbations including plume, separation, 
maneuvering, tumbling and high spin rate blockage. Mitigation techniques such as side look 
and multiple tracking sites are often used to avoid these signal perturbations. 

4. The Telemetry Working Group (TWG) of IRIG has been methodically revising and adding 
new standards and test methods for the advanced types of modulation and new generation of 
telemetry receivers and demodulators. Use of these new capabilities has already begun at 
several test ranges and common standards are available for mission planning for joint range 
activities. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we describe a new method that is applicable to mitigating both multipath 
interference and adjacent channel interference (ACI) in aeronautical telemetry applications using 
ARTM Tier-1 waveforms. The proposed method uses a linear equalizer that is derived using 
Kalman filtering theory, which has been used for channel equalization for high-speed 
communication systems. We illustrate the proposed method with numerical examples obtained 
from simulations that show the bit error rate performance (BER) for different modulation 
schemes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Data rates required in modern aeronautical telemetry applications have increased, thus generating 
more demand for bandwidth for telemetry signals. As a consequence new modulation schemes 
with improved spectral efficiency have been proposed for use in aeronautical telemetry. Among 
these we note the Feher-patented QPSK modulation (FQPSK) [1] and the Shaped-Offset QPSK 



modulation (SOQPSK) [2] also known as Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) Tier-1 
Waveforms, which consist of variations of QPSK modulation schemes that encode 2 bits/symbol. 
 
An additional requirement for efficient spectral usage is that the carriers assigned to distinct 
telemetry signals be spaced as closely as possible. As the carrier spacing is decreased, the spectra 
of corresponding signals will start overlapping creating ACI which is a limiting factor in carrier 
spacing assignments. We note that the carrier spacing along with the relative powers of signals in 
adjacent channels determine the amount of ACI affecting a desired telemetry signal. An 
illustration of adjacent channel interference and how it might limit channel spacing is illustrated 
in Figure 1. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: An illustration of adjacent channel interference. 

 
 
To mitigate the effects of ACI minimum carrier spacings have been recommended for telemetry 
signals [3]. Recently, the use of interference cancellation techniques has also been investigated 
as an alternative to enable multiple telemetry signals to be packed more closely together in order 
to improve the overall efficiency with which the frequency band allocated for telemetry 
applications is used [4]. 
 
Another consequence of the increasing data rates in aeronautical telemetry applications is the 
fact that the multipath interference affecting propagation of telemetry signals has become more 
frequency selective as shown by the recently developed channel models for aeronautical 
telemetry [5]. To mitigate the effects of multipath interference two equalization techniques are 
investigated in [6]: the constant modulus algorithm (CMA), and the decision-feedback minimum 
mean square error (DF-MMSE) algorithm. 
 
In our paper we present a new method that is applicable to mitigating both multipath interference 
and ACI using a linear equalizer based on Kalman filtering theory [7]. We note that Kalman-
based equalizers have long been used in communication systems [8], [9]. The paper is organized 
as follows: we start with a brief description of the ARTM Tier-1 Waveforms used for digital 
modulation in aeronautical telemetry applications, followed by presentation of the proposed 
equalizer for ARTM Tier-1 waveforms and numerical results obtained from simulations. 



 

ARTM TIER-1 WAVEFORMS USED IN AERONAUTICAL TELEMETRY 
APPLICATIONS 

 
FQPSK modulation [1] is a variant of offset QPSK modulation in which the inphase and 
quadradure components of the modulated waveforms are cross correlated to produce a signal 
with quasi-constant envelope. The complex baseband FQPSK waveform is expressed in terms of 
a set of M = 16 baseband pulses Sm(t), m = 0,…, M – 1, and is represented as 
 

 
where Eb  represents the average bit energy and Ts is the symbol duration. During the symbol 
interval nTs  ≤ t ≤ (n + 1)Ts the waveform Si(n)(t –  n Ts ) is used to perform amplitude modulation 
of the inphase component of the carrier, while during the interval (n + 0.5)Ts ≤  t ≤  (n + 1.5)Ts 
the waveform Sq(n)[t – (n–0.5)Ts] is used to perform amplitude modulation of the quadrature 
component of the carrier, and indices i(n), q(n) in {0, …, M – 1} are determined by the input data 
streams as described in [10]. 
 

The optimal detector for FQPSK modulation is a sequence detector that uses a trellis which 
accounts for all possible combinations of waveforms determined by the memory of the 
waveform mapper [10]. However, in practice a symbol-by-symbol detector as shown in Figure 1 
is used. This type of detector can be used also for SOQPSK modulated signals, and its 
performance is very close to that of the trellis detector. 
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Figure 2: Block diagram of a symbol-by-symbol detector for ARTM Tier-1 Waveforms 

 

SOQPSK modulation [2] is a ternary continuous phase modulation (CPM) scheme with 
modulation index equal to 1/2, for which the baseband SOQPSK waveform is represented as 
 

 
with phase φ(t) expressed as 



 

where α(k) in {–1, 0, +1} is the k-th ternary symbol, Tb is the bit duration, and g(t) is a phase 
pulse that is the time integral of a frequency pulse p(t) with area equal to 1/2. In our paper we 
considered the SOQPSK-TG waveforms as defined in [2], for which the frequency pulse is a 
spectral raised cosine pulse windowed by a temporal raised cosine function that are expressed as 

 
and 

 
where the window function is 

 
and the constant A is chosen such that the area of p(t) is equal to 1/2. The SOQPSK waveform 
parameters are: ρ = 0.7, B = 1.25, T1 = 1.5, and T2 = 0.5. The frequency pulse is defined on the 
interval –2 ≤  t/(2Tb) ≤  2 and spans four signaling intervals, and the mapping from bits to 
ternary symbols {–1, 0, +1} is done according to [2]. The use of a symbol-by-symbol detector as 
shown in Figure 1 for more general binary CPM systems was investigated in [11], [12], and for 
SOQPSK waveforms was discussed in [13]. 
 

 

THE PROPOSED KALMAN-BASED EQUALIZER FOR ARTM SIGNALS 
 
Let r(t) be the received baseband signal corresponding to a desired transmitted ARTM signal that 
employs FQPSK or SOQPSK modulation as described in the previous section, and which is 
affected by ACI and/or multipath. To mitigate the interference effects on the received signal r(t) 
we propose the use of a linear N-tap delay line filter inspired from the Kalman-filter based 
channel equalizer proposed by Godard in 1974 [9], that operates on the sampled received 
baseband ARTM signal r(n). We denote the filter tap weights vector by 

 
with the corresponding tap output vector denoted by 



 
Then, the equalized signal is expressed as 

 
The values of the equalizer taps are obtained during a training stage in which a set of samples of 
the desired signal {an} known at the receiver is transmitted. The optimal tap values must 
minimize the expected mean squared distortion en between the training sample and the output of 
the equalizer, that is 

 
According to [9] the optimum tap weight vector is given by 

 
with B = E[rnrn

T ] and b = E[anrn], and when c is chosen to be equal to c* the mean-squared 
distortion is minimized and equal to E*. We note that, even when no noise is present, E*≠ 0 due 
to the fact that the equalizer has a finite impulse response, while an infinite impulse response 
filter is necessary to equalize a finite impulse response channel. We denote by e*(n) the distortion 
when the optimal tap weights are user, and we write the training symbols as 

 
with E[en

*2 ] = E*. With random initialization of the tap weights vector, the dynamic evolution of 
the optimal tap weights vector c during the training stage is described by the following state-
space model 

 

 
in which the state transition matrix is the identity matrix I, and the noisy measurement equation 
expresses the value of training sample an at time instant n in terms of the actual output of the 
equalizer rn

T cn at time instant n and the expected distortion en. The fact that the state transition 
matrix is equal to the identity matrix implies that at steady state the value of the optimal tap 
weights vector does not change, and is essentially constant [9]. 
 
The optimal tap weights are obtained by applying the Kalman filtering algorithm as in [9], which 
is different from [8] in which the Kalman filter is actually the equalizer. We recall that, for a 
general linear system described by the state-space equations 

 
where xn  is the system state vector, An,n-1 is the state transition matrix, wn is the state noise 
vector with covariance matrix Qn , Cn is the measurement matrix, and vn is the measurement 
noise vector with covariance matrix Rn, the discrete-time Kalman filtering equations [7] for 
estimation of state vector x are: 
 
 
 



1) predicted state estimate (a priori estimate) 

 
2) predicted measurement equation 

 
3) error covariance extrapolation 

 
4) Kalman gain matrix equation 

 
5) error covariance update equation 

 
6) state estimate update (a posteriori estimate) 

 
 
For the particular case of the linear system in equation (13) which describes the evolution of the 
optimal tap weights during the training stage, there is no state noise (Qn = 0), and the (scalar) 
measurement noise has variance Rn = E*. The discrete-time Kalman filtering equations (15) – 
(20) imply that the optimal estimate of the tap weights vector is 

 
We note that in practice the value of E* cannot be known a priori, and in order to compute the 
Kalman gain Kn an estimated value of E*is used. According to [9] this has no influence on the 
successive estimates of the tap weights, and is usually taken between 0.001 and 0.01. After the 
training stage is completed and steady state is reached, we use the steady state value ĉ to equalize 
the received ARTM signal and estimate transmitted symbols using the equalized signal. 
 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

We performed computer simulations to evaluate the improvements in BER when the equalizer 
filter described in the previous section is used for mitigating multipath interference and ACI in 
aeronautical telemetry applications using FQPSK and SOQPSK modulation. The data rate for 
both modulation schemes was taken to be 10 Mbps, with the received signal being sampled at 10 
samples/symbol. 

 
For the case of multipath we considered a two-ray propagation channel model which is standard 
for aeronautical telemetry systems [5], and which was used also in the equalization studies in [6]. 
We have simulated the system for several values of the ground reflected path gain, and 



simulation results are presented in Figure 2 (for FQPSK modulation), respectively Figure 3 (for 
SOQPSK modulation). The equalizers used 1000 samples for training (corresponding to 100 
transmitted symbols), and their lengths for Γ = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 were N = 5, 7, 10 taps respectively 
for FQPSK signals, and N = 3, 5, 7 taps respectively for SOQPSK signals. In this case we note 
that the equalizer improves the BER performance by approximately 1 – 5 dB in the case of 
FQPSK signals, respectively 1 – 3 dB in the case of SOQPSK signals, which is very similar to 
the performance improvements obtained with the CMA equalizer reported in [6]. We note that 
performance of the CMA equalizer is heavily dependent on its initialization [14], while that of 
the proposed Kalman-based equalizer is independent on its initalization [9]. We also note that the 
performance gains depend on the channel gain value Γ, with smaller improvements for smaller 
gains, and larger improvements for larger gains. 
 
We have also simulated the use of the proposed Kalman-based equalizer in the presence of ACI, 
and observed notable performance improvements in the case of FQPSK modulation. Simulation 
results for FQPSK modulation with two ACI signals (one on each side of the desired signal, with 
the same power as the desired signal) for various carrier spacing values and no multipath are 
presented in Figure 4, and with the same two ACI signals but with multipath with Γ = 0.3 are 
presented in Figure 5. In both cases a N = 5 tap equalizer filter with 1000 samples for training 
(corresponding to 100 transmitted symbols) yielded the best performance improvement, and we 
note that in this case the Kalman-based equalizer filter provides performance very close to that 
when no ACI is present. We also note that all ACI signals were assumed synchronized with the 
desired signal, and that there is about 1 dB loss in performance when synchronization is no 
longer assumed. In the case of SOQPSK modulation however, the proposed Kalman-based 
equalizer didn’t yield significant improvements. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper we presented a new method for mitigating ACI and multipath interference in 
aeronautical telemetry applications using ARTM Tier-1 waveforms. The proposed method uses a 
linear filter which has been used for channel equalization for high-speed communication systems 
and which is obtained by applying Kalman filtering techniques, and improves BER performance 
in the presence of multipath. In addition, in the case of FQPSK modulation it can also be used for 
ACI mitigation. 



 
 

Figure 3: BER performance for FQPSK signals with multipath channel. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: BER performance for SOQPSK signals with multipath channel. 



 
 

Figure 4: BER performance for FQPSK signals with 2 ACI signals 

 

 
 

Figure 5: BER performance for FQPSK signals with 2 ACI signals and multipath 
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ABSTRACT

This paper will present methods to both measure the unmodulated carrier power of a modulated
signal and to estimate the unmodulated carrier power level from the measured power spectrum.
The unmodulated carrier power level is needed to convert measured spectra into units of dBc.

KEY WORDS

Carrier power Power spectrum dBc

INTRODUCTION

A common requirement is the need to measure a telemetry signal with respect to the
unmodulated carrier level (units of dBc) but only the modulated signal may be available and a
power meter measurement is not practical.  Some examples include the telemetry spectral mask
in chapter 2 of the Telemetry Standards (IRIG 106) and some items on page 2 of a DD form
1494 (Application for Equipment Frequency Allocation). To measure power with respect to the
unmodulated carrier power, the unmodulated carrier power must be known.  This power level is
the 0-dBc reference (commonly set to the top of the display).  Since angle modulation (FM or
PM) by its nature spreads the spectrum of a constant amount of power, a method to estimate the
unmodulated carrier power is required if the modulation can not be turned off.  For most
practical angle modulated systems, the total carrier power at the spectrum analyzer input can be
found by setting the spectrum analyzer's resolution and video bandwidths to their widest settings,
setting the analyzer output to max hold, and allowing the analyzer to make several sweeps.  The
maximum value of this trace will be a good approximation of the unmodulated carrier level.



DISCUSSION

One should then set the spectrum analyzer to the IRIG 106 Chapter 2 conditions for measuring
telemetry spectra (which in 20051 were resolution bandwidth = 30 kHz and video bandwidth =
300 Hz with max hold off).  After measuring the signal spectrum one can verify the 0 dBc level
by finding the nominal peak level of the measured spectrum which should be about
(X – 10logR) dBc.

where X = -16 for PCM/FM (Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) tier 0) with correct
peak deviation, -12 for FQPSK and SOQPSK (ARTM tier 1), -11 for ARTM CPM
(ARTM tier 2) and R is bit rate (Mb/s).

A more general approximation2 for the spectral energy near center frequency for randomized

NRZ PCM/FM is 
( ) ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

∆ 22
log10

f
fB bSA

π
 dBc

where:
BSA is spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth in kHz
fb is the bit rate in kb/s
∆f is the peak deviation in kHz

 ∆f can be estimated2 using   
2

spacingnullff b −=∆

where null spacing is the frequency spacing between the closest spectral nulls on each
side of the center frequency.

Examples: if one measures the spectrum of a 10 Mb/s randomized NRZ PCM/FM signal with a
peak deviation of 3.5 MHz one should get a maximum level of about –16-10log(10) = -26 dBc
which matches quite well with the spectral plot shown in figure 1.  Using the equation one would
get 10log(30*10000/(9.87*3500*3500) = -26.05 dBc or essentially the same value. If one
measures the spectrum of a 10 Mb/s SOQPSK-TG, FQPSK-B or FQPSK-JR signal the
maximum level of the spectrum should be about –12 –10log(10) = -22 dBc (the tolerance should
be about ± 1 dB).  Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the measured spectra for 10 Mb/s signals with both
wide spectrum analyzer settings (red traces, to find approximate 0 dBc level) and IRIG 106
settings (blue traces).  The actual 0 dBc values were found by removing the modulation.  The
approach presented here appears to work reasonably well for these modulation methods and bit
rates up to at least 20 Mb/s.  Figure 4 shows the expected maximum spectral values in dBc for bit
rates between 1 and 10 Mb/s for randomized NRZ PCM/FM and ARTM tier 1 modulation
methods.

                                                
1 RCC 106-05 Chapter 2; http://www.jcte.jcs.mil/RCC/manuals/106-05/chapter2.pdf ; RCC Secretariat, WSMR,
NM.
2 Law, E. L., “RF Spectral Characteristics of Random NRZ PCM/FM and PSK Signals”, Proceedings of the 1991
International Telemetering Conference, pages 109-119, Las Vegas, NV.
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Figure 1.  10 Mb/s NRZ PCM/FM.

Figure 2.  10 Mb/s SOQPSK-TG or FQPSK.



Figure 4.  Power at center frequency for various bit rates and NRZ PCM/FM and ARTM tier 1 modulations.
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ITC continues to be run by an all-volunteer organizing committee without whom the conference
would never come to pass. The Board of the International Foundation for Telemetering wishes to
thank all ITC volunteers, and the companies who sponsor them, for their generous contributions
to making this forum the premier event it has been for the past 41 years.

JOIN US FOR A SHOWCASE PRESENTATION
OF THE FUTURE COMBAT SYSTEM

On behalf of the entire ITC organizing committee, we cordially invite you to attend
the 42nd International Telemetering Conference in San Diego, California!  This year’s
program is focused on the advancement of telemetry processes and their integra-
tion with modern modeling/simulation, networking, and data management services.

Invited guest Dr. C. David Brown will open the conference program as our show-
case speaker. His kick-off presentation will provide stimulating dialogue on the U.S.
Army Future Combat System. Dr. Brown will be followed by a distinguished Blue
Ribbon Panel, whose members’ backgrounds include expertise in the following
areas: Networks, Modeling/Simulation, Data Management, and Range Support. The
panel will address this year’s theme – Telemetry: Enabler of Innovations in Enterprise
Architecture.

As expected of our conference, this year’s technical program is an exciting one. Our
technical program will provide 24 diverse sessions, including five special sessions.
Additionally, there will be 10 one-day short courses to include two new courses. As
an added bonus, we are honored to have Marc Haimes from DreamWorks as our
luncheon speaker. Be sure not to miss out on our other scheduled features, such
as the technical exhibitions and icebreaker!

This conference would not be possible without the commitment and generosity of
our event sponsors. Thank you for helping us make ITC/USA 2006 another
successful event.

— Charlie & Mando
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EVENT GUIDE DATE TIME

Registration Sunday, October 22 4:00pm–6:30pm

Monday, October 23 7:00am–6:00pm

Tuesday, October 24 7:00am–6:30pm

Wednesday, October 25 7:30am–11:45am / 2:00pm–5:00pm

Thursday, October 26 8:00am–10:00am

Short Courses Monday, October 23 9:00am–5:00pm
(See page 6 for complete short course information.) 

Exhibition Hours Tuesday, October 24 11:00am–7:00pm

Wednesday, October 25 8:00am–11:45am / 2:00pm–6:00pm

Thursday, October 26 8:00am–12:00pm

Technical Sessions Tuesday, October 24 1:30pm–4:30pm

Wednesday, October 25 8:30am–11:30am / 2:30pm–5:30pm

Thursday, October 26 8:30am–11:30am

Special Events
Golf Tournament Monday, October 23 8:00am–2:00pm

Icebreaker — Luau Style Monday, October 23 6:30pm–8:30pm

Opening Ceremony, Blue Ribbon Panel, Tuesday, October 24 8:00am–11:00am
Plus FCS Showcase

Exhibit Hall Reception Tuesday, October 24 5:00pm–7:00pm

Conference Luncheon Wednesday, October 25 12:00pm–2:00pm

Spouses Program
San Diego Mission & Chocolate Factory Tour Monday, October 23 12:30pm–4:30pm

Bella Tosca Spa Day (sessions 1 & 2)          Tuesday, October 24 10:30am–12:00pm / 1:30pm–3:00pm

Bella Tosca Spa Day (session 3) Wednesday, October 25 10:30am–12:00pm

Spouses Appreciation Wednesday, October 25 1:30pm–2:30pm

Financial Seminar Wednesday, October 25 2:30pm–4:30pm

No other venue provides the depth of coverage on the telemetry industry you’ll get from
ITC. With a focus on the advancement of telemetry processes integrated with modern
modeling/simulation, networking, and data management services and industry movement
toward implementing global information enterprise architectures, you’re sure to get the most
comprehensive and up-to-date information in one place at one time. We’re kicking the
conference off with a tropical luau for our Monday night icebreaker. We continue the fun with
an exhibit hall reception Tuesday evening that keeps the exhibition halls open an extra hour.
And we’ll cap our special events with an entertaining conference luncheon on Wednesday.

EVENT GUIDE
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Calendar subject to slight modifications.
Consult on-site program for latest information.

Free!
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Free!
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CONFERENCE AT A GLANCE

Special sessions consist of late-breaking technical presentations and will not have material in the Proceedings.
Times and locations subject to change. Consult on-site program for latest information.
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Net-Centric Applications
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iNET Topics
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Applications
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Imaging &

Video

12.
Sensors

12:00 PM
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Invited Guest Speaker: Marc Haimes, Senior Vice President, Theatrical Creative, DreamWorks
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8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM / Exhibitor Feedback Meeting 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM >New Exhibit Hall
OPEN
8:00 
AM
to

12:00
PM

8:30 AM 
to 

11:30 AM
Technical Sessions:

19.
Managing
Telemetry
Information

20.
Range

Applications II

21.
TSCC – Timing in

Measurement Systems

22.
Multiple-Inputs

Multiple-
Outputs (MIMO)

23.
Spectrum
Allocation

& Efficiency

24.
RF Design

Exhibits Are Open Until 12:00 PM
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Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session
Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!
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Dr. Brian Tillotson  
The Boeing Company

Dr. Tillotson is the chief systems
engineer for Boeing’s work with
CTEIP on integrated network-
enhanced telemetry (iNET). In
recent years, he has led architecture
development for a variety of inde-
pendent R&D projects, including a

mobile network using beam-hopping phased-
array antennas. He led the C4ISR IPT for
Boeing’s proposal on Future Combat Systems,
then led architecture definition for FCS vehi-
cle electronics during early phases of the
ensuing contract.

Mark E. Smith
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)

Mr. Smith is a 1974 graduate of the
United States Air Force Academy.
He completed pilot training and
spent the bulk of his career as a
fighter pilot. Mr. Smith served as the
Air Force Deputy for the Joint
Advanced Distributed Simulation

(JADS) Joint Feasibility Study, then as the
Director of the JADS Joint Test and Evaluation
program. Two years after his retirement in
2000 as a Colonel, he joined SAIC, serving as
Division Manager and Program Manager for
SAIC’s support to the Air Force Operational
Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC).

Michael Bastiaans 
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company

Mr. Bastiaans is a 27-year employ-
ee of Lockheed Martin Space
Systems Company and has had
assignments in California, Texas,
and Alabama. He has been
involved with the test and evalua-
tion programs for major aero-

space and defense systems ranging from
strategic weapons to remotely piloted air
vehicles to defensive missile systems. He is
currently serving as Senior Manager and Chief
Test Engineer for Lockheed Martin’s Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) System.

George Rumford
OSD (AT&L)/Test Resource Management Center

Mr. Rumford is the Program
Manager for the Test &
Evaluation/Science and Technol-
ogy Program under the Test
Resource Management Center
(TRMC). Currently, Mr. Rumford

is serving as the Lead Systems Engineer for
the Joint Mission Environment Test Capability
(JMETC), a new activity in the department to
provide the core integration solutions
between test facilities and laboratories to
enable early testing of warfighting systems
operating in a joint context.

FEATURED SPEAKERS

BLUE RIBBON PANEL
Telemetry: Enabler of Innovations in Enterprise Architecture
>>Tuesday, October 24, 2006  8:00am – 11:00am | Regency Ballroom

Enterprise architecture has opened the door for the most sweeping paradigm shifts in all
industries, fueled by the IT revolution. The Blue Ribbon Panel will present a telemetry-centric view,
addressing architecture, data management, modeling/simulation, and range support implications.

Panelists:

CONFERENCE LUNCHEON
>>Wednesday, October 25, 2006
12:00pm – 2:00pm | Regency Ballroom

From Idea to Screen
Marc Haimes
Senior Vice President,Theatrical
Creative, DreamWorks
Marc Haimes has served as a
studio executive at DreamWorks
Pictures, the motion picture arm of
DreamWorks SKG, for the past eleven
years. He has developed such diverse
projects as Minority Report, Win a Date, and
Collateral. Most recently, Mr. Haimes
brought She’s The Man to the screen. Mr.
Haimes also shepherded Red-Eye and Meet
the Fockers for the studio. He is currently in
production on Transformers and looks
forward to production beginning this fall on
The Seven Day Itch starring Ben Stiller.

>Tuesday, October 24
Session 1.Architectures
Filiberto Macias,White Sands Missile
Range

Session 2.T&E / S&T
Spectrum Efficient Technology
Saul Ortigoza, Edwards AFB

Session 3. Receivers &
Antennas
Robert Selbrede, Edwards AFB

Session 4.Timing &
Synchronization
Thomas Grace, NAVAIR

Session 5. Links & Applications
Kevin Crawford, NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center

Session 6. Net-Centric
Applications
James W.Yates, L-3 Telemetry-West

>Thursday, October 26
Session 19. Managing
Telemetry Information
Lance Self, Kirtland AFB

Session 20. Range 
Applications II
Alfonso Moncibaiz,White Sands
Missile Range

Session 21.TSCC – Timing 
in Measurement Systems
Lee Eccles, Boeing

Session 22. Multiple-Inputs
Multiple-Outputs (MIMO)
Terry Hill, Quasonix

Session 23. Spectrum
Allocation & Efficiency
Larry Burke, M/A-COM Inc.

Session 24. RF Design
Tim Gatton,Wyle Labs

Session 7. JMETC
George Rumford, OSD (AT&L)/Test
Resource Management Center

Session 8. iNET Topics
Ray Faulstich, CSC Range and
Engineering Services

Session 9.Encoders,
Detection & Mixed Networks
Mark Lauss, U.S. Army Yuma
Proving Ground

Session 10. Meta Data – 
XML Applications
Charles H. Jones, Edwards AFB  

Session 11. Imaging &
Video
Rodger Charroux,The Aerospace
Corporation

Session 12. Sensors
Michael D. Frevert, Lockheed
Martin Aero

Session 13. iNET Project  
Daniel S. Skelley, NAVAIR

Session 14. Range
Applications I
Jaime Reyes,White Sands Missile
Range

Session 15.Data Acquisition
Brian Keating, NAVAIR

Session 16. Preparing for
WRC 2007-ICTS
Steve W. Lyons, ICTS, QinetiQ UK

Session 17. Network & Ad-
Hoc Systems
Bill D’Amico, Johns Hopkins
University – Applied Physics Lab

Session 18.Telemetry &
GPS Systems
George Gregory, Eglin AFB

>Wednesday, October 25

ITC/USA 2006 TECHNICAL SESSIONS AND SESSION CHAIRSITC/USA 2006 TECHNICAL SESSIONS AND SESSION CHAIRS

Tuesday’s Opening Session:
A Glimpse into the Future —
The U.S. Army’s Future
Combat Systems

Dr. C. David Brown
Dr. Brown is a member of the
Senior Executive Service and is
the Director of the Combined
Test Organization for the Army Future
Combat System. In this position, he is
responsible for planning and overseeing the
testing for this revolutionary development
program that will transform the Army’s
acquisition as well as warfighting capability.

ITC/USA’06 GUEST SPEAKERSITC/USA’06 GUEST SPEAKERS
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Short Course Who Should Attend? Description Instructor Location

Basic Systems 
Engineering

Beginning 
telemetry 

professionals

Describes airborne and ground telemetry systems with their RF and noise
characteristics and concentrates on preparation of data for efficient link
transfers. Line coding (NRZ-L,BIΦ-L, etc.) with spectral (mathematical)
characteristics, bandwidth and filtering requirements are analyzed. Source
coding (randomization, FEC,Block coding,Convolutional coding,Turbo
coding) and modulation techniques (PCM FM (CFSK), BPSK and QPSK)
with their Eb/N0 improvement are discussed.

Mr. Halil Altan,
Honeywell,
Clearwater

Space Division

Pacific
Salon 6

Intermediate 
Concepts

Experienced
telemetry 

users

Discusses technology covering the entire telemetry system. Specific
topics include MIL-STD-1553, Consultative Committee for Space
Data Systems (CCSDS) packet telemetry, rotary head recorder
techniques, open system architectures, and range communications.

Mr.Tim Gatton,
Wyle Labs

Royal
Palm

Salon 1

Introduction
to GPS

Beginning 
technical 
personnel

Provides a fundamental understanding of GPS/Navigation Message
and insight into where GPS technology is headed. Includes a basic
overview of inertial-sided GPS systems and differential GPS in real-
time systems.

Mr. Karl Horton,
DRS Training &

Control Systems

Pacific
Salon 7

Image Compression
with JPEG 2000

Technical 
personnel

Provides a half-day overview of image compression fundamentals,
followed by a half-day overview of JPEG 2000. Numerous examples
and demos will be included.

Dr. Michael W.
Marcellin,

University of
Arizona

Royal
Palm

Salon 4

Basic Modulation
Techniques

Beginning 
technical 
personnel 

Teaches basic concepts necessary to understanding the data commu-
nications process within the telemetry system. Emphasis is on 
graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Steve Horan,
New Mexico

State University

Royal
Palm

Salon 3

Advanced Modulation
Techniques

Technical 
personnel with
some telemetry 

background

Explores modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for
telemetry. Material covers the legacy PCM/FM waveform, SOQPSK,
and Multi-h CPM. Demodulation techniques for these waveforms
are also addressed, with particular emphasis on synchronization
techniques and performance.

Mr.Terry Hill,
Quasonix, LLC

Pacific
Salon 4

Principles of Telemetry
Ground Station

Antennas, Positioners,
and Controllers 

Beginning 
telemetry 

professionals

Provides insight into various RF feeds and optics, positioners, the
controller, and other elements of a telemetry tracking ground
station, as required.

Mr. George R.
Blake,Tecom

Royal
Palm

Salon 2

Fundamentals of
Microwaves and RF

Technical 
personnel

Takes the student through basic principles, such as the microwave spec-
trum, wave propagation, transmission lines, standing waves, Smith
charts, antennas, components, and subsystems. Also, discusses the
design of a microwave system and trade parameters impacting per-
formance.

Mr. Mark
McWhorter,
Honeywell 

Pacific
Salon 5

IRIG 106-05 Chapter
10, Onboard Solid
State Recording

Standard

Technical 
personnel

Offers an in-depth tutorial presentation of the new IRIG 106-05
Chapter 10 standard for airborne flight test recorders, with record-
ing and playback systems available for students to use and operate.
The workshop leaders wrote the standard and played key roles in 
its development.

Mr.Al Berard,
Eglin AFB

Sunrise
Room

Intro to Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output

(MIMO) Communication
Systems

Technical 
personnel

Provides an introduction to basic MIMO concepts, techniques and per-
formance analysis. Traditional diversity techniques are reviewed and com-
pared to MIMO systems. Common MIMO channel models are reviewed
and the performance of systems which use these models are described.

Dr. Kurt Kosbar,
University of

Missouri-Rolla;
Dr.Adam Panagos,

Dynetics, Inc.

Sunset
Room

*Short course certificates provided upon request. For complete short course descriptions, go to www.telemetry.org.

SHORT COURSESSHORT COURSES
>>MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2006 | 9:00AM–5:00PM
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>>WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2006
Conference Luncheon 12:00pm–2:00pm
From Idea to Screen >Regency Ballroom
Relax during lunch with an interesting talk on the feature film development/
producing process presented by Marc Haimes, Senior Vice President,
Theatrical Creative, DreamWorks. Tickets: $20.00/person.
Seating for Wednesday’s luncheon is limited, so buy your ticket(s)
early. Online purchase is available through October 19, 2006 — just
go to www.telemetry.org. Or you can buy your tickets on-site at the
registration desk starting Sunday, October 22 at 4:00 p.m.

>>TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2006
Opening Ceremony, Blue Ribbon Panel 8:00am–11:00am
& FCS Showcase >Regency Ballroom

Telemetry: Enabler of Innovations
in Enterprise Architecture

We will kick off with a showcase presentation of the Future Combat System.
The Blue Ribbon Panel will then present viewpoints from members whose
backgrounds include Network, Modeling/Simulation, Data Management & Range
Support. Also, see the awards ceremony for ITC 2006 best papers. A light con-
tinental breakfast will be served at 7:30 a.m. and the program will begin prompt-
ly at 8:00 a.m.

Exhibit Hall Reception 5:00pm–7:00pm 
Sample appetizers & technology together! >Exhibit Halls

This not-to-be-missed reception allows you to sample great fare while enjoying a
taste of the industry’s very latest innovations. We’re keeping the exhibit halls open
until 7:00 p.m., so you can get the most of mixing business with pleasure!

>>MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2006
Annual Golf Tournament 8:00am–2:00pm

>Riverwalk Golf Course

This year’s tournament gets off to a shotgun start at 8:00am at the
Riverwalk Golf Course across from the Town and Country Resort &

Convention Center. Price includes cart, green fees, practice facilities,
refreshments, and lunch. $130 per person. Register online at

www.telemetry.org. For more information, contact Mike Gaines at 949-
689-0731 or Tom Carll at 877-867-9783,ext.235.Cut-off date is October 5,2006.

Luau 6:30pm–8:30pm
Aloha! >Terrace Pavilion (by the pool)

This year we will bring the great tradition of luau to ITC. You won’t 
want to miss the leis, music, and delicious food!  This is a great way to

renew old acquaintances and make new contacts. So come join us for some
complimentary hors d’oeuvres and a raffle!  Everyone is welcome to this event.

SPECIAL EVENTS

>Monday, October 23, 2006

Tour of San Diego Mission
and Rocky Mountain
Chocolate Factory
12:30pm–4:30pm

Tour Mission San Diego de
Alcalá, established by Father
Serra on  July 16, 1769, which became the

first of the famous California mis-
sions. We’ll continue the after-
noon with a visit to a chocolate
factory where you can create
your own delicious chocolate
confections. Cost: $10/person.

>Tuesday, October 24, 2006

Bella Tosca, Day Spa & Salon 
(sessions 1 & 2)*
10:30am–12:00pm /
1:30pm–3:00pm

Your choice of an 80-minute
Aromatherapy Full Body Massage,
80-minute Roses All Over
Moisturizing Facial, or 90-minute
Spa Manicure and Pedicure
Combo. Lunch provided. Cost
per treatment: $40.00/person.

SPECIAL EVENTS
TE C H N I C A L CO N F E R E N C E EV E N T S SP O U S E S PRO G R A M

Heavenly indulgences for body & soul — from
chocolate temptations to splurges in the spa.

>Wednesday, October 25, 2006

Bella Tosca, Day Spa & Salon 
(session 3)* 10:30am–12:00pm
Your last chance to indulge!  See description
above.

Spouses Appreciation 1:30pm–2:30pm

Everyone is invited to an
afternoon Open House with a
variety of refreshments, including
fresh fruit & cookies.

Financial Seminar 2:30pm–4:30pm
Don’t just dream about your
retirement, plan for it!  Learn
easy-to-follow steps to saving
for the retirement you want.

Register to secure your spot at each of our
great programs at www.telemetry.org. Or you
can sign up directly at the conference
registration desk.

* Consult the telemetry.org web site for complete
descriptions on spa treatments.
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ABOUT ITC/USA 2006

Background

The International Telemetering Conference/USA (ITC/USA) is an annual forum
and technical exhibition sponsored by the International Foundation for
Telemetering (IFT), a non-profit corporation dedicated to serving the technical and
professional interests of the telemetering community, including the establishment
and support of scholastic telemetry programs at five universities. The 3½-day
conference consists of technical presentations, tutorials, and short courses
arranged in concurrent sessions and complemented by a technical exhibition area
that features latest-technology product demos and displays from more than 100
industry suppliers.

The unique relationship between the manufacturing community and users in both
government and industry has produced yearly conferences that have led to
continued advancements of the telemetering and instrumentation
systems/equipment we rely on today, as well as the continuing education of
telemetering professionals worldwide.

Who Should Attend?

If you are involved with any kind of aerospace, vehicular, biomedical,
meteorological, or industrial telemetry applications, then you belong at ITC/USA
2006. This premier forum brings together customers, suppliers, academics, and the
engineering community to discuss how technology is revolutionizing the field.

Why Attend?
> Unprecedented opportunity to network with the industry’s leading experts

and innovators
> Robust technical program covering the latest policies, trends, constraints, and

breakthroughs shaping the industry
> Expert commentary from blue ribbon panel and keynote speakers
>Wide selection of short courses to keep you on top of technology

developments

Why Exhibit?
> Extremely affordable way to reach the telemetry industry’s movers and shakers
> Captive audience of over 2,000 telemetry engineers, scientists, and

management personnel
> Outstanding opportunity to stay abreast of the competition and get new ideas

to expand your product base
> Highly targeted direct mail opportunities to conference attendees

ABOUT ITC/USA 2006
An acclaimed international technical symposium for 42 years
running, ITC remains the world’s most comprehensive telemetry
event. With everything from in-depth technical short courses
and technical briefs presented by real-world experts to world-
class speakers and cutting-edge exhibits, this show has
something for everyone in the industry. Don’t miss out!

ABOUT
ITC/USA 2006
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ITC/USA 2006 EXHIBITOR LIST (AS OF AUGUST 31,2006)

46th Test Wing - Eglin,AFB  . . . . . . . . . . . .114

ACRA Control, Inc.  . . . . . . .219-221, 318-320

Acroamatics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .813, 906-912

Adtron Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .224

Aeroflex, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .603

AIM-USA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .124-125

Alcatel Alenia Space  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .211

Ampex Data Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . .404-410

Apogee Labs, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . .326, 424-425

Apollotek  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1100

Arbeitskreis Telemetrie e.V  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3

Argon ST  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1209

ARINC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .310

Astro-Med, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .901-903, 1000

Avtec Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1102-1104

Big Crow Program Office  . . . . . . . . . .716-717

BiTMICRO Networks, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .311

Brandywine Communications . . . . . . .118-120

CALCULEX, Inc.  . . . . .1105-1111, 1204-1210

CCSDS / NASA JPL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1217

Chelton Microwave Kevlin Division . . . . . .209

Curtiss-Wright Controls
Embedded Computing  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1215

Delta Digital Video  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1018

Dewetron Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .107-109

Digital Design Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . .806

DRS Technologies, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . .613, 712

Dynetics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .803-805

EDO Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1106-1108

EMC Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . .801, 900-904

Endevco  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .316

Enerdyne Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .213

Enertec America, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .700-702

ENSCO, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .117

ESE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1216-1218

Evertz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .314

Freeman Computer Sciences Center  . . . .116

GDP Space Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . .1016-1017

Gray Laboratories, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .804

Haigh-Farr, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .611

Harris Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .701

Heim Data Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .708-710

Herley Industries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1003-1009

IN-SNEC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .704-706

iNET Program Office  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .405

Instrumentation Technology Systems . . . .1201

Integral Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .304

International Test & Evaluation 
Association  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1116

Israel Aircraft Industries Ltd.  . . . . . . . . . . .601

JDA LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .111-113, 210-212

JT3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .807

L-3 Communications  . . . . . .501-518, 600-618

Lumistar, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . .301-303, 400-402

M-Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .605

M/A-COM  . . . . . . . . . .1011-1013, 1110-1112

Marconi Federal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1008-1010

Measurement Specialties, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . .309

MFG Ratech  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .305-307

Microwave Innovations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .809

NAC Image Technology  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .226

NASA Dryden Flight 
Research Center  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1205-1207

NASA Wallops Flight Facility  . . . . . . . . . .1002

NAVAIR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .401

NetAcquire Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . .23-26

New Mexico State University  . . . . . . . . . . .16

Nova Engineering, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . .905-907

NuWaves Engineering  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .808

Orbit Communication Systems, Inc  . .206-208

Orbital Network Engineering, Inc.  . . . . . . 707

Orbital Systems Ltd  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1004

Orion Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .703

PacStar  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8

Park Controls & Communications Ltd.  . . .403

Patriot Antenna Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .800

PCB Piezotronics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .126

PESA/FortelDTV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15

Phoenix International  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .324

Photo-Sonics, Inc./IMC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1213

Precision Filters, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .609

Quad Tron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .705

Quasonix  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .810-812

Quorum Communications, Inc.  . . . . . . . .1006

Range Commanders Council  . . . . . . . . . . . . .4

Reach Technologies, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .713

Red River  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .312

Redstone Tech Test Center  . . . . . . . . . . . .607

RF Networks, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .811

Rotating Precision Mechanisms, Inc.  . 214-216

RT Logic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .300-302

Satellite Services BV  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .205-207

SeaSpace Corporation  . .1101-1103, 1200-1202

Semflex  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .308

Sony Manufacturing Systems  . . . . . . . . . . .225

Spectracom Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .916

Spiral Technology, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .816-817

Summation Research  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .818

Summit Instruments  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .112

Symmetricom  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .104-106

Symvionics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17-20

Syntronics  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1203

Sypris Data Systems . . . . . . .101-105, 200-204

Systems Engineering &Management
Company (SEMCO)  . . . . . . . . .911-913, 1012

TECOM Industries, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . .201-203

Telemetry & Communications
Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .100-102

Teletronics Technology Corporation . . .409-419

TelTron Telemetry  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9-10

TIMING SOLUTIONS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .423

TRAK Microwave  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1001

Trompeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .306

TYBRIN Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .115

Ulyssix Technologies, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . 709-711

Universal Switching  . . . . . . . . .909, 1113, 1212

U.S.Army White Sands Missile Range  . . . .802

ViaSat Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .215-217

Weibel  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .108-110

Wideband Systems, Inc.  . . . .119-121, 218-220

WV Communications, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . .1211

Wyle Laboratories,Telemetry 
and Data Systems . . . . . . . . .313-321, 412-420

Company Name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth Company Name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth Company Name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth

= Gold Sponsorship

= Silver Sponsorship

ITC/USA 2006 EXHIBITOR LIST (AS OF AUGUST 31,2006)
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HOTEL INFORMATIONHOTEL INFORMATION
Event Location
ITC/USA 2006 will be hosted at the Town and Country Resort &
Convention Center located in the heart of San Diego, just minutes
from Lindbergh Field. With first-class spa facilities, fine dining, and
gracious accommodations, the Town and Country is ideal for vaca-
tioners and convention delegates alike. Most ITC events, including
short courses, technical sessions, and exhibits, will occur in or in
close proximity to the Convention Center area of the hotel prop-
erty. Other events, including the opening ceremony and confer-
ence luncheon, will be clearly marked with signs. The Town and
Country is located at 500 Hotel Circle North, San Diego,
California 92108. Free parking (with ITC badge) is adjacent to the
Convention Center.

Hotel Reservations
ITC/USA 2006 encourages all attendees and exhibitors to stay at
the Town and Country during the conference. Doing so justifies
our free use of convention space during the conference, which in
turn allows us to offer free “exhibits only” admittance and a “reg-
ular” technical registration charge that is far lower than other
major technical conferences.

Care has been taken to reserve a block of rooms at special rates
for both military/Government and non-military/Government
attendees — please specify which rate you qualify for when book-
ing your reservation. (Military/Government attendees will be
required to show Government ID on arrival.)  The cut-off date to
reserve under either room block is September 30, 2006. After
that, rooms will be sold on a space-available basis.

Room block cut-off: September 30, 2006

Reservations via Web: www.towncountry.com,
ATTENDEE CODE: ITC06

Reservations via phone: 1.800.772.8527 / please cite
“International Telemetering Conference” when making reserva-
tions.

Cancellations: The Town and Country requires a 48-hour can-
cellation notice prior to the reservation date. Late cancellations
will result in the first night’s stay being billed to your credit card.

If you need to reserve more than one room, establish master
billing, or have any questions, please contact Town and Country
Room Reservations at 1.800.772.8527.

Town and Co
untry Resort

& Convention C
enter

Reserve now to 
ensure the best selectio

n!

eWIRELESS ACCESS!
Wireless Internet access will be
available throughout the exhibit
areas, compliments of ITC.
Consult the on-site show guide
for Internet Café locations. For
your convenience, the Town  &
Country offers wireless access
from its guest rooms at a fee of
$9.95 per 24-hour period.
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ITC’06 Exhibitors: Please register your show personnel, guests, and sales representatives on the web!

Regular
Provides access to all exhibit areas and technical sessions and includes a
Technical Proceedings DVD.

$175

Regular with 
Short Course

Provides access to all exhibit areas/technical sessions and one Monday short
course. Includes a Technical Proceedings DVD.

$425

Author/Session
Chair

For those individuals whose technical paper has been published in ITC 2006
Technical Proceedings and/or individuals who will be chairing a technical
session. Includes access to all exhibit areas/technical sessions and a Technical
Proceedings DVD.

No Charge

Author/Session
Chair with
Short Course

For those individuals whose technical paper has been published in ITC 2006
Technical Proceedings and/or individuals who will be chairing a technical
session and want to take one Monday short course. Includes access to all
exhibit areas/technical sessions and a Technical Proceedings DVD.

$425

Active Duty
Military

For individuals on active military duty. Provides access to all exhibit areas
and technical sessions.

$10

Active Duty
Military with
Short Course

For those individuals on active duty. Provides access to all exhibit
areas/technical sessions and one Monday short course.

$260

Student
For full-time students. Provides access to all exhibit areas and technical
sessions.

$10

Student with
Short Course

For full-time students. Provides access to all exhibit areas/technical sessions
and one Monday short course.

$260

Exhibits Only
Pass

Provides access to all exhibit areas. No Charge 

Exhibitor 
Booth Staff

For those individuals working at their company’s booth. Provides access to all
exhibit areas.

No Charge 

Manufacturer’s
Representative

For those individuals working at a booth their company represents. Provides
access to all exhibit areas.

No Charge 

Spouse Provides access to all exhibit areas. No Charge

Conference
Luncheon

Ticket allows admittance to Conference Luncheon. $20

ITC/USA 2006 
REGISTRATION POLICIES

Online Registration Deadline
Don’t wait… go to www.teleme-
try.org. Online registration ends
October 19, 2006.
Substitutions
Substitutions are allowed. Please
e-mail requests to: itc@zianet.com.
Cancellations
Refunds will be accepted only for
cancellations received before
October 12, 2006.
Badging Info
Badges for anyone that registers
online will be available for pickup
at the ITC registration desk
beginning Sunday, October 22,
2006 at 4:00 p.m.

2 Easy Ways 
to Register!

Online: Go to www.
te lemetr y.org and
cl ick on the reg istra-
t ion l ink . This  i s  your
quickest  and eas iest
opt ion!

In Person: If you don’t
register by October 19,
2006, you’ll need to register
at the conference. On-site
registration begins Sunday,
October 22 at 4:00 p.m.

>
11

22

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION TYPES

>

www.telemetry.org

To Register, Go Online

NOTE: Space for short courses is limited. Acceptance is on a 
first-come, first-payment basis. Early online registration is highly recommended.
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October 23–
26,2006

Town & Country Resort & Convention Center| San Diego,CA
| USA

ITC/USA 2006
CONFERENCE
PLANNER

October 23–
26,2006

ITC/USA 2006
CONFERENCE
PLANNER

The Forty-Second Annual
International Telemetering Conference
and Technical Exhibition

The Forty-Second Annual
International Telemetering Conference
and Technical Exhibition



INTERNATIONAL
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INTERNATIONAL

TELEMETERING

CONFERENCE/USA
>> AEROSPACE

>> BIOMEDICAL

>> INDUSTRIAL

>> INFRASTRUCTURE

>> METEOROLOGY

>> MILITARY

Sponsored by the
International Foundation 
for Telemetering
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WHO WE ARE . . .
>> A conference by and for the telemetering

community

>> A conference with a continued record of success
since our start in 1965

The International Telemetering Conference/USA (ITC/USA) is an
annual forum and technical exhibition sponsored by the International
Foundation for Telemetering (IFT), a non-profit corporation
dedicated to serving the technical and professional interests of the
telemetering community. The conference is held in the fall of each
year and consists of three and one-half days of technical
presentations, tutorials, and short courses arranged in several
concurrent sessions. In addition, a technical exhibit staffed by both
manufacturers and users displays the latest advancements in
equipment and services. Exhibitors staff their booths with
professional sales engineers and other technical personnel to ensure
that an appropriate level of technical expertise is available to the
attendee.

Each year, the IFT-appointed General Chair and Technical Program
Chair develop the conference based on their perspectives and
experience. They, in turn, assemble a staff to handle the various
functions of the conference program. The entire staff is composed
of volunteers, sponsored by their parent organizations, who are
active in the industry or are involved in test and evaluation and
instrumentation systems.

The unique relationship, which began in 1965, between the
manufacturing community and the users in both government and
industry has produced yearly conferences that have led to the
continued advancements in telemetering and instrumentation
systems and equipment we rely on today, as well as the continuing
education of telemetering professionals worldwide.

>
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WHAT WE DO . . .
>> Provide a forum for the exchange of ideas 

and information

>> Educate with short courses and tutorials

>> Publish technical papers

We provide a forum for the exchange of information and education.
Our technical program consists of approximately 100 technical
paper presentations logically grouped into several concurrent
sessions. All papers are screened prior to acceptance to maintain
high technical standards and relevance to the industry. Sessions and
presentations are timed for the convenience of the attendee.

In addition to the paper presentations, we offer several short
courses on subjects of interest to the community. Past courses, for
example, have included Telemetering Basics for engineers just
entering the field and non-technical members of the community, as
well as courses such as Telemetering System Design and Application
of Global Positioning System Capabilities for the advanced engineer.

Every conference includes several speakers who open the event and
address the luncheons. Each speaker is a recognized expert in his
field and discusses a topic of interest to the community. Past
speakers have included various Department of Defense
undersecretaries, NASA administrators, university presidents,
technical directors, corporate CEOs, and astronauts.

>
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TECHNICAL EXHIBITION . . .
>> 200+ booths staffed with sales and 

engineering specialists

>> Over 125 exhibitors per conference

A technical exhibition is an integral part of each conference. The
primary goal of our exhibits committee is to ensure an efficiently
organized and well-managed exhibit area. Committee members
enroll the exhibitors, assign spaces, appoint an exhibits management
company to set up the booths, receive and deliver the exhibitors’
equipment and displays, and attend to the needs of both the
exhibitors and the attendees. Each conference includes a meeting
between the exhibitors, ITC exhibits staff, and the responsible IFT
director to ensure that we are meeting the needs of all concerned.
Continued coordination with the telemetering community has
resulted in the number of exhibitors exceeding 125, and the number
of booths has increased to over 200 spaces.

For nominal charges, exhibitors can have their booth(s) carpeted and
furnished to their specifications. Electrical power and telephone
services are also available. In addition, each exhibitor receives a copy
of the Technical Proceedings on a DVD and a pass to attend the
technical sessions at no charge. A complete list of attendees,
including all exhibitor personnel, is distributed to each exhibitor at
the close of the conference.

A separate publication is available, which outlines the responsibilities
of the exhibitors and the ITC.

>
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EDUCATION . . .
>> Individual scholarships

>> Monetary grants

>> Establishment of programs

>> Technical coordination

An integral part of the IFT philosophy is active participation in
education. Residual funds from each conference are channeled into
programs at several universities in the U.S. We were a major force
in the establishment of a Master’s Program with an emphasis in
telemetering in the Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department at New Mexico State University. Since that beginning,
we have added programs at the University of Arizona, Brigham Young
University, the University of Missouri-Rolla, and the University of
California at Santa Barbara.

The grants from IFT to the universities help fund numerous diverse
endeavors in the telemetering field. These funds support
development of curricula and programs in telemetry, lab equipment
purchases, specific projects, professorships, graduate assistantships,
scholarships, and student travel to the ITC. Each year, the conference
sponsors a student paper contest and awards prizes to the best
papers in both the undergraduate and graduate categories.

The IFT also sponsors the Telemetering Standards Coordinating
Committee (TSCC) and the International Consortium for Telemetry
Spectrum (ICTS). The TSCC is comprised of members of both gov-

ernment and industry and
serves to review and 
recommend proposed stan-
dards affecting the teleme-
tering community. The
ICTS is an international
committee that serves to
keep its members and the
appropriate members of
the international communi-
ty aware of potential
impacts on the telemetry
spectrum.

>

Gone... but not forgotten.
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Judd Strock, a telemetry pioneer



BENEFITS TOYOU,THE EXHIBITOR . . .
>> A professionally-managed environment to showcase your products

and services

– We have earned our reputation as a well-managed, highly technical conference.

>> Promotion and advertisement of your participation in the
conference

– We direct mail to our mailing list and advertise in appropriate periodicals several
times a year.

>> Domestic and international attendance

– Typically, non-U.S. attendees number in the mid-100's with over 25 countries
represented.

>> Reach more potential customers per advertising dollar

– Our attendance exceeds 2,200 engineers, scientists, and management personnel.

>> See your competition

– Learn what you have to do to keep ahead in product development.

>> Get new ideas to expand your product base

– Listen to attendees describe their particular requirements and compare their needs
with available technology.

SO WHY WAIT? 
VISIT WWW.TELEMETRY.ORG

TO FIND OUT MORE ON

ATTENDING/EXHIBITING AT ITC!

>
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International Foundation
for Telemetering

5959 Topanga Canyon Blvd., Suite 150
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
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